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THE UNITED.Sati,,TES NAVy

GUARDIAN OF 0/iIR COUNTRY.
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea
and is a. ready, force on watch at hoMe and oversees, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace or of initant offensive action to win in war.

It is Upon the maintenance of this' c.::nteol that our country's glorious
future depends; the United States/Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE/ WITH HONOR

Tradition, valOr, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
thesimay be added dedicationdiscipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the present and the futUre.I

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country, our shipmates, and ourfamilies.

-

Our responsibilities sober us; our advefsities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our sPecial privilege. We serve with honor.

THE OUTURE OF THE NAVY,
The-Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, .and
greater power to p otect and defend the United 'States on the sea, under
the sea, and in th air.

.

Now and in the ft)t0re,scontrol of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantag for the maintenance of peace and 'for victory in war.

Mobility, surpris , dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the
future, in continued dedicationlo-ourtasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.

It
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THE QUARTERMASTER

rate training manual has-been preparq
then -of the Navy and of the Naval Reserw:
'are studying for advancement to the rates

ermaster 3 and Quartermaster 2. The
artermister standards used as a guide in the
aratioñ of- 'this--rate---trainimr-manuarare

d in , the Manual of Navy Enlisted
wer and Personnel aassilkations and

.ciupationaL Standards, NAVPERS 18068D.
bianget,-,occurring after this revision are not

ected.in this text.
The ',:lemainder of this chapter gives

orinion.on the enlisted rating structure; the
.Uri, rifting, and references that will

in working for advancement and
rforming your duties as a Quartermaster,

(vitiation on how to make the best use of
e-, training manuals. Therefore, it is strongly

recorriMended that you study this chapter
cireTtillybeffire beginning intensive study of the

manider of this manual.

STED RATING STRUCT6RE

.
e two main types of ratings in the present

rating structure are general ratings and
ce ratings.
ENERAL- RAtINGS --identify bioad

, occupational fields of related duties and
fUnctions. Some general ratings include service
ratings; others dO not. Both Regula7 Navy and

aval Reserve personnel may hold general
OPP'

SERVICE RATINGS identify subdivisions
or -specialties within a general rating. Although

rvice ratings can exist at any petty, officer
level, they are most common at the P03 and

P02 levrls.. Both Regular Navy and Naval
Reserve personnel may hold service ratings.

QUARTERMASTER RATING

The Quartermaster rating is a general rating
at all petty officer levels. Among the many
duties required of a QM are those connected
with navigation, steering and ship control,
communications, weather, Tecordkeeping, and
supervision of personnel. .

Quartermasters are assigned to all combatant
ships and to all but the smallest types of
auxiliary vessels. Ashore, Quartermasters are
Asigned to signal statient,' weather stations, and
small craft units; or they May be migned_to
general ; duties; suCh as master-at-arms or
ceremonial guard.

Aboard .ship,, a Quartermaster 3 .or 2 will
itahd watches on the bridge as the assistant to
the offiCer of the deck (00D). To function
effectively as his assistant, you must know his
duties nearly as well as your own. As QM of the
wateh, you will sraul your duty time in the
limelight and, for this reason, you must meet
standards of appearance and performance that
are -more exacting than those of any other
department on board.

SPECIAL QUALIFICATION

Figure 1-1 gives a more detailed view of the
requirements for advancement of active duty
personnel; figure 1-2 gives this information for
inactive duty personnel. Remember that the
standards for advancement can change. Check
with your division officer or training officer to
be sure that yOu know the most recent
standards.
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REQUIREMENTS 0 El to E2 E2 to Ea # E3
.to E4

#E4
to E5

F',5

to E6
f E6

to E7
t E7

to E8
f E8

to Ell

SERVICE

4 mos.
service-

or
comple-
tion of
Recruit
Training.
Recruit
Trainiag.
(C.O.
Tray ad-

to 10%
of gradu-
sting .

class.)

8 mos.
ad EL.

..,. ..;:::::::::
- -:

6 mos.
as E-3.
?years
time in
service.

Cliss A

Dr3,
IS3,

PN 3

12 mos.
as E-4.
3 years
time in
ser;ice.

.. . .. -

...................,......

-
..

24 mos.
as E-5.
6 years
time in
service.

. .... .......
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.%'.'.*.*:::.

...............-...

........ .v....................

36 mos
as E-6.
9 years
time in
service.

Navy

.

3E mos.
as E-7.
8 of 12
years
time in
service
must be
enlisted

0

36 mos.
as E-8.
10 of 15
years
time in
service
must be
enlisted.

---
...

" PRACTICAL Locally
FACTORS prepared

check-
offs.

.

Record of Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1, must be
completed for E-p and all PO advancements.

PERFORMANCE u:.TEST
..........................-...

..v.v.......:.%
...-.......-................

plete

applicable performance tests be-
fore takin: examinations.

-1.-n,
.................

...
...... ....

.... .. . ,
"...

........v...........

.....-..............-

. ENLISTED As used by CO
PERFORMACE when approving

,EVAIVATLOr_ . _admancenient:
Counts toward performance factor credit in ad-

vancement multiPle.

Locally
EXAMINATIONS** prepared

tests:
See

below.

Navy-wide examinations
required for all PO
advancements.

Navy-wide selection board.

...:.:.:::....:.:.:.......:.:.y.

.............................:.RATE TRAINING

........-.........-.......-....
MANUAL (INCLUD-............-.............-....
ING MILITARY .....................

R'UIREMENS -.........-......
...............
.:.:.:.:....:.:.:.:......:.:.:
...................:.:.:......

Required for E-3 and all PO advancements.
unless waived because of.school comple-
tion, hut need not be repeated if :dentical
course has already been. completed. See

NavEdTra 10052 (current edition). .

---,
Nonresident career
courses and
recommended
reading. See
NavEdTra 10052
(current edition),

A UTII01117A TION Commanding
Officer NA VEDTRA PRODEVCEN

*All advancements require commanding:officer's recommendation.
f 3 years obligated service required for E-7, E-8, end E-9.

Military leadershiP exam required for E-4 and E-5.
** For E-2 to E-3, NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN 'exams or locally Prepared tests may be-used.

Waived for qualified EOD personnel.

7

Figure 1-1.Active duty advancement requirements.

2
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.:, .
REQUIREMENTS* El to

E2
E2 sto

E3
E3 to

E4
E4 to

E5
E5 to

E6
E6 to

E7 E8 E9

TOTAL TIME
IN GRADE 4 mos. 8 mos. 6 mos. 12 mos. 24 mos.

36 mos.
with
total
9 yrs
service

36 mos.
with
total
l2 yrs
service

24 mos.
with
total
15 yrs
service

'TOTAL TRAINING
I

.

DUTY LK GRADEI 14 days. 14 days 14 days 14 days
.

28 days 42 days 42 dap:, 28 days

PERFORMANCE
TESTS

*. ` :*******'-......:e.....:.......:..v.-:.:-:..-.-...-.:.-.:.:.:....
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::.:*:
:-:::-::::::-::::::::::::::::::::*::::::::
::::::::::::::::.x.:::.::.x.x.x.x.:.x.:.x.x.x.x. **"

Specilled ratings must complete applicable.
periormance tests before taking examination..

fr

.
.

. Satisfactori, participation is a member of a drill unit
in accordance with BUPERSINST 5400.42 series.

DRILL
PARTICIPATION

PRACTICAL FACTORS
TINCLUDING mnirrARy

REQUIREMENTS)

,
Record of Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1, must
be completed for all advancements.

:

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL (INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUIRE-

Completion of applicable course
in service

or courses mus.t be. entered
record:

ArEiv"TS)

. ,

".

Standard Exam

Stand rd Exam
requi d for all PO
advanc ments.
Also pass
Military Diadership Exam
for E-4 and E-5.

Standard Exam,
Selection Board.

_
.

EXAMINATION

.

AUTHORIZATION
0

Commanding
Officer

,

NA VEDTRAPRODEVC EN

*Recommendation by commanding officer required for all advancements.
f Active duty periods may be substituted for training duty.

Figure 1.2.Inactive duty advancement requirements.

8
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Note in figures 1-1 and 1-2 that certain
specified ratings must 0complete applicable
performance tests to be eligible for
advancement. Quartermaster is one such rating.
At the E-4 level, Quartermasters must
temOnstrate thear ability to transmit and receive
code groups by flashing light at 6 wroups per
minute; transmit and receive plain language
messages by fief/ling light at 8 words per minute;
and, transmit and receive plain language messages
by semaphore at.8 words per minute.

LEADERSHIP

ks you advance in the QUartermaster rating,
you will have more-responsibility and authority.
You will be required to exercise more leadership
than so far has been required a you. You must
learn flow to handle men. You must set high
standards so that your men will follow your
example. The type of PO you are, your personal
behavior and attitUde toward your job, and your
professional advancement will influence the type
of work your men do.

Information on the practical application of
leadership and supervision may be obtained
from the current revision of Military
Requirements for' Petty Officers 3&2,
NAVEDTRA 10056.

THE NAVY ENLISTED
ADVANCEMENT-SYSTEM

Many of .the rewards of Navy life are earned
through tin: advancement system. The basic
ideas behind the system have remained stable for
many years, but specific portions may change
rapidly. It is important that you know,. the
system and follow changes carefully. BUPERS
Notices 1418 will normally keep you up to date.

The normal system of advancement may be
easier to understand if it is broken intO two
parts:

1. Those requirements that must be met
before you mayQ be considered for advancement.

2. Those factors that actually determine
whether or not you will be advanced.

QUALIFYING FOR ADVANCEMENT

In general, to QUALIFY (be considered) for
advancement, you must first:

1. &ye a certain amount of time in pay
grade.

2. Demonstrate knowledge of material in
your mandator!. rate training manuals by
achieving a suitable score on your command's
test, by successfully completing the appropriate
NRCCs or, in some casts, by successfully
completing an appropriate Navy school.

3. Demonstrate the ability to perform all
the practical requirements f9r advancement by
completing the Record of Practical Factors,
NAVEDTRA 1414/1.

4. Be recommended by your commanding
officer.

5. For petty officer third and second
candidates ONLY, demonstrate knowledge of
military .'subjects by passing a locally
adminis`tered MILITARY/LEADERSHIP
examination based on the naval standards for
advancement (from NAVPERS 18068 series).

6. Demonstrate knowledge of the technical
aspects of your rate by palling a Navywide
advancement examination based on the
occupational standards applicable to your rate
(from NAVPERS 18068 series, those standards
listed at and below your rate level).

4

If you meet all of the above requirements
satisfactorily, you become a member of the
group from which advancements will be made.

WHO WILL BE ADVANCED?

Advancement is not automatic. Meeting all
of the requirements makes you eligible but does
not guarantee your advancement. Some of the
factors that determine which persons, out of all
of those QUALIFIED, will actually be advanced
in rate is .the score made on the advancement'
examination, the length of time in service, the
performance marks earned, and the number of'
vacancies being filled in a given rate.

If the number of vacancies in a given rate
exceed the number of qualified personnel, then
ALL of those qualified will be advanced. More
often, the number of qualified people exceeds
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e vacaridies. When this happens, the Navy has
vised ,a_procedure foi advancing those who are
Sr qualified. This procedure is based on

...t.t.nbining three personnel evaluation systems:

erif rating system (Annual evaluation and Co
ieconinendation)

Personnel , testing systeni.., (Advc.ncement
examination.scorewith some credit , for
passing preirious advancement exams)

Longeyity (seniority) system (Time in rate and
time in service)

I
1

Siniply, credit is given for how much the
indOidual has achieved in the three:areas of
performance, knowledge, and seniority. A
comwsiteLknown as the Jinal_multiple score, is
generated from these three factors. All of the
candidates who have PASSED the eXamination
froM a given advancement population are then

,phiced on one list. Based on the fmal multiple
.-scCore, the person with the highest multiple score
is/ranked lust, and so on, down to the person
yOth the loWest multiple score. For 1E4, ES, and
gs, advance authorizations are then issued,

Candidates or E7 whose fmal multiple scores

teeginning' the top of the list, for the number
of persons. eeded to rin the existing vacancies.

#re high enough will be designated PASS SELBD
'ELIG. (Pass Selection 'Board Eligible). This
means that their names will be placed before the
Chief Petty Officer Selection Board, a BUPERS
board charged with considering all so designated
eligible candidates for advancement to CPO.

1 Advancement authorizations for those being
' advanced to CPO are issued by this board.

Who, then, are the individuals who are
advanced? Basically, theY are the ones who
achieved themastin preparing for advancement.
_They were not content-to -just qualify; they
went the extra mile in their, training, and
through that training and their work experience
they deN;eloped greater skills, learned more, and
accepted more responsibility. ,

While it cannot guarantee that any one
person will be advanced, the advancement
system does guarantee ,that all persons within a
particular rate will comptte equally for the
vicancies that exist.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR ADVANCEMENT

What must you do to prepare for
advancement? You must study the standards for
advancement, work on the practical factors,
study the required rate training manuals, and
study other material ihat is required for
advancement in yout rating. To prepare for
advancement, you will need to be familiar with
(g the Manual of Mali; Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classification and Occupatioral
Standards, (2) the Record of Practical Factors,
(3) a NAVEDTRA' publication called
Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052, and (4) applicable rate
training manuals. The following sections
describe them and give you some practical_ .

suggestions on how to use them in preparing for
advancement.

Occupational Standards
The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and

Personnel Classifications and Occupational
Standards, NA'VPERS 18068-D Contains ihe
rating occupational and naval standards fir
advancement to each pay grade in' section, I.
Contained in section II is the Navy Eulis*d
Classification Codes. This manual replaces the
"quals manual" and the NEC manual.

o

NAVAL STANDARDS are requireMents
that apply to all ratings rather than to any one
p afticular rating. Naval requirements for
advancement to third class and second class
petty officer rates deal with military conduct,
naval organization, military justice, security,
watchstanding, and other subjects which are .
requ'ii,x1 of petty officers in all ratings.

OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS are
requirements that are directly related to the
work of each rating.

Both the- naval requirements and the
occupational standards are divided into subject
matter groups.

You are required to pass a Navywide
military/leadership examination for E-4 or E-5,
as,appropriate, before you take the advancement
aaminations. The military/leadership
examinations are administered on a schedule
determined by .your commanding officer.
Candidates are required to pass the applicable
military/leadership examination only once. Each
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of these examinations consists of 100 questions
based on information contained in Military
Requirements for :Petty Officers 3&2,
NAVEDTRA ,10056 (cuirent edition) and in
other publications listed in Bibliography for
Advancement Study, NAVEDTRA 10052
(Current edition).

Tho Navywide occupational examinations
for pay grades Eat and E-5 will contain 150
questions related to occupational areas of your
rating. If you are working for advancement to
second class, remember that you may be
examined on third class standards as well as on
second class standards.

NAVPERS 18068-D is kept current
means of annual changes. The occupational
standards for_your rating_which_are_covered_ in
this training manual were current at the time the
manual ws minted. By the time you are
studying this manual, however, the standards for
your rating may hare beeh changed. Never trust
any set of standards until yot -,. have checked it
against an_ UP-TO-DATE copy of NAVPERS
18068D.

Record of Practical Factors

Before you can take the Navy wide
exaMination for advancement, there must be an
entry id your service record to show that you

. have qualified in the naval and occupational
Standards. The RECORD OF PRACTICAL
FACTORS, mentioned earlier, is used to keep a
record of your practical factor standardg. This
form is available for each eating and lists both
-military and occupation'al factors. As you
demonstrate your abaity to perform each
.practical factor, appropriate entries are made in
the DATE and INITIALS columns by your__
supervisor or senior petty officer.

--Changes-are-made-periodically to the Manual
of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel
Classifications and Occupational Standards and
revised forms of NAVEDTRA 1414/1 are
provided when necessary. Extra space is allowed

'Ori the Record of Practical Factors for entering
additional practical factors as they are published
in changes to NAVPERS 18068-D. The Record
of Pradtical Factors also provides a space for

'recording demonstrated proficiency in skills
which are' within the general scope of thelrating

but which are not identified as minimum
occupational standards.

Until completed, the NAVEDTRA 1414/1 is
usually held by your division officer, after
completion, it is forwarded to the personnel
office for insertion in your service record. If you
are transferred before qualifying in all practical
factors, the incomplete :form should be
forwarded with your service record to your next
duty station. You can save yourself a lc. of
trouble by making sure that this form actually i.;
inserted in your service record before you are
transferred. If the form is not in your service
record, you =y be reqinittrttrstatralroVel--
again and requalify in the pnictical factors which
have already been. checked off.

NAVEDTRA 10052

The Bibliography for Advancement Study.
NAVEDTRA 10052 (revised), is a very
important publication for any enlisted person
preparing for advancement. This bibliography
lists required and recommended Rate Training
Manuals and other reference material to be used
by personnel working for advancement.
NAVEDTRA 10052 is revised and issued once
each year by the Naval Education and Training
Support Command. Each revised edition is
identified by a letter following the NAVEDTRA
number. When using this publication, be SURE
that You have the most resent edition. When
you are preparing for advancement, check to see
whether changes have been made in the
standards for your rating.

The required and recommended refereuces
are listed by pay grade in NAVEDTRA 10052.
If you are working for advancement to third

--class-, -study -the-material-that-is-listed-forthird--
class. If you are working for advancement to
second class, study the matelia; that is listed for
second class; but remember that you are also
responsible tar the references listed at the third
class level.

In using NAVEDTRA 10052, you will
notice that some rate training manuals are
marked with an asterisk (*). Any maxim!
marked- in _this way is MANDATOR that is, it
must be completed at --the indicated rate level
before you can be eligible to take the Navywide
examination for advancement. Each mandatory
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Manual may be completed by (1) passing the
appropriate nonrekident career, course that is

'112.1Hiased___on_the--man datory- trai n in g-m anua4 _

passing locally prepared tests based on the
information given in the training Manual; or (3)
in some Cases, succfmsfUlly completing an
apiropriate Navy scl.i.o;,k

Do not oveilook section of NAVEDTRA
1 005 2 Which lists the required and
recommended references relating to the military
standards for advancement. Personnel of ALL
ratings must complete the mandatory military
reqUirements training manual for the

.......-113-1,Mdg_C-rdP-kYgl_beforg..theysan,b ble
ato advance.

The references in NAVEDTRA 10052 which
are recommended but not mandatory should
also be studied carefully. ALL references listed

. in NAVEDTRA 10052 may be used as source
material for the written examinations, at the
appropriate rate levels.

Rate Training Manuals
As a result of 4he establishment of the Naval

Education and Training Support Command
under the Chief of Naval Eduaation and
Training, new editions of rate training manuals,
nonresident career courses, curricula, and other
training publications formerly designated by the
abbreviations NAVPERS are being designated
NAVEDTRA. This training manual, for

° eXample, iS- NAVEDTRA 10149-F, which
means that is a publication of the Naval
Education and Training Support Command and
succeeds a manual designated NAVPERS
10149-E.

In this chapter and elsewhere in this minual,
training publications which already carry the
new abbreviations are so listed; those not yet
-changed are listed -as-NAVPERS numbers;---

There are two general types of rate training
manuals. RATING MANUALS (stich as this one).
are prepared for most enlisted iatings. A rate
training manual giVes information that is directly
related to the occupational standards of ONE
rating. SUBJECT MATTER manuals or BASIC
manuals give information that applies to more
than one rating.

Rate training manuals are revised from time
to time to keep them up to date technically. The
revision of a rate training manual is identified by

a letter fcllowing the NAVPERS, NAVTRA, or
NAVEDTRA number. You can tell whether any
particular_copY-of_a- training manual is the latest
edition by checking the NAVPERS, NAVTRA
or NAVEDTRA number and the letter following
this number in the most recent edition of List of
Training Manuals and Correspondence
Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061. (NAVEDTRA
10061 is actually a catalog that lists all current
training manuals and nonresident career courses;
you will find that this catalog is useful in
planning your study program.)

_Ent limg_aiaWAraininginanual isivvised,iL.
is brought into conformance with the official
publications and directives On which it is based;
but during the life of any edition, discrepancies
between the manual and the official sources are
almost certain to arise because of changes to the
latter which are issued in the interim. In the
performance of your duties, you should alwayt
refer to the appropriate official publication or
directive. If the official source is listed in
NAVEDTRA 10052, the Naval Education and
Training Program Development Center uses it as
a source of questions in preparing the fleetwide
examinations for advancement. In case of
discrepancy between any publications listed in
NAVEDTRA 10052 for a given rate, the Naval
Education and Training Program Development
Center will use the most recent material.

Rate training manuals are designed to help-.
you prepare for advancement. The following
suggestions may help you make the best use of
this manual and other Navy training publications
when you are preparing for advancement.

I. Study the naval standards and the
occupational st.ndards for_ your rating before

--iou-iftidy the training manual, and refer to
them frequently as you study. Remember, you
are studying the 'manual primarily to meet these
standards.

2. Set up a reguiar study plan. It will
probably be easier for you to stick to the same
time each day. If possible, schedule your
studying for a time of day when you will not
have too many interruptions or distractions.

3. Before you begin to study any part of
the manual intensively, become familiar with the
entire book. Read the preface and the table of

7
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

htents. Check through the index. Look at the
ppendices. Thumb through the book without

rtzcular plan, looking at the illustrations
reading biti herd and there as you see things

t interest you.
Look at the training manual in more

'to see how it is organked. Look at the
le of contents again. Then, chapter by
pter, read the introduetion, the headings, and

the Subhesd1n3s. This will give yoU a clear
picture of the scope and content of the book. As
you look through the book in this way, ask
yourself some questions .

cWardTriiiidToTelimabout this?
'What do I already know about this?
,How is this information related to information
given in other chaptert?
How is this information related to the standards
for advancement? :

5. Vihen you have a general idea of what is
in the training manual and how it is organized,
fill in, the details by intensive study. In each
study Period, try to cover a complete unit it
may be a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a
subsection. The amount of material that you can
cover at' one iime will vary. If you know the
subject.mell, or if the material is easy, you can
cover quite a lot at orie time. Difficult or
unfamiliar material will require more study time.

6: In studying any one unit chapter,
section, or subsectionwrite down the questions
that occur to you. Many people find it helpful
to make a written Outline of the unit as they
itudy, or at least to write down the most
importaht ideas. .

7. As you study, relate the informatiOn
the training manual to the knowledge you
already. have. When you read about a process, a
skill, or a situation, try to see how the

_ information ties in with your own past
experience.

8, When yOu have finished studying a unit,
take time out to see what you have learned.
Look back over your notes and questions.
Maybe some of . your questions have been
answered, but perhaps you still have some that
are not answered. Without looking at the
training manual, write down the main ideas that
you have Often from studying this unit. Don't
just quote the book. If you can't give these ideas

in your own words, the chances are that you
have not _really mastered the information.

9. Use nonresident career courses whenever
you can. The nonresident career courses are
based on rate training manuals or on other
appropriate texts. As mentioned before,
completion of a mandatory rate training manual
can be accomplished by passing a nonresident
career course based on the rate training manual.

. You will probably fmd it helpful to take other
nonresident zareer courses, as well as those
based on mandatory training manuals. T 3. ing a .
nonresident career course helps you to waster
the information given_in_the_training manual,_1.
and also helps you see how much you have
le arned.

10. Think of your future as you study rate
training manuals. You are working for
advancement to third class or second class right
now, but someday you will be working toward
higher rates. Anything extra that you can learn
now will help you both now and later.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Besides training manuals, NAVEDTRA
10052 lists official publications on Which you
may be examined. You should not only study
the sections required; but should become as
familiar as possible with all publications you use.,

One of the most useful things you can learn
about a subject is w to find out more about it.'
No single publica 'on can give you all the
information you eed to perform the duties of
your rating. You should learn where to look for
accurate, authoritative, up-to-date information
on all subjects related to the naval requirements
for advancement and the occupational standards
of your rating.

Some , of the publications discussed here are
subject to change or revision from time to
time-:some at regular intervals, others as the
need arises. When using any publication that is
kept current by means of changes, be sure you
have a copy in which all official changes have
been 'entered. ,

Official publications and directives carry-
abbreviations and numbers which identify the
source of the document and its subject matter.
An abbreviation designates the publisher (e.g.,

8
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Training films available- to naval personnel
are a valuable source of supplementary.
information on many technidal subjects.
Training Mils are listed in, the United States
Naiy Film Catalog, NAVAIR 10-1-777,
published 1 July .1971. Copies may be ordered
in acCordance with the Navy Stock List, of
Forms and Publications, NAVSUP2002.
Supplements to the Film Catalog are diStributed
to cataiog holders.

When selecting a film, note its date of issue
listed in the Film Catalog. As you know,
procedures sometimet change rapidly: Thus
some films become obsolete rapidly. If a film is
obsolete only in:part, It may sometimes be
shown effectively if before or during its showing

. you carefully point out to trainees the
procedures. that have changed. For this reason, if
you IfeShoiiiiiiialfiliiffOlfaiifothir fersonnel,
take a look at it in advance if possible so that
you may spot 'material thet may become
obsolete and verify current procedures by
looking them up in the appropriate sOurces
before the formal showing.

METRIC iYSTEM

The Metric System Single-Subject Training Manual and its associated
°CC-KC form a self-study package (NAVEDTRA475-01-00-75) to-train
Navy personnel in conversion from the U.S. Customary System to the

Anternational System (SI). Order the SSTM by stock number
0507-LP475-0000 from NPFC, Philadelphia, PA. and the OCC-ECC by
NAVEDTRA 475-01-00-75 from NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN, Pensacola,
Florida, 32559.
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It 'is the aim of this chapter to familiarize
with the bridge, bridge personnel, bridge

eqUipment, and the duties a Quartermaster
rforms while standing quartermaster watches.

,.

UNDERWAY'

When yoU relieve the watch, make sure you
obtain any special infotmation the man you
relieve may have for you. Such information
includes yerbal orders to the wheel that still are
standing, steering peculiarities due to unusual

weather situations, or anticipated aids to
navigation.

Consult the- night order book and examine
e current orders. Look over the deck log

entries of the previoUs.watch and see if there is
anything pertaining to your watch, then report
officially to the OOD that you have relieved the
watc .
...Inform yymelf of the general situation.

Yon ,should have some knowledge of what is
hippening aboard_yotir ship. The material which
follows will give you an idea of some of the
information Must know when you stand
watch. How much, information you need
depends to some degree on whether you are
anchored, at sea, alongside, or in some other
situation.

First (arid most important), as the
quartermaster of the' watch, you serve as the
assistant to the OOD. In this capacity you are
very close to events occuriing on the bridge and
at other '/ stations: Your nearness makes it .

possible for you to observe the watch personnel
and the jobs they are performing. Frequently,
the officer of the deck is involved in a problem
of maneuvering or navigation, and may fail to
notice the omission of small details in the ship's
daily routine. Pages from the ship's organization
book, listing the ribritine of the day, are available

in the pilothouse. It is an important part of your
job as quartermaster of the Watch to -remind
people concerned when the time approaches for
performing each detail.

When standing watch, you should observe all
instruments and equipment that register and
perform significant functions. If, for instance,
the steersman, wanders off course, you should,
by your observation of the compass, be the first
to discover what happened. This incident should

10



Chapter 2QUARTERMASTER WATCHES

reported Ao 'the OOD immediately. The
Meter is another instrument that you should

..pl,yinir 'eye. 'on. The baronwter readings are
:talk 'in . the. Weather l'og every hour. Other

-.1.1nitruments: that 'you should observe closely are
the itdder angle indicator,' course recorder and
reiOlutiOn indicator. Anything that might idfect,
.theshipahoUld.be.reported to the OOD.

The ..condition of the, ship's motive
powerplant must be known at all times.

' Underway, the boilers and engines in use must
he'recorded.
' As Watch quartermaster you must know

your ship's standard speed and how many
revolutions per minute are required to .make
standard speed. Naturally, you must know the
speed she is making presently, her base course
by steering, standard and gyrocompass, and her
present course:

Check to see that the required running lights
.and auXlliary lights are on at night. If you have
the watch at sunrise or sunset, turn the required

....lighttion_or, off atthe_proper instant. Having the
proper lights on is a must 'for every naval vessel.-
klaiowledge of lights enables you to determine
tfie direction: amither ship is traveling.. If 'the
Wrong lights are used, your ship may become
endangered:--For -correct ship's lights, refer to
chapter 6 of this training manual.

As quarterinaster of the Watch, you should
know the cruising formation of the ship, and the
name 'and location of the other, ships present.

,

Yon mutt know your ship's relative position in
formation; and check; it repeatedly ,during the
watch. You shoUld know how to work basic
maneuvering board problems. The maneuvering
board problems are essential in determining
cqurses and sPeeds to use 'if the formation is
altered.

Find out which boat is designated ready
lifeboat, and learn' the plan for manning it.

Always arrive on station at least 15 minutes
'ihead of the scheduled time for relieving the
watch: nothing is more aggravating than a late
relief:. More important, you must obtain much
inforrnation about the., general situation before
you c3n assume reiponsibility.

You must' be able at all times to locate the
various notebooks and rseords you are' to .use
during the watch. These record hooks include
the ship's deck log, the Captain's night order

;

book, the morning call book, and the magnetic
compass record.

. The morning call book contains a list of the
people who are to be called early. When you
relieve the midwatch, take a look at the call
book at once and note the time the earliest call
is to be made. Because you shouldn't leave the
bridge during your watch, the calls should be
made by the messenger, but you are responsible
for keeping the messenger informed.

The captain's night 'order book contains a
summary of the duties of the -bridge watch.
Although actually addressed to the officer of the
deck, its contents must be equally familiar to his
assistant, the quartermaster of the watch.
Standing° orders usually are posted inside the
front cover of the night order book. Each day,
on a separate page the captain inserts a
description of the general situation at the end of
that day and any special orders (called current
orders) that apply to succeeding watches.

The OOD and usually the JOOD, CIC watch
officer, and CIC watch supervisor are required to
initial the current niglit orders to signify they
have read and understand them. When you
check the orders, be sure you are loolsing at the
correct page. It has happened that wrong pages
have been read, w.d the resulting-troubIetcan
serious. For thi3 reasoil. always check the date
of the Current orders yoo are inspecting. Shortly
in advance of the time for the officer of 'the
deck to execute the orders directed to him in
the- night order book, it .is advisable to "remind
him of this duty.

You must also be able to find the apparatuc
you are to useengine order telegraph, rpm
indicator, echo depth sounder, barometer,
bearing circle, stadimeter, light switches, and
controls for any electrical signal equipment
operated from the navigation and signal
bridgeseven under conditions of total darkness.

INPORT.

The quartermaster of the watch (when
assigned) will perform duties assigned him by
the officer of the deck and in accordance with
the instructions of the navigator. He will be
responsible to the officer of the deck for making
entries in the deck log. He will also execute.
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%Immediate action must be taken when the
ariChör starts to _drag. It may be necessary only
'to twer chain and get another good bite. In a
lirOwded anchorage or near a-lee shore of shoal
Water, however, another anchor must be
dropPed at once. PreParations usually are made
for getting underway, and emergency, signals are
made ,to warn ships to leeward of downstream
that they may have to maneuver out of the way.

If your ship is moored with two anchors,
you . must know whether a swivel is in use. If
not, or if the swivel is not functioning properly,
you must keep record of how the ship swings so
you can inform thefl OOD before the chain
becomes fouled. This action entails a knowledge

, of the state of the tide. If you are moored
alongside, you must know what lines are in use,
whether they are doubled 'up, and whether they

ere taut or slack. If your ship is one of a nest,
you must know which- stnp in the nest has the
buoy. You should also know the duty, liberty,
and standby sections; the name of the command
duty officer, the duty department heads; and
whether the captain and executive officer are
ashore. You will also maintain a call book and
instruct the messenger in calling officers and
men at specified times.

.

BRIDGE PERSONNEL

The numbers and assignments of personnel
f, on watch vary from ship to ship, depending on

the, ship's tjzf, and evailability of personnel.
't The watch on the bridge, underway,
normally coJasists of the following personnel:

Officer of the deck
Junior officer of the deck
BOatswain's mate of the watch

-Quarterinastei of the Watch.
Helinsman
Lee helmsman (Oz.) usually mans the engine
ordertelegraph);

_Sound-powered telephone talker
Messenger

..Lookouts

Some of the primary jobs on the bridge are the
the 00D, BMOW, and helmsman.

The officer of the deck is primarily
responsible, under the commanding officer, for
the safe and proper operation of the ship. He has
Inany. duties that are too numerous,to cover
here. OPNAVINST 3120.32 gives the duties,
responsibilities, and authority in detail.

The BMOW has the primary duty of aiding
the OOD in 'carrying out the ship's routine and
ensuring the efficient functioning of the watch.
In addition he shall aid the OOD in supervising
and . instructing members of ihe watch and
report to the OOD when the watch has been
properly relieved.

The helmsman must be a qualified steersman
with such qualifications recorded in his service
record.
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Chapter 2 QUARTERMASTER WATCHES

'
bridge contains instruments

EQUIPMENT

sounding .

Ltlng 'ship's heading
rudder angle

easuring speed.
Measuring temperature and atmospheric
pressure
CoMmunicating speed orders to
enginerooM
-Taking bearings and ranges
Making celestial observations
Plotting ship's poxition and course
Controlling running and speedlights
Indicating revolutions made by the
engines
Communicating with other departments
in the ship and with other ships
Measuring wind direction and speed

krated-Quartermaster seldom standsloutine
helmsman watches. nowadays. He does, however,
takeover during emergencies and in some special
Circumstances. Some ships whose steering
engines are controlled by a "streetcael
eontroller have 'only a miniature wheel, or
sametintes just a lever, for putting over the
redder. Most ships have steering unit similar lo
4:hat shown in figure 2-1.

ForWard of the wheel, where the helmsman
can'see it best, is the magnetic steering compasi
in its binnacle, Ind to one side, either one or
'two 'gyro repeaters. Nearby is the-eniine order
, telegraph with separate handles, port and
starboard, for twin screws, or a single handle for
a single-screw ship. The engine revolutio
indiciator usually is rigged on or near
telegraph. A rudder angle indicator is on/the
forward bulkhead, or, in some position w ere it

7---Ican-be seen-easily-by-the-steersman. Ord' arily
wheel angle indicator is mounted on té steering
post itself. Voice tubes, telephones, the PA
system, and the howler and gong/control in
customarily on the after bulkhead. Light,
switchboards and various indicators, such as the
'aneroid barometer and deck clock, usually are
. on one of the side bulkheads. In the piothonse
on ,inost ships is a radar repeater with a/ plan

position indicator (PP1) scope that shows the
position of all the ships in formation, or other

or objects nearby.

The charthouse normally is abaft the
wheelhouse, but may be located on another
deck some distance away. Here the chart
portfolios are laid out on shelves or are utowed
away in drawers. A table for laYing out charts
generally is equipped with a universal drafting
machine; The dead-reckoning tracer (DRT) may
be set up here too.

Shelves in the charthouse contain the
navigational instrumentssextants, stadirneters,
bearing circles, Stopwatches, etc. Plotting tools
stowed in boxes or drawers include parallel
rulers, dividers, prOtractors, Star Finder and
Identifier (No. /2102:4)), Hoey position
plotters, and such paraphernalia as pencils,
stamps, inks, and erasers.

A chronometer case usually is installed in
the charthouse. Built-in shelves contain the
navigator's library, hydrographic publications,

'tide and current tables, etc.

69.1
Figure 2-1. Bridge of a destroyer.
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-PREPARATIONS FOR
ETTING UNDERWAY

'p cannot get underway unless extensive
reparations are made. During these

-preparations, every department and nearly everyof has some duties to perform. As
ermaster, you have some of the most

rtant duties.
Your duties in connection with getting

underWay may be separated into two broad
categories. First, you must lay out and set up
equipment. Se' ond, you must check or test the

rating equipment on the bridge.

SETIING UP EQUIPMENT

Yon must set up the navigational chart ,of,
the area. in Which your ship is anchored or
moored. Provide pencils, dividers, drawing
Compasses, parallel rulers, and erasers for the use
of the navigator. Set up a drafting machine,
bearing circle, and alidade. When required, you
-may- also-need-a- three4rni prbtitetor, sextant,
and stadirneter. You, must also provide
binoculars for the bridge personnel.

CHECKING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT ,

The operating equipment on the bridge must
be tested to ensure that it will function properly
when the ship is underway. Yon must check the
.helm and rudder by turning the wheel full ti.) the
.right; (or left) and watching tle rudder angle
indicator to ,see that it follows fir, wheel angle

'indicator to t'le proper sT.U. Pa this check is,
made, -..turn the.' wh:.. " the opposite
directbn, and again r:qa..3.: i.11.;; nidder :angle
indicator for proper reactio.t. thisTi4'g
being carried, out, yOu should have someone in
after steering standing by to see that the wheel
and the rudder angle indicator at that steering
station are functioning properly.

The QM of the watch tests the annunciator
and propeller revolution telegraph to ensnre that
the necessary signals can lie transmitted to the
engineroom. Prior agangements for the test
must be made with-6ngineroom and I.C. room
personnel. To test the annUnciator, move the
handle. on either the port or starboard side to
one of the positions that indicates a desired

speed (ahead or astern); wait for the engineroom
personnel to acknowledge receipt of the order
by Moving their indicator to the smile position.
When the engineroom acknowledges; repeat the
procedure by using a different indication of
speed. Continue in this manner until all handle
positions on the annunciator are indicated and
acknowledged.

Test the' propeller revolution indicator by
indicator by turning the indicator knobs,
thereby causing different numbers of desired
revolutions to be transtnitted to the engineroorn.
Personnel in the engineroom _shOuld
acknowledge by indicating the same number of
revolutions rung up by the bridge. This
procedure should . be repeated, _using several
different combinations of numbers.

Check the gyrocompass repeaters to see that
they are aligned with the master. Accomplish

"this procedure, by "marking" the repeaters and
the master simultaneously, then compare the
readings. If the reading at the lubber's line of a
repeater differs from-the master by half a degree
or more, you should realign it. Proceed by
pushing in and rotatini, an adjusting knob,
located near the base of the repeater, either
clockwise or countei clockwise, so that L the
compass card on the repeater can be rotated .to
coincide with the-master gyro.

The ship's ,whistle and siren (if installed on
your ship), as well as the general, chemical, and
collision alarms, are additional checks you must
make for their proper operation. Before testing
any noise-making equipment, however,. you
must obtain permission from the commanding
officer.

SHIP'S 'DECK LOG

,The deck log is the official daily record of a
ship, by watches, in which is described every:
circumstance and occurrence of importance or
interest which concerns the crew and the
operation and safety of the ship or Which may
be of hiitorical value. The quartermaster of the
watch, under the supervision of the OOD usually
keeps the log.

All ships prepare an original and one copy of
the deck log. The original log is submitted to the
Chief of Naval Operations monthly for
permanent retention, and' the 'copy is retained
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;kir, a period of six months, after
e;it May be destroyed.

,c,..,.eyent is recorded at the time it happens
diieeie.4.1?y the officer of the deck, All

wAen e..inade With a ballpoint pen, usmg
cblack or blue4lack ink. The officer of the deck

ixes t'Signattite to the log following the last
;rmie--'"during his watch. Hit name also is

Printed;beneath his signature.
e navigator examines the Ship's Deck Log

and takes such' corrective action as may be
ecessarY1 and within his 'authority, to ensure
af it is properly kept. When each month's log

!---7is---completc-he-certifies the correctness of its-
. -contents in the spacet provided on the Ship's

Deck Log-Title Page. Daily signature of the
nivigator is not required.

The COmmanding officer approves the log at
the end of "each month, when relieved of
command, or when the ship is decommissioned.
He signifies his approval by signing both the
original and duplicate logs in the space provided

-or -,the-litle page. When a change of command
occurs during the nionth, the title page of that
Month's log shall bear the signature of each
Commanding officer,. indicating the date the
I.Thange-of-command-occunect.--Tlie log-she-not
be terminated for submission upoh a change of
command, but shall be submitted in its entirety
at the. end of the month.

ASSEMBLY AkD DISPOSITION

EaCh month's log shall be assethbled
,lieginning With the title page, followed by the
deck log sheets astembled unnumbered and ,in

order:=-ethe log pages for the
month shall be secured by roundhead paper
fasteners or ribbon. Staples or other types of
perinanent binding shall not be used.

'On the first day of each month, or within 10
days thereafter, the original deck log for the
previous month shall be fOrwarded directly to
the,Chief of Naval Operations or, if required, via
thezadministrative commander. NO'L E: Those

- ships that are On extended patrol or Conducting
speCial operations and Unable to submil. logs as
required herein shall forward iheir monthly deck
log(s) to the Chief of Naval Operations within
10 days upon reaching port.

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation§ in the deck log shall be
limited to those generally accepted throughout
the Navy by reason of long and continued usage.
Obscure or purely communication-type
abbreviations shall not be used. The following is
a partial, listing of the more commonly used
abbreviations:

UA

CPA

OCE

OOD

OTC

Commands

R(L)FR

R(L)15R

H(R/L)R

R/A

Unauthorized absence

Closet point of approach
Officer conducting the
exercise,
Officer of the deck
Officer in tactical
command
COMCAR,GRU 7 ,

CINCPACFLT, etc.
RIGHT (LEFT) FULL
RUDDER
RIGHT (LEFT) 15
DEGREES RUDDER
HARD RIGHT (LEFT)
RUDDER
RUDDER AMIDSH1P

MEET-FIR

R(L)050

AEA 1/3

AE STOP

AEA STD

AEA FUL

AEA FLK

P(S)EA 1/3

P(S)EB 1/3

145 RPM . . . .

15'

1.44E-ET-HE1.--

RIGHT (LEFT) TO
COURSE 050
ALL ENGINES AHEAD
1/3'
ALL ENGINES STOP

ALL ENGINES AHEAD
STANDARD
ALL ENGINES AHEAD
FULL
ALL ENGINES AHEAD
FLANK
PORT (STARBOARD)
ENGINE AHEAD 1/3
PORT (STARBOARD)
ENGINE BACK 1/3
INDICATE 145 RPM

REQUIRED SHIP'S DECK LOG ENTRIES

Every injury, accident, or casualty, however
slight, among the officers, crew, passengers,
visitors, longshoremen, harborworkers, or
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repairmen on board must be recorded. The large
number of clai1ns% for pensions or other
compensation submitted by persons alleging
injury make this information of great
importa ce to the Government, both to protect
it from lse claiins and to furnish a record for

fibona e claims. Therefore, care must be taken
to reco d the full particulars in each instance.

All peculiar ,or extraordinary
apperances of the sea, atmosphere, or heavens,
prec ding or following sudden changes of wind,
hea squalls of wind, or of heavy gales.

2. All unusual_appearances--of-the-sear-thl

engaged and the reasons for her movements in
order that it may be of historical value.

13..The time of reporting to or detachment
from any fleet, task force (or subdivision
thereof), or tactical unit.

14. Tactical formation of the ships in
company and major changes thereto.

15. The time when any particular evolution,
'exercise, or other service was performed
(receiving a pilot, preparing to enter port or to
anchor; anchorage, depth of water, bearings,
et c.; getting underway, discharging pilot,
securing -lichors, securing battery, preparing

e----ship -for siai-and-major-engineering-changes).
rip, , discolored water, extraordinary
luminescence of the sea, strange birds, fishes,
icebergs, driftwood, seaweed, etc.

3. All unusual meteorological phenomena,
extraordinary refractions, waterspouts, meteors,

stars, auroras, halos, fata morganas,
ice links, corposantos, etc. and all earth

csatellites.
4. The behavior of the vessel under

different circumstances of weather and sea, such
as pitching, rolling, weathering qualities, etc.

5. The sighting of vessels, land lighthouses,
lightships, and all dangers to navigation, with
time, bearings and distances.

6. The bearing and distance of the object
taken for a departure.

7.,Any soundings, the record of which is
important with character of the bottom.

8. After anchoring, recording be gs and
angles subh as to enable the exact posi ion f the
shiP.to be located on the chart.

9. After, anchoring in unfrequ (d ports,
roadsteads, or . on strange coasts, the
bearings of all prominent objects on shore,
adjacent points, islands, rocks, or dangers, and
the depth of the water within the dis6nce
required for warking ship.

10. When at anchor, the commencement of
flood and ebb tides, the time of slack water, and
the time the vessel swings to her anchor upon a
change of tide.

11. When at anchor in heavy weather, the
strain upon the cables, efc.

12. A summary of the orders under which
the ship moves, quoting the authority for the
orders, etc. In general, this entry should show
the character of the duty on which the ship is

/1

16. All speed changes in knots.
17. All courses and bearings, interpreted to

read "degrees true" unless otherwise indicated.
18. All occurrences of importance . and

interest, including change of command, official
visits, salutes rued, and flags displayed.

19. All formal inspections concerning
personnel, material, records, combat readiness,
etc., conducted by the commanding officer or-
an officer senior to him:

20. All alterations in allowance of fresh
water per man, with reasons, etc.

21. All acciden_ts_resulting
kind. The loss or serious damage to boats, other
equiPage and stores of any kind with the
attendant circumstances'.

22. After in action, a full, detailed a-deount
of every occurrence and remarkable incident, all
damage to hull, equipage, and machinery, all
killed and wounded, etc'.

23. All prisoners taken by an enemy.
24. The grounding of the ship, with all

attendant circumstancet.
25. The name, grade and social security

number of all officers who may join or be
transferred from the ship, other than those
received or lost by reason of permanent change
of station.

26. A)l unexplained or unauthorized
absentees, with indication of time of occurrence
and rust knowledge cf absence, surrounding
circumstances, 'and time and circumstances of
later whereabouts or fate.

27. All deaths on board, with a statement 'as
to exact time and cause of death.

28. The names of all passengers, with the
time of coming bn board and leaving.
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idg. sun DECK LOG ENTRIES

e sample entries listed herein are guides
r recording entries in the log. Aliy such listing,

:-,--,tef-TCoursei--eannotbe--all-inclusive,- nor can the
le entries be construed / as the only

ceptable ones. Any entry that is complete,
ccurate and couched in standard naval
hraseology is acceptable. For a more complete
liting see OPNAVINST 3100.7, Revised

proCedure for keeping the,Ship's Deck Log.
Since the deck, log is handWritten, particular

care -must be taken when recording numbers.
pernouni shall be printed. Logs received in

e Chief of /4aval Operationi which are illegible
including, poor penmanillip) will be returned .

or remedial action.
, -When a correction is% deemed necessary, a

single line shall ,be drawn ,through the original
entry so that the entry remains legible. The
correct entry shall then be inserted in such
Manner, as to ensure clarity and legibility.

, Corrections, additions, orchinges shall be made
only _by the person required to sign the record.
for the watch, and shall be initialed by hini on

e margin of the page.

Daily Initial_Watch Entries

Underway

00-04

0000 Steaming in company with Task Group
5 8 .1 c omPosed of CARGRU 1, /
CRUDESFLOT 3 and DESRON 5, plus
USS AULT (DD-698) and USS BORIE
(DD-704), enroute from Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, to Guam, M.I. (Operating at sea
off the coast of California), ii

accordance with CTG 58.1 serial 06
This ship in station in formati n

Formation course_ ; spe d

kntts. Formation axis_ \SOPA,
is CTG 58.1 in. USS CHICAGO (CG-11).,OTC - COMCARGRU ,1 in- USS
CON TELLATION :-(CV-64).
CHICAGO is guide, bearing___....,
distande -yards. Condition of
readi#As TWO and material condition

,Lset. Ship darkened (excepi for
running lights).

NOTE: On siucceeding watches the fffst entry i.i-
"Underway/as before:"

ort

00-08

0000 oored starboard side to ':USS HARLAN
, DICKSON (DD-708) with standard
Mooring lines in a nest of three
Id e str oyers.. USS DAVIS (DD-937-)
/moored outboard of HARLAN R.
DICKSON to starboard. HARLAN R.

I DICKSON moored fore and aft to buoys
B-5 and B-6, San Diego; Calif. Ships

. present__ , SOPA .

00703

0 0 Anchored hi Berth B-4, U.S. -Naval
, Operating Base,. Trinidad, The West

Indies, in 12 fathoms of water, Mud
bottom, with 60 fathoms of chain tO the
starboard anchor on the f011oWing
anchorage bearings: South Point Light
060, etc. Ship in condition of readiness
THREE, material condition set and
darkened 'except for anchor -lights.
Engineering Department on 30 minutes
notice before getting underway.. Heavy
weather plan_ in effect. Anchor
detail standhig by. Wind 45 knots from
070. Weather reports indicate possibility
of winds ui; to 60 knots before 0400.
Ships present: , SOPA

00-08

0000 Moored starboard side to Pier 3, Berth
35, U.S. Naval Base, Norfolk, Va., with
standard mooring lines doubled.

17

22



1426 ManeuVering to 'take station.astern USS
CFIUKAWAN (A0-100).

,
,

..1438 On.'statiOn.

.;.,0001c 1442-
aval.Shiyaid.Bem-

ce11aneóns 1453
presen

eiitry is 1456

ashefore," or 1510
1.515

i0ering to take .'Ition in
rrmanon , aZia Guide is US'S

:LITTLE;ROCK (C64, station

Rotatedformation axis to

Commenced Approach. Captain
,conii) (conning).

On - station alongside
CHUKAWAN.

,

First hne over.

Received 6st fuel.hose.
Commenced receiving fuel.

itbeling completed..

4#65'All lines and hoses clear. Mane vering tO
clear.poztside of CHUKAWAN.

r

V.1 612 Clear otliUleAWAN
Secured the replenishment detail.

Formation. changed from 49 to 52. New
VdrinatIon Guide is USS LONG BEACH

Gt1:9)': in :station
4

f cer in Tactical Command (OTC)
COMCARGRU 3 embarked in OS
RANGER-(CV-61)-assumed-GTC.

1000 Commanding Officer, USS NIMITZ
. (CVN-68) was designated OTC.

NOTE Log all skii:Is of tactical-command-. When
_ the OTC is..the commanding officer of your ship,

use the following terminology: 'OTC is
Commanding Officer, USS FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT (CV-42)." In every case, use the
command title of the OTC (e.g., COMCARGRU
2) and not his name and grade. 'State in which
ship the OTC is embarked.

oing

In Port

1000 Conimenced fueling from (USS NEOSHO
(AO-143) 1Nava1 Fuel Depot,Craney
Island), draft forward , aft

At Sea
1345 Set the Special Sea and Replenishment

detail. Commenced preparations for
refueling from USS CHUKAWAN
(A0-100).

pections

-.Administrative, Personnel, Readiness

000 *ADM S. D EC A TU R, USN,
COMTRAPAC, accompanied by
members of his staff and inspecting__
party from USS ORISKANY (CV-34)
came on board and commenced surprise
(administrative) (personnel) (readiness)
inspection. Broke flag of COMTRAPAC.

1100 COMTRAPAC, members of his staff and
inspecting party left the ship. Hauled
.down,flag of COMTRAPAC.

1110 COMTRAPAC broke his flag in USS
ORISKANY (CV-34).

Lower Deck
1315 Commenced -Captain's inspection of

lower decks, holds, and storerooms.

1400 Secured from inspection.

Personnel

0900 Mustered the creV. at quarters for
Captain's inspection (of personnel and
upper decks).

1010

18

..' 41/4.°4.)

Secured from inspection.
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TEAm4sTsk,:cy*rcxgs.

Sonar reported hearingbreaking up noises.

NOTES: (1) Contacts at sea are logged when they
will pass in vicinity of your ship.

(2) Under certain circum4tances, contact
entries are not made in the log lecause of their
classification or their entry in war diary or action
report.

Drydockingntacts_

merchant ship bearing 280,
nce about .6.miles on approxhnately

iillel come.
,

O.:- Identified Merchant ship-. as SS
SEA K.A.Y, U.S. registry, routed

.ependent1y from Aruba, NWI, to New
- ,

SS SEAKAY abeam to port,
dia*Cvabotii 2 miles.

.

ed unidentified radar contact-
b,eazing diAance 28,800 yards (14

9 Unidentified contact tracked and
determined to be on course 180, speed
15 knots. CPA 042, distance 4.2 miles.. .

Contact identified as USS HOEL
..(DDG-13 ) by° USW JOSEPH P.
'KENNEDY, JR. (DD-850).

1715 Obtahled sonar contact bearing 172,
range 2500 yards.

17 Contact evaluated as possible submarine.
Commenbe d a t tack (tracking)
(investigation).

1720 Lost contact.

1721 Contact regained bearing 020 range
. Oil slick sighted on that bearing

,and range. Commenced re-attack.

1420 Commercial Tug SEAGOOSE came
alongside to port. Pilot .U. FINE came
aboard.

1426 U.S. Navy Tug YTB-68 came alongside
port bow, U.S. Navy Tig YTB-63 came
alongside port quarter.

1430 -First line-to dock starbo &bow.

1435 First line to dock port ow.

1440 Bow passed over sill of!i ock.

1442 Cast off all tugs.

1450 Caison in place.

1455 Commenced pumpin
drydock.

1540 Resting on keel bloc
a

1545 .Pilot left the ship.

water out of

1550 Commenced receivin electrical power,
fresh and flushing ter from the dock.

1630 Inspection compl ted of all hull
openings.

Overhaul/Conversion Inactivation

1635 Commenced un
(conversion) (inacti
limited log entrie
(overhaul) (conversi

ergoing (overhaul)
ation). Commenced

for duration of
n) (inactivation).



,so

present: , SOPA is COUDESRON
.22 in (.18$ LAWRENCE (DOG-4).

0720 Pilot lett the ship.

Sighting Aids to Navigation

o1O2SightedCápe;.Heniy1 Light bearing 225,
distance about 20 miles.

0157 Passed Cape Henry Light abeam to
starboard, distance 7.3 piiles.

0300 Cape Henry Light pissed frbm view
bearing-3-1-5;clistante-about 20 miles.

cominericed'in4tY'dock.-.::.

SeiViteadiScOnnected,tibinfship.....

watertight integrity.,

P'..elear-Otkeel blot

Handling:lines secure 'on shiP.
..

..came, aboard.

0600

0730'
50 Commenced moving ship clear of dock. 0750

5 U.& Navy Tug YTB-63 came alongside
port bOw, U.S. Navy Tug YTD-58 came
alongside port quarter.

009 Bow passed over sill.

Entering Harbor

0551 Passed Ambrose Lightship Abeam to
pore, distance 1000 yards.

0554 Stationed special sea detail. OOD
(conning) (at the conn), Captain and
Navigator on the bridge.

0600 Commenced maneuvering while
conforming to Gedney ChanneL

0650 Passed lighted buoy No. 12 abeam to
starboard.

0705. U.s. Navy Tug No. 216 carne alongside
port quarter. Pilot B.A. WATCHER
came aboard and took the conn.

0706 Maneuvering to go alongside the pier.

0715 Moored port side to Berth 3A, U.S.
Naval Ammunition Depot, Earle, NJ.,
with standard mooring lines. Ships

20

25

Getting Unclerway

Commended . preparations for getting
underway. Set material condition

Stationed the special sea detail.

Completed all preparations for getting
luiderwaDraft-forwasir-ft

0800 Underway for Norfolk, Va. (for sea), as a
unit of Task Group 70.2 in compliance
with COMCARGRU 4 serial 063 (CTG
70.2 Op Order 7-73). Maneuvering to
clear, the anchorage. Captain (conning)
(at the conn), Navigator on the bridge.

0810 Standing out of Boston Harbor.

0830 OOD was given the conn. Set readineas
condition THREE, anchor detail on
deck. (Secured the special sea detail, slt
the regular steaming watch.)

0845 Entered international waters,.
..a

Sea/Weather

1130 Visibility decreased to one mile due to
fog (heavy rain). Commenced sounding
fog signals and stationed (extra
lookouts) (lookouts in the eyes of the
ship). Winds southeast 25 knots., Sda
southeast 8 feet and increasing.

2r2 Visibility increased to 5 miles. Ceased)
sounding fog signals.

NOTE: Entry for commencement and cessation
of sounding fog signals must always be made.

10
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UARTERMASTER.VATCHES

esentees

Mustered the crew (at quarters) (at foul
weather ,paiade) (on stations) (at
Uarters for Captain's inspection).

Absenteeg: (None) (No new absentees)

(S 4. John Q. NEDOPS, USN,
.000-00-0000, absent without authority
from muster) (FN Roscoe BADEGG,
USN, 000-00-0000, UA since 0700 this
date).

NOTE: There is no legal distinction between
absence over leave and absence without leave.

(U) WATCH - TO - WATCH INVENTORY

Full Sigoaluls

(IN IN/0

Certify that I hays pereonally 'sighted and inventoried anch.ol the itheys-listed publications
ndter.reaterlals. IlYmY;slenatUre above I acbnovAerlon responsibility for maint.iinlen security
priqautiens nd assume Custody for,sli above-tistoil public/menu andi'or material 1111r11111 ory
watch er until prOperly'relleved of 'their custody. I wilt yopust Immedinscly so the theleslion or
other competent authority any discrepancy In the inventory .

th Requires a watch to watch page cheek.

31.58
Figure 2-2.Publications custody log.



QUARTERMASTER 3 & .2
z

arc ,gged as unauthorized absenee br UA. In
:case of a man's continued absence, the initial
ry indicating absence or VA will suffice until

liC man returns, is declared a deserter, of is
otherwise transferred of detached from the ship.

-

To provide pOsition control of publications,
a watch-to-*atch hiventory similar to the one
shown in figure 2-2 should be used. At the
change of each watch, the witches will jointly
conduct a sight inventory of every publication..
Some lobseleaf publications require a page.check

PUBLICATION CUSTODY

-:

0

27

22

at the change of the watch in addition to the
sight inventory. These looseleaf publications will
be specifically indicated on the watch-to-watch
inventory. The signing of the watch-to-watch
inventory by the relieving watch certifies that
the publications were sighted, the required page
checks were conducted, and the relieving
watchstander is responsible for them. Any
discrepancies noted will be resolved prior to
relieving the watch. All signatures will be in ink.
Watch-to-watch inventories of publications may
be destroyed after 30 days, provided they are no
longer required for local reference. If, on board
ships, an inventory is not conducted on a
watch-to-watch basis, a daily inventory is
required.



:-CHAPTER-3

NORS AND CEREMONIES

s When. the. .p.nited. States
4 opt,natidn,,:traditionhas

' first, niOar Of :the_

*41 "SOY: BefOr,e
oisia*er;: the United States
Ii4:7cerriroiier honors and

rinq- Cr:4s ::loWn concept Of
i';'4eSillf;,:4he. United
iet of ruleS coisering

hases of ceremonial fimetions
naval ':yessels are.

Pier: Onarteiniasters Must
"nired:and also when, how,...why,
Orn'tlie honors and Ceremonies

G HONORS,:
. ,

onorS, except gun
ats when ships,

cers .pass (or are
abOard means

ards for 'ihiPs, ,n.14. Within
Of:Ansure: that'apPropriate

ce limitations
rete

....,onai*:!;'6Onsist of sounding the
Attention," followed by 'a hand

rsons in view on deck and not in
Aanors are exchanged between

the U.S. Navy, and between ships of the
and the Coast Guard, passing close aboard.
able 3-1 pre§Cribet .the honors for a ship of

Navy when passing close aboard a ship or
station displaying the flag of'the officials

indicated , and for naval stations (insofar as
practicable) when .a ship displaying such flag
passes- close aboard., These honors are
acknowledged by returning the same honors.

Table 3-2 lists the honors to be rendered by
a shit( of the Navy being passed close aboard by
a boat displaying the flag or pennant of a civil
official or a naval,officer. ,

FOREIGN DIGNITARIES AND WARSHIPS

The honOrs prescribed 'for the President of
the United States ate given bir a ship of the Navy
being passed Cloie aboard by, a ship or boat
displaYing the ,: flag or itandard of a foreign
president, sovereign, pr member of a reigning

a family.- The foreign national anthem Is played
instead of the national anthem of the United
States.

Passing honors are exchanged when foreign
warships pass close aboard. The *lionori Consist
of parading the guard of the day, sounding
"Attention," rendering the' hand salute by all
persons in view on deck, and pliying the foreign
national Anthem'.

RENDERING PASSING HONORS .

The command "Attention" is sounded by
the junior when the bow of one ship passes the
bow or stern of the other vessel. If a senior is
embarked in a boat, ',Attention" is sounded
.before the boat is abreast or nearly abreast of
the quarterdeck. .

The guard, when required, shall "Present
arms"; and all persons in view on deck shall

-s salute. Music is played when required. The order
"Cany on" is sounded when the prescribed
honors are rendered and acknowledged.

ai2141' ;1.4'
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Table 34.4aeting Honors Rendered by a Ship or a Naval Station

''.
_

Unif Orin
Ruffles

and
Dom,

..--
idles

Music Guard Remarks
i

-.

en As Piriscribedbi
v

ieniOr.oPicer.
-..present.

do_____

4

4

Natiooal Anthem--7

do

Full

o
Man rail, unless othitrwise
directed by senior octicer
present. 1

' I

Crew at quarters.

Do.
Do.

..:. .

.

OfState when
fôreIjn repro-
*w.of the Presi..

Prénident
...
;Of Defense,

,

Oi* or Secretary
NOF;Plirtor-

k5eare.. ..; , .

-ft if
"tint :

the"Navy.

r

.4

Pf the daY

___

Hall Columbia---
Anthem-1_

do

'.:L.

d.j.
do , ,National

do

do
. ._do___

Passing honots are not rendered after sunset
nor before 0800 except when international
courtesy requires. Passing honors are not
exchanged-between ships of the Navy when they
are engaged in tactical evolutions outside port.'
ThO, senior officer present may direct that
passing honors be dispensed with in whole or in
PaTt

Precedence of Shipboard
Means of Announcing _

Thew are a number of ways to call attention
to -ceregionies, events, departures, arrivals, etc.
aboard a Navy ship. The preferred order ofuse is
as follows:

1. Bugle
..2. Whistle
3. Passing the word 29

69.125

Not more than one means should be used for
a given event and the same means should be used
throughout that event; e.g., "Attention to port"
should not be announced by a Whistle and
followed by the same order gii,en orally over the
shiVs. loudspeaker. "Carry on" should' not be
announced using a different device than that
used to announce "Attention."

Bugle and Whistle Signals

To standardize bugle ;and whistle signals
when used for passing/side honors, the following
are prescribed:

One Blast Attention to starboard

Tv:o Blasts Attention to port

One Blast Render salute

Two Blasts Terminate salute, remain
at attention

Three Blasts Carry on
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4:ocimmis.:AND CEREMONIES

onin-Bandand by a Ship 'Doing Passed by a Boat

National Antheni:

-do

ONORS FOR OFFIQERS

e 'honors due officers of the Armed
'tees areset forth in table 3-3. These honors

endered by ships and stations '.'on the
casion of an official visit. Ashore, the single

ute (when prescribed) is given on arrival
,Of on departuie .

Ai o ficer depArting for or returning from
offlélal is rendered, by his flagship or

and, the honors established for such a
visit. Aboard, his flagship, however, the

nu of the day normally is worn, and gun
iites are not fired.

pon arrival or departure of a visiting Navy"
'n or commander (or officer of equivalent

grade in other ,services) who is not a chief of
ff, commanding officer, or whose command

entity is not known to the officer of the deck,
'the words "Staff, gangway" are substituted for
the Official title.

25

Remarks

"Attention" sounded, and salute
by all persons in view on ;de*.
If directed by the senior officer'
present, man rail.

"Attention" sounded, and salute
by all persons in view on deck.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do. -

69.126

. NOTE: The term "official visit" means a
formal visit of courtesy requiring special honors
and ceremonies. An informal visit of courtesy
requiring no special ceremonies is a "call."

PROCEDURE FOR OFFICIAL VISIT

The honors specified for an official visit are
rendered-On arrival as follows:

1. When the rail is manned, men are spaced
uniformly at the rail, on each weather deck,
facing outboard.

2. The command "Attention" is sounded as
the visitor's boat or vehicle approaches the ship.

3. If a gun salute is prescribed on arrival, it
is fired as the visitor approaches and still is clear
of the side. The proper flag or pennant is broken
on the first gun and hauled down on the last gun
except when it is to be flown for the duration of
the visit. Other ships firing a concurrent salute
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Required for Officioni of the Armed Forces.

un,

Salute

ChleftOf S .Full dress: - 19 19

.

MIllary Gonernor,.
,

Preiddent,
-

vlthIitháofhlsjurlsdlctlon.
General

RàarMinlra)orMajorGeneral al
Comm "ciii;'.3:ii.:B#gatiiei General

'Oder, cOlonel, or
tietit6int.00lonei

Other Coninilisioned Officers

19
19

. i9
19
19

:f 19
19
17
17

19
19
,19
19
'19
19
19
17
17
17

4
4
4
4
4
4

. 4
4
4
4°

General's or Admiral's
march
General's march
Admiral's march
General's march
Admiral's march
General's march
Admiral's march
General's march

do
Admiral's mach
General's or Admiral's
march

Do
Of the day.

Do

15
13
11

3
2

do
dO

do

Full

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Do
Do
Do
Of the day

Do

8
8
8
8
8
8-
8
8

8
6
6
4

2

'also haul down, on the last gun, the flag or
'pennant displayed in honor of the visitor.

NOTE: If the ship visited is moored to the
pier in such a position that it is impracticable to

Jender the gun salute beforç, arrival on board,
the salute is renderedprovided local regulations
do' not forbid gun salutesafter the official
arrives on board and the commanding officer
assures himself that the dignitary and his party
are moved to a position in the ship that is well
clear of the saluting battery.

4. The boat or vehicle is piped as it comes
alongside.

5. The visitor is piped oVerjihe'side, and all
persons on the!,quarterdeck° salute and the guard

69.127

presents arms until the termination of the pipe,
/ flourishes, music, or gun salute, depending on

which is rendered last.

6. If the gun salute is not prescribed on
arrival, and a flag or pennant is to be displayed
during the visit, it is broken at the start of the
pipe.

26

7. The piping of the side, the ruffles and
flourishes, and the music are executed in the
order named. In the absence of a band, "To the
Colors" is sounded on the bugle, in lieu of the
national anthem, when fequired.

8. The visitor, if entitled to 11 guns or
more, is invited to inspect the guard upon
completion of the gun salute or such other
honors as may be accorded him.
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.1.4-41tire,`,the,honors prescribed foran
4--4tare asf011oWs; .

--*

anned, if required.
"Attention" is sounded as

iiiiihe'quarteideck.
e:,1:140C,ITlie"-ady-- to leave the,,

presents arms, all persons on the.
;:and ruffles and flourishes,

inusic, are sounded. The visitor then
feiver ihe side. The salute and present

einiinite with the call,. If no salute is firid,
g; Or-pennant displayed in honpr of the
is hauled down..

e boat or vehicle is piped away from .

ntl,V
1147401,21 ,1 :

Pter.,3.0NORS'AND EREA-ib)4IES

a gun salute,,, is directed upon
parture, it is fired when the visitor is clear of
-.side. If a 'flag or pennant is displayed in

Onof of the visitor, it is hauled down with the
of the salute.

en possible, the same honors and
vereiridnies are rendered on the occasion of an

iisikto a naval station.

RIIONORS

e arrival and departure of civil officials
foreign officers, and of United States

leers when directed by the senior officer
e side- is piped and the appropriate

'riumberof side boys parade&
141, .y.S are not paraded on Sunday or

Sunset and 0800 on other dais. They
Paraded during meal hours of the crew,

4;ffenerai!,!..,drills. and evolutions, nor periods of
ar 2T.Oierhanl. As an exception to the.

ing rules, side boys may be paraded at any
',during daYlight hours in honor of civil
ia1sor foreign officers.

cept for official visits aiid other formal.
occasiont, side boys_ are not paraded in honor -of

leers, of the armed services of the United
ites Vnless the senior officer present directs

The side is piped when side boys are paraded
but nOt at other times. When -side boys are not
Ordered, the guard and band are not paraded in
lOnot of the arrival or departure of an
'individual. -

: .

FLAG OFFICEROR UNIT COMMANDER
, ASSUMING OR RELIEVING COMMAND

When a flag officer or unit commander
relieyes a .command or departs after being
relieved, the same honors are rendered as for an
official visit, subject to the regulations
pertaining to gun salutes.

When assuming a conimand, an offider reads'
his 'orders to the assembled officers and crew.
Immediately after reading his orders, his
personal flag or %command pennant is broken.
Thereupon, the gun salute is fired, if-required by
Navy Regulations.

If the flag . officer or unit commander is
relieving another officer in command, the officer
being relieved reads his orders to the assembled
officers and crew. Oncompletion thereof, or after
the gun salute (if fired), his flag or command
pendant is hauled down. The officer, succeeding
to command then reads his orders, after which
igs .flag or command pennant is broken. The
commission pennant is not displayed aboard ship
if a personal flag or pennant is flying.
OFFICIAL INSpECTIONS

When a flag 'officer or a unit commander
boards a ship of the Navy to make an official
inspection, honors are rendered as for an official,
visit except that the uniform is prescribed by the
inspecting officer. Its flag or command pennant
is broken upon his arrival and is hauled down 'on
his departure. When his ,flag is ,on board the
vessel being inspected, his.personal flag is hauled
down On board.his flagship. If ihe vessel being
inspected is his flagship, his flag remains flying.
Insofar as practicable and appropriate, the same

, provisions apply when a flag officer-in command
ashore makes an official,inspection of a unit of
his command.

HONORS FOR CIVIL OFFICIALS
AND FOREIGN DIGNITARIES

A ship or station must render honors to civil
officials of the United States as indicated in
table 3-4. FOreign dignitaries are honored as
shown in table 3-.5. As with honors for officers
of the Armed Forces, ashore the single gun
salute (when prescribed) is given on arrival
instead of on departure.

, When a civil official of the United States
takei passage officially in a ship of the Navy, he
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Table 34:41onors for Civil Officials of ihe United States

HONORS AND CEREMON1ES5

Official

Gun

Salute j

tl)

VI

Music Guard
o

Crew
4Uniform

14

Within what

limits What

The President Full dress 21 21 4 National Full Man rail President's

Anthem

Former Presidents do 21 4 Admiral's Quarters National

March

Vice President do 19 4 Hail Quarters Vice

Columbia .Presidene

Governor of a State 'do 19 4 Admiral's

March

Area under his

jurisdiction

National

Speaker.of the House of do 19 4 do do
Representatives

The Chief Justice of the do 19 4
United States

Ambassador, High Commissioner,

or special diplomatic repre-

sentative whose credentials give

him authority equal to or

eater than that bf an

do 19 4 National

Anthem
Nation or

nations to which

accredited

Ambassador

Seaetary of State do 19. 4 do
do

U.S. Representative to the U.N. do 19 4 Admiral' do

March

Associate Justices of the do 19 4 .do do
Supreme Court

Secretary of Defense do 19 19 4 Honor's Quarters Secretary'

March

See foot notes at bottom of table.

Flag

Where

Main Truck

do

do

Fore Truck

do

do

do

do

Main Truck



Table 34.Honors for Civil Officials- of,the United States

HONORS AND CEREMONIES'
Gun

Salute
V'

Flag

-a Within what
niform A cd= Music Gtiard Eh" Crew4 limits What Where During

'ull dress 21 2I 4 National 1 Full 8 Man rail President's Main Truck Visit
Anthem

do
, 21 4 Admiral's

March
do 8 Quarters National do Salute

do 19- 4 Hail do 8 Quarters Vice do Visit
Columbia Presidt "s

do 19 4 Admiral's
March

do 8 Area under his
jurisdiction

National Fore Truck Salute

do 19 4 do do 8 do do do

do 19 4 do do 8 do do do

do 19 '4 'National
Anthem

do Nation or
nations to which
accredited

do do do

(

do 19 4 do do 8

..,

do do do

do 19 4 Admiral's do 8 do do do
March

dci 19 4 do do 8 do do do

-
do 19 19 4 Honor's do 8 Quarters Secretary's Main Truck Visit, March

.

69.128.1
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Table 3-4.Honors for Civil Officials of the United States (continued)

Official

Cabinet Officers (other than2

Secrttpies of State and

Defense)

president Pro Tempore of

Senate

United States Senators

Governor of a State of the

United States

Members of the'House of

Representatives

Deputy Secretary of Defense

Secretary of the Army

Secretary of the Navy

Secretary of the Air Force

Director of Defense

Research and Engineering.

Uniform

Full dress

do

do

do

do

Assistant Secretaries of do

Defense and General Counsel

of DOD

Under Secretary of the Army

Under Secretary of the Navy

do

do

See foot notes at bottom of table,

35

19

19

19

19

19

17

17

17

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

17

17

17

HONORS AND CEREMON1ES5

Music Guard CW

Flag

Within what

limits What Where

4 Admiral's

Match
National Fore Tr ruck

4 do do

4 do, do . do do

4 do o Out of juris-

diction

do do

4 do do

4 Honor's3

March

8 Quarters Deputy Secrc-

taty's

Main Truck

4 do National Fore Truck

4 do 8 Quarters Secretary's Main Truck

4 do do 8 National Fore Trui

4 do do Quar ters Director's Main Truck

4 do do 8 Quarters Assistant Secre-

tary's

do

4 do do National Fore Truck

4 do do 8 Quarters Under Secre- Main Truck

-

tary's



Table 3-4.HOn9rs for Civil Officials of ihe United/Stites (continued)

,. HONORS AND CEREMONIES
Gun

Salute

Music Gtrtrd

4
>,0

Crew
Within twhat

limits '
/

Flag2=
No

CI

,c)

el) '5

W ta) . What Where During

19 4 Admiral's
March

National Fore Truck Salute

19 4 do do do do

CD

19 4 do do do do

19 4 Out of juris-
diction

do do do 0
0

19

19

19

4

4

do

Honor's3
March

do 8 Quarters Deputy Secre-
tary's

do

Main Truck

do

Visjt

rn
19 19 4 do National Fore Truck Salute

0
19. 19 4 do 8 Quar ters Secretary's Maid-Truck Visit

ru
cn

19 19 4 do 8 National Fore Truck Saltite

19 19 4 do Quarters Director's Main Truck Visit

17 17 4 do Quar ters Assistant Secre-
tary's

do do

17 17 4 National Fore Truck, Salute

17 17 4 do 8 Quarters Under Secre-
tary's

Main Truck Visit

69.128.1
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Table 34,Honors for Civil Officials of the United States (continued)

HONORS AND CEREMONIES 5

Official Uniform

Gun

Salute'

It)

Under Secretary of the

Air Force

Assistant Secretaries

of the Army

Assistant Secretaries

of the Navy

Assistant Secretaries of

'the Air Force

Governor General or Gov-

ernor of a CommonWealth or
0 Possession of the United

States, or area under United

States jurisdiction

Other Under Secretaries of

Cabinet, the Deputy Attor-

ney General

Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary

do

17

17

Full dress 17

Minister Resident

Charge d'Affaires

Career Minister, or Counselor

of Embassy Or Legation

Consul General; or Consul or

Vice Consul ot Deputy Consul

General when in charge of a

Consulate General

Sec foot notes at bottom of table.

do

do

do

do

do

do .

.17

17 4

17 4

Music Guard

0

m:12

Crew
4 Within what

limits

Flag

What Where Dui

do do 8

17 4 Honor's
3

Full 8

March

17

17

17

4

4 Admiral's

March

4 do

IS 3 do

13 2 do

11 I do

1

11 1

do

do

do

Quarters

do 8

do 6

do 6.

do

do 6

National

do

Fore Truck

do

Assistant Secre- Main Truck

L4ry's

Area under his

jurisdiction

Nation to which

accredited

do ,

do

do

District to

which assigned

National

, do

do

do

dà

do

do

Fore Truck

do

dO

do

do

do



Table 34.Honors for Civil Officials of the United States (continued)
HONORS AND CEREMONIES 5

Gun
Salute

TI .

al 0

7 0
Music Guard

.4
.o
4)

Crew4nfl SZt.
C) _ Within what

limits
What

17 17 4 do . do National

17 17 4 do do 8

iress 17 17 4 Honor's 3

March
Full 8 Quarters Assistant Secre-

tary's

17 17 4 do 8 National

17 4 Admiral's
March

.do 8 Area under his
jurisdiction

do ,

17 4 do do do

15 3 do do 8 Nation to which
accredited

. do

13 2 do

11 1 do

do

do

do

6 do

do

do

11 1 ' do do 6 District to
which assigned

Flag

Where

Fore Truck

do

Main Truc

Fore Truck

do

do

During

Salute

do

Visit

Salute

do

do

do

do

do

do

69.128.1



34,41oporsig Civil Officials oi tho Unittd Sits Continued)

HONORS AND CEREMONIES "

i

Clio

AIL
t

0 o 4

1

Okill Worm

: 11

Niglio God

,

c4

Flag

Willii11143t
limits

What Om

Fiml tratlity Of EllIhly

oilogli^!

Of the 0
Of tile do? 4 Nation to which

Emitted

Cons1;or Vim Coal when

in clge of a Conga

1 do 4 District to which,

asignotl;

Mayor of an incOrponted

chi

do
4

,

idth; bits of

mayoralty

Second or Third act*

of Embassy orleption

%Coal when only rep.

unlit of United

do

Of the day
Of the day

1

I

Nation to which

accmdited

Didtict to gloat

,

Fore !Molt

States, and aM in chi;

of a Consulate Gni M
.

COOSOlt

Coals agent when only

mama* of the

United States

1Set /3rIic1 e Raiding teoloired honorsto ?mkt

linthe mkt of acedence as follow

Stator): of Stitt

Smeary of the Dmy

Semetary of Deist

Attorney Ctneral

Semetal of theilittat

Sometary of flotilla'

Soctary of Comm

Sack of tabor

Scary of }Nth, Ration, and Welfme

Sectary of liming and %a Development

Secretary of Transport'adon

/31.ba molody in tilt trio of "Siamand Stripes Forever"

4Not aomopriate on shore installations

S

Not to he wished
Is a precedence lid

Tablo 34,-Honon Offmith of tholiRitid Ste (contiot)

HONORSACIREMONIES5

Con

day

day

GOO

Of the day

do

Of the day

t4

1

1

1

Cmw

do

Flag

awimoamswild...

What %ere Dminp
what

lhiiitn

Nation to which

accredited

hitt to which

aignod

Vdhin linnts of

mayoralty.

Nation to which

accreditt

District to

toPitiont 331.b00melody 'm the trio of Itais and Strip Net"

1Not oppropoiate on shore imbilmions

iNot
to be coltstned as a premdence list

Vise

pent

do

National

do do

Salute

0

69.111,1

if)



Table 3.5.Honors for Foreign Officials and Officers

Official or Officer

41

Uniform

Gun

Salute

1
Music Guard Crew

1

Flag

What Where During

President or,Sovereign Full dress 21 21

Member of reigning

royal faniily

Prime Minister or

other cabinet

officer.

Officer of armed forces,

diploniatic or consular

representative in

country to which

accredited, or other

distinguished official.

do

do

21

4 Foreign

National

Anthem

4 do

19 4 Admiral's

. March

Full Man,Rair Foreign Main Visit

ensign Duck

do

8

Civil officials: Honors for official of the United States of comparable position.

For ixample, foreign civil officials, occupying positions comparable to U.S.

Department of Defense civil officials, shall receive equivalent honors.

Officers of Armed Forces: Honors as for officer of the United States of the same

gade, except, that equivalent honors shall be rendered to foreign officers who

occupy a position comparable to Chairman JCS, CNO, Chief of Staff Army, Chief
of Staff Air Force, or.CMC.

Honors as prescribed hy the senior officer present; such honors normally shall be

those accorded the foreign official when visiting officially a ship of his own nation,
but a gun salute, if prescribed, shall not exceed 19 suns

do

Fore

Duck

Salute

do

1
Not appropriate on shore installations



Table 3-5.Honors for Foreign Officials and Officers

Gun
'Salute

no

Music Guard

o
a,
1:2. crew1

.

.

Flag

What Where During

21

21

21

21

19

, 4

4

4

Foreign,
National
Anthem.

do

Admiral's
March

Full

do

do

8

8

8

Man Rail

do

Foreign
ensign

do

do

Main
Truck

.
,

do

Fore
Truck

Visit

Salute

do

Icials: Honors for official of the United States of comparable position.
mple,- foreign civil officials, occupying pbsitions comparable to U.S.
sent of Defense civil Officials', shall receive equivalent honors.
of Armed Forces: Honors as for officer of the United States of the same

xcept, that equivalent honors shall be rendered to foreign officers who
a position comparable to Chairman JCS, CNO, Chief of Staff Army, Chief
Air Force, or CMC.

as, prescribed by the senior officer present; such honors normally shall be
porded the foreign official when visiting of6cially a ship of his own nation,
in salute, if prescribed, shall not exceed 19 guns

lions

69.129
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Chapter 34-10NORS AND CEREIViONIES

'is rendered the same honor on embarking and
disembarking as prescribed for an official visit.
Additionally, if he is entitled to a gun salute, it
is fired when he disembarks in a port of the
foreign nation to which he is accredited.

FLAG DISPLAYS

Preceding sections of this chapter dealt with
the honors and ceremonies for civil officials and
officers of the United - States and foreign
countries. Another of your duties as
Quartermaster is identifying flags flovin by ships
of the United States Navy as well as the-national
and merchant flags of the principal maritime
nations. The remainder of this chapter discusses
and illustrates these flags and some of .the
ceremonies th4 pertain to them.

NATIONAL ENSIGN

Since June 14, 1777, the ensign (see figure
3-1) has served as a symbol of our country's
greatness. Because it represents our country, we
owe it every respect and honor td which it is
entitled.

During the ceremony of hoisting and
lowering the nafional ensign, or when r.. ensign
is passing in a parade or review, all per7-)iis who
are not part of a military formation should
stand, face 4.11e colors, and come to attention.
Armed servicec personnePin uniform render.the
han : salute. .k man in civilian dress should
remove his hat with the right hand and hold it at
a point on the left shoulder so that the hand is
.over the heart.

Personnel in civilian dress, but hatless,
should stand at attention with the right hand
over the heart. If the ensign is carried in a
moving column, the hand salute should bc made
as the flag passes.

When the ensign is displayed as the national
anthem is being played, military personnel
should salute while facing the ensign. The same
salute should be executed, facing the music, if
the ensign is not visible to the person rendering
the salute.

When the ensign is carried in a procession
with another flag or with several flags, the ensign.
should be on the marching right of a single line.

r=

Alternatively, it should be by itself-in fiont -of
the center of the line in which the other flags are
carried.

When a number of flags, including the
ensign, are flown from adjacent poles or masts,
the ensign is hoisted first and lowered last. No
other flag should be placed tb the right of the
ensign: that is to the flag's right.

If the ensigns of two or more nations are
displayed, they. are flown at the same height
from- separate masts and should be
approximately equaP in size. International
-custom forbids flying one nation's ensign above
that of another nation.

Flags flown from fixed masts or flagpoles are
placed at half-mast to indicate mourning.
Because the ensign cannot be placed at half-mast
on a small portable staff, such as that carried in
a parade, mourning is signified by attaching two
black crepe streamers to the spearhead."Crepe
streamers are used only when ordered by the
President. When the ensign is to be flown at
half-mast, it first should be hoisted to the peak
for an instant and then lowered to the half-mast
position. Before the colors are lowered for the
day, they should be raised again to the peak.

Aboard Ship

The national ensign on a Navy ship at anchor
is hoisted at 0800 on the flagstaff. The union
jack is hoisted on the jackstaff. Both flags are
kept flying until sunset.

If two or more vessels are in company in
port, the senior officer present.signals at 0745 to
specify the size of colors to display for the day.
If his signal is made after 0800, the ensign is
hauled down upon execution of the signal, and
an ensign'of the prescribed size is hoisted.

When a navai vessel gets underway and there
is enough light for the ensign to be seen, it
should be hoisted even thougn it is earlier than
0800 or after sunset. When falling in with other
ships or When near land, the ensign also should
be displayed:

Naval shdre stitions follow the same rule as
ships concerning showing the national ensign
from 0800 to sunset. The base commander
designates where the ensign is to be displayed.

33
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

4.

4.

NATIONAL FLAG
ENSIGN AND MERCHANT FLAG

DIMENSIONS
HOIST (WIDTH) OF FLAG 1.0
PLY (LENGTH) OP FLAG 1.9
HOIST (WIDTH) OF UNION 7/13
PLY (LENGTH) OF UNION .76
WIDTH OP EACH STRIPE 1/13

C17.69
Figure 31.The United States national ensign and the union jack.
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Chapter 3HONORS AND CEREMONIES

On a Navy ship underway, the ensign is
flown from the gaff, which is a spar extending
outward at an angle from the mainmast.

Ifs a Navy ship enters, a foreign port during
the night, she hoists her ensign at daylight for a
Short' time to enable port authorities to
distinguish her nationality. It is customary for
other ships in port to show their colors in
return.

In Wartime,- no action is commenced nor is a
battle fought without displaying the national
ensign.

Displaying National Ensign
in Boats

The, n a tional ensign is displayed in
waterborne boats belonging to naval vessels
under the following circumstances:

1. Underway during daylight in a foreign
port. .

2. When ships are required to be dressed or
full-dressed.

3. Going alongside a foreign vessel.
4. When an officer or official is embarked

on an official occasion.
5. When a flag officer or general officer, a

'unit commander, a commanding officer, or a
chief of staff, in uniform, is embarked in a boat
of his command or in one , assigned fdr his
personal use.

6. At such other times as may_ be prescribed
by the senior officer present.

Answering a Dip

When a vessel of any nation formally
recognized by the United States salutes a ship Of
our Navy by dipping her ensign, the salute is
returned by the U.S. Navy ship dip for dip. If
the original salute is given before 0800, after
sunset, or at any other time when the ensign is
not displayed, the Navy ship hoists her colors,
returns the salute, then hauls down the colors
after a short interval. An ensign displayed at
half-mast is hoisted to the peak or truck before a
dip is answered. Ships of the U.S. Navy never
dip the national ensign unless in return for such
compliment.

It should be noted that the United States
may recognize a government although it may
not have or may, have broken diplomatic
relations with that government The following
governments are not now (June 1974) formally
recognized by the United States and are not
entitled to the dip:

Albania
Communist China
East Germany
Mongolia
North Korea
North Vietnam

Figure 3-2 shows the flags of nations NOT
formally recognized by the United States. Since
Mongolia is landlocked and no merchant fleet is
registered, the chance of seeing their flag on a
ship is small. (Refer to explanatory note in
figure 3-3.)

National Ensign During Gun Salutes

While firing a salute in honor of a United
States national anniversary, as on Washington's
Birthday or the Fourth of July, the national
ensign is displayed at the main. It also'is flown
at the main during a 21-gun salute honoring a
United States civil official unless the ship is
displaying the personal flag of that official.
During a salute to any other United States civil
official, except by a ship displaying the persona'
flag of the official, the national ensign L
displayed from the main or the fore; it also is
displayed from the gaff of the flagstaff.

35
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Half-Masting Ensign

The custom of flying the ensign at half-mast.
is observed as a tribute to the deac'.. The Navy
has specific rules for all occasions of
half-masting the ensign. They are as follows:

1. Whenever the ensign is to be half-masted,
it first is raised to the peak (closed up) and then
is lowered to the half-mast position. The same
procedure is used when lowering the ensign. It
first must be raised to the peak and then
lowered.



QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

ALBANIA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

NATIONAL NATIONAL

ALBANIA

, MERCHANT

NORTH KOREA

NATIONAL

EAST GERMANY

NATIONAL

NORM' VIETNAM

NATIONAL

Figure 3-2.Flags of nations not formally recognized by thf) United States.

2. On Memorial Day, the ensign is flown at
half-mast from 0800 until completion of the
21-gun salute, fired at 1200, or until 1220 if no
salute is fired.

3. Ships underway and in port are required
to half-mast the national ensign in accordance
with the appropriate articles of the U.S.c Navy
Regulations relating to such procedute.

C101.37

service until the body is committed to the deep.
A longer period for displaying the ensign at
half-mast ,may be prestribed, according to
circumstances, by the senior officer present.
Boats participating in a funeral procession also
fly the national ensign at half-mast.

MISCELLANEOUS FLAGS AND PENNANTS

During burial at sea, the ensign is at Miscellaneous flags and pennants authorized
half-mast from the beginning of the funeral
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to be displayed, as circumstances dictate, are the



BRMSI4 C9MMONWEALTH

IMATIONAL-UNI0P4,FtAG-JACIC

""11W21,-

ENSIGN

BLUE MERCHANT RED MBRCHAW
(VSSS kodohomo and adonial domonmoM)Commanded fro Isesswolram ION" kom dmd

soloist domino*

ENSIGN
MERCHANT -
NATIGHAL-

. 'ARGENTINA

NETWERLANDS

NATIONAL-MERCHANT

PANAMA

ENSIGHNATIOMAL7MERCHANT ENSIGNNATIONALMERCHANT

,BRAZIL DENMARK

NATIONAL
ENSIGN--km am. 1.1 Ain raw
MERCHANT- ONO so

GREECE BELGIUM

ENSIGN
NATIONAL-MERCHANT -

4 7

ENSIGNNATIONALMERCHANT

, PORTUGAL

_V-
111

ENSIGN ENSIGN-NATIONAL-MERCHANT

ENSIGN
NATIONAL-MERCHAHT- restomplar,
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SPAIN

ENSIGN-NATIONAL
MERCHANT- witheet .0- a .4.

Figure 3-3.Flags of some of the kading maritime nations.
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ENSIGN
-

6,1111448. mits *MI Darla depeelmoi.)

ARGENTINA

NATIONAL
ENSIGN has ammo adafti
MERCHANT

BELGIUM

ENSIGN

U. S. S. R.

. ENSIGN

NETHERLANDS

ENSIGNNATIOISALMERCHANT

BRAZIL

ENSIGNNATIONALMERCHANT

PORTUGAL

ENSIGNNATIONALMERCHANT

.. . a

NATIONALMERCHANT

PANAMA

ENSIGNNATIONALMERCHANT

DENMARK

ENSIGN,
NATIONAL-TMERCHANT rensagekr,
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SPAIN

ENSIGNNATIONAL

a

Figure 3-3.Flags of some of the leading maritime nations. C69.6.1
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. QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

NORWAY

ENSIGN
NA710KALMEROWITmdml000r.

SWEDB4 .

ENSIGN
' NATICNEA1.MERCHANT--nakokrokst,

GiXMANY

HATIONAL-.MERCHANT

JAPAN

HATIONAL...MERCHANT :

ENSIGN,NATIONAL-41ERC4ANT

AUSTRALIA

NATIONAL.4ACIC
MEROIANTSom &sip eq tad RAS

NATIONALIST CHINA

MERCHANT
ENSIGN--NATIONAL-..40.0 iK. ystls-,

COMMUNIST CHINA

NOTE: THIS FLAG IS SHOWN FOR FA-
MILIARIZATION PURPOSES ONLY. IT
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A FLAG OF A
SOVEREIGN NATION RECOGNIZED BY
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
THE UNITED STATES RECOGNIZES THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF
CHINA (NATIONALIST CHINA) AS THE
SOLE GOVERNMENT OF CHINA. NO
ACTION OR EXCHANGE SHOULD BE

'MADE UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
WHICH MIGHT INDICATE, OR APPEAR
TO INDICATE, THAT THE COMMUNIST
CHINESE REGIME IS RECOGNIZED BY
THE UNITED STATES. THEREFORE, /
NO ACTION OR EXCHANGE SHOULD /
BE MADE INDICATING, OR APPEARING
TO INDICATE, RECOGNITION OF THE
CHINE:A COMMUNIST FLAG. THIS IN-
CLUDES SUCH ACTIONS AS SALUTES,
ANSWERS TO DIPS, OR REPLIES TO
PASSING HONORS.

C69.6.1
Figure 3-3.Flags of some of the leading Maritime nations (continued).

(1) union jack; (2) commision pennants; (3) U.S.
Navy flag; (4) U.S. Navy infantry battalion flag;
(5) Red Cross flag; (6) Church pennant; (7) CNO
flag; (8) personal flags of Navy flag officers; (9)
personal flags and pennants in boats and
automobiles; (10) personal flags of staff corps
officers; (11) broad command and burgee
command pennants; (12) United Nations flag;
(13) special' flags of U.S. civil officials. The
miscellaneous flags and pennants are described
individually in ensuing topics.
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Union Jack

The union jack is a replica of the blue,
star-studded field in the corner of the national
ensign. (Refer to' figure 3-1.) It symbolizes the
union of the states of the United States. Each
star represents a state but, not a particular.state.

When a naval ship is' at anchor, the union
jack is flown from the jackstaff, in the bow of
the ship, from 0800 to sunset. In, addition t6
flying from the jackstaff, the union jack is
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hoisted also at the yardarm to indicate that a
general court-martial or a court of inquiry is in
session.

The uniOn jack is flOwn in boati as follows:

1. When a diplomatic official of the United
States of or above the rank of Charge d'affaires
pays an official viSit afloat in a boat of the
Navy. =

2. By a, governor general or governor
commissioned? as such by the President, when
embarked in a boat in his official capacity, and
within the area under his jurisdiction (the
Governor of the Virgin Islands, for instance).

When displayed from the jackstaff, the
union jack is half-masted if the national ensign is
half-masted. The union jack is not dipped when
the national ensign is dipped.

The union jack is issued in several sizes; but,
when flown at the jackstaff,it must be the sdme
size as the union of the ensign-flown at the
flagstaff.

Commission Pennant

Every Navy ship in commission flies the
commission pennant except when it is replaced
by a personal flag, command pennant, or Red
Cross flag. The commission pennant (figure 3-4)
is flown at the after truck.,of a naval vessel or, if
a mastless ship, at the highest and most
conspicuous point of hoist. It also is flown from
the bow of a boat when a commanding officer,
not entitled to a personal flag, is embarked on
an official visit.

The commission pennant is not a personal
flag, but sometimes it is regarded as the personal
symbol of the commanding officer. Along with
the ensign and union jack, it is half-masted upon
the death of the commanding officer of, ship.

U.S. Navy Flag

Before 1959, the U.S. Navy had not adopted
.01: 'official flag. Until then, the U.S. Navy

infantry battalion ,flag and, on rare .occasions,
the union jack were used semi-officially to
represent the Navy. The flag shown in figure 3-5
fulfills the requirement for an official flag to
represent the Navy on a wide variety of
ceremonial, parade, and display occasions.

Red Cross Flag

) Hospital ships fly at the main truck the Red
Cross flag (figure 3-4) instead of the commission.
pennant. Boats engaged in sanitary service, also
hospital boats of landing parties, fly the Red
Cross flag from a staff in the bow.

Church Pennant

The church pennant is the only flag ever
flown over the national ensign at the same point
of hoist. It is displayed only during church
services conducted by a chaplain on board
vessel's of the.Navy. (See figure 3-4.)

CNO Flag

The Chief of Naval dperations flag (figure
34) is a blue and white rectangle, divided
diagonally. In its center is the official seal of the
Chief of Naval Operationsan eagle clutching an
anchor and surrounded by a chain of 50 gold
links. The CNO flag is displayed in the same
manner as required for displaying flags of flag
officers.

Personal Flags of
Navy Flag Officers

When a flag officer of the , Navya
commodore, rear admiral, vice admiral, or
admiralassumes command Of a fleet or a unit
of a fleet, his personal flag (figure 3-4) is hoisted
and kept flying until he turns over his command
to his successor. If he is absent from his
command for period exceeding 72 hours, his flag
is hauled down.

A flag officer's flag never is displayed
simultaneously from more than one ship. It is
flown at the main truck by the ship he is aboard.
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VICE ADMIRA

REAR ADMIRAL COMMODORE

BROAD COMMAND

PENNANT

COMMISSION PENNANT

11.111.111URGEECOMMA

PENNANT

RED CROSS CHURCH PENNANT

Figure 34.Personal, command, and miscellaneous flags and pennants.
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REAR ADMIRAL

BROAD COMMAND
PENNANT

COMMODORE

COMMISSION PENNANT

URGEE COMMAND
PENNANT

RED CROSS CHURCH PENNANT

Figure 3-4.Personal, command, and miscellaneous flags and pennants.
C17.71.69
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Figure 3-5.The United States Navy flag.

Normally, no personal flag or pennant is shown
at the same masthead with the national ensign.
When a double display is required, the personal
flag or pennant should be flown at the fore
truck, and the national ensign is displayed at the
main truck. When a. single-masted flagship is
dressed or full-dressed, however, the personal
flag or pennant is hoisted at .the starboard
yardarm.

During a gun salute the ensign is displayed at
'the main truck. Any personal flag is lowered
"clear of the ensign.

Personal Flags and Pennants
in Boats and Automobiles

When embarked in a boat of the naval
service on official occasions, an officer in
command, or a chief of staff acting for him,
displays ,his personal flag or command pennant
from the bow. If not entitled to either a
personal flag or command pennant, a
commission pennant is used.

An officer entitled to a personal flag or
command pennant may 'display a miniature of
his flag or pennant in the vicinity of the
coxswain's station when embarked in a boat of
the naval service on any trips except official
occasions.

An officer entitled to display a personal flag
or command pennant may, when riding in an
automobile on an official pccasion, display his
.flag or pennant forward on the vehicle.

Personal Flags of Staff
Carps Officers

The personal flag of a flag officer not of the
line has a white field with blue stars. Officers
entitled to such flags may fly them at shore -
activities they command," but they are never
hoisted on board ship.

Broad Command and Burgee
Copmand Pennants

The broad command pennant is flown by an
officer below flag rank when in command of a
force, flotilla, squadron', carrier group, cruiser
division, or an aircraft wing. If the officer is in
command of any otherS division or a major
subdivision of an aircraft wing, the burgee
command pennant is displayed.

If the officer is the regularly assigned
commander of the unit or is temporarily in
command, the pennant is shown at the after
truck of his ship whether underway or in port.
When so displayed, the command pennant
replaces the commission pennant.

The broad command or burgee command
pennant also is exhibited in the bow of a boat in
which the officer is embarked officially. (See
figure 3-4.)

United Nations Flag

.,The flag of the United Nations (U.N.)
consists of the official emblem of the United
Nations centered on a blue background. (See
figure 3-6.) The emblem is white and appears on
both sides of the flag.

The U.N. flag flies from all buildings, offices,
and other property occupied by the United
Nations. The manner and circumstances of
displaying it conform, insofar as appropriate, to
the laws and customs applicable to flying the
national flag of the country in which the display
is made.
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C69.4
Figure 3-6.The United Nations flag.

The United Nations flag is shown at
installations of the Armed Forces of the United
States only upon occasions of visits .of high
dignitaries of the United Nations or on other

,special occasions in honor of the United
Nations. At such times it .is displayed with the
United States flag. Both flags should be of the
same approximate size- and on the same level,
with the flag of the United States in the position
of honor on the right (observer's left).

When United Nations dignitaries are to be
honored, U.S. Navy vessels display the United
Nations flag in the same manner as they present
a foreign ensign during visits of a foreign
president or sovereign.

The President of the United States may
authorize the display of the United Nations flag
or other national occasions than ihose named.

Special Flags of U.S.
_Civil Officials

The personal flag of the .President of the
United States is shown i figure 3-7. His flag is
hoisted at the main t uck the ment ht
reaches the deck of a na 1 vessel, tid it is kept
flying until he departs. it ed down with
the sounding of the last gun of the Presidential
departure salute. The President's boat flag is
smaller in size but, of the same design. When he
is embarked in a boat of the Navy, his boat flag
iS flown from a staff in the bow of the boat.

In addition to the President's personal flag,
the personal flag of each of the folldwing civil
officials is also displayed at the main truck: (1)
Vice President; (2) Secretary of State (when
acting as a special foreign representative of the
President); (3) Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and
Assistant _ Secretary of Defense;. (4) Secretary,,

; Under Secretary, and Assistant Secretaries of the
Navy.

When two or more civil officials are
embarked op board a ship of the Navy or in a
boat of the Navy, only the flag of the senior
official is flown.

DRESSING AND FULL-DRESSING
SHIP

When, dressing ship, the largest national
ensign the ship has is flown from the flagstaff.
Except as prescribed for a ship displaying a
personal flag or command pennant, a national
ensigii also is displayed from each masthead. The
national ensigns at the mastheads should be
uniform in size. If there is a substantial
difference in heights of, mastheads, however, a
variation in the size of the national ensign is
appropriate.
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When the ship is full-dressed, the mastheads
are dressed as described in the preceding
paragraphs. A rainbow of signal flags also is
displayed. They should reach from the foot of
the jackstaff to the mastheads and then to the
foot of the flagstaff. On peculiarly masted or
mastlass ships, the display is modified as little as
possible from the rainbow effect.

Ships are full-dressed on the third Monday
of February and the Fourth of July. If the
Fourth Of July falls on a Sunday, the ceremonies
are conducted the following day. Ships are
dressed on remaining natidnal holidays and at
such other times as may be prescribed.

When dressing or full-dressing ship in honor
of a foreign nation, the national ensign of that
nation replaces the United States national ensign
at the main (or at the masthead of a
single-masted ship).
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lags of civil officials of the United States.
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If circumstances necessitate half-mdsting the
national ensign during dressing or full-dressing
ship, only the national ensign at the flagstaff is
half-masted.

When full-dressing is prescribed, the senior
officer preient may direct that dressing be
substituted if, in his opinion, weather conditions
make it advisable. Under such circumstances, he
also may direct that the ensigns be hauled down
from the mastliads after they ire hoisted.

Ships not underway must be dressed or
full-dressed from 0800 until sunset. Underway,
they are not dressed or full-dressed. ,

Only .clean flags should be used in
full-dressing ship. More than one set of flags may
be needed to fill all the dressing lines on large
ships. Flags should be stopped to the dressing
lines the day before the ship is to be full-dressed.

Otherwise, something unforeseen might develop
and the dressing lines would not be ready for
hoisting at 0800.

FLAGS OF OTHER NATIONS

Figure 3-2 shows flags of nations not
formally recognized by the United States.

Figure 3-3 shows the flags of other maritime
nations of the world. As a result of wars and
gain' and . loss of independence by different
nations, this cOmbination of flags has undergone
many changes during the past '40 years. An
attempt is made every few years, by our
Government agencies, to bring plates of
maritime riations up to date.

Any future changes in the flags and 'ensigns
will supersede Close in 'this training course.
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CHAPTER 4

NFtic Comms$'AND.-.G.,r.RocompAss___.

own and most widely used of all
inatrnments is the compass. Without

oimation on headings and
be almost impossible to obtain.

even ,before the days of
remain indispensable in

:mei two main typts Of compasses:
and Magnetic. The gyrocompass

on ;PrindiPle that a raPidlY spinning
hakineed at its center of gravity, much

:spij.ing 'Op,' ilands on its point. The
signed to point toward true

haVe- a slight mechanical
; which may be determined' and

owance is made. The . magnetic
Ihe other luTd, is controlled

PriMarily he ,magnetic proPerties of the
rth and tends ,to point toward the magnetic

pole.

os,tteo

MAGNETISM

,fnlly understand the operation of the
rietic compass, it is necessary to know

somthing about magnets themselves. A magnet
dy that has the property of attracting iron

producing a magnetic field around itself.
Miterials as lodestone and magnetic oxide

iron, in their natural state, possess this
. The Earth itself has similar properties

may be considered a gigantic magnet.
Every =pet has a north pole and a south

t pole. If a single magnet is cut in half, each half
becomes a magnet with a north pole and a south
pole. If two magnets are brought close together,
their unlike poles will attract and their like poles
repel. That is, a north pole attracts a south pole

but , repels another north pole. This law of
magnetism has meaning for you inasmuch as you
later will see how the' magnets in a shiP's
magnetic compass obserm this law in relation to
the Earth's magnetic fields or to the ship's own
Magnetic properties.

EARTH'S MAGNETISM

The Earth, like all other magnets, has a
magnetic north pole, located approximate y
74.0° north, latitude, 101.00 west longitude, and
a magnetic south pole, located approximately at
6800 south latitude, 144.00 east longitude.
They are distinguished from the true North and
South Poles which are at 90° north latitude and
90° south latitude, respectively.

The magnetic lines of force that connect the
magnetic poles are called magnetic meridians.

1 B e of

1 at

These nieridians are not great arc es. ecaus
the irregular distribution of magnetic material in.
the Earth, the meridians are irregular, and the
planes of the magnetic meridians do not pass

'through the center of the Earth. ApproximatelY
midway between the magnetic poles is a line
(Failed the magnetic equator.

The magnetic equator is an irregular arc,
varying in latitude from 15° south in South
America to 20°,north in Africa

MAGNETIC COMPASS

Although you were introduced to the
magnetic compass in the Seaman course, your
job as Quartermaster requires a much more
thorough knowledge of the intricacies of the
magnetic compass. Accordingly, this topic
presents detailed information on the magnetic
compass, its nomenclature, and its limitations.
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45.595(69)
Figura 41.U.S. Navy 716-inth standard compass.

COMPASS NOMENCLAiURE

The simplest magnetic compasses, as you
know, contain magnets whose south ends tend
to seek the Earth'i north magnetic pole, thus
giving the compass its directive force.

Magnetic compasses used in the Navy (figure
4-1) are highly sophisticated instruments. In
addition to the magnets, magnetic compasses are
made up of a number of parts. Components of a
standard 7-V2-inch diameter Navy compass are
given in the accompanying list.

1. Magnets: Four (two in older compasses)
cylindrical bundles of steel wire, with magnetic
properties, which are, attached to the compass
card to supply directive force.

2. Compass card: An aluminum .disk
graduated in degrees from 0 to 359. It also
shows cardinal and intercardinal points.

3. Compass bowl: A bowl-shaped
container, made of nonmagnelic material
(brass), with a reference mark on its rim. The
bowl contains the magnetic element and thf,

fluid. Part of the bottom may be transparent
(glass) to permit light to shine upward against
the compass card.

4. Fluid: A liqind surrounding the magnetic
element. By reduction of weight, in accordance
with the Archimedes principle of . buoyancy,
friction is reduced. Closer alignment of the
compass needle with the magnetic meridian is'
thus possible. The liquid in older compasses may
be a mixture of ethyl alcohol and water in
approxlinately equal parts. Alcohol serves to \
lower the freezing point of the mixture. Newer
compasses contain varsol, an oil that neither
freezes nor becomes more viscous at low
temperatures.

5. Float: An aluminum air-filled chamber
in the center of the compass card to further
reduce weight and friction at the pivot point.

6. Expansion bellows: A bellows
arrangement in the bottom of the compass bowl,
which operates ta keep the compass bowl
completely filled with liquid. A filling screw
facilitates adding liquid when necessary.

7. Lubber's line: A mark on the inside of
the compass bowl,' which is aligned with the
ship's fore-and-aft axis. The lubber's line is a
reference for reading direction from the compass
card. The compass card reading on the lubber's -

line represents the ship's heading.

$. Gimbals: The compass bawl has two
pivots that fit or rest in a metal ring, which also
has two pivots resting in the binnacle. This
arrangement (gimbals) permits the coMpass to
remain almost horizontal despite the, motion of
the ship. An important concept is that,
regardless of the movement of the ship, the
compass card remains fixed. The ship, the
compass bowl, and the lubber's line move
together around the compass card. To the
observer, as he witnesses this relative motion, it
appears that the compass card moves.

9. Binnacle: nonmagnetic housing in
which the magnetic compass is mounted. It
isually provides' a means for inserting corrector
nagnets for compass adjustment.
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ASSLE,IMITATIONS-
" -

,t,:follOwmecharacteristics of the magnetic
1 its dirNtion-finding ability .

'disturbance.
sensitive to any Magnetic

It is useless-at the magnetic poles, and is
and unreliable in areas near the ,poles.

Deviation (explained later) changes as a
p's magnetic properties change. Moreover, the

magnetic properties change with changes in the
ship's structure or magnetic cargo.

4. Deviation changes with fwading. The
'p as vAll as the Earth may be considered as a
gnet: The effect of the ship's magnetism upon

6-compass changes with the heading.

5. It does notpoint to true North.

6. It requires 'frequent adjustments.

PRECAUTIONS IN VICINITY OF
AGNETIC COMPASS

A magnetic compass cannot be expected to
e reliable service unless it is properly initalled

.and protected from disturbing magnetio,,
Influences. Certain precautions Must be observed
in the vicinity of the magnetic compass. Some of

ese precautions tollow: -
If avoidable, a compawkhould not be placed

near iron er steel equipmentlhat will be moved
nently. Thug, a location near a gun, boat

Or boat crane is not desirable. The
late vicinity should 'be -kept free of,

times of magnetism, particularly those of a"'
hanging nature. When avoidable, no source of

magnetism 'should be permitted within'a tadius
f several feet of the magnetic 'compass. Some

,sources that Might be overlooked include..
electric wires carrying direct current; magnetic
instruments, searchlights, windshield wipers,
electrónic equipment, -or 'motors; steel control
rods, gears, or supports associated with the

- steering apparatus; fire , extinguishers, gas
detectors, etc.; and metal hangers, flashlights,
keys, or. pocketknives.

STANDARD AND STEERING.
COMPASSES

The magnetic steering compass is located in
the pilothouse," where jt is affected considerably
by deviation. Usually the standard compass is
topside, where the magnetic forces producing,
deviation are not so strong. Courses and bearings
by ,these compasses must be carefully
differentiated by the abbreviations psc (per
Standard coMpass), pstgc (per steering compass),

sand pgc (per gyrocompass). The standard
compass provides a means for checking the
steering compass and the gyrbcompass.

the steering compass on many,ships has :
been replaCed by a rePeater, which transmits
indications from a Magnesyn compass. (The
word magnesyri is formed from the term
"magnetic synchronized.") It is located on a
mast or at some other point whete deviation is
it a minimum.

Some ships may have a third magnetic
compass located at the after steering- station
when that station is topside. This coMpass is
known as the einetgency steering compass.

MAGNETIC COMPASS RECORD BOOK

AcCording to provision of Navy Regulations,
t the magnetic compass record must be a

complete record of all direct reading and remote
indicating magnetic compasses on board. It also
must be a record of errors of the gyrocompasses
on board. While a vessel is underway,
comparison between the magnetic and
gyrocompass headhigs must be Made and
entered in the, record whenever a new course is
set, unless impracticable., Under circumstances
such as emergencies or frequent course changes
within a harbor, these comparisons may be
oinitted. Compass comparisons must also be
made at least every 30 minutes for one magnetic
'compass and the master, gyrocompass (or the
ship's heading indicator ifsed fOr steering) and
every 4 hours for all other installed compasses.
The compass record book must be signed by the
navigator and submitted to the commanding
officer for his- approval on the last day of every

-quarter.. Figure 4.72 shows a sample page from
the magnetic compass record book.
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COMPASSGYRODATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITuDE,

GYRO COMPASSES

TRUE'
HEADING

61'8'3 -
. GYRO

READING
GYRO

READUI GI "IWR
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-1/00 .g-6.24/ ite-/41t/ /97 /4-', / 91

Figure 4-2.Magnatic compass record booksample page.

MAGNETIC COMPASS ERROR

Compass.error, dermed as the inclination of
the axis of the compass card to the- true
meridian, may be, computed easily. It is simply,
the algebraic sum of variation and deviation.
Compats error (figure 4-3) must be applled to a
compass direction to obtain truz direction. It
must be 'applied to true dimetiot,, with sign3
reversed, to arrive at compass direction.

-

VARIATIai

Because the magnetic north pole, and the
true North Pole are not located at the same
point, the magnetic compass does not seek true
North. The magnetic compass aligns itself with
the direction: of the horizontal component of
the Earth's magnetic field at the compass
location, and therefore does not always point
toward the north magnetic pole. The amount

69.137

the needle is offset is called variation because it
varies at differedt points on the Earth' surface.
Even in the same locality, it usually doesn't
remain constant, but increases or decreases
annually at a certain known rate.

The variation-for any given locality is shoirn
on the compass rose of the chart for that
particular locality, together with the amount of
annual increase or 'decrease. In the follovring
discussion, symbols are Used for degrees (°) and
minutes C). The' compass rose- in figure 4-4
indicates that- in 1969 there was a, 14°45
westerly variation in _that area, increasing 1
annually. To fmd the amount of variation in this
specific locality in 1976, determine how many
yeats have elapsed Since 1969 (which is 7),
multiply that number by the amount of annual
increase (which gives you 7 timesl ', or 7 ), and
add that sum to the variation in 1969. You add
it in this example because it is an annual
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Figure 42.Magnetic compass record booksamplepage.

increase. If it were decreasing, yoU would
subtract it:

The variation in 1969 was 14°45 'W. Add 7 '
to that amount, and you have a 1976 variation

, of 14°52 'W. Variation normally is rounded off
to the nearest 0.5°.

Variation remains the same for any healing
of the ship at a given locality. No matter which
direction the ship is headiag, the magnetic
compas.% it affected by variation only, points
steadily in the general direction of the magnetic
north pole.

DEVIATION

The amount a magnetic compass needle is
deflected by magnetic material in the ship
around it is called deviation.

The most convenient method of determining i;
deviation, and the one most commonly used, is/
to check your compass on each 15° heading

49

against a properly functioning gyrocompass.
Because your ship must be on a magnetic
heading when determining deviation, gyro error
and local variation must be applied to each true
heading. When using this procedure, 'it is only
necessary to station personnel at each magnetic
compass and have them record the amount of
deviation for,.each compass Upon signal from an
observer at the gyrocompass or repeater.

Some other methods of finding deviation
follav.

1. By comparison With a magnetic compass
of knoWn deviation: This method is similar to
comparison with a gyrocompass except that it is
unnecessary to know the local variation. This
method is used frequently by ships not equipped
with gyrocompasses. .

2. By reciprocal bearings: One observer is
stationed ashore with a spare compass, which is
plw.ed where it is free from local magnetic
influences. An observer aboard the ship stands
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Figure 4-3.Components of tompass error.

by the compass to 'be checked. When the ship is
steady on the desired heading, a prearranged

, ggial is made, and each observer notes the
bearing of the other. The reverse bearing of the
compass ashore, which has no deviation, is the
magnetic bearing of the ship. The difference
between this bearing and the bearing indicated
by ,the compass, on `board is the amount of
deviation on that particular heading. This.
method is not very convenient and probably will
never be used on your ship until all other
methods of determining are exhausted.

3. By ranges: This method uses a range
whose magnetic bearing is known.. The ship
steams on the various headings, and notes the
bearing of the range on her compasses for each
heading as she crosses the iange. The deviation
for_ each compass is the difference between the
known magnetic bearing of the range and the
bearing, 'indicated on the compass." Further
disucssion of ranges is in chapter of this
manual.
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4. By azimuths of the Sun or other,celestia)
body: In this method the magnetic azimuth ot
the bodY is determined by applying '-lOcal
variation to the body's true azimuth. Computing
an azimuth. of the Sun by using H.O. 229 is
described in ,chapter 12 of this manual: The
difference between the body's magnetic azimuth
and its compass azimuth is the deviatioil for that
particular heading.

5. By distant objects: In ,t1n.s,,methtid the
ship muSt be a considerableAistance from a
conspicuous, object, with a Cleatlyidefined point
on which to take bearings. Ifithe ship is being
swung at anchor, the objec.tvshould be at least 6
miles away. If she is,;'Steaining on different
headings, the fact lhat shedoes not remain .on
-the same spot retiUKes that;the object be at least
10 miles away. :"nie shilifis steadied on successive
heading's, and. 'het cOmspass bearing of the object
is taken on.#40 heading. Magnetic bearings may
be found trbiri.a chart. As before, deviation on
each heading- is the difference between compass
and magnetic bearing of the object. This-method
has been,afmost completely discarded in favor of
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the other methods. it is describep here so that it
can be used in extreme circumitances.

RRECTING COMPASS ERROR
. .

Variation and deviatIon combined cc rute
,inagnetic compass error. The course on whIch
you want the ship to head is the true cor.;rse,
Worked out from the chart on which tru
courses, and bearings ire given. Know.:riE :he true:
COurse, it is necessary for you to find tile
coinpass coUrse you must steer to make ood
the true course. Compass course is fouivd by
applying the compass error, in terms of variatkri
and deviation, tO the true course.

Your problem could be the other Nay
Around.. Suppose you have a be.iring; taken by
magnetic compaSs. Plotting true biviri:tgs oil the
Chart Is preferable to plotting mzgnetic bearings.
Therefore, you must . appty variation ?nd
..deViation to the compass bearing to obtain the
true bearing.

Changing from true coursc to Compass
course, or vice versa, may be accoinplished More
easily by means of this- handy key, in ihe form
of the .quesiion: .CAN DEAD MEN VOTE
TWICE? Of course, it's a sure bet that dead men
can't vote once, let alone twice; hence this
question has no actual meaning. _As already
pointed out, it is Jnerely handy in solving our
problerii of cOrrecting.compass error.

. First, write each. word of the. question. in
colUmn form, then opposite each Word set down
what it represents, as follows:

Ca

Dead

Men

Vote

Twice

Compass

Deviation

Magnetic

, Variation

. Trae

Y our problem will always be either
(knowing the true course) to work up the line to
the compass course, or (knowing the compass
course) to work dOwn the line to the true
course. Going up the line, or changing from true
to cOmpass, is called uncorrecting. Coming down

-

the line, or changing from compass to true, is
carted correcting. All you actually have to
remember is this rule: When correcting, ADD
easterly and SUBTRACT westerly error. When
uncorrecting, SUBTRACT. easterly,. and ADD
westerly error. It is as Simple as that. All
compass errors, whether due t variation or
deviation, are either easterly or westerly. There
are no northerly or southerly .-a-rors.

Now, let's work a problem. Suppose.the true
course you want to head is 0000 and you want
to know the course to steer by magnetiC
compass. In other words, you are uncorrecting.
This "time, write the initial letters of each word
of the old question in a line.

W + E
CDMV T

You already know what T is, so write it
down.

W + E
CDMVT

000'

Let's say the Chart shows a variation of
11°E. Now you have:

'v.' 4: E
CDM V T

11°E 000°

When uncorrecting, remember that you
substract easterly and add westerly errors.- This.
110 :s an easterly variation, so you 'subtract it
from ;560° and get a magnetic course of 349°.
Write that down.

+ E
M V T

.3490 11°E 000°

Occasionally, you need-to laiow a magnetic
heading or bearing. If that were all you were
looking for in this example, you could stop right
here. This time, however, you want to go on and
find the compass course. Let's say the deviation
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ows a deviation of 14°W for a 3490
;Writethat down.

W

M. V T
.W 3490 11°E 000° _

en =correcting, you add westerly error,
add 14°. to 349° and get 003°. Now you
re

W +
C 13 M V T.

003° 14°W 3490 11°E 0000

the compass, which means correcting for
deviations produced by degaussing currents.

In order to head 000°- true, therefore, you
must -steer 003° by this particular magnetic
compass. s

Note in our sample problem that the easterly ,
variation and Westerly deviation almoit canceled

- each other, leaving an error of only 3°W. If you..
don't want to, go through the correction process
in detail, yOu can fmd the algebrat sum of the
thors _beforehand: This advance preparation is
accomPlished by subtracting the lesser from the
greater, if they are unlace, or addhig them if
they are like. Then yon can apply the result
directly to either T or C, depending on whether'

u are_correcting.or uncoriecting.-
We were uncorreeting this timechanging

teem') true to compass. We could have used the
, same method to change from compass to true,

but we must, remember that, when correcting,
vie i'cld easterly and subtract westerly errors.

ADJUSTING VERSUS
COMPENSATING

. "As you know by noW, nia\gjietic material
around the compass is a
Another cause of compass dev'
circuits. -In particular, the
currents have a strong effec
compass. (Degaussing, disc
electrical installation design
against" magnetic mines
deviation resulting from
neutralized by a procedure called compensation.
You should distinguish between adjusting the

. compass, which means correcting for deviations
caused by magnetic material, and compensating

of deviation.
is electrical
degaussing

on tte magnetic
ssed Mter, is an
d tO protect ships

d torpedoes.) The
these currents- is

DEGAUSSING

In discussing the . magnetic compass, we
mentioned that it is affected by degaussing. A
Quartermaster will be concerned with how
degaussing works 'and why it is necessaiy:-The----
subject is explained in the ensuing topics.

SHIP'S MAGNETIC FIELD

A ship is a _magnet because of magnetic
material (steel) in its hull, machinery, and cargo.
Like any other 'magnet, ,it is surrounded by- a
magnetie' field that is large near the ship and
small at a considerable distance from it. When 4-ship is clOse to a magnetic mine or magnetic
torpedo, the magnetic -field Of the: Ship 'actuates
the fffing mechasnl and causes the mine or
torpedo to expfode. -

The' purpose of degaussing is to counteract
the ship's pignetic field and establish a
condition such that the magnetic field near the
ship is, as-nearly as possible, just the same as if
the shiP werenot there. If -this condition couldbe realized perfectly, the magnetic Mine could
not detect the presence of the ship and "Would
nOt explode. Even though Ihis-condition cainot
be realized perfectly, an approximation to such
a condition decreases the danger from magnetic
.mines.

Two methods are used to decrease a ship's
magnetic field. They are the magnetic treatment
(called deperming) and the shipboard degaussing
installation.

Magnetic Treatment

Magnetio treatment is given by deperming
stations, using coils .inStalled_temporarilyirii or
around a ship, to provide antimine protection:
This treatment reduces the overall magnetic field
of the ship so there is less chalice of activating a
magnetic mine or magnetic torpedo. Magnetic
treatment furnishes some protection but is not
so effective as the protection afforded by
thipboard degaussing installations. Magnetic
teeatment is. seldom used alone.
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"A" COIL LOOPS "A"' !Mt.()

ININI

D A COIL

Figure 4-5.Types of degaussing.coils.

Shipboard Degaussing
Installation

'27.107

A shipboard degaussing inttallation consists
of permanently installed equipment. The major
iteMs are degaussing coils, a power Source for
the cofls, a control unit to control the coil

. current (Which, in turn, controls the strength of
the magnetic field caused by the colls), and
compass compensating equipment to prevent
disturbances of -the magnetic compasses by the

_magnetic field of the degaussing coils.
Since it may become necessary for the

Quartermaster, to -apPly corrections to.
degaussing colls due to changes in course, the
following discussion is designed to assist you in
understanding the colls and the operations
required to make corrections to their applied
current.

Figure 4-5 illustrates the types of coils that
me found on a typical degaussing installation.

The M or main coil (part A, figure 4-5)
encircles the ship in a horizontal plane, which is
usually at about the water level. The function of
the M coil is to produce a magnetic field which
counteracts the magnetic field produced by the
vertical pepnanent and the vertical induced
magnetization of the ship.

The or forecastle coil endrcles the forward
one-fourth to one-third of the ship and is usually
just below the forecastle on other uppermost
deck; whereas the Q or quarterdeck' coil encircles
the after one-fourth to one-third bf the ship and-
is usually, just below the quarterdeck or other
uppermost deck (part B, figure 4-5). The function
of the F and Q coils is to counteract the magnetic
field produced by the ship's longitudinal
permanent and induced magnetization.

In numerous installations the conductors of
the F and Q coils are connected to form two
separate circuits, designated FI-QI coil' and .the
FP-QP coil (part B, figute 4-5). The FI-QI coil
consists of an FI coil connected in series With a
QI coil so that the Same current flows in both.
The FP-QP,coil is similar.

The FI-Q1, coil is used to counteract the
magnetic field produced by the ship's
longitudinal induced Magmtization. The FP-QP
coil is used to counteract -the magnetic field
produced by the ship's longitudinal permanent
magnetization.

The L or longitudinal coil (part 9 figure
4-5) consists of looPs in vertical plain6s parallel
to the frames of the ship. Thelunotion of the L
coil is to dounteriet the magnetic field produced
by the sliip's longitudinal permanent and
induced magnetization. It does this better than
F and Q coils, or FI-QI and PP-QP coils. For this
reason, the L coil is often used in Minesweeper
vessels.

The A or athwartship coil (part D, figure
4-5) consists of loops in vertical fore-and-aft
planes. The function of the A coil is to produce
a magnetic field that will counteract the
magnetic fieldcaused by the athwartship
permanent and induced magnetization.

The magnetic field produced by a cif-mussing
coil (coil strength) is proportional to the ampere
turns NI, the product of the number of turns in
the coil by the coil current in amperes. A.,
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AtLANTIC-IND1AN OCEAN

DEGAUSSING CHART NE I.r ,

ION AMU MIT OF tor rilf AND EAST OF 1511* EAST Kt PACIFIC num m(lt
COIL. SETTINGS* OR VALUES

is Amami , &WOKS ,

MEAYL.I. *

tip

Suprrsede NA1050 ,ORM 1171 ..4
NAVVEPS FOAM 8:50/it)

lqlonno,
OWS

SISAATURC OF
MOWN' OPTIMA' Se t t trIgs apply to spaces between lines, not to lines.

OAT

NAVWEPS FORM 8960/466 (10-64)
DG NO. 8

Figure 4-6.Degaussing chart No. 1.

specified number of ampere turns can be
obtained by using one turn and a current
numerically equal to the required ampere turns,
or. by using more turns and a correspondingly

. smaller current.

DEGAUSSING SETTING

Energizing the degaussing equipment
'consists of setting the coil currents and
maintaining them at the values specified in thecharts coM prising the degaussing folder
(NAVORD Form 1547). Quartermasters must
be able to read and interpret the degaussing
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charts contained in this folder. On some ships
-you may have to make the degattssing settings
yourself but on other ships Electricians Mates
make the settings.

Degaussing Chart No. 1 is shown in figure
4-6. .This chart divides the vertical intensity
(Z-component) of the Earth's magnetic field
into Z-zones. When your ship passes from one

-Z-zone to another, 'the coil setting is changed to
the value given for that coil in tbe new zone.
Make a correction for each coil requiring a
c hange. These ch anges'are- made on a
rheostat-ammeter setup located on the bridge.
As an alternative, pass the information to the
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ATLANTIC-INDIAN OCEAN .

DEGAUSSING CHART' Ng 2.
FOR AREAS WEST OF 105. WEST AND ICAST Of 1556 EAST SEE PACIFIC CHART (OVER)

4.1

(Super. seder. NAVOIID-FORM 157( and
NAM'S FORM 1950/13)

..COIL SETTINGS f OR VALUES

...,-,-.... on moult-tufts

ZONE

... ...,.._ ......

NS

,
ITS

. 533

2115

MS

f115

.2IS

... ATI{

MS

'TRW 0127 0001MVIM ISNOT ONIACAIIIM

lsettings apply to 1r4cei between lines, NOT to lines!

INANE, typ E' AND NO., AND tiAl ION)

SHIP

PORT Of
ISSUE

SIGNATURE OF
ISSUINO OIGHCER

CATE

NAVMEPS FORM 8950/468 (10-64)
DO NO. 9

69. t5,
Figure 4-7.Degaussing chart No. 2.

Electrician's Mates so they can.' make the
correction.

Let1 say you are traveling 'from the
Caribbean Sea to the Gulf of Mexico. This travel
means that you will pass from a Zone where the
M-coil setting is altered from-52 to 63 amps. At
the same time the L coil setting is changed from
9 to 11 amps.

Degaussing Chart No: 2 .(figure 4-7) divides
'the horiiontar intensity (H-component) of the
Earth's magnetic field into fl,zones. When your
ship passes from one H-zone to another,- you
must make correction sFAtings cOmparable to
those desnribed for Z-zones. You may have to

make corrections for all the coils when you pass
from zone to zone, or, you may need to change
only one or two.

Figure 4-8 diagrams the course correction
settirg for the current in coil FI-QI. This
charam means that, if you are on a southerly
course, the polarity, switch must be set so that
the current is negative. If your, course is
northerly, the polarity switeh is set at the
opposite (positive) position. If you are traveling
east or west,-the current is shut off. The course
correction setting for coils FI-QI and Aaare
shown in figure 4-9. Quartermasters must ensure
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:THE CURRENT R4 THE COL IS.TURNED oil (POSITIVE). FOR NORTHERLY COURSES,
.OFF.FOR EASTERLY AND WESTERLY couRset, AND REVERSED (NEGATIVE) FOR SOUTHERLY
. COURSES BY MEANS OF A SWITCH ON THE BRIDGE OR IN THE CHART HOUSE:

WHEN THE:SHIP IS ON A NORTHERLY HEADING SET THE CURRENT IN THE FI-OI COILAT THE VALUE SHOWN IN DEGAUSSING CHART NO. 2 MANUAL FOR THE LOCATION OF,THE SHIP AT THE TIME. WHEN THE COURSE IS SOUTHERLY THE CURRENTSHOUiD BE THENEGATIVE OF -1HIS. VALUL

-CHANGE THRCURRENT VALUE IF THE SHIP MOVES INTO A DIFFERENT ZONE.

'IN EMERGENCY, WHEN COURSE CHANGES ARE TOO -RAPID TO FOLLOW, BET SWITCHEAST--WEST POSITION.

Pepassis MOM Mt IR? ad
weirs Pr 021/In LAMPS Ma aa/da (1.41)

OS al It VI 1111114Welal

Figure 4-&Degaussing course correction setting diagram No. 1.

that the' course correction settings are set
PioPeriy.

In most degaussing .installations, the
'degaussing coil currents are set to the required
ialues and are checked by an Electrician's Mate

69.16

at least once every hour. They are readjusted to
the correct value when necessary. This continual
Check is necessary because changes in degaussing
coil resistance; created by variations in both the
cable temperatures and in the voltage of the
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asssi

69.17
Figure 4-9.Degaussing course correctkm setting diagram No. 2.

power supply for the degaussing coils, alter the
degaussing coil currents. The coil currents must
have the correct polarity. If the polarity setting
of any coil is incorrect, the ship is in much
greater danger from magnetic mines than if the
ship has no degaussing system installed because
then the total magnetic field of the ship is

stronger tlian before. On the bridge, the
Quartermaster checks the polarity of the coils
hourly by observing the neon indicator light on
the control panel.

Most new vessels are equipped with
automatic degaussing control equipmert to
change coil, currents automatically, when
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required, because of roll and pitch, and because
of changes in ship's headink and in ship's
position with -respect to the Earth's magnetic
field. Undereertain conditions, a manual coil
current adjustment still is necessary, however, as
explained in the degaussing folder. Indicator.
lightt, Standard on- all automatic control
eqiipment, show when the equipment is
functioning incoirectly.

MAGNETIC RANGES

A Magnetic range, Which is commonly called
degaussing .irange, is "a station equipped to

measure And record the magnetic -field of ships
which pass over MeaSuring equipment located at
or near the bottom of the channel in which the
ship travels.- The measurements recorded are
used .to compute the coil currents required to
give minimurn magnetic fields,below a Ship.

The procedure for making a run on a
magnetic range starts with a request to the
station. Usually, the Quartermaster is charged
with seeing that the authorized procedure is
carried out.

Affer receiving an affirmative reply from the
station, an immediate check is made of the
degaussing chart to get the correct setting for
each coil -installed, both for the .geographic
location and for the heading of the ship at the
time of crossing the range. These settings are
made and checked before the run is started. The
commanding officer adjusts the ship's speed in
accordance with instructions from the station. It
is customary to run the range on one heading,
followed by a run on the opposite heading.

Results of the runs, are entered .in the ship's
degaussing folder by personnel of the station.
Through periodic checks of the eqiiipment in
this manner, any shortcomings can be detected
easily and corrected immediately so that
protection will be aVailable when it is needed.

COMPASS COMPENSATING EQUIPMENT

The Quartermaster needs to know how to
protect the ship's magnetic compasses from the
magnetic influence of the deganssing system. An

-unattended energized degaussing system could
develop a magnetic field of sufficient magnitude
to make the compasses useless for navigation.

The purpose of compass compensating coils
is to set up a magnetic field that is equal to and
opposite the degausing coil field in the
imMediate vicinity of the cumpasses.

Most "standard types of compass
conwensating coils are composed of an
enclosure, a single heeling coil to compensate
the vertical- component, and two coils or two
pairs of coils to compensate the cardinal or
intercardinal coinponents. Each coil consists of a
number of Windings, one winding for each
degaussing coil which produces at the compass a
magnetic field that must be compensated.
Compass compensating coils usually are installed
and compensated for degaussing by personnel .ai'
a naval shipyard or a degaussing activity:

The compass compensating coils operate
automatically when the deganssing coils 'are
turned on. This operation is easily
understandable when it is known that the power
supply used for the compensating coils usually is
the voltage drop across a number of turns of the
degaussing coil. Thus, a change in the current in
a degaussing coil automatically affects the
compensating coils, ensuring that the conipass
compensation is undisturbed. Operation should'
be checked once a week, preferably at the time-
*the degaussing coils are energized to dry (int the
cables. It should be noted at that time whether
any compass deviations in excess of allowable
limits are produced when the degaussing coils
are turned on or off.

Because one of the foremost responsibilities
of a Quartermaster is to know all about his
shifs magnetic compasses, it is imperative that
he also have a working knowledge of the
degaussing 'equipment installed on his ship. The
best single source of this information is the
ship's degaussing folder. You should study this
folder and understand it thoroughly before you
assume your first watch at sea.

MAGNETIC COMPASS TABLE

In figure 4-10 you see the prepared form in
general use for recording deviations (NAVSHIPS
Form 3120/4). On the form the deviations for
every 15 ° around the compass are shown. Note
that deviations are recorded in two columns
headed DG OFF and DG ON. The deviations in
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Figure 4-10.-Magnetic compass table.

the first column were recorded with the ship's
degaussing system secured. Forrn the second
column, readings were taken with the ship's
degaussing system energized. Whether the
degaussing system is on or off may cause a

A.

considerable difference in the deviation; hence
each condition mud have a separate column. In
.cOrrecting -or uncorrecting, it is important that
you use the deviation for the proper condition
of the ship's degaussing system.

To -compute the deviation on any magnetic
heading not given in the table, it is necessary to
interpolate between the two nearest recorded

:readings. If the deviations recorded on each- l 5°
heading do "not vary by more than 1/2° from the
adjacent readings, you may use the deviation for
the heading nearest the one you are checking.

GYROCOMPASS

The gyrocompass is unaffected by either
variation or deviation. When in proper running
'order, it points constantly to the true rather
than the magnetic north pole. It may have a
slight mechanical error, but this error is
computed easily and remains constant for any
heading-so that it does not interfere in any way
with the instrument's practical value.

Considering_the gyro's advantage, you may
wonder why the Navy doesn't heave -all the
magnetic compasses over the side and relieve
Quartermasters of the necessity. for leaniing the
principles- of Correcting niagnetic coMpass error.
The answer is that, despite the excellence of the
gyromechanism, it cis the magnetic compass, not
the gyrocompass, that fs" standard aboaid ship.
The reason is simple: The magnetic Compass
operates through the attraction exerted by that
great natural -Magnet, the Earth. The Earth is
absolutely certain to continue to function as a
magnet; therefore, the magnetic 'compass will
never go out of commission because of any
failure of its source of power._

The gyrocompass, on the other hand, is
powered by electricity. Cut off the supply, and
the gyro is absolutely useless. Being an
extremely complicated and delicate- instrurnent,
it also is subject to mechanical failure. SOrne
gyros, for instance, become erratic after a shio
makes a series .of sharp turns at high speed.
These disadvantages do not mean, however, that
great confidence Cannot be plaCed in the gYro. It
can be depended upon, when running properly,
to point faithfully and steadily to true North.
But it is the magnetic compass that always
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remains the reliable standby, constantly
checldng the gyro's performance and ready at all
times to take over if the'gyro fails.

- The principles on which the gym functions
are too complicated for short explanation.
Operation of its . delicate mechanism is the

Tesponsibility of the IC gang.

MASTER GYROS AND
GYRO REPEATERS

A- typical shipboard installation consists of
one or more master gyros, whose indications are
transmitted electrically to repeaters. The gyro
repeaters are located in the conning stations, on

7 3

6fl

the bridge wings, and at other points as may be
necessary.

A chief advantage of the gyro is that its
repeaters mai be set up any anglenearly on
edge" for the convenience of steersman, or flat
for taking bearings.

The Master gyro should be started at least
hours before getting underway to allow time for
it to settle before use. The quartermaster on
watch must check to see that the gyro is started,
that the time is entered in the deck log. ite also
must check ita performance frequently, against
the standard compass. Additionally, he must
check the repeaters occas:onally against the
master gyro.
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. navigation is, 'piloting, in
VS, On is determined by bearings,

A ship cannot suspend piloting oPerations
merely because darkness falls and daytime aids
cannot e distinguished. For that reason, aids to
navigation are lighted whenever it is both

-necessary and practicable. For purposes of
identification, lights have individual
characteristics regarding' color, brilliancy and
system of operation. Some df a light's
characteristic's may be printed near its symbol
on the chart. Detailed information,hicluding the
heightwhich, combined _with brilliancy and
observer's height, d-etermiries a light's
visibilityia set forth in light lists. .

The Defense Mapping Agency Hydrogriphic
Center ptiblishes 'a List of Lights in seven
volumes- divided geographically (excluding the
United States and its. possessions). This list
contains a deicription of lighted. navigational
aids (except_ harbor .lighted buoys) and fog
siglials. Storm signals, signal stations, radio
direction finders and radio beacons located at or
near lights are also mentioned in-this list.

Lights located in the United States and its
possessiona are described in Light Lists
published by the U.S. Coast Guard.

bn"visible:objects whose" ekaet locations
11:4`,'s art. Some ':dt the, lobjects'inay

Y,a'S bills, isOlifect.rOcks;, or .points
as.- large

ty tii*ers; :eta:, Which
entally located where'they ban be of

'ice,tôi
.

, , Ps,Onare ;houses lightshi
tioys,- and, day beacons. Aids are
insofaras passible, they provide.a

.tinbroken 'chain of charted
and channelpilotifig. The extent

riysten!of 'aids is complete . and
epends upon the status :of the

,cjzlar ;country is a maritime poWer.

bors and:frequented coasts ire well
With manmade aids'io nayigation,.yet no
'haa ever been made to so mark every

world's Coastlines.. Such .marking
inipractical because many regions are

.0*.naVigited. In sonie areaa the lack of
:aids (together' 'with knowledge that
,aidi may- be inoperative, out of

aitiOn, or completely destroyed) frequently
is the-Use of landmarks necessary.

r.

Learning. to observe, and Plot bearings of
landmarks may, at first, be more difficult than
learning to take and plot bearings.of manmade
aids. But whenever landmarks must be used, the

61- effort applied to learning pays huge dividends in
f Land rkaccuraCy of pos t on ari sa ety.. ma s may

be Used , at any: thne, provided *they are . *Fixed; Flashingc and Qcculting,.:. distinguiehable by the navigator and identifiable
on his chart. Further information on the use of r..ome navigational *lights are fixed, Meaning
:landmarks is given in.the chaPter on piloting. . tl, they burn steadily. Most important lights;

LIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

White, red, and green are the three standard
colors for lights on aids tO navigation.
SignifiCance of the colors is important chiefly
regarding' channel buoys. Their ate discussed in
the section devoted to buoys.

,6 1
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weri, go 'through. repeated periods of
Matic: changes' of ligk .and darknest. It

. .phase characteristic of a navigational light
Ahe most valUable for identification .

guie 51 illustrates the- principal
diristic_ of lights on lighthouses and

shifts. Lighted buoys have a few more
characteristics which are mentioned later. _

VISIBILITY OF LIGHTS

e visibility of' lights is the specific
distance, in nautical miles, a navigator can
.eipect to see a navigational aid such as a
lighthouse, lightship, or beacon.

In speaking of the visibility of a light, the
following terms are applicable:

1. Geographic range: Maximum calculated
, distance at Which the curvature of the Earth
permits a light to be seen from a height of eye of
15 feet abotie the water when the elevation of
the light is taken above the height datum of the
largest scale chart of the foCality.

2. Nominal range : Ma ximum distance at which
a light can be' seen in clear weather, which is
meteorologically defmed as a visibility of 10
nautical miles.. Nominal range is listed for all
Coast Guard listed aids except range Fate, zlis4ction
lights.

.3. Luminous range: Maximum distance at
which a light can be seen tinder the existing
meteorological visibility conditions. It depends
only on the intensity of the light itself and is
independent of ihe elevation of the light,
observer's height of eye, or the curvature of the
Earth.

4. Computed visibility: Determined for a
particular.light, taking into, account its elevation,
intemity, height of eye of the observer, and the
cro,;eure of the Earth.

In c...nputing ,:)f. a light, it is
a;tsumild tna; compv:cel visibility never will.
excet:d :h.; light's luminous, range or ;he
co m p u ted range although, under certain
atmospheric conditions, the looni or glare of a
powerful light may appear before the light itself
is viSible.
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The following examples illustrate the
recortimended procedure for determining the
visibility of a light. Bear in mind that computed
visibility cannot be greater than the .luntinous
range.

Example 1: Determine the visibility of Light
Alpha for an observer with a height of eye of 50
feet. .

Solution: From the light list, determine the
nominal range (20 miles) and the height of the
light above waier (90 feet).

Determine horizon distance from the table
of distance of visibility of -objects of various
elevations above sea level (table 5-1). and place'
in form shown below.

Height of eye of 50 feet 8.1 miles

Height of light above 10.9 miles
water, 90 feet

Computed visibility 19.0 miles
0

Nomina! range 20.0 miles

Answer: 19.0 miles
0.

Example 2: Determine the visibility of Light
Bravo for an observer with height of eye of 37
feet

Solution: From Light List, determine the
Lominal range (10 miles) and the height of the
light above water ("I feet). Determine horizon
distance from tabiz 5-1, interpolating for 77
feet.

H4ht of eye for 37 feet 7.0 miles

Height of light above
water,, 77 feet

Comput Id visibility

10.0 miles

I 7.0

Nominal range .10.0

Answer: 10 miles

Luminous Range Diagram

The' luminous range diagram (figure 5-2)
enables the <, mariner to determine
approximate range at which a light may be
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Symbols and meaning

Lights which do
not change color

F.=Fixed

F.F1.=Fixed and'
flashing.

F.Gp.F1.=Fixed
and group flash-
ing.

Gp.F1.=GroUp
flashing./

/
Oti.F143+2)=
Composite
group flashing.

Mo.(K)=Morse
Code.

MI I III LIM

11111111111,11111

Qk n . =Quick
flashing.

Interrupted
quick flashing.

Iso.(1E:Int.)
Isophas..t.

Occ.=Occulting.

Gp.Occ. =Group
occulting.

Gu.Occ.(3+4)=
Composite
group occulting.

Lights whicki
show color
variations

Phase description

Alt.=Altemating.. A continuous steady light.

Alt.O.n.=Alter-
nating fixed and
flashing.

Alt.F.0If.F1- =Al-
ternating fixed
and group flash-
ing.

7

Alt.F1.=Alternat-
ing flashing.

Alt.Gp.F1.=A1 ter-
nating group
flashing.

AILOcc. =Alter-
nating occult-
ing.

Alt,Gp.Occ.=Al-
ternating group
occulting.

Light colors used and. abbreviations: W=white, R=ied,
.

A fixed light varied at regular inter-
vals by a single flash of greloi.F.
Hance.

A fixed light varied at resi lo
vals by groups of-2 or mole :is-Lbe,x
of greater brilliance. The group may,
or may not, be preceded and followed
by an eclipse.

Showing a single flash at regular in-
tervals, the duration of light always
being less than the duration of dark-
ness.

Showing at regular intervals groups of
2 or more flashes.

Group flashing in which the flashes
are combined in alternate groups of
different numbers.

Light in which flashes of different
durations are grouped to produce a
Morse character or characters.

Shows not less than SO flashes per
minute..

Shows quick flashes for about 4 sec-
onds, followed by a dark period of
-about 4 seconds..

Durationof light equal to that ot dark-
ness.

A light totally eclipsed at regular in-
tervals, the duration of light always
greater than the duration of darkness.

A light Arith a group of 2 or more ec-
lipses at regular intervals.

Group occulting in which the occul-
tations are combined in alternate
groups of different numbers.

Figure 5-1.Typical light characteristics
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sighted at night in the meteorological (pertaining
to weather) visibility prevailing at the time of
observation.

The diagram is entered from the top or
bottom border, using the nominal range
obtained from Light List. The figures along the
curves represent the estimated meteorological
visibility at the time of observation, and those
along the left-hand border represent the
luminous range under those conditions.

Example: A light has a nominal range of 20
miles. If the meteorological visibility (along the
curved line) is 20 miles, the light would be
sighted at about 33 miles; with 5 miles
meteorological visibility, the luminous range of
the light is about 12 miles.

Table 5-1.-Distance of Visibility of Objects of Various
Elevations Above Sea Level,

7 7
64

HEIGHT IN
FEET

DISTANCE IN

GEOGRAPHIC
OR NAUTICAL

MILES

HEIGHT IN
FEET

DISTANCE 'IN

GEOGRAPHIC
OR NAUTICAL

MILES

i El 45 7.7

2 1.6 46 7.8

3 2.0 47 7.8

4 2.3 48 7.9

5 2.6 49 8.0

6 2.8 50 8.1

7 3.0 .55 8.5

8 3.2 60 8.9

9 3.4 . 65 9.2

c.10 3.6
. 70 9.6

11 3.8 75 9.9

12 4.0 80 10.2

13 4.1 85 10.5

14 4.3 90 10.9

15 4.4 95 11.2

16 4.6 100 11.4

17 4.7 105 11.7

18 4.9 110 12.0

19 5.0 115 12.3

20 5.1 120 12.5

21 5.2 125 12.8

22 5.4 130 13.0

23 5.5 135 13.3

24 5.6 140 13.5

25 5.7 145 13.8

26 5.8 150 14.0

27 5.9 160 14.5

28 6.1 170 14.9

29 6.2 180 15.3

30 6,3 190 15.8

31 6.4 200 16.2

32 6.5 210 16.6

33 6.6 220 17.0

34 6.7 230 17.3

35 6 8 240 17.7

36 6.9 250 18.1

37 7.0 260 18.4

38 7.1 270 18.8

39 7.1 280 19.1

40 7.2 290 19.5
41 7.3 300 19.8

42 7.4 310 20.1

43 7.5 320 20.5

44 7.6 330 20.8

69.130
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rnges:obtained are approximate.
transparency of the atmosphere is

arily consistent between the observer

GIare from background lighting will
uce, considerably the range at which lights are

HTHOUSES AND LIGHT STRUCTURES

hoUsei are numerous ori all coasts of
nited States, on the Great Lakes, and along

interior waterirays. Thek are placed
erever. a POwerful light may be of assistance
navigators Or wherever a danger requires a

arning beacon of . long-range visibility .
isibility increases With height on a powerful

t; hence the principal purpose of a light
structure is to increase the height of a light
above sea level

NOTE: It should be remembered that a light
placed at a great elevation is more frequently
obscured by clouds, mist; and fog than one near
sea level

A lighthouse may also contain fog-signaling
and Aradio beacon equiPment. Many lights
formerly operated by , keepers are now
automatic. In lighthouses still staffed by
keepers, the lighthouse-Igo may contain their
living quarters. When 'operating personnel are
housed in separate buildings grouped around the
tower, the group of buildings is called a light
station.

Secondary, minor, and automatic lights are
located in structures ranging from towers that
resemble important seacoast lighthouses down
to a small cluster of piles supporting a battery
box and lens. '

Solid colors, bands, stripes, and 'other color
patterns. are applied -to lighthouses and light
structures" as an aid to identification. (See figure
5-3). Minor structures sometimes are painted red
or black; like channel buoys, to indicate the side
of the channel on which they are locatedred
structures to the right, black to the left,
returning froin seaward.

65
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Figure 5.3.Various patterns of typical liglnhouses.

LIGHTSHIPS

A lightship is a floating lighthouse, located
where conditions make it impossible 'or
impracticable to build a permanent structure.

Lightships in United States waters are
painted red on the hull, with the nanie of the
station in large white letters on either side.
Superstructures are painted white; masts, lantern
galleries, ventilators, and stacks are buff.

The lights, fog signals, and radio beacon
signals on lightships, are given various
characteristics for purposes of identification.
Like lighthouses, lightships are described briefly
on the chart and in detail in light lists.

7 8
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'it 'tired siatio;. Ughe h beacO light(s) and a ess
wslight4)"" eF indicate her'On ',the , forestay

en, a regular lightship goes in for overhaul
irs, her Place is taken by a relief lightship

ose lights .and signals have, -as liearly as
e: same characteristics as tihe regular

Relief lightShips are distinguished by
--word "RELIEF" painted in whit'e letters on

either aide. e

230°
,Sectois Of red glass are placed.in the lanterns

--,of,certaiii lighthouses to indicate danger bearings
'thin which a ship will be in danger of running

on rocks, shoals, or some otherhazard. The arcs
over which the red light shows are the danger
'sectors Whose bearings usually aPpear on the
chart. Atthough the light is red within the
danger bearings, its other characteristics remain
the same.1

Sectors may be only a few degrees in width,
marking 4n isolated obstruction, or they may be
so Wide that th0 extend from the directicm of
deep waier to the beach. In most instances, red
sectors indicate water, to be avoided. A narrow
green sector may signify a turning point or the
best water across a shoal. Exact significance of
each sector may be obtained from the chart.

All sector bearings are true bearings in
degrees, running clockwise around the light as a
'center. In figure 5-4, for instance, the bearings
Of the red Sector from the light are .135° to
178°. This sector is defined in the light list in
terms of bearings from the ship,. These bearings

'aro 3150 tr 358°, the reciprocals of the
preceding bearings. The light shown in the
diagram w )uld defmed thus: Obscured from
land to 315°, red thence to 358°, green thence
to 050°, white ihence to land.

On either side of the line of demarcation
between. colored and white sectors, there is
always a small sector whose color is doubtful
because the edges of a sector cannot be cutroff

14'

178°

%so 135°

, 69.25

. Figure 5-4.Light sectors.

sharply in color. Under some atmosphe:
conditions, moreover, a white light itself may
have a reddish appearance. Consequently, light,
sectors must not be relied upon entirely; but
position must be verified repeatedly by bearings
taken on the light itself or by other fixed
objects.

. When a light is cut off by adjoining land, the
arc of visibility may vary with a ship's distance
away from the light. If the Intervening land is
stoning, for example, the light may be visible
over a wider arc from a far-off ship than from.
one close inshore.

BUOYS

Navigational buoys are moored floating
markers, placed so as to guide ships in and out
of channels, warn thz..m away -from hidden
dangers, lead thein t anchorage areas, eic.
Buoys may be of variour sizes and shapes (figure
5-5). Regardless of their thapes, however, their
distinctive coloring iF chief indication of
their purposes.
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Chapter- 5AIOS TO NAVIGATION

UNLIGHTED

BELL

CAN .

(RADAR REFLECTOR)

LIGHTED
BELL

TYPES OF BUOYS

NUN/
(RA0414 REFYECTOR)

UNLIGHTED

GONG

. LIGHTED

Figure 5-5.Types of United States buoys.

Although a buoy's type has no 3pecial
navigational significance, it *nay help toward its
identification from the den.ription given on the
chart. The following are the prirt4ipal types of
buoys.

1. Spar buoys are large logs, trimmed,
shaped, and appropriately painted. They also
may be of metal, constructed in the familiar spar
shape.

UNLIGHTED

4,7

LIGHTED
WHISTLE

17.33

2. Can and nun buoys are cylindrical and
conical, respectively.

3. A bell buoy has a flat top, surmounted
by a framework supporting a bell. Older bell
buoys are sounded by the motion of the sea.
Newer types are operated automatically by
compressed gas or electricity.
: 4. A gong buoy is similar to a bell buoy

except that it has a series of gongs, each with a
different tone.

5. A whistle buoy is similar to a bell buoy
except it carries a whistle sounded by the sea's

67
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mdtion, or horns that are sounded at regular
intervals by mechanical or electrical means.

6. A lighted buoy carries batteries or ga,s
tanks, and is surmounted by a framework
supporting a light. (A description of the lights
on lighted buoys is given later.)

7 A combination buoy is one in which a
light and sound signal are combined, such as a
lighted bell, gong, or whistle buoy.

COLORING OF BUOYS

In the 'United States red buoys mark_ the
right side, and black buoys the left side of the
-channel, coming from seaward. &great help in
remembering this placement of buoys is the
jingle "red right returning."
. Namally, red channel buoys are
cone-shaped nun buoys whereas black channel
buoys are cylindrical .can buoys. This situation
probably is the only one in which a buoy's shape
is of any significance, and even here the rule 'is
not controlling. Either can buoys or nun buoys
may be replaced with spar buoys of proper
color. -It is the tolor that counts. Sometimes red
and black buoys are painted white on top, but
thts color scheme is merely to enable them to be
located more easily at night.

Red and black horizontally banded buoys
mark junctions in the channel, or wrecks or
obstructions which may be passed on either side.
If the topmost band is black, the preferred
channel will be followed by keeping the buoy on
the port (left) hand. If the topmost band is red,
the preferred channel will be followed by
keeping the buoy on the starboard
(right) hand.

, .

NOTE: When proceeding toward seaward, it
may not be possible to pass on either side of these
buoys, and the chart should always be consulted.)

Black and white vertically striped buoys
yark the middle of a channel or fairway. Yellow
buoys mark quarantine anchorages.

The fotegoing conditions are practically all
the colors on buoys that have a direct
connection with navigation. Buoys painted all
white have no special significance; they are
tilized for purposes not Concerned with
navigation, such as marking ordinary anchorage
areas. Buoys with black and white horizontal

8 1
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stripes are used in some locales to mark fishtrap
areas., A white buoy ith a green top usually
means a dredging area.

NUMBERS ON BUOYS

The red buoys marking the right side of a
chants) bear even numbers, starting with the
first btoy from seaward. This maritime situation
is, perhaps , the only "one in which anything to
starboard- has an even number. Black channel
buoys, to ? the left of the,channel coming from
seaward,, have odd numbers. Both the number
and, one or two letters appear on some" channel
buofs; e.g., the Governor's Island (New York
harbor) West End Shoal Bell Buoy. Because it is
the first buoy on the port side of the channel
coming from seaward, it is painted black and
carries the number 1. The letters GI are painted
next to the I.

Banded or striped buoys are not numbered,
but some have letters for identification
purposes. For example, the East Rockaway Inlet
Bell Buoy (vertical black and white stripes)
carries the letters ER.

LIGHTS ON BUOyS

Red lights are used only on red buoys or red
and black horizontally banded buoys, with the
topmost band red. Green lights are only for
black buoys or black and red horizontally
banded buoys, with the topmost band black.
When a light of considerable brilliance is
required, a white light frequently is Jubstituted
for either the green or the red light. White lights
are the only lights used on the black and white
vertically striped buoys that mark the middle of
a channel of fairway. Characteristics of lights on
lighted buoys follow.

1 . A fixed (steady) light means either a
black-or red channel buoy.

2. A flashing light (at regular intervals, not
more than 30 flaShes per minute) may also mean
either a black or red buoy.

3. A quick-flashing light (no fewer than 60
flashes per minute) is also on either a black or
red buoy, but at a turning point or junction'
where special caution is required.
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eirupted quick-flashing light
ated :.'seriesof .qiliCk flashes, separated by

second dirk interval's) indicates a red
hbrizOntally banded obstructiOn

s rt4ong flashing light (short and .a
, lecuir:ng at the rate of aboutt8 per

4.Placed On 4 black and whiie vertically
midchannel buoy.

though buoys are valuable aids to
tion,' they_ must nevé r. be depended upon

exclusiyely. Bnoys frequentlY drag their
moorings in heavy weather, or they may be set
adrift When run down by passing vessels. Lights
on lighted buoys may go out of commission.
Whistles, bells, and iongs actuated by the sea's
motion may fail to function in smooth water..

DAYBEACONS
. .

Unlighted aids to navigation (except
ijnlighted buoys) are called daybeacons. A

.daybeacon may consist of a single pile with a
daymark on topyk it, a spar supporting a cask, a
'slate or masomy tower, or any of several
structures.

DaybeaCons, like lighthouses and light
structures,' usually are colored to distinguish
thent'l from their surroundings and make them.

:. easy to 'identify.- baybeacons marking channels
colored and numbered like channel buoys.

:Many -are fitted with. reflectors that-show th
'same colors a lighted buoy would show at nig
in the same position.

RANGES

140 daybeacons, located some distance
--Apart on a specific true bearing, constitute a
daybeacón range. Two lights similarly located,
are a lighted range.- When a ship reaches a
p(sition where the tWo lights or beacons are

_.,seen exactly in line, she is ``on the ranr ."
Ranges are especially valuable for guiding silos
along the approaches tO or through narrow
channels. Much steering through the Panama

Canal is accomplished on ranges. Other examples .
of successive straight reaches marked by ranges
are the channel entrances to the St- John's
River, on the Atlantic coast, and to the
Columbia River on the Pacific coast

'Lights on ranges may show any of the three
standard Coldrs, and they may be fixed, flashing,
or occulting.- Most range' lights appear to lose
brilliance rapidiy as a ship diverges from the
range line of bearing.

When steering on a range, it is highly
important to, ascertain the limit beyond which
the range line of bearing cannot be followed
safely. This information is available on the chart.

FOG SIGNALS

Most lighthouses and lightships are equipped
with installed fog-signaling apparatus, ordinarily
sounded automatically by mechanical means.
For identification purposes, each station has its
own assigned number of blasts, recuning at
specified intervals. A defmite time is-required
for each station to sound its entire series of
blasts, and this timing provides another me'ans of
identification.

The various types of apparatus produce.
corresponding variante Of pitch and tone, thus
giving your ear a chance to coinpare the sound
of a station-with its description in the light list.

AIDS IN INTRACOASTAL WATERWAll

The Intracoastal Waterway, called the inland
waterway, is a channel in which a light-draft
vessel can navigate coastwise from- the
Chesapeake Bay almost to the Mexican border,
remaining inside natural or artificial breakwaters
for almost the entire length of the trip. Ensuing
paragraphs describe special markings -for the
Intracoastal Waterway proper and for those
portions of connecting or intersecting waterways
that must be crossed or followed in navigating it.

Ever/ buoy, daybeacon, 01 light ,structure
along the Intracoastal Waterway has part of its
surface painted yellow, the distinctive coloring
adopted for this Waterway. Lighted buoys have
a band or border of yellow somewhere. -

=
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buoys. and daybiacons are to the right,
the_ left, as .vou prodded from the

'Bay towara Mexico. As in other
_Jed buoys have even 'numbers; black

Because the _numbers
increase exceisively in such a long line of.

ey are numbered in groubs that usually
no more than: 200 buoys. At certain

Ural dividing pointi, numbering begins again

ts on _ buoys in the Intracoastal
aterway f011ow the standard systeni of red or

hitt light's on red buoys,- and green or white
on black buoys. Lights on lighted aids

SI es buoys also agree with the standard rules
or.lights on'aids to navigation. .

TERAL AND.CARDINAL
tIQYAGE SYSTF

Moit maritime ntries usz, either the
lateral or the _cardinal system of buoyage; som
regions use both. In the lateral system (figure 5-6),
-Used on all, navigable, waters of the United
- States, the coloring, shape, and lighting of buoys
indicate- the direction to a danger relative to the

Coiirse. that should be followed: In the cardinal
buoyage system (figure 5-7), the "co!oring, t ape,
and _lighting of buoys shovy the cardinal
direction to a danger relative to the huoy
The color, ihape, lights, and h..m-bber of buoys in
the lateral syStem, as Useckty the U4lit,x1 States,
are determined relative to a \directidn from
seaward. Some countries Using the lateral system
&dor their buoys and lights the 'direct opposite
of the United States, color, scheme. Beftpre going'
into foreign waters, consult 'Sailing Dkections
for an exact description of the aids to navigation
in the particular locality.,

In offshore channelS, the lateral buoyage
system prescribes the following markings and
colorings for United States waters:"Proceeding in
a Southerly direCtion along the Atlantic coast; in
a northerly and westerly direction along the
duff coast, and in a" northerly- direction along
the Pacific coaSt is considered to be proceeding
from seaward. Accordingly, coastal buoys on the .

right, when proceeding-hi those directions, are
red buoys With even numbers. On the Great
Lakes, offshore buoys are colored and numbered
from the outlet, of each lake toward its upper
end. The Intracoastal Waterway is marked from
the isTorth Atlantic States-to the lower coast of
Texas, regardless of -the compass bearings of
individual sections.
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CARDINAL SYSTiM

DANGER MARKING

Topsoils
(if any)

11.

hor or I (sto nett b)

'Lights (if 'ally): Wnint Preferably fialhing or
group flashing, with Odd nember of flattest
or occulting or group occulting with odd
number of mutations,

TIPMail
(if aNy)

Swap 1. or

lights (if ay); Wing Prefe-
rahly group ,with even

number of ; Or grout)
occulting with even number of

occultation,

(see note

a)

(tre.note

a)

Yopoto;ks

(if 04) V

110011 7-1- or 1 note b)

(Kt Ot Ughts(if oily) t'Ttcp, Preferab(y,
a) r witnt Flashing or group

flashing preferably, wtth odd
number of flashes; or occulting

or group %%thing with odd
number of occultation

(see nule a)

topairbi
(if nap

1,4
Of

Wits (11 ony) t RID, prefenbly, or woe
Group flashing. preitratity, with ern number
of hello; or group [waiting with even
number of occultation&

Noll 41

TN wilt o0 (*Wyk* ** ft** 401 of tie Mk INT, If kilt I. WOW to too, tO. tookolmg mg mom I its Now, ow win
lootosh, aol tOo cylIàtClI thato lath ono ad got*, 'ultimo

NO III

rho *v. ally ere No41,1 edvaillews 4. tAt %Ohm torl egetero oveirrOi MINN Okb pethie. ol ahrirely. a fOs cue rho Wort OH Iii.

won wine

%MAI

hors

Lighh

(if any)

Topwaris
(if any)

hips

Lighta

MISCELLANEOUS

tComcnon to both systems)

Isolated Dagen

or 0 or

(if any)

or 1.

WittTE otti, rttytlithic

. Transition midis

4
(shape optional)r '1

or

(shoe optional)

Clutfoll and Spoilirounde

Fairweye

X
optionall

1J1111-

or

!shot, ott tonah

Rhythmic

Quarantino grounds

(shape

plirlal)

Arcot used.for Naval, Militory

or Air Force

practice purpove

(sUP, optional) P Map optional

llittering from neighboring

Figure 5.7.Cardinal buoyage system.
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SYSTEM

OIARKING

(see note 6)

Preferably flashing or
id number of flashes;
t occulting whh odd

(see note
a)

(ser

A.rsymsrks
(if my)

1awls note bl

Ughntif aay) : Ren preferably,
or %Winn : Fi^shine or group
(lashing preferably, whh odd
nundx- of flashes; or occulting

le al or group occulting with odd
number of occultaiions.

preferably. or worn :
ably. with even number
) oecuhing with tv
I.

no mad my. It daimil, to halted I. taw N. comical
Ito 07 go014.1 ANN I. no ~los nod mato. googroott.

II IOW 116IWO 'A. doom..., of tho

adoran-oinksot

Topletarku

O wns

U glier .

any)

Tepaurks
(if a.y)

h oer

Llitwye

Light*

MISCELLANEOUS

(Common to both systems)

Isolated Dangers

0: or
(if ono)

A. or

Wnin or 11[11. rh)thrtlie

Transition marks -

4 4
(shape optional)

A
(s(rape optinnal)

Chiffon and Spoil-grounds

(shape optional)

ilifforing from neighborini lights.

Fairways

X X
(shape optional)

or

(shape optional)

hltyilunic

Quarantine grounds

(shape
optional)

Amos uscd for Naval, Military
or Air Forror.

proStice _purposes

it(shape optional)

Figure 5-7.--Cardinal buoyage system.
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ou .already 'are acquainted with basic rules
e. -Toad through- study of the Seaman

training manual. A quartermaster o.f the watch
, 44',Iialq a,hroader knowledge of the rules of

road; he,, should ,know,them at least to the
COVered in this chapter. All the rules can

1)4; Of the Road, CG-I 69. Material'
the road contained in _tins coipse is

iT3eits the rulei easy to remember; In
vy..)0; ins, instead or tho exact wording,

$ense cr each rule is gwen.

ternationI RegulatOns for Preventing
'ens at, Sta dated- 1960 (commonly called

. . _0183 -Rules of the .-Road) bas been
opted .,by,m'Ost of the maritime nations of the

version incorPorates changes,
arneidrients, and new, provisions necessitated by

efiCichcicaAkthe Previons regulations and by
e! great mitcredie in shipping. The present. rules

the road ',Were enacted by-Congress in 1963,
paimed;by 'the -President in _1964, and put

.1 September 1065.
li ctaber "of 1972 a, Conf,.rence was held

:the mispikte.s of the 4nter-Governmental
a Consultativt. Orawzation to revise and

te the International Ruks of the Road.-The
Caine of that conferencetite Convention on

..,!iteruational Regulations foi Preventing
ons at Sea, 1972, including Rules and

atfaChed thereto (1972
as),-was a major revision of the 1960

interiv.!oha1 Regulations for Preventing
at Fla., The U.S. Was an active

ozinut conference and, _sbject to
at.eptcd the conve ',ion as fmally

adopted. Once these rulei have .been ratified by
enough countries tiley Will enter into force oneyear.later:

All of the International Rules discussed in
this chapter- are from the 1960 International
Replations for Preventing Collisions at Sea.

By act of:Congress in 1897 the United
States adopted the system of United States xi '

, Inland Rules of the Road, which apply in "all
harbors, rivers, and inland waters of the United
States, except the Great Lakes and their
connecting and tributary waters- as far east as
Montreal, Canada, and the Red River of the
North and rivers emptying into the Gulf of .

Meicico."
Certain additional rules, known as Pilot

Rules, are drawn up by the Commandant of the
Coast Guard With approval by the Secretary of ,

Transportation. The Pilot Rules are in three -_

parts.fjhe first, (part 80) contains rules that
apply in the same waters as Inland Rules. Most
of the bowfdaries between international and
United States inland waters arg set forth in
CG-169. The same infOrmation is contained in
Coast Pilot, a National Oceanic Survey ,

publication; Which also includes -the boweiries
between inland waters and the high 'sea in
Hawaii and Alaska. -

Following is the general rule, as stated in
CG-169, for establishing boundaries between
international and United States inland waters in.
localities where no sPecific boundary line is
prescribed:

"At all buoyed entrances froin seaward
to bays, sounds, rivers, or otherestuaries for
which 'specific- lines are not prescribed
herein, Inland Rules of the Road shall apply -
inshore of a:line approximately parallel with -
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the general trend of the shore, drawn
through,the -outermost buoy or other aid to
navigation ot any system of aids."

Part 80 of the Pilot Rules, then, contains
ea'- that supplement the Inland Rules and

a Ply.! in the same- waters. Incidentally, the Pilot
ei cannot contradict the Inland Rules. Where

es conflict, the Inland Rules , take
cedence.

Quartermaiter -must know the boundaries
between international and inland waters. When a'
ship 'crosses this, boundary, an entry .to this
effect is made in the ship's log, ahd significant
Changps in'the rules occur at that instant.

Pie 90 of the Pilot -Rules cOntains rules for
'the Great Lakes and their connecting and
tributary\ waters.- Part 95 contains rules for the
Red River of he North and i.he avers flowing
into the Gulf of Mexico. Many of the Pilot Rules
that apply in inland waterseare most important,
particula,rly the one governini a whistle signal
for a Crossing situation (discussedlater).

Some foreign govenunentc have local nnes
that may be found in Sailing -Directions. More
generally, hOweier, local rules foi foreign waters
must be obtained from local authorhs. In
foreign, jurisdictions that have no 'local rules,
International Rules usually are observed.

Where differences are significant in the
International,'Inland, and Pilot 1ules covered in
this chapter, these differences are pointed out so
that you may know which rub applies where'
and when. In instances where all three rules are
merit:10-y the same, only one defmition is given
and .4 referred to simply as "the Rule."

As defined hi the Rules of thc Road, a
power-driv'm or steam vessel means any vessel,
proelled by machinery, even though she may,
also be under sail. Any vessel under sail alone is
considered a sailir.7 1.essel whether machinery is
aboard ck: ..sssel is underway when she is
not at ar.'7hor.ground, or made fast to the
shore. She doesn't have to be actually making
headway.

Rr.r ES FOR LIGSTS

Tui,s for lights must be complied with in all
weataers,from sunset to sunrise, as specified by

both International and Inland Rules of the,
Road. Ships usually show no outside lights at
night during -wartime-conditions, of course, but
even then lights are kept ready for emergeney
display. The Pilot Rules- prohibit flashing the
rays of a searchlight or other blinding light onto
the bridge or into the pilothouse of a vesSel
underway: Cominonsense dictates that this rule

Must be observed' in all waters. The Pilot RuleS
also forbid showing any lights that may 'either
64)struct or be mistakan. for the preScribedlights.

MASTHEAD AND
P.A.NGE LIGHTS

International Rules differ somewhat from
the Inland' Rules governing masthead lights and
range lights prescribed tor power-driven vessels.
The variations are diScussed the nex t two

' topics.--

International Rules

A power-driven vessel underway carries at
the masthead, or at some other elevated point
forward, a &right 20-point white light visible
from dead ahead to 2-points abaft the beam. (A
point is 11.1/4° of the Compass.) The light must
be displayed between 20 and 40 feet above the
deck. The masthead light must be visible for at
least 5 Miles. When the rules say "visible," they
mean "visible on a darlc night with, a cleat
atmosphere."

In addition to the masthead light, a
power-driven vessel over 150 feet in length must
carry another 20-point white light aft, and it
must be at least 15 feet higher than the
masthead light. The after light is called the range
light. Its use is mandatory except for vessels less
than 150 feet in length.

Inland Rules
-

A power-driven vessel operating only in
. inland waters carries a 20-point masthead light
forward; as under International Rules. Her range
light is a 32-point (360°) light. If a seagoing
vessel carries a range light in accordance with
International RUles, she need not alter her
20-point range. light when entering inland
waters. In both international and inland waters,

74
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ontal distance betWeen the lights must
morg than the vertical distance.

s carries 04point green iight on
e , starboard side and al 0-point red light on
e port side. Each light must be visible for 2
les dead ahead to 2 points abaft the beam on

he a0propriate side. Each side light must be
fitted- with a screen projecting at.. least 3 feet
omild from the light so as to prevent its being

:seen across the bow.
A ship underway also must display a

12-p-oint white stom light (figure 6-1). It must

l':-

STBD
. SIDE LIGHT------6,1._/
) /' -10 FTS .

/
/ MASTHEAD

AND
. RANGE

LIGHTS

\
MASTHEAD

LIGHT PORT
20 PTS 1/4- SIDE LIGHT

be visible for 2 miles and under Inland 101es
should be carried as nearly as possible on lie
Same level as..the, Side lights. On a sMall sldp,
when it is impossible to have a fixed stein
a lantern or flareup light is kept ready and is
shown at the approach of an overtaking ship. A
stern light is not required in inland.waters if the
ship displays any other bright light visible from
aft. Thus, if an all-around range light is shown, a
stern light need not be -shown in inland waters.

RUNNING LIGHTS
ON POWERBOATS

Under International Rules, a power-driven
boat under 65 feet in length (which represents

I

STERN
-LIGHT
12, PTS

I.. 0

RANGE-LIGHT
"OPTIONAL" FOR A
VESSEL OF LESS
THAN . I50 FEET )

20 PTSlo PTS
,

INTERNATIONZ-RiiLES-ARCS.OF VISIBILITY
(AND U.S. INLAND WATERS-SEAGOING VESSEL)

......... - .......
---- --------"1"/ ...

RAN. LIGHT/ 32 PTe .---`i --.,/ \

ow."'

/
STBD/ SIDE -
LIGHT ,--

/ / 10 eTS
^ / MASTHEAD
/ LIOHTI

20 sPTS

PORT\
,
\ .SIDF

C LIGHT
10 Pis' -7

; STERN LIGHT
RIF NO- 0 T H ER

LIGHT
; VISIBLE AFT)
1 .12 PTS
1

U.S. INLAND WATERS-ARCS OF VISIBILITY
(NON-SEAGOING VESSEL)

Fiwire 6-1.Running lights.

\.

LEGEND:

.RED

; ;WHITE

0 GREEN

69.27
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most boats carried on seagoing ships) carries a
20-point light forward, at least 9 feet abOve the
gunwale and visible for a least 3 Miles.
She may carry either separate green and red side
ligNs or a combined lantern showing green on

starboard side and red On the port side. The
combined lantern must be. so fixed as to show
from dead ahead to 2 poirits abaft the beam on
the appropriate sides. The side lights or
combined lantern must be at least 3 feet below
the white light and must be visible at least 1
mile.

Under. Inland Rules, running light for
powerboats in United States waters are
prescribed 'in the Motorboat Act of 1940. The
Motorboat Act expressly provides, however, that
boats equipped with lights in accordance with
the International Rules may carry and exhibit
those lights in lieu of the lights prescribed in the
Motorboat Act. The act divides powerboats into
the following classes:

Class A: Less than 16 feet in length.

Class 1.: 16 feet or over, but less than 26
feet.

Class 2: 26 feet or over, but less than 40
feet.

Class 3: 40 feet or over, but not more
than 65leet.

Each class A and class 1 boat carries an
all-around white light aft and a combined
lantern forward. The combined lantern is fixed
to show its red and green lights in the same
manner as the combined lantern in international
waters, and it must be lower than the afterwhite
light. (See figure 6-2.)

Classes 2 and 3 include most of the power-
boats used in the Navy. Distinctions between
boats of class 2 and class 3 set forth in the
Motorboat Act are concerned with matters not
related to running lights. Each in these classes
shows a 20-point white light forward and an
all-aroUnd light aft. The after light must be
higher than the forward light. (See figure 6-3.)
Normally the- after light on motor launches and
motor whaleboats is on the flagstaff. Each class

76

9 1

C 17.25.1
Figure 6-2.The combination Lighton powerboats my

be lower than the white after light

2 and class 3 powerboat must have separate red
and green side lights (instead of the combined
lantern) showing from dead ahead to 2 points
abaft the beam.

When a motorboat is under sail, she carries
her normal side lights and must have ready at
hand a lantern or flashlight, showing a white
light, which shall be exhibited in ample time _to
avert collisiOn.

C17.25.2
Figure 6-3.Position of white lights on motorboats.
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't is used. by- motorboats musi
, , . .

e, or, at-least 2 miles.. Colored lights

VESSELS

conning officer is anxious to .

pilot boat and signal her alongside
Oue being fOrced to lie to when Conditions
be aettitig- the ship toward a lee shore .

ast it be able to recognize a pilot
eranmt ishe is sighted. "White over red,

'vessel aheamsd" is the memory aid.for the

SLACK

uartermaster to recall when sighting a
wei,driven pilot .csel.

When-a-pilot vessui is not engaged on statioili,
Whether Under International or Inland Rides, e
is" required to carry the. same 4,1ita as other
veasels of her length. -

Under International Rules a sailing pilot
vesSel,, when engaged on her station and not at

anchor, canies an all-around white- light from
e _masthead, visible to a distance of at least 3
es. She also exhibit§ a flareup light at intervals

ot,. exceeding 10 minutes. Additionally, she
yseolecred side lights, which need not be

own' :Continuously, but must be flashbd upon
the approach of another vessel.-

A Power-driven ohot vessel, when on station
and not at anchor, -carries the lights prescribed
for sailing pilot vessels. She als6 carries an
all-around red light, visible for 3 miles, 8 feet
below her white n zd light. She is required
to display cOlorecil..... 4ghts when underway. In
place Of the flareup light may cany a bright,
intermittent white light:

. The Inland Rules that apPly to lights on a
pilot vessel are much the same is-International
Ride& The difference§ are that the red light
must te'visible.at a distance of 2.miles, and the

'- flare interval is not to exceed 15 minutes.

-LIGHTS ON
VESSELS AT APICHOR

Under both International and Inland Rules,
a' ship less than 150 feet in length at anchor

, shows an alkaround white light forward. This
light is called the forward anchor light. It must

17.28.2
Figure (M.Anchor signel.

be visible for at least 2 miles. Usually the.
forward_anchor light is hoisted to a block on the
forestay or to the jackstaff.

Under both rules, a vessel 150 feet long or
over carries her forward anchor light at least 20
feet above the hull. A -similar light is carried aft,
not less than 15 feet 4ower than the forward

-light. Both lights must be visible all around the
-horizon for a distance of at least 3 miles.

Remember that the range light must be 15
feet higher than the masthead light; but the after
anchor light is 15 feet lower than the forward
one. When the anchor, lights come on,
running lights must be turned off.
4f7 International Rules proiide that every vessel .

at anchor 'must display, between sunrise and
sunset, - a black ball a minimum of 2 feet in
diameter. (See figure,..6-4.) It is shown on the
forward part of the vessel where -it can best be
seen.

According to Pilot Rules, every vessel greater
than 65 feet in length, moored or anchored in a
fairway or channel, must display the black ball
prescrk,e6 under International Rules.

LIGHTS ON
TOWING VESSELS

Both rules state that a towing vessel may
carry,-in lieu of the sternlight, a small white light
abaft the funnel or aftermast foi the vessel
towed to steer by, but such light mus", not be
visible forward of the beam.

International Rules

A POwer-driven vessel 'either towkng or
pushing another. vessel Must display two
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masthead lights in a vertic-al line not less than 6
feet apart. If she is towing and the length of the
tow meavared .from the stern of the towing
vessel to the stern of the last Vessel . towed
exceeds 600 feet, she carries a third. light at least

feet above or below the other two lights.
Consequently, when you see three _masthead
lights in international waters, you are looking at
a ship towing astern, with her toWs ranging more
than' 600 feet.

Inland . Rules

Towing lights on an inland vessel niay be
either forward or aft. If forward, they are
20-point lights like the 'masthead light. If aft,
they are 32-point lights like the range light. The
towing-lights are 3 feet apart vertically.

Two white towing lights on in inland vessel,
either forward or aft, signify that the tow is
secured alongside the toiKing vessel or is being
puthed. If the vessel is canling her towing lights
forward and is pushing one or more vessels, she
also darries, at or near her stern, two amber
lights in a vertical line not less than 3 feet apart.
They must be 12-point lights showing from right
aft to 6 points on either- side and visible for 2
miles. When towing astern, regardless of the
length of the tow, thetowing vessel shows three
white lights..

NOT-UNDER-COMMAND LIGHTS

The term "not under command" as used in
the InternatiOnal Rules of the Road refers to
ships and 'craft which are physically disabled and
are therefore unable to maneuver in accordance
with the rules. Rule' 4 says a ship not under
command at night mint show two red lights, one

- over the other and not less than 6 feet apart,
where. they may best be seen. They must be
visible all around the horizon at a distance of at
least 2 Miles. During daylight she hoists two
b!ack balls or shapes at least 6 feet apart. If she
is a power-dtiven vessel, she shows the
not-under-command lights in lieu of her
masthead light. If she is making no headway, she
shows the red lights only; if making headway,
she shows her side lights and stern light as well.
The reason for this procedure is obvious. If a9 3

78

ship is not under, command, it is urgent that
nearby ships know whether she is Making-
headway and, if so, the direction she is headed.

The Inland Rules contain no provision for
not-under-command- lights comparable to rule 4
"of the International Rules. ship not under
command in inland waters shoWs only her
regular running lights at night and no prescribed
signal by daylight. You already know that a naval
vessel breaks the 5 flag when she is not under,
command in daylight But, in international
waters, she also hoists two black balls as a
warning to any merchant vessels in the vicinity.

OTHER LIGHTS
AND DISPLAYS

The Rules of the. Road go into extensive
detail concerning special lights and display§ that
must be shown by vessels engaged in operations
restricting their ability to maneuver. This section
describes these special lights and displays.

Fishing Vessels

In international waters, a fishing vessel not
engaged in fishing shoWs the . same lights or
shapes as other vessels of similar length. IP

C112.50
Figure 6-5.Fishing vessel engaged in trawling

Iraciaatkonat RI:les.
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C112.51
Figure 6-6.Fishing vessels with nets extended

greater than 500 feetInternational Rules,

inland waters, a fishing vessel underway butiiot
engaged in fishing -and under 10 tons gross
weight is not required to show side lights.
Iristead,Ishe may,have a Wen and a red lantern
ready to show on-the appropriate side when- in
the vicinitY of cther ships. If the vessel is of 10

'gross tons or more, however, she must show the
same lights as other Vessels. ,

The lights prescribed for fishing vessels in
international waters must be visible at a distance
of at least 2 mAes, unless otherwise indicated.
. A vessel engaged in trawling carries two
lights- in a vertical line, one over the other, 4 to
12 feet apart-."The upper light an all-around
green light; the lower light is an all-around white
light. (See figure 6-3.) This vessel may also carry
a white 20-point light abaft the-all-around lights
viSible at a distance of 5 miles. Such a vessel
carriei colored side lights and a sten/light only
When She is making way.

A vessel engaged in fishing with nets or lines
extending not more than 500 feet (except a
vessel - engaged in trawling) shows the same
all-around lights as for trawliw;., except that the
upper light is red. When making way, this vessel
displays-side lights and a stern light:

A fishing vessel (except a vessel engaged in
trawling) with nets or lines extending greater
than, 500 feet horizontally carries, in addition to
the lights mentioned in the previons paragraph,
an all-around white light in the dire6tion of the
outlying gear. (See figure 6-6.)

By day a fishing- vessel indicates her
occupation . by displaying a black shape
consisting of two cones with . their points
together; one over the other (figure 6-7). If the
vessel is-less than 65.feet in length, a basket may
be substituted for the black shape.

Under Inland Rules, a fishing vessel, when
fishing with any kind of dragnets or lines, must
exhibit two lights, one red and one white. The
red light is displayed 6 to 12 feet over the white
light. The .horizontal distance between the two
should be no more than 10 feet. (A memory aid

. for lights on .a fishing vessel is: "Red over white,
fAhing at night.") Both lights are all-around
lights. The red light must be. visible for a
distance not less than 2 miles. The white light
must be visible for afleast 3 miles. (See figure
6-8.)

During the day, a fishing vessel indicates her
occupatica to approaching vessels by displaying
a baslt where it can best be seen. If an
,ancho d fishing vessel has its gear out, it must
display the basket in the direction from ,the
anchor toward the gear:

79
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Figure 6-7.Day shape, fishing vessel
International Rules.

-

112.52



Vessels Engaged in
Restricted Operations

C112.5C
Figure 6-8.Fishing vesselInland Rules.

- _In this section, the term "restricted
oterations" refers to laying or picking up
submarine cable or navigation aids, surveying,
replenishing at sea, launching and recovering
aircraft; or any other operationiwhich restrict a
vessel's ability to maneuver.

When a vessel engaged in restricted
operations is unable, because of the nature of
her work, to get out of the way of approaching
vessels, International Rides require her to
display three vertical all-around lights not less
than 6 feet apart. All three lights must be
visible for at least 2 miles. The top and bottom
lighU are -red -and the middle light is white.
Figure 6-9 shows these lights and ihe side lights
that also must be displayed. During daytime,
tllis vessel Carries three shapes. The highest and
lowest are red global shapes; the middle shape is
a white diamond. (See figure 6-10.) The shapes
are not less than 6 feet- apart, and are 2 feet in
diameter.

Inland Pilot Rules differ from International
Rules in that they require different lights and
shapes for various operations included in the
general tertni"restricted operations."

A vessel towing a submerged object at night
is required to show four lights, arranged

C112.55
Figura 6-9.Vessel engaged in underwater operations

International Rules.
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Figure 6-10.Cmj shapes, underwater operations

' International Rules.
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C112.57
Figure 8-11.Vessel with submerged towInland Rules.

' vertically-3 to 6.feetapart. The upper-and lower.
lights are white; the two middle lots_ are.red.
All . four lights must- be visible for a distance of
at. leaSt '2 miles. This vessel also carries.sidi lights-
and . an after range -light. (See figure 6-11.)
During _the day, she -. must _ display two shapes,

. one', above, the other, "not less than 6 feet apart.
The lower shape is at least 10. feet above the".

." deckhouse. The shape's are in the form of a
double frustuti of a bone, not less than 8 inches
at- the -end. They shculd be 4 feet in length. The
upper shape is painted in- alternate horizontal
black anct white stripes, and the lower shape is
red:.(See figure 6-12.)

A vessel" made fast ,alongside a wreck, -ar
moored over a wreCk that is on the bottoin or

. partly submerged, displays white lights from the
bow and the stern, not lets than 6 feet above the
deck:. Additionally, this vestel,..rnust shoW two
vertiCally. arranged red lights, 3 to 6 feet apart
and 'not lets than 15 feet above the deck (figure
6-13). The day shapes, are of the same character
and dithensións as those for a veSsel towing
submerged objects, except that both sh...i)es are
painted red.

C112.58
Figure 8-12.Day shapes, vessel with submerged

towInland Rules.

A* dredge held in position by moorings or
spuds displays a white light at each corner at
least 6 feet above the deck. She alsb shows two
red lights in a vertical line 3 to 6 feet apart, not
Iess than, 15 feet above the deck.. (See figure
6-14.) During the daY, two red balls are
displayed in a vertical line 3 to 6 feet apart and
at least 15 feet above the deckhouse in a
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C112.59
Figure 6-13.Vessel made fast over a wreck

Inland Rules.
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C112.60
.Figure 614.Dredge held stationary

Inland Rules.

position where they can best be seen from all
directions.

At night, a vessel moored or anchored and
engaged in laying cables or pipe, submarine
construction, excavation, mat sinking, bank
grading, or other bank protection operations
displays three red lights in a vertical line, 3 to 6
feet apart. The lowest light must be at least 15
feet above the deck. (See figure 6-15.)

During the day, this vessel shows two balls in
a vertical line at least 15 feet above the deck.
The upper ball is painted in alternate black and
white stripes, and the lower ball is painted red.

Vessels Aground

International Rules require that a vessel
under 150 feet in length, when she goes
aground, carry on the bow of the ship, where it
can best be seen, a white light that is visible for
at least 2 miles. She must also carry, in a vertical
line and 3 to 6 feet apart, two all-around red
lights which are visible for at least 2 miles.

DAY

BLACK AND WHITE
ALT STRIPES

C112.61
Figure 6-15.Vessel laying cableI nlahd R. .es.
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A vessel 150 feet or over must display a
'te light in the forepart of the vessel, at least
feet above the hull, and a white light near the
rn cf the vessel, not ler than 15 feet lower
n the forward light. (This light is optional on

ai vessel less then .1.50 feet in length.) The two
red lights specified for a vessel urider 150 feet
are also require& (See figure 646.)

y day, a vessel aground shows three black
b in a vertical line not less than 6 feet ,Apart.

Inland Rules do not provide for a vessel that
,goes aground, Courts have ruled, however, that a
'vessel aground in inland waters should display
anchor signals. 'This decision means that during
the night such a vessel should display the same
lights 'as required by International Rubs (with
the exception of the red vertical lights). During
the,day, such a vessel displays a single black ball
wheze it can best be seen by other vessels.

ailing Vessels

Both International and Inland Rules provide
that a sailing vessel underway must carry red and

een side lights and Must display a white stern

C112.62
Figure 6.16.yessel aground, over 150 feet

International RUlei.
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light. In international Rules she also
carry on the top foremast a red tilt rNer a
green light.

Vessels in Tow
and Ferryboats

This topic describes lights and shapes fOr
barges and canalboats in toy in international
and inland waters. Lights and shapes for
ferryboats are described for Inland Rules only.
International Rules do not provide for
ferryboats.

Under International Rules any vessel being
towed carries side lights. She carries, in addition,
a white stern light visible over an arc of 1350
(67 1/2° on either side of the stern).

The' following / Inland Rules appiy to
ferryboats and to brges and canalboats on both
the Atlantic and Pa Tic coasts.

FERRYBOATS.Power-diiven ferryboats
navigating in inland waters, except those waters
covered in Pilo,/ Rules for the Western Rivers
and in Pilot Rules for the Great Lakes and Their
Connecting an4 Tributary Waters, carry the
range and sidI lights required.by law for steam
vesselsnavigating--inthose *raters: -The- only
exception is the double-end ferryboat, which is
required to carry a central range of white lights
showing all around the horizon and placed at
equal altitudes fore and aft. Figure 6-17 shows a
double-end ferryboat.

98

BARGES AND CANALBOATS . .NTIC
AND PACIFIC COASTS.Each barg: , nal-
boat, and other nondesCript vessel when
towed astern of a steam vesselas in
tandem towing (figure 64 8)carries a green
light on the starboard side and a red light
on the port side. Each vessel also carries a white
stern light, except the last vessel of the tow
which tarries two white lights.

When two or more barges, canalboats, or
other nondescript vessels are towed abreast, side
lights are carried at the outer sides of the bows
of the vessels (figure 6-19). Each of the outside
vessels in the last tier of a hawser tow must carry
a white light on the stern.
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A barge or a scow that is towed alongside a
steam vessel must, if the deck, deckhouse, or
cargo of the towed vessel obscures the side lights
of the steam vessel, carry the proper side Light
on the tow to replace the hidden side light of
the towing vessel.

t.14.
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C, 12.63
Figure 6-17.Double-end ferry.

When a barge or canalboat is pushed ahead
by the steam vessel, side lights are 1.0.aced on the
bow. If more than one vessel is pu:1ted ahead,
the side lights are placed on the lead vesset.

The sawe lights for barges and canalboats are
applicable on most inland waters falong the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts. The lights required .

in some harbors and waterways are subject to
changes and variations. To find these changes
and variations, as well as the lights for barges
and canalboats in other inland waters, refer to
CG-l69.

SPECIAL RULES
FOR NAVAL VESSELS

Many naval vessels, because of their special
construction, are unable to comp strictly with
the rules for running lights. For example: the
horizontal separation of the white lights on
destroyers and smaller ships is frequently less
than that specified in the rules; and the white
lights on aircraft carriers are usually on the
superstructure and, thus, considerably off the
centerline. The fights on such specially
constructed vessels must, nevertheless, meet the
requirements of the rules as nearly as possible.

-
Naval vessels may also be expected to show

certain other lighti not mentioned in the rules
(such as speed lights, -carrier landing lights, and

/INLAND WATERS

0 WHITE ALL AROUND LIGHTS

WHITE TOWING LIGHTS

WHITE STERN LIGHTS

Figure 6-18.A tow in tandem.
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IM_AND WATERS

.

"s0 2 MILE,
,12 POINT

STERN
LIGHTS

Figure 6-19.Canalbelts and barges abreast in tiers.

colored recognition lights); or during darken
ship exercises they maY show no lights at all.

. These departures from the Rules of the Road are
provided for by U.b. laws and statutes.

Miuesweepers

Minesweepers, when not sweeping, display
hei same lights and signals as other vessels of
equivalent length. In international and inland
-inters, a minesweeper engaged in sweeping

(figure 6-20) displays the following lights:

1. A green all-around light is shdwn from
the fore masthead before passing or ifreaming
sweeps.

2. A green all-around light is hoilted at the
yardarm on the side(s) on which it is flangerous
for other vessels to pass.

3. The required running lights fo a ship of
her class are also carried.

_During the day, minesweepers substitute
black bang (figure 6-21) for the green lights they
display at night. Minesweepers may also use
some special signals during the day.

Submarines

In accordance with International Rules and
Inland Rules, the Secretary of the Navy has

-authorized the display of a distinctive light by
eaCh ., U.S. Navy submarine in international

C80.121

C112.64
Figure 6-20.Minesweeper engaged , raping at

night, sweeps streamed on be,

waters and in the inland waters of the United
States. The light must be exhibited in addition
to the presently prescribed navigational lights
for submarines because the normal navigational
lights have been found to be easily mistaken for
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those of small vessels when in fact submarines
are large deep-draft vessels vith limited
maneuvering characteristics while 'they are on
the surface.

Thus, the light is expected to,prc mote safety
at sea by assisting in the identincation of
submarines. Each United States submorine must
therefore display an amber rotating light
producing 90 flashes per minute visible all
around the horizon' at a distance of at least 3
miles. The light is, located not less .than 2 feet,
and not more than 6 feet above the Masthead
light.

SOUND SIGNALS FOR FOG

A power-driven vessel sounds her fog signals
on the whistle .or siren (Inland only); sailing
vessels, on the foghorn; and vessels ih tow, on
the whistle or foghorn (Inland only). When a
"prolonged ,blast" is mentioned in the rules, it
means a blast,of from 4 to 6 seconds duration. A
short blast41 blast is about 1 second.

A power-driven vessel underway in a fog (or
thick weather of any kind) is required by

BLACK BALLS

112.65
Figure 6-21.Minesweeperday shape.
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International Rules to sound a prolonged blast
at 2-minute intervals. Inland Rules require the
same signal, but at 1-minu.te Litervals.

In inland waters, a pow Jr-driven vessel
underway in fog sounds one prolonged blast
whether she is making way or is stopped with no
way on. Under International Rules, a
power-driven vessel underway in a fog, but
stopped and having no wiy on, sounds two
prolonged blasts, with about 1 second between
them, at intervals not exceeding 2 minutes.

Under both Internathgal and Inland.Rules,
a power-driven vessel towing another vessel
sounds one prolonged blast zad two short blasts-
at 1-minute intervals. This same signal is
sounded in international waters by a vessel not
under cominand in fog: In inland waters a vessel
not under command or unable to maneuver in
fog (except a power-driven vessel towing) cannot
signal her plight and can do nothing but sound a
prolonged blast at 1-minute intervals.

Under Inland Rules, one prolonged blast,
followed by two short ones is the signal given by
a vessel being towed in fog. International Rules
specify that the last vessel of the tow must give
one prolonged blast followed by three short
ones. Under both rules the signals are sounded at
1-minute intervals.

A sailing vessel underway in fog sounds her
foghorn at 1-minute intervals as follows:

1. On the starboard tack, one blast.
2. 'On the port tack, two blasts.

3. Wind abaft Iffe-lif am:three-51-ga

A vessel at anchor in fog (International and
Inland) rings her bell rapidly for about 5 seconds
at intervals of not more than 1 minute. By..
provisions of International Rules, a vessel over
350 feet in length rings a bell hi the forward part
of the vessel. In the after part, a gong, or some
other instrument that cannot be confused with
the bell, is soanded. The instrument is sounded
for about 5 seconds at intervals of not more
than 1 minute. If there is a possibility of
collision, the vessel at anchor may sound three
blasts (One short, one prolonged, and one short)
to warn each approaching vessel of her position.
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Table 61.Summary nf Fog Signals

International
Situation

Inland

Signal
Maximum
interval Signal

Maximum
interval

.

.2 min.

2 min..'

1 min.

Power-driven or steam vessel underway,
with way on.

Power-driven or steam vessel underway,
but stopped, no way on.

Vessel not under command

1 mM.

1 min.

.1 min..X 1 min. Vessel' at anchor 1 -min.: 3 X 3 1 min. Vessel aground X min.1 min. Vessel towing 1 mM.. 1 min. Vessel towed 1 min.1 min. Vessel laying submarine cable or naviga-
tion mark.

1 min.

1 min. Vessel fishing 1 min.
Sailing vessel: .

-1 mm. On starboard tack 1 min.0 0 1 min. On port tack 0 0 1 min.000 1 Min: Wind abaft beam .. 0 0 0 1 min.
NOTES:

3 represents three strokes of bell.
X represents bell, forward, 5 seconds, vessels over 350 feet, when anchored in international

water, sound gong aft also.
represents.a prolonged blast.
represents a short blast.

0 represents a blast.

In addition to the signals sounded by a vessel
at anchor, a vessel aground in international
waters gives three separate and distinct strokes
on the bell immediately before and after the
anchored signal. Inland Rules for a ship aground
are the same as those for an anchored ship.

If at any time a vessel hears a fog signal
forward (or apparently forward) of her beam
and cannot ascertain the position from which
the signal is coming, she must stop her engines
and navigate with caution until she is sure there
is no danger of collision.

A stopwatch shduld be used by the man
assigned the duty of sounding the fog signals. He
should be directed to vary the intervals between
signals frequently in case another vessel's signals

69.131

are synchronized with his own, therefore each
drowning out the other's signals. Table 6-1 will
be telp4i-ul in learning fog signals.

STEERING AND
SAILING RULES

Distinction must be made between Inland
and International Rules whistle signals in several
particulars; but first, note this general
distinction between the hvo: international
whistle signals. are signals of execution; inland
whistle signals are signals of intention.

Inasmuch as international waters are not as
crowded as inland waters, it was not considered
necessary to make whistle signals under the

87
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International Rules as informative as those
Under Inland Rules. International whistle signals
are sounded at the time the ship executes the
manuever, and when in sight of another vessel.

The signals are as follows:

I. One short blast: I am altering my course
to starboard.

2. Two short blasts.. I am altering my
courSe to port.

3. Three short blasts: My engines are going
astern.

The close quarters 'and heavy traffic in
inland waters make it necessary for Inland Rules
whistle signals to lie a better means of
comMunication than . international signals.
emember,..however; that an inland signal is a
sig Nal of intention only. The ship that sounds
the signal does not put her intention into
execution until she receives an OK -froM the
other vessel by the return of the same signal. If
the other vessel does not.understand the signal
or considers the proposed maneuver of the first
vessel dangerous, she replies with the danger
'signatnot less than four short, rapid- blasts.
(The, doubt signal for international waters.
consists of at least five such blasts and may be
.sounded only by a privileged vessel.)

Confusion over whistle signals for meeting,
crosting;-,-and passingsituations is -probably-

-.responsible for ,more collisions .than any other
phase of the Rules of the Road. Read over this

:section on Steering and Sailing Rules until you
clearly understand the distinction between
international.and inland whiitle signals,_and the
application of: the steering and sailing inles to
various traffic situations. Although all the Rules
of the Road ,are important, the steering and
sailing rules, are the ones most essential to know
to - avoid collision. Farwell's- Rules-- of- the
Nautical Road is a valuable aid in interpreting
the rules. FiguTe 6-22 illustrates several
situations that Might- arise when two vessels
approach each oth'er. The illustration ariCt-lhe
following suliuliali shoulcielp.
-steering arid sailing iuleS.

whistle signal is sounded only when a course
change actually is made. ...1 inland waters, either
vessel sounds the whistle signal; and it is to be
answered with one by the othor. If the meeting
ships are already far enough off each other to
pas:s clear on their present courses, nd signal is
sounded in international waters. In inland
waters, either vessel must sound one short blast
if intending to pass port-to-port; two shortblasts, if intending to pass
starboard-to-starboard. The signal must be
answered by the other vessel.

2. When two steam vessels are crossing in
international waters, the one having the other to
starboard must keep clear by the best means
available, but should cross ahead only when risk
of collision-does not exist or whenin extremis:
A whistle signal is sounded only when a course

MEETIN
I

c /($.

%
G`

\
1.

.

When two ships meet end-on, or nearly
SO, each ship must change .arirse to starbOard so

. as to pass port-to-port. In international waters, 1 o 3
,.....
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El BURDENED VESSELS

PRIVILEGED VESSELS

0 MEETING VESSEL

NOTE:

VESSELS TO BE CONSIDERED IN
RELATION TO OWN SHIP ONLY.
COLLISION COURSE ASSUMED,

58.86
Figure 6-22.Meeting, crossing and overtaking

situations.
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change is made or the engines are backed. In
inland waters, under the Pilot Rules, the
privileged vessel must sound one blast to show
her intention to maintain her course and speed.
The burdened vessel must stand clear by passing
uniier the stem of the privileged vessel. The
terms "privileged vessel" and "burdened vessel"
are further explained later.

3. A sailing vessel always has the
right-of-way over a steam vessel, except when
the sailing vessel is overtaking, or the steam
vessel is a vessel engaged in fishing, or the vessels
are navigating in. a narrow_channel in_ which_the
steam vessel must remain.

4. Any vessel overtaking another must keep
dear. In international waters, a vessel passing
another ship sounds a whistle signal only if she
changes course. In inland waters, whether a
change of course is made or not, an overtaking
vessel must sound one short blast if she intends
to pass to starboard; two, if she intends to pass

, to port. She, must not pass until she hears a
repeat of the same signal from the vessel being
overtaken.

5. In inland waters the danger signal means
either "I don't understand your intentions," or
"I don't think what you intend to do is safe, and
am about to signal for what I consider to be the
safer procedure." In international waters the
danger signal means "I am in doubt as to
whether you are taking sufficient action to`avoid
collision."

WHO MUST KEEP CLEAR

The rules for lights are designed so that a
ship's display at night will tell you as much as
possible about her. Positioning the range light
higher than the masthead light, for instance,
frequently lets you know the direction a ship is
heading before you can recognize her side lights.
If the after anchor light is lower thgn the
forward one, you are able to distinguiskeither
end of an anchored ship.

The same rules apply to the sound signals for
fog. You can tell from the sound whether the
ship making the signal is anchored or underway.

You know when she has a tow. In international
waters, a certain signal tells you when a ship in
fog is not under command.

In short, these sailing and steering rules are
designed to help one ship keep clear of another.
Now, the question arises: Which of two ships in
sight of each other must haul off to let the other
pass? The rules that govern in a situation like
this are most important, and distinctions
between International and Inland Rules are such
that they must be very clear in your mind.

RISK OF COLLISION

Both International and Inland Rules talk
about a situation in which two ships are
approaching each other so as to involve risk of
collision. Naturally, no maneuvering is required
by ships that will pass clear by merely
maintaining their present courses and speeds.
But when the courses of two ships are
converging so as to raise the possibility of a
collision, one or the other must take some
positive action, either by altering course, or by
slowing, stopping, or backing 'her engines. The
rules say:

"Risk of collision can, when
circumstances permit, be ascertained by
carefully watching the compass bearing of an
aPproaching vessel. If the bearing does not
appreciably change, such risk should be
deemed to exist."

When the bearing of a vessel whose course is
converging with yours remains constant, she is
on a collision course. In such a situation, one
vessel or the other is charged by the rules with
keeping clear by the best means available.

The vessel keeping clear is referred to as the
burdened vessel. The other vessel must maintain
her course and speed until risk of collision no
longer exists. She is said to have the right-of-way
and is called the privileged vessel. The terms
"burdened vessel" and "privileged-vessel" must
be applied in .a strictly limited sense, however,
because even the so-called privileged vessel is
.charged with definite responsibilities from which
she may depart only in situations covered by the
General Prudential Rule or the Rule of Good
Seamanship.
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General Prudential Rule

The General Prudential Rule (International
and Inland Rule No. 27) makes it impossible for
a privileged vessel to escape responsibility after
standing into a recognized danger simply
because her skipper was determined not to haul
Off when he had the right-of-way. International
Rule No. 27 says:

"In obeying and construing these Rules .

.clue regard shall be had to all dangers of
navigation and collision, and to any special
circumstances, including the limitationsof

.the craft involved, which may render a
departure froth the above Rules necessary in
order taavoid immediate danger.'

The corresponding Inland Rule 27 deletes
the words "including the limitations of the craft
involved."

Obviously, a vessel may depart from the
requirements of the Rules of the Road, by
provisions of the General Prudential Rule, only
when an immediate danger exiSts which requires
such a, departure. When such a danger exists, it is

^ termed "in extremis." Although we have
mentioned the failure of a privikkr,ed vessel to
heed the General Prudential Rule, in some
conceivable situations a burdened vessel could'
be at fault in the same manner..

Rule of Good Seamanship e

The Rule of Good Seamanship (Rule 29,
Inland and International) reads as follows:

"Nothing Pi these Rules shall exonerate
any vessel, or the owner, master or crew
thereof, from the consequences of any
neglect to carry lights or signals, or of any
neglect to keep a proper look-out, or of the
neglect of any precaution which may be
required by the ordinary practice of seamen,
or by the special circumstanCes of the case."

The Rule of Good Seamanship is invoked in
a situation where the immediate danger is not as
pressing or as obvious as one justifying a
departure from the letter of the rules under the

General Prudential Rule. A gOod example is a
tug, with a Couple of fows streamed astern,
coming down with a strong current from aft and
crossing a single vessel on the tug's starboard
bow. The literal interpretation of the rules says
that the tug is the burdened veSsel and must
keep clear. Let's say, the circumstances are such
that, in order to do so, she must lie to. Any

good seaman knows that if the tug does lie to,
the tows will pile up on her stern. The Rule of,,
Good ,Seamanship says she doesn't have to gel'',
herself in a situation like that just to let the
other vessel have the right-of-way.
Consequently, she can request permission to
cross ahead, by appropriate whistle signal, as
described later.

In considering the General Prudential Rule
and the Rule of Good Seamanship, it must be
borne in mind that a departure from the Rules
of the Road is permissible onlypositively
onlywhen an immediate danger or speciaL
circumstance exists, or when the ordinary
practice of seaman is 'required. Otherwise, the
rules must be followed strictly. Naturally, only
the OOD or conning officer of the vessel
involved may decide when to apply the General
Prudential Rule or the Rule of Good
Seamanship.

MEETING- END-ON

' .

When two power-driven vessels meet end-on,
or nearly end-on,- so as to involve risk of
collision, each must alter her course to starboard
so they will pass each other port-to-port. Most
of the rules describe a situation wherein one
vessel or the other must keep clear, but this
meeting end-on situation reouired both vessels to
keep clear. The rule applie, only when the ships
are so nearly stem-to-stem as to see each other's
masts in line in the daytime, or both of the
other's side lights at night. If they are far enough
off each other to pass clear without changing
course, then each must maintain her present
course and speed.

Each of the two ships so meeting, as already
stated, must alter course to starboard so as to
pass port-to-port. In inland waters, each ship
sounds one short blast to indicate her intention
to change course to starboard. In international
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waters, each ship sounds one blast 'when she
changes course to starboard.

If the vessels are already far enough to port
or starboard of each other to pass clear on, their
present courses, they must stay on their courses
find pass clear. Here, an important distinction
must be pointed out between International and

' Inland Rules. Because no course change is
mvolved, no signal is made in international
waters. Inland Rules require, however, that if
the ships are to pass port-teport, regardless of
whether a course change is made, either ship
,sounds one short blast to signify her intention to
pass port-to-port, and the other ship answers
with one short blast to show it is OK with her. If
they are going to pass starboard-to-starboard,

2whether _or nota _change of course is required,.
either ship sounds two short blasts, to be
answered with two short blasts by the other.

CROSSING

In taking up crOssing situations, we should .

recall the previously mentioned International
and Inland Rule which says, in substance, that
when a power-driven vessel and a sailing vessel
are proceeding in such a direction as to involve
risk of collisibil, the power-driven vessel must
keep out of the way of the sailing vessel; but the
sailing vessel does not have the right, in a narrow
channel, to hamper the safe passage of a steam
vessel that can navigate only inside the channel.

Rule 26 says that sailing vessels must keep
out of the way of ships fishing with nets, lines,
or trawls, but that fishing vessels may not

_obstruct channels with their gear. -

. From the foregoing, it is clear that, in any
situation involving a power-driven vessel and a
sailing vessel, the power-driven vessel must keep
out of the way except when.

1. In a narrow channel and the sailing vessel
can operate outside the channel but tge
power-driven vessel cannot.

2. The sailing vessel ,is overtaking the
power-driven vessel.

3. A sailing vessel comes upon a
power-driven fishing vessel. Rule 19, both Rules,
says:

"When two power-driven vessels are
crossing, so zs to involve risk a collision, the

THE ROAD

Vessel which has the other on her own
starboard side shall keep out of the way of
the other."

In other words, the ship that has the other
vessel to starboard is the burdened vessel; the
ship that has the other one to port is the
privileged vessel. A. burdened vessel must keep
out of the way by the best means available. The
privileged vessel must maintain her present
course and speed until the danger is past.

In a crossing situation in international
waters, a whistle signal is made by either vessel
only if she changes course or backs her engines.
Inland Rules for whistle signals in a crossing
situation are complicated_ by_the_following Pilot
Rule:

"One short blast of the whistle signifies
intention to direct course to own starboard,
except when two steam vessels are
approaching each other at right angles or
obliquely, when it signifies intention of
steam vessel which is to starboard of the
other tb hold course and speed."

The privileged vessel in a crossing situation'
in inland waters, then, must sound a short blast
to indicate she intends, to maintain her coUrse
and speed.

The Pilot Rules state that' two short blasts
on the whistle mean anintention to direct own
course to port. We already have seen that, under
Iriland Rules, two short blasts must be sounded
in a meeting situation where two vessels will pass
,lear starboard-to-starboard without a change of
c )urse. Pilot Rules cannot contradict Inland
Aules, thus the Inland Rule prevails in a meeting
situation. Three short blasts, according to Pilot-
Rules, mean: "My engines are going at full speed
astern." This particular whistle signal, sounded
in inland waters, is a signal of execution instead
of intention.

Assume that one of two vessels crossing is
backing down. Which is, the burdened vessel?
Each vessel has the other one either to port or to
starboard. In a situalion Ike this, the courts
have held that, for the purpose of locating the
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burden of keeping clear, the vessel going aStern
is considered to have her bow where her stern

_ actually is.- Then, if the other ship is on her
starboard side, facing aft; she herself must keep
clear.

Linder the Rule of Good Seamanship, you
read about a situation in inland waters where a
burdened vessel may signal to the privileged
vessel to share the burden of keeping clear. The
Instance cited was a tug towing a string of barges
in a following current ,on , the port side 'of
another vessel. In this example the single vessel
sounds one short Nast, indicating under the
Pilot Rules an intention to aintain herls
right-of-way. Th.; tug answers wi the danger
signal followed by two short blasts, si ifying an
mtention to pass starboard-toistarboard. To let
the tug cross, the single vessel must lie to or alter
her conise. Before the final maneuver, the single
vessel must answer with two short blasts after
she hears the tug's two short blasts. As a matter
of fact, the courts have held, in a similar
situation, that a vessel may sound the signal
that, in effect, calls for a shift of the burden of
keeping clear, before the privileged vessel sounds
her original signal.

OVERTAKING

Any--vesfer including a sailing vessel,
_-oveitaking another mtlbt keep clear of the

overtaken vessel. An overtaking vessel is one that
is approaching another vessel from any direction
more than 2 points abaft her beam. When in
doubt as to whether you are forward or abaft
this bearing, yon must assume that you are
overtaking and keep clear.

In an overtaking situation, you recall, the
Inland and International Rules have significant
differences in whistle signalk In international
waters a vessel that can pass another without a
change of course sounds no signal. If she must
change course, she sounds the appropriate signal
as she does so. She.is not required to wait for an
answer. '

In inland waters, however, ;an overtaking
vessel cannot pass another ship until she s' als
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on which side she intends to passone short
blast if passing to starboard, two if passing to
port. She sounds a signal regardless of whether
she must change course, and she may not pass
until she hears a repeat of the same signal from
the vessel being overtaken.

If the, ship being overtaken considers the
proposed maneuver risky, she,sounds the danger
signal followed by the signal for what she
considers'the safer procedure. Assume that the
overtaking .vessel sounds one short blast,
signifying an intention to pass to starboard. The
ship being overtaken vetoes this by sounding the
danger signal. She follows with two short blasts,
meaning: "You had better pass me to port,
instead." The overtaking vessel replies with two
blasts and may then pass the other to port.

RADAR INFORMATION

When using radar information as an aid in
navigation, the following recoMmendations
should be applied. -

1. Assumptions made on scanty
information may be dangerous and should be
avoided.

2. All vessels navigating in restricted
visibility must go at a moderate speed.
Information _ obtained --from-- --roclar--- is
circumstance to crnsider wifen determining
moderate speed. In this regard it must be
realized that small vessels, small icebergs, and
similar floating objects may not be detected by
radar. Radar indications of one or more vessels
in the vicinity may mean that "moderate speed"
should be sbwer than a mariner navigating
without radar might consider moderate in the
circumstances.

3. When navigating in restricted visibility
and a fog signal is heard fOrward of the beam, a
ship's radar range and bearing along do not
constitute ascertainment of the position of the
other vessel sufficiently to relieve a ship of her
duty to stop her engines and naVigate with
caution.

4. When action has 6,:.en taken to avoid a
close quarters situation, it is essential to make
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sure that such action is having the desired effect.
Alterations of course or speed or both are
circumstances in which the mariner must be

_guided by the individual situation.

5. Alteration of course alone may be the
most effective action to avoid close quarters if
there is sufficient sea room, if it is made in good
tiine, if it is substantial, and if it does not result
in a close 'quarters situation with other vessels.

. 6. The direction of an alteration of eonn,;
is a matter in which the mariner Must be guided
by the applicable circumstances. An alteration
to starboard, particulariSr when vessels are
approaching nearly on opposite courses, usually
is preferable to an alteration to port.

7. An alteration of speed, either alone or in
conjunction with an alteration of course, should
be substantial so that other vessels may realize
that you have taken some action. A number of
small alterations of speed should be avoided.

8. If a close quarters situation is imminent,
the most prudent action may be to take all way
off the vessel.

CHANNELS, BENDS, AND
LEAVING A BERTH

Wurei-
say that in a narrow channel every steam vessel
must, when it is safe and practicable, keep to the
side of the fairway or midchannel lying to her
own starboard. Jnland Rules provide that a
steam vessel approaching a bend in a channel, if
she is unable to see for at least 1/2 mile ahead,
must sound a long blast on her whistle, which
must be answered by any approaching vessel
that hears it. International Rules are the same

except-that a prolonged blast is sounded. If the
first vessel receives no answer, she may consider
the channel clear ahead. A long blast, by
custom, is of 8 to 12 seconds' duration.

A vessel leaving her dock or berth also
sounds a long blast in inland waters. Suppose a
ship backing out into a fairway encounters a
crossing situation with another coming down the
fairway. Does the court's doctrine of changing
ends to fix the burden of keeping clear apply.?

Apparently not. The courts have rules that when
a ship is leaving her berth, theordinary sailing
rules do hot apply until she is full,' in siglat. If
she becomes involved with another ship, both
ships must keep clear.

DISTRESS SIGNALS

Both Inland and International Rules,
stipulate that distress signals hiay be made either
separately or together. There is no basis in the
rules for the popular notion that the national
ensign, hoisted upside down, is a recognized
signal of distress. No man-of-war, would ever
subject the colors to this indignity. But if you
should see a private craft with her ensign hoisted
upside down 'he probably is in distress, and you
should go * h...r assistance without delay.

Distress signals under Inland Rules are as
follows:

1. In the daytime, a continuous sounding .

with any fog-signal apparatus, or firing a gun.
2. At night

a. Flames on the vessel, a's from a
burning tar barrel or oil barrel.

b. A continuous sounding with any
fog-signal apparatus, or firing a gun.

Distress signals under International Rules are

1. A gun or other explosive signal fired at
intervals of about I minute.

2. A co ntinuous sounding with any
fog-signal apparatus.

3. Rockets or shells, throwing red stars,
fired one at a time at short intervals.

4. The signal group ...---... (SOS) in Morse
code.

5. Radiotelerhone signal "Mayday."
6. The international signal of distress

indicated by the letters NC.
7. The distress signal, a square flag having,

above or below it a ball or anything resembling a
ball.

8. Flames on the vessel, as from a ourning
tar barrel or oil barrel.

9. A'rocket parachute flare or a.hand flare
showing a red light.
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A smoke signal giving off a 4olume of.

sMoke:
3 'kS1oW,IY". and,. repeatedly raising and

s outstretched to each side.

Ic following signals; although not part of
e Rules of the Road, are prescribed for

-wbmerged submarines in emergency situations
involving rising to periscope depth br surfacing.

1. A yellow smoke flue fired into the air
from a submarine indicates the submarine is
coming to periscope depth to carry out surfacing
procedures. Ships should clear the immediate
vicinity, but should not stop propellers.

2. A red smoke flare fired into the air frcim
a submarine is a signal that the Submarine is in
serious trouble and will surface immediately if
possible. Smoke flares of any color, fired into
the air at short intervals, mean that the
submarine requires assistance. All ships in the
vicinity shoal?, stand by to give aid.

1 0
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is a pictorial representation of all or
, the -mavigable waters of,the Earth. Before

! into detail concerning information on
harti, yOu should know the methods of

projection by which -the curved surface of the
Earth'i sPhere is transferred to a flat plane Best

.

known is , the Mercator system, devised . several
hundred years ago by a Flemish geographer
whose real-name was Gerhard Kremer". Most of

_..the_charts you_viillu.se,are Mercator projections.

MERCATOR PROJECHON

. If you cut a hollow rubber ball in half and
try to flatten out one of the halves, you will find
you cannot do so without tearing or stretching
4he rubber. In fact, no settion of the hem:4here
will lie flat without some distortion. Projection
of _the curved surface of the Earth onto a flat
plane presents the same difficulty. No system
has been devised for -such, a projection that

; preserves the true proportions of coMponents of
the original sphere. The surface of a Cylinder,
although derived mathematically, may 'be
conceivedfor the sake of simplicityas being.
based upon this phenomenon.

The discussion that . follows is general.
Consult button's Navigation and Piloting or the

; ,American Practical-Navigator, Pub. No. 9 if you
desire more detailed information.

In drawing a Mercator projection, the first '

detail is to project the meridians. Assume that
the Earth is a hollow, transparent glass ball with ;

a powerful light shining in its center. A paper ;

cylinder is placed around it, tangent to it at the
Equato , as shown in figure 7-1. Suppose the
meridi ns painted on the glass ball are projected
_onto t e cylinder as vertical lines, parallel to and i
equithStant frOM one another. (See figure 7-2.);

(

I -95

11 "1 0

UATO

45.422 (69 ).1
Figure 7-1.Cylinder tangent to the Earth at the Equator.

PLANES OF
MERIDIANS

45.422(69).2
Figure 7-2.Projection of meridians on the cylinder.
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The cylinder now has the meridians on its
outface, and half of the Mercator projection is
complete.

The next step in the projection process is to
draw the parallels. Spacing of the parallels is
derived mathematically to agree with the
expansion of the longitude scale. Spacing
between parallels increases progressively toward
the poles at the same ratio as the expansion of
the space between .meridians. The meridians and
parallels are at right angles to one another.
Remember, because of the sphere-cylinder
relationship,-the North and South PoleS cannot
appear on the Mercator projection.

Now unroll the cylinder and look at the
projection that has been made (figure 7-3). The
meridians are parallel to and equidistant from
one another. The latitude lines are parallel to
one another, but they gradually draw apart as
they become farther north and south Df the
Equator. Above or below 800 north or south
latitude, they become so far apart that Mercator
projections of the polar regions seldom are used.

Although the space between parallels on a
Mercator chart increases with latitude, the
distance represented bjr 1° of latitude is always
nearly equal to 60N miles. One minute of
latitude is usually considered to be 1 nautical
mile.

On a MercatOr projection, however, 10 of
latitude neat' one of the poles appears
considerably longer than 10 of latitude near the
Equator. It follows, then, that if both

1111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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45.422(65)2
. Figure 7-3.Meridians and parallels on

a Mercator projection.
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measurements represent the same actual
distance, that distance as shown in high latitude
on a Mercator chart will appear distorted, but
actually it conforms to scale.

Figure 74 shows the 'globe with actual
comparative size of Greenland to the United
States. But on the Mercator chart in the
background, Greenland appears to be larger than
the United States. The reason is that at high
latitudes the Mercator chart shows greater
'exaggeration of area, but the exaggeration
conforms_ to the latitude and longitude scale.
Actually the United States is a good deal larger
than Greenland.

DIRECTION ON A MERCATOR
PROJECTION

As mentioned before, the meridians on a
Mercator chart appear as straight lines, parallel
to and equidiotant from one another. You know,
however, that they represent imaginary curved
lines, not parallel to, one another at all but
converging at the poles.

Appearance of meridians on a Mercator
projection as parallel straight lines is one of the
most valuable features of this type of projection,
making it possible to plot a course as a straight
line (called a rhumb line).

On a Mercator projection though, a rhumb
line cuts every meridian at the same angle. In
other words, it is a line of the same bearing
throughout. Although it does not represent the
shortest distance between the points it connects,
this fact is not important unless yery large
distances are involved.

You may already know that the shortest
distance between two points on a sphere, is along
the great circle connecting them. Such a line
intersects every meridian at a different angle. A
great circle, with the exception of a meridian or
the equator, is a line of. continuously changing
direction, along which it would be generally
impracticable to steer a ship. The ship's course
would have to be changed progressively and
,continuously to follow it. That brings up the
subject of great circle sailing, which is ugually
done from charts made by gnomonic Projection.

1
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Figure 7-4.G obe/Mercator chart comparison.

GNOMONIC PROJECTION

If a plane is tangent to the Earth, and points
are projected geometrically from the center of
the _Earth,_ the result_is_a gnomonic projection. If
the point happens to be one of the pol,as, then
the parallels appear as a series of concentric
circles, and the meridians are straight _Ines
radiating away from the poles.

Polar charts frequently are gnomonic
projections. Chief advantage of the gnomonic
projection is in determining the great circle track
(or shortest distance) between two widely
separated points. Gnomonic projections utilized
for this prupose are called great circle charts.
Gnomonic projections cannot be used directly
for navigation because, unlike the Mercator
projection, they are not conformal projections;
i.e., they do not show correct angular and spatial
relationships.

GREAT CIRCLE SAILING

Suppose you are sailing from Valparaiso,
Chile, to Sydney, Australiaa considerable
distance. Time and expense can be saved if you
sail by the shortest route. The shbrtest distance
between any two points on the Earth is along
thegreat circle passing through the points.

On a gnomonic projection, a great circle
appears in a straight line (figure 7-5). Take out the
great circle chart of the South Pacific. and

65.117

connect Valparaiso and Sydney by a straight
line. Thir line is the great circle track between
those points. You can't steer along this track,
however, because it is a line of continuously
changing direction. Instead, you transfer the
great .circle course &Om the small-scale great
circle to a series of larger-vale Mercator charts.
Latitude and longitude of points along the great
circle course are located on the Mercator charts
and are connected by a series of straight rhumb
lines. The rhumb lines indicate the courses the
ship actualiy will steer.

Great circle sailing usually is performed only
over a large area. For short distances, a rhumb
line and great ciicle course very nearly coincide.
Even for long / distances, the COurse actually

to'
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GREAT ciaCit VALPARAt50

65.118169)B

Figure 7-5.Rhumb line and great circle course on
a great circle chart.
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eered is a composite of bothtracks(figure7-6),
eded to avoid high latitudes and dangers to
vigation.

'SCALE OF CHARTS

The scale of a chart refers to a measurement
of distance, not area. A chart covering a

/relatively large area is called a small-scale chart
and one covering a relatively sinall area is called
a large-scale-chart-Scalesmay-vary from 1:2,500
for plans to 1:14,000,000 for world chnts.
Normally, the major types of charts fall wia-tin
the following scales:'

1.....41arbor Charts-1:2,400 to 1:50,(fA)
, Coast and APproach Charts-1:50,U00 to

1:100,000
3. Offshore Coasting Charts--1:100,000 to

1 :600,000
4. Ocean Sailing Charts---1:600,000 or

smaller

The _size_ oLthe area portrayed by a chart
',varies extensively, according to the scale of, the

chart. (See figure 7-7.) The larger the scale, the
smaller the area represented. From this truism it
follOws that large-scale charts show areas in
greater detail. Many fe jatures that appear on a
large-scale chart do not, in fact, show up at .all
on a small-scale chart of the same area.

The scale to which a chart is drawn usually
appears under its title in one of two ways:
1:5,000 or 1/5,000. The figures mean, in effect,.

\
syoNty

.MERGATOR CHART

NUM LINEsEMEREATOR TRACK 6902 MILES.

1
SOUTH PAM. OCEAN

C9:44140.5r1E TRACK- 6259 ILES POSITE

c4r6Cr.: I. 66 8.4 ittiI60E 993 1695 1200

65.118(69)A
Figure 76.Rhumb line and great circle course

on a Mercator chart.

that an actual feature is 5,000 times as large as
its representation on the chart. Expressed
another way, an inch, foot, yard, or the like, on
the chart means 5,000. identical uniti. on the
Earth's surfac'e. ThuS, the larPer the figure .

indicating the proportion of the scale, the
smaller the scale of the chart. A chart with a .

scale of 1:5,000 is on a much larger scale, for ,

instance, than ohe whose scale is 1:4,500,000. ,
Another way of expressing scale, called the
numerical scale, is in inches to the nautical mile.

You must exercise greater caution when
working with small-scale charts than with
large-scale charts. A 'small error, which may, be
only .a matter of yards on a large-scale chart,
could amount to miles on a chart depicting a

113
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Figure 7-7.Smallscale and large-scale charts.
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Farrirphinore.eictensive area..When navigating the
,

akitotalies to land; uie only; charts of the largest

TYPES OF CHARTS

'Charts used in the Navy may be prepared by
e Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic

Center, DMAHC; the National Ocean Survey,
NOS, (formerly Coast and Geodetic Survey); the

ritish Admiralty; or by other agencies.
- Whatever the 3ource, all charts used by the Navy
are' issued by the Defense Mapping Agency

MA).

-NAVIGATIONAL CHARTS

A. navigational chart is one on which
standard symbols, figures, and abbreviations eve
information on depth of water, character of
bottom and shore, location of.navigational aids,
and other information used in actual navigation.
.:1.General sailing charts are small-scale charts

showing the approaches to large areas of the
coast. These charts show offshore smindings,
principal lights and outer buoys, and-any natural'
landmarks visible at a considerable distance. The
scale of general 'sailing charts usually is
1:600,000 and smaller.

Coastal 'charts are on a larger scale. They are
used to navigate a vessel that is well offshore but
whose position may be- determined - by
prominent landmarks and lights, outer buoys, or
soundings. When navigating inside outlying reefs
or r.shoals, or well . offshore in large bays or
sizable inland waterways, a coastal or harbor
chart may be used.

Harbor charts are on scales larger tna'n
1:50,000. They show harbors and., their
approaches in considerable detail.

Soundings

Scattered all over the watery area of any
navigational chart are many tiny figures, each
number_representing the clepih of water (usually
the depth of mean low water) in that particular
locality. Depths on charts are given in feet,
fathoms, or meteri. A notation under the title of

; the chart is the key; for example, "Scundings in
feet at mean low water" or "Soundings in
fathoms at . . . ." Most charts also contain
dotted lines called fathom curves marking the

Y.;

limits of areas of certain depths. On the chart in
figure 7-8 you can see a 10-fathom (60 fee0'
curve 'and a 15-fathom (90 feet) curve.'

On all new charts produced, water depths.
and heights of lights will be in meters; land
contours will also be shown in meters, except
where the soume data. is expressed in feet.

Aids to Navigation

Aids to navigation are indicated on a chart
by approPriate symbols. As much information as
possible is printed in standard abbreviations near
the symboL For instance, look at the light -on
'Castle Hill, on the west point of Newport Neck
(figure 7-8). Printed near the light symbol is this
information: E int R 6 sec 40 ft 10M Horn. This
notation means the light is red, it is of equal
interval (the light having equal durations of light
and darkness), the period required for the light
to go through a complete cycle is 6 seconds, the
light is 40 feet above mean high water and has a
nominal range of 10 nautical miles. It is also
equiped with a fog-signaling apparatus of a horn.

The chart symbol for a buoy is a diamond
'shape. Notice that there is a small dot near every
buoy symbol. This dot represents the buoy's
approximate location.

A new optional buoy symbol e nas been'
adopted. I 's used to better, portray' the fact
that a buc Inbol indicates the approximate
positions.

Pilot charts, _prepared by the DMAHC, are
rather curiously named. They -.are small-scale
'charts of large areas, thus they are of little use in
actual piloting. Nevertheless, they are invaluable
to navigators. They present, in graphic form, a
cpmplete review of the hydrographic,
navigational, and meteorological situation in a
given area. Included is information concerning
average winds, tides, currents, and barometer
readings; frequency of storms, calms, or fog;
possibility of the presence of ice, wrecics, or
other dangers; and location of ocean station
vessels. Lines of equal magnetic variations are
given for each full degree of variation. Indicated
also are the shortest and safest routes between
principal ports.

Pilot Chart of the Mirth Atlantic Ocean and
Pilot Chart of the North Pacific Ocean are issued

II 4
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monthly by the DMAHC. Other pilot charts are
foublished in atlas form for the Northern North
Atlantic Ocean, the South Atlantic Ocean and
Central,American Waters, and the South Pacific
and Indian Oceans.

AVIATION CHARTS

All naval air stations, facilities, and aircraft
tenders keep a permanent .file of one set of
aviation charts and publications for the areas in
which their aircraft may be called upon to
operate. A complete file of DOD Aeronautical
Chart Updating Manual (CHUM), DOD
Aerohautical Chart Bulletin, and DOD
Aeronautical Chart Bulletin Digest must be
maintained by each of the aforementioned

activities.
The- CHUM is published monthly and the

latest edition always supersedes that of the

previous month. The Aeronautical Chart
Bulletin is published monthly and should be
accumulated for 6 months until superseded by
the DOD Aeronautical Chart Bulletin Digest.

The permanent file of aviation charts and
publications must be corrected and kept up to-
date at all times, reflecting all pertinent changes
as published in the CHUM. The same general
principles of correction apply as are employed in
nautical charts.

UNITED grAms NAuncAL
Guar NUMBERING SYgTEM

The Unites States Nautical Chart Slumbering
System applies to all nautical charts produced
by the DMAHC and the NOS. The chart
numbering system provides a simple metliod of
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identifying each chart by number which
indicates, in general, the geographical region and
scale range in which the chart falls. Charts
numbered with one to five digits, as shown in
the following lists.

Number of Digits Natural Scale

ONE (1-9) No scale involved

TWO (10-99) 1:9,000,001 and smaller

THREE (100-999) 1:2,000,001 to 1:9,000,000

FOUR (5000-9999) Non-navigational type

FIVE (11000-99999) 1:2,000,000 and larger

From the list indicating number of digits and
associated scale, four categories of charts exist.
Each category contains clues to the location and
scale range of the chart.

The prefix N.O. is being removed as new
charts are issued. The first categOry',, which
contains charts with one-digit numbers, has no
scale and includes such charts as Nautical Chart
Symbols and Abbreviations, chart (1); National
Flags and Ensigns, chart (5); international Flags
and Pennants with Morse Symbols, chart (6)..

The second category has charts with two-
and three-digit numbers that are general charts
based 'on the nine "ocean basin" concept. (See
(figure 7-9.) The ocean basins o f the world are as

follows:

Basin Area

I . North Atlantic
2 South Atlantic
3 Mediterranean
4 Caribbean
5 North Pacific Ocean
6 South Pacific Ocean
7 Indian Ocean
8 Arctic Ocean
9 Antarctica

The first digit in the category denotes the
ocean basin which the chart covers. Two-digit
numbers (10-99) are used for charts with a scale
1:9,000,001 and smaller, while the three-digit
numbers (100-999) indicate charts with a scale
between 1:2,000,001 and 1 :9,000,G30. An

exception to the scale concept is the series of
position Plotting, sheets, which have a scale
larger than 1:2,000,000. These plotting sheets
have been included in the three-digit number
category because they cover oceari basins. of
360° of longitude. Since the Mediterranean
(basin 3), the Caribbean (basin 4), and the
Indian Ocean (basin 7), for example, are small in
size, an exception to the ocean basin concept
exists. There is no chart smaller in scale than
1:9,000,000 in these areas. The two-digit
numbers 30 to 49 and 70 to 79 are used for
special world charts that cannot have the first
digit indicating an ocean basin, such as The
Magnetic Inclination or Dip, chart (30);
Magnetic Variation, chart (42); and the Standard
Time Zone Chart of the World, chart (76).

The Nird category consists of
non-navigational charts with four-digit numbers.
They are a special-purpose chart series such as
chart 5006, -Chart of the World, Longitude
172°W to 15°E; and chart 5090, Maneuvering
Board.

The 'fourth category contains charts with
five-digit numbers. Since the charts in this
category have a scale range of 1:2,000,000 and
larger, the "ocean basin" concept loses
significance. So another system was adopted,
based ; on the world now divided into nine
regions as follows:
Region General Area

United States and Canada

2 Central ,and South America and.
Antarctica

3 Western Europe, Iceland, Greenland,
and the Artic

4 Scandinavia, Baltic, and U.S.5.R.

-West Africa and the,- Mediterranean

6 Indian Ocean

7 A u st ra I ia, Indonesia, and New
Zealand

8 Oceania

East Asia
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Chapter 7CHARTS AND PUBLICATIONS

Each region iS further subdivided into
numbered subregions. The subregions divide the
world into 52 geographical areas which are
assigned a two-digit designator. (See figure

. 7-10.)
The fiv&digit category contains all of the

lirge-scale charts of the world. These are the
primary nautical charts. The first of the five
digits indicates the regiOn in which the chart is
depicted, the second digit indicates a
geographical sUbregion within the region, and
the last three digits identify the geographical
order of' the chart within the subregion.

_ .. .

There a-e exceptions to the chart numbering
system j. described, such as Bathymetric
(Bottom . itour) and Non-Submarine Contact
Charts. .ThIse charts, at a scale larger than
1:2,000,000, do not portray portions of a
coastline, but chart parts of the ocean basins. In
view of the characteristics of these charts, they
are identified with an alphabetical character plus
four digits: The letter "B" danoting bottom
contour (I3C) charts with or without Loran-A;
the letter "C" for bottom contour charts with
Loran-C information; the letter "N",
non-submarine contact (NSC) charts; the letter
"M", NSC charts containing Loran-C. The first
digits of these charts describe the longitude
band, and the last two digits describe the
latitude band.

Combat charts also fall within the
fiVeTcharact er identifier. Ho w ev er, because o f
their special military use, some- deviation was
made to dis1inguish them from regular'
navigational charts. Their five-character
identifier consists of the two digits indicating
the region and subregion in which the chart falls,
the third character is a letter, and the final two
characters are digits identifying the geographical
sequence of the chart:

This numbering system is also applicable to
nautical charfs produced by foreign governments
which the DMAHC maintains within its
distribution system.

The charts your ship has on board depend
on your ship type (CV, DD, LST, etc.). The
allowance of charts for each type of ship is

.

prepared 1.)y taking into consideration its
probable operating range and its facilities for
chart storage. For each type of ship assigned to
units of the Atlantic of Pacific Fleet:, you will
find the minimum chart allowance listed in Pub.
No. 1-PCL.

Quantities designated are .basic minimum
allowances. Your ship may carry additional
charts, depending on your particular area of
operation or the type of fleet commander's
instructiOns.

PUBLICATIONS AND CATALOGS

Nautical charts and publications may be
found indexed in one of the below listed
catalogs. These catalogs can provide additional
information of interest to the navigator that"
may not be found in Pub. No. 1-PCL.

Catalog No. Contents

Pub. No.
1-N-A

Pub. No.
1 -N- L

Pub 1-N,
REGION 1

Pub 1-N,
REGION 2

Pub 1-N,
REGION 3
Pub 1-N,
REGION 4

103

1 1 9.

General information on the
catalog, graphics showing regions
covered by Lists of Lights and
Sailing Directions, a listing of
Loran and Omega charts and
plotting and display charts.
Instructions and forms for
ordering charts and publications.

Complete numerical listing of
'charts issued by DMA
Hydrographic Center. Standard
terminology ;-or DMA
Hydrographic Center and
National Ocean Survey charts.

United States and Canada

Central and South Amei ica and
Antarctica

Western Europe, Iceland,
Greenland, and the Arctic
Scandinayia, Baltic, and U.S.S.R.
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Figure 7-10.World regions and subregions.
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Figure 7-10.World regions and subregions. 74.284
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Contents

West Africa and the
G1ON 5 Mediterranean

Indian Ocean

- , Australia, Indonesia, and New
GION 7 Zealand

b 1-N, Oceania
(*MN 8

Pubs17N, East Asia
REGIQN 9

Suppose you are to sail from Norfolk,. Va.,
o Sao Luis ia South America. For general

planning and for sailing the open sea between
the twO ports; you would refer to Pub. No.
1-N-A to. locate -the appropriate small-scale
charts; Sailing DifectionsrLight List% any charts
needed for loran navigation, and position
plotting sheets: For the large-scale charts nCeded
when you navigate in port, channels, etc., you'

Additions and changes to the catalogs may
be obtained from the Notice to Mariners.

The National Ocean Survey Catalog of
Aeronautical Charts and Related Publications,
and the DOD Catalog Of Aeronautical Charts and
Flight Information Publications contain index
plates .and listings of aeronautical charts and
publications. The charts are used principally for
aeronautical navigation.

Only the latest editions of charts are issued.
All charts issued by the slepots will be corrected
through NM 26/75 after which corrections will
no longer be applied. All charts are corrected as
of the print date shown in the lower left corner
of the chart. Corrections affe6ting charts after
the issue date are published in the weekly Notice
to'Mariners. All Navy ships receive the Notipe to
Mariners.

PORTFOLIO CHART LIST
't

The Portfolio Chart List (Pub. No. 1-PCL) is
a publication furnished by the DM AHC to
United States ships. It is issued in two volumes;

1.1.W..
one for the Atlantic side of the world and one
for the Pacific side. The ocean of operation
deterMines which volume. is issued to a
particular ship. This publication contains a
complete list of charts, by rportfolio, arranged
accorOng tO their numberS, The basic minimum
charti and publication allowance for active

' vessels assigned to the: Pacific or Atlantic Fleets
is listed in Section 6 labeled For Official Use
Only. Each ship May carry additional charts,
depending On the particular area Of operation, or
according to instructions from type or fleet
.Commanders.

ThePortfolio- Chart' List-is- intended- as a
guide in selection and stowage of nautical charts
aboard ship, and proVideS a readV:reference to_
the giouping by geographic sequence of the
charts in the various portfolios: Most of the
necessary information concerning charts, such as
chart nuinber, edition number and date, and
title required by a mariner in establishing a chart
correction card system, is included within this
.publitmtion

For- nautical charts of the Great Lakes and
adjacent iraters, reference should be made to the
Natibnal Ocean SurveyNautica1 Chart Catalog 4.
This Catalog may be issued by the DMAHC to
the :U.S. Navy and Other authorized users. All
other users may obtain this catalog from the
Distribution Division (C44) (N.O.A.A.),
Riverdale, Maryland 20840.

COAST PILOT AND SAILING
DIRECTIONS

Similar information is given in the United
States Coast Pilot (N.O.A.A.) and Sailing

'Directions (DMAHC). Whereas Coast Pilot
applies to the United States and its possessions,
Sailing Directions pertain to the rest. of the
world. New volumes are issued from time to
time. Examples from these publications are
shown in figures 7-11 and 7-12.. Typical
information in both publications includes
Pilotage, appearance of coastline (mountains,
landmarks, visible foliage, 1c.); navigational aids
in general; local weather conditions; tides and
currents; local rules of the road, if any;
bridges-type, and clearance; anchorage facilities;
repair facilities; availability of fuel and

105
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Actee

THE BAHAMA ISLANDS

Inhabited, form part of -a dependency of Ja-
mike (sec. 1-1) with the sent of the dependency
government at Grand Turk (sec. 80-25).

West Caicos Island (1140' .N.,78°28' W;),
on the western and Of Cakes Bank, is 81/2 miles
long, north to south, and attains a height of 50
feet. The western side Of .the island is fringed
by. a steep-to shorebank that extends about 200
yards offshore. Southwest_ Point, the south-
western eitrenity of the island, is fronted by
a shorebank that extends about % mile Offshore.
- Caution must be exercised when approaching

West Caicos Island at night or in thick Weather
and also early in the morning when the island
is sometinies enveloped ina mist.

Anchorage can be taken in 8 fathoms about
200 yards westward of some conspicuous ruins
on the middle of the western side of the island.
Anchorage can also be taken in 5 or 8 fathoms
in Clearsaild Road off the southern side of West
Caicos Island. Clearsand Road is sheltered
from minds northward of west and from the

Providenciales Mend, 5 miles northeast-.
ward of Weit Caicos Island, lies on the north-
western side: of Caicos Bank. Near its center
this island is 280 feet high. South Bluff, the
southwestern extremity of the island; is a bold,
white, rocky bluff. From South Bluff the west-
ern side of Providenciales Island trends about
734 miles irregularly northward to the northern
end of the island and forins two bays. The
southern of these is fronted by West Reef, and
the northern is fronted by a shorebank that ex-
tends less than 1 mile offshore. Malcolm Road
is an anchorage on the latter shorebank;

A detached bank, with depths of 10 to 15
fathoms, has been reported (1929) to lie about
21/4 miles offshore nearly 4 miles south-south-
westward of the nOrthern extremity of Provi-
denciales Island.

The northern extremity of Providenciales
Island ,is a moderately high, peaked hill, sur-
mounted by a pile of stones. This hill fs`.13 to
a low point. A reef, with shoal depths close

Figure 7-11.Sample taken from Sailing Directions.' 69.32

6. DELAWARE BAY

The.oll and chemical wharven on the northeast side of
the entrance to Big Timber Creek-hare depths. of about
12 feetat their; fame: Above here, the creek la little used
except by pleasure craft. Several repair yards' are along
the' creek, the largei t. of which can haurout boats rip to
48 feet ,hrfength, for hull and engine repairs. Available
suppihn Include gasoline, water, and ice.

.

Glovweiter City, on the east side of Delaware River.
8345 miles above the Delaware Caper, is the site of large
manufacturing plants; The waterfront Is lit miles long
end the depths at most of the wharves range from 5 to 15
feet, hut there are wharvesavith depths ot BO feet or more
at the faces. A Coast Guard Baae is about Midway along. the waterfront. The current 'velocity I. 2.1 knots off
Gloucester City..

Newton Creek, on the east side of Delaware River 84
miles above tbe Capes, forms the boandary between
Olor4cester City and Camden. Navigation la blocked 500ya -above the mouth by low fixed bridges. The Creek
has depths of BO feet or more between the wharves of a
shipeuilding plant on each side.

Camden, New Jersey, on the east beak of Delaware
River 88.5 'miles above .the Delaware Capes, Is an kn-
portant numaincturing and shipbuilding center directly
opPortite Philadelphia, with which ita industrial and ship.
i g activities are closely allied. 'Lie South Jersey Port
Cbrnmission, with headquarters at Camden, has Jurisdic,
tion over the New Jersey ports bordering Delaware

at the face, on the main-channel side of the island.
The channel between Petty Ireland and the New Jenny

mainland has a controlling depth of about 12 feet from .
end to ind, and Is tined principally by vesnels bound to or
from Cooper River; both entrances are marked by buoya.,
The railroad bridge over the northeastern end of the -
channel hae a bascule span with a clearance of 12 feet;
nee 203.225, Chapter 2, for drowspan regulations.

Cooper River empties into the south side of the channel
back of Petty Island WI mile above the southwest en-
trance. The lower part of the river carries a substantial
traillc in petroleum products and sand and gravel, and
crushed rock. In Juae 1960, the controlling depth was
IPA feet in the dredged channel from the entrance to the
head of the project. The channel through the flats at
tbe mouth is marked by buoys.

Four drawbridges cross the river between tbe mouth
and the head- of the project. Minimum clearance Is 4
feet, at the two brtlges about a mile above the mouth ;
minimum width is at the highway bridge Omit 0.4 mile
above tbe mouth where the swingspaa has a width of 20
feet in the east draw. r
- The mean range of tide fa 5,9 feet in the entrance to

Cooper River. The principal wharves along the river
have depths of S lo 12 feet alongside. Two marine rail-
ways are just inside the mouth of the river. The railway
on the east hank can haul out boats up 'to 50 feet in
length ; storage can be arranged and gasoline and fresh

Figure 7-12.Sample taken from Coast Pilot, Atlantic Coast
1 06
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ns; transportation service ashore; and
'industries

PTE: Under, a new concept, begun in
971, the 70 volume-a- of existing Sailing

Direction§ are being replaced by 44.Publications;
35 new graphic Sailing Directions

(Enr out e), eight nesii Sailing Directions
(Planning Guide).

Typical contents of the new Sailing
Directions are shown below.

Sailing Directions (Enroute)

Table of tontents

SECTOR 1 - West Point to East Point

dart information iraphic

Coastal Winds & Currents

Outer Dangers

Coastal Feature§

Anchorages (doastal). ,
;

Major Ports /

/
Directi its; Landmarks; Navaids; Depths;
Limit tions ; Restrictions; Pilotage;

,Regul tions; Winds; Tides; Currents;
Anc rages

NO : Port facilities have been omitted
fro the new format. They are tabulated
in /the new expanded World.Port Index.

Index - Gazetteer

Navigational features and place names
are listed alphabetically in the back of
the book. The Sector \No. and
approximate coordinates are listed to
facilitate reference to the'best scale chart
shown on the Chart Information graphic.

NOTE: Many names in the Index -
Gazetteer are included as a gazetteer

feature. Only those names with page
references are described in the text.

Sailing Directions
(Planning Guide)

Information CoveredChapter

1. Countries

2. Ocean Basin
Environment

3. Warning Areas

4. Ocean Routes

5. Navaid Systems

GOvernments, Regulations,
Search & Rescue,
Communications, Pratique ,
Pilotage.

Oceanography,Climatology,
Magnetic Disturbances

Operating Areas, Firing Areas,
Reference Guide to Warnings,
Cautions

Route Chart & Text, Traffic
Separation Schemes

Electronic Navigation
Systems, Systems-of Lichts
& Buoyage

Coast Pilot, besides its standard information
on United States ports and waterways, contains
descriptions of ports and harbOrs; pilot
information; , quarantine and marine hospital
i n forma tion; Coast Guard stations; radio
services;\ distances and bearings; time signals;
atmospheric pressure, temperature,: and wind
tables; rides of the road; instructions in case of
shipwrecl ; and general harbor regulations.
LIGHT IJLSTS

Use f light lists as a navigatiónal aid is
described in chapter 5 of this book. The Defense
Mapping Agency Hydrographic publication List
of Lights contains detailed information on the
location aid characteristics of every light in the
world no located zirf the United States or
possession . Brief descriptions of lighthouses and
fog signal are included. List of Lights is
published \n seven volumes, and they are
corrected t rough Notice to Mariners. A sample
page from a current issue is reproduced in figure
7-13.

Information on lights located on the
continental coasts of the United States or its
possessions, or in any of the United States

107
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(I) (2) (3)
Ns. Nene end Meows Position

tei.lesg.

(4) (6) (6) (7)
Chereeteeistic Height Range Structure, height (feet

. (miles)

(8)
Savors. Rarnarlts. Fog signals

BAHAMA ISLANDS

0

r N. W.
GREAT INAGUA ISLAND:

16400 - 1 albs from SW. point of 20 56 Gp. FL W.(2) 120I 4804 island. 73 40 period 10' 37
, IL 0.41,4e. 0.0'

,
IL 0.4', cc. 8.3'

16410 - Matthew Town, in front of 20 57 F. W . att
1 ssos the courthouse. 73 40 12

16411 - Ilan of War Bay, boat .... 21 03 F.Or
J 4006 73 39

16411.1 - - Rear, 300 yards 87'
1 4804.1 from front.

16412 - - Root 21 03 F.Or
4401. 2 73 39

16412.1 - - Rear, 131 yards 130 F.Or
Jona. 21 from hoot.

16420 - N. of Ft: Henrietta,
I 4105.4 f1010.

16420.1. - - Rear, about 50 yards
14206.44 76' from front.

16430 - S. of Louisa Point
I 4805. 2 front.

16430.1 - - Rear, about SO yards
14405.21 ur from from.

2057. F.R .
73 41

F. R

20 57 F. R
73 40

F. R

CAICOS ISLANDS:
16435 - Frovidesciales Island, 21 49 FI.W

1 4806. 8 NW. Point. 72 09 period 10"

16436 Providenciales, N11.
poInt

16438 - Caps Comete, E. Caicos
4807 Islaod.

16440 - South Caicos Island
I 411011 Ccoldnuis Harbor, oo

Govangsent Hill.

16445 - Long Cay

16448 - Bush Cay

21 52
72 20

21 43
71 28

21 30
71 31

Gp. Fl .W.(3)
psr:od IS*
IL 0.5', ec. 2.0,
fl. 0.5", ec. 2.0'
0. 0.5s. ec. 9.5'

Ga. Fl. W. (2) .
period 20'

F. W

21 29 FI.R
71 31 period 2.4

21 II Gp. Fl. W. (2)
71 38 period 10"

fl. Sc. 2.0'
D. 0.5", ee. 7.0"

17 White cylindrical st ne
tower; 113.

Partially obscured 165*-I83'
Rodiobsocon (about 1.6 miles N.)

8 Skeleton steel tower; 32 ... 2 Fl. G. 3' lights ate shown close
northward.

Black and white square
daymark.

Black and white square
daymark.

Black and white square
daymark.

Black and white square
daymark.

4

4 Post, white diamond, black
border: 7.

4 Post. white diamond, black
bade:: 7.

4 Post, white diamond, black
border; 15.

12

14

15

50 9 White Wilding flat roof;
IS 15.

5

14

Visible 180'790'.

125
Figure 7-13.-Sample from Light Lists.
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4aterways, is promulgated in Light Lists
"ec% by the United States Coast Guard.

, stoidng, and keeping an accurate
charts 'account for much of a

aster's duty. It could be a full-time job
usingmany charts.

CHARTS

Wit the imrtfolio system, charts are
arranged and numbered in a geographical
sequende which provides for systematic sfowage
-of*charts aboard ship. With the exception of
'Pcirtfolios WA and WP, the 54 portfolios are

, -

composed of charts at a scale of 1:2,000,000
"arid large . To establish- a logical numbering
system *thin the geographical subregions
(pOrtfoli s), a worldwide skeleton .grid
framework of coastal charts was laid out at a
wale of 1: 50,000. This skeleton series Is used
as basic c verage for the numbering ,exce.pt in
areas Whe a coordinated series at about this
scale Curre tly exists. An example of an
exception the coast of Norway where a
coordinated series of 1:200,000 coastal charts
are in existence. Within each region, the
geographical subregions (portfolios) are
numbered counterclockwise around the
continents, and, within.each subregion, the basic
(1:250,000 skeleton) series is also numbered
counterclockwise around the continents. The
skeleton. coverage is assigned generally every
20th digit, except that the first 40 numbers in
each subregion are reserved for smaller-scale
coverage. Charts with 7dles larger than the
skeleton 1:250,000 cove ge are assigned one of
the 19 numbers following the number assigned
to the skeleton sheet within which jt faUs. Thus,
the last three digits of a five-digit numbered
chart identify the chart in geographical order
within the subregion or portfolio, with many
numbers left unused io that charts produced in
.the future= may be placed within this same
geographical order.

Arrangements of charts within a portfolio
begins with the smaller-seale coverage of charts;
that is, all charts at a scale smaller than

1:250,000 covering the portfolio are assigned
initially. erefore, these4wil1 be the first chart
numbers 'thin a portfolio. (The first 40
numbers, 00-039, 'are used for this purpose.)
The skele n series (1:250,000) then comes into
prominen e beginning with the last three digits
of a ch numbered 040 and continuing with
060,100, etc., until all coverage within a
portfolio area is included. Charts at scales larger
than 1: 0,000 are then numbered within the
skeleton series such as 041, 042, 061, 062, 081,
082, 10 , 102, etc. Within this scheme it is
readilY pparent that chart numbers will not be
listed a strict numerical sense of using all

0 digits. this way provision is made to include
future harts into the s heme without having to
estab
additio
DMA
Surve
charts
Syste
all ch

in
desi
laid
char
fol
fol
pre

co

li

a suffix to
to charts pr

ydrographic
(formerly US
stocked wit
are also iden
s fall within

arts must be
e compartm
ed for the pu

flat. It may
but they

g is neces
s. Special pr

each chart number. In
duced- or reproduced by
nter, the National-Ocean
& GS charts) and foreign

the DMA Distribution
ified with a number so that
he portfolio format.
towed in an orderly manner
nts or drawers specially

se. They should always be
e necessary to fold some
ust never be rolled. When
, try to follow the original

cautions must be taken to
ent curling at/the edges.
It is a good i ea to have a list Of the charts
tained in yo portfolios. To make sure 'you
have all th charts on the list, occasionally

ck the char s in the portfolios against this

Cs RRECI'LNG CHARTS
-

Defense Mapping Agency Hydrogmphic
enter publications mentioned thus far are

fnublished at more or less widely separated
tervals. As a result, provisions must be made

or keeping marineri apprised of, changes in
hydrographic conditions as soon as possible after
they occur.

The principal medium for distributing
correctiOns to charts, light lists, and other.
DMAHC publications is Notice to Mariners. One
or more copies are distributed to each naval
vessel. Each notice is divided into three sections.

1 9
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

Sect;on I, chart corrections; Section II, light list
corrections; and Section III, broadcast warnings.

Supplements to Coast Pilots and looseleaf
changes to Sailing Directions, issued-
periodically, contain all the corrections from
Notice to Mariner and other sources received
since the issue date of

have a chart

eit er the publication
itself or the previous supple ent or change.

Each chart on board
correction card on file. With t e chart correction
card systeni, only the charts ir current use in the
operating area of your ship nust be kept up to
date at all times. Cortections are not made to
other charts until the charts \are needed. If a
chart is uncorrected, a notatioh is made on the
card. The entry gives the Noiice to Mariners'

. number and page number. When a chart is
corrected, the date and the initials of the person
who corrected the chart are entered in the
prescribed spaces on the card.

The weekly Notice to Mariners features a
new format for presenting corrective
information affecting charts, Sailing Directions,
arid Coast Pilots. In Seetion I chart corrections
are listed by chart number, beginning with the
lowest and progressing in sequence through each
chart affected. The chart corrections are
followed by publication corrections which are
also listed in numerical sequence. Since each
correction pertains to a single chart or
publication, the action specified applies to that
particular chart of publication only. Related
charts and publications, if any, are listed
separately.

Figure 7-14 explains each of the elements of
a typical correction.

A correction preceded by (1) a star (*),
indicates it is based on original U.S. source
information; (2) the letter "T" indicates it is
temporary, and; (3) by the letter "P" indicates it
Is preliminary.

Courses and bearings are given in degrees
clockwise frcim 0000 true. Bearings of light
sectors are toward the light.

The visibility of lights is usually the distance
that a light can be seen in clear weather and is
expressed in nautical miles. Visibilities listed are
values received from foreign sources. The
visibility of lights listed for U.S. Coast Guard
lights are expressed as nominal range.

Chart/Publicarion Garrection
Record, Card

Before changing any chart, you should go
through the Chart/Pub Correction Record
(DMAHC-8660/9) cards (figure 7-15) and remove
those affected by that particular notice. After
withdrawing the cards corresponding to the
number entered on the chart correction list, you
are ready to enter the necessary data on the,
cards. Prepare a card for each chart/publication,
inserting the following information:

110

127

Chart/Publication Number (e.g., 97060)
Portfolio (e.g., A97)
Edition No/Date (e.g., 1/Jan 1945)
Classification (e.g., "U" for Unclassified)

Title ofChart/Publication (If title is too long,
use an abbreviated descriptive title.)

NOTE: In correcting charts which have
accumulated numerous corrections, it is more
practical to make the latest correction first and
work backwards, because late corrections may
cancel or alter earlier corrections.

Upon receipt of a new chart and/or a new
edition, a new card should be made so that the
card will show only those corrections (including
temporary changes) which have been publiShed
since the date to which the chart was corrected
by the DMAHC. Temporary changes are not
incorporated in new editions of charts and must
be carried forward from old editions. Consult
NM 13, 26, 39, and 52 for outstanding
temporary corrections. At the end of each
quarter, the DMAHC will include in the Notice
to Mariners a Chart Correction List, for that
quarter, containing all effective Notice to
Mariners correcti ns to charts. The list for Navy
Notice to Marin rs corrections will be published
annually. Thes lists should be checked'against
the cards to a ure that all correCtions have been
entered.

The card
Notice to
and public
record, -onl

is designed for use in recording all
ariners corrections affecting charts
tions held on board, With this
the charts and publications of the



A:7 5741...

Last Notice
to *trimly

11/3/73 .LAST. NM 52/74
Depth 36 feet Rep (1975)

Okiect(s) of
Corrective action

Source(s) of 'Current
kformation\ to Mariners

(NOS CL112/76) (N)9/76
28°10.1'N 82°30.1'W

Position

Figura 7-14.Typicalcorrectkins format

operating area need to be corrected. Charts and
u licatioris not immediately required may be

dateci as areas of operations change. Holders
nautical Material must ensure that a card

reccird is 'maintained for Notice to Mariners
corrections to all charts and publications carried
aboard, with actual corrections being made on
those charts and publications prior to being Used

:Jot navigational purposes. When the correction
pirtiaord cards are established for 'the charts and
r,faiblications, the following procedures should be

Wowed in maintaining the system.
Where corrections, have been,-made aboard

ship, sirice the chart was received, the Noticelo"
Mariners limber and yeai should be entered on
the card. The chart should also be annotated to

Andicate that corrections have been made.

After all entries have been made on the
caids, the applicable corrections from 'Notice to
Mariners should be plotted on those charts
which are in active use. Entries are to be made
on the corresponding correction cards to show
the date and the person who made the correction.
The commanding officer of the ship will
determine which charts are to be kept corrected

69.35

to date. Put a list of those charts in the front of
Pub. No. 1-PCL for reference.,

Chart Correction Techniques

- After a little practice on obsolete charts,
correctioria to printed information on nautical
charts can be made neatly and quickly. These
corrections become a pennanent 'part of the
chart and may involve the safety of the ship;
therefore, they must be made in ink so they will
not be accidently erased when cleaning the chart
after. use. The only instruments neceSsary to
correct charts are several high-quality ballpoint
pens or central feed technical fountain pens, a
variety of stick or pencil-type erasers, an erasing
shield, and a Chart Correction Template 9998.

FreqUently, the first step in correcting a
chart is to erase that part of the charted
information that will be changed. To erase an
inked line, rest the chart on a smooth surface.
The top of a chnrt table is well suited for this;
but, if an improvised surface is needed, place the

11i
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CHART/PUB. CORRECTION RECORO cnamie-astofs 01.741
CHART/PUB. NO.

TITLE

PORTFOLIO NO. rrDITION NO/DATEICLASSrRIC!.: I CORR ECTED THRU N. TO M. NOPIR. OR PUB. CHANGES

APPLICABLE NOTICE TO MARINERS
-PUB.
PAGE

CORRECTION
MADE

Nim PUB.
PAGE

CORRECTION
MADE

PUB.
PAGE

CORRECTION
MADE

NO:, DATE INITIAL NO. DATE INITIAL NO. DATE INITIAL

N/M PUB. CORRECTION
PAGE MADE
NO. DATE INITIAL

CHART/P

Figure 7-15.Chart/Pub. Correction Record (DMAHC-8660/9).

areas to be erased over a large surface that is
smooth and hard. Erase in a back and forth
motion with an abrasive eraser. This will remove
most of the ink. To preserve the quality of the
paper's surface, remove the remainder of the ink
with a nonabrasive eraser. Most typewriter
erasers are very abrasive and general erasers are
mildly abrasive. A sharp penknife or razor blade
used to erase can be a valuable tool in the hands
of an experienced draftsman, but poor handling
of a knife can quickly ruin a chart. Rubbing an
erased surface with an ivory or bone burnishing
tool, or even the thumbnail, may improve its
inking qualities. The ink from a conventional
lettering or drafting pen tends to feather to a
degree depending on the condition of the erased
surface. Normally, a ballpoint pen with a fine
point feathers less and reduces the possibility of
ink smears. Another advantage of the ballpoint
is the variety of colored inks available. Although
black is the principal color used in chart
correction work, other colors such as green,
purple, magenta, or blue may be occasionally
needed.
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Corrections in writing should be kept clear
of the water, as much as possible, unless the
objects referred to are on the water.'

When inserting written corrections, care'
must be taken not to obliterate any .of the
information already on the chart.

When "notes" are to be inserted (such as
cautionary, tidal, etc.) they should be written in
a convenient but conspicuous place, where they
will not interfere with any other details.

The year and number of every Notice to
Mariners from which corrections have been
made are to be entered in ink at the lower
left-hand corner of the charts, thus: "1968-6, 9,
18." Temporary.. changes shuuld be made in
pencil.

CHARTS UNDER RED LIGHTS

Red has been selected as the preferred color
for night lighting. This red color effect may be
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attained by the use of red bulbs, red shields or
filters, or red goggles. The use of red lights
seriously affects the legibility of charts such as
the bidf, orange, and red colors-are all invisible
under:red lighting. The DMAHC has met this,
'situation through the use on charts of gay,
magenta, purple, and blue. These colors appear
as different shades, not as.different colors, under
the red light. Caution should be exercised in
ttsing ,the old charts under red light. If there are
ary vital feattires shown on the charts in red,
orange, and yellow colors, it will be necessary to
redraw them in some color that will show, such
as blue, green, brown, or.purple. The use of red
ink or red pencil should be avoided.

ORDER111G.CHARTS

Ships of the Pacific Fleet are requested to
address their requisitions for charts to the DMA
Depot, Clearfield, Utah 84016. Ships of the
Atlantic Fleet send their requisitions to the
DMA Depot, 5801 Tabor. Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 19120. If an emergency arises, as
when a ship receives orders on short notice,
address the requisition to the nearest DMAHC
Office.

All requests for complete portfolios and
individual charts should be submitted by the
Navigator, in accordance with the current DMA
INST 8620.1, on DD Form 1149 (figure 7-16) to
the supporting DMA Depot. All requests must
bear an appropriate issue priority designator,
assigned in accordance with the current
OPNAVINST 4614.1, and must be 'signed by the
commanding officer or an authorized
representative.

Assignment of Priorities
to Requisitions

Naval activities and units submitting requests
for charts, maps, and publications must assign
priorities in accordance with OPNAVINST
4614.1. Requests for charts and pUblications
which contain unrealistic priorities interfere
with the service capabilities of the DMA
Distribution System. Basically, the assignment
of a priority to a requisition is dePendent upon
the status of the unit which within the
instruction is referred to as the "force activity
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designator" (FAD), and the urgency (or degree)
of need at the time a requisition is prepared.
These terms are illustrated and described as
follows:

Force Activity Designator Urgency of Need

A B C,

I - Combat 1 4 11

II - Positioned 2 5 12

III - Ready 3 6 13

IV - Reserve/Support 7 .9 14

V - Other 8 10 15

The "urgency of'need" is defined as follows:

AAn emergency requirement for weapons,
.equipment, or material without which
the ship cannot perform its mission or
work stoppages are immediate.

B--7-Items required for immediate use, the
lack of which will imPair the operational
capability of the ship, or without which
the ship -can operate only temporarily or-
w it h lessened efficiency and
effectiveness.

CMaterial required immediately to repair
or replace collateral or administrative
system equipment not essential to the
effectiveness of the ship, or required to
m eet a scheduled deployment, or
required on a more urgent basis than
routine stock replenishment, or tequired
to replenish stocks during deployment.

DMaterial required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowances, and other
routine replenishment and filling of
allowance list requirements.

It is simple to obtain your force activity
designator and to determine your urgency
(degyee) of need. By definition of purpose, most
requirements fit FAD IV or V and category C
for degree of need.
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A priority 9 or 15 should 'cover most
equirem en ts for navigational charts or
ublications. The table below indicates the

maximum delivery time associated "-with the
range or priorities:

-Priority Comm (Days) Overseas (Days)

01-03
04-08
09-15

5
8

20

7
15
45

NOTE: These are maximum delivery times
e st a b lished for supply support. Routine
map/chart requests, even priority 15, are
normally filled (delivered to the customer) in
about 10 to 15 days sinCe most requisitions do

'not involve bulk Shipments and are filled via the
U.S. Postal System. Bulk shipments may take
somewhat longer to deliver, subject to
transpOrtation

'Do not order from a DMA Depot any
publication not issued by that office. Copies of
the Nautical" Almanac, Air Almanac, and
Atnerican Ephermeris and Nautical Almanac, for
instance, arc ordered from the Naval
Observatory; The W4ch OffiCer's Guide, Hobbs
Marine, Navigation I and II, Knight'S Modem
'Seithaiiihip, Dutton's Navigation and Piloting,
and MiXter'sPrirner of Navigation are ordered

from -the Library Division of the Bureau of
Naval Personnel instead of from the DMA:

CLASSIFIED CHARTS AND
PUBLICATIONS

Classified charts and publications must be
handled and stowed in accordance with
provisions of the Department of the Navy
Information Security Program, Regulation,
OPNAVINST 5510.1E. The following pertinent
points should be Tollowed in connection with
handling and stowing classified charts and
publications.

1. Only persons with the necessary security
clearance and a definite need to know should be
granted access to the information.

2. When classified material is not under the
direct observation of an authorized person, it
must be locked up or giVen equivalent
protection.

3. Charts must be stowed in locked
drawers. Publications must be stowed in locked
safes or cabinets.

4. MOney, jewels, or Other valuables must
never be stowed in containers used for stowing
classified material.

5. Combinations (or keys) to safes or locks
must be accessible only to persons whose official
duties require access td' the material in the
containers.
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CHAPTER 8

TIME AND TIMEPIECES

e navigator steps ont on the bridge wing
takes. a 'sight on the star- Vega: After

ivarioui corrections tO the 'sextant
he, deterniinesf the altitude of Vega
volition at the instant of observation.

rom tables he- extraCts the altittide, of Vegafrom a previously Selected assUined position
1,at, the instant he took his- sight. He then

ds (again, frau* tables) °the itimuth Of Vega
om the_ AP.' 'The, difference between the
titude from his actual position and the altitude ,om 'the '.assumed position enables- WM to

te-hoW far away he was from the AP at
e ,instant -of observation. He measures thisce along the azimuth line and thus

blishes a line of position.

-The:foregoing general outline tells hoW a line.
of 'PdsitiOn is determined by ceIestial navigation. -.The'reasan it is inserted here preniattirely is to

. ;impress 'upon You the importance of the time
,' elementin. navigation. Suppose the .navigator's
obserVation is inaccurate by 1.minute. Although1 minute of time isn't very long, it can make
cOnsiderable difference in navigation. Instead of
the 'aCtual observation time, suppose the altitude
isf'worked . out for 1 minute earlier or later,
which could produce an error of as much as 15
miles in the resulting lino of position. Regardless
of 'rim latitude, a 1-minure time error produces
a 15-arc minute error in longitude. On- the
Equator, 1 Minute ofiongitude equals 1 nautical

. You -know, of course, that, the motion of the
Sun and the stars aroUnd the Earth_ is only
apparentari illusion created by the rotation of
the Earth itself. Nevertheless,, in the discussion
of tithe which follows, it is simpler to consider
the heavenly bodies as moving around the Earth.

TIME AND AR
Ordinarily, we use slar jtime, which is

measured by -the motion of the Sun around the
Earth. If you are standing on t e main deck aft
Of a shiP headed due no h an the Sun passes
your giVen meridian (yo longtude), it is noon

he e yOu are atothat tim but, if, the ship were,
headed due east, noon wou41 occur on the
forecastle before it wou &Cur at your after
location,

Every celestial o serv tion is timed
according to the tim at the Greenwich
meridiani Usually time det rinined by means
of the chronometer, w h is set to Greenwich
time. In order to cl rify the relationship
between thne and arc, le s say that it is exactly
nisin where you are, yo knOw your longitude,
and you want to fin wlat time it is in
Greenwich.

Because of the Earth' rotation the Sunappears
to make a complete 360 revolution around the
Earth every 24 hours ( ). When the Sun is on a
particular meridian, it is oon along that meridian.
In other words, when th Sun is on the Greenwich
meridian (00), it is noor by Greenwich dme, To
Make the explanation sipler, let's say you're in
90° W longitu de . It'snooi whete you are,so the Sun
also is in 90°W. That i sincie leavingGreenwich,
the Sun traveled throug
1200 Greenwich time
timeat Greenwich now
required for the Sun to

900 Of arc.Because it was
hen the Sun was at 00, the

ust be 1200 plus thetime
ravel through 90° of arc.

The foregoing ex lanafion provides all the
elements of a problem for conver Ling arc to time.
If you know that it takes 24h for the Sun to travel
360°, it should be a !cinch to find how long is
required for it to go e. thus, if it travels:360°
in 24h, it must go 15° 4i Th.lf it transits 15 ° in 1 h
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t ;must go 1° la 4 minutes (m). Then, to go 900
phis 90 multiplied by 4m, or 360m which is. Six hours ago it waS 1200 Greenwich time.

erefore, the time at Greenwich now must be
00. You actually have converted 90° ofarc to

Li Of time. In doing so, you discovered the basic
relationship between arc and time. This

'.relationship is stated ai 15° of longitude (arc)
equals 1 hour of time.

You can also convert time to arcthe reverse
of, the example just worked. Tab/es for.

converting either Way -are in the Nautical
Almanac (see figure 8-1) and in Bowditch.

KINDS OF TIME

Astrondiny provides the basis for measuring
time which is of paramount iiiiportance to the
navigator. A day is measured as one rotation of
the ',Earth about its axis. The external reference
point determines 'the type of time considered:
solar, sidereal, or lunar. Apparent and mean time
are applied in certain problems of navigation.
The difference between apparent and mean time
is called equation, of time.

APPARENT TIME

The Sun, as mentioned earlier, is our most
convenient reference point for reckoning time.
Time- measured by the Sun is solar time.
RotatiOn of the Earth on its axis produces
apparent motion of .the Sun around it: When we
measure time by the apparent motion of the Sun
itself, we call it apparent time. If the Sun is
directly over the meridian we are on, we say that
it it noon., local aPparent time. When it is
clirectly Over the meridian 180° away from
ouis, it is midnight, local apparent time.

If the Earth remained stationary in space, all
7 the days reckoned by apparent time would be

the, same length. But the Earth travels in an
-elliPtical orbit inclined to the equatorial plane
around the Sun, and its speed along its Orbit
varies with its position in its orbit.
Consequently, the time required for a complete
rotation of the Earth on its axis, relative to the
Sun, varies according to position of the Earth in
its orbit. The length of a day, therefore,

reckoned by a complete rotation of the Earth
with regard to the Sun, also varies.

MEAN TIME
a.

Instead of eacti day having exactly 24 hours,
it would be rather Confusing if some days had
more and some fewer hours to conform to the
irregularities of the Earth's revolution. 'To
preserve the obvious advantages of solar time,
yet eliminate these irregularities, mean solar
time is used. It, is calculated from the motion
around the Earth of an imaginary mean sun,
which always makes the 360° trip in exactly 24
hours. When it - is noon by local mean time
(LMT), the mean sun, in lieu of the true sun, is
exactly over your meridian.

Four times a year the positions Of the mean
and the true Sun coincide. In other words, on
those four occasions there is no difference
between apparent and mean time. Otherwise,
there-always is a difference, Called the equation '
of time, which is listed in the Nautical Almanac
for every 12 hours of Greenwich mean time
(GMT) of the Sun on any date. The equation Of
time reaches a maximum of nearly 16-1/2
minutes.

SOLAR, SIDEREAL, AND
LUNAR TIME

Solar time, we learned, is calculated from
the motion of the Sun around the Earth. Solar
time is the principal time used in navigation.

Sidereal time, calCulated from the motion of
the stars around the Earth; is used-, in the
procedure for identifying heavenly bodies
(described later). For the present, all you need
to know about sidereal time is that it is
measured by the motion around the Earth of the
first point of Aries. A sidereal day is about 4
minutes shorter than a mean solar day, and there
are 366-1/4 sidereal days in 3654s mean solar..
days.

A lunar day is the elapsed time between two
consecutive transits of the moon over an
observer's meridian; it is about 50 minutes
longer than a mean solar day. Moon data is used
in some navigation problems and in tide analysis.
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t local mean tune on the
erent from local Mean time

other ctiords, local mein
ers' in different_ longitudes. In
for example, a difference of

occurs _between gone- eod_of
d elither

d result 'y weryone set his wa
can,,,t,?i-tretr'stalelind, now, how a gtecnheralon

'owriLMT. He 1, 11 have to change it every
viiI -Went a few. blocks on a street running

T eliminate this difficulty,
tune tablished,

which an clocks are set to the sante tim .
eience,of 1-hour takea place between one

iinie Zone and the !keit. Because lh is 15°, you
"can file that each time zone comprises 15° of
longitude.

The ,4tandard tide zones begin at the
'C.;itienwich meridian (0 ). Every meridian east

i'''.:pand"*est of dreenwich that is a multiple of.15
45°-, 60°, 75°, and so on) .is.a

itindard. times', meridian. Each. standard time
nierldian ire at the center` of its time zone, and
the zone extends 7°30 ' (half of 15°) on either
sid f the meridian. Certain standard time
zànes ashOre vary somewhatfrom this procedure
tdgive adjacent poPulated areas the same time

And for other reasons of convenience.
Local mean time along each standard time

meridian is zone (atandard) time for the entire
:lime zone. Zone time in navigatio., is

abbreviated ZT.
Daylight saving time is simple zone time set

ahead 1 hour (son.atimes 2 hours) to extend the
time of daylight in:the evening. Daylight saving

'time is ignored in navigation.

:;

'.:Gnoes haVe been . es

ZONE TINE
AND GMT(UT)

If GMT or universal time (UT) is the time at
the Greenwich meridian, measured by the mean

. Sun, and the Greenwich meridian is the standard
time meridian for the time zone, it follows that

. zone time anywhere in the zone is the same as
GMT(UT). Moat of the information in
navigational tables relates to GMT(UT): hence,

you must know how to- convert the time in any
zone rO GMT(IJT).

The solar day contains 24h, and each time
zone represents lh, so there must be 24 zone:.
Beginning with the (Greenwich) zone, time

izones nit east and west from zone 1 to zone 12.
(See figure 8-2.) Zones east of Greenwich .are
minus; those west of Greenwich are plus zones.
'(No e that +12 and -12 time zones each include
Ora 1=W .o(:;longitude.)1.1n -other words, in
zones east of Greenwich, You mist subtract the
zone number from the zone time to find
Greenwich time. In zones west of Greenwich,
you must add the two. The zone time at
Greenwich is GMT(UT); consequently, the zone
number tells 'You the difference in hours
between your. Zone time and GMT(UT).

Standard time zones are also designated by
letters. You can find the equivalent letter .

designated from the numbered zone by referring
to figure 8-2.

Because there is a standard time meridian for
every 15° . of longitude, you divide your
longitude by 15° to find which zone you are in:-
Then, to fmd GMT, you merely apply the zone
description (ZD) according to its sign.

To illustrate, assume that you are in
longitude 105°E, ZT is 16h 13m 14s, and you
want to fmd GMT. Dividing 105 by 15 yields 7,
which means yoU are in time zone 7. You are in
east longitude, so the sign is minus. Therefore,
your ZD is -7h. The minus sign means that you
subtract ZD from ZT to fmd GMT. Thus:

ZT
ZD

GMT

16h 23m 14s
-7h

9h 23m 14s

Or, suppose you're in longitude 75°W, ZT is
7h 13m 57s, and you want to find GMT. Divide
75 by 15 and your answer is 5. Therefore, you
are in zone 5, and it V must be plus 5h because
your longitude is west. Consequently1

ZT 7h 13m 57s
ZD +5h

GMT 12h 13m 57s

In both examples, your longitude coincided
with a standard time meridian which simplified
the solution somewhat. If you are not located

119 ,
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Figure 8-2.Standard time zones.
on one of these meridiads, you can figure out
which zone you're in by dividing your longitude
by 15 and obseriing the size of the remainder.
You must bear in mind that each standard time
meridian is at the center of its time zone, and
the zone extends 7°30 ' on either side of the
meridian. For example, say your longitude is
j42°41 'W, and you want to know ZD. Dividing
142°41 bY 15, you have 9, with 7°41 'left over.
But. 7941 'is more than 7°30 so you must be in
the next zone beyond 9, meaning zone 10.

TIME AND DATE

In the first diagram in figure 8-3, the mean
Sun is over the Greenwich meridian, meaning
that it is noon, 1 May, GMT(UT). Because it is
noon, GMT(UT), it must be 1 2 hours later
(midnight) at the 180th meridian on the other
side of the Earth. In other words, the Sun is just

13.76(69)

starting its 24-hour cruise; it is the same day all
tle way around the Earth, but a new day is
about to begin at the 180th meridian.

As the Sun moves westward, it takes noon
a ong with it, io to speak, and midnight moves
along concurrently into east longitude. In the

1

second diagram the Sun has brought noon to
90°W longitude. For the Sun to travel 90°
r4itiires 6 hours, so it is 6 hours past noon, or
18h Om Os GMT(UT). Midnight has moved to
9 °E longitude.

A new day starts as midnight leaves 1800 .

T us, between 180° and 90°E, it is the next
d y, 2 May, while it still is I May from 90°E

to 180°.
Looking at the third diagram, you see that

the Sun has brought noon to the 180th
meridian, and it is midnight in Greenwich. It
nolw is 2 May from 180° to 0° longitude in the
eatern half of the Earth, but still I May from 0°
to 80° in the western half.

1 20
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noon has, reached 90°E,
t has traveled 6h past Greenwich to
2 May over three-quarter; of the
180° around to 90°W; but still 1

quarter between 90°W and 1800 .
MT is 6h Om Os.

e date changes at the 180th meridian in
of 'the diagrams except the first one. Going

west, it becomes the next day at 1800; going
east, it becomes the day before.

When you refer to GMT(UT) in the Nautical
Almanac, you must know what the date is at

. Greenwich. Frequently -the date there differs
from what it is in your longitude. 'Assume that
on 1 May you are in longitude 176°41' W and ZT

IffEn I MAY

. 2 MAY

1 MAY, 1200 GMT

3.
WEST

Ito tit!9 o

ctrft
00111

0091

600

dPN

050°

0400
0?00

0,00

2 MAY, 0000(2400) GMT

I MAY, 1800 GMT

4.
WEST

g g
% o o o

oc%
E Nod'

000
0000
0042

00I1

0013.
/,00

0

g

200

1300

2 MAY, 0600 GMT

69.37

.. Figure 8-3.Date change over the Earth.
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is 16h Om Os. Divide 1760 by 15. The neaiest
whole number is 12, the ZD. Longitude is west;
therefore, ZD is +12h. Adding ZD to ZT, we
Otani the following data:

ZT'
ZD

GMT

16h Om Os (1 May)
+12h

28h Om Os (1 May)

Mkt have we here, 28 o'clock? Time 2800
on I May is the same as 0400 on 2 May.
Therefore, GMT(UT) is 4h Om Os on 2 May.

Suppose that, at the same ZT, you were in
longitude 176°41 'E on the other side of 180,
where it is 2 May.- In this example, ZD is -12 but,'
GMT(UT) comes out the same; the date where
you are is the same as the date at Greenwich. In
the fonner problem, it already has become a day
later at Greenwich.

ZT 16h
ZD -12h

GMT 4h

Om Os (2 May)

Om Os (2 May)

Here is a probletti with a new twist: Suppose
you're in longitude 470 53 'E, ZT is 2h Om Os,
and the date is 2 May. The ZD is -3h. (You
should know why by now.) How can you
subtract 3 from 2h Om Os? Time 0200 on 2 May
is the same as 2600 on 1 May. The figuring goes
like this:

ZT
ZD -3h

GMT

26h (I *May)

23h (1 May)

ZONE AND LOC/O.
MEAN TIME

Zone time is a matter of convenience only.
It was established to keep all clocks in a specific
area on the same time. The actual time where
you are is the local mean time, which changes
continually as the ,Sun moves. Local mean time
also changes as you change your longitude.

If you are located on one of the standard
time meridians, then zone time and local mean
time are the same. Otherwise, you must
calculate local mean time according to the
difference in longitude between your meridian

.139
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e closest standard time mesidian. You
pur longitude from the longitude of

is result ii in degrees, minutes,
are, Which you convert to time
zone time-

you are in longitude 142°41' W and
1m 09s. Divide 142°41 ' by 15, and

oüfihd t you are in zone +10. Your standard
e meridian must be 150°W. Write that down
49°60'Wso it will be easier to subtract your
itude.

e 7°19 to time, and you get Oh 29m
. This change means that LMT at your

meridian differs from ZT by, Oh 29m 16s.
Whether your time is later or earlier than the
time at 150 W depends on,kether you are east
or West of that meridian. You are in west
longitude, which is meaSured west from 00 to
1800, so 150°W must be farther west than
142°41 'W.Therefore, you must be east of the
standard thne meridian. It is always later to the
east; consequently your LMT must be Oh 29m
16s later than ZT. This representation is as
follows:

ZT 06h 21m.
00h 29m

LMT 06h 50m

09s
16s
25s

'TIMEPIECES

rime;measuxing devices have evolved from
the simplest sundials to complicated electronic
equipment. Aboard Navy ships, time is kept by
watches, clocks, and chronometers.

CLOCKS AND WATCHES

A ship's routine activities are timed by the
various ship's clocks or deck clocks, mounted on
the bulkheads and usually set to ZT. When the
ship enters a new time zone, a Quartermaster
makes the rounds of all clocks, resetting them 1
hour one way or the other, contingent upon

whether the ship is' moving east or west. The
commanding authority may, however, direct
that .the .clocks be changed-It some time except
the ihstant of entry into a new zone. Some
arbitrary .time, like daylight saving, 'may be
selected for reasons of convenience. In sonie
localities the ship's clocks are set to :fractional
zone time.

. .
Ships are equipped with a numberlof clocks,

depending upon the-ship's Size and m4ssion. The
pilothouse, engineering spaces, offic s, messing
spar, and staterooms are areas tha normally
have clocks. ., ShiPs' clocks are of var4oüs types:
.12- and 24-hour dials, direct reading, 8-day
(winding period), eleetric, etc. Whatever their
location or type; hoWever, keePing them set to
correct time, adjusting their rates, 'and having ..them repaired when necessaiir is the
Quartermaster's responsibility.

1

One person usually is assigned ithe job of
winding and setting the clocks at intervals
prescribed by the navigator. Ship's1 clocks are
accurate enough to time meals, watch relief,
taps, liberty call, etc. The person assigned the
duty of setting the clocks sets a comparing
watch to the correct time (ei r from a
chrOnometer or radio time signal) and checks
the acCuracy of each dock by comparing it with
the comparing watch. He then notes (in a clock
log) the error of each clock, winds each clock,
and adjusts it to run faster or slower, depending
on whether it was gaining or losing time. No
adjustment for rate is made to clocks that have
only a &Mall error, because frequent adjustments
may cause erraticisms.

Comparing watches and stopwatches may
also be Used for timing celestial observations, as
described in the fmal topic in this chapter.

CHRONOMETER

Chief among navigational timepieces is the
chronometer (figure 8-4). It is considered one of
the most accurate mechanical time machines
devised by man. If )a ship does not have a
chronometer and must navigate at any time by
celestial observations, she is provided with a
timepiece that reason'ably approximates- the
chronometer's accuracy.

The chronometer is a clock of unusually
construction. It is designed for extreme accuracy

122
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GIMBAL
RING

GIMBAL
LOCK

KEy FOR
WINDING

Figure 8-4.Ship's chronometer in its case.

69.38

and dependability, and is built to withstand
shock, vibration, and variations of temperature.
Like !he m,wootie nmpdk.k.. It I 1110111110d m
gunbak to offso mot
handled with thl. greatest clre
accuracy and regularity are essential in
determining GMT(I.JT), the hasie tinie used in
fixing position by celestial navigation.

Types of CRronometers

Two types of chronometers presently are in
use.: size 85 and size 35.

The size 85 chronometer (formerly called
ship chronometer) is the principal navigation
timepiece aboard ship. It can easily be identified
by its 4-inch dial and the jerky motion of its
second hand, which jumps 1/2 second every other
tick. A modified size 85 chronometer is
furnished to missile carrying ships' if those ships

I 23

to `

69.39

Figure 8-5.Stowage of ship's chronometer.

have shipboard time/frequency Standards. This
modification features, an electrical contact
assembly (make-break circuit) . capahle of
producing an electrk:al impulse every second
exCept the 59th second) of each minute. The
make-hreak circuit keeps the DRT and other
ei;uipment on .missile ships set to the correct
time.

Formerly, size 35 chronometers were called
chronometer watches. They are identified by
their inch dial and external winding .steM,
making them reseinhl. largo pocket watches

14", sitit
Plan\ I 11,0\; 11,ing out ot I h

Care of Clironometers

'Fite NAVSkA Technical Manual. currenl
NA VS! A t t arid Navy Regulations
contain complete lust ructions concerning the
ca re. windi ng. and t ra n s por tation of
chronometers. You must fainiliarite yourself
with these .inst ructions. A brief summary of
their content follows.

Before' the chronoinctei IS ruceived ni
board. implete preparations should bc
for its immediate installation. the chronometer
locker figure 8-5 ) shottkl he..Ithated .1, nem. ;Is
possible to the ship's centerlinc, where I he et fect
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of rolling is minimized. Chronometer>thbuld_ To wdd the size 85 chronometer, turn thenot be installed near masses of vertical iron or ------:Instrument gently on its face and steady it with'charged electrical machinery. They should be yotii1ianUncover the keyhole by turning theplaced where they are least subjected to drafts, . dustplate oThthebottom, and insert the key.teniperature changes, the jar of vibration of Wind counterclockisise,Seven half-turns willmachinery, and the shock of gunfire. suffice if no more than 24hours, have elapsedChronometers 'should always remain in their since The last winding. Take the laitturn slowly'gimbal boxes. The, glass cover of the to avoid brineing the winding mechanism upchronometer gimbal box should be kept closed hard against the stopS. After winding, cover theat all times. This cover protects the chronometer keyhole and return the instrument to its normalfrom moisture and prevents sudden, rapid' position. (Except when being wound,_changes of' temperature. The gimbal boxes chronometers should always rest faceup in theirjshOuld be removed from the chronometer locker gimbals.) Check the indicator dial at the top ofonly under the following circumstances: for the face to ascertain that the indicator is back tosafekeeping during extended periods of ship 0.
repair; during deperming of flashing operations;,- To wind the' size 35 chronometer, grasp it inor when the chronometers are scheduled for your left,hand. Turn it in its gimbal until it isoverhaul. vertical, stem up. With the' thumb and indexWhen chronometers are received on board, finger of the right hand, wind the instrument asthey have a small piece of gummed piper you, would a fine watch, again being careful notattached. On this paper is written or .stamped to bring the winding mechanism up hard againstthe Overhaul due date. Chronometers should be the stops. Twenty-one half-turns normally windturned in for 'overhaul within 6 months of the 24 hours.
date indicated 'because, beyond that time:their Most ships have more than one chronometer.rates tend to become erratic and their accuracy They should be wound in the same sequencedeteriorates. each day to prevent omissions.- The .If chronometers are moved for any reason, . Quartermaster customarily winds thetheir gimbal rings must be locked. For chronometers at 1130. A-report of this actiontransportation from 'ship to pool, Or vice versa, must be made to the commanding officer by the, the instruments should be hand-carried by a 001) at 1200.
responsible person. He must guard them
particularly against shocks, jars, or quick rotary
motions. The NAVSEA Technical Manual gives
instructions for transporting chronometers over
a considerable distance (as by express).

Winding Chronometers

Chronometers are started and set to
GMT(UT), at the chronometer pool, and are
never reset thereafter. Although they usually are
designed to run for 56 hours without rewinding,
each one must be wound regularly at
approximately the same time each day to ensure
uniform performance. If a chronometer should
run down, the consequences would be serious;
hence, a better meani than memory alone must
be used as a reminder of the time for daily
winding. The number of hours elapsed since the
last winding is shown by an indicator dial on the
face of each chronometer.

142
124

Error and Rate

Even a chronometer cannot keep exact time
indefinitely. Sooner or later the chronometer
time gradually begins to draw away from
GMT(UT). Chronometers are set to GMT(UT),
as nearly as possible, before delivery aboard
ship. The difference between chronometer time
and GMT, at any instant, is called chronometer
error. Error direction is identified with a sign or
letter (+ or F = Fast) or, (- or S = Slow) to
indicate that the chronometer is either fa§t or
slow in relation to the correct GMT.

Chronometer rate, on the other hand, is the
amount the instrument gains or loses in a
specified time. For example, a chronometer
whose rate is +1.5 seconds will gain 1.5 seconds
every 24 hours. Chronometer rate is usually
expressed as seconds and tenths of seconds per
day, and is labeled "gaining" or "losing."
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iiometei rate is determined by c...ompairg
od .0-4Oral days apart and dividing

the--raimber of days between
e-exasiple below.'

AND TIMEPIECES

Oxon.
Mon. time

-13EL
ilk 32m 00. 02m 00s
11h 32in Ols: 02m Ols

verage daily rate (ADR) is found Aiy using
eforinula

Error

cw on last day obsested)-(errox On first day observed)

, (date of last observation) - (date of fkst observation)

_The example worked from applying the
AD,R formula is for a 317clay month. A navigator
desk*); to determine the chronometer rate
compares the chronometer directly with the
Washington, D.C., (NSS) 1200 radio time signal
on different days. On the first day the
chronometer reads fast by 09 minutes 3.0
seconds, and on the last day it reads fast by 9

minutes 53.5 seconds. Average daily rate (ADR)
is found as follows:

(F) °9In 5MS: ?g 09in us= 1.68s/pining

, No attempt should be made to determine
chronOmeter error closer than Y .(9.5), second.
Average daily rates, therefore, are 'a somewhat
more accurate measurement of the
chronometer's performance than/ are the daily
checks because, in the former method, any daily
observational errors are averaged/out.

/
Determining Chronometer Error

Inasmuch as chronometers, are never reset
aboard ship, an accumulated/ error may become
quite large. Such an err6r is unimportant,
though, if an accurate reeord is pt of the
error.

The most accurate check on ;,.
chronometer and other timepieces is the rddic.,
time signal broadcast by radio station NSS and
other stations listed in Radio Navigational Aids
(Pub. No. 117).

Since 1 Jan. 1973, the broadcast time signals
(UT) have differed from GMT by amounts up to

±0.7s: The difference arises because the time
arguMent ot the navigational tables depends on
tile variable rate or rotati6n of the Earth, while
the broadcast time signals are now based on an
atomic time-scale. Step adjustments of exactly 1
second are made to the time signals assrequired
(normally at 24h on December 31 and June 30)
so that the difference between the time signals
and GMT may not exceed 0.9s. For those who
require GMT to an accuracy better than !s, a
correction (DUT) is coded into .the transmitted
time signal. GMT accurate to 0.1s is obtained by

, applying DUT to the transmitted time signal;
i.e.,

GMT = UT + DUT

, Naval radio stations transmit time signals (on
seven different frequencies) for the 5 minutes
immediately preceding certain hours GMT. The
DUT correction is given in Morse code in the
fmal 9-second pause prior to the long dash.

Each seeond the time signal is marked by
the beginning of a dash; the end of the dash has-
no significance. Beginning at 5 minutes before
the hour, every second is transmitted except the
Slat second of the 1st minute, 52nd second of
thel 2nd minute; '53rd second of the 3rd minute,
54th second of the 4th minute, 29th second of
each minute, the last 4 seconds of each of the
first 4 minutes, and the last 9 seconds of the last
minute. The hour signal after the 9-second break
(59in '60s) consists of a longer dash than the
others. For clarity, the system of dashes is
shown graphically in the Accompanying table.
Minute Second

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

127
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(+Dun

All other time signal transmissions, e.g.,
;VWV (Ft. Collins, Col.), WWVH (Honolulu),
CHU (Ottawa, Can.), are broadcast on 2.5, 5,
10, 15, 20, and 25 megahertz and consist of
dashes at the beginning of each second
(commencing with the zero second of each
minute). \DUT is coded into the first 16 seconds
by clouding of the dashes in seconds 1 to 8 for

'
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.1s to 40.8s, and in seconds 9 to 16 for -0.1s
.8s. For example: If DUT = +0As, the

es for seconds -1,2,3,4 woidd be double; if
-0.6s, 'the dashes for seconds

0,11,1213,14 would be double.
,

, "The upcomini time is announced during the'
interruption of the andiofrequency,The exact
time is taken the instant the audiofrequency isresumed. An example of the voice
announcement might be: "This is radio station
WWV. When the tone returns, the time will be
8:50 a.m. eastern standard tiMe; 8:50 a.m."

InfOrmation concerning each chronometer
(error, successive day rate, average daily rate)
must be'recorded in the Navigational Timepiece
Rate Book, NAVSEA 9846/2.(See figure 8-6.)
Each page of NAVSEA 9846/2 can,
accommodate the records 'of a maxiitum of
three chronometers for 1 month.

The most accurate timepiece on board is
checked against the time signal, and its' error is
recorded in NAVSHIPS 9846/2. Errors of the
other chronometers can be calculated by
referring to the chronometer just checked. g

Chronometers checked against the
transnlitted time, signal will show a jump of ±1
second on 31 Dec. 23h 59m (and possibly 30
June 23h 59m) when, a leap second is
introduced. This adjustment, which is required

_ to keep the broadcast time signals in step with
the variable rate of rotation of the Earth, is
accompanied by a change in the sign of DUT.

Chronometer Minus Watch
Computation

The importance of Obtaining the exact
GMT(UT) of every celestial observation was
mentioned earlier. Obviously it would be
impractical if, every time you took a sight on
the bridge wing, you had to dash into the
charthouse and look at the chronometer. Every
observation, corsequently, is timed the instant it
is made, either by a stopwatch or by a
comparing we. tch.

The stopwatch can be started exactly on
some convenieat minute or hour of the
cnronomete) its rate is, known to be small,

,

are taken is' short For a single observation, the
stopwatch, can be stopped (or, reversing the
procedure, the watch may be ttarted) when the
sight is 'taken, but' seldom is only one
observation made. For This reason, the
stopwatch usually must be read like any other
watch.

A comparing watch can be set to the
chronometer time and can be used to keep time
if its rate also is small. Some navigators; though,
prefer to keep their watches on zone time;
hence, observation time must be computed. It
doesn't matter whether computation is made
before or after the observation. It is essential,
though, to have, the interval as short as pOrssible
between time, Of sight and time of computation.
Otherwise, enough time may elapse for the
watch to, gain or lose a 'sufficient amount to
cause an error. For better accuracy and to avoid
careless errors, it's a good idea to make C-W
computations both before and after a round of.
sights.

The C-W computation is watch time (WT) tothe half-second subtracted from chronometer
time (CT). If WT is greater, 12 hours must be
added to CT. The C-W is never greater than'12
hours .because both watch and chronometer are
graduated only to 12. Now that you know the
value of C-W, it is necessary only to add this
value to the WT of any observation to find the
correct a, then apply CE, and you have the
GMT(UT).of the observation.

To work an example, assume that you have a
chronometer whose error (CE) is -7m 4s; in
other words, it is 7m 4s behind GMT(UT). your
watch is set to ZT and reads 5h 26m 42s 'when
the-Chronometer reads 10h 19m 00s. First, find
the C-W. It's WT subtracted from CT.

lOh 19m 00s
WT 5h 26m 42s
C-W 4h 52in 18s

You step out on the bridge with your
sextant and watch, and sight on Sirius at WT 5h
3 4m 21s, date, 15 October, longitude
101034.2 ' E. What is the GMT(UT) of this sight?
Applying the formula CT--=WT+C-W, we find:-

then ro necessity for working out any WTI 5h 34m 21schionorneter minus watch (C-W) computation, C-W 4h 52m 18sprovided the interval during which observations CT 10h 26m 39s
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QUARTERMASTER 3 8E-2

AI the chronometer time of the
ivation. Apply CE to CT to fmd GMT(UT).

is minus, meaning that the chrtinometer
hind GMT(UT); therefore, CE must be

(led to CT. Thus:

1,0h 26ni 39s
7m 04s

10h 33m 43s

Now, let's considei the date 15.0ctober at
1010,32.2 'E. Is it the same day at Greenwich?

Let's see. The zone time is 5h 34m 21s. The ZD
is -7. Subtract Z1.3 from ZT to get GMT(UT).
You can't subtract 7 from '5, but 5h on 15
October is the same as 29h on 14 October, and 7
from 29 is 22. Therefore, .10h 33m 43s is not
a.m. on 15 October, but p.m. on 14 October.
From this computation, it follows that
GMT(UT) is 22h 33m 43s on 14 October.

. In problems like. these you must check the
date Carefully every time to avoid a 12-liour .

error stich is the one we encountered just noW.
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CHAPTER 9

INTRODUCTION TO NAVIGATION

avigation is the art and science that enables
e mariner (or aviator) to (1) determine his

ship's 'position and (2) guide her safely from one
point to/another. You already have a good idea
Of how a ship's compa&s is used in guiding her
from one point to another, but how does her
navigator 'figure out where he is in the first
place?

DETERMINING POSTTION

We have four ways of determining position
in nayigation, every one of which locates a ship's
position with relation to' some locality, or
object(s) whose 'location is already known.
These four methods of finding position are-

1. Piloting, in which position is determined
by means of bearings on or distances from
visible objects on the Earth's surface, or by
sounding&

2. Dead reckoning, in which position is
_determined through the direction and distance z
ship has traveled from a known point of
departure.

3. Celestial navigation, in which position is
found by locating a ship with relation .to the
celestial bodies.

4. Electronic navigation, in which position
is determined much as it is in piloting except
that the bearings and/or distances are obtained
by electronic means.

By utliizing any of the foregoing methods of
navigation, the ship's position can be kept on
charts in the pilothouse. (See figure 9-1.)

1.2

The four ways of determining position will
receive individual treatment as, this course
progresses. Right now we want to discuss some
of .the fundamentals you must know about
objects located on the terrestrial sphere.

TERRESTRIAL SPHERE

Let's say you'rdooking at a white cue ball
with an absolutelY blank surface. Take a pencil
and make a mark on it. Now; how would' you
tell anybody where on the cue ball the mark is
located? The answer is: Yoli couldn't. There are
no points or objects on the cue ball with
reference to which you can.locate the mark.

The Earth is a sphere, just as this cue ball is.
It is called the terrestrial sphere. Although it is a
little flattened at the poles instead of being
perfectly spherical, this irregularity is
disregarded here for Simplicity. Reference points
for location of objects on the Earth, with two
exceptions, have been established by general
agreement among maritime nations. These two
exceptions are the North and .South .Poles,
located fit the ends of the axis on which ,the
Earth rotates. Imaginary lines (an infinite
number of them) iunning through the poles and
around the Earth are called meridians. They
divide the Earth into sections, the way an orange
is divided into segments.

Now, suppose you start at the North Pole
and travel along a meridian exactly halfway to
the South Pole. You'll then be on the Equator,
an imaginary,, line, running clear around the
Earth, which bisects every meridian and divides
the Earth in half. The half the North Pole is on
is called the Northern Hemisphere; the other
half, the Southern Hemisphere.
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

134.69Figure 9-1.---Plotting a course in the chart room. The navigator must maintain an accurate plot of the ship'sposition, for he is responsible to the commanding'officer for the safe navigation of the ship.

CIRCUE %II MEASUREMENT

Before going any further, you'll have to
know something about how distances are
measured along the circumference of a circle.
Measurement along a meridian, which is a
perfect circle, is expressed in terms of degrees of
arc. These degrees of arc may be transformed
into linear measurement in nautical miles
(described later). The. best example of circular
measurement in degrees of arc is the compassard. Whatever the size of the card .. its
circumference always contains 360°. Each
deigee contains 60 minutes ('); each minute. in
turn, contains 60 seconds ("). The nautical mile,by arbitrary international agreement. is nowtaken as 6076.11549 feet or exactly 1852

meters. The nautical mile is about one-seventh
again as long as.the statue mile.

MERIDIANS AND PARALLELS

So far, in developing a system for locating
points on the terrestrial sphere, we have a series
of meridians, running through the poles around
the Earth, and a single line called the Equator,
running around the Earth at right angles to its
axis. These reference lines can be seen in figure
9-2. The equaOr divides each meridian and the
Earth itself into two exact halves.

For eyery degree around the Earth's rim,
there is a meridian-360 of them 60 or 3600
apart., A starting point for numbering these
specific meridians was required. and moSt of the
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iigure 9.2.The terrestrial sphere.

maritime _countries decidM that the starting
?póint .should be the meridian on which was
located the Royal Observatory at Greenwich,
'England. The Greenwich meridian iis, therefore,
number 0; and meridians run from that one east
and west to the 180th, on the opposite side of
the Earth from Greenwich. The complete circle
formed by the 0 and 180th meridianlr, like the

--Eqtrator, divides the Earth into tvio exact halves,
one- of which is the Eastern and the other the
Western Hemisphere. Every meridian runs true
north and south.

Lees leave the meridians,' now, and go baek
'to the Equator. Let's cUt a globe of the world in
half exactly along the Equator, and set the
northern half on the Chart table, flat edge down.
Get your eye lined up so .that the flat edge
appears as a straight line; and you will see the
upper edge of the shape of a semicircle,
containing 180° of arc, 90° from equator to
pole on either side.

Beginning with the Equata, you see lines
that appear to be parallel to it, one for each of

7the 90° of arc from the Equator to the North
Pole. The planes forining these lines on the
Earth's surface are actually parallel to each

other, and for this season they are called
parallels. As a matter of fact, if you shift your
eye to a point just above the pole, you cart see
that they are actually circles, growing
increasingly smaller as they get farther from the
Equator and nearer the poles. Don't forget
though, that, no matter how small a circle is, it
still contains 360°. The distance represented by
each degree becomes less, 'however, as the
parallel 6ircles get smaller.

-

Starting point for numbering the parallels is
the equator, the 0 parallel. Parallels are
numbered from 0° to 90° N and S of the
Equator, and- every parallel runs true east and
west.

Don't get the idea that there are only 360
meridians and 180 parallels. There is a meridian
or parallel for every one of the 21,600 minutes
around the complete circle of the Earth's sphere.

The parallels and meridians are imaginary,
but there is a limit to the capacity of our
instruments, and we seldom break down
measuiement along a meridian or parallel to a
vahre smaller than that of a second.

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE

Now we have a network of meridians and
parallels all the way around the ,globe. Every
spot on the Earth is located it the point of
intersection between a meridian and a parallel.
Every point's location is described in terms of its
latitude (distance in degrees, miriutes, and
secoids of arc N or S of the Equator, measured
along the point's meridian) and longitude
(distance in degrees, minutes, and seconds of arc
E or W of 0 meridian, nrasured along the
point's parallel). Longitude is always from 0° to
180°. Latitude never is, greater than 90°. Zero
latitude is the Equator. If You are 'on latitude
90°N, you are at the North Pole, and whichever
way you look is south.

GREAT-CIRCLE

The concept of the great circle is sometimes
difficult for a beginner to grasp, but it is a
fundamental that must be clearly understood. A
great circle is any circle whose plane passes
through the center of the Earth or any other
sphere.
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Whit does this statement mean, exactly?
SuPpose you have a perfect sphere of soft
rubber, through which you can pass a flat sheet
of thin metal. If you shove the metal sheet

:through the sphere so as to cut it exactly in half,
you have passed it _through the center. The
circumference of the flat side of each half
becomes a great circle whose circumference is
the_ lathe size as the.circumference of the sphere
itself.

On the other hand, if. you shove the flat
metal through the sphere .so that it doesn't pass
through its center, the circumference of the flat
side of each part is smaller than the outside
circumference of the sphere.

In both examples cited, the flat sheet
represents tile plane of the circle the sheet
makes when it cuts the sphere. Now, imagine we
cut the Earth with a similar plane. No matter
how we slice it, if the plane passes through the
Earth's center, the cutoff circle is a great circle.
If the plane passes through the Earth away from
the center, the circle it cuts is a small circle.

The Equator is a circle whose plane passesthrough the Earth's- center; consequently, the
Equator is a great circle, arid it is the only
parallel that is a great circle..The other parallelsN and S of the Equator are all small circles
whose planes do not pass through the Earth's
center. All meridians, on the other hand, pass
through the poles; and all their planes must,
therefore, pass through the Earth's center.
Consequently, every meridian is a great circle.

Dotet get the.idea that a great circle must be
either a meridian or a parallel. A great circle is
any circle around the Earth whose plane passes
through the Earth's center, no matter in what
direction the plane passes.

What is the practical significance of the great
circle in navigation? Just this: The shortest
distance between two points on the Earth (or on
any other sphere, for that matter) is along the
great circle passing through the points..

You'll understand thit subject better after
you study the different methods of chart
projection. Right now it is necessary only that
you Understand the fundamental concept of the
great circle.

tquator, the equivalent in length of about 4=1/7
statue or land miles. The Equator is 'a great
circle, as we have seen. Therefore, if 1 of arc
along the Equator is 1 nautical mile, 1 of arc
along any great circle must also be 1 nautical
mile. All great circles are the same length.

How does this relationship work out, then?-
It means that on any chart the meridians may be .used as a distance scale. All ineridiai:c are great.
circles; therefore, I of latitude along any
meridian equals 1 nautical mile. On the other
hand, when it comes to parallels, 1 equals 1
mik: only along the Equator, the only parallel
that is a great circle. Or, to put it another way,I ' of longitude equals 1 mile only along the
Equator.

DISTANCE

We've already mentioned the nautical mile.
It is equal to approximately 1 of arc along the
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SPEED

The word "knots" is a seagoing speed term
meaning nautical miles per hour. It is incorrect
to say "knots per hour" except when referring
to acceleration. In the old days a ship gaged herspeed by heaving over a chip log, consisting of aflat piece of wood, which offered a maxiffium
resistance to passage through the water. There
was a light "log line" attached to the chip. It
was impracticable to stream out 1 mile of log
line; so the line was knotted, marking suitable
fractions of 1 nautical mile. A man held aloft a
reel containing the log line. The instant the logwas heaved' from the taffrail by the
Quartermaster, one of the ship's *hands turned
over a small 2- or 3-minute sandglass. As soonas
the sand in the glass ran out, the reel was
stopped; and , from the amount of line run out
in 2 or 3 minutes, the number of knots that
would have run out in 1 hour was calculated.

For obvious reasonsdhe chip log have but a
rough approximation of a ship's actual speed. It
is entirely obsolete now and is mentioned here
only to give you the historical background of
the expression "knots."

DIRECTION

Nautical direction usually :s measured from
true north on the observer's meridian.

On the old-fashioned compass card,
direction was indicated by points. There were 32
major points around the card, each of which had
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N, NE, and so
'subdivided hito quarter

em of naming these divisions
,or away Trom the points themselves was

ted and difficult to remember .

ve long since adopted the
cfrcii1ar mess' urement .(360q of arc) as

convenient means of indicating
than the ancient system of points. (See

ups .) In the npvy even relative bearings,
orinoily expressed 4s "4 points on thezbow," "2

points abaft -the beam," etc., are now given in
*.ints 'Of their corresponding degrees. There are

1-1/4° in each of the old-style compass points.

DirectiOn in modern navigation, then, is
ajways given in degrees, measured clockwise
from true north, or 000°T. A co .. se or bearing,
incidentally, is alwayt expressed chree figures,
regardless of whether three digits are necessary.
In other words, it is not 450 but 0450. Seldom is

...- it possible to consider compass direction to a
vilue Smaller than the 10th, of a degree even
'though each degree of direction contains 60
minutes of 60 seconds each. As a matter of fact,

it is almost impossibhe to read a compads-bearinz
or heading to closer than a quarter of a degree.

A true bearing is the direction of an object
from the observer, measured clockwise from
true north.

NO

3 W

rf.;;A.

S47.

i/Ohntraulmolls0

45.29.1

Figure 9-3.Degrees on the compass card.

A compass bearing is the direction of an
object as indicated by magnetic compass. It
must be converted into a true bearing by
applying the corrections for variation and
deviation (illustrated in chapter 4).

A relative bearing is the diiection of an
object from the observer, measured clockwise
from: the ship's heid, as .indicated by the
lubber's line in the binnacle, pelorus, or gyro
repeater.

Objects seen by lookouts are reported in
terms of relative bearings py degrees.

.There will be times when the Quartermaster
will fmd it necessary to convert from true io-
relative bearings and vice versa. This relationship
is shown in figure 9-4. Note that dead ahead is
000°, dead astern is 180°, and the starboard and
port mid-points (beams) are 090° and 270° ,
respectively. ..
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The reciprocal of any bearing ig its opposite;
that is, the point of degree on the opposite side
Of the dompass card from the bearing. For
example, the reciprocal of 1800 is 0000 and vice
versa. When you obtain a bearing on some
object, the bearing from the object to you is the

reciprocal of the bearing from you tothe object.
To fmd the reciprocal of any bearing expressed in
degrees, simply add 180°'to the bearing. If the
bearing is 050°, for instance, its reciprocal is 050°
plus 180° or 2300. If your bearing is greater than
180°, subtract 180°.

5 2
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CHAPTER 1 0

DEAD RECKONING AND PILOTING

At last we're getting around tO some actual
navigation. By the thne you fikish this chapter,
you will know how a ship's ',position is
determined by dead reckoning and by piloting.

, But, before going into that, you must know
something about how courses, bearing and

tlines of position -are plotted on a chart. More
properly, you must know, first,' that they
frequent1 are not plotted on the chart itself.
Repeatedly drawing lines, then erasing them

,.soon wears out the chart. Besides, it is desirable
many times toleeP a permanent file of a ship's
movements. Consequently, actua1 plotthag often

. is done', on either an overlay position plotting
Sheet or a small area plotthag sheet. Each sheet is

t also referred to as a track chart, "1

PLOTTING

The basic instiuments used in plotting are
parallel 'rulers, protractors, and dividers. The
parallel ruler consists of two straightedges
-Connected by metal straps. The tWo

:straightedges may be closed or opened, but they
alwaYs rethain Parallel to each other. By plachag

, the edge of one ruler along a line of bearing and
..,""ivalking" the rulers Cirefully across the chart to
the 'conipass rose, the true bearing of the line
may be determine& Figure 10:4 shows a set of

. parallel riders and also a pair of dividers.
Dividers- are used for transferring chart distances
to the, appropriate scale on a chart. .

A protractor performs practically the same
function as parallel rulers, but without the
necessity for any walking across the chart. A
simple protractor consists of a graduated arc on
a piece of celluloid. One, with an attached ruler
that pivots on the center of curvature of the arc,

4.16:18(65)

Figure 10-1.Parallel rulers and dividers:

is the Hoey position plotter. Its arc is goduated
like the .upper half of a compass rbse, and
horizontal and vertical lines are etched on the
celluloid. By lining up these lines with meridians
or parallels, any course or bearing can be plotted
by swinging the ruler to the desired degree mark
on the arc.

,OVERLAY

An overlay 'consiSts simply of a piece of
tracing paper large enough to. cover the
navigational chart being used: The chart is laid
on the chart table and the overlay is fastened
over it with tape. Meridians and parallels are
traced lightly in pencil in the area to be plotted.
Each meridian and parallel is marked carefully
with its degrees and minutes of latitude or
longitude. The general contour of any shoreline
in the area, although not always essential, may
be traced in also. Any navigational hazards in
the area usually are marked. From here on, if
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POSITION PLOTTING SNEET

IVO NUTS LATITUSS
( run GNU? MS Ina
OMR OWLS UMW

Se

33° MERCATOR PROJECTION 1 LONO..4 INCHES

Figure 10-2.Ptotting sheet

the overlay is to be filed, it is a good idea to
trace over its essential features in ink to preserve
the record better.

PLOTTING SHEET

Plotting sheets (figure 10-2), used primarily
for plottint lines of position from celestial

65.130

observations and for dead reckoning, are printed
by DMAHC for 'various latitudes. These
readymade plotting sheets have numbered
parallels and unnumbered meridians. Thus the
meridiatis, which are spaced as appropriate for
the latitude, may be numbered as convenient for
the navigator. They contain at least one compass
rose for measuring direction.
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Chapta 10DEAD RECKONING AND PILOTING

DEAD RECKONING

d reckoning, as stated previously, is the
ethod of navigation by which position is
etermined by means of the direction and

ance iraveled from a known ) \point of

A-ship underway is movmg throufgr water,
Which is a very unstable element., ShO. might

-leave point A, steer an exact course accOrding to
the true bearing between point A and point B,
and still wind up a long distance from B,

;depending on how much leeway she makes.
Likewise, estimating the distance traveled
'seldom produces an exact result.

The dead-reckoning (DR) position is only an
estimated position, calculated from values that
rarely are exact. A fix, on the other hand, is a
relatively exact . location derived from the
intersection of two or more lines of position. A.
DR position is not a fix, but it is calculated from
the .last fix obtained. In piloting, a fix is
obtained by bearings taken on objects whose
locations are charted. In celestial navigation,
position (Mc) is determined by observations of
the heavenly bodies. ,..When.,a ship out of sight of
land is prevented by bad weather from taking
celestial, observations, she must navigate by
other means. Normally, electronic navigation is
used when the ship is located in an area where it
is available. If nothing else can be used, the ship

'must navigate by dead reckoning.

PLUITING DR TRACK

In early sailing days, a "dead log" was one of
the methods employed to measure ship's speed.
This means of meduring speed consisted merely
of timing the interval between which a piece of
wood tossed overboard at the bow was off the
stern. The length of' the ship being known, it was
a matter of simple calculation to estimate her
speed.

The dead log is considered by some
authorities as'one sotirce of the word "dead" in
dead reckoning. Another theory holds that dead
reckoning originally was "deduced" reckoriing.
Shortened in the logbooks to "ded" and "a"
somehow crept in, making it "dead." Whatever
the source, nothing is really dead about dead
reckoning.

Following a ship's DR track from one fix to
the next is a continous process While underway.,
A constant Check on her approximate position is
valuable to the nayigator in many respects. For
celestial observations, for instance, it enables
him to lcicate his assumed position reasonably
close to the ship's actual position. '

How is the DR track plotted? Suppose that a
fix , determined at 0900 by celestial observation,
pilotineg, or electronic navigation, located your
ship in latitude 32°42' N, longitude 46°15' W.
ship in latitude 32°42' N, longitude 46°15' W. It
is your last fix, and your DR track begins at thIs
naturally, along the line of the true course steered.
As.sume that yoUr course is 055°T. You simply set
the parallel rulersor protractor on 055° and shift
them to the fix, then draw a line from the fix
bearing 055°T. As long as you stay on that course,
your DR track will advance along this line.
Suppose you're steaming at 20 knots. In 1 hour, or
at 1000, your DR position will be 20 nautical miles
from the 0900 fix, along tilt 055° course line.

The line bearing 055° from the fix is the
course line or rhumb line-. Label it. "C 055"
above the line, and "S 20" (for a 20-knot speed)
below theline. Label the fix 0900 and the DR
position at 1000.

The 1000 DR represents where you will,be if
you travel exactly 20 nautical miles on C 055°;
that is, if you are notiset to either side of the DR
track. If you have a strong headwind or a head
sea against the bow, chances are that you won't
quite make 20 nautical miles. Although the,
steersman may keep her on exactly 055°T for
every second of the hour, it 'is probable that a
wind, current, or a combination of the two
elements will work to set her to orie side of the
course. For this reason, it is inostunlikely for the
DR position to coincide with the actual
position, even after steamiig only 1 hour.

In the Quartermaster 1 & C training course,
you will see how the navigator tries to calculate
direction and strength of forces tending to 'set a
ship off the DR track. He computes set
(direction in which the forces are acting) and
drift (distance they will send the ship off' in a
given time), then allows for them in setting his
course and speed.
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MEASURING SHIP'S SPEED

In the preceding section We mentioned that
you can locate a ship's DR position on the
course line by figuring the nautical miles
traveled in the time underway since the last fix.
In, simpler terms, this explanation means that
distance traveled by a ship, in nautical miles,
equals her speed in knots multiplied by her-time
underway.

One method of measuring the approximate
speed of a ship is by counting the revolutions
per minute made by her engines. The speed
produced by various revolutiOns per minute has
been calculated already, normally by repeated
running of a measured distance at varidus
revolutions per minute. Speed by revolutions per
minute is an approximation. A.ship forcing her
way against 'a swift current, with her engines
turning flank speed, would actually make less
headway than if she were running with the
stream," her engines making the same revolutions
per minute.

, Another way of measuring speed is by a
seagoing speedometer called an underwater log.
Three general types of logs are installed in Navy
ships: the Pilot static (differential pressure)
type, the propeller (electromechanical): type,
and the electromagnetic type.

In all three types of logs, a rodmeter (called
a sword) protrudes through the hull of the ship
beneath the keel and furnishes the speed signal
to a mechanism within- the ship thai converts the
signal into speed and distance traveled. In
shallow or foul water, the sword must be
retracted and housed in its shaft because the
slightest- scraping can damage the sword and
render it inoperable. Theelectromagnetic log is
the most accurate of the three tyins and is
rapidly replacing the other two throughout the
fleet:

ELECTROMAGNETIC LOG

The electromagnetic log consists essentiallyof a rodmeter, an oscillator amplifier, an
indicator-transmitter, -and associated repeaters.The rodmeter contains an electromagnetic
sensing element, which produces a voltage
directly proportional to the ship's speed through
the water. This voltage is amplified in the

69.42
Figure 10-3.Underwater speed log indicator.

oscillator amplifier and is converted to pointer
indications of speed on the- dial of the
indicator-transmitter. Distance traveled '(in
forward motion) also is shown on the counter of
the indicator-transmitter. The speed and 'distance

, signals are transmitted to repeaters (figure 10-3)
located in the pilothouse, charthouse, CIC, and
Other ship control stations.

ACTUAL SPEED

Generally speaking, both -the engine
revolutions and the log are indicators only of
speed through the water. Actual speed over the
grougd that a ship makes cannot be determined
unless wind and current are taken into
consideration.

PILOTING

Piloting, you learned earlier, is a method of
determining position and directing the
movements of a vessel by reference to
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- Figure 104.Lines of ppsition.

landmarks, , navigational aids, or soundings.
Ordinarily, piloting is used as a priinary means
of navigation when entering or leaving port and
in coastaL navigation. It may be 'utilized at sea
When the bottom contour makes it possible to
establish a fix. In piloting, the naxigator obtains
warnings of danger, fixes the positiOn-frequently
and accurately, and determines the proper
course of immediate action.

LINES OF POSITION

the use of.2 or more lines of
position, whose intersection marks the ship's
position. A line of position is determined with
reference to a landmark. To be useful for this
pitrpose, a landmark must be identified easily,
,and its position must be shown on the chart in

; use. Lines of position (figure 10-4),are of three
general types: ranges, bearingsyand distance
arcs.

T o instruments used in taLg bearings are
the bearing circle and telescopic alidade. A

g circle is a nompignetic metal ring
quipped With sighting devices. It is fitted over a

. .
4.
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gyro repeater or a magnetic compass. Only
bearings of objects on the Earth's surface
normally are taken with the bearing Circle.

Let's say you want to take a bearing on a
lighthouse. First, install the bearing circle on the
gyro repeater or magnetic compass, and make
sure the vanescrotate freely. Ne; line .up the
-vanes in such a inanner that, wn you look
through the opening in the, near vane,. You see
the lighthouse directly behind the vertical wire
in the *vane. You then read the lighthouse
bearing on the prisni at the base of the far vane.

A telescopic alidade (figure 10-5) ic a telescope
equipPed with crosshair, level vial, polarizing
light filter, and internal foaming. The telescope
is mounted on a ring that fits on a gyro repeater
or magnetic compass. =The optical system
simultaneously projects- an image of
.approximately 25° of the compass card,
together with a view of the level vial, onto the
optical axis of the telescope. By this means,
both the object.and its bearing can be viewed at
the same time through the alidade eyepiece.
Older models of the telescopic alidade have a
straight-through eyepiece telescope, whereas the
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Figure 10-5.TeleseopiCalidade-

,

45.39(69)A

model shown in 'figure 10-6 has the eyePiece
inclined at an angle for ease in viewing.

Ranges

A ship is said to be on the range when two
landmaiks are observed in line. This range is
represented on a chart by means of a straight
line through two appropriate. chart,symbols. The
line is labeled with the time expressed in four
digits above the line. It should be noted that
range in this context differs significantly:from
its homonym meaning distance.

It is preferable to plot true bearings,
although either' true or magnetic bearings may
be. plotted. If a relative bearing of a landmark is
obseiVed, it should be converted to true bearing
by adding ship's true heacOng. In plotting,
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Iherefo r e, because 'bearing indicates the
direction of. a terrestrial object frgm the

/ observer, a line of position is drawn from the
landmark in a reciprocal direction. If a
lighthouse bears 0400, for example, then the
ship bears 220° from the lighthouse. A bearing
line of, -position is labeled with the time
expressed in four digits above the line.

A special type of bearing is the tangent.
When a beatinkis observedof the right edge of a
projection of land, the bearing is a right tangent.
Similarly, a bearing on the left edge of a
projection of land, as viewed by- the observer, is
aleft tangent. A tangent provides au Accurate
line of position if the point of land is
sufficiently abrupt to provide a definite -point
for measurement; it is inaccurate when the slope
is sblradual that the point. for measurement
moves horizontally with the rise and fall of the
tide.

Distanee Arcs

I.
A d stance arc is a cirCular line of position.

When th distance from an observer to a landmark
istno , the observees position is on the circle,
with thellandmark is center, having a radius equal
to: the ineasured distatice. The_entire circle need
not be drawn because in practice the navigator
normall ' knows his position near enough that
drawing an arc of ..circle sufficei. The arc is
labeled, rith the time above expressed in Tour
digits. The distance to a land mark may be measured
by usint radar, stadimeter, or sextant, .

m conjunction with table 9 of the American
Practical Navigator.., .

The stadimeter is used most frequently to
measure distances from your ship to 6thers in a
formation. ' In piloting?, it also is used as aI

navigational instrument to ascertain distance to
some navigational aid as, for example, when a
ship's position is being determined by bearing
and distance of a fixed object of known height.

Stadimeters are of two types: the Fisk type
(figure 10-6) and the Brandon sextant type (figuie
10-7). In using either type, the height of the
object Whose distance is desired must be known,
and that height must be: between 50 and 200
feet. (Usually, when measuring distances to
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Figure 10-6:Fisk4ype stadimeter.

ships, the..height used is froM the boot topping
to the top of the- mast or highest radar.)
Distances are measured with reasonable accuracy
up to 2000 yards.. Beyond that range the
accuracy of the stadimeter decreases
progressively.
' Operation of the Fisk-type stadimeter,
described here, is typical of the two, inasmuch,
as operation of the Brandon type varies from the
Piik only in minor details. Say you're trying- to
get the range to a 120-foot light structure. Move
the carriage containing the index drum to the
120-foot mark on the index arm. Sight through
the telescope at the light structure. As with the
sextant, you will see a direct and a reflected'
image. Turning the drum causes the reflected
image to .move up or down xelative to the direct
image. When the top of the reflected image is in
line with the bottom of the direct image, distance
in yards may be read directly from the drum.

141
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A stadimater is a delicate instrument and_
requires the same care given a sextant.

PILOTING REODRD

All bearings, ranges, and soundings used in
piloting must be recorded in a bearing record
log: To facilitate this recording, the Navy
publisheS a Standard Bearing' Book, OPNAV
Form 3530/2, for use by all ships. This record is
maintained so that a ship's piloting track can be
reconstructed if overlays are destroyed or charts
are erased. The bearing record must be kept up
to date and accurate and must contain all the
information used to Obtain each fix, including
time, name of navigational aid on which bearing
or range was taken, bearing or range, and depth
of water,
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Figure 10-7.Brandon sextant7type stadimeter.

In the appropriate spaces on each page of
the Standard Bearing Book (figure 10-8)is entered
the ship's location and the gyro error. Column 1
contains the date as the first entry.' Times are
entered chronologically, under the date. When
the date changes, the new date may be entered
on a separate line of the same column.

Columns 2 through 6 are 'headed by the
name(s) or other clear identification of the
object(s) used to obtain the line of position.
Bearings are recorded under the name of each of
these navigational aids: Bearings or ranges are
placed alongside the appropriate times. All
bearings "are visual (by gyrocompass) unless
otherwise indicated. Radar bearings and ranges
must be identified by suitable notation'.

In the final column', depth under the keel (as
indicated by the echo sounder) is recorded
alongside each time.

TELESCOPE

;'7". .I.

5818.1

, As with other logs and records, no erasures
are permitted in the Standard Bearing Book. A
ingle line must be drawn through errors (so' that/the entry is still legible); the correct entry is

made alongside it. Upon being relieved or
secured, the bearing recorder must sign his name
across the line immediately below, the last
piloting entry.

FIXES

A fix is defined as 'the point of intersection
of two or more simultaneously obtained lines of
position. The symbol for a fix is a small circle
around the point of intersection. For better
identification, it is labeled with time expressed
in four digits. Fixes may be obtained by means
of the following combinations of lines of
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Figure 10-8.Standard Bearing Book.

, position, of itich many types are seen in figure
10-9.

(a) A line of bearing and a distance arc.
(b) Two or more lines of bearing.

-(c) Two or more distance arcs.
(d) Two or more ranges.
(e) A range and a line of bearing.

'(f) A range and a distance arc.

Because two _circles may intersect at two
points, two, distance arcs used to obtain a fix are

69.142

somewhat undesirable. In making his choice
between two points of intersection, however, a
navigator may consider an approximate bearing,
a sounding, or his DR position.

When a distance arc of one landmark is used
with a bearing of a different landmark, the
navigator may again be faced with the problem
of choosing between two points of intersection.

Navigation plotting symbols and their
meanings are shown in figure 10-10. When these
symbols are used, it is not necessary to label the
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Chapter 10 DEADIZECKONING AND PILOTING

, whom. DISCMPTIVE
LABEL ...---, MEANING

FIX

<-

AN ACCURATE POSITION DETERMINED WITH-
OUT REFERENCE TO ANY PREVIOUS POSI.
T ION. ESTABLISHED BY ELECTRONIC,
VISUAL, OR CELESTIAL" OBS ERVAT IONS . .

OR DEAD RECKON POSITION. ADVANCED
FROM A PREVIOU&KNOWN POSITION
OR FIX. COURSE AND SPEEO ARE
RECKONED TITHOUT ALLOWANCE FOR
WINO OR CURRENT. ,

EP ESTIMATED POSITION. IS THE MOST PROB.
ABLE POVTION OF A VESSEL, DETERMINED
FROM DATA OF QUESTIONABLE ACCURACY,
SUCH AS APPI YING ESTIMATEb CURRENT
AND WINO CORRECTIONS TO A PR POSITION.

.

Figure 10-10.Plotting symbols.

69.149

position (except for, time) since a glance tells
what type of positiOn is indicated. Any simple,
Aear, logical, unambiguous system of labels is
suitable. Due to various labeling systems in the
Navy, your navigator will be the authority on
which:symbols to use. -

SELECTING LANDMARKS

In selecting landmarks for use in obtaining
lines of position ()LOPS), two consideiations
enter the problem: angle of intersection and
number of objects.

Two lines of position crossing at nearly right
aniles will result in a fix withä small amount of
errOr as cOmpared to two lines of position
separated by less than a 300 spread. If a small
unknown compass error exists in both examples,
or if a slight error is made in reading the
bearings, the resulting discrepancy will be less in
a fix produced by widely separated lines of
position than when a fix is obtained from lines
of position separated by only a Ply degrees.

If only, two landmarks are used, an error in
observation or identification may not be
apparent. By obtaining three or more lines of
position, each LOP acts as a check. If all LOPs
cmss in a pinpoint or form a small triangle, the
0.x may- be considered reliable. Where three lines
of position are used, .a spread of 1200 would
result in optimum accuracy.

Sometimes a navigator has no choice in
landmarks, their number, or spread. He then
must use whatever reference marks are available,
no .niatter how undesirable. In eva;uating his fix,
the number of landmarks and their spread
should receive consideration. When three lines of
position cross, forming a triangle, it is difficult
to determine whether the triangle is the result of
a compass error or an erroneous LOP.
Intersection of four lines o: position usually
indicates which LOP is in error.

COMPASS ERROR IN
PLOTTED FIX

When lines of position cross to form a small
triangle, the fix is considered to pe the center of
the triangle, at a point determined visually. If

, the size of the triangle appears significantly
large, then it is possible that the compass has an
error, and the ship's actual location may be
outside the triangle.

To eliminate the compass error from the fixes,
assume an error; then, by successive trials, and
assumptions, determine the actual error. If the
assumed error Is labeled improperly (east or west),
the triangle will plot larger. If the error proves to
be labeled properly but the triangle still exists,
although reduced in size, the navigator on the
second trial should assume a larger error in the
same direction.

HORIZONTAL SEXTANT
ANGLES

In piloting, the most" accur,te fixes may be
obtained by measuring the" horizontal angles
between three fixed objects whose exact
locations are known.

By use of a sextant, which will be d:scussed
in detail in chapter 12, horizontal angles are
measured .between the object in the middle and
the one on either side.

A point to bear in mind is that this method
should not be used when the .three objects -are
on a circle whose arc passes through the
observer. (See figure 10-11.) Such situations are
known as "swingers" or "revolvers." To avoid
swingers or revolvers, objects selected, should lie
in a straight line. When this selection is
impracticable, the object in the middle should
be nearer the observer than the other two, or the
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Figure /0-11.,-Horizontal seictant angles.

e between the middle. -object andthe two
Oneishouliiiipproach or exceed 180°.

sextant angles should be taken as
;#multiMeOusly as possible, preferably by

ople 'oh a predetermined . signal. The
are:then set cm a three-arm protractor.

e protractor arms are then aligned to the
objeCts bn the chart, and the observer's location
is the focal paint of the three,,arms.

The three-arm protractor is a device of metal
or rigid plastic, and has one fixed and two
moVable arms. (See figure 10-12.) The fixed
(center) arm is secured to (or is part of) a
graduated circle. The other two aims, fitted with
clamping devices, pivot around this circle. The
left and right arms may be set to form any angle
'With the middle arm. All-arms have a common
iiertex. To determine an obseiver's exact
location, the three-arm protractor may be
aligned to the beacons on the chart, as seen in

. the illtistration.
G

RUNNING FIX

So far we've talked about methods for
obtaining a defmite fix by piloting. Whether
obtained by bearing and distance of a single
object or by cross bearings of two or more
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objects, the lines Of position are located exactly.
Their intersection, consequently, is the ship's
location at the time the bearings were taken.

A running fix, on the other. hand, is what
You might call a dead-reckoning fix, because the
location of one of the lines of position is
determined by dead-reckoning calculation, of the:
ship's direction and distance traveled during an
interVal. The most common example of a
running fix is a situation where a line of position
obtained at a certain time is. advanced. Figure
10-13 shoWs how a line of position is advanced.
At 1500 the ship took a bearing of 245° on light
E. Since then she has run for 20 mintites-at 12
knots 'on course 012°. Twenty minutes at 12
knots means that she has run 4 nautical Miles.'
This 'distance is measured. to scale along the
course line in the direction traveled, and the new
line of position is drawn at this point parallel to
the old one. 1 he new line of position is labeled
1500-1520 to shoW that it is a line of position
advanced the amount of the run in that interval.
At. 1500 the ship was somewhere along the 1500
line of position. At 1520 she is somewhere near
a point on the 1500-1520 line. The exact spot
depends on how, accuratelY the direction and
distance traveled are represented by the
measured distance along the course line.
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Figure 10-12.Three-arm protractor.

You may. wonde,- %lir a ship would advance
a line.of position in the ,,lanner described here
arid illustrated in figure 10-13. By way of

'explanation, suppose that another object is
farther up the coast from light E. The object is
shown on the chart but cannot be seen from the
ship until she arrives at a point somewhere on
the 1500-1520 line of position: Intersection of
a line of position obtained from a bearini on
this object- with the 1500-1520 line locates a
running fix (a rqnning fix, remembernot a fix).
The running fix is labeled "1520 R., fix."

In chapter 12 you will see how a line of
position, obtained by observing a single heavenly
body, may,be advanced to form a running fix by
intersection with another line obtained by later
observation of the same celestial body. A similar
running lix can be obtained in piloting by taking
two bearhigs on the same object, with an
interval between them.The Quartermaster 1 & C
training course tells how to solve this type of
running fix by referring to tables. For the QM 3
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or 2 this course is confined to a description of
the simplest and most common method of
getting a running fix by two bearings on the
same object. The Method is called doubling the
engle, or bow and beam bearings.

Bow and Beam Bearings

In all applications of the two-bearing
principle, the basic doctrine can be stated as
follows: The distance a ship runs on the same
course to double ,the angle of bearing of. an
obieot on her bow eqUais her distance away
from the object at the time of the second
bearing..

You don't really need to know why the
basic doctrine is true, but a knowledge of
trigonometry will give you "the answer readily.
The most common and convenient application
-of this principle is with bow and .beam bearings.
Figure 10-14 illusti-ates how it works. A ship
starts to determine her run from t timc the
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FlgUre.10-13.Advancing line of position .

fixed object shown bears 3150 relative, which is
450 on,her port bow. By the time the object is
2700 relatia.(90° from the bow, or abeam), She
has run 1.0 nautical mile, At the time of the
.secOnd beiring the object is also 1.0 nautical
mile distant on the beam. The navigator now is
able to .locate a running fix by bearing and
distance of a single object. Why is it called a
running fix? It is a running fix because the
,navigator must calculate' by DR methods the
direction and distance run between bearings.

Other special situations of the two-bearing
-principle include combinations of angles. They
are taken up in Quartermaster! & C, which also'

-describes the use of tables that make it
unnecessary to steani all the.distance required to
double the angle.

PILOTING BY SOUNDINGS

A position obtained by soundings usually is
approximate.' Accuracy of this type of position
depends on (1) how completely and accurately
depths are indicated on the chart and (2) the
irregularity of the depths. it is impossible .to
obtain a position by soundings if the ship is
located in an area where depth is uniform
throughout. In practice, position by soundings
ordinarily serves as a check on a fix taken by
some other means.
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Figure 10-14.Bow and beam bearings.

Before going into the soundings methOd,
let's talk about the ship's depth-finding gear.
You learned about the hand lead from. the
Seaman training course. The hand lead is the
most accurate means for obtaining soundings. It' -

Usually is used when water is sufficiently shallow
and the ship's speed is slow enough to make it
practicable. ,

Before the invention of the depth finder'
(described later), offshore soundings' in water
too deep for a hand lead were taken by sounding
nia chin e: The machine consisted of a
hand-operated reel on which was wound a long
length of fine mire. A heavy lead Was fastdned at
the end of the wire. Just above the lead was a metal
tube into which was inserted a colo d glass
sounding tube. The inferior of the glass tube
changed color to an extent governed by the depih
reached by the lead. Sounding machines are now
obsolete (much to the satisfactionof any man who
ever had to assist at winding in a half _mile
or so of wire).-

SONIC DEPTH FINDER

Mo&rn ships are. equipped with depth
sounders whose principle,of operation is based
On the scientific fact that sound travels through
saltwater at about 4800 feet per second. A
dept)i finder sends out a signal, which bounces
off the ocean floor and returns to the ship as an
echo. Obviously, half the time in seconds
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of d e uipment discussed
er
singiSs7tutili

(rtSielee- fidg tePrtiehnph _el.! J4erator .must make:certain choices
ichof ihe follOwing conditions.

SONAR
RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER

uipment Mode: Standby (ready to
te).or operating.

;

'Recorder range: 600 feet, 600 fathoms,
6000 fathoins.

. Indicator range: ioo feet or 100
athbms.

Pinging mode: Automatic (periodic) or
e ping (hand-triggering):

making his choices, the depth sounder
rator- must bear In mind the following

limitations of the equipment:.
,

1.. 'For best results, the operator should
change scales when the. depth warrants although.
one scale could be used for most depths. A

1 depth of 300-feet, for example, can be recorded
on the 6000-fathom scale; it also can be
measured On the 600-fathom scale; but the most
accurate reading is -obtained on the 600-foot
scale. On the ofher hand, when the echo mark
approaches the lower edge Of the recording

\paPoi, a depth has been reached where the next
higher scale shOuld be selected. . `.

2. _The operator must observe the visual
paper warning given through' the recording caper
roll. A warning light is yiiible through slots in
the paper within 5 feet of the end of the toll..

SONAR
TRANSDUCER

_ 3. The depth sounder, when .used in
--extremely shallow water, cannot always be
adjudged accurate but must be- checked
constantly by use of the hand lead.

4. As with some
equipment, inaccuracies or
the depth sounder may

other e lectronic
malfunctioning of

not readily be

6?.9

Figure 1111 5.Depth-sounding sonar AN/UQN-1.

discernible. Becanse completely reliable and
accurate soundings are essential, a. simple check
of the accuracy of the depth sounder has been
devised. Following is a description ,. of
this. check.

Flash count: When the power supply
frequency that operates the depth sounder is not
constant, the readings obtained on the recorder
are inaccurate. To check for this error, set the
recorder on the 000-fathom range and, with an
accurate stopwatch, measure .the time for the
stYlus to trivelfrom 0 to 6000 fathoms. Over a
period of five readings, average time should be 10
seconds. If this aveiage time is not obtained, the
ship's . power supply frequency to the depth
sounder should,be adjusted to 60 Hertz to remedy
the inaccuracy

,
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. OPERATING AN/UQN-l-HFOliowing is a'
Sin** ft:COperating the AN/UQN-1 depth

.*:sounding sonar. ,
TurriOn power switch. ."-

1 .2.1 Set depth range and 'choose either
:INDICATOR. or RECORDER operation- on
range Switch,: '

3. Select AUTOMATIC (periodic). or
snOtE.PING on ping Switch

-... 4. Adjtist . GAIN CONTROt for &Liftable
marking.

.

RE.PLACING CHART PAPERThe
following steps should be observed when
replacing chart :paper on the AN/UQN-1,'
sounding equipment.

A: Secure power at source; open cabinet
door.*

2. Release roller-release thrumbscreWs at
the- top and .bottom of takeup spool on left side
of recorder (containing used recording paper),

: and slingout the roller.
3. Remove empty spool:from right side.
4...Trim paper end of ne,w roll to a-V-shape.
'5. Install new toll of chart paper on right

side Of reCoi.der and, the used spool (or new
spindle) on the left side..

6. Pull Paper from right-hand r011 across the
face of recorder, ruled side !facing out. Slip the
chart up and Under range styluses.

7. Tuck cut edge of paper from right spciO1
into slot:of the left spool and roll up a few turns,
by, hand, with:the chart side facing out.

8. Reset drive .roller takeup roller) and
tighten. securing screws:.

9. CloSe cabinet door and turn on power.
You are now ready to record soundings.

MARKING CHART RECORD.ING.
PAPERThe chart (figure 10-16) is a SpeCially
treated paper on which depth recordings are
made. When a new r011 of recorder paper is, .

-.installed in the depth sounder, specific data
-must be written On it.

I. ShiP's- name. Place ship's name at the
beginning and end of each roll of recording paper
or portion thereof:

1 6 9
1 so

2. Date: The date is to be annotated once
each day at 1200 and when starting and
stopping depth sounder.

3. Time. The event marker should be
activated at the beginning of the chart paper, at
kast once each watch thereafter, and at the end
of the chart paper.

4. Time Zones. Greenwich mean time
(GMT) should be' used if practicable. In the ,
event local zone times are used, annotate chart
paper whenever clocks are reset and identify
zone tiMe in-use.

5. Phase or Scale Changes. Clearly label all
depth phase (or depth scale) changes and the
exact time *they occur. Annotate the upper and
lower limits of chart papet if necessary.

POSITION BY SOUNDINGS

Suppose you have only one spot on or near
yout DR track where water depth is 6 fathoms,
and the depth over the rest of the area for miles
around is 20 fathoms. If you heave the lead and
record 6 fathoms, you can be certain you are
located at the one point where a 6-fathom depth
was shown on the chart.

Piloting by soundings is not as simple as that
of course, but the supposition gives you an idea
of the principle involved. What you really do is
get a contour of the bottom you are passing
over, and try to match it up with a similar.
,contour shown by depth figures on the chart.
One ,of the. best methods is to proceed as
follows.

Draw a straight line on apiece of transparent
paper or plastic. Calculate how far apart your
soundings will be (in other words,, the length of
the ship's run between soundings), and mark off
distances on the line to the scale of the chart.
Alongside the mark representing each sounding,
record the depth obtained at that sounding. The
line so obtained represents ship's course. The
line of soundings recorded on the overlay should
fit the depth marks on the chart Somewhere near
you DR track. If it makes an accurate fit, it
probably is a close approximation of the course
the ship actually is making good.

The continuing need for naval and maritimi
opelations throughout the world makes it
increasingly important that every effort be made
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.TRACES MADE ON'
6000 FATHOM

. SCALE

TRACES MADE ON
so- --_ 600 FATHOM -4Ite TRACES MADE ON ee-
1 SCALE 600 FOOT

. 4.SCALE

62.10

Figure 10-16.Depth recording showing steady decrease in depth.

to collect accurate oceanographic and related
data regarding various oceanic areas.
Oceanographic survey ships of the Navy are
engaged continually in collecting this
information, which includes, in part, the
determination of water depth of the oceans,

seas, and straits of the world.
oceanographic survey operations are undert....::,.s,
use of the depth finder is more intensified than
during normal operations..Consequen'l-, moce
exacting observations must be obta
recorded.

1 7 0
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ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION,

asically, electronic navigation is a form of
oting. Piloting, you, recall, 'is that branch of

navigation in which a ship's position is obtained -

by referring to visible objects on the Earth
whose locations ,are known This reference
usually, consists of bearing 'and distance of a
single object, cross bearings on two or more
objects, or two bearings on the same object with
an interval between them, as you savi_in the last
chapter.

Position is determined in electronic
navigation In practically the same way that it is
in piloting, but there is this ,Amportant
difference: The objects by which a alip's
position is determined need not be visible from
the ship. Instead, bearings (and sothetimes
ranges) of the objects are obtained by electronil
means, usually in the form of radio waves

The admittges of pliotint by radio are- /
obvious. A ship's position may be fixad
electronically', in fog or thiCk weather that/
otherwise would make it -impossible to obtain
visual ',bearings. It may be determined
electronically from stations located far beyond
the range of even clear-weather visibility.
Electronic navigation, invaluable though it may
be as an aid to the navigator, depends on the
performance of manmade apparatus, which are
always subject to failure. Comequently,
electronic navigation supplementa but does not
supplant the tried and true methods of
navigation.

LORAN-A

Loran (derived from the underlined letlersI of the term long range navigation) enabk s a

navigator to determine his ihip's position by
means of radio signals broadcast tv, stations of
known position. A loran fix is detevained from
the intersection of/lines of pol)tior obtained by
reference to shore stations wh se 3r.cations are
known. In loran a line of pos)tion ia :located by
obtaining the difference in time oi arrival of-.,
signals sent out by each of a pair o.7 transmitters
(broadcasting stations). This tim,-. interval is' ,
constant when/ the ship, is looft,,..t: anywhere
along a previously establieLe loran line of/position."To ut it another way. Winn thetb,:a !
interval is a' sPecific amount, the ship must 17.'1
somewhere, on a predeterininel lork..-_ line ,,J1
position, which is a locus of all pui Its ,,,,,..... - 4.4
interval between arrival of signals is the ,4aral:.
Unlike lines of position obtained from baar'yags,
*loran lines of position gradually become mrved
as they draw away from the center of the
baseline between two transmitting so'fions. (See
figure 11-1.)

'HOW LORAN WORKS

Two transmitting statv
secondary, are required to g
of position by loran. The ,

transmission

c. master and a /
e you a single line/
aster station start§

the cycle ',c.1* y sending out a pulse
of radio energY, that is diated in all directions.ra
After traveling ovei the distance betWeen/ th:/
two transmitting stations, which is known as th
baseline tile pulse arrives at the seCondarc. The
time Of its.arriVal there is ust'd by the secondary
as a: reference for the tra,,,!;,-nission of its Own
signal. After the gpial is trdnsmitted the entire
cycle is repeated constantly at the- same dehnite
time 'intervals. The loran Operating sequence is.
shown in figure 11-2.
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z0
la/

THE SPACING BETWEEN LORAN LINES OF
POSITION INCREASES AS THE NAVIGATOR
MOVES AWAY FROM THE PASELINE.
ACCURACY OF LINE OF 009ITION BEr
COMES LESS AS SPACING INCREASES.

11.1 0
65:3

111
14.1

1I
473

4.1

THE SPACING BETWEEN LORAN LINES OF
POSITION INCREASES 41; THE NAVIGATOR
MOVES AROUND THE SERVICE AREA FROM
THE CENTRAL REGION TOWARD EITHER
BASELINE EXTENSION.

.Figure 11-1.Loran lines

Because the value of the loran system
depends on the accuracy of the timing of the
signals transmitted; every precaution is taken to
safeguard the ifctioning of the system.
Following are free continuou S. checks that are
applied to entIre a high level of eliabiIity.

1. Coijtinuous guarding o4 the secondary
signal by observations made at the- master
station.

69.46

of position are curved.

2. Continuous guarding of the master signal
by observations made at the secondary station.

3. Continuous guarding of the complete
transmission by monitor stations strategically
located with respect to the transmitters.

Loran transmissions can be momentarily
faulty owing to many possible causes, such as
electrical failure of a part of the equipment, or

1 53
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QUARTERMASTER 3. & 2

Figure 11-2.--Sequence of operation of loran iransmitting stations.
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LEOTRONIC NAVIGATION

navigator, because reception of an impulse from
only one of a pair or stations makes the system
ino ble.

RANGE.AND RELIABILITY

,the three continuoui checks referred
to earlier assures the surface or air navigator that -
any_ loran transmiasitons he receives (except
'shifting signals) are accurate and reliable. / Cy

;Under almost kind of weather
conditions, lines of position by loran-A are-fully
as accurate as those obtained froin good celestial
observations. Determination of position by
loran-A requires only 2 or 3 minutes' time.

Reception of signals is possible at distances
from the . tranamitting statiOns out to 1400
nautical miles at night, and 700 to 800 nautical
miles in the daythne. The -reason for the
day-night difference in 'effective range is
discussed in the next topic.

The United States Coast Guard operates
approximately 39 loran-A transmitting stations
throughout the world. Other nations operate
approximately 40 more stations. They provide
loran service along both coasts of North
America, along the great circle courses of the
North Atlantic and North Pacific, and in the
Central and Southwest Pecific. A considerably
larger number of -transmitting stations is
required for coverage of all the major air and sea
traffic routes of the world.

re
...

n
/ > ve w' d ' inon an po t

u se from master arrives at
con tion but has not yet

in master arrives at N.
'already has received

and is waitiing for .

proper am1ltt-o14uije to elapse
before transmitting, to assui-te orrect
sinichronization with master.

,

After assuring correct
synchronization, secondary transmits
pulse. Navigator has received pulse
frOm master already.

tep 6: Secondary pulse arrives at N.
Because navigator already has
received signal from master, lorafi
reading is taken" by measuring
elapsed time between arrival of u

; master and secondary pulses. After
both signals travel throughout their
effective range, cycle is repeated.

operating error in manipulation of transmitting
controls. Even though these troubles may be
minor and of relatively short duration, the
navigator should be. instantly cognizant of any
failure. The transmitting equipment is designed

. to produce a characteristic', easily recognizable,
shift of signals to the right, about 1000
'microseconds (tisec), and back at intervals of
about 1 second; or, in rare instances, a signal
may' be turned off and on at short intervals at

. which time the navigator is warned that the
signals must not be used.

Whenever failure is sufficiently serious to
interrupt transinission entirely, there is no
danger of misinterpretation on the part of the

(

.... , '

WAVE CHARACTERISTIC'S AND
SIGNAL IDENTIFICATION

The range of loran stations, the type of
signal received, and the accuracy of the resulting
time difference measurement are affected by the
path over which the radio waves travel. The
portion of the radio energy which travels, from
the transmitters, parallel to the surface of the
Earth is known as groundwaves. Anothe
portion of the radio-energy travels upward and
outward, encounters electrified layers of the
atmosphere, and, if conditions are favorable,
reflects back to the receiver. These reflections
are known as skywaves.
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Ground Waves'

Pining the ddytime, groundwaves can be
expected to reach a range of about 600 or 700
miles. At- night, because of atmospheric
diSturbances, the groundwave range is reduced
to. 400 or 500 miles. The actual sange at which a
loran idgnal May be received depends on many
faders, but generally .speaking ranges decrease in
the tropic.zones and increase in the.polai zones.
Intervening land .reduces the range by
approximately one third; however, the accuracy
of the loran systern is unaffected. Range's vary
*ith the position of 'the receiver in relation to
the transmitters and with the time of day.

.Groundwaves are .normally steady in. shape
and. size; however, they may vibrate at
maximum ranges and their amplitude may vary
when tile ship rolls or pitches greatly. This
condition can readily be identified as the signals
vary in time to the rolling and pitching of the
ship.

Time differences obtained using
groundwaves require no corrections before
plotHng on a chart or when using the loran
publications.

Skywavei

Skywaves are primarily a nighttime signal
but may sometimes appear during the daytime.
Ranges of skywaves vary but can usually be
expected out to about 1200 to 1400 miles. You
will fmd that many skywave signals will form on
the scope, but only the first skywave received is
usable for navigation (I Hop E). All other
skywaves are not reliable for navigation because
they are too erratic and no skywave corrections
are computed for them. As skywaves are
reflected from the ionosphere, the actual
amount of miles that these signals travel is
considerably greater than the equivalent
groundwave. Therefore, all skywaves require a
correction. Because all charts and publications
are computed on the assumption that all signals
received will be groundwaves, the skywave
corrections convert skywave time difference
readings to equivalent groundwave readings.

The minimum usable skywave ranbe is 250
miles from the transmitters. When closer than
that, the skywave corrections can not be

accurately computed. When in the area between
250 and 350 miles from the transmitters,
caution should be used as only a slight
difference between your actual position and
your DR position will cause large errors in your
skywave corrections.

s-2

All skywaves may be identified by their
inherent characteristics.- All skywaves will, if
given time, split and/or fade. This condition
makes it easy to determine what kind of signals
you are receiving. Always match a groundwave
to a groundwave or a skywave to a skywave.
Keep in mind the ship's position and the thne of
day. Patience and 7;xperience go a long way
toward making you a more proficient operator.

SHIPBOARD LORAN EQUIPMENT

1 7
156

Loran equipment used by the navigator
aboard a ship or aircraft is known as a
receiver-indicator. (See figure 11-3.) The unit
consists of a receiver for picking up and
amplifying the signals and an indicator that
makes the electrical impulsei visible. This uiiitis
also a tinier by which,the naVigator can measure
the interval in microseconds (millionths of
seconds) between Vries of arrival of the first and
second signals from the pair of transmitters.

Figure 11-4 is a presentation of loran timing,
sequences. A loran time difference is measured
by cycling the time base with respect to the
transmitted signals until the master and
secondary signals appear on the upper (A) and
the lower (B) traces of the scope, respectively.
Examine the signals on the scope operating on
fast sweep and make a fine adjustment until the
pulses are matched with respect to time. Time
differences are then read directly from a
mechanical counter.

The technique for reading the indicator can
be learned in less than 1 hour from a qualified
operator demonstrating on the scope Of an
actual receiver-indicator. The result is expressed
in microseconds. The time of observationst plus
the rate and type of wave used, is always
included when the reading is recorded. The rate
consists of two figures separated by a letter. The
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Figure 11-3.Loren receiving set.

first figure indicates frequency; the sedond, the
basic pulse repetition rate/ (PRR); and the last
figure, the specific pulse rtepetition rate of the
signals broadcast by tha't particular pair of
stations. A typical rate is 2L\6, which means that
this pair of stations operates on frequency
ch:nnel 2, at low basic recurrence rate, and at
the specific pulse repetition rate assigned to
statbns designated by the number 6,-The rate is
essential when plotting a line of position by
loran. A proper recording of a reading by loran
would be 1136.2L6 Tg 2040. This loran reading
means that at 1130 a reading of 2040 psec was
obiained by groundwaves (Tg) from the painof
stations whose rate is 2L6.

PLOTTING LORAN LINES
OF POSITION

Loran lines of position (LOP) may be
plotted by using either charts or tables. A
description of each method follows.

Plotting Charts

Figure 11-5 shows part of one of the special
charts designed for plotting loran lines of
position: You can see how lines of position from
the pair of transmitting stations (rates 2L0 and
2LI) are drawn in at intervals of 50 to 100 Psec.
To plot a line, it is necessary to draw in only the
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SIGNALS AS TRANSMITTED
4mouNT OF' TIME WHICH SLAVE WAITS BEFORE TRANSMITTING.

TIME REQUIRED FOR MASTER SIGNAL TO TRAVEL TO SLAVE.

-TIME REGIORO FOR MASTER SIGNAL
TO TRAVEL- TO NAVIGATOR.

TIME RiQUII1iD FOR SLAVe SIGNAL
TO TRAVEL TO NAVIGATOR.

s

S GNALS AS RECEIVED
BY NAVIGATOR

nRST HALF OF RE
CURRENCE INTERVAL
IS DISPLAYED ON
'A TRACE

.LORAN
TIME
DIFFERENCE

SECOND HALF OF RE-
CuRRENCE INTERVAL
IS .0ISPLAYE0 ON
'0' TRACE.

NAVIGATOR'S
SLOW SWEEP

OSCILLOSCOPE
PRESENTATION

LORAN TIME DIP
PERENCE IS
mEASLIRED WHEN

PULSES ARE MATCHED
Om FAST SWEEP

NAVIGATOR'S
FAST SWEEP
OSCILLOSCOPE
PRESENTATION

(FAST SWEEP SNOWS DETAILS
OF SIG1ALS SPIO 4 MOUNTED
ON PEDESTALS IN SLOWSWEEP
PRESENTATION)

177
Figure 11-4.Loran timing sequences.
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Figure 11-5.Part of ,a loran chart.

portion of it near the DR, interpolating between
printed lines as necessary.

Incidentally, !Ines shown on the charts are
for groundwavoq (Tg). If skywaves (Ts) are
matched, a differmt reading is obtained, and the
skywave corrections appearing at intersections
of latitude and longitude lines on the chart are
used io compute correctiOns for DR positions.
These computed corrections must be applied to
readings before lines are plotted. Air navigators
i'requently prefer loran plottings by chart
because the method is fast and easy to use.

Plotting Tables

Tables (Pub 221 series) are available for
plotting loran lines directly on ordinary

159
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navigatbnal charts or plotting sheets. The loran
tables contain (in tabular form) essentially the
same information as plotted on loran charts.
Where both tables and charts are available,-the
choice of which to use lies with the navigator. In
some regions the tables may contain lines from
rates that are omitted from the charts in order
to reduce clutter. Therefore, if readingS are
obtained for rates but the corresponding
linew-of-position are not shown on a particular
chart, the tables should be consulted to see if
those liles are tabulated.there. If so, the 15nes
can be placed oil the chart, or the tables can-be
used for that fix:

Entries are given in the tables fur every 15',
30', or l'of latitude or longitude, depending on
the amount of curvature of the line. Whether the
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de or the longitude is tabulated depends on
ingles, the line of position makes with the

meridian.
You enter the tables with the loran° reading

(corrected for skYwave, if necessary, from
information given at the front of the tables), and
either the latitude or the longitude on each side
of the- DR: From the tables you obtairi

1. corresponding values of longitude Ind-latitude, .

Lz., ;MA thus -can locate two points. A line drawn
' between the- two points is a segment of your

loran LOP. .

DISADVANTAGES OF LORAN

The advantages of loran are sufficient to,
make -the -System one of the most valuable
electronic aids to navigation yet developed.
Nothing made by man it-perfect, however, and
eveff loran is _subject to certain disadvantages.
Although it hat proved to be highly reliable,
theie is always a possibility of failure of either
tranwitting or receiying equipment. Jamming
by an enemy is possible.. .

Loran_ coverage still ia restricted; that. is,
bany large areas of the. world arecwithOut any
loran .coverage.at all, pakticularly the Southern
'Hemisphere.- Within the *areas of coVerage,
readingS close:to. the baseline extension and in
the extreme range liMit areas must be used with
extreme caution because a small error in time
-difference can cause a "fix" error in miles. .

. Because- Of the foregoing- reasons; loran is
only in aid to the navigator. It does not replace
the.older inethods of navigation.

RAPAR _

Radar (derived from the underlined letters
of the term radio detection and ranging) was -
develoiied originally as a: means for detecting
and ranging on targets in warfare, butit hai been
developed to the point where it is: a valuable
electronic navigational aid; Its-, principle Of
operation (figure 11-6) is basedupon the fact that
radio waves are reflected from solid objects. It
has the great advantage over loran of not
requiring any shore transmitting 'stations.
Radar's chief disadvantage is that its maxhrnim
range, for a surface vessel, is limited to slightly

NoLIE.LIATLIS RADAR ANTENNA AT .rE SAID OF LIGHT

°

PULSE CONTINUOS THROUGH,SPACE

160

PULSE STRIKES TARGET

Z
ECHO IS RETURNED AS ORIGINAL PULSE CONTINUES

,

ECHORETURNING AT SPEED OF LIGHT 7. .

ELMO RECEIVED IV ANTENNA GIVING INDICATION ON SCOPE OF PRESENCE
OF OTHER SNIP

69.60-
Figure 11-6.Principle of radar operation.

more than the line-of-sight of the horizon.
bespite its limitations, radar remains a most
important navigational aid. A summary of the
advantages of radar as a navigational aid follows.

.

1. _Radar -.can be used at night and during
periods Of low visibility when vitual .means. of
navigation cannot be employed.

2. A fix can be obtained tiOM a single
objeät.

3. Radar aavigation is often More accurate
than other means Of navigation especially
during periods of reduced visibility.

4. Radar fixes may be obtained rapidly.
5. Radar can be used to locate and track

storms.
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SITION INDICATOR

SJie':PP1 scope (figure 11-7) provides a
4peyemiew of the a.aa covered by the radar,

, with your ship in the center. The .sweep
originates in-the center of the scope- and moves
,to ,the ontside edge.::This straight line sweep cis
synchronized with the radar antenna and rotates
360 Therefore the PPI provides bearing and
range information. Each time a taiget is detected

. it appeart as an intensified sPot on the scope.-
-.The- PPI is designed to enable. the navigator

to deterrinne the range and bearing of akcibject,
which is one of its chief navigational,advantages.

_Tht scbpe can be adjusted to several different
range scales to provide .greater target detail
Range is measured in yards or nautical miles

_ from the center of the scope to 'the target
indication.

To- obtain target position, the PPI is
equipped with a bearing cursor Land a .range
strobe. The bearing cursor, like the sweep,
appears, as a bright line. It can be rotated,

. manually, through 360°. tearing infonnation is
, obtained by rotating the cursor to the center of

.. the farget. Thç target bearing is then read
directly fromthe bearing dial. The range strobe
appears as a bright spot riding .bn the cursor.As
the. range crank is turned cloclswist, the. Strobe
moves out from the center. Range is obtained by
placing the.' strobe ..on the leading. edge (edge
closest to 'the- center of the PPI) of the target.
The target range is :then read directy from the

--Trange dials, either in miles or Yards:
k

.

The bright rings seen in figure'118- are range
.markera or range rings: Range 'markers can be
&itched -on, or off, and their brightness can be
controlled at needed. The range.- indicated by
each ring depends, of course, upon the scale
used. For. instance,-if each ring represents 5,000

the, outer edge. in this'illustration is
20,000 yards. The target shown halfway
between the third ring and the edge of the scope'
is at a range of aboUt 17,500 yards and a bearing
of 300°._

On gyro-equipped ships (and most ships
having radars are so equipped), the radar has a
gyro input, and bearings Obtained from it are
true. If gyro failure occurs, the radar

161
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Figure 11-0.A target and range markers on PP( scope.

tation automatieally reorients to a relative
nrc :and relative bearings may be taken from

G BY RADAR

69.52(89)13

determined by ranges is mote accurate than one
obiained by bearings alone. Methods of
obtaining .radar fixes are by (I) range and
bearing of a singIe object,.(2) cross bearings, and
(3) two or more ranges.

Sffbject to the judgment of the navigator,
fter experience with his equipment, a
II-determined position by radar is labeled." A less reliable position is labeled

"estimated position" (BP). Because of beam
width distortion radar beatings usually are less
accurate than are radar ranges. A fbc obtained

-where two or mc-- lines of position are

Range and Bearing to a
Single Object

Preferably, radar fixes obtained through
measuring the range and bearing to a single
object should be limited to small, isolated fixed
objects which can be identified with reasonable
certainty. In =any situations, this method may
be the only reliable method which can be
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employed. If:possible, the fix shöhld be bawl
pon a radar range and visual Orôl bearing

j$ 'because radar, bearings Iare less ccurate than
visual gyro -bearinga. A primary advan ' of the

is the rapidity with which a be
A diaadtiantage is that the fi,cis base4
y 'two intersecting pcsiric lilies, a

line and a range arc, obtain , from
tions of the same object. Identification

mistakes can lead to disaster. If the fix is ased
n a floating aid, it should be treatel wth

contideiable cautin*
:

Tv/6 or More. Beariags
. .

-Generally, fixes obtained from radar
- bearings are less accUrate than those obtained
.from intersecting range r..-.;cs. The accuracy . of
fixing by this. method is greater _when the center
bearings of small, isolated,' radavconspicuous
objects can be observed...., .

Becainn of the rapidity of the method, the
method affords &means forinitially determining

, an -approximate position for subsequent use in
More reliable identiflcation of objects for fixing
by.means of two or More ranges.

. Fixing by tangent bearings is one Of the least
aCcurate methods. The use. of tangent bearings
with a range measurement can.provide a fix of
reasonably good .aceuracy. . .

; As illustrated in figure 11-9, the. tangent .

bearing lima intersect at a range from the island
obtarved less than the range as measured because
of bearn width distortion. Right tangent beaiings

. should be decreased by one-half the. horizontal

NAVIGATION'

Width. I.eft tangent bearings should be
iricreated by itiels.anie amount The fix is taken

.that painton 'Melange arc midway between
.the behring@ies.
. It ie . frequently quite difficult to correlate
the. left and-right extremities of the island as
charted with the island image on the . PPI
.Therefore,.. even with. coinensation ..for half of
the beam, width, the bearing lines usually will
not intersect at the range arc.

Two or More Ranges

Two or niOre ranges provide the most
atcurate radar fix, prdvided the radar is properly
calibrated and range errors are known for each
indicator: Radar ranges are reasonably aceurate
for any range within the maximum limit of the
equipment. Figure 114 0 shows how distance
circles intersected . to form the fix.
Additional ranges afford good checks against
improper interpretAtioh of the original points on
Which the ranges.Were taken.-

Figure 11-1! shows a device that can -be
constructed easily aboard ship for plotting two
ranges.. Pivot two transparent plastic arms at a.
common point .and drill a small hole at the
pivot, just large enough . for inserting a pencil
point. Calibrate the arms to the stale of the
thart, with :-.e.rorange at ;le pi-vnt To pbt a fix,
sitnply place the p/Otter on the \chart. sn that the
observed range from eac'7A target is exactly over

Figure-11-9.Tangent bearings and

.1

69.53
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Figure 11-10.Radar fix by two ranges.
59.61
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ISLAKK ROCK

identifr.- Large charted buildings, tanks, towers,
and the like often can be' picked up by an
experienced operator even though they may be
located some distance inland.

When distant mountains are the only objects
available, you must bear in mind that it is
difficult to get an accurate range from such a
large mass. The bearing inaccuracy may also be
considerable under such circumstances.

INTERPRETING RADAR INFORMATION

. Interpreting radar information requires
considerable experience. Even then an operator
may not always be able to interpret correctly.

.,.Bearing resolution, range resolution, and radar
shadows are but three of the problems that.

hinder radar interpretation.

Figure 11-11.Plastic plotter for determining'
position from ranger.

that target's indication on the chart The hole in
the pivot then will be located at the fix.

NAVIGATIONAL RADAR TARGETS

Small isolated rocks are excellent targets for
centek bearing and ranges. Because they are well
defmed, thby can be plotted accurately from the
exact point of, eeho. Small islands are also gootl,
but large ones, as you have seen, require tangent
bearings instead of center bearing&

Sharp points of land often are used for
ranges and for either tangent or center bearings.
In ranging on land, you must be certain to plot
your range arc from the point that actually
/induced the radar echo. Sometimes what
appears to be a waterline on a radarscope is, in
fact, some point inland or possibly a surfline
offshore.

Buoys are good for ranges and bearings
because; like small rocks, they are well defined
and produce sharp echoes. For several reasons,

Idwever, buoys may go off their stations. Buoys
should not be used for fixing position unless no
better quality targets are available.

Offshore lighthouses on rocks or pilings are
reliable radar targets. They are also easy to

.
:.-., ,*,..- ARBE ,r,..,,....,;R,,, Et5OLUTION

1:.-.;.%...,-; 4' .
..

l'beMiiiiiinum difference in br,artnt, t.ltween ..
tWtr, Obje* at Alte,. SaMe.Jange tr ( . . be
discerned On.-:'Ithe;::-:'spOpe- is call,:-.1 1?eining
resoluti4 The-radarbearn width exiwia &gigot
to appear larger thadit actually is. If ; v,o ;-;argets
are-close together and it about the same wise;
their pps ,may merge and form a sogle pip,
giving %ince of a larger Jailer. A number:of

. . .

, rockpilei d small boats neat shore may appearai a s e, giving, a false impremion of the
:shoreline. Baring ,resolution can sometimes be
improved by 'reducing the radar receiver gain.

RANGE RiSOLUTION

The minimum diifere .ce in rangFbetween
two objects on the same bote,n3 that can be
discerned by radar N called &. e resolution.
Two or r. 4 objects on the wale bearing and at
only a it difference in range may appear onthe scope as a sivle long object. Range
resolutm can some wines be improved by
reducing the radar receiver gain.

SHADOWS

Echos are not returned from an object that
lies behind another object obstructi4 the radar
beam. Radar, shadows o:.:cUr behind prominent
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DOTTED LINE REPRESENTS
TRUE LOCATJON.-OFJKAND'S',
SI-IDR-ELINE. ONLY TOP OF
ISLAND, SHOWS ON PPI .

Figure 11-12.Radar shidow.

objecti: Small boats or rikoks that lie a
considerable distance beyond the horizon'
cannot be cked u -13 radar Fi e 11-12'P Y gur
shows a boat that cannot be located by radar
because of shadow. In the distance, the radar
picks up the top of an island, but the bottom is
iri the shadow created by the Earth's curvature.

NAVIGATION BY SATELLITES

The navigational -satellite System is a global
aill- Neather system. With its use, navigators in
shipe on or below the ocean surface can obtain a
fix t within a fraction of a mile, night or day;
iti all ; of the world. Although it is usable
worldwide, fix information is available only
during a satellite pass, which may occur every 45
to 150 minutes, more often at high latitudes
than on the^ Equator. On some occasions
satellites may interfere with one another due to
the c' proximity of their orbits. This is

'0:64

especially/true at high latitudes as the satellites
are all in polar orbits.

-The / syStem operates on the
/principle. Doppler can best be described by

/ 'example. SuppOse, as you. stand at, a railload-
crossing,' a train approaches with its whistle
sounding. As the train comes nearer, the pitch of
the whistle bec,ones higher until the train passes
you. At this 'tinv:, the pitch .drops and, L'he

train goes off into the distance, the pitch of the
whistle gradually grows kiwer. The change in
pitch is called doppler shift. The signal from s
satellite approaching and passing over a shi2
likewiSe has a change in pitch, or doppler
Analysis of the doppler shift enables the
navigator to calculate his poSition relative to the
satellite. The position of the satellite is.radioed
from the ,satellite so that the navigator can Lae
the doppler information, along with the satellite
position information, and determine his' Ship's
pOsition.

165
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Figure 11-/ 13.Navim#Uonal satellite system.7

Tht navigational satellite system requiresfrie groups of equipment: several 'satellites,
tracking stations, a computing center, an
irijection station, and shipboard navigational
equipment. Following is a brief explanation of
how the system works. {Referring to figure
11-13 may help you understand the sytitem.)

As each of the navigational satellites orbits
the Earth, 'the tracking stations receive and
lecord the dopplei shifts radiated by each
satellite as it passes withinreceiving range. I

Dopplef information is transmitted to the
computing center, and there the information is
Used to calculate the satellite's position as a
function of time. From the computing station
the satellites position (as.a function of time) is
transmitted to the injection station.

The injection station transmita orbital data'
ta the satellite es it passes into range. The
'information serit from the injection station

1

erases former data arid allows.the correct.data to
be transmitted by the satellite. The injection
station sends corrective data to each satellite

; viçeaday.
. ./ /Meanwhile, the satellite continues to radio
/ information ev'err 2 minutes. Any stiip within

reeeiving range of the satellite can record the
dOppler shift, orbital Oosition, and tine as they
are radioed from the satellite. Ay means of this
information, the naVigator of. the ship can
coMpute th:, latitude and longitude Of his ship.

LORANC

Loran-C is a p
hyperbolic radio nav
high a ccuiacy f
measurements of th

\ inherent stability of
8 5

1
1 6 6

d low-frequency (LF),
ation system. It derives its
om time difference

pulsed signals and the
propagation. The wide
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KEY:
-EXISI=ING LOF2AN-C
CHAINS

Ego PROPOdED
11111p COVERAGE,

17-1 EXISTiNG
1--4 COVERAGE

Figure 11-14.Groundwave coverage existing and proposed worldwide.

eragearea are made possible by the low
' ropagatisr 14ses :.of LF grOundivaves and the

i.esultant. long asehne lengths (station-to-station-
rparation).... he :Coast .Guard- currently Li
reiponsible fo :the operatiOn of 7 Loran-C.'

'.Chains(inelu g one :on the east coast of the
. United States) ismg r transmitting stations to

Piovide coverag ovet16,000,000 square Miles.
T#irteen.,,additi'?nal stations are planned to.
zoMplete the coverage of the United States.
Coastal Confluence Zone (CCZ) and a large
Portion of the. Northern Hemisphere (See figure
11-14.).. 1

'Hyperbolic naVigation systems operate on
the' principle that, ,the difference . in time of

..arrivai of signals from two stations, observed at a
point in, the. coverage area, is a measure of the

°difference in., distance from the point of
observation to each of the stations (see figure
0-15), The locus of all points having the same
observed difference in distance to a pair of
,stations is a hyPerbola, called a line of position
(LOP). The intersection of two or more LOPs
.definr: -the poiition .of the observer. The
accmeacy of ani hYperblic navigation System
&Tends. on the Observer's ability to measUre the

-.clikTerence between the' times of arrival 'of twoA

89.151

signals (time difference, or TD), and his
knowledge of the propagation conditions, so
that the .time dikerences can be converted to
LOPs.

In identifying the proper frequency for a
radio navigation system Which will give -wide
coverage and high accdracy, various physical
factors must- be considered. The basic limitation
on accuracy is the veloCity of propagation of
radio energy, approximately . One foot per
nanosecond (1 ft/nsec). Thus, for accuracies on
the order of tens or hundred,: of feet,
measurementsinust be made to tens or hundreds
of nanosecond.

To take advantage of the stable propagation
characteristics and long range of, the LF band,
100 kilohertz (kHz) was chosen as the enter
frequency of the Loran-C system. The Loric-C
pulse shape is such that 99% of the radiated
energy is contained between the frequcncio of
90 and 110 kHz.

Ranges of 800 to 1200 nautical miles (NM)
are typical, depending on transmitter power,
reoeiver sensitivity, and losses over the signal
path. Variations in propagation losses, and
velocity, increase with distance fromthe
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SECONDARY
-(X) TDX: THE LOCUS OF ALL POSITIONS

- WHERE THE OBSERVED TIME
NFFEREVE BETWEEN THE
TIMES Or ARRIVAL OF -THE
II a X SlaNALS IS CONSTANT

OBSERVER
.(HYPERBOLIC

SECONDARY
(Y)

69.152
Figure 11-15.'--Hyperbolic fix geometry._

trantniitters. These erfOrs, andthose introduced
by receivers, will .norinally result in. position

-.variations of 50 to 200,feet at.200 to 500 NM,
increasing to approximately 500, feet at 1000
NM.

.

Loran-C chains are ciiiriprigzd (ix aNmaster
transmitting station; two or more secondary
transmitting stations; and, if necessary, system
area monitor (SAM) stations. The/transmitting

(

stations are located such that the signals from \
the mister and at least two secondary stations
can be received throughout the desired coverage
area. For convenience, the master station is
designated by the letter "M" and the secondary
stations are designated W, X, Y, or Z. Thus, a
particular master-secondary pair and the TD
which it produces can be referred to by .the
-letter designations of both stations or just that
of the secondary. (e.g., MX time difference or
TDX).

The transmitting stations of a Loran-C chain
transMit groups of pulses at a- specified group
repetition interval (GRI). Each pulse has a

100-kHz carrier and is Of the shape &Scribed in -

.figure 11416. For:each chain a minimum GRI is
selected' of sufficient length so that it, contains
thne for transmission of the 'pulse group. frOm
each. station (10,000' mkcroseconds for the

.master and. 8000 microseconds for each
secon.dary). plus time between each- pulse group
So that signals from. tiro 'or more Stations cannot,.
Overlap in time anywhere in the coverage area.'
(See figure 11-17.) Thus, with respect to:the time
Of arrival of the master, a Secondary Station will
delay its Own transmissions for a -specified time,
called the secondary coding delay.' The
minimuM GRI is therefore a direct function of
the number of stations and the distanCe betWeen
them. A GRI for the chain is then selected so
that: . adjacent chains do not cause mutual
(cross-rate) interference..Possible values for GRI
are' listed in tab'.i. . The GRIii defmed to begin
coincident with the start of the fvst pulse of the
master group.

-Each station. transinits One pulse 'group per
GRI. The master pulse.group consists of eight

--pulsei, spaced 1000 inicroseco ids anart, and a.
ninth pulse 2000 microseconds after the eighth.
Secondary pulse: groups contain eight pulses
spaced 1000 microseconds apart Multiple pulses
are tiv &so that more signal energy is available atthe receiver, improving' significantly the

-td-noise ratio without having increase
thejeak transmitted .power capability of the
transmitters. The master's ninth pulse is used for.
itual-identification of the master and for blink.

used- to warn tigers that there LS an error in
the transmissions of a particular station; is.
accomplished by, turning the 'ninth pulse on and
off in, a specified code. The secondarkstation of
the unusable pair also blinks by turning its. lost . --
two pulses .on: and. offe Most modern receiVers
automaticallk deteCt secondark station blink
only;this is sufficient to trigger alarm indicators.

The rate structure for Loran-C is limited in
theory to GRIs of 00010 to 99990
microseconds hi 10 iiiicrosecond steps. In actual
practice the GRIs -will be between 40000 and
99990 microseconds with limits placed on rates
actually selected. The designation of a Loran-C
rate is bk. the first four digits of the specific
GRI. This is a. newly expanded rate structure.
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Figure 11-16.Loran-C pulse.

LORANC CHAIN GRI

SECONDARYSECONDARY
X PULSES Y PULSES

1
,--1,.. PULSES Z PULSES -

MASTER
PULSES

MASTER SECONDARY

,....J.--... .--11---N,
WWII I -, !1-1-1-1-1+1-i-ifig l.flitill 111111111 AP

TDX--410.1 _41,
TDY

1000 p.SEC AMPLITUDES SHOWN ARE
TYPICAL FOR LOCATIONS
IN THE CHAIN COVERAGE
AREA.

,

TDZ-

Figure 11-17.Example of received Loran-C

The old rate structure consisted of those GRIs
with old rate designations shown,in parentheses
(thus rate SS7 is now 'referred to as 9930)..The
existing eight Loran-C chains wall continue to
Use rates from the old rate structure.

OMEGA

Omega is a very low-frequency (VLF) radio
navigation system which will enable navigators

69.153

69.154

to obtain reliable posittnS comparable in
accuracy to Loran-A on a worldwide and nearly
continuous basis, when the system is in 'full
operation, with only eight transmitting stations.
Loran-A, with 81 transmitting stations in 1974,
provides only 65% Coverage of the Northern
Hemisphere.

Seven of the Omega "stations are either now
located in or will be located in North Dakota,
Liberia, N'Orway. Argentina, Ile de la Reunion in
the Indian Oceaa, Hawaii, and Japan. The eighth

,
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Table 11-1.Group Repetition Intervals
(GRI In Tens Of Microseconds)

9
9998
9997

9991
9990 (SS1)
9989

8999
8998
8997

. o
8991
8990
8989

7999
7998
7997

7991
7990 (SL1)
7989

6999
6998
6997

6991
6990
6989

5999
5998
5997

5991
5990 (SH1)
5989

4999
4998
4997

4991
4990 (SI)
4989

.

4971
4970 (S3)
4969

-

-

4931
4930 (S7)
4929

4000

9971
9970 (SS3)
9969 .

-.

9931

8971
8970
8969

I.

8931
9930 (SS7) 8930
9929 8929

7971
7970 (SL3)

'7969
o ,

7931
7930 (SL7)
7929

6971
6970-
6969

6931
6930
6929

5971
5970 (SH3)
5969

5931 _

5930 (SH7)
5929

'
9000 8000 7000

station may be loeated in Australia. The average
station separation is to be 5000 to 6000 nautical
miles. With the transmitting stations so situated,
the extzemely long rangt8 of the VLF sipals
(10-14 kHz) will ensure that the user will be able
to receive at least three stations. Depending
upon his location, the user may be able to
receive- as many as six stations. 'From five
stations, for example,.users will be able io deriveten- lines-of-position (LOPs) from phase
comparisons of signals transmitted from various
conibinations of pairs of the. fransmitting
stations. This 'LOP redundancy will permit
navigators to be selective with respect to LOPs
used to fix theh positions. If some signals are
transmitted along paths with-poor propagztion.

6000 5000

conditions, other signals transmitted under
favorable . conditions should be available. Also,
navigators will be able to select those LOPs
which provide more accurate _positions because
a the crossing angles or angles of cut of the
lines:

The practicality of thF' Omega systeiniabased
on the fact that the radio signals ia the VLF band
have very good phase stability over extromely
longdistances. The accuracy of the systom is.
dependent upon this inherent stability and the
predictability of the phase variations aiong the
propagation path. Long-term studies indkate that
the Omega signal phase, wh;,..th varies diurnally
along the path in response to diurnal changes in
the ,ionosphere, can be predicted with enough

170'
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. accuracy to enable positioning to within 1 to 2
-nautical miles RMS (root mean square).

OMEGA LANES

Ylith,llie stations transMitting at 102 kilz,
the . waveleiith is approximately 16. nautical

Thns, identical phase angles are.repeated
at 16-mile intervals.. HoWever, On the baSeline
between ',tviO transmitting stations a spetific
ilifference in the phase angles of the radio Waves
reCeived',..firOm the -two transmitting stations, .

repeats itself every one-half wavelength or about
every &Infos. .--

Since alepreientative baseline in the Omega,
system Is 'about 5000 nautical- Miles in length, or
about 390 waivelengths at 10.2 kHz, specific..
phase-angle. differences in the 10.2-kHz signal
field are repeated about 600 times . on the .

baseline. Hence, at 10.2 kHz there are about 600
. points ,On the baseline at- which the phise-angle

differences are zero.:
Contours connecting points in the signal

field at which the- phase-angle 'differences are
zero -are the constant phase or isophase contours
plotted on Oinega charts and tabulated in the
Omega lattice tables. -Ai 10.2 kliz each' such
contour. 'is spaced at intervals of about 8 nautical
miles on the baseline. Away from the baseline
there is a. small divergence of the hyperbolic
'contours.

The area lying between two zero
phase-difference contours is known as an Omega
lane. Thus, on the baseline between two stations
transmitting at 10.2 kHz, thelane Width is about
8 nautical miles. Each such pair of stations
transmitting at 10.2 kli2-produces a pattern of
about 600 lanes'. Away from the baseline the
lane width for I0.2-kHz transmissions increases
gradually. When the two transmitting stations
and the receiver form an equilateral triangle (the
receiver being 4300 nautical iniles from the
baseline), the 1 ...ane width will have increased to
about 12 nautical miles.

T4.1 tliemnging&node of operation, the lane is.
.the area lying between two zero piizse-difference
contours within which there is a 300 change in
phaw of the CW wave received frun a single
transmitting. station as .the receiver is moved
from one isopliase contour to the other. Thus, in

the ranging mode, lane width at 10.2 kHz is
constant at about 16 nautical miles.

Normally; the lane counter of the
AN/SRN-12 Omega receiver (figure 11-18), which
is set on departure from a known pctsition,
provides the lane. If the lane counting capability
of the equipment is lost tor any reason, such as
temporary equipment failure, the navigator
usually can determine the lane he is in by dv4
reckoning or other navigational means.

STATION LOCATIONS AND COVERAGE

The Omega stations transmitting in 1975,
their letter designators, and approximate
locations are given in figure 11-19. The fix
acculacy is determined from the system
geometry, using a standard deviation of 4
centilanes for each of the two LOPS Making up
the fix. The error as stated for the standard
deviation of the fix -is measured from the
arithmetic mean of the positions which could be
established from a large number of observations
at a given place and time. Therefole, this
distance does not indicate the separation
between the" fix position and the observer's
actual position, except by chance. With the error
stated in terms ot the standard deviation (1o),
68% of the cases should result in a position
displacement in any direction from the
arithmetic mean not exceeding the diStance
specified for lo:

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
OMEGA TRANSMISSION

Omega is a VLF, continuous wave, time
share4 radio navigation syftem with all stations
Vansmitting at the sar.,a frequencies. The
stations always transmit in the same order, with
the length of each transmission varying between
0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 seconds from station to
station. The order and lengths of the station
transmissions at 10.2 kHz, in accordance with
the Omega station identification code, are
contained in table 11-2.

ME SIGNAL FORMAT

As shown in figure 11-20, the order of
transmission is such that when station A

171
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Figure 11-18.AN/SFIN-12 Omega at

10.2 kHz, stations G and H transmit 1,

: and 13.6 kHz, respectively, for the t
uration that- station A transmi:b at u
ien stationatransmits at 10.2 kHz, b

H transmit at 13.6 kHz and 11.33 0

;Utica' Approximate Location
qame Latitude Longitude

)mega Nozway 66 ° N
)mega Trinidad 110 N
hnega Hawaii 210 N
lmega North Dakota 46° N
/mega Japan 35 °N

I-19.Omegs coverage diagram.
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120.48
Ion receiver.

ely, for the same time duration
transmits at 10.2 kHz, and so on
le sequence of transmissions has
1. Since there is a time interval of
etween transmissions, the entire
ommutation pattern is repeatee
nds. The start pf one of Ede

.Omega Commutation Pattern

BC DEF GH.
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.0
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10 SECONDS

1.1 1.2 1.1

0

START

ETC

LO 0.9

102 13.6 11.33, 102f

f2 13.6

to

11.33 11.33

13.6 11.33 Is 102 13.6,.

stc.

Figure 1 1-20.Order of transmission.

'segments of the 10-Second cycle is synchronized
with coordinated universal time (ITTC).

The 0.2-second interval between
transmissions rules out the possibility of
overlapping of the signals received from
different stations. The 0.2-Second intervai
between transmissions also eases the
requirement for perfect alignMent of the
receiver' commutator. A 0.1-second error in
setting .the commutator cycle has negligible
effect.

IVENTIFICATION OF THE
OMEGA SIGNAL.

Depending upon the observer's distance
from the various transmitters, the Omega signals
are of differing amplitude or strength. The
relative strengths of the signalg received and the

-: time _sequence of Sransmission can be used to
_Lidentify the Omega :Agnal.

By the signal strength method of
identification, the various stations can be
recognized either by the relative sound levels or
by the heights of the signals on an oscilloscope.
In identifying- the stations aurally, the signals
from the nearer stations will Sound relatively
Loud, whereas the signals from the more .distant
stations will be relatively weak, or they may not

1
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be heard. On an oscilloscope display, the
amplitudes Of the signals from the nearer
stations Will be relatively large, whereas the
amplitude§ of the signals from the more distant
stations- will be relatively small, or the signals
rnay not be -seen. It should be kept in mind,
however, that these methods depend upon
obierving or listening to theentire signal format.
The transmission from any single transmitter can
be distorted by propagation effects; and, unless
all the signals are taken 'into consideration, an
erroneous lane count can be established. Also,
"long path" signals, or signals which travel the
longer of the two possible great-circle paths
from the transmitter, degrade this technique.

Each of the eight transmissions during the
10-second period of transmitting the complete
sequence of signals is called a time segment. The
first tansmission in the sequence is segment A,
rhe second issegmeht B, etc. (the time segment
designation should -not be confused with the
station designations). A particular station can be
identified by observing the relative time of its
transmissions in the segnient sequence. The
13.6-kHz transmission- from station B (now
Trinidad but scheduled to be Liberia) occurs
during time segnient C; the 13.6-kHz
transmission from station C (Hawaii) occurs
during time segment D (the commutation cycle
in the receiver must be synchronized so that this
condition occurs). By reference to standard time
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transmissions (WWV, WWVH, etc.), the start of
the sequen ce o f transmissions can be
determined. Through identification of the
various time segments, the various stations can
be identified.

When Omega is compared with: the other
radio navigation systems discussed in this
chapter, _the fact that worldwide coverage is
achieved with an accuracy of ± 1 to 2 miles RMS
with only eight stations is a tremendous
advantage. For coastal navigation, however, the
greater accuracy afforded by the other systems,
partieularly Loran-C, close to their baselines
makes their use valuable, especially when a
vessel is slightly beyond radar range to land. For
this reason, it is not meaningful to attempt to
compare the various systems by the use of
system accuracy along, inasmuch as the RMS
accuracy of all systdms with the exception of
Omega varies from a few hundred yards to
several miles within the area of system coverage.

OTHER SYSTEMS

Several other electronic navigatiOn systems
that are available but less widely used in the
Navy are Decca, Consol, Shoran, Star Tracker,
SINS, and NAVDAC.

DECCA

Decca is a British system, which, lilce loran,
requires special receiving equipm'ent. The
receiving unit measures phase differences
between a master and a group of three slave
stations, all of which are tran&mitting at
different frequencies. Fixes are obtained by
plotting the phase differences directly onto a
chart printed with Decca hyperbolic lines.

CONSOL

Consol is a long-range, short-baseline system
that operates in the 250- to 350-kliz frequency
range. Consol signals may be received by using
ordinary radio equipment. The signals consist of
a series of dots and dashes, which are ,counted
by the receiving operator. Dotted and dashed

ASTER 3 & 2

lines printed on Consol charts are used to.plot

Complete information on Decca and Consol
may be found in American Practical Navigator,
Pub No 9.

SHORAN

Shoran (from the underlined letters of the
teTm short-range navigation), employed
principally in surveying, uses ranges rather than
bearings. Signals from own ship's radar
autonlatically trigger two fixed transmitters
ashore. The signals emitted by these transmitters
are in the form of pips and are received
simultaneously. You measure the ranges to these
pips in the same manner as you would any
contact, and then plot the ranges on your chart.
The point where these two ranges intersect is
your position. Although Shoran is relatively
short-ranged, it is extremely accurate, so that
your fix can be relied on to about 50 feet.

. STAR TRACKER

Star Tracker is an extremely sensitive optical
telescope with radio or infrared components
that calculate elevation (altitude) and azimuth
data from celestial bodies, including the Sun.
The Star Tracker may be used even during
periods of poor visibility. With the Sun it may

be -used- effectively-in-heavy-overcasts with--a
high degree of accuracy. The radio sextant is
similar to the radio telescope and is included in
the same category as the Star Tracker.

SHIP'S INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

At present, the ship's inertial navigation
system (SINS) is chiefly a navigational aid for
submarines and aircraft carriers. It soon should
be operational on most surface vessels.

The SINS provides ships with a._ accurate
and continuous dead-reckoning position. The
DR position is displayed continuously on a
chart, along with the desired track. Because
SINS is a self-contained system, it is a valuable
war-time navigational aid. When the loran
systems and other similar systems are knocked
out, SINS remains operable.
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The SINS openites on an arrangement of
gyros and accelerometers. This arrangement is
called the sensitive element. Three gyros and ,
two accelerometers make up this sensitive
element. Two of the gyros give absolute values,
one gyro for latitude and the other for the
vertical. The third gyro is for longitude, but it
,cannot give an absolute value. A requirement for
the third gyro is thelnitial ship's longitude, with
which ship's position can be computed at any
time thereafter.

The accuracy usually obtained by SINS is on
the order of about 1 mile per day. The degree of
accuracy can be increased, however, because
more. accvrate position data can be obtained by
other navigational methods and inserted into the
SINS.

NAVDAC

Among the advanced components to
navigational systems that assist the navigator in
solving navigational problems is N tvdac

(navigation data assimilation computer). The
Navdac combines, evaluates, and stores data
received from navigational systems, i.e., SINS,
Loran-C, and Star Tracker. In effect, it is a
memor; bank of highly accurate navigational
data, capable of rejecting soNtions of poor
quality and accepting only those :If a high
degree of probable accuracy.

In closing this chapter, it must be pointed
out that no single method of navigation should
be used to the wsclusion of all others. Even the
newer electronic navigational systems cannot be
considered cure-alls. These systems are made up
of highly complex pieces of equipment and are
subject to various types of casualties. Unusual
atmospheric conditions will affect some of
them, and severe sea conditions will influence
others. Complete reliance upon one system
alone, to the extent of excluding all other
methods or systems of naviption, cannot and
must not be practiced. There is no perfect
system or method of navigation under all
conditions.
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CHAPTER 12.

(

cti-4( (including its electronic phases) and
reckoning compose that branch of

navigation that, determines position by reference
ti objects or .localilies on the- Birth. Another

which osidon is determined by the
d of heavenly bodiet, such as the Sun, Moon,

and ,plinets, is ialled :Celestial navigation.
ccurately timed and measured, and properly

corrected altitude on any navigational body
gives,an accurate line of 'position. Navigation by
such lines of position is the crux of modern
seafaring.

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION

NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY

Astronomy is the scientific study of the
celestial bodies, including their magnitudes,
motions, constitutions, positions, and distances.
Neutcal astronomy is that part of astronomy on

----which celestiarnavigatiOn Li based. You must
know sometlfmg about nautical astronomy
before you can acquire a knowledge Of celestial
navigation.

CELESTIAL SPHERE

Although we know that the Earth is not a
perfed sphere, we consider it to be so for many
navigational purposes. All problems in celestial
navigation involve the use of two spheres. One
mich body is the Earth itself, and the other is an
imaginar) celestial sphere.

Let's go 'back again and use the lighted
transparent sphere with which we illustrated a
chart projection. Assume the sphere is the size
of a. tennis ball, with the Earth's meridians and
parallels laid out on it in black. Assume further
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that it is suspended in the exact center, of
another sphere; made of glass, about the size of .

a basketball.
The . basketball-sized sphere, on which the

Meridians and parallels are projected from the
smaller one,, represents the imaginary Celestial-
sphere on which all the heavenly bodies are
presumed to be located. The entire system of
navigation by the stats is founded upon the fact .;
that angular distancei on the celestial sphere can
be reduced to fit the Earth (terrestrial sphere).
This system makes it possible for a navigator to
locate objects on the Earth with reference to the
locations of heavenly bodies on the celestial ;
sphere.

.

As you know, objects ate located on the
terrestrial sphere by a system of coordinates'.
called latitude and longitude. Latitude linea.
(parallels) are parallel to the, Equator and _are_
used to hidicate distande north or south of the
Equator. On the Xercator chart, longitude lines.
(meridians) Cross the Equator at right angles and
are used to indicate distance east or west of the
Greenwich meridian. Objects on the celestial .

sphere are located in a similar manner, but the
horizontal lines are' called declination; and the
vertical lines are called Greenwich hour angle
(GHA).

Longitude is meaSured on the terrestrial
sphere east and west from . the Greenwich
meridian (G) along the Equator, as you already '-
know. The GHA of a body on the celestial
sphere is measured westward from the projected
Greenwich meridian to the body's hour circle.

What is an hour circle? It is half of a great
circle on the surface of the celestial sphere
which passes through a celestial body and
terminates at the celestial poles. The hour cirCle,
contrasted to the celestial meridian, moves with
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41& celestial body pv6greSsively with time from
-, Cast to west (siMSe we consider apparent
- motion), While tlie position of the celestial
'meridian remains fixed. With knowledge of the
Earth's. rotation (one turn upon its axis per 24
,hours), we realize that each celestial body
.crosses Our meridian once each 24 hours.
Dividing 3600 (number of degrees in a circle) by
24 hours, we rmd that _an hour circle advances
about 15° per hour.

The GHA of any body is the degrees,
minutes, and tenths of minutes of arc of the
celestial equator intercepted at a given instant
between that body's hour circle and the celestial
meridian of Greenwich, measured westward
from Greenwich through 360°. Whether
measured on the celestial ,or the terrestrial

_ sphere, the amount of- arc is the same. Figure
12-1 shows you GHA of a star measured on the
terrestrial sphere.

Notice that the star's position on the
terrestrial sphere is indicated by GP. The letters

. GP stand for geographic position, and represent
.the point where a line draWn from the center of
the Earth' to the body would intersect the
Earth's outface. Depending on whether the body
in question is the Sun, the Moon; or a star, a GP
may be variously a subsolar, sublunar, or
substellar point. .

i YOu can see from figure 124 how closely
GT:IA corresponds to longitude. Remember,
however, that GHA of any liody increases
continuously as the body mOVes westward;

. whereas, longitude remains th ' same for any
, point on the Earth. The HA is always

imeasured westward from qreenwich (0°)
through 360°. Longitude is measured east or
west from Greenwich to 180°.

Th., e GHA of any navigatio al body of the
solar system (Sun, Moon, and planets) and of

. the fffst 'point of Aries (T), sometimes called
-.vernal equinOx, is listed in the Nautical Ahnanac
i for every hour of GMT, for any date. The first

point of Aries (T) is the zero point on the
celestial equator from which the westward
distance of the stars is measured. The GHA of
any navigational star may be determined from
the Nautical' Almanac by adding. GHA of Aries
to the tabulated sidereal hour angle (SHA) of
the star. Let's see what all these explanations
mean.' , ,-

--

SIDEREAL HOUR-ANGLE

Refer to figure 12-1 again. The marking
"hour circle of vernal equinox" is the line from
which sidereal hour angle is measured. The SHA
of any star is measured westward thiough 3600 ,

like GHA; but measurement is from the vernal
equinox or first point of Aries,. instead 'Of from
Greenwich.

At the present time you must bear in mind
two points. GHA of the vernal equinox, like
GHA of any other body, is increasing
continuously west v,..ard. But the sidereal hour
angle of any star (measured westWard from the
vernal equinox to the body's hour circle)
remains relatively constant. Why? Simply
because all the stars move westward along with
the vernal equinox. The SHA of any body
changes slightly, and its tabulated value in the
Nautical Almanac varies slightly throughont the
year. The reasons for the changes are beyond the
scope of this course.

You will see later that the SHA and GHA of
the vernal' equinox are factors used in star
observations. However, neither is applicable in
observations of navigational planets.

DECLINATION

You know that the GP you see on the small
sphere in figure 12-1 cOrresponds to the star's
location on the celestial sphere. You know that
latitude of a point on the terrestrial sphere is
measured from the Equator northward or
southward along the point's meridian, to a
maximum of 90°. Declination of a body on the
celestial sphere is measured in exactly the same
wayfrom the celestial equator (equinoctial)
northward or southward along the body's hour
circle. The polar distance is the number of
degrees, minutes, and tenths of-minutes of arc
between the heavenly body and the elevated
pole. The elevated pole is the one above the
horizon; in other.mords, the one with the same
name as your latitude:..

From the foregoini:description, it follows
that the. polar distance , of a body whose
declination hai the same 'mine (north or south)
as- tlie elevated pole is always 90° minus its

, --declination (d). Polar distance of a body whose
declination has a different name from that of
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Figure 12-1.The celestial sphere.

the elevated pole is always 900 plus d.
Remember this rule because it is the basis of the
system for determining latitude by observations ,
taken at local apparent noon (LAN), which is
covered later in this chapter.

Declination of any navigational star is listed
'in. the Nautical Almanac, for each date.
Diclination of each body of the solar system is
listed for every hour GMT.

TIM DIAGRAM

So far you have learned that a heavenly
body is located on the celestial--sphere by its,
Greenwich hour angle (corresponding to

69.66

longitude) and its declination (corresponding to
latitude). You have seen how both of these
coordinates are measured and how, from them,
the GP of a heavenly body can be located on the
terrestrial sphere.

Before going further into nautical
astronomy, you should acquire a knowledge of
the use of the diagram on the plane of the
celestial equator (time diagram); which not only
will make it easier for you to,understand the
ensuing discussion but will simplify the solution
of your celestial navigation problems.

In the time 'diagram, the observer is
theoretically located outside the celestial sphere,
over its south pole. The diagram consists merely
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*ARE WEST Or .

.43REENWICK,THERE-
FORE 0 OS E_AE OF

69.67

re 12-2.Locating G on the time diagram, ship in
90°W)t.

of a circle representing the celestial equator. The
center, of the circle is the south celestial pole.

unterclockwise direction is westerly. The
dian is drawn in as a vertical line, thus

Uppertranch (M), which is the arc of
meridian between the poles, at the top

.dirigrani and _the lower branch (m) at the
in. To avoid confdsion, the lower Meridian
syribY'a dashed line.

itAocate the Greenwich meridian by
ani Of your longitude (symbol X) .If you were

In W _longitude, G would appear on yOur
90° elockwjse from M because you're

ckwise -or -west -A---slance-at
12-2 will confirm this location. What you

zeally o, then, is count from M toward
ch, ihe direction depending upon

er you are in east or west longitude.
igure 12-3 shows another time' diagram on
h GHA of the Sun is indicated. The upper
eh of the Sun's hour cirele is shown as a

lid line. The angte, or arc of 'the celestial
,eiluator, between the Greenwich meridian and
the-Sun's4iour-circie-is 9_0! Therefore,-GHk of

.., -the Still at this instant is 90°. Remember, GHA
is always measured westward from G.

The GHA of a star is measured in the same
direction from Greenwich to the star. Because
the SHA enters the picture here, however, your
method of locating a star on the time diagram is
somewhat different. First, you must locate ,the
vernal equinox by its tabulated GHA. Let's say
GHA,of the vernal equinox for the time of your

0.
SUN

69.58

Figure 12.3.GHA of the Sun On a time diagram.

WEST EAST

69.59

Figure 124.Locating vernal equinox and star on time
ciagram.

observation is 45°. You locate the vernal
equinox 45°W from Greenwich, as shown in
figure_124._The_symbol that resembles a _pair of
ram's horns represents the vernal equinox.

From the Nautical Almanac you find SHA
of the star in question. You already know that
SHA - is measured to the west from the vernal
equinox. All you have to do here is find the
SHA of this star, measure SHA westward from
the vernal equinox, and you have the star
located on the time diagram. Let's say it's the
star Vega, whose SHA is approximately 81°.
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Figure 12-5.LHA on the time diagns

Figure 12-4 shows you Vega located on the time
diagram'.

It's easY to see here that GHA of Vega must
be equal to GHA of the vernal equinox plus
SHA of Vega. GHA (Vega) = GHA (r)+ SHA
(Vega). In this exampleGHA of Vega is 81* plus
45°, or 126°.

Now let's use the time diagram to explain
some more facts about nautical astronomy.

.LOCAL HOUR ANGLE (LHA)

Local holt' angle is the name given to the
angle of arc (ekpressed in degrees, minutes, and
tenths of minutes) of the celestial equator
between the celestial,meridian of a place and the-
hour circle of a heavenly body. It is always
measured westward froin the. local meridian
through 360° .

Let's work this problem of LHA on a time
diagram. Say you're in .135°W longitude. You
know your:own* meridian is represented by M.
Measure approximately 135° from M toward
Greenwich, which means, of cOurse, that

:.:Greenwich will be shown east of M. Think it
Over,, for a momentyou're to the west of
Greihwich, therefore GreenWich is to the east of
you.

Now that we know where Greenwich is and
where you are, let's take the Sun as we had it in,

69.61
Figure 12-6.LHA, with Sun weit of your celestial

meridian.

figure 12-3 and trY to figure out its LFIA. Figure
12-5 shows us that the Sun is 90° west of
Greenwich. We know that LILA. is always
measured westward from your local meridian
(M) to the hour circle of the body (in this
example, the Sun). Therefore, LHA here is the
whole 360° around, minus the 45° between the
Sun's hour circle and M. This 45° may be found,
by inspecting figure 12-5 or by subtracting 90°
from 135°. Let's think this overwe're 135°W
of Greenwich, therefore G is 135° clo'ckwise of
us. The Sunis 90°W or counterclockwise of G. The
difference is the 45° we mentioned. Subtract this .

450 from 360° and we_get 315°, the LHA
Look again at figrure 12-5. As you can see,

the Sun .was east (clockwise on the diagram) of
your local meridian (M). Now let's suppose that
you're in the same longitude_ (135°W) but GHA
of the Sun is 225° histead of 90°. The time
diagram will appear as in figure 12-6. The Sun is
now west of your meridian (M). The LHA is
always measured westward from the local

. celestial meridian to the hour circle of the body.
Therefore, LHA is the 90° from M to the Sun's
hour circle.

Here are two general rules that will help you
Li fmding LHA when GHA and longitude are
known:

LHA = GHA
LHA = GHA +

In west longitude it may
360° to GHA before the

180
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be necessary to add
subtraction can be
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TO 12-7.Merldian angle (t), with Sun E of M.

e. Iii. east longitude 3600 is dropped from
if it exceeds this). amount. Be sure,

,wever,,to check the accuracy of your work by
rring.to 'a time diagram. It offers a graphic

meansof Abtaining the slata yoti need.
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e (symbol t) is another value
g problems of celestial navigation.

as the arc of the celestial eqrator
elbcal meridian of a place and the

c e otivheavenly body, measured east or
westL..thrnugh 180°. Notice° the difference

A-lictie.,0 and The LHA is measured west
. The t is measured east or west
and must be labeled E or W.
simple on a time diagram (figure
eep the same longitude (135°W)

:;asiune, the Sun's GHA is 90°. You .can see
evat the diagram that the Sun is east of
uch as t is measured east or west from

gli 180°, it follows that.here t is equal to
btracted from longitude, or 45°E

with the same longitude, assume the
s GHA is 225° (figure 12-8). The time

m shows ion that the Sun is west of M.
en t is measured to the west and amounts to
Inngitude subtracted from GHA, or 90°W.

other look at the diagram will show 'you
t when tfie body is west of M, t is the same as

(An obvious point here is that meridian
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Figure 12-8.Meridian angle (t). with Sun W of M.

angle of the Sun is always east before local
apparent noon and west afterwards.) It is an
absolute necessity for you to know whether t is
east or west. The time diagram is the best means
of finding out this information.

ELEMENTARY NAVIGATION

The rest of this chapter approaches actual
navigation only in the most general way. To
begin with, we know that 'a fix by celestial
observation is the point at which 'two or more
lines of positiOn (LOP) intersect. To understand
*hat' a ciilestial LOP is, we fust must grasp the
concept of circles of equataltitude. ,

Imagine a straight line drawn from a celestial
body perpendicular to the surface of the Earth:
Where-this-line -intersects-the Earth is the GP of
the star. If you stood it this point- (the GP of
the star) and took h sight, you'd get an altitude
of 90°. The star, in other words, is in your
zenith (directly overhead).

Suppose you have a buddy who is standing
exactly 1 nautical mile (1 ' of arc) from you.
You- can see that he also is 1 nautical mile (1 'of
arc) from the star's GP. Furthermore, his zenith
is 1 ' of arc from the star's position on the
celestial sphere. (The' difference between the
zenith of the GP of a body and the zenith of an
observer is called the 'zenith distance.) If he
takes a sight of this star just as you do, the
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altitude he gets Will differ by 1 ' from yoUrs.
Because altitUde always equals 900 minus zenith
distance, the sight lie takes will read 89°59

Let's stop light here and look at-a significant
As long as Your buddy stays exactly. 1 mile

aWay; he can be in.' any directicni from you. In
other.words,.. your position is the center of a
circle. Your buddy could be anywhere on that
circle and .get the saine 89°59 seictant altitude.
He is on a Circle of equal. altitude. This circle of
equal altitude is a celestial LOP.

From the -star's GP, any 'number of circles of
equal altitude spread out, as altitiid decreases
with distance of the obServer from the qr. The
maxiinum limit, of course, would be about 5400
nantical miles (5400 of are) from the GP, at
which point the star would be seen on the
horizon at. zero. .altitdde. Altitude at this limit
would have, decreased the entire 90° (5440 ').

NoW let's -go back to fixes. it would seem
that 'we coUld use the intersection of a circle of

--egtigraltitude of one body with a circle of equal
. altitude of another to obtain .a fix by celestial
navigation. After all, :we Can locate the latitude
and longitude, of the GP,by the declination. and
GHA of the star. By subtracting the altitude
from 90° and changing the result to nautical
miles, we should be able to draw a circle of
equal altitude around the GP. Unless. the
Observed body is at a very high altitude,
however, the circle of equal altitude is so far
from the GP that both of them cannot appear
on the same chart. What we actually do is locate
a segment of the circle ot equal altitude we are
on. This segment, plotted as a straight line, is the
LOP you see the navigator use.

The remainder of this section discusses
means of determining this LOP. Although we'll
cover only the elements of sight work, you
should have a general understanding of what
goes on, which is the aim of the following topic.

COMPUTED ALTITUDE ANDAZIMUTH.

In Pub No. 229 the altitude and azimuth
angles of navigational heavenly bodies have been
computed ° in advance for whole degrees of
latitude and local hour angle as well as
declination. Computed altitudes and azimuths
for selected stars Jere gisren in Volume I of Pub
No. 249. These tw:, publications offer sight
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Figure 12-9.Celestial line of position.

reduction tables (described later) that are the
most popular ones used by present-day
navigators.

The azimuth line from any point to the GP
of a heavenly body is actually the radius of the
circle of equal altitude passing through that
point. This fact is obvious in figure 12-9 where C
is a -point and the line CGP represents the
azimuth line from C-to the GP.

Assume that you're aboard ship preparing to
plot an LOP from a celestial_obsemation.--You've
just taken an accurately timed altitude Of a
particular body. You don't know exactly-where--
you are, but you have a general idea from your
DR. You take an assumed position (AP) at or
near your DR. Here's -where the tables of
computed altitude and azimuth come in..

From the tables you can determine the
computed altitude (Hc) and computed azimuth
(Zn) of the body from the AP at the instant of
observation only. (You can't use an observed
azimuth because you're not located at the AP.)

If you drew a line through the AP along the
azimuth line, your celestial LOP (that it, the
circle of equal altitude you are on) would
intersect this azimuth line toward or away from
the body's GP. The distance toward or away is a
number of nautical miles equal to the number of
minutes of arc by which the Hc differs from the
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greater than the observed altitude (Ho), the
-altitude intercept (difference between theni) is
laid off from the AP away from the GP. If the
coinputed altitude is less thati the observed
altitude, the altitude intercept (a) is laid off
from the AP toward the GP.

thitude Corrections

A few gmeral pointers regrading altitude
corrections should be mentioned here. Besides;
hides correction (IC), which is explained later in -

this chapter, there an four . other altitude
correction& 'These corrections are for.refraction,
dip, parallax, and semidiameter.

Refraction is the deflection of light rays
from a straight line, caused by the oblique
iissage of the rays through different-mediums

-of density. For simplicity, in navigation,
refraction may be thought Of as the bending of
light rays as they lialiTat an angle through the
layers of -atmosphere. The refraction conection
is always subtracted from sextant altitude.

Dip is the difference between the visible
horizon at the surfacr and the visible-horizon at
the observer's height of eye, or height above the
surface. The dip correction-is always subtracted
from the sextant altitude. Dip is also called
height of eye. . .

4tie.
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Figure 12:40.--Piotdng solestal lino of position.

de you got from observation (Ho). This
erence is known as the altitude.intercept(a).
Let's try (Oat these fmdings by referring-to

oint C in this illustration represents
O'CGP ,is the computed-azimuth from

of, the star:The circle through C is the
altitude of the AP. The ,inner
e of equal altitude you are on.

gment of the azimuth line between C and
e Is the altitude intercept (a). This

tetOept 'is' as many nautical miles long -as the
tiiiide -differs. in minutes froth the

oom titude.
t the line of Position in figure,

plotted as- a straight- line
, o the aZiinuth line. You .know .

-7a; 'segment of a circle of equal altitude is
; We can plot a 'straight line because

of equal altitUde usually are, so large that
ailvature imperCeptible in the small

segment purposes.
ow do we know whether the altitude

t is to be applied for the AP toward or
in the GP? This memory aid will heir

ybü figure it: "Cdast Guard
:AiiideniYComputed Greater; Away." The
;lintels *CGA; because or their order, provide a
'helpful- code to stimulate your. memory. This
Code Means that if the a:imputed altitude (Hc) is

,
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Parallax is the difference in direction of a
heavenly body °as seen from some point on the
Earth's surface and as seen from some other
point, as from the center of the Earth.

Semidiameter is the angidar distance
between the limb of the body and the center.
When an observer pulls down the Sun's or
Moon's lower limb to the horizon, he must add si
semi-diameter correCtion from 14v sextant
altitude. If the uprr limb is_ obs( xved, the
semidiameter correction must be sutaacted.

Correction for observed altitude (refraction)
and correction for height- of eye (dip) , are
printed on the inside front cover of the Nautical
Almanac.

Semidiameter corrections to be applied to
the Sun and Moon appear in the daily pages
throughout the Almanac. Index error, of course,
is determined in advance for the individual
sextant. During morning stais, this may be done
after star sights when the horizon is clear.
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Figure 12-11.Star base for star finder.

IDENTIFICATION OF CELESTIAL BODIES

To work a sight on a-celestial body, you first
must know which celestial body you have
observed. Usually, before twilight, a number of
bodies are selected so that the lines of position
obtained will give a good fix. Identification of
mlestial bodies and their approximate positions
at desired times can be found by using a star
finder.

184

STAR FINDER AND IDENTIFIER
METHOD

The star finder and identifier (No. 2102D)
Consists of a star base (figure 12-11) and nine
latitude templates. The star base is a plastic disk
on- which the north celestial pole is at the center
on one side and the south celestial pole at the
center on the other side. The latitude templates
are constriicted for 100 latitude intervals (5°,
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Figure 12-12.Star base and template.

15°, 25°, etc.). Each template contains altitude
am! - azimuth curves for determining the
appmximite altitudes and azimuths of celestial
bodied.

Using the Star Finder

Thc use of the 'star finder is best explained
by an example. Suppose you want to determine
the approximate altitude and azimuth of Sirius .

69.07

and Rigel.* that you can shoot them. Assume
that you 'Nhave a DR position of latitude
37014.8 'N, longitude 144°25.6 'E. The GHAT is
found to be 312°46.8 'at that time.

To use the star finder, all you need to know
is the LILA of Aries. Applying the method
described earlier in this chapter, you fmd the
LHAT tobe 97012.4'. Select the template closest
to your DR latitude and place it over the star
base. In this example you select the template for

185
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nai

Figure 2-13.Marine sextant.

latitude 35°N and the star base, which contains
N at its center. Place the template over the star
base (a hole in the template fits over a peg at the
center of the star base) and then orient the
template so the arrow points to 97.2°, (See
figure 12-12.) From the template you determine
the approximate positions of Sirius and Rigel to
be as follows:

ha Zn

Sirius 390 176°

Rigel . 43° 207°

Pub No. 249 Method

Another method of identifying stars is by
consulting Vol. I of the Sight Reduction Tables
for Air Navigation (Pub No. 249). In this system
only selected stars are tabulated. These stars are
favorably situated in azimuth and altitude for
obtaining fixes.

29.268

To use the tables, the Quartermaster
determines, first, the LHATfor the approxiniate
midtime of the period during which he expects
to make observations. He then enters the tables
with his approximate latitude and LHAT. Listed
in the tables are altitudes and azimuths of seven
stars. One disadvantage of this method is that
the stars tabulated may not be those that can be
observed because of cloud cover.

SEXTANT

One of ,the better known navigational
instruments is the sextant. It is used to measure
angles that ultimately result in determining the
ship's position at sea. The sextant is capable
only of measuring the angle between two
objects. Its principal function in navigation is
measuring the angle (called altitude in this
usage) between a heavenly body and the visible
horizon. When you have the altitude, you still
must work out the ship's position (by methods
described later).
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f a, marine
e on which are

B is the limb,
'word "sextant" is

,aex; meaning six. In
was one-sixth of

nb on a modern
ithins mire than one-sixth

C is- the index arm,
e. eibict Center of curvature

e lower end of the arm is
ai index mark (to indicate the

and 'with a Micrometer (D). The index
is mounted perpendicular to the
Ilmb, at the upper end of the index

of the horizon glass (F) is silvered-over----
; the other half is clear. At zero
horizon' glass is supposed to be 28.2038(89)
el to the index mirror. The

MICROMETER
DRUM--

..4tIELEASE
LEVERS

escoPe, (G) is supported in a collar attached to
fraxne. It dkects the observer's line of sight

horizon glass, in a line parallel to the
-Of and -also magnifies the

Tir,491174n, Filters redücithe glare of light reaching

:-7.2MICROMETER

1244 shows you the micrometer
4Ra,nimne.nt on ',a 'sextant. The limb on this
'sixtant his teeth, that mesh with teeth on the
tricroMeter drum. One complete rotation of the

rn movei the index arm 1° along the limb .
limb and inicrorer drum can be separated

; disengaging the tangent screw (part H of
1243). This process is accomplished by,,,;

zing..the two ;small levers that project
loyithe arm.

Locilchig at figure 12-14, see if you Can
:Out how to mad the altitude. On this type

sextant, altitide cari be read to the nearest
tenth of a minute. ,It's easy to see that the

altitude is somewhere between 58° and 59° the
; Indicator on the atm shows you t.hat on the
-brain scale. Inboard ofthe tangenescrew is the

Micrometer drum, gradirated from ,0 to 60. Each
:graduation represents 1 minute, (1 '). A smaller

cylinder, inboard of the drum, is graduated from
0 to 10. It is the vernier on this type of sextant.
Each graduation on it represents one-tenth of a

ute (0.1 '). The index mark for th,1 drum is

Figure 12-14:Marine lextant mitrometsr.

the 0 on the vernier, which, in figtire' 12-14, is
between .16' and 17. Thus, the altitude is a little'
more than -58°46' To fmd, --toTthenearest.tenth-
of a Minute, hoW much More the altitude is, .

start along the vernier scale from 0 and locate
. the first 'graduation that lines up with a
graduation' orr-the--drum. Here, it is -readily

apparent. that the first graduatiOn that so lines
up is, 3.. Therefore, the sextant shows an altitude
of 58,16.3'.

; TAKING A BIGHT
.- .

Now that you know the parts of the sextant,
let's take a, Sun sight and obtain an altitude..
Face the spot on the horizon just below the Sun.
Place filters across the horizon. glass and the

. index mirror, --and look into the telescope. Move
the sextant up or down until the line of the
horizon crosses the middle of the clear half of
the horizon glass. Move the arm until the index
mirror .picks up the Sun's image and reflects it
upon the mirrored half of the horizon glass.
Continue moving the arm so as to "pull down"
the Sun's reflected lower limb (lower edge of the
disk) until it appears to just touch the horizon,
as seen through the clear half of the, horizon
glass. Then rock the sextant slightly from side to
side so that the Sun's image describes' small
arc. Adjust the arm so that the lower limb barely
touches the -horizon when the Sun is at the

187
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:241.401#9

,

69.19

Figure 12-15.View through the telescope at the instant'
of observation.

bottom of the arc. This procedure is called
"swinging the arc." It ensures that you pull the
Sun's reflection to a point on the horizon
directly below the Sun itself. Pulling it down to
a point slightly to either side gives you an
inaccurate altitude. Use the micrometer to
obtain a fine adjustment and for reading the
altitude to the nearest tenth of a minute. The
view should appear much like figure 12-15 at the
time of observation.

TIMING OBSERVATIONS

The sextant in figure 12-14 shows that the
altitude of this particular heavenly body was
58°16.3 ' at the instant the observation was
taken. If you don't know the exact time of
observation to tfie second, all your subsequent.
calculations will be inaccurate. Consequently,
the exact time must be recorded the instant the
observation is made. Don't wait to read the
sextant altitude first.

INDEX CORRECTION

' Practically every sextant has a small error,
called the index error, which is allowed for by
applying the index correction (IC) to every
sextant reading. To flnd the IC, place the index
mark at 0° on the limb scale, and level the
sextant toward the horizon. If there is no IC,
setting for zero altitude will bring the direct and
reflected images of the horizon exactly into line.

188
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If the two images are not exactly in line when
the instrument is set at zero, the IC is the
amount shown to the right or left of zero after
they are brought into line. A few graduations
have been inserted to the right Of the 0° mark to
allow for an IC that might occur on that side.

After the images are lined up, if the index
lies to the right of 0°, then the IC is plus and
must be added to all sextant readings. If the
index lies to the left, the IC is minus and must
be subtracted.

This little jingle will helii you remember how
to apply the IC to the. sextant reading: "When
it's on, it's off; when it's off, it's on." In other
words, when the reading is on the drum scale,
the correction is subtractive; when the reading is
off the drum scale, the correction is additive.

CARE OF SEXTANT

Accuracy of the sextant depends on exact
adjustMent and alignment of its various parts. A
slight shock, for instance, can disturb the
adjustment and alignment enough to produce a
material error. In handling the sextant, exercise
great care to avoid striking it accidentally against
any object. Accidental dropping will, of course,
either temporarily or permanently destroy its
value as a navigational instrument. Protect it
against exposure to salt spray while you are
waiting to get a sight. If no shelter is available,
use a towel to protect the sextant.

, Moisture must not be permitted to,
accumulate on the mirror or, glass surfaces.
These surfaces should be dried with a good grade
of lens paper or a piece of clean, soft linen. Silk
or chamois may scratch the mirrors, and cotton
cloth or waste may leave .particles of lint
adhering to the glass. Alcohol is an excellent
glass cleaner and is safe to use on a sextant.

Never use brass polish on the, arc or vernier
1Y:cause it eventually abrades the graduations on
aie scale. When cleaning becomes necessary, use
ammonia. Subsequent rubbing with thin oil and
lampblack will restore the distinctness of faded
markings. A drop or two of light oil should be
applied occasionally to the sextant's working
parts.

Adjusting screws on the sextant should never
be manipulated unless absolutely necessary and
then only by authorized persons, who must
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the Nautical Almanac (figure 12-16), we learn
that the correction for a 36-foot height of eye is
minus 5.8 Correction for refraction on the
same page is minus 13 The algebraic sum of
the corrections for IC (+.8'), height of eye

. ö ),aflUreICUOnI1.I )1S0.I .
' -^-7-^"---r-r+ t'L.at figure from the sextant altitude (hs), we get

'2S 14 -2.0 32 '7 -3.6 11127 -°0 the Ho. Thus:as 33'9 tasx
f32
134
136

139 '4111141 _ii,6
144 xx .7
146
149

1-5
33,45 _1'4
35

0

3; 6.o
389 '9_6.1

4" 6.2
41'5 _6,3

42.8 6°4442

69.156

Figure 12-16.-Altitude correction table.

exercise the greatest possible caUtion. Minor
adjustments are described in DUtton's

Navigation -and Piloting and Bowditch's
American Practical Navigator. All other
adjustments should be made by trained
personnel in the optical shop.

WORKING A SIGHT

Now let's work a sight problem, using
information from Pub No. 229 and the Nautical
Almanac for 1970. Througli use of :the star
finder you determine the approximate position
of the celestial body you want to use
(Aldebaran, for instance). Then you take a sight
on Aldebaran and record the following data:

hs 29°52.5

GMT 21h 40m 19s 2January 1910

DRIat...----34°15 0 'N
DR X... .... .63°45.0'W

Height of eye . 36 feet

IC 0 8 (+)

hs 29°52.5 '

Corrections -06.7 '

Ho 29°45.8 '

Next, we need an assumed position (AP). To
simplify 'matters, the latitude of the AP (DR
position) is rounded off to the nearest: whole
degree of latitude. The 1.,R latitude' in this
instance is 34°15.0 'N, so we take 34°N for, the
latitude of the AP. For the time being we wilislet
the longitude of the AP be the same as the DP:\
longitude, .or 63°45.0 'W. Later 74k: will see how
certain requirements of convenience might cause
us :to alter the minutes value of the DR
longitude..

To fmd the comptited altitude. and azimuth
in Pub No. 229, we need the foijowing three
values: latitude (Lat); declination (d), and local
hour angle (LHA). We' already have the latitude.
It is assumed latitude (34°N), which is the
nearest whole degree of latitude to t DR. Now
let's fmd the declination and local how gle.

Our first step is to fmd the observed .altitude
(Ho). From the table inside the front cover of

DECLINATION

To find declination, use the appropriate
daily data pages from the Nautical Almanac
(figure 12-17). In the column headed STARS
you-can find the declination for Aldebaran. It is
N (for north) 16°27.2

LOCAL HOUR ANGLE

Next we'll work out LHA. With stars we
must determine GHA from the Nautical
Almanac by adding SHA of the particular body.

-189
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. ARIES

I

-VENUS 3'5

HA Dsc
. '11

JUPITER 16
G.14.A. Dae.

SATURN +06

G.MtA. Oat

STA RS

00

'020

06
07
08

'09
R 10
I 11
0 12

16
17

101. 130
116154
131:114
146' 204

.163: 224
174 ;53

. ,

'191 274
246.332
221 327
236 354
251 37-6
266 401

184 584 S23 373
199 579 370
214 564 374
'229 559 37'4
244 559 371
259 54-0 374
274 534 S23 371
289 524 31*

116 357 S' 7. 292
131 36S 244
146 379 234

3114 224
176 33-7 -224
191 394 . 214
206 40-2 S 7 206
221 404 194

250 315 Sll 13.6
245 334 114
280 357 117
295 379 . 114
310 409 119
325 402 129
340 449 511 124
355 464 129

70 279 N 9 496
85 297 496

100 324 496
115 347 496
130 371 , 496
145 4%
160 424 N 9 494
175 444 496

Name S.H.A. Doc.
;

Ammar 315 424 S 40 255
Acharnsr 335 504 S 57 236
Acrust 173 469 S 62 557

Ili E1 f2 1.1.31

Phicisl 166 494 N 56 074.
A1144 . 153 244 N 49 274

weir 28 249 S 47 007304. 511 116417_ -190-47-4----- 494 r-Ankm
339 50-1. 369 '251 424 : . 189 25.507 124 205 49-5 496

Alp har d 218 284 S 8 314266 434 174 40 529 124 220 524 406
281 439 16.8

296 44-7 S 7 164
311 454 193
326,464 146
341 469 134
356 477 13-0
11 484 123
26 494 5 7.114
41 499 107
56 507 . 1043
71 514 094
86 52 . 086

101.524 077

34 494, 369
349 484 369

-2a. 426 4 474 52.3 3641
296.490 13 469 367
311 47-5 34 492 367
326 499 43 449 364
341 524 64 433 366
356 544 79 !I23 366
11 579 941414 S23 364
26 5343 109'404 364
&2 W. 124 394 369
57 04 139 38-5 364

154.375 164
169 366 361

55-554 127
70 574 511 124
85 59-3 129

101 014 134
116 034 131
131 05-7 134
146 079 13-3

161 104 511 134
176 124 134
191 143 137
206 164 134
221 18-6 13.9
236 207 144

235 546 414
250 574 NV 494411)1r:a
265 594 .4 CIIS I Aimir
281 014
296 044 404i twei
311 069 491
326 099 497
341 119 N 9 497
356 14 49-7
11 164 49-7
26 194 .49-7
41 217 497
56 242 497

Arcturus
Atria
Avlor
Ballatrix
Ileudgetnz

Figure 12-17.Dally data page, Nautical Almanac.

to the tabulItted GHA of the first point of Aries,
Refer to the day data pages (figure 12-17)
apin. Every hour of GMT for 2 January is listed
in the far left column. Remdinber, GMT of our
sight was 21h 40m 19s. We can see, then, that
MA of the rust point of Aries for 21h GMT is
.57°04.7 Now we must deterthine how much
arc to add to that to take care of the 40m 19s.
From the yellow pages at the rear of the
Nautical Almanac (figure 12-18) rmd the
column headed 40m. ' Running down the 'left
column to 19s and then across to the rffst point
of Aries- columni-we select the value 10006.4 '.
Adding this value to 57°04.7', we get 67°11.1 ',
which is the GHA of Aries at the thne of
observation.

The sum of the SHA of Aldebaran and GHA
of Aries equals the GHA of Aldebaran at the
time of the sight. Aldebaran's SHA is found in
the white pages of the Nautical Almanac under
the proper date. Choosing the value 291°26.7'

1'6 309
7c.8 174
62 406

353 474
113 064

146 257
108 387
234 31
279 06-8
271 364

N 2f, 484
N 28 557
N 8 474
5 42 289
5 26 201

N 19 20-0
5 68 586
S 59 246
N 6 1%
N 7 24

00.167

from the side column opposit: Aldebaran, we
add:

GHA T 67°11.1 '

SHA\ Aldebaran . . . . 291°26.7

GHA Aldebaran. . . . 358°37.8

It's obvious, now, how to solve for the local
hour angle. In west longitude LHA is found by

, subtracting the longitude of the observer from
the GHA. In east longitude LHA' is found by
adding the longitude of the observer to the
GHA.

The longitude here is 63°45.0' W, and we
must subtract it from the GHA of Aldebaran. ,

GHA Althbaran . . . 358°37.8

X of AP , 63°37.8

LHA 295°
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OA,

etANETi ARIES MOON or Core or Corr or Corte

10 031 10 054
10 64.0 10 052
10 041 AO 054
10 00 10 06/
10 0441 110 0641

9 362 14 1.0 74 54 134 94
9 36.5 24 14 74 54 114 9
9 362 14 14 VI 5.2 13 92
9 37.0 14 .1.2 74 5.3 134 93
9 37 19 13 74 5 134 94

.69:158

Figure 1218.7-Increments and corrections table.

We 'now have .the ihree values needed for
,Pub No. 229 (figure 12-19).

Latitude 34°00.0 'N

Declination 16°00.0 'N

Local hour angle . 295°

650, 294.:'

COMPUTED ALTITUDE

Sight Re ductron Tables ior 'Marine
Navigation Pub No. 229 is the marine or surface
counterpart of Pub No. 249 and has superseded
Pub No. 214, It is issued in six volumes, with
one volume for each 15° band of latitude,. Each
volume is divided into two sections, based upon
latitude, and contains tabulated altitudes and
azimuths for 16° of latitude. For example, the
two sections of Volume I are applicable to
latitudes of 0° to 7° and 8° to 15° respectively;
data pertaining to 15° latitude is also contained '-

at the beginning of the 'first section of Volume
Alraccuracy-of-0:1-1-foraltitude-and-0:1°---

for azimuth angle may be attained in
calculations through the use of applicable
corrections to the tabulated data.

Entering arguments are latitude, declination,
and local hour angle, all in whole degrees.
Although Pub No. 229 provides for entry with
the exact DR latitude, the tables are intended to
be entered with an assumed latitude of the
nearest whole deigee, and an assumed longitude
which will result In a local hour angle of an
integral degree. The local hour angle determines
the page of entry, upon which altitude and
azimuth_ datals tabulated_in _columns headed by
latitude entries; vertical columns on the right

LATITUDE SAME NAME AI DECLINATION N. ,..,.{LHA gnats/ that 180.--1,991LH.A. Hu than 1800.-Z

Doc.
30° 31° 32° 330 124:0J

114 2II.
35 .

114 a z
36° ,

me a z,r a
370

me a z Oft.me a Z....I Mt a . z me a z Ile d 2I 0

. 0 21 28.1 .301 103.1 21 142 33.0 103.5 71 00.1.33.9 103.9 20 45.534.0 104.3 20 30.64:11 104.6 20 15.3 303 105.0 19 59.6 37.4 105.3 19 43334.3 105.7 01 22 00.2 314 102.2 21 47.3 no 101.6 21 34.0 33.7 103.0 21 20.4 343 103.4 2106.3 33.4 103.8 20 51.8 36.3 104.1 20 37.0 37.2 104.5 20 218 300 104.9 12 22 32.0 313 101.3 22 20.1 314 101.7 12 07.7 U.3 102.1 21 54.9 343 1023 21 41.7 312 102.9 21 28.1 363 103.3 21 14.2 309 101.7 20 59.1 37.1 104.0 21 23 03.3 31,1100.4 22 S2.5 ni 100.8 22 41.0 33.1101.2 22 29.2 3301016 22 16.9 344 102.0 22 04.2 no 102.4 21 51.1 346102.8 21 374 373 1032 14 23 34.6 .300 99.4 23 244 3c7 99.9 23 14.1 33.7 100.3 23 03.1 33.7 100.7 22 51.7 34.6 1011 22 40.0 32.4 101.5 22 27.7 3a4 102.0 22 15.1 373 102.4 44 24 05.4 .30.3 98.5 23 56.3.31.0 91.9 23 46.8 314 99.1 23 36.8.33.3 99.8 23 26.3.34.3 100.2 23 15.4. no 100.7 23 04.1.34 1.101.1 22 52.4.3,0 101.3 S6 24 35.9 303 974 24 27.8 313 98.0 24 19.2 330 98.5 24 10.1 310 98.9 22 00.0 340 99.3 23 50.6' 34.0 99.8 23 40.2 332 100.2 13 29.4 317 100.6 67 25 06.0 208 96.6 14 5119 30.7 97.1 24 51.2 Hs 97.5 22 43.1 32.7 960 24 14.6 336 9114 24 25.5 344 98.9 24 16.0 322 99.3 21 06.1 366 99.8 7I 25 35.8 29.3 954 25 29,6 304 96.1 25 23.0 31.3 90.6 23 15.8 32.4 97.1 25 08.2 33.3 97.5 25 00.1 34.3 KO 24 51.5 33.2 98.5 24 42.5 26.1 98.9 I,
9 26 05.1 29.0 94.7 26 00.0 300 95.2 15 54.3 310 95.6 25 48.3 31.9 96.1 25 41.5 '33.0 964 25 34.4 23.9 97.1 25 26.7 .349 97.6 25 18.6 354 98.0 9

10 26 14.1.30 93.7 26 MA .303 902 26 25.3 : 30.6 94.7 26 20.1.310 952 26 145.303 95.7 26 08.3.33.3 96.2 26 014.303 96.7 25 Sa.438,4 97.1 1011 27 07.7 n., 92.7 26 59.5 29.3 93.2 26 55.9 20.2 93.7 26 51.7. 31.3 942 26 47.0 33.3 04.7 26 418 33.2 95.2 26 36.1 34.1 95.7 26 29.8 33.1 90.2 1112 27 30.11 37.7 11.7 2726.7 2141 92.2 17 26.1 39$ 92.8 27 23.0_ 361 93.3 27 19.3 312 93.8 27 15.0 311 94.3 27 10.2 332 94.11 27 009 344 92.3 1 211 27 58.5 371 90.7 27 51.5 243 91.2 27 55.9 294 91.8 27 53.8 '306 92.3 27 51.1 31.4 918 27 47.8 323 93.4 27 44.0 311 93.9 27 39.7 314 94.4 1114 21125.8 264 89.7 28 25.8 27,9 90.2 28 25.3 33.9 90.3 28 24.2 300 91.3 28 22.5 313 91.9 28 20.3 32 0 92.4 28 17.5 13,0 92.9 28 14.1 320 933 14
28 52.6.341 86.7 28 53.7.37.3 892 28 54.2.21.3 89.8 28 54.2 .39.3 .90.3 28 52.3.314 91.2 28 50.5 336 92.0 28 40.143341 92.5 1529 19.0 33.9 87.7
29 44.9 -23.4 66.6

29 212 362 88.2
29 48.1 342 87,2

29 22.7 39.1 88.8
29 303 373 87.8

29 23.7 30.i 89.3
29 52.8 29.4 86.3

29 23.9 31.3 90.5
29 55.1 30.7 119.5

29 23.1 33.3 910
29 55.3 31.4 90.1

29 21.7 33.3 91 6
29 509 322 90.6

16
I 7

1 111 30 10.3 34.2 85.6 30 14.6 340 86.2 30 1113 27.1 86.7 30 21.4 32.2 87.3 30 23.9 30.3 87.9 30 25.8 30,3 114.5 30 27.1 31.3 89.1 30 27.7 33.4 89.7 1111 6 30 35.2 34.4 64.5 30 404 33 3 OA 30 45.4 22 6 85.7 30 49.6 377 86.3 30 53.2 U.7 86.9 30 56.1 u.1 87.5 30 38.4 30 9 88.1 31 00.1 31,9 88.7 111
20 30 59.6.23s 83.3 31 06.1 .310 84.1 31 12.026.1 84.7 31 17.3.27.1 85.3 31 21.9.203 85.9 31 25.9.30,3 86.5 31 29.3.304 87.1 31 32.0.313 87.7 2021. 31 23.4 20,1 83.4 31 313 34.4 $3.0 31 38.1 33.3 83.6 31 44.4 347 842 31 50.2 37.7 84.8 31 55.2 349 85.5 31 59.7 20 9 86.1 32 03.5 309 46.7 2121 31 16.8 32/ 81.3 31 55.5 339 81.9 32 03.6 23.0 82.5 32 11.1 265 832 32 17,9 37.3 83.8

,

32 24.1 243 64.4 32 290 29.4 85.1 32 344 305 85.7 22
110.6 6 24 1.5 32 8 36 7 82.7 32 52.4 20 33 30

Figure 12-19.-Page of Pub. No. 229.
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de,, under a cohunn subheaded as
creinental change in altitude based
tion'increaie of 1° together with

oit'olition table is conieniently
12-20) and is entered with the

, declinatiOn'. Orilase (difference between the
'.. actual declination 'and the declination integer
used as an ariument of entrY) and the altitude
difference (d). The interpolation table is entered

; In two stepi In thefirst, the declination increase -
r and even° tens of minutes of altitude difference

(6) are .Used; in the second, the declination
--increaseland-the--remaining-altitude-difference-

.(d) in minutes n.nd tenths of minutes Ire used to /
. find the correction to altitude. In this step,

" dechnals (tenths) may be found 'tis a vertical
. L argument. Values found in these two steps are
, combined and applied to the labulated xlItitu'de

in . accordance with the sign of a.atitude
difference (d). This is the rffst of two procArres' blown as difference cor-ections.. -

For greater precision, a sc iAtied ence
correction is sometimes approp,litt. 'reik,;:i this
b the case, the value of d is printed hi ict) N.
229 bi .italics and is followed by a dot. The
second difference is found by comparing the
altitude differenceS above and below the base
value; for example, if the declination argumen:

- for entry is 20°, the -altitude difference values
for 19° and 21° are coinpared, and the
difference betweer,. the two is the double second
difference. Interpolation tables contain, on their
right-hand edge, a double coluMn which is
identified as a double second difference and.
correction _column; this is a critical table and
correction values are taken- directly from it. The

16.0
16.

26.0
26.1
26.2
26.3
26.4

264
264
26.7
26.11
26.1

Altitude Difference 8:8

Decimate Units
ICY 30' W 341. 0' '1* 2' 3' 4' 3' e 7' S. v
2.6 5.3 8.0 10.6 13.3 .0 30 03 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5
2.7 7 1 3 04 0.9 1.1 1 2.5

Double
Second
Diff.
ond
Cori:

4.3 0.4 9 3,5 4.0 .8 '
4.3 8.7 13.0 174 21.7 .1

17,4 21.8 .2
4.4 8.8 13.1 17.5 21.9 .2
4.4 8.8 13,2 17.6 22.0 .4

4.4 8.8 1313 17.7
44 39 113 171
4.5 8.9 13,4 17.8
4.5 9.0 114 17.9
4.3 30 133 18.0

22.1
22.2
22.3
22.4
22.5

27.0 4.51 9.0 13.5 18.0 22.5

4.3 9.0 18.1 22.6 .2
4.5 31 16.2 . 22.7 .3

27.4 46 9.1 13.7 18.3 228 .4
26.727.5 4.6 9.2 13.8 13.3 22.9 .5 0.2 0.7 1.1 1.6 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.9 4,4 28.3 12273 4.6 9,2 133 I.8.4 23.0 .6 0.3 O./ 1.2 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.0 3.5 3.9 4.4 me 18

27.7 4.6 9.3 13.9 18.5 23.1 .7 0.3 0.8 1.2 L7 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.5 4.0 4.4 31.5 "
4.7 9.3 13.9 18.6 23.2 .5 2.4 0.8 1.3 1.7 2.2 2.7 3.1 3.6 1.0 4.5 311 20

14.0

,

.5
.6
.7
3
.9

0.0 0.5
0.1 0.5
0.1 0.6
0.2 0.6

32 0.7
0.3 0.7
113 0.8
0.4 03
OA 0 8

0.0 0.5

0.9 1.4 13 2.3 27 11 3.6 4.0
1.0 1.4.1.9 2.3 2.7 3.2 SA 4,1
1.0 1.5 1.9 2.3 2.8 3.2 3.7 4.1
1.1 1.5 1.9 2.4 2.8 3.3 3.7 4.2

1.1 1.5 2.0 2.4 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.2
1.1 1.6 2.0 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.8 4.2
1.2 1.6 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.3
1.2 1.7 2.1 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.9 4.3
1.3 1.7 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.5 3.9 4.4

0.9 13 1.8 2.3 2.7 3.2 3.7 4.1

2A
4.0
5.7 Ck3

0.47.3

10 5 "
12.1 0.7

0213.7
15.4
17.0 I.0
18.6 Li

12

0.1 0.5 1.0 1I5 1.9 2.4 2.8 3.3 3.8 4.2 210 1.4
0.1 0.6 1.1 1.5 2.0 2.4 2.9 3.3 33 4.3 234 Ls
0.2 0.6 LI 1.6 2.0 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.8 4.3 25.1

69.160

Figure 12-p.-Intsrpolation table.

secitnd difference correction is always additive.
As :,;,appropriate, first and second difference
jiogections are obtained, combined, and applied
to the tabulated altitude to determine computed

, Pub No. . 229 tabulates, followini altitude
difference (d), the azimuth (Z) to the
nearest tenth of a degree. For greater accuracy,
mental interpolation may ,13kysed, not only to
correct the azimuth angle for the declriation
increase or difference, but also for differences in
latitude and LIIA. Rules are given on each iidge
of Pub No. 229 for conversion of azimuth angle
(Z) to true azimuth (Zn).

Table 12-1 illustrates sight 7ednction for the
star Aldebaran using Pub No. 229.

AIR NAVIGATION TABLES

Sight Reduction Tables for Air Navigation
(Pub No. 249) contains another system for
solving sights and obtaining lines of position-a
system that is becoming increasingly popular in
the fleet. The tables come in three vdumes and
are arranged for use with the Air Almanac.
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'll21.CoMpiete solutionfor AI, &Miran

Local Date

2:JAN 1970
Course 060o
Speed 15 kts

BodY Aldebaran
,

W

BODY
.

D Lat
Long

34 15N
-63 45W

1740-19
--+-4----ZD

GMT
Gr Date

2140-19
2 JAN

'GHA hrs) 57 04.7
GHA (m & s) 10 06.4
v corr or SHA 291 26.1
Tota GHA 358 37.8
a Long 63 37.8 11)

295
Dec Tab 16 27.2 60 $
d. corr ±) ( )

Total 16 27.2 01 S
Enter. LHA 295
Pub. No. Dec 16 re S
229 34 r CU1 $
Dec 1nc;' 4 d 27.2 30.1
tens____4_ __El diff _30
units 1, DS corr----71 +00
Total corr (±) 13.6
Hc (taLeAlt) 29, ' 14.1

HC. 29 37.7

Sext.'Corr. + -

I.C. 0,8
Dip (36 ft) 5.8
Main Corr 1.7
Add'l
SUMS 0.8 7.5

Corr -6.7
Hs 29 52.5
Jjo 29 45.8

37.7Hc 29
a 8.1A (T)

Az (interpolate) 089.4
Zn 089.4
Advance .

Volume I contains data for selected _stars.
This volume is usable through all degrees of
latitude from 89°N to 89°S. As explained
previously, this volume also serves as a star
fmder and identifier for a number of stars.

After observing a body, sextant altitude
corrections are applied in the usual manner to
obtain Ho. An assumed longitude(aX) is selected
so that LHA of Aries will be a whole degree (or
an even degree above 69° latitude). The tables
are entered, using the nearest whole degree of
latitude, LHAT, and the name of the body. The
computed attitude and nrimuth are extracted.
For complete details of this method, you are
advised to consult the instructions in Volume 1.
Volumes II and III seldom are used in surface
navigation.

LOCAL APPARENT NOON

Local apparent noon (LAN) is a sight taken
on the Sun the instant it transits an observer's
meridian. At that time the Sun is at its' highest

_ _ altitude _The LAN lines of position coincide
with the ship's latitude.

A number of methods for determining the
time of LAN have been deVised, but the one
given here probably is the simplest. It consists of
cOnsidering the GHA of the Sun _to be equal to
the ship's longitude, when in west longitude, or
3600 minus the ship's longitude when in east
longitude.

The largest tabulated value for GHA of the
Sun that does not exceed the longitude is
extracted from . the daily page of the Nautical
Almanac. The difference between this tabulated
GHA and the assumed longitude is then used to
enter the Increments and Corrections table in
the yellow pages at the back of the Nautical
Almanac. The time interval coiresponding to
this value is added to the time of GHA taken
from the daily page, and the sum of these two
values represents the time of LAN (The
Increments and Corrections table is used here to

190.33 convert' arc to time.) A problem of LAN



preceding problem, LAN would occur
at amiroximately 1225. A closer estimate can be
Otained by Iakitig the diffesence between the
1200 and the ins DR longitudes, wverting
thati difference to time, and applying the
resulting correction to the previously
determined time of LAN.

NOw that LAN is known to the closest
ute, the usual procedure is to start taking

sights of the Sun a few minutes early to ensure
thaea sight actually is taken at the exact instant
of trantit.

AZIMUTH OF THE SUN

Computation of compass error at sea
depends upon the observation of the azimuth of
celestial bodies; the Sun is' the most commonly
used for this purpose. Upon observation, the
observed azimuth is recorded. The time (to the
nearest second) and the DR position are also

circle;--

noted. With DR position and time,,thenavigator
computes Zn. The difference between .GB (gyro
bearing) and Zn (true direction) is compass error
(C.E.). It should be appropriately labeled.:.Keepin mind that accuracy depends upon the
navigator's knowledge of his position and the
correct tiine.

In takiug an azimuth of a celestial body, the
azimuth circle is used. An azimuth drcle (figure
12-21) is a nonmagnetic Mitg.ring sized to fit
upon a 734-inch cOmpass bowl or upon 'gyro
repeater. The inner lip is graduated in degrees
from 0 to 360 in a counterclockwise direction
for the purpose of taking relative bearings. Two
sighting vanes (the. forward or far vane
containing a vertical wire, and the after or near
vane containing a peep' sight) facilitate the
observation of bearings and azimuths,___Two
'finger lugs are used to position the instrument
exactly while aligning the vanes. A hinged
reflector vane mounted at the baie and beyond
the forward vane is used for reflecting stars and
planets when observing azimuths. Beneath the
forward vane a reflecting mirror and the
extended vertical wire are mounted, enabling the
,navigator to read the bearing or aziinuth from
the reflected portion of the compass card. For
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Figure 12-22.Sompis azimuth problem.

TOTAL 'CORR .+.55 or 46

CONiERT AZ TO ZN
GREATER THAN 11101`... zN = AZ
LESS THAN 180° ;ZN = 360° - AZ

GREATER THAN 180t ZN 11306 - AZ
LESS-THAN-1-809-vmm-ZN-u. 1806 i-AZ

NORTH LAT Litt.

SOUTH LAT trA.
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

aZimuths of the Sun, an additional
mirror and houidng are mounted on

ring, each midway between the forward and
after vanes. The Sun's rays are reflected by the
mirror to the housing Whgre a vertical slit admits
a line of light. This admitted light passes through
a 450 reflecting prism and is projected on the
.compasi card from which the azimuth is d5rectly
read.- In observing both bearings and azimuths,
two spirit levels, which are attached, must be
used to level the instrument.

Use fignre 12-22 and the 15 steps to solve
the sample problem:

On 2 Jan 1970, the navigator observes the Sun
with an azimuth circle and gets byro beari,
227.5°. The exact time of observation as
15-54-12. His 1554 DR position -was
33°12.0 'N, 21°22.0 'W.

1. Record known information on form.
2. Find ZD, GMT, and date.
3. Determine .the GHA and declination of

the Sun for tiicleof observation (sume as sight
form).

4. Apply the DR longitude to the GHA and
determine the exact LHA of the Sun.

a.. In some cases you must add 3600 to the
GHA to subtract DR longitude.

5. Record the three ex.44:t values, (LHA,
DEC, and DR lat.).

a. Record the three lowest tab values of
above. (These are the base entering arguments
into Pub No. 229.)

1 \

196

6. Determine the factors for the minutes of
each of the three entering arguments by dividing
the minutes of each by 60 and rounding off to
the nearest tenth.

7. Using the lowest tab values of the three
entering arguments, enter Pub No. 229 and
determine the Az Tab.

8. Determine the AZ on the olter side of
the exact values for each f the three argiunents
and record it unier AZ Inter'p.

9. Determine the AZ difference along with
sign between the AZ Tab-arid AZ Inteep.

10. Multiply the factor and the AZ
difference for each argument and record it to
nearest tenth in appropriate 'plus .or minus
column.

11. Add the three corrections and determine
the total correction.

12. Apply the total correction to the AZ
Tab to determine the AZ.

13. Convert the AZ to Zn, according to rules
on form.

14. Compare the GB and the Zn to
determine the amount of gyro error.

15. Determine the direction of the gyro
error.
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E.S..AND'cURRENT

blems poied by tides and currents
means of tide and current

:Tables-±he7height-of-tides
'liar:ditto: Tidal-Current , Tables

thñilar' tyPe of calculation in
*ran 01ft-of-the current -at anf

Other c4cu1ations ,..pertaining_lo simrise,
..1g4nS.P.inii:Oni.*;;4.nd4OP.OnSet On also be made

it*,41,14iiv.A., in iheie.. -tables. Additional
ublications -contain sunrise/sunset an

hiCpyriiiiielthoOnSet;,:,'CalCulations. The Nautical
are two suCh

ns:':-.This-ri.chipter discusses problems .

m the :aforementioned four
eaiiims and explains the methods utilized

raotving the problems.

TIDE'S

vertical. riSe and. fall of the ocean level,
y the gravitational pull of the Moon and
g in Conjunction with the centrifugal
the rotating Earth, is called tide. The

1 reached by an ascending tide is
water; the ,lowest level of a

(descending tide, low water. At 'hig-h and low
it water there is a brief periOd during which no

ge occurs in the water level. This period is
Stand.

'total rise or fall from low water to high,
vice vsiz, a, is called the range of the tide. The

height. of the water level at high and low
waf t differs with phases of the Moon, variations
f wind force and directions, and ° other

phenomena. The average height of high water,
measured over a 19-year Oeriod, is called mean
high water. The average 4ight of low water,
measured ove* the same pieriod, is mean /ow

water. The plane midway between mean high
and mean low water is mean tide level.

Spring tides occur near the time of full
Moon and new Moon, at which times the Sun
and Moon act together to produce tides higher
and lower than average. When the Moon is in its
first or last quarter, the Moon and the Sun are
opposed to each other, high tides are lower and
low tides are higher than usual and are referred
to as neap tides.

TIME OF TIDE AND
DEPTH OF WATER

You already Are familiar with the tiny
figures that indioate depth of water on a chart.
Let's took- at ,one of thema 6, for instance. On
the chart, check under the title "Soundings in
Fathoms at Mean Low Water." Does this figure
6 mean that there always are exactly 6 fathoms
at- low water at this particular spot? No. Mean
low water is, only in average of ,the variOus
depths actually sounded hete at low water
during survey. Consequently, the actual' water
level at low water may be above or below mean

, low Water at, different times. Height of tide,
then, does not refer to actual depth of water.
Nor does the charted depth, shown by one of
the small figures on the chart, indicate the
lowest depth to be found at all times at that-
particular point.

Figure 13-1 shows you the relationship 'Of
certain tidal terms to water depth. The charted
depth is the vertical distance from the reference
plane to ihe ocean bottom. (Usually soundings
are based on mean low water.) As you have seen,
the actual depth of water can be less than the
charted depth, or below the reference plane.
This depth is indicated by a minus sign placed
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TIDE TABLES

When a ship is making port, the navigator
must know the minimum depth of water
through which the ship will poi. Depth varies,
of course, with phases of the tide. Some ports
must be entered over bars or shoals, which some
seagoing vessels cannot transit except during
high Water.

Depth of water at anchorages must also be
known in order to determine proper scope of
chain. Information to this effect is obtained
from Tide Tables, published annually by the
National Ocean Survey. There are four volumes
of Tide TablesT-covering-the-following-arear.-----
East Coast of North and South Amerida
(including Greenland); West Coast of North and
So-iith -A-Merida. (including the' Hawaiian Islaids);
Central and Western Pacific Ocean and Indian
Ocean.

The time and height of tideat each high and
low water are listed in ,the Tide Tables for a
number of principal locations, called refe
eations. Table 1 of the Tide Tables (table 3-1)
illustrates the listing for one such reference
station, New York City at the Battery. Because
the lunar or tidal day is a little more than 24
hours in length (it averages abotit 24h 50m), the
time between successive high or low tides' is a
little more than 12 hours: When a high,or low
tide occurs just before midnight, the next high
or lOw tide occurs approximately at noon on the
following day; the next, just after the ensuing
midnight. Only under these conditions do three
consecutive high or low tides occur on, three
different dates. The total interval is no longer
than the period of a lunar day. This interval
means that on the middle day of the three, there
is but one high or low water.

Table 2 of the Tide Tables (table 13-2)
contains a list of secondary or subordinate
stations. Location (latitude or longitude) of each
station is given, tOgether with certain
information which, when applied to predictions
for the stated reference station, gives tidal data
for the subordinate station. Usually a time
difference is included, and it is added to or
subtracted from the time of the reference
station. Quartermasters must be alert for-
changes in date when applying the time
difference.

'REFERENCE PLANE-

85.131
Figure 13-1.--iteletionihip of terms to water depth.

before the height of tide shown in the tide
tables. The depth of water is equal to the
algebraic sum of the charted depth and the
height of tide.

Usually two high tides and two low tides
occur each lunar day. Because of the changing
relative positions of the Sun and Moon with
respect to the Earth and to each other, an
infinite variety of tidal situations is possible.
Thus, the height of the water level varies from
tide to tide and from day to day. The lower of
the two low tides in any one tidal day is called
lower low water.
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Depending on local conditions, the height of'
tilde at a subordinate station may be found in

ways. If a height difference is given for
*t of high water; it is necessary only to,

this differente in.accordance with its sign .
jf a r atio of ranges is given, heightof the tide at

isubordinate- station can be obtained by
multiplying this ratiO by the height of both high
'Ind low tides at the reference station.

Although the ratio of ranges method usually
slightly more accurate, it seldom is used when

height differences are listed. .Where results of
height differences would not be satisfactory,
they are not given. One or two ratios of ranges

:".are _given instead: In a few places the two
sYstems are combined into a ratio, plus Or minus
'a correction. -

Height of the tide at a specific time can be
found by using table 3 of the Tide Tables (table
-13-3). Explicit insfructions on how to use the
table are included with it.

PREDICTING HEIGHT OF TIDE

Now, let's see how Tide Tables are used to
predict the height of tide at a specific spot fot a
particular time. Let's select a subordinate station

;to make a real problem. Suppose you're
,Proceeding uP the Hudson River, with orders to

;anchor near the George,Washington Bridge. You
, *expect to make the anchorage at 1100 on 5

September, and you want to know the height of
the tide there at that time and date.

The George Washington Bridge is listed in
table 2, Atlantic tide tables, as a subordinate
Station whose reference Station is New York..
,Numher 1527 in the extreme left _column is the

Station number found by looking up George
Weihington Bridge in the index to table 2. Table
1372 shows a specimen -Page. It lists constants,
good on any date. You note that your time
meuidian fs 75°W; therefore, the times listed are

,zone time of zone plus 5. (All times used in the
tables are standard times and must be adjusted if
daylight saving time is used.)

Four columns of differences are shown in
the table: high water time differences, low water
time difference, high water _height difference,
and low water height difference. Note that the
time of high water for the George Washington
Bridge is plus Oh 46m. This explanation means

that high tides occur 46 minutes later at the
hridge than they do at New. York, the reference
station. Similarly, low water occurs 43 minutes
later at the bridge than tides at New York.

Under high water heiglit difference you see
the figure minus 0.6, meaning that the height of
high water at the George Washington Bridge is

. 0.6 foot less than the height of high water at
New York. In like manner, the low water height
is found to be the same as the height- at the
reference station.

You now have all the data needed to apply
to the information given iii table 1 (table 13-1).
In that table, run down the column to the date
conCerned (5 September). You note- the
following times and heights of high and low
waters:

201

DAY

5

SEPTEMBER

TIME HT.

H.M. FT.

0127 -0.6

0730
1348
1949

5.5
-0.6
5.9

Applying the tidal difference for the George
Washington Bridge (+46m), you. fmd that high
tide occurs at 0816 (0730 + 46). Low tide
occurs at 143-1 (1348 +. 43), 43 minutes later
than at the 'Battery.

You want to know the height of the tide at
1100, a time somewhere between the times of
high and low water. Inasmuch as 1100 is later
than time- of high water, yOu know that the tide
is falling at that time. By switracting 0816 from
1431, you frnd that ittakes 6h 15m for the tide
to go all the way out at the bridge. Subtracting
0816 (time of high water) from 1100, you learn,
that the time you are concerned with is 2h 44m
past -high water. Note that the time you are
interested in (1100) occurs 3h 31m before low
water. Always select the high or low tide that
gives you the smallest time difference. In this
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1.8
1.0
1.9

FL
0.1
-0.1
0.2aa
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
L 0
LO
LI
12
12
13
13
14
1.5
1.6
16
1.7
17
1.8
1.9
1.9
20
11
2. 1
2.2
12
2.3
2.4
2.4
15
2.6

17.
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0:7'as
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
12
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
16

.2. 7
2.8
19
3.0
3.1

&I
3.2
3.3

R.
-0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
LO
1.1
12
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
18
2.9
3:0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3. 4
3.5
3.6
3.7,
3.0
3.0/0
4.1

Ft.
0.1
0.2
0.4
OASas
0.8
0.9
1.0
1. f
1.3
1.4
1.5
18
1 8

'1.9
2.0
11
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.8
19
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.4
as-
3.6
3.8
3.9
4.0
4. I
4.2.
4.4

...4.5
4.6

-478
4:9
6.0

FL
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.7
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.3

1.5
1.6
1.8
19
11
2.2
2.4
15-
2.7
2.8
3.0
&I
3.3
3.4
3.6
3.7
3.9
4.0
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.6
4.7
4.9
5.0
6.2

. 5.3
. 5.5

5.6
5.8
59

n
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.7
1.9
11
2.2
2.4
16
2.8
2.9
3.1
3.3
3.5.
as
3.8
4.0
4.1
4.3
4.5
4.7
4.8
6.0
6.2
54
55
5. 7
5.9
6.0
6.2
6.4
6.6
6.7-
6.9

n.
0.2
0.4
OA
0.8
1.0

, 1.2
1.4
16
1.8
2.0
2.2
1.4
2.6
18
SA
3.2
04
8.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
16
18
6.0
6.1
5.1
5.5
6.7
5.9
6.1
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.9
7.1
7.3
7.5
7.7
7.9

Ft.
0.2
0.4
0.7
0.9
1.4
1.3
1.6
1.8
10
2.2
2.5
2.7
2.9
3.1
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.3
4.5
.4.7
4.9
5.1
6.4
6.6
6.8
6.0
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.9
7.2
7.'4
7.6
7.8
8.1
8.3
8.5
8.7
0.0

'Ft.
0.2
0.5as

:1.0
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.8
3.0

.3.2
3.5
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.8
5.0
5.2
& 5
5.8
6.0
8.2
6.5
6.8
7.0
7.2
7.5
7.8
8.0
8. 2
8.5
8.8
0.0
9.2
0.5
0.8

10.0
,

.Obtain from he predictions the high water and low water, one o which is be ore and the othcrafter the time for which the height is required. The difference between the times of occurrence ofthem tidcsje,the duration of rise or-tall, and the difference between their helzhts is the range of tide1. for the aboVe table. Find the difference between the nearest high or low water and the time forwhich the height is required,
Enter the table with the duration of rise or fall, minted in heavy-faced tYpe, which most nearlyagrees with the actual value, and on that horizontal line find the time from the nearest high or lowwater whlch agrees most nearly with the corresponding actual difference. The correction sought Isin the column directly below, on the line withihe ranee of tide.

.When the nearest tide is high water, subtract the correction.
When the new it tide is low water, add the corpiction.
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!A' problem, .you would choose the high tide, so
?Ibit-the time diffeience is 2h 44m.

Table 13-1 tells you that the height of high
;i,,water at the reference statiOn is_.5.5. From table

you learned that-the height of high water at
.the George .Washington Bridge is 0.6 foot less

it is at the reference station. Therefore, the
of water at the bridge is 4.9 feet.

The height of low water at the bridge is the
same as the low water at the reference station,
which is minus 0.6 foot. Subtract 0.6 from 4.9
feet (height of high water at the bridge), and
you find the range of the tide at the bridge is 5.5
feet.

Turning to table 3 (table 13-3), you can fmd
° tiie height of the tide at any time. You know

that the duration of fall in this instance is 6h
15m and that the time you are concerned with is

, 2h 44m past high water; Table 3 should then be
entered with 6h 20m (closest listed time to 6h
1Sm). Run across to 2h 45m in the thirteenth
column. (Time 2h 45m is the closest time to 2h
44m.)

Proceed down this column to the _Correction,
Height part of the table. You know that the
range at the bridge is 5.5 feet, and the closest
value-to this figure listed in the Range of Tide
dolumn (at the left of the table) is 5.5 feet.
Where the 5.5 range of tide line intersects the
time from nearest high water colunin, you read
the correction to height, which is 2.2 feet. The
tide will.have fallen this amount below high tide
by 1100. By subtracting 2.2 feet from the height
of high water at the bridge (5.5 feet), you learn
that the height of the tide at 1100 will be 3.3
feet. (remember that all times listed are standard

0- times and New York is on daylight saving time
during September.)

TIDAL CURRENTS

You already have seen that tide is the
vertical rise and fall of the ocean water level
caused by the attraction of the Sun and Moon.
A tidal current is periodic alternating horizontal
response of the water to the tidal forces which
causes the rise and fall of the tide. Tidal currents
are so called to distinguish them from ocean or
river, currents.

The horizontal motions of water, which
reverses its direction Jf flow during a 'tidal cycle,

are called flood current and ebb current. The
flood current sets toward and the ebb current
away from the coast, or the flood and ebb
currents.. set parallel to the coast in opposite
directions. At each reversal of the current
direction, there is an instant or short period of
no horizontal motion called slack water.

At first glance, you might be inclined to
presume that the time of a tidarturrent's change
of direction should coincide with the time of
changing tide!' To the contrary, the change of
direction of the current always lags the turning
of the tide by an interval that varies according to
the physical chariwteristics of the land around
the body of tidewater. For instance, along a
relatively straight coast with only shallow
indentations, usually there is little difference
between the time of high Or low tide rand the
time of slack water. But where a large bay
connects with the ocean through a narrow
channel, the tide and the current may be out of
phase by as much as 3 hours. In such a situation,
the current in the channel may be running at its
greatest velocity when it is high or low water
outside.

SET AND DRIFT

The navigator of a ship operating in
tidewater must know the direction (called set)
and velocity (called drift) of any tidal current
his ship may encounter. This information is
obtained from tidal current tables.

CURRENT TABLES

Tidal Current Tables is published annually
by the National Ocean Survey. This publication
is divided into predictions for reference stations
(table 13-4) and 'current differences and other
constants for subordinate stations (table 13-5).

a Table 13-4 lists predicted times of slack water
and predicted times and velocities of maximum
flood and ebb at the reference stations for each
day of the year.

Table 13-5 includes the latitude and
longitude of each subordinate station, time
differences for- slack water and maximum
current,- velocity ratios for maximum flood and
ebb, and direction and average velocity for
maximum flood and ebb currents.
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Table 13-5..;- Current iliffeience and Constants
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TIME CIIK
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40 34
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73 40
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NARROWS,
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minimum...

9 knot sets SW. about t me of "Slack,
NE. about 1 bour.before "Slack, ebb

05; maximum dbb, -13 50..
w en the fresh-water discharge is a

20.5

224
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are, applied to the times o
..cturent at the reference

;e riiinierthat time differences
tides. Application-of

n '' gC'e to tile tabulated time o
'6Urrent produces-the time of the,

current at the subordinate
urn 'velocity :at 2the Aubordinate

on pun by multiplying the maximum

°471
reference station by the

flOOd or, e6b ratio.

ction is; the approximate true
dn toward. which the

fl°°d thcu:vrencit.pflroowscal.
direetiolt. usu ally- close to

ction. Ave ge
ocities are avetagps of all the ,flood and ebb

nts
Table 3 in the Tidal Current

i
Tables (table

similar to table 3 in the tide tables. It s
(1 fisor &dm' g the velocity of the current at

any time.

PREDICTING SET AND
DRIF'F QF CURREN'T

NoW let's see if we can determine the set and
drift of the current at the George Washington
Bridge for the same time (1100) on the same
day for which we predicted the height of the
-tide. First, notice near the top of the page in
table 13-5 that the current reference station for
the George Washington Bridge is the Narrows,
instead of the Battery as it was for the tide. You
see the time difference for slack water and the
maximum current are plus lh 45m and plus 2h
00m. These time differences mean that, when
slack water or maximum current exists at the
Narrows, the same conditions will exist 1 h 45m
and 2h 00m later, respectively, at the George
Washington Bridge.

The flood velocity ratio is 0.9 and the ebb
velocity ratio is 1.1. Before selecting the Correct
ratio, you must determine whether the current is

, flooding or ebbing at 1100.
Under the Maximum Currents columns,. yu

fmd that the flood direCtion is 0200 and that the
ebb direction is the reciprocal, or 200°./ The
average flood velocity is 1.6 knots, and the
average ebb velocity is 2.2 knots.

2 2 5

You now haveall the values needed to, find
'the conditions at the George Washington Bridge.
These values' are:

206

Time differences: tlh 45mslack water
+2h 00mmax. ctirrent

(
Velocity ratios: 0.9flood

1.1 ebb

Direction of current: 020° flood
200° ebb

Turning to table 134, the Ntrrows, you find,
the following data:

SLACK
WATER
TIME

DAY
H.M.

TIME

11/./44.

5 0321 / 0551 2.2F
F 0852 1209 2.5E

1541 1814 2.3F
..

2120

It is seen tilat the time of maximum current
is 1209 and that the slack water, occurs at 9852.
You choose these values because they must
straddle th 'desired time. . .

You want to know the set and drift of the'
current at the bridge at 1100. At the bridge thi
maximnni current velocity occurs 2h 00m after
the maximum velocity at the Narrows.
Therefore, the maximum current velocityand
in this example it is an ebb velotityoccurs at
1409. By -the same method, the slack water
occurs at the bridge at 1037. Because the /
current is ebbing from .1037 to ,1409, you have ,,

established an ebb current at .1100; hence, yon/
will use the eb6 ratio. /

Multiplying ' the maximum ebb velocity iat
the Narrows (2.5 knots) by the ebb ratio for the
bridge (1.1), you arrive at a value of 2.7 knots
fOr the maximum ebb velocity at the bridge.

Now turn to table 3 of the Tidal Current
Tables' (table 13-6) and figure the velocity of the
current at the bridge at 1100. You enter the
table with the interval between slack and

MAXIMUM
CURRENT
VEL.

KNOTS



TAILS A

Interval between slack and maximum current

A. ea.
1 20

A. m.
1 40

A. wt.
2 00

A. et.
2 20

A. m.
2 40

A. m.
3 00

A . m.
3 20

A. wt.
3 40

A. m.
4 00

A. m.
4 20

A. re.
4 40

A. et.
5 00

A. I C
5 20

A. m.
5 40

A. lis.
0 20
0 40
1 00
1 20
1 40

2 00
1 -2 20

2. 40

3 00
3 201 3 40

v 4 00
A 4 20
.x 4 40

i 5 00
5 20
5 40

t
O. 4
0.7

0.9
1.0-

-__-

___

t
0:3
0.6

0.8
1.0
1.0

. -

__

i
11

0. 5

0.7
0.9
1.0

1.0
___

,t
2

O. 4
,
0.6
0.8
0.9

1. 0
1. 0

_

---,

(1.i., 2
0,1

0.4
0.7
0.8

0. 9
1. 0
1.0

. - -_
___

---
---

---

t
0.2
O. 3

0.5
0. 6
0.8

0.9
0. 9
1.0

1. 0-
...

-
-

-

f.
0.2
0.3

0.5
0.6
0.7

0.8
0.9
1.0

1.0
1:,0
___

___
...
-__

t
0.1
0.3

0.4
O. 5
0.7

0.8
0. 8
0.9

1. 0
1.0
1. 0

_

t
0.1
0.3

0.4
O. 5
0.6

0.7
0. 8
0.9

0. 9
1.0
1.0

1.0
.....-

t
O. 1
0.2

0.4
0. 5
0.8

0. 7
0. 7
0.8

0. 9
0.9
1. 0

1. 0
1. 0
___

___

.

t
0.1
O. 2

0.3
0. 4

,.0.5

0. 6
O. 7
0.8

0. 8
0.9
0. 9

1. 0
1. 0
1.0

___

..1
I
O. 2

0.3
0. 4
0.5

0. 6
0. 7
0.7

0. 8
0.9
0. 9

1. 0
1. 0
1.0

1.o

t
0.1
O. 2

0.3
0. 4

0. 6
0. 8
0.7

0. 8
0.8
0.9
-.,

0. 9
I. 0
1.0

.
Lo

t
0.1
O. 2

0.3
0. 4-
O. 5
0. 6
0.7

0. 7
0.8
0. 9

0. 9
0. 9
1.0'

1.0

Tests B

A. m.
o 20
0 40
1 00
1 20
1 40

2 001 2 20
2 40a
i3 00
3, 20

w
I 4 002 4 20

4 40

1 '5 00
5 20
5 40

( Interval between sleek and maximum current
.

.

A. et.
1 20

A.'s.
1 40

A. m.
2 00

A. m.
2 2D

A. m.
2 40

-4. m.
3 00

A. m.
3 20

A. m.
3 40

A. m.
4 00

A. at.
4 20

A. m.
4 49

A. m.
5 00

A. re.
5 W

A. m.
5 40

it
5

O. 8

0.9
1.0
-__

.....

t
0.4
0. 7

0.8
I. 0 -
1.0

-

t4
0. 6

0.8
0. 9
1.0

1.0...
- - -

---
---
___

t3
0. 5

0.7
0. 8
0.9

1.0
1. 0
- . -

---
---

--
---
--

I..11

0. 5

0.7
0. 8
0.9

0.9
1.0
1.0

-

40.3
0. 5

0.6
0. 7
0.8

0.9
1. 0
1. 0

1.0
- - --
-__-

d..3
0.4

0.6
0,7
0.8

. 0,9
0. 9
1.0

1.0
1.0
....

----
-__

---
----

t3
O. 4

0.5
0. 6
0.7

0.8
0.9
0.9

1.0
1. 0
1.0

---

---

---
---

'0.2
0. 4

0.6
0. 6
0.7

0.11
0.8
0. 9

0.9
1. 0
1.0

1. 0-

A.
0. 4

0.5
0. 6
0.7

0.7
0. 8
0. 9

0.9
1. 0
1. 0

1. 0
1.0
---

t.0.2
0.3

0.4
O. 5
0.6

0.7
0. 8
0. 8

0.9"
0. 9
1.0

1. 0
1.0
1.0

__.
---

40.2
O. 3

0.4
0. 5
0.8

0.7
0. 7
0. 8

0.9
0. 9
0. 9

1. 0
1.0
-1.0

1. 0
---

1.0.2
O. 3

0.4
0. 5
0.8

0.7
0. 7
0. 8

0.8
0. 9
0. 9

0. 9
1.0
1.0

1. 0
1.0

412
0.3

, 0.4
0. 5
0.6

0.6
0.7
0. 7

0.8
0. 8
0.9

0. 9
0.9
1.0

1. 0
1.0

Use Table A for all places except those isted below for Table B.
Use Table B for Cape Cod Canal, Hell Gate, Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and all stations In Table 2 which

are referred to them. ..

1. From predictions find the time of slack water and the time and velocity of maximum current (flood or ebb),
one of which is immediately before and the other after the time for which the velocity Is desired.

2. Find the Interval of time between the above slack and maximum current, and enter the top of Table A or B
with the interval which most nearly agrees -vith this value.

3. Find the Interval of time between the above slack and the time desired, and enter the side oi Table A or B
with the Interval which most nearly agrees with this value.

4, Find, In the table, the factor corresponding to the above two Intervale, and multiply the maximum velocity
by this factor. The result will be the approximate velocity at the time desired.

2,26.
207

69.81
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current (1037 - 1409 or 3h 32m) and
between , slack and desired time
or Oh 23m). The value in the table
forrner time is 3h 40m. The value

the latter time is Oh 20m. When. these
es intersect in the table you find the

of 0.1.! Multiply the velocity of
Um ebb current (2.7 knots) by this

actor arid you get the velocity at 1100, which is
.3. knots.

What is the direction, or set? You know that
the Current is ebbing at this time, and the ebb

ctionis_p_o°, which is the set .
both ihe-thie and the current tables,

oyou must bear in mind that frequently actual
conditiOns yard% 'considerably froth predicted
conditions in the tables. Changes in wind force
and direCtion, or variations in atmospheric
pressure, produce variations in the ocean water
level, - especially the high water height For

- instance,a hurricane struck the New England
cbast in,' September 1938, Piling up a
tremendons wall of ',water in Narragansett Bay
and increasing it to the point where, when it
struck the citY of Providence, it 'assumed the
proportions of a huge storm wave. Generally
speaking, the actual heights of both high- and
low-water level are higher than the predicted
heights with an onshore wind or a low
barometer. With an off-shore wind or a high
barometer, those heights usually are lower than
predicted.

Tilien working with the tidal current tables,
remumber that the actual times of 'slack or
strength of current may sometimes differ from
the predicted times by as much as 1/2 hours. On

- rare occasions the difference may be as much as
1 hour. A record of comparison between
predicted and' observed times of slack water,
however, shows that more than 90% of slack
water predictions are accurate to within ½ hour.
Consequently, in order to be certain of getting
the full advantage of a favorable current or slack
water, the navigator may plan to reach- an
entrance or strait 1/2 hour before the predicted
time of the desired condition of the current.

Winds, variations in stream discharges
produced by heavy rain, and other weather
factors frequently have an effect upon direction
and velocity of current. When any of these
phenomena occur, actual current conditions

vary those predicted. The ability to
estimate the amount by which they vary can be

. acquired only through experience.

SUNRISE AND SUNSET

You probably know that practically the only
time for obtaining observations of the heavenly
bodies. (with . the eXception of the Sun and
Moon) is during 'morning and evening twilight,
when bOth the stars and the horizons are visible.

. MOnning..twilight 'in.- middle latitudes normally
begins nearly 30.,:minntes before Sunrise. By .

approximately 15 minutes before sunrise, the
:stars usually., fide to the 'point where '

observations no longer.are possible. Observations
hi the evening usnally.are possible from between
15 and 30 minutes .after sunset.

The foregoing times are only approximate,
and they vary with change of latitude. Unusual
conditions of, visibility also cause theni to vary
somewhat. In any event, you ,can see that it is .

essential for the navigator to know the . time .

when sunrise or sunset will occur. In port, when
no observations are taken, the time of sunrise or
sunset still is .. impiortant in conneCtion with
making evening colors, lights, and the like.

SUNRISE AND SUNSET BY
TIDE TABLES /

?o8

22

Tide Tables contain tables for determining
times of sunrise and sunset. These tables differ
from -those ,given in the Nautical Almanac in that
times are /given for every fifth day instead of
every third day in the year.

You/ can see at once that, inasmuch as the
times are given only for every fifth day, some
interpolation is required for the days between.
The same requirement is applicable to -routine
interpolation for latitude.

FrOm the tide tables, le's -try to find the
time of sunrise and sunset at I-1Pnipton Roads on
23 June 1975. Latitude is 36°57 N longitude
76°20 'W.

Table 13-7 shows you t.4.e appropriate 'page
from -the 1973 Tide Tables. Note that 23 June
falls between tabulations for 20 June and 25
June, and that latitude 37°N falls between 36°-N
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QUARTERMASTER 3 tic 2

8° onsequently, you make a two-way
littion as follows:

.Intrpólate1.time of sunrise between 36° N
and 38°N for 20 June 0440

2. Interpolate time of sunrise between 360 N
.and.,38°N for 25 June . .... . 0441

3 biterpolate between 0440 and 0441 to get
sunrise for 37°Non 23 June 0441

(Actual interpolated value is
0440.5 Tut the usual practice is to
round off fractions to the nearest
whole number.)

Time of sunrise:
20 June

25 June-

23 June-----

. 36°N 37°N 38°N
0443 0440 0437

0444 0441

- - - - 044[

0438

A correction for longitude can be found in
iable 5 of the Tide Tables. The difference of
longitude between local and standard meridian is
listed in one column, and the correction.to local
mean time is given alongside the Difference of
Longitude column. For a longitude of 76°20 'W,
the correction is plus 5m. Therefore, the time of
sunrise at Hampton Roads is 0446 zone time.

Compute the time of sunset at Hampton
Roads in exactly the same way.

36°N 37°N 38°N

20 June- - - - 1920 1923 1926

25 June- - - - 1921 1924 1926

23 June- - - - - - - - 1924

Correction for longitUde is plus 5m, so zone
time of sunset for Ham ton Roads on this day
was 1929.

Time of sunrise and unset for south latitude
is figured froth the sou Ii latitude tables in the
same manner:

SUNRISE AND SUNSET BY
NAUTICAL ALMANAC

Because the subjects sunrise and sunset ate
brought up here, it is appropriate to include a
4liscussion of -these times by the Nautical
Alinanac.

Data for finding times of sunrise, sunset, and
twilight are gfien for latitudes between 60°S arid
72°N on the . daily pages of the Nautical
Almanac.

Sunrise, sunset, and the beginning and'
ending of twilight are gien 'for the middle day
Of 3 days, and are sufficiently accurate.to apply
to the other 2 days. The times are applicable
along-any standard tithe meridian.

Now let's fmd the time of sunrise and sunset
for Hampton Roads on 25 June 1973., Table
13-8 shows the right-hand page of the \Nautical
Alinanac for, the dates 24, 25, and 26 June
1975. A colinnn-headed "Sunrise" is shown on
the upper right portion of the page. You see a
time of sunrise tabulated for latitude 35°N (0447)
and another for latitude 40°N (0432). You must
interpolate between the two times for latitUde
37°N. For a 5° difference in latitude (40° - 35°),
you have a 15m difference in time (0447 - 0432).
The latitude you want is 37°N; hence , the
interpolation is two-fifths of 15m, or 6m.
Sunrise is earlier as the latitude becomes higher,
so sunrise at 37°N iS 6m earlier than it is at
35°N. Consequently, sunrise at 37°N is 0441
(0447 - 6m). As already mentioned, time is local
mean time (LMT) of sunrise. Sunrise occurs in
37°N at this LMT ll the way around the world.
To convert this I: to standard time, apply the
difference in longitude between your local
meridian and-your standard time meridian. In
this example, it is the 75th. ,

Longitude is 76°20 'W, which means you are

of time. Because you are west of the tandard
1°20 'west of 75°W. This arc amounts 5m 20s

meridian, \ sunrise occurs later. Hence, zone time
of sunrise where you are is 0446 (0441 + 5m).

Sunset, is figured in the same nianner as
sunrise. look at --the sunset tables -near the
middle of the page in table 13-8, and you see
that sunse in 35°N latitude is at 1918; in 40°N
it is 1933. Your interpolation here for 37°N is
two-fifths of 15m, or 6m. Here you see that '
sunset is later in 40°N than it is in 35°N
latitude, so you add 6m to 1918, the tabulated

210
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. Table 13-8.-Sunrise and &met from Nautical Almanac.

.1975 JUNE 24, 25, 26 (TUES., WED., THURS.)

24li'lit
0.
01
02
03
04
OS

RR
07

. 00
n 0
Z 1032924.7

11
S0 12

13.A' ..r.V ,'15
. 16

17
11
19n
21
22
D

SUN MOON
twilight

NOVL avu SIVA*
Moonrise

24 25 26 27
CNA:

e

04c.
, . . I
179 211.0 123 15.7
114 27S. 254
209 27.8. 254
224 274 '254
239 273 253
254 27.4 253
269 272 1123 25.4
284 27.1 25.4
291 27.0 . 25.4
314 26.8 25.3

25.3
341 264 25.2
359 26.4 423 25.2
14 24.3 25.2
2926.2 25.1
4426.0 - 25.1
59 25.9 25.0
74 25.8 -25.0
ft 25.6 423 24.9

104 253 24.9
119 25.4 24.8
334 25.2 24.8
149 25.1 24.7
164 25.0 24.7

0214. V 0.c. d NAke I I #

355 443 63 no 21.9° 31 56.4
10 al 53 20 18.1 .31 56.3
24 41.1 1.4- 20 14.3 4.0 56.3
39 09.5 1.4 20 10.3 43 56.3
53 37.9 0 20 06.3 4.2 56.3
68 06.5 9.5 20 02.1 4.3 56.3
82 35.0 17 $19 57.8 4.4 56.2
97 03.7 o4 19 53.4 4.5 562

111 32.3 to 19 48.9 43.56.2
126 01.1 9.4 19 44.4 4.7 562
140 29.9 oS 19 39.7 4S 56.1
154 58.8 9.9 19 34.9 4.9 56.1
169 27.7 MO 519 30.0 ss 56.1
183 56.7 10.1 19 25.0 5.1 56.1
198 25.8 iu 19 19.9 5.1 56.0
212 54.9 10.2 19 14.8 5.3 56.0
227 24.1 10.2 19 09.5 5.4 56.0
241 53.3 10.3 19 04.1 5.4 56.0
256 224 10.4 $18 58.7 54 56.0
270 52.0 as, 18 53.1 SA 55.9
245 21.5 10.3 'il8 473. 5.0'55.9
299 51.0 104 .18 41.7 sh 553
314 203 19.2, 18 35.9 Ss 55.9
328.502 102 18 30.0 4A 55.8

sin
8 20

61
66
64
62
60

N 58
56
54
52

-50
45

1 40
35
30
20

4 10
0

5 10
20
30
A5a
45

5 50
52
54
56
se

5 60

h0
Ci
0
ca
OD

ins
NI

UN

IN
00 47
01 33
02 01
02 47
03 17
03 41
03 59
04 28
04 51
05 10
OS 27
OS 43
06 00
06 08
06 18
06 28
06 40
06 45'
06 31
06 57
07 04
07 11

h.h.0
C20
c..3

IN
iiii

00 31
01 41
02 11
02 34
02 52
03 07
03 37
03 59
04 17
04 33
04 58

, 05 18'
OS 36
OS 53
06 11
06,30
06 40
06 52
07 OS
07 21
07 29
07 37
07 46

!.07 57
!08 08

0
C20
c..3

01 32
02 10
02 37
02 57
03 14
03 28
03 41
03 51
04 14
04 32
04 47
05 00
05 22
05 41
OS 59.
06 16
06 35
06 56
07 08
07 22
07 39
08 00
08 10
08 21
08 34
08 48
09 06

h.
El

23 35
22 51
22 21
21 58

-21 41
21 26
21 13
21 02
20 52
20 44
20 36
20 19
20 06
19 54
19 44
19 26
19 11
18 57
18 43
18 27
18 10
17 59
17 48
17 34
17 17
17 09
17 00
16 SO
16 38
16 25

h
23 53,
23 16
22 SO
22 30
22 14
2200
21 49
21 39
21 30
21 22
21 15
21 09
20 SS
20 44
20 34
20 26
20 11
19 58
19 46
19 34
19 21
19 06
18 58

.18 48
18 36.

.18 22
18 15
18 08
18 00
17 51
17 40

h
23 27
23 OS
22 49
22 35
22 24
22 14
22 06
21 58
21 52
21 46
21 41
21 36
21 26
21 17
21 10
21 03
20 52
20 42
20 33
20 23
20 13
20 02
19 SS
19 47
19 39
19 28
19 23
19 17
19 11
19 04
lb 57

h
23 09
22 57
22.46
22 38
22 31
22 25
22 19
22 14
22 10
22 06
22 03 ,
22 00
21 53
21 47
21 42
21 38
21 30
21 23 .
21 17
21 10
21 04
20 56
20 51
20 46
20 40
20 33
20 30
20 26
20 22
20 17
20 12

25 09
. Ok

02
03
04
05
06
17Wt N

' 09
: 10
1

11

$ 32
0 13
A ,14
y 15

16

11
19

. 20
21
22
23

1,79 24.8 423 24.6
194 24.7 24.6
209 24.6 24.5
224 244 243
239 24.3 24.4
254 24.2 24.4

,

269 24.0 1123 24.3
284 23.9 24.3
219 23.8 24.2
314 23.6 241
329 233- -24.1
344. 234 24.0
359 23-2 112324.0
14 23.1 . 23.9
29 23.0 23.9
44 22.8 23.8

. 59 223 23.717

74 22.6 23.7
19 224 423 234

104 223 233.
119 22.2 233
134 22.1 - 23.4
149 21.9 23.3
164 214 23.3

343 19.9 io.7 518 24.0 6.1 55.8
357 49.6 10.9 18 17.9 6.2 55.3
12 193 10.1 18 11.7 0 55.8

,. 26 494 u.0 18 05.4 43 55.8
41 19.4 US .17 55.1 6.5 55.7
SS 49.4 us 17 524 6.5 55.7
70 193 11.2 517 46.1 .6.6 55.7
IN 49.7 11.2 '17 395 6.7 55.7
99 19.9 113 17 32.8 64 55.6

113 50.2 11.4 17 26.0 u 516
us 20.6 114 17 15.2 0 55.4_ C. ___
142 51.0 u.5 17 12.3 73 55.6
157 213 11A $17 05.3 7.1 55.6
171 52.1 11.6 16 58.2 7.2 55.5
186 22.7 02 16 51.0 72 553
200. 534 ma 16 43.8 7.3 553
215 242 ni ,16 36.5 m 55.5
22D55.0 11.9 16 29.1 7.5 55.5
244 25.9 n.0o516 214 '7.5 55.4
258 36.9 12.8 14 14.1 71.55.4
273 27.9 12.1 16 063 71 55.4
217 59.0 12.1 15 54.9 7.4 55.4
302 302 12.2 15 51.1 7.11 55.3
317 01.4 123 15 43.3 7.9 55.3

Eat. suns& Twaght
OW Nout.

Moonset
24 25 26 27

_,
8 72
4 70

61
66
11

60
4 50

56
54
52
50
45

N 40
35
30

N 1

5
20
30
35
40
45

5 50
52
54
56
58

5 60

. .
t "I.
0
000

22 32
21 54
21 28
21 07
20 51
20 36
20 24
20 13
19 51
19 33
19 18
19 OS
18 43
18 24
18 06
17 49
17 30
17 09

_16 57
16 42
16 26
16 OS
15 55
15 44
15 31
15 17
}4 so

t ...0
000
RA

IN
23 13
22 23
21 53
21 31
21 13
20 58
29 28
20 06
19 47
19 32
19 07
18 47
18 29
18 11
17 54
17 35
17 25
17 13
16 59
16 43
16 36
16 28
16 19
16 08
15 5:7

Alm0
. CI00

011

OD

WI .

NI
IN

23 17
22 31
22 03
21 10
20 47
20 24
20 05
19 36
19 14
18 SS
18 38
18 22
16 OS
17 56
17 47
17 37
17 25
17 20
17 14
17 08
17 01
16 53

.

a
IN

01 54
02. 38
03 06
03 28
03 46

'04;01
04 14
04 25
04 34
04 43'
OS 01
OS 16
05 29
OS 40
OS 59
06 15
06 30
06 45
07 02
07 20
07 31
07 43
07 58
08 15
08 23
08 33
08 43
08 SS
09 09

tat
NI

02 54
03 37
04 06
04 28
04 45
05 00
05 12
OS 23
05 32
OS 40
05 48
06 03
06 16
06 27
06 37
06 53
07 08
07 21
07 34
07 48_01.31
08 04
08 14
08 24
08 37
08 52
08 59
09 06
09 15
09 25
09 36

t's
04 17
04 53
05 18
05 37
05 53
06 OS
06 16
06 26
06 34
06 41
04 48,
06 54
07 06
07 17
07, 25
07 33
07 46
07 58
011 09
08 20

08 44
08 51
09 00
09 10
09 22
09 27
09 33
09 40
09 47
09 56

'
06 19
06 39
06 54
07 04
07 17
07 25
07 33,
07 39
07 45
07 50
07 SS
07 59
08 08
08 16
08 22
09 28
08 38
08 46
08 54
09 02
09 10
09 20
09 25
09 31
01 39
09 47
09 51
09 55
10 00
10 05.
10 11

26 00
01
02
03
of
15
06
07

7 Oa
14 09
13 10
R 11
$ it
0 -13
A 14
Y 15

16
17
11

.,...11
20
21
22n

179 21.7 423 23.2
194 21.5 23.1
209 214 23.1
224 21.3 23.0
239 211 22.9
254 21.0 22.9
269 20.9 423 224
214 20.7 22.7
291 20.6 224
314 203 224
329 20.3 22.5
344 202 22.4
359 20.1 423 22.4
14 19.9 22.3
21 19.8 222
44 19.7 22.1
59 194 22.0
74 194 21.9
89 191 423 21.9

104 192 21.8
119 19.0 21.7
134 18.9 - 214
149 184 21.5
164 18.6 -21.4.,

331 32.7 124 515 35.4 7.9 SSJ
346 MA 12.4 15 27.5 DO 55.3

0 353 u.5 15 193 Os 55.3
15 07.0 123 15 11.4 8.1 55.2
29 38.5 12.7 15 03.3 8.2 552
44 102 12.0 14 55.1 8.3 552
5841.8 n.4 $14 46.8 OS 552
73 134 12.5 14' 383 IA , 55.2
87 45.4 12.1 14 30.1- Da 55.1

102 17.3 12.9 14 21.7 03 55.1
116 492 13.4 14 13.2 LS 55.1
131 212 DA 14 04.7 0.7 551
145 532 131 S13 54.0 01 55.1
160 253 02 13 42.4 0.7 55.1
174 573 1.3.1 13 383 81 55.0
189,29.8 13.2 13 29.9 : u 55.0
204 02.0 134 13 21.1 Is 55.0
218 34.4 1.1.4 13 12.2 Am 55.0
233 06.8 13.5, 513 032 DO 55.0
247 35.3 us 12 54.2 42 54.9
262 11.8 134 12 45.2 1.1 54.9
276 444 U.4 12 36.1 1.1 54.9
291 17.0 13.7 12 27.0 9.2 54.9
305 49.7 13.0 12 17.8 1.2 54.9

Day

24
25
26

SON

49^. ai Punt'
op. 12.

Mr.
Pau.

, MOON

Ma. Pan.
1,1ppor Lower

... .
02 08
02 20
02 3:

.., . .
02 14
02 27
02 99-

II-
12 02
12 02
12 03

li
00 18
01 09
01 58

b ma

12 44
13 34
14 21

15
16
17S.D. 151 d U . .

S.D. 153 4 15.1 15.0

211 .

213 O
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:IT; you have the same 5m
ere 'you are, ZT of aunset

the times for 27 June and the preceding day (26
June) thus:

35°S 40°S
Moonrise 27 June-.- - 2051 2046

Moonrise 26 June- - - -1955 1947

NR1igi AND MOONSET

e mie of the riaing and setting
604 is-Of importance. Their timing is of

Canoe in wartime, when the
mar make it necessary tor a

a` zigzag, cease blowing tubes, and
hnes of moonrise and moonset are listed
_on ati the back of the Tide Tables for

ar in the year for a few selected points.
esi tinies can be computed from the Nautical

clor any point on the Earth. The listed
es. 'in -,the Almanac, however, are LMT of

moonrise and- moonset at' the Greenwich
meridian. ,Because the- Moon takes
Pproximately 50 minutes longer than does the

'Sun to go 'all the . way around the Earth, your
longitude becomes a factor in calculating time of
mcionrise''and moonset for any meridian besides

0 GreenwiCh. These times may be calculated for
any longitude by the steps described in-the next
paragraph.-

Wonrise and moonset are given in the
Alinanac, for each day for the Greenwich
-meridian. Preciie time of either moonrise or
moonsct, for other longitudes, may be obtained
as,follows: When in east longitude, interpolate
for latitude on the desired day and also on the
preceding day. In west longitude, interpolate for
latitude on the desired day and- the _following
day. 'Take the difference between. the two
results, multiply it by the longitude divided by
3600, and apply the product, to the tabulated
time for the specified day..

As an example, let's find the time of
moonrise in latitude 38°S, longitude 145°E, on
27 June 1975. You're in east `longitude, so take

Interpeation for* latitude 38°S works out as
follows:

Moonrise V June- - - - 2048
.

Aloonrise 26 June- - - -19170 r
The difference between 2048 and 1950 is

58m. This result is multiplied by the longitude
(145°E), divided by 360, or 8416/360, which
gives approximately '23m. Then, 23m is tfte
correction to be applied to the tabulated time of
moonrise in 38°S for 27 June. Yoere in east
longitUde, so the conection is minus. Therefore,

-LMT is 2025 (2048 - 23m). To find the zone
time of moonrise, apply a plus 20m lonetude
cOrrection, arid get 2044 (2024 + 20m).

The time of moonset is found similarly.
35°S 38°S 40°S

Moonset 27 June- - - 0925 0929 0931

" 3 1

212

Moonset 26 June- - - -0881 0856 0900"

From the foregoing data the time correction
is found to be l Om. Subtracting this result from
0929 and adding the 20m longitude correction,
the zone time of Moonset is found to be 0939.

AIR ALMANAC

Information in the Air Almanac is similar to
that in the Nautical Almanac. Sunrise/sunset and
monnrise/moonset may be computed from the
Air Almanac in the same manner as from the
Nautical Almanac. The principal difference
between the two publications is the arrangement
of the tabular data given in each.
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21% -,,xy,eri, 1% argon, with traces of other
gases . saok as carbon dioxidi,- hydriten, neon,
and hefitith.'-. Water* -vapor, which has been
omitted:" fiimi the. Toregoing list,

, ht found in
relatively dna but Widely yawing aremunta; 1%

, ef the total atmOsphere 'may, be taken aril, the
averzetA figure. .The .quantitY; of . Water vapor
present is inuc4 , greater hil'eqUatorial regions
than in polar- regions,- and greater Over the ocean
than over hind. The atMOiphere has dermite
weight, called atmespheriei,Pressure, and it is
measured b initrUinent ,Calleda barometer.

Large-idale,shangea in temPetattire, Preeserc,
and water :Vaixir content: of -the air cause the

smay
b

changes in weather:Warm-air. *lighter in, weight
ilbsed itifiaed arrd - and can: hold more water vapotri:thani eold airter.

Weather Moist air with a temperature .5

l
than' drier air of the same temperature

tof 'Wea er water vapor is lighter, than air:;Cold or hZei7planalr
has tendency 'to flow toward and t
Via= Or ertied air, ant as the air beghu to .

.11;9
hiACOgraphe's'

.1",*k thein. On a ship
e. Itheri Mates aboard,_

4.eat er duties '-,';'devolve upon the
ters: This 'chlOter, then, is concerned

the weather and the way it is observed and

dy.

move, other forces co into play, m
movement of air and weather. rather
'complex: You readily see, however, that
temperature, umidity, and atmospheric

factors in contidering thepressure.. are
Weather.

THE ATMOfiPHERE.

MEASURING TEMPERATURE

You probably don't need to be told that a
thermometer. is an instrument for measuring
temperature. Generally speaking, it is a glass
tube of small bore in whibh either alcohol or

The atmosphere (air) is a mixture of mercury expands and contracts with the rise and
ndeOendent gases. Nearthe surface of the Earth - fall of the temperature of the surrounding

-,'''the percentages by .volume of the valiCrig medium.
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,50
0

32°
POINT

-10 14

-20 -4

-30 =22 ;

-400 -400

5/9. Say you want to change 41°F to Celsius.
Subtracting .32° from41°,giyes 9°. Multiply 9°
by 5/9, and:--you get 45/9, or 5°C. A

To change from Celsius to Fahrenheit,---
simply' reverse the procedure. First Multiply the
Celsius temperature by 915, then add'32°. In the
previous . example, to change 5°C back to
Fahrenheit, first multiply it by 9[5, which gives
you 45/5, or Addfitig 32° gives you 41°F.

"L'ADING A THERMOMETER

A thermometer must be read properly to
obtain an accurate result. First, if you must
handle it,' be ,sure that you do not touch the
lower part of the glass containing the alcohol or
mercury, because the heat from your body can
affect . the height -,of the mercury or alcohol
column. Make certain that the top of the
column is level with your eyes; otherwise you
will be reading a higher or lower graduation than
the one actually indicated. The top of the

. column is in the shape of a c -.rve called a
meniscus. It is the bottom of this curve that
indicates the readini for an alcohol
thermometer; the top, for a mercury
thermometer.

- 33.11(69).
Figure 14-1.Celsius anti Fahrenheit scales:

Most Navy thermometers are mercurY-fnled
and practically all of them use the Fahrenheit
(F) scale, in which the freezing point of water is
32° and its boiling point is 212°. TeMperature
in meteorology, however; sometimes is
expressed according to the Celsius (C) (formerlY
Centigrade) scale, -in which the freezing point Of
water is 0° and its boiling pOint is 100° (figtire
14-1.)

You might be, required io convert a
Fahrenheit reading to Celsius, or vice versa.
Figuiv 14-1 shows that on the -two stales there
are 5° of Celsius temfierature to every 9° of
Fahrenheit.

Inasmuch as, 32°F is equivalent to 0°C,- to
change a Fahrenheit reading to Celsius you first
subtract 32° and then multiply the remainder by

MEASURI1EWPOINT AND .

, RELATIVE HUMIDITY

As already mentioned, the amount of water
vapor the atmosphere :'an hold varies with the
temperature. When the atmosphere contains. all
the water it can hold for a given temperature,
1wmidity is at the saturation point, or 100%. If
it contains 50% of what it could hold at that
particular temperature, relative humidity is 50%
(figure 14-2). Relative humidity and dewpoint
are determined through use of a psychrometer.

PSYCHROMETER

A psychrometer is simply two ordinary
thermometers mounted together on a single strip
of material. (See figure 14-3.) The bulb of one
thermometer is covered by a water-soaked wick
from which the water evaporates rapidly or
slowly, depending on the amount of water vapor
in the surrounding atmosphere. Evaporation of
water around the wet thermometer cools it. The

214
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74riPTF"iTtt

,'-THE AIR ,NOW HOLDS
s HALF THAT MUCH

MOISTURE.

41,_
.-`',.

R VAPOR
,TEmpERA

THE MOISTURE BEGAN'
OUT AS RAIN, SNOW,

<

THEN7,: ,

THE'RE1ATIVE HUMIDITY
W., THE AIR WOULD

. 8E100 PERCENT

. .

-AT THE .SAME TEMPERATURE

- THEN
THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY

OF THE AIR IS NOW
50 PERCENT

Figure 14-2.Relative humidity.

'6.r.-811:10Unt of cooling depends on the 'ate of
eveuporation. Th e, reading on the wet bulb is

Aver e rea g e ulb except
wheà

than th din on th b
the-humidity is 100%, at which time both

10 readings Coincide. The difference between the
and dry-bulb readings, when ipplied to

tibles 4eireloped for that purpose results in
tive humidity and dewpoint temperature.

ewpoint, is ,the temperature to which air
cooled 'at constant pressure and

';-,:.iionetant water vapor content to reach saturation
(100% relative humidity). When air is cooled to
its dewpoint temperature, imall water droplets
condense on objects; i.e., dew forms. (See figure

Sling Psychrometer

, .

At sling psychrometer (figure 14-5),

sometimes is used to speed up the process of
-getting accurate met- and dry-bulb readings. The
slin psychrometer can be whirled around so ds
to rapidly bring the wet bulb into contact with a
great volume of air. fhis contact with air
accelerates the evaporation rate. The person
using the sling psychrometer should face the
wind and should shield the instrument as much
as Possible from the direct rays of the Sun.
Whirling should not be too rapid because
'centrifugal force might displace the mercury

215
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F igure 14-1Psychrometer.
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MPERATURE
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:

.SATURATION.:00;1114S.,

--;TUREMAYTORM:'''.. 411111M11 . .
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4V IS
THE..DEWPOINT
TEMPERATURE

4rF

Figure 144.DewpOint.".

cohlinns in the thennometers. The whirling
shriuld be repeated until no further change can
be detected in the wet-bulb reading.

DEWPOINT

The dewpoint is computed by using the
psychrometer table shown in table 14-1. (Mire
complz ..6 tab: c.s may be .found in
NAVWEASERVCOMINST 3144.1( ), Manual
for Ship's Staface Weather Observations) Take,
for example, a dry-bulb temperature of 60°F
and a wet-bulb temperature of 50.5°F. The
difference between the two readings is 9.5°F.
This difference is called the depression of the
wet bulb.

To compute the dewpoint, enter the table
with the wet-bulb reading (50.5°F). Read across
the top of the table to the proper depression
column (9.5°F). Read the dewpoint temperature
(42°F) directly from the intersection of the
temperature row and the depression column.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

The layer of attgosphere that surrounds us
exerts a pressure of approximately 15 pounds

216

235

'VET OUUr EYELET FOR
THERMOMETER 'SLING MOUNTING

'DRY BULB"
THERMOMETER

5.65(69)C

Figure 14-5.Sling psychrometer.

per square inch at the Earth's surface. The
weight of the atmosphere. varies with the
presence of water vapor as well as with
temperature 1 and height above the Earth's
surface. Variations in atmospheric pressure are
measured by an instrument called a barometer.
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50.0

50.5

51.0

.51.5

52.0

12.5
53,0
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54.0
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55.5,
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57.0

57$
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59.0
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60

50

51

51

52

52

53

.53
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54

55

55
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56

57
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59

59

Depression of the wet-bulb thermometer (dry-bulb minus wet-bull;)

1 1.5 2.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

49 49 48 48 47 47 47 46

50 49 49 48 48 48 47 47' 46

50 50 49 49 49 4t 48 47 47
51 50 50 49 49 49 48 48 47
51 51 50 50 50 49 49 48 48
52 51 51 51 60 50 40 49 48
52 52 51 51 51 50 50 49 49
53 52 52 52 51 51 50 50 50
53 53 53 52 52 51- 51 51 50
54 53 53 53 52 52 51 51 51

51 54 54 53 53 52 52 52 51

55 54 54 54 53 53 52 52

55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53. 52

56 55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53

56 56 56 55 55 55 54 54 54

57 56 56 55 55 55 54 54
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58 58 58 57 57 57 56 56 56
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45 44 44 43 43 42 41 41 40

45 45 44 43 43 42 42 41
46 45

,44

45 44 43 43 42 42
46 46 45 45 44 44 43 43 42
47 46 46 46' , 45 45 44 44 43
48 47 47 46 46 45 45 44 44
48 48 47 47 46 46 45 45 44
49 48 48 47 47 46 -, 46 46 45
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, Depress Sou of the wet-bulb th rmometer (dry-bulb minus wet-bulb)

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 ..-; 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5
1

9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5

40 49 46 48 47 47 47 46 46 45 45 44 44 43 43 42 41 41 40 40'
SIS 49 49 48 48 48 47 47 46 46 45 45 44 44 43 43 42 ,42 41 40 .

50 50 49 49 49 48 48 47 47 46 46 45 45 44 44 43 43 42 42 41
51 50 50 49 49 49 48 48 47 47 46 46 45 45 44 44 43 43 42 42
51 51 50 50 50 49 49 48 48 47 47 46 46 46 45 45 44 44 43 43
52 51 51 51 -50 50 49 49 48 ,48 48 47 47 46 46 45 45 44 44 43
52 52 51 51 51 50 50 49 49 49 48 48 47 47 46, 46 45 45 44 44
SS 52 52 52 51 51 50 50 50 49 49 48. 48 47 47 46 46 46 45 45
SS 53 53 52 52 51 51 51 50 50 49 49 48 48 48 47 47 46 46 45
54 53 53 53 52 52 51 51 51 50 50 49 49 49 48 48 47 47 46 46

54 54 54 53 53 52 52 52 '51 51 50 50 50 49 49 48 48 47 47 47
55 54 54 54 53 53 53 52 52 51 51 51 50 50 49 40: ,49 48 48 47
55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53 52 52 52 51 51 50 50 50,1-49 49 48 48
MS 55 55 55 54 ,54 54 53 53 53 52 52 51 51 51 501 50 49 49 48
56 56 66 55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53 52 52 52 51 51 50 50 50 49
57 57 56 56 55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53 53 52 52 51 ,51 51 50 50
57 57 57 56 56 56 55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53 52 52 52 51 51 50
58 68 57 57 57 56 56 56 55 55 54 54 54 63 53 53 52 52 51 51
58 58 58 57 57 57 56 56 56 55 55 55 54 54 54 53 53 52 52 52
59 59 58 58 58 57- 57 57 56 56 5,0 55 55 55r ;54 54 53 53 53 52

0
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e Navy uses tw& types or barometers:
mercurial and aneroid.

MERCIJRIAL BAROMETER

The mercurial barometer is a mercury-filled
glass tube which has, been accurately calibrated.
It is used at shore activities to check aneroid
barometers for accuracy.

ANEROID BAROMETER

The aneroid ("dry" or "no fluid")
barometer (figure 14-6) needs no coirection
except for altitude. It contains ta small metallic
cell, called a sylphon cell, whiCh encloses a
partial, vacuum. As atmospheric pressure
increases, the sylphon contracts; as preisure
decreases, it expands/ As the sylphon expands
and contracts, it -dornmunicates motion to an
indicating pointer on a graduated scale.

A stationary needle on the aneroid
barometer may be fixed at any point so .as to

Figure 14-6.Aneroid barometer.
69.87

sho the tendency (rise, fall, or steadiness) of
the barometer since the last reading.

Mercurial-Aneroid Comparison

Barometers may be graduated in either
inches of mercury of millibars (mbs). Both
inshes and millibars are linear measurements of
the height of the mercury column supported by
the atmosphere at a given time. The average
atomspheric pressure at the Earth's surface is

29.92 inches or 1013.2 millibars. Figure 14-7
shows comparative readings on the inch and
millibar scales.

Although mercurial barometers may, by
tising a vernier, be read to the nearest 0.002

218,

238

1013 MILLIBARS
OR

29.92 INCHES
AT SEA LEVEL

1050
1047
104 4
104 I
103 8
103 5
103 2
1029
102 6
102 3
1020
10 17
10 14
1011
1009
1005
1002'
999
996
99 3
990
987

w 9 94
CC4 9 81
m 978
:197 5

972
i" 969

9 66
963
960
95 7
95 4
95 I
948

31.0
309
30.8
307
30.6
805
304
303
302
3o.1
30.0
29.9
29.8
29.7
29.6
295
29.4
29.3
29.2
29.1

290 cn
28.9 w
28.85
28.7 z
28.6
28.5
28.4
283
282
28.1

28.0

Figure 14-7.Inches and millibars.

69.88
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inch, and aneroid barometers normally can be
read no closer than 0.01 inch, aneroid
barometers are the standard pressure-indicating
instrument aboard ship and the type of
barometers that Quartermasters will encounter
most frequently.

The accuracy of a properly adjusted aneroid
barometer is comparable to that of a mercurial
barometer. Moreover, the aneroid barometer is
free of the numerous corrections that must be
applied to the mercurial barometer.

SIGNIFICANCE OF AtMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE

A chart of the atmosplier: es.,re over a
large area of the Earth's sudace. at any given
time tells yon which way different air masses
(masses of air which have coMmon temperature
and humidity characteristics) are moving. Some
air masses originate in the cold polar regjons;
some, in the tropics. By the time they reach
you, some air masses have moved from vast
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bodies of, water (called maritime air masses).
Others (called continental air masses) have
grown up aVer more or less dry land. Figure 14-8
pictures this distribution'of air masses.

Air masses carry along lArith them the
temperature and humidity characteristics Of the
areas they crossed. Where distinctly different air
masses touch, the boundary between them is
called a front and is marked by cloudiness and
precipitation.

PRESSURE AREAS

The atm 'sphere can produce weather in
other ways of course; but frontal weather,
which ueually is quite violent, can be predicted
from a chart 'of the pressure systems. Figure
14-9 shows types, of frontal systems on a

,weather map.

Atmospheric pressure is reported in inches
of-mercury or millibars. One atmosphere equals
14.696 psi, a bar equals slightly more than 0.98
atmosphere, and a millibar equals 1/1000 of a
bar. On weather charts pressure usually is
indicated in millibars (figure 14-9). The lines

shown in the figure are drawn througb points of,
equal pressure and are called isobars.

'Assume, for example, that barometric
pressure is the same in Chicago, Milwaukee, and
St. Paul. An isobar is drawn through these and
other points of equal pressure. Usually, isobars
are drawn for equal intervals of pressure (every
four millibars for example') and frequently
isobars do not, pass through reporting stations
(figure 14-10).

Isobars never join or cross. Some may run
. off the chart, but others may close, forming

irregular ovals that defme the areas of highest
and lowest pressure (figure 14-11). Air (wind)
flows frOm high-pressure areas to low-pressure ,

areas.

-The strength of the wind depends upon two
factors: the amount of difference in pressure
and the distance of the high-pressure area (high)
from the low-pressure area (low). These two
factors combined are called pressure gradient.
The greater the gradient, the stronger the wind.
Thus, isobars can give a rough indication of the
amount of wind. The closer an isobar is to
another, the stronger the wind in that area. In

PRESSURE.
CENTERS

" 4
Figure 14-9.Sample weather map showing frontal systems.
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ISOBARS
NEVER JOIN
OR CROSS

THEY ARE
CONTINUOUS LINES
ENCLOSING A CENTER

1010.8

9922
HIGHER
PRESSURE
HERE

MOUNE 982.1
987,1

NOTE THAT AU. THE STATIONS REPORTING WEATHER 00 NOT
NECESSARILY FALL ON AN ISOBAR

69.90

Figure i4-10.---i-Plotting isobars.

figure 14-10, the isobars represer.t pressures of
992.2 mbs, 987.1 mbs, and 982.1 mbs.

Widely separated isobars indicate light
winds; isobars closer together mean greater wind
velocity. The spacing and shape of isobars are
seen in figure '14-11, which also shows how
complete isobars are formed. They're always

_smoothed-out curves, usually making irregular
ovals' about the high- or low-pressure center.

Referring again to figure 14-10 you can see
that only part of each isobar (the upper right
portion of the, oval) appears in tlie diagram. In
this pressure system that area of- greatest
pressure is at the , system center. This
high-pressure area is also called a high or an
°anticyclone. If the pressure should be 992.2 mbs
at Chicago, 987.1 mbs at Moline, and 982.1 mbs
at Logan, the area of lowest pressure would be
in the vicinity of Logan. This area would be a
low, or a cyclone.

AIR IN MOTION

In a high-pressure area, the air, at the center
flows outward. In a low, the air flows inward.
This flow is not, however, strictly outward or
inward. The Earth's rotation deflects the air, so

1021.0

i0I5.9
THEIR SHAPES VARY GREATLY

Figure 14-11.Shapes of isobars.

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE

AU. WIND BARBS IN NORTH-
ERN HEMISPHERE SHOULD
BE FLOWING UKE THIS.

69.91

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

AU. WIND BARBS IN SOUTH-
ERN HEMISPHERE SHOULD
BE FLowING LiKg THIS.

CYCLONE

ANT1-CYCLONE ANTI-CYCLONE

69.92

Figure 14-12.Wind flow around high- and low-pressure
areas.

that in reality it flows more or less tangent to
the isobars, as in figure 14-12.

In the, northern hemisphere this almosf --
circular movement of the air is clockwise and
away from ite center of a high, but
counterclockwise and toward the center of a
low. In the southern hemisphere, the reverse
movement occurs.
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The little symbols that cross the isobars in
:figure 14-12 ',indicate wind direction and

'' velocity.. Therit like arrows except that they
have. no head and onlY half a tail. The long arm
of each symbol points, like an arrow, in the

1 direction of the wind flow. Some of the symbols
have one tali feather, some two, and some three.
Each lOng feather represents 10 knots of wind;
each short feather, 5 knots,Thus, an arrow with
one long and/one ,shOrt feather indicates wind
velocity of 1/5 knots; an arrow with four long,

feathers indiCates 40 knots of wind.
The flow of air is influenced not only by the

,.

pressure and the Earth's rotation but also by
friction aiainst the Birth's Surface. This friction,
which slows down air motion, is greatest over
land aileas, especially where there is abrupt

. mountainous terrain.
J.)ist. as the air within the low or the high

, rota es as described above, the whole circulation
of air also moves. Consider the weather charts
for seVeral days in a row. On the first day a low
may appear over the Pacific Coast region. The
chart for the next day probably shows it
somewhere in tbe Rocky Mountain region. A

. day or two laterjt may be over Arkansas. If it
' has not broken up by , this time, it moves on

eastward and northward, and eventlially
dissipates over the North Atlantic. All lows in
the United States do not. follow this same track,

. however. Some lows come 'up from the West
Indies, as you Will See.presently.

TROPICAL CYCLONE

You may have thought ofa cyclone as being
always a violent windstorm. Meterologists use
this term for any low-pressure area. The furious,
destructive disturbance (called a typhoon, in the
Orient, and a hurricane in the West Indies) is
referred to sometimes by weather experts as a
tropizal cyclone. Fully developed, the tropical
cyclone consists of a well-defmed area, more or
less circular in shape, throughout which the
Atmospheric pressure diminishes rapidly on all

coward the, center.
Within this area the winds blow with great

Rainfall is very heavy, especially toward
;entrz. The motion of the air suggests on a

gitc- scale the path followed by air in a

whirlwind or water in a waterspout. Winds
circulate counterclockwise around the center in
the northern hemisphere, clockwise in the
southern hemisphere. At the center itself (the
eye of the storm) the dense canopy of cloud
that overhangs the rest of the storm area is
pierced, and calm or light air prevails, but the
sea here is usually very heavy. This eye ranges
from 4 to 30 miles in diameter.

Tropical cyclones occur in the North
Atlantic, the North and South Pacific, ar .1 the'
Indian Ocean. Due to the- proximity of the
African and South American land masses, the
South Atlantic is free of such disturbances. The
general track of a tropical cyclone in the
northern hemisphere is a line running first
westward from the point of origin, then curving
toward the north, and, finally recurving to the
northeast By this time it probably has reached
middle latitude, and beyond this point it usually
loses its force and is spent. Such a track is
diagrammed in figure 14-13.

NO

IN HIGH LATITU0E1
Velocity along path

20-30 rails% per hour

Ns's.
IOWA

30'
NI

\\\\\

r 0
rfr(-on

s.1,11.4 /171,,-.C<":k

IN MIDDLE LATITUDES
Storm Reapving
Velocity olcmg path

5-10 miles per hair

/'
'

\ 4: 41.7):' \
. N 441/1- 1 IP PI CO.... 0170 I

. . JAMAICAN-.,p1 -". --- / ' r-- i'll

IN LOW LATITUDES - Velocity along path -., /.. //
., ,.. about 17 milee per hour

eLI 70"

58.94
F;gure 14-13.Track of a tropical cyclone originating in

the West Indies.
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e clockwise moveMent -of air around a low
soUthern homitipIiere produces a

correspouding. ;reversal, of tite storm track in that
region." The diagram in figure 14-14 illustrates
this point. _-.

RECORDING THE WEATHER ,

1

The weather observation sheet of the deck
log 'Contains weather data necessiry for making
log entries. Detailed instructions for macing
entries in' the weather observation sheet are
contained in the Manual for Ship's SurfaceW eather Observatio'ns,
NAVWEASERVCOMINST 3144.1( ). Use this.
Anstructiondon , t make up your own rules.

When the, synoptic observations have been
taken and recorded in-the weather observation
sheet, they must be radioed to Fleet Weather

0°

too ij

20°S

30°S

idirw iloow

Vlo

PHOENIX. IS

----\
Tejf/

4°404,vji
f°

FRIENDLY
IS

''

KERMADEC IS

180°W

10°S

20°S

300$

58.95
Figure 14-14.Track of a tropical cyclone in the South

Pacific.

Centrals. Before the synoptic. observations are
sent, however, they must be put in proper
message format. The coding system employed
also caa be found in the Manual For ShiP's
Surface Weather Observations. The message
consists of five-digit groups, preceded by the
message classification and the word "ship:"
When ice is-observed, the plain language work
"ice" must be inserted before the ice group. The
coded groups may be taken directly from the
synoptic observations table of the weather
observation sheet. A sample weather observation
sheet is shown in figure 14-15. A sample weather
message is as follows:

BT UNCLAS SHIP 99185 70654 19094
20812 98011 16224 25500 62710 0//20
12605 3//// BT

On larger ships an Aerographer's Mate
usually has elaborate equipment for weather
observations. He draws up complete weather
c hart s, which req uire special technical
knowledge and familiarity with weather codes.
You cannot be expected to make up one of
these complete charts, but you must be able to
assist the OOD and the navigator in intelligent,

. observations of the weather.
The shortest route to a reliable prediction of

bad weather is to keep a close and accurate
record of atmospheric pressure and wind. You
won't hit it on the nose every time, but
frequently yotr won't be far off. The
low-pressure area (cyclone) carries bad weather
around with it, from a light stormwith only
mild precipitation and windto the furious
tropical cyclone. Usually it is good practice to
keep away from the center of a low. To do so,
you. must kniiw (1) whether you are moving
from higher pressures to lower pressures, and (2)
which way the center of the low is moving.

When regular radio weather reports are
received, you can plot the pressure picture on a
chart. Even if you must depend on your own
observations, you can get a fairly reliable
indication of what lies ahead.

During the day the pressure-indicating
needle of your barometer rises and falls twice.
This variation is called diurnal (daily) change
and is a normal condition of the atmosphere,
due to heating and cooling of the Earth's
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Figure 14.15.Department of the Navy Ship Weather Observation Sheet continued).
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Figure 14-16.Howly pressure readings showing diurnal chi' age.

surface. Because- of the changirg pressure, quit.;
a mass .of figures on pressure accumulates in
your deck log. It's diffic-It to base a ptedicticn

ron these long lists of numbers. But with a simple
grr_ph, suCh as that in-figure, 14-16, you have a
pictorial vie* of the daily pressure change.

If you take. the graphs for successive days,
you can till by comparing the pressure for the
same hours on different days, whether the 'trend
iS toward higher, or. lower pressure. Another
indiCation of the approach of a low-pressuie area
is a continuous lowering or pressure at the time
of day when- you know it should be rising.

But, assuming that _you Continually have
obierved lower reading§ On your barometer, do
you know Whether you are ,(1) Within a
high-pressure Area, moving away from its center,
or (2),within a low-pressure area, moving toWard
its, center? The fact is, it doesn't matter too
much. So long as you know that the pressure is
going down, you are forewarned. Should you
advise the, 00D? Yes. Most 00Ds desire to be
notified of changes in the barometer even if the
change is not an indication of anything serious.
Note in figure 14-11 that the isobars are farther
apart in a high than in a low. This Spacing
that the rate of change (the gradien) is grachial
in the anticyclone but more abrupt in the
cyclone, which may be a hint of what is
happening. When the barometer needle dives
sharply, you know you're in the immediate
vicinity of a low, and you should notify the
OOD to that effect at once. The faster the
pressure drops, the. more certain it is that you
are headed for the center of a low or that a low
is approaching your position.

WIND

69.93

As you approach the center of a
low-pressure area, the winds become stronger.
Both wind velocity and wind direction are
!ignificant factors. QUartermasters must be able
to compute the dircAion and velocity of the
true wind from the information at hand.

FINDING TRUE WIND

When there is,nowind-measuring equipment
aboard, the wind direction and speed must' be
obtained by other means. When the sea
condition can be ,observed, the Beaufort scale of
wind should be used to estimate the windspeed.
The speed is determined by- the size and
character of the waves that are running withihe
wind. The Beaufort scale of wind appears in
table 14-2. Wind direction can be obtained by

-observing the direction from which.ripples and
small wavelets are coming because they run with
the wind. The direction of the wind may also be

- determined by taking a bearing -on wind
"streaks" if% the wind is strong enough to
produce theSe streaks. tis procedure either
giv.es the direction of the true wind or its
reciprocal. Wind streaks are readily observed for
windspeeds in excess of 20 k- Lts, and
experienced observers can distinguish wind
streaks with windspeeds' as low as 12 knots.
When the true wind direction cannot be
obtained in this manner,, you should use the
procedure described next.
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Descripthre .
.. . .

: terras
,

Sed criterion 1939 (provisional)

Approx. equivalent sea dis-
turbance scale in open sea: .

_
.

....

Code
Fig.

.

Descrip-
tion

..

Mean-
ht. of
waves
infeet

LeSathan .
.

Calm . Sea like a Mirror . '0
,,

Calm
(glassy). . . . .

1 1-3 Ligbt air. .

.

Ripples.with the appearance of
scales are formed but withot it
foam crests . ..

1 .

Ir.

Calm
(rippled)

..

1/2

..

..

4-6 Light
breeze .

.

Small waveleis, still short but
more pronounced; crests have

-.a glassy appearance and do not
break -

.
.-

7-10 . . . .

..

Gentle
breeze .

.

Large wrvelets: Crests begin to
break. Fbam of glassy appearL. ,
ance. Perhaps acattered .-.
whitecaps. -, .

2

.

. .

Smooth
(wavelets)

4.

, .

2-1/2

,

117.16 . . .;.
.

...Moderate
,breeze .

Small waves,. becoming longeri.
., .- fairly frequent whitecaps .

3 Slight .

,
. 17-21 .-/-. ..

--..../
Freah'
breeze .-

.

Moderate Wayes, taking a more
pronounced long form- many '.
whitecaps are ferrnatchante
of 'Some spray)..

,

4 Moderate. :

. .

-

22-27 . . . .

, .

Strong
breeze .

Large waves begin to form; the
. White foam crests are,more

extensive everywhere (prob-
ablYsorne spray)

5
.

Rough .
.

14

.

28-33 . . . .
..,_.

. ,.

Moderate
gale ....._.,,

-4

Sea heaps up and white foam from
breaking waves begins to-be
blown imstreaks along the
direction'of the wind. (Spray
begins to be seen) .

6 Very
rough .

19
.

34-40 .. : . .
..,.. .

Fresh .

gale 1 .

. ... ... ..., ,. . .. ,

Moderately high. WaYea of greater
length; edgeS of crests break.
into spray. The foam is blown.
in well-niarked streaks along .

' the direction' of the wind.

-7 High .
-
25

.

41-47 . . . . Strong
gale .

High waves. Dense streaks of
, foam along the direction of the
*ind. Sea begins to roll. Spray
may affect visibility .

7 ,.- 31
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Sea criterion 1939 (piovisional)
.

Approx. equivalent Sea Dis-
turbance scale inopen sea
Code
Fig.

Descrip-
tion
J

Mean
ht. of
waves
in feet

10

,

,48-59 . . . .

,.

Whole
,

kale

,

, .

N1

Very high waves with long ovei-
hanging crests. The resulting
foam in great patches is blown,
in dense white streaks along -
the direction of the wind. .0n
airy/hole the surface of the
sea takes a white appearance.
The rolling of the sea becomes...

heavy and shocklike, Visibility
is affected , -

8

,

Very high .

.

.

,

' 37

>

.

11

,-.....
..

54-63 . . . .
....I>

.

,

.

Storm

.

Exceptionally high waves. (Small-
and medium-sised ships mightbe
for a long time lost to view be-
hind'the waves.) The sea fa com-

,yletely covered with long white
Patches of foam lying alongthe di-
rection cd the wind. Everywhere
the edges of the wave crests are
blown in-froth. Visibility affected.

9 Phenomenal 45 or
more

"
,

12
..

Above 64 :
,

.

Hurricane . The air is filled iiith foam and
sPray. Sea completely white
with driving spray; visibility
very seriously affected.

9

-When the surface of the sea cannot be
observed, the true win4 can be determined from .the apparent wind as follows:

_
1 . By observini the effects of the wind on die

ip'sflag, smoke,orriggimestimate the apprent
wind direction to the hearest 100 off the bow ofthe ship, and apparent windspeed to the nearest5 knots. (See table 14-3.) If the ship has an
anemometer, the speed and direction2Of the
apparent wind may be determined from it.

2. Using the ship's course and speed ,and
apparent wind direction and speed, fmd the truewind by the maneuvering board method.

.

228
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89.133.1

An anemometer (figuie 14-17) , is aninstrument fixed somewhere aloftUsually at
the masthead. The wind blows into metal cupsattached' to the ends of arms, -The whirling cupsrevolve a spindle, communicating with a synchrorepeater on a pilothouse or charthouse
bulkhead. Fighre 14-18 shows one type of
synchro repeater.

The upper dial of the repeater is graduated
in 10° intervals and shows the apparent relative
direction from which the wind is blowing. Inthis illustration the direction is about 2870 .The lower dial indicates the apparent
windspeed (true windspeed when the ship is
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Tabl. 14-3.Apperek Whidspeed

. (biota)

SIV

Indication

1 0
1146

7-21

22-27
'28-13

34-40

Calm; smoke rises ver-
tically.

Smoke drifts from fun-
nel.

Wind felt' on face.
Wind exteips light flag.
Wind raisear.dust, -cin-

ders, loose paper, and
the like.

Wind waves and snaps
flags briskly.

Whistling in rigging.
Inconvenience felt walk-

ing against wind.
Generally impedes

progress.'

69.134

statiOnary). The windspeed dial in the
glustration shows about 87 knots. This reading
means that the force exerted by 87 knots of
wind is whirling the anemometer cups. This
apparent force and direction of wind is the
result of .the true wind combined with the
movement of the ship and is, therefore, called
resultant wind.

The general accuracy of a computed wind
'problem may be checked easily by means of the
rules given here. If the solution to a wind
problem violates any of these rules, the solution
is wrong and should be reworked.

1. The true direction of the wind is always
on the same side of the ship as the apparent
direction, but farther from the bow than 'the
apparent direction.

2. The true speed of the Wind is greater
than the apparent speed whenever the apparent
direction is abaft the beam.

3. The true speed of the wind is the same as
(or less than) the apparent speed whenever the
true direction is forward of the beam.

True windspeed and direction may be
determined by using a maneuvering board. That
method of determining true wind is explained in
'chapter 15 of this book.

69.94

Figure 14-17.Anemometer.

The true wind may be computed -using the
True Wind Computer, CP-264/U. The computer
is a simple plastic deyice with instructions
printed on its reverse side. The computer
method is as accurate as the maneuvering board
method and it solves true wind problems much
fast er.

CtOUDS

The atmosphere always containsin greater
or smaller amountstiny particles, such as dust
from roads, desert sand, plant pollen, salt
particles from oceans, and factory smoke. These

, fragments are hygros opic nucleithe term
means "particles that readily absorb moisture."
A cloud is merely a mass of hygroscopic nuclei
that have soaked up moisture from the air.

The heat generated, by the Sun's energy
causes earthbound moisture to evaporate (turn
into water.ifapor). Water vapor is one of the
gases that make up the atmosphere. Water vapor
is lighter than air, thus it rises. If the air it Passes
into is cold enough, the:vapor condenses, that is,
it turns back into moisture. The water droplets
that result from this process cling to the
hygroscopic nuclei. Many of these water-soaked
nuclei bunched together form a cloud. Fog is the
same in principle, but it's a cloud on the ground.

Changes in atmospheric conditions account
for the m. y different shapes of clouds and for
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7.148
Figure 14-18.Synchro repeater showing apparent wind

velocity and direction.

their presence at various altitudes. Formations
of the clouds give a clue concerning the existing
forces at play in the atmosphere. That's why
you must keep an accurate record of clouds in
the deck log.

-CIRRUS (CI)

Cirrus clouds (figure 14-19) are detached
clouds of delicate and stringy appearance,
generally white in color, without shading. They
appear in the most varied forms, such as isolated
tufts, lines drawn across the sky, branching

69.108
Figure 14-19.Cirrus.

featherlike plumes, and curved lines ending in
tufts.

Qrrus clouds are composed of ice crystals,
hence their transparent character depends upon
the degree of 'separation of the crystals. Before
sunrise and after sunset, cirrus clouds may still
be colored bright yellow or red. Being
high-altitude clouds, they light up before lower
clouds and fade out much later. Cirrus clouds
often. indicate . the direction in which a storm
may lie.

CIRROCUMULUS (CC)

Cirrocumulus clouds (figure 14-20),
commonly called "mackerel sky," 16ok 'like
rippled sand, or like cirrus clouds containing -
,globular masses of cotton, usually without
shadows. Cirrocumulus cloudS are an indication
that a storm probably is approaching.

CIRROSTRATUS (CS)

230

Cirrostratus Clouds (figure 14-21) are a . thin
whitish veil which does not blur the outlines of
the Sun or Moon, but gives rise to halOs (colored
or whitish rings and arcs around the Sun or
Moon; the colored arcs apear reddish on the.
inside 'edges.) A milky veil of fog .(thin stratus)
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Figure 14-20"Mackerel sky" cirrocumulus.

69.1a9

Figure 14-21.Cirrostratus.

and altostratus are distinguished from, a veil or
cirrostratus of similar appearance by the halo
phenomenon, which the Sun or Moon nearly

.alWays produces in a layer of cirrostratus. The
appearance of cirrostratus is a good indication of
rain.

ALTOCUMULUS (AC)

Altocumulus clouds (figure 14-22) .are a
layer (or patches) composed of. flattened

Figure 14-22.Altocumulus.

Figure 14-23.Altostratus.

69.107

69.105

globular masses, the smallest elements of the
regularly arranged layer being fairly small and
thin, with or without shading. The balls or
patches usually are arranged in groups, in lines,
or in waves. Sometimes a corona' (similar to a
halo but .With the reddish color on the outside
edges) may be seen on the altocumulus. This
cloud form differs from the cirfocumulus hy
generally haihng larger masses, by casting
shadows, and by having no conneetion with the
cirrus forms. When followed by cirrocumulus, a
thunderstorm is nearing.
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ALTOSTRATUS (AS)

Looking like a thick cirrostratus,, but
without halo phenomena, the altostratus (figure
14-23) is a fibrous veil or sheet, gray or bluish in
color. Sometimes the Sun or Moon is obscured
completely. At other times they can be vaguely
seen, as through ground glass. Light rain or
heavy snow may fall from a cloud layer that is
definitely altostratus.

NIMBOSTRATUS (NS)

Nimbostratus clouds (figure 14-24) are a
dark gray colored amorphous (shapeless) and
rainy layer of cloud. They usually are nearly
uniform and feebly illuminated, seemingly from
within.

When precipitation occurs, it is in the form
of continuous rain or snow, but nimbostratus
may occur without rain or snow. Often there is
precipitation that does not reach the ground; in
which cases, the .base of the cloud usually looks
wet because of the trailing precipitation.

In most instances the nimbostratus evolves
from an altostratus, which grows thicker and
whose base becomnes lower until it becomes a
layer of nimbostratus. When precipitation falls
continually, the base of the cloud may extend
into the low cloud family range.

STRATOCUMULps (SC)

Stratocumulus clouds (figure 14-25) are a
layer (or patches) of clouds composed of

Figure 14-24.Nimbostratus.

69.163

Figure 14-25.StratocuMulus.

globular masses or rolls. The smallest of the
regularly arranged elements are fairly large. They /
are soft and gray, with dark spots.

Underneath stratocumulus waves or rolls,
strong winds occur. Under the thick parts strOng
.up-cnrrents rise. Above the cloud layer the air is
smooth, but it is turbulent below and within the
layer.

STRATUS (ST)

Stratus clouds (figure 14-26) are a low,
uniform layer of clouds, resembling fog, but not
resting on the ground. A veil of stratus gives the
sky a hazy appearance. Usually, only /drizzle is
associated with stratus. When there is no
precipitation, the stratus cloud forni appears
drier than other similar forms,, and it shows
some contrasts and some lighter transparent
parts.

CUMULUS (CU)

Ciimulus clouds (figure 1427) are dense
clouds with vertical development. Their upper
surfaces are dome-shaped and/ exhibit rounded

- project ions, and their bases are nearly
horizontal. Stratocumulus clouds resemble

69.103 ragged cumulus clouds in which the different
parts show c:,nstant change.

2 5 4
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Figure 14-26.Stratus.

:

Figure 14-27.LCumulus.

69.102
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Strong updrafts exist under and within all
cumulus formations. In fact, cumulus clouds,
like other forms of vertically developed clouds,
are caused by updrafts.

CUMULONIMBUS (CB)

Cumulonimbus clouds (figure 14-28) are
heavy masses of cloud, with towering vertical
development, whose cumuliform summits
resemble mountains or towers. Their upper parts

69.112

Figure 14-28.Cumulonimbus.

have a fibrous texture, and often they spread
out in pie shape of an anvil.

Cumulonimbus clouds are generally
associated with showers of rain or snow, and
sometirnes produce hail. 'They often are
associated with thunderstoims.

Figure 14-29 is a view of all types of clouds.
Most of the cloud types are shown at their
average height. The bases of the cumulonimbus
may be anywhere from 1600 feet to 6500 feet,
and the base of these clouds has been purposely
raised in the illustration so that all clouds can be
shown to better advantage. Mthough you would
never see ali types at any one time in nature,
quite frequently you may observe two or three
layers of clouds of different types at one
obserVation.

FOG

Fog at sea is frequently formed through the
process known as advection (moving forward). If
warm air that passed over warm water moves to
an area where the water is coider, fog is likely to
develop in the latter region. The temPerature of
seawater is fairly uniform within a large area
which accounts for fog that often lasts for many
days and nights at sea.

The great fog banks of the North Atlantic, as
well as those around the Aleutians, demonstrate
what can happen when two adjacent bodies of

233
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Figure 14-29.The ten cloud genera.
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69.114
Figure 14-31.The cold front part and the warm front

part of a frontal system .

those farther offshore. So, as you can see in
figure 1+30, at night an onshore wind lays down

thick blanket of fog that often extends some
distance inland. The fog hangs on until the Sun
heats up the land enough_ to evaporate the

plets or until, an offshore wind drives the fog
'etriViay.

HoW call you tell when a fog is on the way
, in the process,lof formation?,,The difference

between the temperature shown by the wet bulb
aiid the, dry bulb of the 1,,,ychrometer, called
wet-bulb depresSion, is your fog indicator.. In
general, fog forms when.the depression is 40 or
less. A continuous record of the wet-bUlb
depression serves as a fairly reliable predictor of
fog.

69.113
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FRONTS

Fronts are weather systems that are
sometimes called waves. Along the front, two air
masses of widely different characteristics' fight a
battle for supremacy. Usually the Colder of the
two masses, being heavier, predominates, forcing
the ,warm air upward. Cold air behind a cold
front displaces the warm.air ahead of it upward,
(figure 14-31). The warm air behind a warm
front moves upward over a retreating cold air
mass.. When a cold front moves faster than the
warm front, it overtakes the warm front, forcing
the warmest air masses upward. When these
fronts converge, the remaining front on the
surface is called an occluded front.

A cold front or a ,wann front may extend for
hundreds of miles long, but the area in which
frontal weather disturbances take place is usually
a band 15 to 50 miles wide for a cold front and
up to 300 miles for a wann front. The point
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mien from the air. The anvil-

the clouds at the top of the picture
c of the cumulonimbui type!..

Gradlial clearing takes place' and pressure
remains steady dr falla slowly.

UNITED STATES
STORMWARNING SIGNALS

The combinations of flags and pennants '
shown in figure 14-34"are hoisted at tlie National
Weathór Service and Other shore stations in the
United States to indicatg the presence or future
presence of unfavorable winds. The meanings of
the various displays are given below.

A warm front, heralded by cirrus clouds, is
°Bowed (in order) by chrostratus, altostratus,
en nimbostratus and possibly stratus clouds.

Visibility is poor in advance of a 'wann front;
frequently fog forms and steady rain or -drizzle
prevails. Thunderstorms may develop ahead of
this front. The frontal line is passing when a
marked shift occurs in the wind direction, and
the temperature of the atmosphere rises sharply.

Small craft warning: One red pennant
displayed by day and a red light over a white
light at night indicate that winds up to 38 miles
an hour (33 'knots) and/or sea conditions
dangerous to small craft operations are forecast
for the area.

-
Gale warning: Two red pennants displayed

by day and a white light, above a red light at
night indicate that winds ranging from 391654
miles an hour (34 to 47 knots) are forecast for
the area. -

Storm warning: A single square red flag with
a black center displayed during daytime and two



WIND SPEED
(Knots)

1

15-33 34-47 48-63

Figure14-34.Sinill craft gale, north, and hurricane warnings.

red lights at night indicate that winds 55 miles
an hour (48 knots) and above, no matter how
high the speed, are forecast for the area. If the
winds are associated with a tropical cyclone,
(hurricane), the storm-warning display indicates
that winds within the range 55 to 73 miles an
hour (48 to 63 knots) are forecast.

1

64-UP C69.117

.
Hurricane warning (displayed only in

connection with a tropical cyclone,.hurricane):
Two square red flags with black centers
displayed by day and a white light. between two
red lights at night indicate that winds 74 miles
an hour (64 knots) and above are forecast for
the area.

" 5 9
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MANEUVERING BOARD

a gtiartermaster you have already learned
tyoi-mustkeep ship in safe water and
,igjteher from i one pointto another by rising
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dealt, *derme the reference point -used.

RELATivE MOTION

.,. Relative motion is defmed as the apparent
43yd:tient that takes place between two objects
When Onedr both are moving independently.

.For a practical application of relative motion
ritiirle, think Of it this wiy: (1),ats you Stroll

Ong. -a- eideWalk, an understanding of 'relative
motion prevents you from colliding with other
pedestrians; (2) when you are driVing an
automobile, a Comprehension of relative motion
prevents you from running into Other cars; and
(3) as you play .ball, this knowledge enables you

. to determine at which point to intercept the ball
in order to catch it.

consider a few examtles of relative
motion in everyday liz. These exaMples are
included to explain why relsti7e motion is
defined as apparent movemen..

Driving along a street in a car, you notice a
lamppost on the right-hand curb in the next:
block. As you approach that point, the lamppost
changes bearing very slowly to the right. Upon
drawing, nearer, the motion to the right tends to
increase .uritil you are even with the lamppost,
when the lamppost disappears behind your line
of-, vision. The lamppost actually remained
stationary; but, in relation tO Your movement, it
appeared to have,' motion to the t
foregoing is an eiample', of mlative movement
with Only one object moving.

NoW, 'let ris focus on two Moving objects
Undie'.circumstances similar to :the., preceding

Asiume that You are driving down, the
sarnestreet in the same automobile. But, instead
of the lamppost on the curb, you see a person
walking along the sidewalk in the same direction
that you are headed. As you drive along, the
pedestrian changes bearin3 very slowly to the
right. As you continue, tliis motion to the right

Increases until the 'person moves far enough to
the right and behind your line of vision. The
RELATIVE MOTION of the personwalking was
oppOsite to your direction of movement because
o f your greater speed, but the TRUE\
DIRECTION of motion 'of the person walking
was' the same as yours.

The concept _of relative movement is
illustrated in figure 15-1 in whiCh two ships
leave the same anchorage, one sailing north and
the other sailing east. If each ship makes 20
knots, each will travel 5 nautical miles in the
first 15 minutes. At that time, the ships will tie
approximately 7 miles apart. The ship sailing
east will now be southeast of the other ship. The
movement that has taken place between
themleaving the same spot ;And being
approximately 7 miles apart after Irminutesis
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Figure 15-1.Rel

ereht ftom the geokraphical Movement of
er:, ship. It is the- --'result of both their

Neal movements Measured relative to

. ships:follow their respective routes
er 15 minntes; each will have travelled

'Miles froin the starting point and
tie separated by aPproximately 14

iulAftiir 45 minutes, they will be separated
:apiroxinnitely. 21 miles, although each will

only 15 Milet.. Eich ship, so far as
Ahe otheril-bonceined, is movinpabout----7-miles
litithei''every 15 mirtutes, but always on the
'aanie4relitive bearing. Thus, in addition to the

vAi!

ative movement

68.89

motion of the indivkdual shipsonela.the north
and the other to the eastthere.ii aJo a motion
existing between- the- -tWo in a
southeast-northwest direction. This' motion is
the relative movement.tetween them.

RELATIVE PLOT
,

A relative plot is a drawing .to scale showing
the Osition of one, moying object relative to
other object.9.ince we" are interested in the
movement of one ship relative tO another, we
can represent relative motion directly if we
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Miura 154.R.Iithemaven'entoni navloatl000l plot

as the.reference ship and plot the
s position by using bearing and

6om the reference ship at set time.
Theie plots are terined relative

e row& ship, termed reference ship, is
ced at the center of the -diagram and is

normally labeled R. Because plotters are
interested chiefly in the position of other ships
with respect to own ship, it is usually preferable
to designate own ship. as reference ship. If in
formation, however, and maneuvering with
respect to the guide ship, the guide should be

ship except 'a .reference ship is shoWn. in a
different position.on .

Figure 15-2 shoWs ship A proceeding on
course 000° at a ,speed of 15 knots, while. ship!

1

is on course 026.5° . at speed 22 knots: When '
ship A is at A1, ship B. is atBi; when ship A'. iS it .

A2; ship BisatB2añd so on: The full lines
represent 'navigational plots of these two ships.
Their bearing and distance. at 'any 'time can be
determined directly by measurement.

In figure 15-3 various positions. shown in
figure 15-2 are presented on a- plan position
indicator (PPI) scope for each ihip. Note thatdesignated as ,reference ship.. It follows that.any they form a straight line.. It can be seen that
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oscoPe vvIi7h;iiiiin ship is
True motion is on a

MANEUVERING BOARD. .

The Maneuvering board .(MB), figure 15-4,
. has been 'designed specifiCally for solying .

problems-involving relative mOvement betWeen
ships--,underway. The maneuvering ;board -is a
drawing :to scale showing the .position of one
moving object relative to other moving objects.
The Center of the maneuvering board is the
referenee ship from which the positions orother
ships are plotted. It is labeled with the capital
letter R.

Maneuvering boards are printed with radial
strgght lines (to aid 'in plotting bearings and
courses) and concentric circlei (to aid in plotting
tlistance and speeds).

The maneuvering board has tWo sets of
bearings printed along its outer circle. The outer
numbers represent true bearings, and the inner
set of numbers is printed as an aid in finding
reciprocal beafmgs quickly. Notice in figure 15-4
that there are 10 Circles. These circles represent
units of distance and may be nsed to form a
scale.

Ratio scales are provided on 'the left and
right sides of the maneuvering board (figure
15-4) for convenience in adopting a suitable
reduction for quantities pertaining to the
problem at hand.

Nunierical spacing on each scale is
proportionate to that of the circle in the
plotting area. When selecting one of these scales,
the distance of each circle must be amplified
accordingly. For example, when using a 1:1
scale (circle spacing in plotting area) with each
circle representing 1,000 yards, the 5 'circle
represents 5,000 yards. lf the 2:1 scale is used,
the 5 circle would represent 10,000 yards (5,000
x 2).

Ordinarily,' the distance between circles on -

the maneuvering board represents from 1,000 to
5,000 yards in-the relative plot, and 1 to 5 knots
in the vector diagram (discussed later). Any scale
may be selected if it is adequate and convenient
to include all required ranges and speeds within
the 10 concentric circles on the board.

Deciding the correct range scale to use is
comparatively easy. There are 5 different scales,

S'S PPI SCOPE

f
68.92

'Figure 16...I.Relative movement on a radar PPI scope.

although ship B is actually on course 026.50, her
orinovement relative to ship A is in the direction

062°. Similarly, the direction of relative
nievement of ship &with respect to ship 13 is the
reciProcal of this direction, or 242°, although
ship A is actually on course 000°.

The PPI . scope permits visualization of-
xelative movements, inasmuch as all positions of

; the target ship on the scope. are relative t6 own
'ship. Hence, motion observed on the PPI scope
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Chapter 15MANEUVERING-BOARD
A

,range for these scales would be
,Of distance for the 1:1), 20 (units of

Istance for the 2:1), and soon. Thus ifIngo to
' Tconti.ct As 14,000 yards, the 2:1 scale can be

cause this range.falls between 10,000 and
; yards. The accompanying table is

ed to' assist in selecting range scale. If

,000 Yards .

20,000 yards

30,000. yards

40,000 yards

To Use Scale
b

10,000 yards, 1:1

20,000 yards 2:1

30,000 yards 31

40,000 yards 4:1

50,000 yards 5:1

PLOTTING OWN SHW IN CENTER
OF MANEUVERING BOARD' (MB)

With present-day accurate -PPI repeaters and
precise radars, a direct system of correlation
between the picture on the radar repeater and
the relative plot on. the MB is eisiy
accomplished by always placing own ship in the
center of the maneuvering board. Since. own ship
is always the center of the radarscope on a PPI,
the PPI can be used as a maneuvering board, and
rapid and fairly accurate maneuvering solutions
can be worked directly on the face ,of the PPI.
When precise solutions are desired, the
maneuvering board must be used.

'Several advantages accrue from placing own
ship In the center of the MB. The most
hnpoitant benefits are that (1) the entire plot on
.the maneuvering board ,can be seen without
conversion on the PPI and (2) range and bearing
of cOntacts can be plotted directly. Another
advantage is that the relative picture drawn on
the MB can be seen developing on the PPL so
that any error in plotting becomes immediately
apparent as stated earlier in this chapter.

Positions of contacts in a relative plot on a
maneuvering board are designated by the capital
letter M (for maneuvering ship) accompanied

usually by a time. -Relative plots are determined
by the bearing in degrees, usually true, and
measured in yards from awn ship or from the
center of the maneuvering board (R).

The first range and bearing of the
maneuvering ship is plotted and is labelled Mi ;
the next position (range and bearing) is plotted
and labelled M2. If more than two positions or
the Maneuvering ship are plottedi they: are
labelled M3,M4;M5, etc.Relative to the reference
shiP (R), the plots frOmMito Mi,etc., show the
relative movement of the maneuvering ship.,

The direction of the line joining the plots
fromM1 to M2, eté., represents the direction in
which the .Maneuvering ship (target) is moving
With respect to the reference ship (R). This
direction is called the direction of relative
movement (DRM) and is expressed as a tme
bearing. (See figure 15-5.) Remember, this is not
a true movement; it is the relative movement,
which is the result-Of the reference ship's coUrse
and speed and the maneuvering ship's course and
speed, which mikes the maneuvering ship travel
down the DRM line.

The distance between thepositions M1 and M2 ,

measured :to the same scale used to plot M1 and
M2, is the distance the maneuvering ship (M)
traveled with respect to the reference ship (R).
This is called relatiVe distance and is labelled
MRM (Measurement of Relative Movement).
(See figure 15-5.) Again, remember, this is not a
true distance; it is the relative distance, which is
the result of the reference ship's course and
speed and the maneuvering ship's course and
speed, which makeS the maneuvering s1ilp travel
down the DRM line.

Relative distance then is the measurement of
the distance, to scale; between Mj and M2, etc.It
is important to remember.that you must use the
same scale used to plot M1, M2 etc.. :for this
measurement. Orice this measurement is made
and its value determined (in miles or yards), we
then, introduce the element Of time between
plots Mi and M2, etc.,and determine the speed of
relative Movement (SRM). Speed of relative
movement is the speed at which the contact is
moving relative to the reference ship. The SRM
is determined by using the MRM for the period
of time elapsed between the plots (M1 and M2,
etc.). To solve for SRM, the nomogram at the
bottom of the maneuvering board affords a
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tancen :are hased on the
ee ,r.t.illi,,,Ithese scales

marking-off any two
forth-14a in& laying a

the points so-marked, the
e4o, e iiiit'd quintjtY is the point
On' o the third seale.

t'o ., (in figure 15-5) that 'the
r'f.R,4., ct "traveled 100.0 y4rds in 8 minutes. What
Wis4 contiers ,SRM? On the time scale locate 8
!.Iniirtes" and on the distance scale locate 7000
0r4s, Eiriw a straight line through these two

=spoint3 and extend it across the speed scale. The
line ?/111 crosS the speed scale at 26.5 knots, this
. is the SRM.

3-MINUrE ROLE

Another shortcut in determining speel or
distance traveled is the method known 0 the
3-minute rule. It is a simple method of solving
lir relative speed, without having to the
logarithmic scales. The rule is based on the

, number of yards the contact tray s in 3
minutes. Explark;', ion of the 3-minute rule

'follows.

1. One knot eqi.te: 1 nautical
l'hour.'

., 2. One knot eqraals 2000 yards per .60.
.Minutes.

3. If . kicot equals . 2000 yards per 60
minutes, thn by reducing the distance traveled

erefore, for every 3 minutes of travel,
each knot of,speed represents a distance of -100
yards. Thus, if a ship travels 1200 yards in 3
minutes, its speed is 12 knots. (Point off or drop
the two places from the right side of the number
tieing 'divided.)

number of hundreds' of yards traveled by a ship
in 3 minutes is the speed of that ship in knots.

VECTOR DIAGRAM

Thus far we have concerned ourselves with
only the relative plot, i.e.: DRM, SRM, and
MRM. We have not mentioned the true course
and speed of the contacts involved, which at the
beginning of this discussion we found was a
direct cause of the, effect known as relative
motion. To determine the true course and speed
of a contact, we must develop a vector diagram.

A vector is a straight line representing
direetion of movement and speed of movement.
tifrection (course) iS indicated by drawing the
Hti C. from the center of the maneuvering board
toward the direction indicated on the outer
bearing circle. (See figure 15--e.) Speed is
indicated by the length of the vector drawn to
scale.

The small letter "e" is always at the center
of the maneuvering board; small letter "r" is
used at the arrowhead of then speed veclisT for
own ship; and small letter "rn" is used at the
arrowhead of the speed vector of the other ship.

A vector diagram, frequently referred to as a
speed triange, is illustrated in figure 15-6. This
'diagram is made up of six factors:

1. Course of reference ship-direction from e
to r: e r

2. Speed of reference ship,(istance from 6
to r:

3. Direction of ,relative movement (DRM)
of maneuvering ship with respe ,A to reference
ship-diatance from r to m:
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e movement (SRM) :Of
respect to reference

siuiist1ce from: r to m r r , /
of maneuvering ship-direction

of Maneuvering shiprdistance froM

, e always at the center, maneuvering
s 'Course and speed and own eourse / and

speea have the same point of origin at the
center:1 The line drawn from the head of own

d veclor. r to the head of the maneuvering
:speed vector m is always the direction of

relative movement. ,The direction of /relative,
moveMent wili, always go from r to m (see figure

54)`: and the arrowhead is always plaeed at m.
he sPeed scale used in the vector diagram must

be cOmMOn to all vectors.
As can be teen, each line (or vector)

represents both direction (course) and speed.
The diagram must be labeled properly for
corre0t interPretation.

-MANEUVERING BOARD TECHNIQUE

Basically, the solution of all maneuvering
board problems is the same. The relative plots
must be connected, giving the MI-MrMx line,
which is the DRM. Then the vector diagram.
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38.65(68)A
Figure 15.7.Complate relative movement plot.

must be completed.- Once it is completed, the
problem must be solved and the desired course,
speed, etc., can be picked from the vector.
diagram. Four of the six values of a vector
diagram (and time involved) must be known
before any solution can be obtained.

In addition to basic prdblems that follow,
plotters should know how to set up' a
maneuvering board to indicate a tactical
organizatiOn and ditposition of oin force. This
information can be obtained from ATP l',
Volume 1.

Dutton's Navigation and Piloting and the
Maneuvering Board Manual (Pub No. 217) serve
as excellent references for information on uses
of the maneuvering board not. covered in this
chapter.

MANEUVERING BOARD HINTS

The following guidelines are offered in
working maneuvering board problems.

1. Read t he problem carefully and
understand it before proceeding with the
solution. Check all numbers.

2. Determine the largest scale possible,
both for speed and distance, and keep the same
scale throughout the problem. Different scales
may be used, however, for relative plot and
vector diagram.



, 3. Avoid using reciprocals. This is
Particularly true vihen determining DRM if your

;1;::ship is maneuvering on another ship.
: 4. Measure carefully. It is easy to pick off

the wrong circle or make an error of 100 in a
.!.;-direction. Read thy, plotted answeis accurately.

5 Plot oniy trtie bearings. Convert relative
,to true before plotting

6. Label all points and put arrowheads on

, 7. Remember that relative speed is from r
to m, relative movement from.Mito M2.

8. Actual speed vectors always \originate at
the center of the board.

9. In actual problems, at leait three plots
, are needed on a contaCt for acCurate solutions.

10. Work a prOblem one step at a time.
11. Be methodical, be careful, and practice

diligently.

CLOSEST POINT OF
APPROACH

The closest point of approach (CPA) of a
contact to the reference ship is the shortest
distance between the extended relative
movement line and the center of the
maneuvering board and must be a line
perpendicular to the relative movement.line. The
direction of this line from the center of the
maneuvering board to the outer bearing circle is
the true bearing of CPA.

Suppose that at 0530 CIC reports a contact
bearing 236° at 18,000 yards. Ten minutes later
the contact bears 229° at 14,000 yards. The
plotter will want to figure the following data:

r,

1. Direction of rdiative movement (DRM) of
contact with respect to own ship.

2. True bearing of contact when it reaches
minimum range.

3. Minimum range to contact (range to
CPA).

4. Relative bearing of contact when it
reaches CPA.

5. Speed of relative movement (SRM) of
contact.

6. Time at which contact will reach CPA.

First, plot the M1 and M2 positions of the
. contact. (See figure 15-8.) Mark on the bearing

circle the first bearing (236°) and lay parallel
rulers on that mark andthe center of the board.
For the range, select the largest scale practicable.
Because of the range (18,000 yards) a 2:1 scale
seems most logical. Place a dot where the
bearing line crosses the 9 ring. This dot is the M1
position. Plot the M2 position in the same
manner. Draw a line between the M1 and M2
positions,and extend the line past the center of
the board as shown. To fmd direction of relative
movement (DRM), lay parallel rulers along the
relative movement line (M1 to M2), walk them to
the center of the board, and draw a short line
through the bearing circle. The DRM (or relative
course) is 080°.

Two methods may be used to fmd the
bearing of CPA. The rust method is to add 90°
to or subtract 90°_. from DR.M. The plotter
should be able to tell 6y inspection whether to
add or subtract. In this example, he must add.
Hence, at- CPA, contact will bear 170° (080° +
90° = 1,70°).

A second way to find the bearing of contact
at CPA is to use a right angle triangle..I2y one
side of the right angle along the relative
movement line (RML), move the triangle along
the RML until the vertical side passes through
the center of the board. Draw a line across the
relative movement line. Lay the parallel rulers
along this line and the center of the board. Read
the bearing on the bearing circle.

To fmd the range of CPA, use dividers to
measure the distance on the proper ratio scale at
the side of the board. In our example, the range
is 7200 yards.

At times it helps to know what the relative
bearing of CPA will be. To find relative bearing,
subtract own ship's heading from the true
bearing. Suppose that own ship's course is 340°.
Obviously, one cannot subtract 340 from 170,
but if. 360 is added to the true bearing, the
subtraction can be accomplished with no
trouble. Thus, 170° + 360° = 530.°. "and 530° -
340° = 190° = relative bearing of CPA.

We now know four of the CPA items, but we
still must know speed of relative movement
(SRM) and time of CPA. To find SRM, measure
the distance between Mi and M2 on the proper
scale. This measurement is the distance traveled
in 10 minutes. Mark those quantities on the
nomogram at the bottom of the maneuvering
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Chapter 15-14ANEUVERING BOARD

ard, and , speed (explained earlier).
elative spee. 13.5 knots .

md th-ne of CPA, measure the distance;

s004(Us aio,'-(go the nomogram. Require
orn_i to .CPA. With this quantity and relatil

gli

infoimatiOn is,the time required for the conta t
to get to CPA. Add this time (27 minutes) to tie
*fine it -which the contact was at M2.11me of
OA is 0607.

COURSE AND.SPEED PROBLEM
'r7

To illustrate the procedures used to obtain
theq:ourse and speed of a contact, let's use the
situation in the previous problem.

Mich of the information obtained in the
CPA problem is _also used to figure the contact's
Course,and speed. For example, DRM and SRM
determine the direction and length of the vector
min the victor diagram.

In the previous problem, own ship's course
: and speed are 34001 and 20 knots. (See figure

15-8). This vector is layed out from- the center
along the 340° radial line to circle 6.7 (3:1
'distance scale), and labeled er. Since it originates
in the center of the maneuvering board, it is a
true vector.

As previously discussed, DRM and the 'vector
rm are always Parallel,and the direction Mi to M2
Is always the same direction r to m. Thus, if the
DRM is paralleled up to the end of the er vector,
the origin and direction of the rm vector are
established. This is the relative course of the
contact.

The relative speed (SRM) was determined to
be 13.5 knots. This is the length of the vector
-rm. Using dividers, 13.5 knots is measured on
the 3:1 scale and layed off from the er vector
along the relative cburse line. Now the direction
and length of the vector rm have been
de:ermined. Thus, the vector nn indicates' the
'1 elative course and relative speed of the contact.

To determine the tn, J course and speed of
the contact, simply complete the vector diagram
by drawing a line from the center of the
maneuvering board to the end of the rm vecto7.
This line is the em vectbr; its direction indicates
the target's true course, and its length indicates
the target's ,true speed. In this example the
contact is on course 0170, speed 22 knots.

NEW CPA

The CPA problem just solved shows that
there is nothing to worry at out from the other
ship so long as both ships continue on their
present courses and speeds, -but what happens if
one ship changes course or speed?

Naturally, if the contact makes a change, the
plotter must work out an entirely new problem.

If own ship is going to change course and/or
speed, however, it makes sense to determine a
new OA before the change. This procedure may
prevent putting own ship into possible dang-li. A
new CPA can be found by using a vector
diagram to solve for a new relative movement
and relating the new rm to the old problem.

Suppose that own ship is a DD, scheduled to
rendezvous with a CV, and that the night order
book contains an order to change,course to 270°
and speed to 10 knots at 0600.

In actual practice this problem would be
worked out on the same board* as the one in
figure 15-8; bui, to avoid confusion, a new
board is used in our example. (See figure 15-9).
Needed inforination: plot the old relative
movement line and contact's true cOurse and
speed vector em on figure 15-9.

First, determine contact's 0600 position on
the relative movement line. (Remember that
relative movement was computed on the 2:1
scale.) Contact was at M2 at 0540. Therefore, go
to the nomogram with relative speed (13.5
knots) and time (20 minutes). Mark this distance
(9000 yards) from M2 and label the position
0600.

Draw in the new own ship's vector 270° at 10
knots. (Thisvector was on the 3:1 scale.) Label own
ship's vector er. Complete the triangle for the new
relative movement rm. Walk therulers to the center
of the circle and draw a line across the bearing
circle to find the new DRM, 038°. Walk therulers
down to the 0600 position and draw aline past the
center of the circle in the new direction of relative
movement. The ilew DRM plus 90° equals true
bearing of the new CPA, 128 ?.

Measure the distance between the 0600
position and the new, CPA. From tte nomogram,
find the time required to traverse that distance
(08 minutes). New time of .CPA is 0608, at
distance 3200 yards.
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3. Connect e and N. Vector ew represents
tiue. wind; Note that the direction from
which it bldwi is given as the answer.

AnsWer: True wind 10.8 knots from 109.5°.

Problem 2 (Measuring Apparent
Wind)

Reference: Figure 15-11
Scale: 21 in lcnots
Situation: A ship is on course 075°, speed 18

knots. True -wind is-7 knots from 170°.

Required: Speed .and direction of apparent
wind.?

15_1

A carrier on vourse.030°, speed 15
o meaSuresappirent wind as 20 knots

em

: Directionand velocity of true wind.
II

I Draw vector er for carrier's course and
speed.
2. From r draw apparent wind vector, 20
knOts, in the direction 242° (062° +180°)
or with apparent wind. Label vector rw.

273
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Solution:

1. Draw vector er for ship's cOurse (075°)
and speed (18 knots).

2. Draw vector ew with true wind toward
350° at 7 knots.

3. Connect rw, apparent wind.
Answer: Apparent wind 18.7 knots from

097°.



e 1;°

170'

Figure 15-10.tolving for true rind speed and direction.
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0

.43

100

Figure 15-11.Solving for Apparent wind speed and direction.
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CHAPTER 16

COMMUNICATIONS

Quartermasters must be familar with
mmunication systems and methods used in
e Navy. Communications are grouped into two
'c categories: intlrior and exterior. Interior

mmtinications are concerned. only with
'exchange of inform 'on between individuals,

'visions, and departments aboard a single ihip
or station. Exterior commUnications deal with
conieying information- between two or more
&fps, stations, or commands.

'Most naval communications are conducted
in the form of messages, which may be delivered
in a Valiety of ways. The most common methods
of delivery are messenger, electronic equipment,

, visual,-and sound.

Interior conimunications are carried out by
direct contaCt between two people, by
messenger, sonnd-powered dr ship's. service
telephones, Melystems, or such visual methods
as the rudder adgle indicator and engine order
4 egraph. All of these methods are discussed in
the Seaman manual and, therefore, are not
elabo ted on here. This chapter _presents
inform tion . on apparatus and procedures of
exterior mmunications.

. Ship's external communications are
conducte-d \by using physical delivery,

Ielecommfinications, or any ..--_,Inbination of the
two methods. Telecommunications includes any
transmisiion or reception of signs, signals,
writing, images, or sound by visual, wire, radio,
or other electroinagnetic systems.

..

9

In delivering each communicati n,
transmitting stations must take-into accounte
.precedence, security requitement, and

limitations of the available equipment. From a
security 'standpoint, the order 'of desirability of
the various methods is: (1) messenger, (2)
registered mail,* (3) apprOved Wire ciruit, (4)

*ordinary maili (5) nonapproved -wire circuit, (6)
visual, (7) sound systems, and (8) radio. Of these
methods, Quartermasters normally are
cQncerned only with radio (radiotelephone) and
visualsystems.

VOICE RADIO ..

Thee radiotelephone,- commonly known' as
the voice-radid, is an effective and convenient
Method- of onaVal cominunications. It is Used
extensitely. for 'ship-to-ship tactical
communication, for Convoy. .worki for the
control of-_ airborne aircraft, and for _Countlesstasks requiring raPid; short-rarige
communications. Small veisels, such as district '1

_craft, rely almost entirely upon vOice radio.

Voice radio supplements' both radiotelegraph
and visual methods of Communications4tI7s
not *replace either form. It hai the advantage of.

:simplicity -of operation and, direet transthission.
of the spoken word, but ease of operation has
led to abuse.. Careless use of voice procedure,
plus overloaded circuits, has creat.:-i much
confusion at -times when good. coinmunication .

. Was imperative. Whether in a small boat or
aboard ship, the Quartermaster shoUld know the
operation -of this equipment', and use- proper.
voice radio procedures at all times..
OPERATION

Voice radio is considered the least secure
means of communication. A message . sent
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UNICATION

5..Be natural. Maintain a normal I speaking
rhythm. Send your message phrase by
phrase.instead of word by word.

6. Use standard pronunciation, avoiding
regional dialects.

7. Keep. correct4stance between lips and
microphone. A distance of, about 2
inches Is correct for most microphones.

. .

nauthorized.use of plain language. .

.=Transniission of, an opeiator's name or
personal sign.

Use of Unauthorized prowords.

or compxomiseof classified call
arid address groupi by plain

language disclosures or association with
unclassifie call signs.

-9. Unauthorized, use of plain language in
place of applicable prowords.

10. Profane, indecent, Or obacene language.

Sevexal desirable techniques you should
, cquire in operating a microphone include-

1. listen before transmitting. -Break-ins
, cause confusion. _

-.2. Speak clearly and distinctly. Slurred
syllables and clipped speech are difficult
to understand.

3. Speak slowly. Givethe recorder a chance
to understand the entire message the
rust time. By this procedure, you save
time and avoid repetitions.

4. Avoid extremes .of pitch in voice
modulation.

255
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8. Speak in a moderately strong voice to
override background noises.

9. Shield yoii microphone. While
transmitting, keep your head -and body-
between sources of noise and the
microphone.

10. keep- the volume of the handset
earphone low.

1-1. Keep speaker volumes dOwn o a
moderate level. _

12. Give an accurate evaluation in response -"
:to a request for a Iadio check.

13. Pause .momentarily, When possible, and
interrupt your carrier. Pausing allows
'any other station with higher precedence
traffie to break in.. .

14. Follow, closely presCribed procedures.
Up-to-date.. radiotelephone procedure
appears in -the effective Adition of ACP
125.

15. Transact your -business and get off the
air. Preliminary calls are unnecessary
when -communications are good and the

.s.messagels ihort.

16. Do not hold the microphone button ifi
the push-to-talk position until ready to
transmit.

Apply rum pressure to the microphone
button to prevent unintentional release
.: id consequent signal interruption.



Aonetic Alphabet.

ALFA.
. BRAVO'
CHARLIE
.DELTA

. ECHO
:FOXTROT
GOLF..

MOTEL
INDIA-

JULIETT
KILO
LIMA
MIKE
NOVEMBER-
OSCAR

, PAPA

QUEBEC
ROMEO
SIERRA

nunciation Guide

UNIFORM-
VICTOR
WHISKEY
XRAY
YANKEE
ZULU

AL M
nia-VON
rjla LEE
DELL TAH

ECIS.OH

ED11-TROT.
GOLF
HOH igi.i.

Ili DEE AK.

lEN LEE EII
tii LOH

LEL MAH
MIKE
NO Mal. BER

CAH
PAH PAH
KEH DECK. .

ACIR ME OH
SEE 1111-RAH

.IANE.- GO
---.1dia-NEE=FoRM.

YINJAv.
AiLli-KEY
EVa RAY
YAK -KEY

.ZQQ. LOO

Iniernational
Morse Code. .

-*NOTE: ROGER will continue to,be used as.a prdword; AOMEO will- not be used as a prownrd.

Phonetic Alphabet,

WUN
TOO
TREE
FOW-ER
FIFE
SIX
SEV-EN
AIT.
NIN=ER

International
Morse'COde

imimm mum

0 maw mom.

O .sa
'0- 0

ammo Iss

our
. I

Figure 16-1.-41ionetic and Morse Code alphabet.

PLONOUNCING LETrEa§ numerals from similarly pronounced words.AND NUMERALS Preceding numbers, you may use the proword
FIGURES.

. When necessary to identify any letter of the salphabet, use the standard phonetic alphabet. The numeral 0 is always spoken as ZERO,Refer to figure 16-1. Take care to distinguish ne4er as OH. It is _written as 0. Decimal points.
, 1
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spoken as DAY. SEE MAL.-Example: 123:4
spoken as "Wun too tree day-see-mai low-er;

Numbers will be transmitted digit, by digit
.ceptithat dxact multiples of thousands may be

spoken as such. Examples:

umbers

90

136

SOO

1,47'-

7;000

:16;000

812,68!

Spoken As

fow-eiTow,ei

nin-er ie-ro

_wun iree

fife ze-ro ze-ro

wun fow-er sev-en ait

sev-en tou-sand

wun six tou-sand

ait wun too six ait wun

Some -special instances require procedures
different from the normal digit-by-digit
pronunciation. Ranges- and distances given in
mile units and speed given in knots, for instance,

FrOword

ADDRESS GROUP

ALL AFTER

ALL. BEFORE

AUTHENTICATE

AUTHENTICATION IS

BREAK

Explanation

are always transmitte
Examples:

Numbers

10
13
25
SO.

110
300
Bearings are always

are transmitted digit by
Beatings

d as cardinal nuMberi.

090
180
295

PROWORDS

Spoken- As

ten
thur-teen
twen-ty fife
fif-t y
wun hun-dred ten
tree hun-dred

given in three digits and
digit. Examples:
Spoken As

ze-ro nin-er ze-ro
wun ait ze-ro
too nin-er fife

Procedure Words (prowords) are words and
phrases used to speed the handling of
radiotelephone messages. They perform the
same functions and are used in the same manner
as are prosigns in visual and radiotelegraph
procedures. Many prosigns have the same
meaning as prowords.

Following is a complete list of prowords,
each with an explanation and the corresponding
prosign, if one eicists.

The group that follows is an address
group.

The portion of the message to whicif
I have reference is all that which "
follows

Equivalent To

AA

The portion of the message to which AB
I have reference is all that which
precedes-

The station called is to reply to
the challenge which follows.

The transmission authentication of
this message is

I hereby indicate the separation of
the text from other portions of the
message.
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ggiatr.L4..._km 7-..illivelent To
ADCAST 'VOUR NET Link the two nets undei your control

for automatic rebroadcast.
.

.p.A4) SIGN The group that follows is a call Sign'.

1ut Edr. Yon are correct, or what you have
transmitted is correct .

,

R.ECTION An error has been made in this trans- EEEEEEEE
mission. Transmission will continue
with,the last word correotly transmitted.

An error has been made in this trans-
mission (or message indicated). The
correct Version is .

That which follows is a corrected
version in answer to your request for
verification.

TI. This transmission is in error. Disregard EEEEEEEEE AR, TRAN,, it. This proword shall not be used to
cancel any message that has been
completely transmitted and for which
nceipt or acknowledgment has tren
received.

Stations called are not to answer this F
call,-receipt for this message, or other-
wise transmit in connection with this
transmission. When this proword is
employed, the transmissicin shall be
ended with the proviord "OUT."

EXTCUTE Carry out the purport of the message or IX
signal to which this applies. To be used (5 sec dash)
only with the Executive Method.

,Act; At on the message or signal which IX
folluws is to be carried out upon receipt
of th proword "EXECUTE." To be used
only V.:th the Delayed Executive Method.

I

;

, .

DO 'NOT ANSWER

'

'.1.. EXECIYIE TO FOi LOW

EXEMPT The addreb.- es immediately following
are exempted from the collective call.

Numerals or numbers to follow.

FLASH 'ETreceder ce FLASH.
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. . . .

, lExplanatim. Equivalent To

The ongmator of this mesuge FM
indicated by the-address designator
immediately following._

This message contains the number of
groups indicated by the nutheral
following.

The groups in fins message haw: not
been counted.

The group that follows is the Nply to
yciur challenge to authenticate.

IATE Precedence IMMEDIATE . 0
'IMMEDIATE EXECUTE Action on the message or sighal following

is t',) be carried out on 'receipt of the word
EXECUTE. To be used only with the
Immetlate Executive Method.

pAck

1SAY- AGAIN

:1 KIEL': ;

.I VERlf Y

2MORE TO FOLLOW

':-NET NOW

IX

Tne addremes immediately following INFO.
are addressed for information.. -

.The following is my response to your
instructions to read back.,

I

I am ,repeating transmission or portion
indicated.

I shall spell the next word phonetically.

That which follows has been verified at
youe request and is repeated. To be used
only as a reply to VERIFY.

A message which requires recording is about
to follow. Trensmitted immediately after
.the call..(This ,proword is not used on nets
-orimarily employed for conveying messages.
(.4.: is intended for use when messages are
gassed on tactical or reporting nets.)

Transmitting station has additional traffic
for the receiving station.

All stations are to net their radids on the
unmodulated carrier waVe which I am
about to transmit.
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Equivalent To

.NR

This is the end of my transmission to you AR
and no answer is reqiired or expected.

This is the end of my transmission to you
and a response is necessary. Go ahead;
transmit.

Precedence PRIORITY.

Repeat this entire transmission back to me
exactly as received.

Transmit this message to all addressees (or
addresseesimmedlidelYfollowing this
proword). The address component is
mandatory when this proword is used.

I have received your last transmission
satisfactorily:

SAY. AGAIN

:SERVICE .

SIGNALS

SILENCE
(Repeated three
or more times)

.

IILENCE LIFTED

Precedence ROUTINE.

Repeat all of your last transinission.. IMI
Followed by identification data, it means
"Repeat_.____.(portion indicated).".

The messagethat follows is a SF7',VICE SVC
message.

. The groups hich folk* are taken from a
signal book. This proword is not used on

.netrprimaril employed for conveying
signik, It is 4tended for use when tactical
signals are Pa4Don non-tactical neis).

Cease trarisznllons rn this net immediately. .HM HM HM
Silence-will be Maintained until lifted.
(When an authentication' system is in force,
the transmission imposing silence is to be
authenticated.)

Silence ,s lifted. (When an authentication
syste:n is in force the transmission lifting
silence is to be, authenticated.)
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Chapter 16COMMUNICATIONS

. .

.. Explanation

Your transmissionis at too fast a speed.
Reduce speed of transmission.

Equivalent To

Cut the autoMatic link between the two nets
that are being rebroadcast and revert to.
'normal. working.

. .

This transmiSsiOn is from thestation whose DE
designator immediately follows.

.

. .
. .

That which immediately follows is the time
or.date4imegroup of the meisage.

The addiessees immediately following are TO
addressed for action

UNKNOWN STATION The identity of the station with whom I am rA
attempting to estahlish communication is
unknown.

VERIFY Verify entire z.t.k.ssage (or portion indicated)
with the originator and send correct version.

. To be used only at the discretion of or by the
addressee to which the questioned message
was directed.

WAIT I must pause for a few seconds. AS

. WAIT-OUT I must pause longer than a few seconds. AS A.

WILCO I have received your signal, understand it,
and will comply. To be used only by the
addressee. Since the meaning of ROGER
is included in that of WILCO, the two
prowords are never used together.

WORD AFTER The word of the message to which I have WA
reference is that which follows

WORD BEFORE The word of the message to -which I have WB
reference is that which precedes__ .

WORDS TWICE Communication is difficult. Transmit (ting)
each phrase (or each code group) twice. This
proword may be used as an order, request, or
as information.

WRONG Your last transmission was incorrect. The
correct version is

o
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

Table 16-1.Basic Format for Standard Navy Messages

--Cs,
Parts Components Elements Contents Remarks

H

E

A

D

G

Procedure Handling instruc-
tions. ,

Call.

Transmission
ideutification.

Transmission
instructions.

Routing indicators.

Prosign F; station(s) called;
Prosign n; prosign MAT;
exempted calls; prosign
DE and station calling.

Station serisl number.

Prosigns T, G, F, L; operat-
ing signals; call sios; ad-
dress groups; plain
lanPage

Used in tape relay procedures
only.

Prepared k.y communication
personnel.

Prepared by communication
personnel. (Not presently
authorized for use in !nes .
sages betiteen ships or in
messages from ships to
shore stations.

Prepared by communication
personnel.

Preamble Precedence; date-
time group;
message
instructions,

Precedence prosIgn; date and
time (in digits) and zone
suffix; operating signals
and prosign at

Precedence assigned by ori-
ginator; date-time group
and message instructions
normally assigned by
communication personnel.

Address
,
Originator's sign;

originator.

Action addressee
sign; action
addressee.

Information ad-
dresseevign;
information
addressee.

Exempted ad-
dresree sign;
ewnnpted

. nisi..

Prosign FM; originator's
designation (address group,
call sign, or plain
language).

.

Prosign TO; action addressee
designation (address groups,
call signs, or plain
language).

Prosign INFO; information
addressee designation
(address groups, call
signs, or plain language).

Prosign XMT; exempted ad-
dresses designation (ad-
dress groups, call signs,
or.plain language).

Addressees determined by
originator. Communics-
tion personnel provide call
signs, address groups, and
appropriate prosigns.

Prefix .5. . . Ing in:or-
mat1.on; t-r-wp
count.

Accounting symbol; group
count.

Determined by communication
perionnel.

BREAK Prosign ffr.
'I'
E
X

'I'

Text St West matter. Internal instructions; basic
idea of originator.

First group of text contains
classification of message.
or UNC LAS ; and SVC
(service message).

E
H
0

Procedure Time group, Hours and minutes expressed
in digits; zone suffix, when
appropriate. .

Determined by communication
personnel.

I Final instructions. Prosigns B, XS , C; opera-
14 Mg signals.
G Ending sign. pros ., K or AR

,
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(NEf coNTRoL)

nage forms are used in
ephOne procedure. These forms are

ai; in 'which the entire address is
icatect outside of the'text. Plaindress
ssages .contain all, the components of

asic message format, which may be
seen in table 16-1, eXcept that the zall
may serve as the address. '

. Abbreviated plaindress, which is
designs%'s for _speed in traffic handling.
The precedence, date, date7time group,
and group count may be omitted from
the heading of an abbreviated plaindress
message.
Codr6s, which has the entire message
addrees in its encrypted test.

bbreviated plaindress is by far the most
common fornt used in voice radio. Regardless of
which form is employed, each message must

tain the-three major partsheading, text, and
ding. __

The heading of a radiotelephone message,
e a visual -message, may contain any or all of
e components that make up the heading

(procedure, preamble, address, and prefix). More
often than not, however, it contains only the
call, preceding the text. One explanation for
such general use of the abbreviated formis that,
in radiotelephone communication, the station
originating is nearly always in direct
communication with the station addressed.

Text

Ii

The text of the message is the basic thought
or idea the originator wishes to communicate. It
may be in the form of plain language, signals,
code words, encrypted groups, or numerals.

Difficult words or groups within a text of a
plain language message,are spelled out, using the
phonetic alphabet. Groups or words to be
spelled are preceded by the proword I SPELL. If
the operator can pronounce the word, he should
do so before and after spelling.

41.31

Figure 16-2.LRadiptelephone net.

Ending

Every radiotelephone message endS with the
proword OVER or OUT. With the Use of OVER,
the sender- tells the receiver too go ahead and
_transmit, or: "This is the end of my message to
you, and a response is necesSary." With the use

. of OUT, the sender tells the receiver: "This is
the end of my transmission to you, and no
response is necessary." It is never nectssary to
use OVER and OUT together.

RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURE
Before )igti start your study of

radiotelephone procedure, you should be
warned that communication procedure is liable
to continual iniprovement and change: You can
keep up with changes only by continued study.
of current communication instructions.

Radiotelephone transmissions used for
illustrative purposes'are assumed to pass over the
net shown in figure 16-2.
calling and Answering

Radio .elephone communication is
established by a preliminary call, which takes
the form of en individual or a collective call.
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QUARTERMASTER .

'Individual call: In ,this example ,a single
station is called; if two or more. stations are
called, they will reply in alphabetical order of
call signs.

FOXFIRE Call sign of receiving station.

THIS IS From.

STRAWBOSS.Call sign of the station calling .

OVER Go ahead, transmit

The reply, is in the same form:
STRAWBOSSTHIS IS FOXFIREOVI.R.

-

Collective call: When stations on the net are'
assigned a collective call, that call is used if all
the stations' are addressed. If, for some reason,
one more stations are to be exempted from
the call, the collective call Contains the proword
EXEMPT, followed by the call signs of the
exerripteti stations. Elkarnple:

DROW .. °. .... . . . Collective call.
EMPT . . Exempt.

DIMBAG--,-. Call sign of the exempted station.
THIS IS . . . From.
STRAWBOSS . Call sign of the station calling.
OVER Go ahead, transmit.

ADAM, FOXFIRE, and SATAN now answer
in alphabetical order of their call signs.

Abbreviated Call

The call sign of the called station may be
omitted when the call is part of an exchange of
transmissionS between stations 'and When no
confusion Will result. Example: THIS IS
ADAMOVER.

Repetitions

When parts of the heading, text, or ending of
a message are missing or are doubtful, repetition
is requested by the receiving station. The
Proword SAY AGAIN (alone or with ALL
BEFORE, ALL AFTER, WOR) BEFORE,
WORD AFTER, _Th..) is used for this Purpose. In
complying with such requests, the transmitting
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station identifies the portion to be repeated.
Examples: DITTYBAG sends a message to
SATAN., SATAN misses the word after "ship."
SATAN transmits:

DITTYBAGTHIS IS SATANSAY AGAIN
WORD AFTER SHIP=OVER .

DIMBAG transmits:

SATANTHIS IS DITTYBAG-1 SAY AGAIN-
- WORD AFTER SHIPSIGHTEDOVER

Upon receipt of the doubtful portion,
DITTYBAG receipts for the entire message with
ROGER.

Repetitions may-be given in plain language
messages by natural phrases or by individual
words. In encoded or encrypted messages, they
are made by.individual characters.

Correcting an Error

When an error is made by the transmitting
operator, the proword CORRECTION is Sent.
The operator then repeats the last word; group,
proWord, ,o1;:pfkrase correctly .scnt, corrects the
error, and prpceeds with the message. (NOTE:
The first group of all plain language messages
consist; of the message classification.) Example:
1:

ADAMTHIS IS STRAWBOSS--TIME ONE
ZERO ONE TWO ZULUBREAKUNaAS--
CONVOY ROMEO 11IREECORRECTION
CONVOY SIERRA ROMEO THREE SHOULD-
ARRIVEONE SIX THREE ZERO LIMA
OVER

If the error is not discovered until the
operator is some distance beyond it, he may
make the correction at the end of the message.
He must be careful to identify the t.mact portion .

he is correcting. Example 2:

ADAMTHIS* STRAWBOSSTIME ZERO
SIX THREE ZERO ZULUBREAKUNCLAS
ARE YOU RIGGED FOR HEAVY WEATHER
CORRECTIONTIME ZERO SIX FOUR
ZERO ZULUOVER
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cpreceding
Eturing the transmission of a message,drndg
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irt 1:°1:31 ndo IC :othnbeeieealsirf:fletilisactthtinrigeCedhatolliezanybyel4thbee

:411tANrcelSMIbSySION. CA message la
n1 by

rd DISREGARD THInS

fcginbAher
in of a message'

-mu ge.)_; ExamP ..

SIR Ang laiIs; !Von!-s'-'-'lkallslinssion : 'Ving it to the wrisenvers he -is gi
WBOSS transmits:

FOXFIRETHIS IS SIRAWBOSS ROU1INE
TIME ZERO SIX ZERO . TWO ZULU
UNCLAS7COMMENCE UNLOADING AT
DAWN.SNIEINTHPROCEED-_-DISREdARD
MIS TRANMISSIONOUT .4>

NotAnswer

When itis imperativ,e that -lied stations not
answer a transmission, the _proword Do NOT
ANSWER is transmitted immediately after the
call. The .complete transmission is sent twice.

SICIDROWTHIS IS SLIAWBOSSDO NOT
s. ANSWERTIME ONE ZERO THREE SIX

ZULUBREAKNOv EMBER YANKEE
DELTA PAPAI SAY AGAINSKIDROW-
1111S IS STRAWBOSSDO NOT ANSWER
TIME ONE ZERO THREE SIX -ZULU
BREAKNOVEMBER YANKEE DELTA
PAPAOUT

Verifications

When verification of a message is requested,
-- the -ariginating station verifies the message with
the originator, 'cheeks the cryptography (if the

- meOsage is encrypted), and sends the correct .

version.' Example 1:

STRAWBOSSTHIS IS 'ADAMVERIFY
YOUR ONE ZERO ZERO EIGHT ZERO

. ONE ZULU7---ALL BEFORE TEXTOVER

STRAWBOSS transmits:

MIS IS STRAWBOSSROGEROUT

STRAWBOSS, after checking with the
originating officer, fmds the heading correct as
transmitted previously. STRAWBOSS sends:

ADAMTHIS IS STRAWBOSS-LI VERIFY
MY ONE ZERO ZERO EIGHT ZERO ONE
ZULUALL BEFORE BREAICPRIORITY
TIME ONE ZERO ZERO EIGHT ZERO
ONE ZULUFROM STRAWBOSSTO
ADAMINFODITTYBAGGROUPS ONE
SEVENBREAKOVER

ADAM transmits:

THIS IS ADAMROGEROUT

Example 2:

STRAWBOSSTHIS IS SATANVERIFY
MESSAGE UWE ZERO EIGHT FOUR FIVE
ZULUWORD AFTER PROCEEDOVER

STRAWBOSS transmits:

THIS IS STRAWBOSSROGEROUT

After checking with the originating officer,
STRAWBOSS fmds that he means HONGKONG
instead of SHANGHAI as word after PROCEED.
STRAWBOSS transmits:

SATANMIS IS STRAWBOS CORRECTION
MY ZERO EIGHT FOJR FIVE ZULU
WORD AFTER PROCEEDHONGKONG---

; OVER

'SATAN transmits:

THIS1S SATANROGEROUT

Read Back

A check on transmission accuracy can be
hdd by using the prowords READ BACK. READ
BACK is used when you want your own message
(or: a portion of it) repeated back to you as
received. (When the READ BACK procedure is
employed, the proword ROGER need not be.
used to indicate receipt of a, message.)
Remember to identify the message portion you
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want read back. Transmit the READ BACK
proword immediately after the call. Example:

ADAMTHIS IS STRAWBOSS----READ BACK
TEXTTIME ONE SIX THREE ZERO ZULU
BREAKUNCLASCONVOY DELAYED
ONE TWO HOURSBREAKOVER

ADAM replies:

THIS IS ADAMI READ BACKTEXTUNCLAS-
CONVOY DELAYED ONETWO HOURSL-
OVER

STRAWIk:SS then sends:

THLS IS STRAWBOSSTHAT IS CORRECT-7
OUT

If the message is sent back incorrectly, it
may be corrected by the proword WRONG,
followed by the corrected version. In the
preceding example, assume that ADAM made a
mistake when he read back the message:

THIS IS ADAMI READ BACK TEXT
UNCLASCONVOY DELAYED TWOONE
HOURSOVER

STRAWBOSS coriects ADAM:

THIS IS STRAWBOSSWRONGUNCLAS
CONVOY DELAI>ED ONE TWO HQURS
OVER

ADAM reads back again:

THIS IS ADAMUNCLASCONVOY DELAYED
ONE TWO HOURSOVER

STRAWBOSS ends the exchange with:

THIS IS STRAWBOSSTHAT IS CORRECT
OUT

Executive Method

The executive method is used to execute
tactical signals so that two or more units cantake action at the same time. Usually the
abbrevijed form is used in such messages.

tive messages contain the pro word

EXECUTE TO FPLLOW or IMMEDIATE
EXECUTE, .as appropriate, immed;ately after
the call. The signal to carry out the meaning of
the message is the proword EXECUTE. It may
be sent shortly after transmission of the
message.

VariatiOns of the executive method are kl)
the `delayed executive method and (2) the
immediate executive method. (In any event, a
warning STANDBY precedes the proword
EXECUTE.)

In our first example, the OTC sends a
message to the task group by the, delayed
executive method.

SKIDROWTHIS IS STRAWBOSSDECCTIE
TO FOLLOWCORPEN THREE FIVE
SEVENOVER

All ships reply in alphabetical order:

THIS IS ADAMROGEROUT
THIS IS DITITBAGROGEROUT
THIS IS FOXFIREROGEROUT
THIS IS SATANROGEROUT

When STRAWBOSS is ready to execute, he
sends the executive signal. To save time, only
one station is directed to receipt.

SKIDROWTHIS IS STRAWBOSSSTANDBY
EXECUTEBREAK ADAMOVER

ADAM replies:

THIS !S ADAMROGEROUT

In the immediate executive method the text
of the message is transmitted twice, separated byI SAY AGAIN. fhe warning proword
IMMEDIATE EXECUTE is used in the message
instruction instead of EXECUTE TO FOLLOW.
The executive signai itself follows in the final
instructions of the Message. Because only one
.transmission is made, the immediate executive
method message does not allow stations toobtain .Verjfications, repetitiens,
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"acknowledgments, nor cancellations before the
Message is eiecuted. Example:

scitROW-wis IS STRAWBOSSIMMEDIAIE
EXECUTE--(BREA-K)TURN- NINEI
SAY AGAINTURN NINESTANDBY
EXECUTESATANOVER

SATAN receipts:

THIS IS SATANROGEROUT

AcknoWledgment

An acknOwledgment is a reply from an
addressee indicating that he has received a
certain message, understandi it, and can comply
with it. Note the difference between an
acknowledgment and. a receipt. The receipt
means that the message .,was .receive'd
satisfactorily. An important feature of ithe
acknowledgment procedure is that only a
co4manding officer or his designated

.---tepresentative can authorize you to send an
acknowledidient.

The 'request for an acktiowledgyent is the
word ACKNOWLEDGE (not a proWord) as the
fmal'word of the text. The reply4 the proword
WILCO. If the commanding officer can
acknoWledge 'at once, the operator may receipt
for ,. the message with WILCO because the
meaning of. ROGER is contahied in WILCO. If
the acknowle4gment .cannot be returned
i mmediately, the operator receipts for the
message with the proword ROGER, and WILCO
is sent later. The return transmission to a request

- Tor an acknowledgment id ,either ROGER or
__WILCO. (Never use these Prowords together.)

In the following example, the OTC sends a
tactical 'signal. He desires acknowledgment from
tivo ships.

SKIDROWTHIS IS. STRAWBOSSEXECUIE
TO FOLLOWBREAKTANGO BRAVO-
TACKONE FIVETACKZERO ZERO
ZEROTACK4oNE TWOFOXFIRE
DITTYBAGACKNOWLEDGEOVER

The commanding officer of DITTYBAG
hears the message, understands it, and can
comply. He directs his operator to acknowledge:

THIS IS DITT-irBAGWILCOOUT

The commanding officer of FOXFIRE
wishes t o consider the message before
acknowledging. His operator transmits:

MIS IS FOXFIREROGEROUT

When the commanding officer of FOXFIRE is
ready to acknowledge, he has two choices of
reply. He can send either:

STRAWBOSSTHIS IS FOXFIREWILCO
YOUR4LAST TRANSMISSIONOUT

or: STRAWBOSSTHIS IS FOXFIREWILCO
YOUR EXECUTE TO FOLLOWBREAK
TANGO BRAVOTACK --ONE FIVE
TACKZERO ZERO ZEROTACKONE
TWOOUT

When ready to execute, du; OTC transmits:

SKIDROWWIS IS STRAWBOSS STANDBY-
EXECUTEADAMOVER

ADAM receipts as directed:

THIS IS ADAMROGEROUT

VISUAL SIGNALING

The three -principal methods of visual
signaling are flashing light, semaphore, and
flaghoist. The remainder of this chapter is
concerned with these methods and the signaling
procedures that the- Quartermaster 'must knoW.

FLASHING LIGHT

T: two types of flashing light
communication are directional and .

nondirectional.

Directional transmissior.S are sent out by a
sigm! searchlight that is pointed and trained
directly at the receiver so as to be visible
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through a limited arc. It is the longest range
visual signaling method.

Nondirectional signals are sent out from
yardarm /blinkers or a special nondirectional
eignalifig7 (DSL), which are operated
from a transmission key located in the
pilothoU.se or on the signal bridge. The light iS
visibleim any direction away from the ship, thus
affording the sender an effective way to
communicate simultaneously with many
addrfrssees. Yardarm blinkers are .restricted to
nighttime use among ships in company.

International Morse Code

-:------."---International -Morse- etide-irgtAiid did ref
naval cornmunications transmitted by flashing

_light or radiotelegraph. You must know it well
before you can Use flashing light equipment.

The international Morse code is a dot-dash
system. It is not difficult to learn if you go
about it the right wair. Basically, it consists of
sight patterns, which you must recognize. Each
of the sight patterns is really a mental picture of
dots and das!7es arranged- in a group. These
groups zonsist of froin one to kx dots or dashes,
or both. Each goup represents a letter of the
alphabet, a numeral, or punctuation. You'll be
surprised how easy it is to learn them-with
some practice. But don't neglect it-practice is
the secret.

The international Morse oode alphabet and
number sight patterns, as well as the phonetic
pronuriciatión for each, are shown in figure4 .

16 . They can be learned in one or two sittings.
Experience shows that the best way to learn
code is by wholes. The Radioman learns whole
tonal sounds; Sirnilarly, the Quartermaster and
Signalman should learn by whole sight patterns.
Do not break- each character into dots and
dashes that must be -counted, -Insteacl-,--try- to-
learn each character as a complete mental
picture. When you .see one dot and one dash
(. -), dOn't count them ("one dot, one dash") and
then conclude, it's the letter A you saw, but
think the letter A as soon as you see the dot and
dash.

Ask an experienced man tO send to you with
a searchlight, multipurpose light, or blinker card.
Start by having him send you unknown
indiVidual letters or numbers. When you miss,

ask him at once to tell you what the letter was,
then have him flash it again. When yr..1.1 master
each character, try code groups and, Li: , after,
you attain some proficiency, try plain language.
Never try plain language first because receiving
plain language tends to encourage guessing and
actually slows the process of ;earning the code.

Use these code grbups as a starter. Other
exercises appear elsewhere in this chapter.

NEVI GHSOM AT8LW
FOX1R MINOF 34PRT
EXCI9 EHOXA 92474
-RHEDC HILDE DEL62
IJBUH 8YGVT 6FC5R
-QPWOrRiTti-YLAitST
06293 48751 64209

QV072 ERPOL
ZXCVB IMTY11
CRBDZ ULXUK
ROSE8 PLMON

FDHGO
D4XES

NAILP.
89347-- 23690

You can make vp all sorts of combinations:
Just be sure they -are code gronps--not ordinary
words-so you cannot anticipate what's coming
next.

Once you become really proficient at code
groups, you can graduate to plain language. Even
then, try to avoid anticipating the next letter,
because you may be° wrong and find yourself
really, confused. In any event, you never will be
a good code man if you fall into the bad habit of
anticipating.

Tips on Sending

After your receiving ability progress s, try
some sending. find it easy to picc up.
Remember that there, is a definite ph, sical
limitation on the speed with which flashier:4,ht
can be sent and still be readable. The
manufacturer's specifications state tlidc
I2-inch Navy signal searchlight can send to
10 words a minute. A good sender and receIyer

--can-exceed this speed if the characters arelfiade
clearly and distinctly, with uniform spacing
between them. Incidentally, speed doesn't ,

necessarily mean noise. The light shutters can be .

moved quickly without banging them up and
down.

A good rule to adopt is: Never send faster
than you can receive. If you transmit a message
at 12 words a minute and get a reply at the same
rate, you'll be out of luck if you can read only 8
words a minute. It is preferable to send and
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'7;eceir a message correctlY7at
f 1

o have to send it twice at a 12-word rate .

iiiiPhoreis much faster than flashing light
/-;Tor-short-distariCe Ifransmissions in clear daylight.
qemaPhore may be used to send messages to
several addtessees at once if they are in suitable

;positions. Because of its speed, semaphore is
!better adapted than 'ate the other visual methods
of long messages: When radio silence Is iniposed,
iernaphore hi considered the best substitute for
'handling administrative traffic.

Mthough semaphore's usefulness is limited
someWhat by its short range, it is more secure
than light or radio because there is less change of
interception by an. enemy or unauthorized

7petibii SPeed and Iediiii.0-,--thetifii-re,- afethe
two factors favoring the use of semaphore under

',-daylight conditions.
Semaphore requires little in the way of

'equipment. The two hand flags attached to
staffs are all you need. Usually the standard
semaphore flags are 15 to 18 inches square, and
each staff is long enough io enable the sender to
tigrasp it .firmly. The flags are similar to the
OSCAR alphabet flag. Sometimes the PAPA flag /
is substituted. Most semaphore flags issued to/
.the fleet today are fluoresCent and are made of
-sharkskin:--(When sender and receiver are vetir
close to each other, as when ships are alongshle
f'Or underway replenishment, no special

:equipment is necessary. The semaphOre
characters are Made simply by moving the hinds /
to the properpositions.)

/when using fluorescent flags, your
'background while sending is rel tivelY
Unimportant. With cotton flags,-however, a good
backgroimd must be selected. Otherwise, the

-,receiving operator(s) may be unable to /see your
'flags clearly.

Sending and Re,...viving
--

/

A description of a clear and effective
method for learning semaphore communication
follows. Take a look at figure 16-3. It shows
how the semaphore alphabet and certahi special
signs used in connection with it are forrned,by
means of your two flags. Before you !by to

/
ft-ien-fet-tJieNatious-lettets-and-

signs, practice moving your arms quickly and
accurately- to e/ich of the various positions: In
other words, hold a one-man position drill: .Be
careful not to confuse the. right .hand in- the
illustration With your left hand. The Man in

/figure 16-3 is the sentier, and you'll be looking
at the illustrations as if you were the receiver.

In fi0e 16-4 you see a man swinging
. himself through a position drill. He moves his
flags smartly "to their positions. Notice, for
example that there's no mistaking his Bs for his
As or Cs. Take a tip and do likewise, or you'll
make a name for yourself as a Sloppy Joe on the
semaphore stand. A sloppy sender spends his
time /repeating messagesbecause nobody can
read/them..

/A Single .semaphore flag may be held in eight
-totted 00-§itions-.YOU can picture these
pcitions easi27 if you imagine yourself standing
inside a circle, like the man in figure 16-5.
Notice Ahat the circle is divided into eight parts
,by equally spaced marks. These marks represent

/ the correct flag positions. Any position between
them is sloppy and only leads to confusion.

/ When you practice; move your arms from one
position to another by the shortest .route

.. possible. Always make your characters, in the
Same plane as your shoulders, and extend your

/arms to full length:
Although cale flag has only eight positions, a

large number 'of conbinations is possible when
both flags are used. Of the possible
combinations, 28 are used in semaphore
communication. There are 26 -letters in the
alphabet, plus two signs meaning NUMERALS
and FRONT.

The 'FRONT sign (see figure 16-3) is- used
after you fmish a word; it's like the space left
between words in ordinary writing., It also is
used before and after each call sign, code group,
or procedure, sign, and between alk letters and
numerals Of a call sign.

The numeral sign is given just befote you start
transMitting a group of numbers that are to be
recorded as numerals and again when the
'nuinerals are completed

You'll notice that letters C and E are also used
as special signs. The ANSWERING sign is the same
as letter C. The ERROR sign consists of letter E,
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ERROR FRONT NUMERALS

IFigure 16-3.Semaphore alphabet and special signals.

made several times. The ATTENTIONsign is made
by wavingboth flags froni the horizontal to the
overheadposition.

.
, The semaphore alpha et isn't at all hard to

learn. The speed *with which you learn it
depends on how consistently-you practice. After
you master the fundamental positions and can
place the flags in these positions quickly and
surely, begin practicing the -letters as you see:*
them in figure 16-3..

Remember that the positions shown in the
illustration are as yoU Would see them if you

. were the receiver of the transmissionnot the
sender. Don't try for speed right away. Speed

.ATTENT1014

ccmes after you've thoroughly mastered the
alphabet.

The Various instructors who teach
semaphore in Navy training schools have several
different systems, all of which they believe make
learning easier. One of the r 4. popular
methods is the so-called systen- opposites.
The object here is to learn the

< indicated
by a particular position and the.... leant the
letter made by exactly the opPosite position. If
you like this system of learning; you can get
some hlep on it as you pnctice by referring to
figure 16-6.

The figure shows that all the positions have
oppositesexcept those for the letters L, D, and
R.
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4.

(4)

Figure 181.Positlon drill
,

:FIAGHOIST SIGNAlING
P

FIghoist signaling provides a rapi d
1--,4cCura system of handling tactical and

"lorinational Opals of reasonable length during
ilight between ships in proximity. In general,

C",:, a fhighoist signal ensures a more uniforms
0ifeinioii of a maneuver than any other visual

,:tsysrem. ,

For signaling by flaghoist, the Navy uses the
mternata nal alphabet flags and numeral pcnnants,
Navy numeral flags, and srecial flags and pennants.
Thesroupsare show' 4n figures 16-7 and 16-8.
DnlY the aiphabe flags; r, ai:.!ral pennants; FIRST,
SECOND, and RD substitutes; and CODE/

,..:,:..ANSWERING pen nt are used in international
signaling procedure. alphabet flag has the narne

,

17.19
Figure 16-5.Semaphore position drds.

. :

of the letter it represents, and a numeral flag takes
the name of the numexal it represents

Parts Of a Flag

. ,

/1Figure:16-9 shows the various flag types and,
their parts. The fly is the length of the flag' .

measurid-Trom the staff to the outaide edge. The /
hoist is the vertical width of the flag when flyi;ii
free. The tabling is the double thickness /of
buntingtaped, bound, and stitchedat /the
hoist of a flag. The tail line is a short length Of
halyard attached to the lower part of the tabling
carrying the snaphook. It serves as a spacer,
separating the flags of a hoist for clearness in
reading signals. The snap is a *urass releasing
hook, attached to the lower end of the tail line
or uphaul halyard, which fits hito the thig of the
next succeeding flag or into the rinigliof the
downhaul halyard. The ring is a brass circle
attached to the top of the tabling or to the free
end of the downhaul halyard. The /ring is the
receiver for the snap. , ( /

A tackline is a piece of signal halyard (about
6 feet long) with a ring at one end and a snap at
the other end. Uses of the tackline are discussed
later in this chapter.

.
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of a hoist are always read from the
en a signal is too Ions to fit on one

n, in other mords; it requires more
ii pan be made into a single hoistthe

be continued on another halyard.
'is broken into twoor more hoists,

divided at points where there can be a
space without affecting the meaning of.

complete signal or group of
alswhether on one hoist or on two or more

acent hoists flying at the Same timeis called
isplay. When display& of more than one 'hoist

are raised, the separate hoists are run up, one by
one, in the correct order. Don't try to run them

As- igeneral ride, if a signal is too long to be
shown completely On three halyards, it's better
tO ,make five or more displays from the signal.
When two or more displaySiare used, the heading.
Must be hoiated on a separate halyard and kept
flying while successive disPlays are made.

When twO or more hOists are flyhig, they are
read from.;:outboard in; or from forward aft.
Figure 16-10 shows how..to read a three-hoist
display from the top down and from outboard
14.

Flags may:also be/hoisted at the triatic stay.
It is a line extending from the foremast to a
stack -or another . mast. Such signals are read
from forward aft. A triatic stay is illustrated in
figure 16-11. This/illUstration also shows hoiSts
at two pOsitions ori a yardarm.

When signals' art 'hoisted at yardarms of
different heights, those St the higher yardarm
are -read first. When several hoists are displayed
similtaneously /from different points, they are
read in the following order: (1) masthead, (2)

. triatic stay;(3) .starboard yardarm, and.(4) port
yardarm.- ,

Terms Used to describe the statua of
flaghoists follow.

Close uP: A hoist is close up when its top is
touching the bloCk at the point hoist--in
other words, when the hoist is up as far as it will'
go. _/

At the din: A hoist is at the dip (or dipped)
when if is" hoistect,three-foUrths of the way up
toward/ the Point of hoist.

LEARN BY OPPOSITES

B F

DIRECTION

E
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K V M S N U

0 W T NUMERALS

ALL OF THE LETTERS OF THE

ALPHASEV HAVE OPPOSITES

EXCEPT I., O. AND N.

89.120
Figure 18-6.The system of opposites.

Hauled down: A hoist is hauled down when
it is returned to the deck.

Superior position: Any hoist or portion of a
hoist that is to be read before another hoist or
portion of a hoist is said to be in a superior
positbn.

Comparison of Allied/International
Procedure

Allied flaghoist procedure (used in military
communications) and international procedure
(used in merchant and merchant/military
flaghoist communications) differ in several
particulars. The following paragraph's explain the
procedures and point out the differences.



-r

Spoken

MIKE

FLAG
and

Written NAME Spoken Written

/10

CHARLIE
ONE 1

THREE

ROMEO FOUR 4

SERRA

TANGO

5

UNFORM

VICTOR tiIGHT

1.IMA XRAY

Fivre 16-7.Alphabet and numeral flags. i
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:PfNNANT
Ind

NAME

.

Spoken Written

PENNANT

ONE Pi

PENNANT

TWO
p2.

PENNANT n3

THREE

PENNANT
-p4

FOUR

PENNANT
P5

FIVE

PENNANT
p6

SIX

.. PENNANT

SEVEN
07

Moi
Mml mow

PENNANT

EIGHT ,P
8

WM
r;..: PENNANT

P9
NINE

PENNANT

ZERO P

TACK

UNE
TA CK

PENNANT
or

FLAG . , Spoken Written

PENNANT
or

FLAG -. Spoken Written

I I 'CODE or

CODE ANSWER.
-or .ANSWER.

CODE or

ANS
NEGATIVE

NEGAT NEGAT

.

sum
SCREEN

-SCREEN

PREPARATIVE

PREP PREP

CORPEN

CORPEN

CORPEN PORT PORTI I I
PORT

....DESIG
SIG-.

NATION

DESIG

SPEED

. SPEED SPEED--

DIV SQUAD SQUADDIV, S ,

SQUADRONDIVISION

1$5.119. EMERGENCY

EMERGENCY

EMERG

STARBOARD

STARBOARD

- ..

STBD

FLOT

_...ELOTILLA.... .._.............._

FLOT

' STATION

STATION STATION

----7---

FORMATION

FORMATION

FORM

. SUBDIVISION

SUBDIV SUBDIV

INTER-

INTER-ROGATIVE
ROGATIVE

INT III III
TURN

TURN TURN

SUBSTITUTES

OW.
ht.

SUBSTITUTE

FIRST

RIB
1 t

Eilli:71.
SUBSTITUTE

THIRD

SHB

,

3rd.

Ill>.
2nd.

SUBSTITUTE

SECOND

, SUB
2nd )1100..

4th.

SUBSTITUTE

FOURTH

SUB
4th.

Figure 16-8.Numeral pennants, special flags and pennants, and substitutes. C17.68
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NUMERALS
NEGATIVE

READ DOWN AND INBOARD

Figure 16-10.--Reading flegholits.

69.121

u!d types of flags and Pennants-

ailed proceduri; call

. matip.;d
't indicato

'n'be used to .. estsblish
r; kali

-

s-10ist""°nlinaal
ed,.in. a supen0

L'be ciniitted under the

e'' OTC (SOPA m port) on Sig-sais
ç:addressedto all ships.

CLOSE UP

;

AFT

international procedure, the international
letters'.of the ship addressed must be
In a position superior to the signal. When

letters are hoisted, any signal will be
erstood as being addressed to all ships within

signaling distance.

69.123
Figwe 16-11.Fleghoists positions.

a .

HOW' TO ANSWER.In allied procedure,
flaghoists are answered by each addressee
hoisting (at the dip) the same flags . as the
originator. The addressees close up the hoist
when its meaning is understood.

In intemational procedure, hoists are answered
by raising ANSWER to the dip. The answering
pennant is put close up when the signal is
understood.

9



Semaphore

ALFA
ZU

ONE to
RO

/1/to p

SCREEN
CODE

CORPEN
DESIG
DIV
EMERG
FLOT
FORM
INT
NEGAT
PREP
PORT
SPEED

SQUAD SQUAD .

STBD
STATION

SUBDTV--- --SUBDIv
TURN

ALFA to
ZULU 1

ONE-to ZERO

ONE to ZERO

TURN
..FIRST,SUBSTITUTT:

SECOND SUBSTITUTE
THIRD_ SUBSTITUT
FOURTH SUBSTITUTE

DIV

FLOT

First 2
Second 2
Third'
Fourth 2

SQUAD

SUI3DIV

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used-

ANS
CODE
SCREE',
CORPEN
DESIG
DIV
EMERG
FLOT
FORM
INT
NEGAT
PREP
PORT
SPEED
SQUAD
STBD
STATION
SUBIIIV
TURN

At the discretion of the OTC, when conditions and operator's capabilities per-mit, all of thealPhabetidal and numeral flags and numeral pennants comprisinga sigrull from ATP. 1 B, VoL II may be transmitted as their Morse symbols to
expedite signal1ng.

j;

2 Substitutes used only when expediting by flashing light (a flaghoist preceded
by a substit*e), or when the.operating 'signal- meaning "hoist the following sig-nal!' is usç1 and a substitute appears as the first flag. The substitute is then
transmitte as first, second, third, or fourth, as appropriate.
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UNDERSTOOD.In 'allied
terrogative pennant is used to
'addressee does not understand

4,01,a 'hoist or that he desires to
,iiieaning, The originator's hoist is

it tile dip, and INT is hoisted close up
a an adjacent

In infernatiOnal procedure, if a receiving ship a
:dbesnct idegstand the meaning of a signal, she
;4' SiistVUDE-. ZL " -signifying "Your signal hai

,...en.receiied but not understood," or "CODE
'"' signifying 'Tour signal appears incorrectly

You- should check and repeat the entire
If the receiving ship cannot clearly read

ignal made to her, she hoists an appropriate
?gnal from the- Internationsl Code of Signals

(Pub NO. 102). (NOTE: All sitaials from 102,
ivlien used by naval ships, must be preceded by

4;-the CODE pennant.)

USE OF SUBSTITUTES.Allied procedure
;
':fr,4113 cifiteust:e that the 1st, 2nd, , 3rd, and 4th

5
z, sti s rt2eit the fint, second, third, and

r:-foUtth flag or pennant (respectively), counting
down from the top of that hoist: Once a.
ubstitute is used, it no longer may be thought

iVbf '.as a substitute. Rather, it is considered /he
' ?flag ~Pennan t for which it was substituted.
,°;'.

i'7When a tackline separates hoist components, it is.,
disregarded in the substitute cOunt. Examples:
,

41410 may be hoisted at T 1 4 2nd O.
161416 May be hoisted as 1 6 1st 4 3rd 2nd.

International procedure differs from the
11.'-'ill,iecLusege_in_that substitutes _can only.repeat_a_
rei4ignal `.fiag of the same 'class as that immediately

-
ri.Tigreceding italphabet flags and numeral

pinnants comprising the two classes. The
cOdelanswering pennant is disregarded in

,e;:determining . which substitutes to use. No
sUbstitutea can be used 'more than once in any

:. hoist. Examples.

JULL may be hoisted as J U L 3rd.
DBCB may be hoisted as B 1st C 2nd.

, 1000 may be hoisted as 1 0 2nd 3rd.
.T1330 may be hoisted as T 1 3 2nd 0.

(Note that in the last example both classes of
flaf,s are used. Because the second substitute
immediately follows a numeral pennantunder

./

2

biternational procedure, it can only 'repeat a
numeral pennant. Actually, pennant 3 is the
third flag in the hoist, but the second pennant;
then ore, e secon u e is use ins ea
of the third.

Flags and Pennants

In learning the alphabet flags, numeral flags
and pennants, and special flags and pennants,
practice sketching each flag. Label each one
according to its proper color(s). When You_ feel
that you know every flag, ask someone to test
you. Ask him to call the flags at .random, then
you name and describe them. Whenever you are
topside, pay particular attention to the
flagboists flying from the various ships close
aboard, and check yourself on your ability to
recognize and name them.

Flags and pennants used in flaghoist
messages are written and spoken as shown in
figures 16-7 and 16-8. Th.,se flags and ponnants
are transmitted by international Mone code and
semaphore as shown in table 16-2. Tne tackline
is spoken and transmitted TACK and written as
a dash (-).

Logging Signals

All flaghoist signalswhether incoming, . .

outgoing, or- relayedmust be logget-together-----:
' with the datetiine--of--re-ceipt- (or time of

delivery), thne of execution, orginator, and
addresr.,e(s). The entire signal (but not its
meaning) must be recorded exactly as sent or
received.

- \
. VISUAL PROCEDURE

The discussion just presented on the
methods of visual signaling is only the beginning
of this specialized field of comirninication. Once
you become acquainted with these methods, the
next step Is to learn to emplay them in the
systematic way the Navy prescribes. At first, it
may seem difficult, but contimially studying the
necessary signaling publications will soon
provide you the working knowledge needed to
carry out this responsibility efficiently on your
own.
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.I011-11

nr,ke?,.111d

az,
:1 4,

49,
A.444Y;t11-,..,.. .1,

-

I
'

.1%.11.i.
'Answer sign .

*(semaphore oniv)
,'

ReduLse brilliancy or use
smaller, light

Frorri.
. DE

.
. :

EEEEEEEE'r.
,mmunica
e

\,,.T F
FM..

Pftfition ',-and 'brevity;

',apply='Worre-c*alFori-------,..,_ ,-.....i...,,-,...

. :EiTOr

,

Do not answer ,

Originatoil sign

11?
7

'prev1otislr dii6tiiied. A : .GR(nuineral(s))ot -,i:moreimportant ones is-. 7 ,
.-f. , . GRNC. .

thnes)

141! SIVIS Or prosigns are',stedeitZ,, ::-'cine.. or ...More letters or -'ttiliiAtililik.used ''-iii-ficilititte- collununication by I imr
.,

"fill riimiiiiniect -staiidasil form; -certain`17

tly ...used.orders, ', instuctions,: 'requests,: INFO
r., a mionnation le_lit 1k:communications. A

complete
\1, 4.,...- %. ...."t

4:0 , 11uthorized for use in
' s'gnalig, .;-accoinpanied' .this text.. An INT''''- lliat- the letters are to be ,

iiinitniiit:v..en.c°.....,b.edd-tvillitic:;.1.1.'ts:i:prsis):character. -(i...e., without
pausing . . .

. meaning
t.

UnIcnown station
(flashing lightonly)

. AA Allnfter
AB All before

End of transmission

Wait

More to follow

Long break

Correct 300 NR

278

.

AS'L

(S-Second flash)

IC-
_

. NEGAT

Repeat back

Group count

Groups not counted

Emergency silence sign

Separative sign

Repeat

Information addressee
sign

. _

Interrogatory

Execute to follow

iXecuthre signal

Verify with
originator and
repeat

Invitation to
transmit

Relay or relayed
(flashing light and
semaphore only)

Exempted
addressee sign
(flaghoist only)

Number

'
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:

yer!

Pt" 16COMMUMCNnO

-Show steady dim light

Priority (Precedence)

Calrsign follows
(flashing light and
seinaphore only)

Received

Routine (precedence)

Transmit to

Ketion addressee sign

Information addressee
sign (flaghoist only)

Word after

Word before

. orjaatiNG SIGNALS

Operating , signals (OpSigs) are a concise,
itaiidardiled code designed for use by
communication: personnel in the exchange of
information incident to traffic handling Use of
operating signals may reduce both the number
and the length of transmissions necessary to
convey certain information.. This code consists
of three-ietter uoups, beginning with the letter

' Qor Z.
The Q and Z Kmalsas operating signals

sometimes are calk possess no security and
must, therefore, be treated as the equivalent of
plain language. The Z signals are for- use in
military communications and should be used.
when a Z signal of proper meaning is available.
The Q. signals may be used in military
communications when no suitable Z signal
odsts. Only Q, signals may be used in
nonmilitary communications.

SOme . signals may be used as either a
Statement or a question. ApproPriate signals that
normally would be -interpreted as a statement
may be changed tc a question by simply
preceding the signal with the prosign i1ff (in
inilitary communications) or by using the
Prosign MI after the signal (in nonmilitary
communications).--Following,ara-two-examples
of message exchanges between the USS Graham
County (L6) and the signal tower at NAB, Little
Creek (H13)..' Graham County wants to know
whether message 080745Z concerns her.

In example 1 (using plain language), Graham
County transmits: ,

H13 DE L6 DOES MESSAGE 080745Z
CONCERN ME K

.

Exempted addressee
. sign

Flash (precedence)

,IUNCTIJATION
_

,- punctuation should be tsFd when it is essential,
,.the senfie Ofiimessage.,When no signal equivalent

Iciftpurictuation mark exists
I
the mark may be

lAabbreviated or spelled out. Punctuation marks
ajithoriked,forviaual cominunication aie indicated

rein the,acconipanying list.

Name Morse Senua hore Symbol

`!4}iComma 3frgi

liyphen or dash -. .

r:*

Patentheais/left

'Parenthesis/right "KR

KKA

Question mark . . TRI

""...:-Slant sign

The signal tower replies:

L6 DE H13 MMAGE 080745Z NO LONGER
CONCERNS YOU K.

In example 2 (using operating signal),
Graham County transmits:

H13 DE L6 INT ZFK 080745Z K

Signal tower replies:

L6 DE H13 ZFK2 K
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QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2

Th,e same operating signal (ZFK) was used here
as both the question and the answer.

.It is obvious that the signal exchange in the
second example is shorter and less
time-consuming to transmit and receive than the
plain language exchange in the first example.
.0ther examples of operating signals, together
with complete instructions for their use and
interpretation, may be found in the effective
edition, of ACP 131, Communication
Instructions Operating Signals.

r
CALL §IGNS AND
ADDRESS GROUPS

Call signs (not to be confused with the
operating signals) are divided into .a number of
specialized applications. For example, radio call
Signs are groups of letters, numerals, or
combinations of both, which identify radio
stations. Other types of calls in use are visual call
signs, individual ship calls, unit indicator call
signs, visual commander call signs, international
call signs, tactical call signs,and_inany_rnore.___te
Examples of several call signs follow.

Actual Ca Sign Unit Referred To

Radio and international NNE
call sir.

a

THE MESSAGE

The purpose of the brief discussion , lust
given on visual procedure was to point out to
you that there is much more to visual
communication than learning the dots and
dashes of Morse code, or even learning the
meaning of the various signaling flags and
pennants. To repeat, visual signaling proficiency
requires a thorough stu4 of current
publications plus continual practice.

The ultimate aim of learning the methods
and prcicedures of visual signaling is to deliver a
message correctly, quickly, and_as. brieta
form as possible.

The Navy defmes (in ACP 121) a message as
"any thought or idea expressed briefly in plain
or secret language prepared in a form suitable
for transmission by any means of
communications." A. message in any form
consists of three main parts: the heading, the,

xt,_and the ending_procedure.--(Refer-to-table=

Visual call align. R59

USS Forrestal

USS Fmrestal

Vigna! commander SQUAD D Commander this
call sign. destroyer

squadron.

Special task organi- 3p6 Commander Task
radon call sign. Element 6.

Several of the more important call sign
books include Call .Sign Book for Ships, Visual
Call Sign- Book, Tactical Call Sign Book, and
Task Organization Call Sign Book.

Address gxoups consist of four-letter groups
assigned to activities or cOmmands established to
help expedite the transmission and delivery of
messages sent by any means. AddreEs groups
assigned to our armed forces as well as our allies
are listed in ACP 100, Allied Call' Signs-and
Address Group Systems-Instructions and
Assignments.
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1. The heading is subdivided into four
component parts: the procedure, preamble,
address, and prefix: The heading is transmitted
at a slower speed than the text, because it may
contain many letters and numerals that make it
harder to receive. ,

a. The procedure component contains
the call signs of the sender and receiver.
Example: NUBP DE NJVF. Here we have
NUBP, call sign of the USS Duluth; the prosign
DE, meaning "This transmission is from the
station whose call sign follows"; and NJVF, the
call sign of the USS Forrestal. The call is
followed by a prosign giving the transmission
instructions if a relay is necessary. .

b. The preamble is the component of
the heading between the transmission
instructions and the address. It contains the
precedence, date-time . group, and message
instructions. The preamble cannot be changed
by anyone except the person who originates the
message

c. The address follows the preamble. It
is fixed by the originator and must not be
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k /

:Thó continuous Sounding of any fog signal
apparatus is a-,:aignal of disrresi Firing a gun or
detonating explosive charges at, intervals of
about 1 hiniite 'are also signals of distress. Use
of thele signals, is, prohibited for any other'
reason than as an indication of distress.

;.contsin. Only one Part
bre -t which marks the
.re stations to

-

. or mbre messages
orlt informs them

Ir

o.:AeCides what
. I

the ending

is the last
K or
required1;11-le endfil8 sign

.end. of my. transinission
se is required,or expected."

meins,."This is the end of my
i response from you, or station

* cif every
ii::dePending on .

To indicate a fire aboard a ship, the ship's
orgSnization and regulations manual usually
protides for ringing the ship's bell. Rapid ringing
followed by one, two, or three separate strokes
indicates that the fire is forward, amidships, or
aft, respectively.

iii teinatiOnil Prpcedure. When
in naval procedure. It

with merdiant vessels, prosign
signaling techniquesa few, typical exerdse drills

Whenever a ship hoists an emergency signal,
she sounds, in rapid succession, six short blasts
on her whistle to attract the attention of other
ships in the vicinity. Such signals include the
hoists for man overboard, collision fire, enemy
sighting,, and all flighoists pkeceiled by the
EMERGENCY pennant.

ElaRCISES

In furtherance of the intent of this
chapterto aid you in developing basic visual

UND SIGNALING ;

'bell signals constitute the
; methods of communicating by sound.

Iiirid' signals usually are one-way signals with
Ital. -the -originator la able to biadertat
rorination to ships within hearing distance.
Le most cominonly encountered signals of this
pe are the whistle and bell,signals specified in

are included. Quartermasters are required to
transmit and receive

1. Code groUps. by flashing light at an
approximate speed of 6 groups of 5
characters a minute (6 gpm).

2. Plain language messages by flashing light
at an approximate speed of 40 characters
a minute (8 wpm).

I.



.M,Triffr

ART-ERMASTER:',3':... 1

Aby 'semaphoreAt
ers a

you are ready to start sending.grotips. Start with
aemiphore drill exercise 1. Do not try for speed;
that will come later.

exerc
tatiiend.:Ani;treceive it at

0.44f. siOit*cterAA ,
, ,

, . :,;

6,0 r- 07M 0, 47.07170747-.

EGMGH RILCO MUCVX LXDIR

ZKOEW MGQEH WFKZO SMGDH

QFWRK LUIVN. CIJQV HJEGO

E A 11;.R,E..A...EB ,WW A

N,Q4NY .T .Q 14.4. V. Q V

A D F .P F

S-U.:K L.'S CL SUC.KISXC. .

--;
F:D f DI Z X Z I X D iF I 0 F

;

RYVTLVXV.YRJFYCVT Z R
3 1 8 6 4 2 0 0 1 3 5 4 2 9 8 7

1 3, 3 8'9 ,7 6 4 2 9 5 8 1 ,6 0 4 2 5
INURNAMONAL MORSE CODEt"

RILL EXERCISE 2
*Mtn' you are proficient in sending and

receiving exercise 1, work on exercise 2 untilyou can fend and receive each mark of
punctuation at the rate of 25 per minute.

I ( ? / / " ? ) ( - ,

? ) ( / ' " . / : ) (

( ) . ? " / " ? ) ( ,

) " ' I ( - ) ? "

SEMAPHORE DR114.,_EXERCISE-1,----
,.-

SPJSY BTSPA PAYTD SCIVN

MGQEH LSMYZ FXNUV BTSPA

SEMAPHORE DRILL EXERCISE 2

V_

Practice sending and receiving semaphore
drill exercise 2, using the FRONT sign ;..nd
SPACE sign.

You should now be able to send each letter
of the alphabet easily and without hesitation, so
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KFUGI AGZMZ LORPZ RAZLG ISMFJ

HOKZV CKiXQ BXQFY FOTUB WBPYQ

AYNDS NAVTR OUGS ZECQK HCVTE

.

LMPIB CTEVH NGJIE VORSZ HWDNV

XQT'CW RAHED GLKUN JROAX DJXQM

INTERNATIONAL MORSE CODE
DRILL EXERCISE 3

Now that you have gained proficiency in
transmitting and receiving letters, numerals, andpunctuation, practice exercise 3a
letter/numeral/ punctuation combinationuntil



q44.7ratr, Raft4745P :,*±..;:fx:f: txir iv,' .34.;

ORE EXERCISE 4
Practre sending and remiving semaphore

exer4sit 4 until you -can send and receive it
without error in 4 minutes.

TQYJR .MGLFU MFIZE DLFMS

J, -8 E , ? R B

VDKPD BIZOE AHSKD TPCNV

WSAXH HNXAW JCTGL AOGBU

ECOZB DSPKV BUONX HKQWZ

rEral-F-81-A-0-P

' 8?)1T2GT7 1 . \.f, A

S.-(P4-CQ,CXKLI;

" U W ..8 0 K B X

:" :UFCY/?9U

AtiolitiminsttotiE
asE 4,

,

and rectivhig this exercist
'receiveit at the rate of 6

wikhout eriar.
. ,

'LlPf,HOVEM 'PRTEW QUIPS PIMNB

RYLV psuajnpo MUJYT QPWOI
0.11FGM' ZNXBC. VYGHE QMWNE

UVICPHZIAQAZPL MXKCS WIEJM
FVTBY , GIVEN STHCM ASHEN RYDAG

EXERCISI3
,

,

piii#Ice sending and receiving semaphore
"Semaphore until you can send and

Wit the rate of 20 grouPs a minute.

BQIZF ZGUZT SHMGV NBQIZ_

HTEPD NKOYJ FAGLT RSKTB

-MYKUC CEUDV.. -,ZQUHP MOWQE

GOJSX QTYOA SCIQR IPCGQ

VAWLR IKEJW XOJBV. NRXPM

DAFJN JPUSL RWAVL. XOGJS

LYSHV FDCXR TEHDP KUMYC

305

UIFLM :11CJYT TWVRY,. EXJYR

LCPNO MKSGU NEDRX Nspc

QEISV TLFVR WMAOC QKDSA

MAWHR'. EXHDN FQLPK ULMZI

'FZTUfr IWOCY swim 'ETNWF:-

,XBGKY QPBZ4 TIGZU VOGXH

ETKOU LFISG -RWCHJ . VMQNK

LAQVG MERWH NCXSI. OCTYJ

00WU HZJOQ 'VBNRC mks'?

WBRMH -XCSNI YTDOQ ZEUPK

NCSWD OEYVE PGZUH QIBUJ

NEXVF ODWYH PGZUJ QIATL
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GLOSSARY

LERCMETER: An instrument used
measure crminselocity.

,AittR TRUCK: The highest part of the

GROUND: When any part of a ship is
ing on the bottom. A ship runs aground or
aground.

ALMANAC: s A periodical publication !
nomical data, designed,. primarily- for air
on.

LTOCUMULUS: A cloud layer (or
--patches) within the middle level (mean height:

6,500-20,000 ft.), composed of rather flattened
obular masses.

ALTOSTRATUS: A sheet i:bf gray or bluish
cloud within the middle level. (mean height
6,500-20,000 ft.) -

ANCHOR BALL: A black circufar shape
hoisted to indicate that the ship is anchored.

ANCHORED: Made fast to the bottom by
an anchor.

ANGLE: The inclination-to each other of
two intersecting lines, measured by the arc of a
circle intercepted between the two lines forming
the angle, the center of the circle being the point
of intersection.

APPARENT TIME: Time based upon the
rotation of the Earth relative to the appatent
(true) sun.

ARC: Part of a curved line, as a circle. The
graduated-scale-of-an-Instrument for measuring
angles, as a marine sextant

ATMOSPHERE: The envelope of air
surrounding the Earth or other celestial body.

AZIMUTH: The horizontal directior If a
celestial point from a terrestrial poir is
usually, measured from '000° at the
direction clockWise through-360°.

BAROMETER: An instrument for
measuring atmospheric pressure.

BASE CINE: The line between two'
transmitters operating together to. provide a line
of position, as in loran.

BEARING: The horizontal direction of one
4errestrial point from. 'another. it is usually
measured from 000° at the reference direction

-clockwise through 360°.

BEARING CIRCLE: A ring designed to
fit snugly over a compass ot compass repeater, '
and provided with vanes for observing compass
bearings.

BEARING CURSOR: A .mechanical or
electronic bearing line of a plan-position
indicator type of display for reading the target
bearing.

BEARING RESOLUTION: The minimum
angular separation in a horizontal plane between
two targets at the same range that will allow an
operator to obtain data on either individual
target.
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Appendix I7GLOSSARY

ACLE: Tht Aand in which a compass CIRRUS: . Detached 'high clouds (mean/

BLAST: Signal on a ship's whistle; short,
ut, one second, prolonged, 4r6 seconds, long,
2' seconds.

:

lower level above 20,000 ft.) of delicate and
fibrous appearan

CLOSE ABOARD: Near; within 600 yards
for ship, 400 y ds for boat.

LINKING: Regular shifting right and left
'of a loran signal to indicate that the signals are
out of sYnchronization,_

BROAD COMMAND tENNANT: Personal
mmand pennant of an officer, not a flag

officer.

CLOSESt POINT OF APPROACH: The
position of a contact when it reaches its
minimum range to own ship.

BUOY: A' floating object, other than a
lightship, moored or anchored-to the bottom as
an-aid to navigation.

cEiEsnAL EQUATOR: The intersection
of the celestial sphere and extended plane of the
equator.

TIAI4. -NAVIGATION: , Navigation
i. the aid of celestial bodies.

,--_----CEL-ESTIAL SPHERE: --/ Air imaginary
sphere of int-mite radius coi0entric with the
Earth, on which all celestial )odies except the
Earth are imagined to be provi,ded.

CELSJUS: Teinperature based upon a scale
.which, under standard/atmospheric pressure,

Water file ts at 0° and boils at 100°.

A map intended primarily for
navigational use.

CHRONOMETER: A timepiece with a
nearly constant 1...te.

CIRROCUMULUS: High clouds (mean
lower level above 20,000 ft.) composed of small
white flakes or of very small globular masses.

CIRROSTRATUS: Thin, whitish, high
clouds (mean lower level above 20,000 ft.).

I)

CLOSE-UP-:- A-flag-thatisall-the-way-up-on----
its halyard.

CLOUD: A visible assemblage of numerous
tiny droplets of water or ice crystals formed by
condensation of water vapor, in the air, with the
base above the surface of the Earth.

COAST PILOT: A descriptive book for the
use of mariners, containing detailed information
about coastal waters, harbor facilities, etc., of an
area, particularly along the coasts of the United

_States.

COLORS: The national flag. The ceremony
of raising the flag. at 0800 and lowering it at
sunset aboard a ship not underway, or at a shore
station.

,

COMMISSION PENNANT: Narrow. red,
white, and blue pennant,with seven stars, floWri
at the main tnick of a ship in commission.

COMPASS: An instrument for determining
courses steered and bearings, by indicating the
magnetic or true north and the ship's head.

COMPASS HEADING: A heading relative
to compass north.

COMPASS POINTS: The 32 divisions of , a

compass, at intervals of 11-1/4°.
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Of.:-the.:.,;' DEGAUSSING:" Neutralizetho of the .the Celeatial, strength:of. the magnetic field of a vessel, byaboV!
e 'and as deter*ined. m of suitably arranged electric coilsmechanical device, -or permanently installed in the rssel.

, DEGREE: A unit of circular measure eqnal .. electronic ',navigational to 1/360th of a circle.
d'id,tating eci4isign4

1

sfiries water level to the bottom.

t. erinination of- bearin fgs DEPTH: Vertical distance rom a en

.;

Ifef.ctrn87t9

DEPTH OF WATR: The vertical distance
from the surface of the water to the bottom. A line connecting points of

CUMULONIMBUS A massive cloud' with
..yerticalTdevelopment, the summits 'of

forin of Mountains or towers,
e upper:Tarts often spreading out in the form
aranvil

,

'US. A dense cloud with vertical
development; -having,a horizontal bise ana
d ome,siia ped . upper sur fa ce, exhibiting
protuberances

'%.uniNr,,,IALWater _in essentially horizontal
inOtiori... A hypothetical hOrizontal motion of
such sel arid drift as 1 account for the
difference ' between a dead-reckoning position
and ifix at the same thne.

DAYBEACON: AnUnlighted beacon:

DEAD RECKONING: Determination of
position by advancing a previous position for
courses and distances.

D ECCA : -An electronic navigational system
by which hyperbolic lines of *position are
determined by measuring the phase difference of
synchronized continuous wave signals.

1

DECLINATION: Angular distance north or
south of the ,,,elestial equator and a point on the
celestial sphere, measured northward or

, southward from the celestial equator through
90°, and labeled N or S to indicate the direction
of ineasurement.

. DEPTH-SOUNDING SONAR: A direct
'reading device for. deterinining the depth Of
water in fathoms or other units by. reflecting. .
sonic or ultrasonic waves from the ocean --
bottom.

DEVIATION: The angle between the
magnetic meridian arid the axis of a compass
card, expressed inj degrees east or . west to
indicate the direction in which the northern end
of the compass card is offset from magnetic

DEW POINT: The teMperature to which air
must be cooled at constant pressure and
constant' water vapor content to. reach
saturation.

,
DIP: Lowering a flag part way in saluteor

in answer, and hoisting it again. A flag is "at the
dip" when it is flown at about two-thirds the
height of the halyards. ,

286

DIP CORRECTION: That correction to
sextant altitude due to dip of the horizon. Also
called HEIGHT OF EYE CORRECTION. ..

DIREtTION OF RELATIVE
MOVEMENT: The direction of motion relative
to a reference point, itself usually in motion.

DIURNAL: Having a period of, occuring in,
or related to a day.
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ppendiX I=7GLOSSARY

1DERS: An instruMent consisting in its
cm of .two pointed legs joined by a

prinCipally for measuring
cciordinates.

e observed change of
a. wave caused by a time rate of

e effectiie distance traveled by tbe
-ori the source and the Point of

n..rva

--

FAHRENHEIT TEMPERATURE:
Temperature based upon a scale in which, under
standard atmospheric pressure, Water freezes at
32° and boils at 212°. ,

FATHOM: A unit 'of length equal to 6 feet.

LING THE ANGLE ON THE BOW:
t4 method of obtaining a running fix by

Plieasiiring_theAistance_a_craft-travele-wL FLAGHOIST-: A-- disp lay -of -flags -used-to-
Ctibàrin g (tight or left) of a fixed object indicate a signal or a group of signals.

ubles. The distance from the object at the
of the second bearing is equal-to the run

n bearings, neglecting drift.

FIX: A re latively accurate position
determined without reference to any former
position.

SSING SHIP: A display of national
ors ,stt all mastheads and the flagstaff. (Full
ssmà ship requires hi/addition a rainbow of

from bow to stern over the mastheads.)

RIFT: The leeway of a vessel or amount
'set of a tide or current; the spare end of a

EBB Tidal current moving away from land
own a tidal stream. "

EC TROM AGN E T IC : Having both
tic and electric properties:

ECTRONIC NAVIGATION: Navigation by
means of electronic equipment.

FLAGSTAFF: A small vertical spar at the
stem on which the ensigmis hoisted.

EQUATOR: The" primary great circle of the
Birth, or a similar body, perpendicular to the
polar aids.

EiTIM ATE D .POSITION: The most
probable position of a 'craft determined from
incomplete data- - or data of questionable

FLOOD TIDE: Tide rising or flowing
toward land.

FOG: A visible assemblage of numerous
tiny droplets of water, or ice crystals formed by
condensation of -water vapor in. the air,_with the
base at the surface of the Earth.

FORETRUCK: The highest point of the
forWard Mast.

FROM': The intersection Of, a frontal
surface and a hCrizontal plane.

GAFt;.., A small spar abaft the mainmast
from wctickthe national ensign is flown when
ihe ship i Underway.,

GEO HICAL POSITION: That point
on the Earth at which a given celestial body is in
the zenith at a specified time. Any position on
the Earth defined by means of its geographical
coordinates.

GNOMONIC PROJECTION: A map
projection in which points on the surface of a
sphere or spheroid, such as the Earth; are
conceiyed as projected by radials from the
center to a tangent plane.
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QUARit,RMA TER 3# 2

AT CIRCLE: The intersection of a
and a plane through its center.

NWICH HOUR ANGLE: Local hour
Greenwich meridian; angular

the_ Greenwich celestial
the arc of the celestial equatOr, or the
e celetial pole, between the upper

ch of the Greenwich Celestial meridian and
hOur circle ofa point on the celestial sphere,

easureil westward from the Greenwich celestial
ridian through 3600 .

7

GREENWTCH MEAN TIME: Local mean
at the Greenwich meridian; the arc of the

elestlal equator, or the angle at the celestial
pole, between the lower branch of the
Greenwich Celestial meridian and the hour circle
of the mean sun, measured westward from the
lower branch of the Greenwich celestial

'meridian through 24 hours; Greenwich hour
angle of the mean sun, expressed in time units,
-plus 12 hours.

GROUND WAVE: That portion of a radio
Wave in proximity to and affected by the
ground, being somewhat refracted by the lower
atmosphere and diffracted by the surface of the
Earth.

GUN SALUTE: Blank shots fired to honor
a dignitary or in celebration.

GYROCOMPASS: A compass having one or
more gyroscopes as the directive element, and
tending to indicate true north.

GYRO REPEATER: That part of -a rethote
indicating gyrocompass system which repeats at
a distance the indications of the master
gyroconipass.

'HALFMAST: To fly a flag halfway up the
mast, as a sign of mourning.

HAUL DOWN: A term used as directive to
execute k flaghoist by lowering it.

H2ONORS AND CEREMONIES: A
collective term: official guards, bands, salutes,
and other activities that honor the colors,
celebrate' a holiday, or greet a distinguished .guest or officer.

HUMIDITY: The amount of water vapor in
the air.

HYPERBOLA: A curve that is the locus of
points having a constant difference of' distance
from two fixed points.

HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION SYSTEM: 'A
method of radionavigation (e.g., loian) in which
pulses transmitted 'by two ground. stations are
received by an aircraft or ship.

INDEX CORRECTION: That correction due
to index error.

INDICATOR: A device or apparatus, usually
partly or wholly automatic, for indicating
something.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
(SINS): System designed to guide a ship .by a
de-vice independent of outside information,
using the inertial properties of gyroscopes.

INLAND RULES: Rules of the nautical
road that are applicable in most inland U.S.
waters.

INTERNATIONAL RULES: Rules of the
nautical road made effective by igreement of
the major maritime powers for use on high seas
and moSt inlargr waters of the world, exCept the

INTERPOLATION: The process of finding
a .value between two known values on a chart or
graph.

IONOSPHERE: That part of the Earth's
atmosphere between.the chemopause (at a
height of about 50 miles) and the ionopause (at
about 250 miles).
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,RIS TICS. :1 The
t and dark periods
hich it is identified.

distinctive structure°
"designed to serve as an

publication tabulating
Th their locations, candle ,

Cs, etc.

HTSHIP: A disthIctively marked vessel
iichOràd or mo ed at a charted point, to serve

an'aid to tion.

apd the how circle of, a Point
ithe al sphere, meastired westward from
e localceléstial meridian through 360°.

: The arc of the
A ,

cele uator :Or the angle at the celestial
pole: between. the lower branch of the local
celestial 'meridian and the hour circle of the
mean sun, measured westward: from the lower
branch of the locat celeatial meridian through 24
hours; local hour angle of the, mean snn,
eipressedin time units, plus 12 hours,

LCCUS: All possible positions of a pointior
curve F.tisfying stated conditions.

LONGITUDE: Distance--east (E) or west
(W) of the prime,mendian, which runs through
GreenwielkEtiland.

LOOKOUT: A man Stationed as a visual
watch...

# LORAN: An electronic navigational system
by, which hyperbolic lines of position are
determfned by measuring the difference in the
time ot.reception of synchronized pulse signals
from two fixed transmitters. ,

SITION: A line indicating a
le positions of a ship, as a result

or measuretnent.

LUBBER'S 'LINE: A reference line on any
direction-indicating instrument, marking the
reading which coincides with the heading.

OF LIGI-fTS: A publication
aid description of every light in the

t located in the United' States or its
s.

AL APPARENT NOON: The instant at
he apparent (true) sun is over the upper
.or the local meridian.

.1tOPAL HOUR ANGLE: Angular distance
west of ihe local celestial meridian; the arc of
tfie celeetial equator,or the angle at the celestial

between the upper branch of the local

289

LUNAR TIME: Time based upon the
rotation of the Earth relative to the Moon.

MAINMAST: Second mast aft from the
bow.

MAINTRUCK: The highest part of the
mainmast.

MANEUVERING BOARD: Apolar
coordinate plotting sheet devised to facilitate
the solution of problems involving relative
movement.



ff:t.ODE:.. Dots and dishai Used in-'
iunditiOns in place of letter's numerals

punctuation:- .

MRM: Distance of relative moyement. The
distance along the relative movement line
between any two specified points or thne.

. N AUTICAL ALMANAC: A periodical
te 2,41)9int Hight pu.,,blication of astronomical statistics I4sefulOad til..be -carried on -and- designed -primarily for-marine-navigation

particularly the American Nautical Almanae;
published by thell.S. Naval observatory.

NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY: Navigational
astronomy.

im e base d upon the
tiye to the mean sun.

*HON: , As conformal
rilri'Whicli the 'surface
, Stich ai the Earth, is
on a cylinder tangent

: A north-south reference line,
great circle through the geographic

MESSAGE:. Any thought briefly stated in
lain or -secret language in a form suitable for

transinission.

METER: The basic- tinit of length of the
metric system, equal to the distance at 0° C
between two lines on a standard platinum-iridium
bar.

MIC ROSECOND: One-milliOnth of a
second.

MILLIBARS: A unit of measure of
atmospheric pressure.

MINUTE: The sixtieth part ofa degree of arc.

-

MODULATOR: Mut part of radio equipment
which alters the amplitude, frequency, or phase
of a radio signal in accordance with speech or a
signal, or which regulates the length of a pulse.

NAUTICAL MILE: A unit of distance used
principally in navigation.

NAVIGATION: The process of directing
the movement of a craft from oile point to
another. °

NEAP TIDES: The tides occurring near the
times of first and last quarter of the Moon, when
the range of tide tends to decrease.

NIMBOSTRATUS: A dark, .low, shapeless
cloud layer (mean tippet level below 6,500 ft.) -

usually nearly uniform; the typical rain cloud.

NOMOGRAM: A diagram showing, to scale,
the relationship between several variables in such
a manner that the value of one which
correiponds to known values of the others cad
be determined graphically.

NOT UNDER COMMAND: A ship disabled
or uncontrollable.

OFFICIAL VISIT: A formalvisitof
courtes'y requiring special honors and
ceremonies.
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ele,ctronic nayigational system.

*Niisnalltepresentation of 'Oscillations
'Wan electric 'OUrreni .

AX
,

fferefice in the
*On pF.pcisition of an object when

e*ied from different- idinta.
;

AltALLEL- A circle On the sUrface of the
el to the plane of the Equator and

:MU:points : of equal. latitude- or a
el to the primary great circle ofa

e-ca.spheroid.

fLOITING SHEET: -A blank chart, usually
- on the Mercator projech n, showing only the

gratiouk and'a compass rose, so that the plotting
sheet can be used for any longitude.

c,,,Avt

,S thR:1:tc -.HOreNnORS: Honors, except gun
salutes,

re .!YY a ship when shipsembarked officiais
. 9r officera Pass close

d..

PBAK: The opmost end of the gaff, from
ivhich the f.-nsign is flown while a ship is
'04ilerway ;

-;;

PELORUS: A dunb compass, or a cornpass
card (called a pelorus card) without a directive
element, suitably moiJ7ted and provided with

permit observation of relative bearings,
inntess used in conjunction with a compass, to-

'; give true or magnetic bearings.

- PilONETIC ALPHABET:, A system of
.:.wOrds whiCh represent each letter of the

gpliabet.-
.

PII,OTD1G: Navigation involving frequent
contmuous determination of position or a

1', line of position relative to geographical points,
a high order of accuracy.

. .
A

PIPE THE SIDE: A ceremony conducted at
the brow of a ship in which sideboys are paraded.

'and the boatswain's pipe is blown.

PLAN POSITION INDICATOR: A
iadarscope that las a sweep which originates in
the center and moves to the outer edge of the
=Pe and presents an overflow of a given area.

POLAR DISTANCE: Angular distawe from
a celestial pole.

, POSITION: A poia, :,cfmed by stated or
implied coordinates, particularly one on the
surface of the Earth.

PRESSURE: Force per unit area.The
pressute exerted by the weight of the Earth's
atmosphere is called atmospheric or, if indicated .

by a barometer, barometric pressure.

PROLONGED BLAST: A blast on the
whistle of from 4 to 6 seconds' duration. ,

PROPAGATION: A transmission of
electromagnetic energy.

PR OWORD: Pronounceable words or
phrases which have been asigned meanings for
the purpose of expediting message handling on
radio circuits where procedure is employed.

PSYCHROMETER: A type of hygrometer
(an instrument for determining atniospherio,
humidity) consisting essentik.ily of dry-bulb and
wet-bulb thermometers.

PULSE REPETITION RATE: The rate at
which recurrent pulses are transmitted, usually
expressed in pulses per second.

QUARTERDECK: The portion of the
weather deck designated by the commanding
officer for official ceremonies.

RADAR: A system of determining distance
of an object by measuring the interval of time
between transmission of a radio signal and
reception of a signal returned as an echo,
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TERMASTER 3 &

,ISEKIDIAMEI'ER:.' The' radius al
figure. Half the angle at the observer subtended
by the visible disk ola celestial body:

,

OBE A electronic range SET: The direction toward which a cusrint
flows.

Agc.plt tion 1800 from . SEXTANT: A double-reflecting instrument .
for measuring angles, Primarily altitudes of
celestial bodies.

R NCE SHIP. ,Aihipto which
e overnent of other ship is referred.

ehange in Alirection Of
tot*, tar o radiant. enemy: as qt: passes , pokts.

SHOgANLA. preeisionLelectronic_position
acing *item using a pulse transmitter End
receiver and two transponder beacons at.- fred

one.' inediinn'..inte. another!';4i, .

r ,

.

Of propagation is different.

TIVE' BEARINGt Bearing relative to
'or to the ship.

_ .' RELATIVE MOTION: Apparent motion;
relatzvemovement..

RELATIVE MOVEMENT LINE:' ,A line
connectinAtccessive-positions Ofa maneuverin. g
shiriselative ton referenCe ship.

-SIPEREAL IIOUR ANGLE: Angular
distahce west of the vernal equinox; th,sarc of
the celestial equator, or the angle at the wlestial
pole, between the hour circle of the vernal
equinox- and- the hour -circle of a point on:the
celestial sphere; measured westwaid from the
hour circle 'of the vernal equinox through 3600.

SIDEREAL TIMEL:..Time_ba.seil_upon_the--
rotation of the Earth relative to the vernal
equinox.

SKY WAVE: An indirect radio wave whictt
travels from the transmitting antenna into the
sky, *here the ionsphere bends it back toward
the Earth.

RELATIVE rLOT: A plot of the succeslavt
positions of a:ship relative to a reference point,
whish ia nsuary in motion. .

-. ROOT" MEAN SQUARE:The square root of
the arithmetical mean of the-squares of a group
or numbers.

RUNNING FIX: A position determined by
aossing lines of position obtained at different
times and advanced or retired to a common
time.

SAILING DIRECI'IONS: A descriptive
boot for the use of mariners, containing detailed
information of coastal waters,-earlior facilities,
etc., of an area.

SCALE: The -ratio between the linear
dimensions of a chart, map, drawing, etc., and
the actual dimensions represented.
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' SLACK WATER: The condition when the
speed of a tidal current is zero, especially the
momentary condition- of zero speed when a
reversing current changes direction.

SOLAR TIME: Time based upon the
rotation of the Earth relative to the Sun.

SOUNDING: Measured or charted depth of
water, or the measurement of such depth.

SPEED OF RELATIVE MOVEMENT:
Speed relative to a reference point itself usually
in motion.



":;,.,.''fknown

Tor low tide
height of the

pa so that they can be set
ei 6K ed. arm, within the limits.- .ittiiinentf

TIDE: Jhet,Periodic rise and fall of the
surface of 6,Ceinis; bayti;._itc., due principallY to
the gravitatiolial attractiOn of the Moon and, Sun
for t4e roiiting _Earth. - -

. .

TRADE DIAGRAM: A diagram in which the
celestial. equator appears.aia circle, and celestial
meridians and hour circles as radial lines, used to

: A device to facilitate the facilitate .solutinn of time problems and otrs
involving arcs of ,the celestial equator or aIigles
at the pole by indicating relations tween

dgyamE'MtLE: A unit of distance equal vanous quantities involved.

TRACK: To follow the mo ments of an
below

'ROMULUS: Low clouds (mean
6550 ft..) composed of a layer object as by radar or an optical s stem.

masses &rolls.
IRANSMITTER: One ho or that which

UPWtransmits or sends anytl , particularly a radio
ow cloud (mean upper level transmitter. /

corm layer.

TROPICAL CrLONE: A violent cyclone
originating in the opics.

TWILIG T: The periods of incomplete
darkness itlilloyvhig sunset (evening twilight) or
precedipg sunrise.(morning twilight).

MIGENT:' e ratio of the side opposite
'gleof a plane right triangle to the

t:to the same angle. A
ace totiching a curve

+

E: A device used
ss.

WiRE,-.:Intentiity or .degree, of
;".teinpenitige. is based upon

-Water' freezei at 32° and boil

,!iijp...5TRAAL SPHERE: The

°METER: An
=pasture.

HREE-ARM P
co

and t

TRACTOR: An
essentially of a circle

to which is attached one
arms. pivoted at the center

mint for

UNION JACK: Flag flown at the bow of a
p moored or anchored, consisting of the

union of the national flag. Also flown in the
boat of a high official and at a yardarm during a
general court-martial or court of inquiry. .

UPPER BRANCH: That half of a meridian
or celestial meridian from pole to pold which
passes through a place or its zenith.

VARIATION: The angle between the
- magnetic and geograPhical meridians at any

place, expressed in degrees east or west to
indicate .the direction of magnetic north from
'tnie north.
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,

RMASTER''-,a'1.11

nth . -WAVE- LENGTH: The distance: -in the
_ direction of advance between the same phase of

azccessive waves.
cif iiiore

.%) , ' .
.

_ !.....,..., - WEATHER: The state nf..the Atmosphere -as.orrect : --
defined by various _rneteOrologicai 'eleentii,-: :1

siii-h; as -,teMperatiiie.,- Preisure;, wind Speed; :.:.

.: direcbon,-,hunudity, clondiness;-_-pricipitationi,;.:
.....-::::::°'f:1.6f---- .etc. .

'be 'Cileatial .

tchangeafrom , \
'about maiah WIND: Moving air, especiallY A miss of air : :

.2 -.. 1: - having a cOminon direction of motion.
,

.- ....BILIT Thi extreme horizontal YARDARM: The port or itarbOard half Of a,14,, which prominenf objects can be seen
spar Sit athwartships-Across the uPper part of -a

.: ,, d:eye. : mgt.',;;,..:5'.45-,)5Pr,-4':,-,
,.,.1--47:.1-.i',.. ic-- .

Electronic
niisniaiiitiO equipment, that transmits the ZONE TIME. The local mean time of a

reference or zehe meridian whose time i l)1@t -
---litike u "e'air: on radio waves to,-,,,.. ,..... . , iiiiiedie6-avei. throughout a designated zone.
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vt.s%

inPuted, 182-184

BarOmeter; arieroid; 218 I
B4iCiirieter, merCurial, 218

..,:Beariatretolution, 164/ .

Bends-;Chinnels, arid Waving.kberth, 93
Board! Maneuvering,238-253 .

Bridge equiPinerit, 13
BridgeperiOnnel, 12', .

Buoyage OS, lateral and cardinal;.70-72

coloring of buoYs,-68 .

fallibilily. of buoys, '69
ti,ligerioYsi 68

nUiriberi ori biloys, 68
#0ekoiit biioy*,". 67

Btioys; càlorig "Of; 68
Buoys,Tallibility.of; 69

..Buoyi; ligh(S'On, 68'
,-.BuoYS;:numbers on, 68
Buoyg, types, of, 67

Nr

eric sap, 16-221
8

218
arèas,.220

of tmosphericicaticel

71,1,47,?`:

C

Call signs and address groups, 280
Cardinal and lateral, buoyage systems, 70-72
Care of sextant! 188
Catalogs arid publications; 103-109
Celestial navigation, 176-196
Celestial sphere, 176-181

declination, 177
local'hour angle (LiiA), 180
meridian angle (t), 181
sidereal hour angle, 177
time diagram, 178-180

Ceremonies and honors, 23-44
Channels, bends, and leaving a berth, 93

eric preSiure, significance of, 219

computed, 182-18 4
Suri,,194-196

.



Pa4iter seotors,,66
Datb ind time 120

-
Oning, 137

Otting DR track, 137
oiling and piloting, 135-151

linatiOn;,177, 189
De661,i 114.'
ttputsific 52-58

CV 'pass compensating equipment, 58
degaussing !iet.ting, 54-58
magnetic ranges, 58..
Iskiesinagnetic field, 52-54,

Degi.lussing sittini; 54-58
DePth finder, sonic;141050
Depth of water and_thne of tide, 197
Determining position, 129
Deviation, 49-51
Dewpoint, 216
DireCtion, 132-134
Direction on a mercator projection, 96
Disadvantages of loran, 160
DisplaYs, flag, 33
Disposition and assembly, 15
Distress signals, 93,.281

DR track, plotting, 137
Dressing and full-dressing ship, 42-44
Drift and set, 203
Drift current and predicting set, 206-208

tpio an
r 01,4,8

ons''
2.83

'pment, 58

g' 145'IiriTO;41,

Milpasi, '-'"iilagnetia.'
1547

n'sth*ncia , 46
tc, 58'iipásitàb1e, nli

ed ind steering, 47

mputd -altitud n91idazilnutlf., 182'184'ns0. 174
ite)cting cliarts
krpotint.comP

g91
318

Earth's magnetism, 45
Electromagnetic log, 138
Electronic navigation, 152-175
Elementary navigation, 181-186

computed altitude and azimuth, 182-184
identification, celestial bodies, 184
star finder and identifier method, 184-186
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ar -.Actitii 25733
flag officer órunit commander

aienAiiriiatkieheving command, 27
honerkfoiolvil officials and :foreign

dignitaties, 21733'
official inipecticins, 27
procedure for official visit, 25-27
side hattots;-27,..

Honors, passine, 23-25 .

Horiors,Yendering passing, 23-25
Honortii side,17 .

Horizontal sextant -anglei,145
How loran world, 152-155.tr
How radar works, 161
How to prepare for advanOement, 5

Identification of the omega signal, 173
Index correction, 188
4A .
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Magnetic compasi,-45,47
coMpass nomenclature, 46

. *cautions in vicinity of magnetic
comPass.

Magnetic 'compass andgyrocompass, 45-60
Magnetie compass error, 48-52

adjusting,yersus compensating, 52
correethig'compass error, 51
deviation; 49-51

'variation, 48
Magnetic compasi, precautions in vicinity

of, 41
Magnetic coMpass record book, 47

.Magnetic compass table, 58
Magnetic field, ship's, 52-54
Magnetic ranges, 58
Magnetism, 45

n earth's magnetism, 45
Magnetism, earth's, 45
Maneuvering board, 238-253
Maneuvering board, hints, 246
Maneuvering board teahnique, 246
Master gyros and gyro repeaters, 60
Masthead and range lights, 74
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bb
InOer!itiOs, 61-
eand lightstructures, 65.

62-65
itilays; Other, 78-84

eadand range, 74
yeisels;,77

6r; 7486
id stab, 75
inevesiels, 77
elsit anchor, 77

Of;-62-65
r!il light structures, 65
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kr

e
-tire, 213

:diii 214
gend-on, 90

toipmjèction, 95-97
o,,Citi n a mercator projection, 96

or Projection, direction on a, 96
meter; 218

e (t), 181
iáñ e4, 130
atitude and longitude, 131

dfficers;horiors for, 25-33/
Official thspections, 27 /
Official visit, procedure f r,/25-27
Omega, 169-174

characteristics of t
transmission, 17

identification of t
omega lanes, 171
signal format, 171.173
Station locations nd coverage, 171

Omega lanes, 171 ,

Omega signal, identification of the, 173
Omega transmission,' characteristics of the, 171
Operating signals, 279
Operation, 254256
Ordering chart;113-115
Other systems, 174

Consol, 174
decca,174
NAVDAC, 175
ship's intertial navigation system% 174
shoran,174
star tricker, 174

overlay, 135,
OVertaking, 92

"ipi.ai es to, 61-72
;electionic, 152-175

. 4;bylsatellites, 165
celestial, 76-196

'ciii;:elemontary, 181-186
.'on,t1ntrocinction to, 129-134

6-6,system, ship's inertial, 174
'tion tables, air, 192
,tiOnat charts, 99
tional 'radar tariets,-164
stratus (NS), 232

ainenclature, compass, 46
-nrider-command lights, 78

68

Parallels, meridians, 130
Passthg honors, 3-25

(/ foreign dignitaries and warships, 23
rendering passing honors, 23-25

Pennrts and flags, miscellaneous, 36-42
Personnel, bridge, 12

ch\arts, 99
Pilot vessels, lii*s on, 77
Piloting, 138-148

compass error in plotted fix, 145
fixes, 142-145
horizontal s6xtant angles, 145
lines of position, 139-141
piloting record, 141
running fix, 146-148
selecting landmarks, 145

321Pil9ting and dead reckoning, 135-151

299'

LIftnnbers On buoys,

'ekcgurneraii and letters, pronouncing, 256
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mand.nUinerals; 2
tfiords, .

cation'.
ons d-datalogs, 103-10

and sailing dire
hghthsts, 107

.portfolip, chart list, 105
blications and charts, 95,11
blicatiOns and classified ch

ctuation, 279
meter, 214-216

Aieather, 223-226
238

9-253
tof approach, 247-249

eouise plfspded problim, 249
miiiieivaiing board, 241-243
maneuvering board hints,- 246
maneuvering board techniques, 246
new CPA, 249-251
plotting own ship in center of

maneuvering board (MB), 243-245
3-minute rule, 245
true and apparent wind, 251-253
vector diagram, 245

Reliability and range, 155
Rendering passing honors, 23-25
Risk on _collision, 89
Rules, applicable, 73
Rules for lights, 74-86

lights on pilot vessels, 77
lights on towing vessels, 77
lights on vessels at anchor, 77
masthead and:range lights, 74

3 2 2 not-undel-command lights, 78



orm t; 171-173
entification and wave

'qedcs, 155
oist, 171-277

SignO*AP., 281

267-277
Signals, distress, 93, 28/
Signals; fog, 69
Signals for log, sound, 86
SignOs, oPerating, 279
Signals; special subinarine, 94 -
Significance of atinospheric pressure, 219
Signs, procedure, 278
Solar, sidereal and lunar thne, 117419
Soniedepth finder, 148-150
Sound signali for log, 86
Sound aign4ine, 281

distress aigaals, 281
fire,.281
other emergencies, 281

Soundings, piloting by, 148-151
Soundings, position by, 150-151
Sources of information, 8

trainhig,films, 9 '-
Special qualification, 1-4 -

Special rules for naial vessels, 84-86
Special submarine signals, 94
Speed, 132
Speed, aCtual, 138
Speed, measuring ship's, 138
Sphere, celestial, 176-181
Sphere, terrestrial, 129
Standard and steeringcompasses, 47

magnetic compass -record book, 47
(Standard tiMe), zone, 119
Star finder and identifier method, 184-186
Star traekei,174
Station locations and Coverage, 171
Steering and sailing rules, 87-93

crossing, 91
meeting end-on, 90
overtaking; 92
radar information, 92
risk on collision, 89
who must keep clear, 89

Storm-warning signals, United States, 236
'Stowing charts, 109
StratocuMulus (SC), 232
Stratus (ST), 232 .

Structures, lighthouses and light, 65

.711, owsk,

#1.0 ssing, 4244
;.,eqiiiiiinexit; 156
14-42

,ris;....0 1::

nd disposition, IS
tide& log entries, 15-17'

'3 ileac:log entries; 17.42
og entrics4equired, 1.5-17

log entriei; saMPle; 17-22
.navigatiOn'SYstem, 174

netic field,,52;-54'
, Measuring; -138

an,, ,stem lights, 75
a ohors, 27

Weieil.hour angle, 177
S1deeal, solar and lunar time, 117-119

t, Working a, 189-192
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Underway, 10
United States NaUtical Chart Numbering

System, 100-103_,.
Uuited States Storm4Warning signals, 236

VariatioU; 48
245.

DfIitS, 62-65
iiedilte, 277-280

dress groups, 280
operating signals; 279
procedkiie signs, 278
punctiation, 279 .

Visual 267-277
flagho' signaling, 271-277
flashing light, 267-269
semaphore; 269-271

Voice radio, 254-267
, message forms, 263
operation, 254-256
pronouncing letters and numerals, 256
prowords, 257-263 -

radiotelephone procedure, 263-267

N-206
drift

203
))1:-

201-203
D4ind Sunset- bY, 208-210

ight otide, 201-203.
)8-2017
nd dePth of water; 197
i.,197-212

and lunar, 117-119
d time), 119
epth of water, 197
28
122-128

Itches, 122
ee, 116-128

Warships and foreign dignitaries, 23
Watches and docks, 122
Watches, Quartermaster, 10-22
Wave characteristics and signal

identification, 155
Weather, 213-237 ,

Weather, recording the, 223-226
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Naval nonresident tareer courses may include a variety of items -- muttiple-choice, true-falsi,

hings etc. The items are not grouped by type; regardless of type, they are presented in the same
gineral sequence as the textbook material upon which they are based. This presentation is designed

'preserve continuity of thOught, permitting step-by-step development of ideas Some-courses use

4types of items, others only a few. The student can readily identify the tifpe of each item (and
action required of him) through inspection of the samples given below.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS' ,
'.1ach item contains' several alternatives) one of which provides the best'answer to the item.

Sallect the best alternativCand erase the appropriate boX on the answer sheet.
4

SAMPLE

-1. The first person to be appointed SecretarTZTUefense The erasure of a correct answer is in-

under the National Security Act of,1947 was dicated in this way on the answer sheet:,

1. George Marshall
'2. James Forrestal'
3.-Chester'himitz
4. William Halsey Liu u 1

TRUE-FALSC ITEMS ,,:
.

, !

_Determine if the statement is true Or.false. If any part of the,statement is false thestatel,

mentAs- to be considered false. Erase the appropriate box on the aniwer sheet as beläw.i.

SAMPLE
's-2. Any naval officer is authorized to corresiZT

officiallY with"a bureau of the Navy Departmerit
:without his commandin4 officer's endorsement.

, -,- . *MATCHING ITEMS
lath Set of items consists of two columns, eachlisting wor s, p rases or sen ences. The task-

,.,i: is to select the item in column B which is the bestmatch for the item in tolumh A that is,being
': tonsidered. Specific instructions-are given with each.set of items. Select the numbers identifying

the'answers and erase-the appropriate boxes On the answer sheet.,

The erasure-of a corrett answer' isalsn
in'this way on the answer-

sheet.:

multAluln!

SAMPLE'
In items s-3 through s-6, match the name urfhi shipboard dfficer in column A by selecting from

co B the name Of the department in which the officer functions. .

A. Officers B. Departments

-3. amage Control Aisistant

C Officer ,

istant for Disbursing

unicationsOfficer

s-5. As

s-6.C

1. Operations DepartMent

2. Engineering Department

3. Supply Department

The erasure of a correct answer is in-
dicated in:this wayon the answer shect:

s-6

.How To* Score Your !mediate Knowledge of

4

1

Total the number of in-
Correct-_erasures (those
that show page numbers)
for each item, and place
in the blank space at
the end of each item.

lesults (IKOR) Answer Sheets

-SaMple onl

Number of boxes
erased incorrectly 0-2 3-7

Your score
, 4.0

Now TOTAL the column(s) of incorrect erasures and find your score in the Table at the
bottom.of'EheR answer'sheet.

NOTICE: If, o
.until

numbe
a "C";
items,

erasing, a page number appearS; review text (starting on that page) and erase again
"q;-"cc", or "CCC" appears. For courses administered by the Center, the. maximum
Of points (or incorrect erasures) will be deducted from each item which does NOT have

or "CCC" uncovered (i.e., 3.pts...for7BUF-EFOice items, 2 pts. for three choice.
and 1 pt. for T/F items).

.
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FeW,P,AIRViht 1-27 .

CI1atilr4F:', PUB
154,0acqietra-.

idCAtiff 'On :what

ations
eau.'ofrNaial Perionnel

..-3 your cthnmanding officer
4. Chief 'Of Na*iil EdUcition and

Training
.,

1-7. How many questions artr.there on
the-Havywide OcCupational ibcaiaina-
tions for the pay grades of E-4

1. 200
2. 175
3., 150
4: 125

^
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stlY" 37,

Ofetredil'ibr

you 40;.-

1-14

..11earning.,Objectives
of,,thequaiterMister:Of

:

. When is the quartermaster'of the
watCh designated the enlieted
supervisor of the !retch?'1. At all times on all ships
2. Only on large ships during

general quarters
3. At -any time except during

general quarters
On_alLithipasluring-Welleralquarters

hat lication would you findeito the :Aedprds of,Practical

111m01140061

toss

ou'are;prepar g, 0 take the writr,
en .stim-for-advancement to

.Which references listed in
Biblioqraphy. for Advancement'
-StedY,,'NAMTEA 10052-, should you
study?.

'.1:0alle,the asterisk-marked Peon-
-Jcatios f0r_QM2
. Theasterisk-marked'publica-
tiorie,for QM3 and all refer- 1-16
,endei listed for QM2
0fily,the asterisk-marked
_publidetions for both 003 and
'2 rates

. All-Asterisk-marked and non-
marked publications for both
QM3 and 2 rates

1-11. How many general types of rate
training manuals are there?'
1. 5
2. 4
3. 3
4. 2

When should you roport to,the OOD
that you haVe relieved,the watch?
1. After,you have,received any

Special information frOm the
man you are relieving

2. After you have reviewed the
night order book

3. After ifoli have reviewed the
deck log

4. Aftef completing all of the
above

. .Which of 'the following personnel
serves as the °OD's assistant?
1.'The navigator
2. The leading Operations

Specialist
3. The quartermaster of the.watch
4. The executive officer

. . .

If-while.on duty as quartermaster
of the watch you see that the
shipis off course, yoU should
1. report this fact to the navi

. gator
2. corieCt the steersman
3. take over the belm
.4. report this-fact to the opp:1-12. Which of the following lists all

current training manuals and non-
resident career courses?
1. NAVEDTRA 18068
2. NAVEDTRK 10052
3. NAVEDTRA 10056
4. NAVEDTRA 10061

1-13. Which of the following publications
lists training_films that may be
helpful in advancement?
1. NAVPERS 18068
2. NAVAIR 10-1-777
3. NAVEDTRA 10052
4. NAVSUP-2002

1-1

1-18. As a Quartermaster you will have
to carry out all of the following
actions except
1. reading the indicators in the

wheelhouse
2. solving basic problems with

the maneuvering board
3. adjusting the gyrocompass'
4. identifying' ship's lights

1-19. If you have the morning watch, at
what time should you relieve the
man having the preceding watch?
1. 0345
2. 0400
3. 0745
4. 0800

330
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UtiesVof-, other bridge watches,
end be, fakilier ,with bridge
egnipMent,:,- -

,

1 -27'.-Who:.USUillyoperstet the engine
orderAelegraph?-

tWain'e-nate.of the'watch
.-.-.

3. Lehelmnan
4. Telegene.tilker

1.-29:,NermallYWhich;',Of the following_ , .

inStruments.Would not be found
- oli,thebridge:of:a ship?

1.. Chiiisionfet ,;-11

2, Sounding struments
3, Steering instruments
A.-Barometer

1-29. When., are.Quartermapters\
routine--steers-

--- r-

reqUired to
man watches?
1.. Every'otheri watch ,

2. Whenever a jpecia1 situation so
dictates

Umnst repOrt
tngësof APg other-than
need'o; :SWin4. to the

ayitqFicthec.;deck--,

ve;tiffider
getor

enchor will be, dropped,
Lght.. haVia reported to

0that the ship is'dragging
chor, if-Your 'Ship -is located
Ynear"ehoal water
i:near'a-lee,shore-.

a'crowded anchorage
in any Of the above clxcum-

, stances

1,-WheneVer tIe iteersman_changes'
-the watch :=

,4. Never,' the steersmah aliays
-stands-routine watches

_ .

1-30. Assume that ydur shiP,is' teaming
in formation during.the h urs of
darkness. , Which of'the f llowing.
deviees could lie used by the
Steersman 'to locate adja ent
ships?-
1. The .plan position ind cator
2. The universal draftin machine
3. The dead-reckoning tr cer
4. The binnacle-mounted ompass

31.
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,ffiT.P0Ati. lowM 411`45f41.3:.: AMT

of-the'wttch '

of the.following .prepara-
"Apr 40414underWay dO you

fci

4.1100ffra#in4.m4chine
i;thehelm'andiUdder
9-ttl*.114**Unciator

e,abOVe;..

Beforetesting:any.nOisemaking
POel?t;'Y"P.:14 mUBt obtain per-

Seipp.. trots :the :-

Jeading: Qiiztrináster
--'00D' '

.corMairiding o ficer

The 'deck log is the complete 'daily
record whiolvdescribes events of

tiPmi.tanceconcerning the operation and
A4feti, mf; the ship and which may, at
some,future-time, be of historical or

-t the
736.. The 14.4igator will'sign-the d

log daily And i
comManding officer,

.;.

-1-37...Hotivoften is:the'deck.log (A)
apprOved byHthe comman
officer.and'(13) .forwarded to
Chief:of Naval Operations?

2.i,(h) weekly, (B) weekly
3.'(A) monthly:. (B). monthly
4. (A) daily, (B) monthly

1-38. The abbfeviation "OCE,," whp used
is an-entry in the.deck log1, stands.:
for
1, on course
2. Officer contact expected .

3. officer commandihg the exercise-
4. officer conduCting the exercise

1-39. Which of the following' clasies of
inforMation are recorded in a deck.
log? _
1. Types and amOunts of ammunition

.expended during firing exerciSes
2. Time fueling commences in port
3. Names of personnel declared

deserters
4. AllUthe above classes of

inf"Ormation

1-40. How shOUldpakerroneous entry in
the deqk lOg be Corrected?

ie.and make'the correct
-en

2.-7bproughly Cross it.out, make
thelcorrect entry, and initial
thejcorrection

3. Drikja single line through it,'
make,the correct entry, and
initial the correction

4. Leave it intact and cancel it
by a later entry -

1 -41. The entry "Underway as before"
may be used (if it applies) for
any watch except the
1. midwatch
2. morning watch
3. forenoon watch
4. afternoon watch

1 -42. When the tactical command of a
group of vessels is shifted, each
vessel.enters in itA log.the new
OTC's

, .

1. ship only
2. ship and command title only
3..ship, rank, and command title

only
4. ship, name, rank, and command

title

al ifallortance.

33. What infOrmation should be
recorded in the deck log?
1. Only items, pertaining to

navigation
2. All orders of the OOD copied

word for word
3. Only items dictated by the OOD
4. All important facts relating

to the events of each watch

1-34. The remarks sheet of the deck log
is filled in by the .

1. quartermaster of the watch
2. OOD
3. navigator
4. ,C0

1-35. Assume that,"during your tour of
duty as quartermaster of the watch,
you observe the OOD order a routine
change of your ship's course.
When, if ever, would you record
this event in.the deck log?
1. Never, because routine events

are not recorded
2. At the change of the watch

-- 3. Immediately
4. When"directed to do so by the

OOD

4
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'411.SiuUsig.c414i, blast!
'ilthisfw!iisilensed ft* passing ,

1. 4teniii*to_starbOard
tn port

.3.'..itsindir;.salute

4. caiTY.:Ork*-



fiA

e-xl. 4r.4ePirta lag-

goat

"4601(Wand

ti0IOuri.S6,a; the
'Hbabd4lain't1WAdiiiiVOtarch,

a .443: guard.:iii:parided-; and 8.

'aidel'hoya are Provided:'
'boys are provided

g;501'.7,- St, sjde, r
eii-ikieriiion;

3 AttentiOn',44..PiPing. of the side;
"To *he:_tolors" ': ..

. "To' the COlors", attention,
' of..ihe side .

1-61. When an 'offiCial departs from an
official visit, in what order are,
. the f011owing-honors rendered?

piping of' tiie side, rtiffles,
. and flourishes-, ,gun salute

2. Gun salute, piping of the side,
rafles and flourishes

.3. Ruffles and flourishes,
piping 'of the side, gun salute

4. 'Ruffles and flourishes, gun
salute, piping of the side

1-62. The Secretary of the Navy il
rendered a gun salute upon
departure- frcra a Navy ship. His
flag is hauled down when
1. he arrives on the -quarterdeck
2. he is piped over the side
3: his boat is piped away from

the side
4. the last gun has been fired

11,L57. -Whew:do you .break (raise) an
. offiCial's peraOnal 'flag during
an :Off -
1.7'When-,..the'lOffidial'a boat oi

. :

2; On .the laat gun of the 'gun,

3.
,

'On the:Iirit gun of the' san
salute'.

',Mien the official's boat or
vehidle dames alongside, the

: T
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OkasiOn:

f&m10 be !'wor

,Tha honorarendered--,a'United States
SenatOr.:'otiiln Official vlait -to a
ahlt.),,iii41070:.:hoaok*:ienclared him
ok,iiiiNif-gaial;:vigi,it ..t.a -.a shor '
itaticir4.(4*ff'01*, in the
1--.;* form, worn. ;:._.. .. .

2i,,.;',....rUffli*..00.'11101.4.0,-#hes rendered
.3::'*1liaW41,#.1*CtOniliked
it::tiMa2;tbei; i'salUte" is rendered

In:what;Iltay.',4o the'..honors -renderedarizonatil.. . , foe'ai.'OffiCiaryiSit. Of -the.
,

4ktei...2 Sebretaki:or ,,iliii.' treaSury differ '''.isbiders from thoite.rendered for an Official
1.* .. v.*alt of!;tbe SiOretary Of Defense? -.4,1dMiral .1: Cf sid-.'NUmbOi::e boys paraded, , , .

2,.'MuSiO.0playedu.
. . _*d's, his ....Orders-- 3. Unifornv,worn.

.silk .,,C0;.ii.:;-::: - . 4. Guard liaradedi'a-a -

after
iratc fio,iffofitiC*dinerS4anal. crew

àfired
ofthe side' for

Piping:'cif',.the side for
DeCator, .

1 7 'bOYs 'should be:
,paradedi4 th0:moo* Of san

,'Pfpa(VOver. 'the Side ._ ia.. .

-.after an..Official.-visit?4

I1A44

:4
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274. Where ihould the notional ensign be'
placed-Whin.it is displayed with -
anOtairjflag?
l.To the right of ,ihe okher flag"
2:::To,the'left:of the otHer flag
3,.;;To,,the right of, and lower than
:.the,,Other-flag
4. Tol,the'..left:Ofi and higher. than

he other flag
-

.

2-5. In what nannir.is a period of
moUrAing,',indicated when the
,national,PnObTA:is on el small
portable stiff?
1. The ensign is displayed upside

-2. The flagStaff is displayed at a
45° angle;

3. Two white, crepe.streamers are
attached to the spearhead of
the staff.

4. Two black crepe streamers are
attached to the spearhead of
the staff

-6. During &period that the national
'ensign is to be half-masted, how
is the flag handled at (14) morning
'colors and (E) evening colors?
1. (4) raised to the half-mast

'position and secured; (E)
loweied directly from half-mast
positien

2., 04) raised to the half=mast
position and secured; (E)
raised to the peak and then
lowered 'for removal

,

3. (M) raised to the peak and then
,lowered to the half-mast posi-
tion; (E) raised to the peak
and then lowered for removal

4, (M) raised to the peik and then
lowered to the half-mast posi-
tion; (E) lowered directly from
half-mast positiim

0:;$19ben:yofiare at
adøtin'civilian

einlit4iirfng a!hiir-Wa.nolor :

dAnsiiis cirrYin4.the'national
.ensd400P-:.

/...legnicto attention:
'2.:!Cnili.toettention,andrender_the

attentiónand.pliCe your
:-.-rightr.handover..yOUr .heart'.

COMe:torattenO.on:and plade your
-rightAlan4'over, your.lift
shofilder .

2-3,, If the,ensign is not visible during,
' ,coloris,whit. should military

,

lersonneldoi
.

. 1

l'..Face in'the direction of the
1

ensign, stand at attefition
;

2. Pace themusicurender the hand
salute

_3. Salute in the direction of the
:

ensign
.

4. Pace the music, stand at atten-:
tion

8
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fi!Nyei .4g-Mflrfri&

,

ne,:'eneign reiee0 to
_ .

mast is said ' to-be

4.,..PPO.fi1Polc.ed I

-14. The ilitiOnii-ensigh is 'displayed
, at-half4Mait from 0800 .to 1200,
or :Until. the, completion of a 21-
minnte tgunsalute',.-On
1. Washington's ,Birtbdear.
2,. Memorial .Day,
1. Veteran's-Day
44 all national holidays

-15. How long is,..the ensign normally
half-masted for the funeral of .a
ship's crewmember Who is being
buried at sea? ,

I. Until sunset of the- day of the
funeral

.

2. Until the 'day following the
death of the crewmember

3. Until the body is committed to
the deep

4. Until sunset of the seventh
day.after death

ensign
Owe *i'e!ehip's,,boet?

- ing%e4ongside another
e-United,

tetee,loort
*bile underway, in A foreign
port 4izeing daYlight 4?
when. making quard mail .trips
At, all times While the boat is
,underwiy

db ye= relay :to a foreign
chant ,vessel'-;that salutes your

ship Asefore'siorning colors by
dippiftg her national ensign?
1,RePay.'wilth signal flags
.2:\Meg-r-,bVb0isting the national

- ahsign'And,returning the salute
.Neply,With a:hand salute by the
qharterdeck watch
Reply, with 'it gun salute

L. When: ehould a U.N. Navy ship dip
2 the, hational ensign first to -a
'Itirsags 'ship?

At no time
: 24 Only.when that ship. is of a

nation formally.recognized
13y the.United States

3. niy When that ship is of a
nation formally allied to the
United States
Only when that ship is a war-
ship of a nation formally
allipd to the United States

2-12 Your ship is firing a gun salute
, to honor the arrival of the United
States Secretary of Defensfe. Where
should you display the national
ensign if the Secretary's personal
flag is not displayed? ,

1. From the main mast only
2. Fiom the fore mast only
3. From the gaff of the flagstaff

only
4. From the main mast and tho gaff

or the flagstaff

,

9

2-16. 'When- at anchor, your ship flies
the union jack'from the
1, jackstaff
2. flagstaff

,3. gaff
, 4. main

2-27. If you see a naval vessel at
anchor flying the union jack at
the starboard main yardarm, this
is most likely to mean that
1. the vessel's unit commander

has recently died
2; funeral serviOes for the cot-

manding officer are in session
3. a diplomatic olficial of the

United States is paying an
offiOial visit

4. a court of inquiry is in-
session

2-18. When embarked in'a U.S. Navy boat
on an official visite A Charge
d'Affaires of the United States
may display from the bow of the
boat a
1. commission pennant
2. union jack
3. national ensign
4. miniature of his personal flsi
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aM nt
it6:41r*, =V.:Pennant

.iatureofhia, personal fla

27. e--U ,'Nations flag
i 1 = 01)'4. vy. Ship ai

anehoritlili,ii Observing a day
in: thi United Nations?

0800 to ,isoc .
2. 0800.',1:0 innset
3. suiitsec'to .1800
.4. Sunrise. ter.sunset

2-28. Whare is the United Nations f4g*
displayed when flown with the
United States; national ensign?
1. Belowiand either to the right

or 'the left of the national
ensign

2. Above and either to the right
or the left of the national
ermign,

3. At the same height and to the
.

'left of the national ensign
4. At the same height and to the

right of the national ensign

2-29. Where is the United Nations flag
flown during a visit aboard ship
by the U.N. Secretary General?
1. Pore truck
2. Main truck
3. Port yardarm
4. Starboard yardarm

2-30. When the President of the United
States is aboard a Navy vessel,
his flag is displayed at the
1. jackstaff
2. main truck
3. starboard yardarm
4. fore truck

aJ.ag.
nt.

One: flag- .

,teitAhe PertOnal':flag of an
.,OffiCerdisplayed on a Single-
;iSliteVehip-that is full-dressed?

. .1;1.140.0# .y4idairm
H '2".:-,The,-;:starboard yardarm

'main:truck
.

224: When a jlag- Officer making an .

Official call:is-embarked in a
boat, the boat will fly the
ensign aft: and the
1. jack forliard
2 . flag officer ' s personal ,

, pennant forward
3. 'flag officer ' n personal

pennant aft
4: flag off icer's miniature

pennant aft /.

3 3 8
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ye: 'Identify
magnetic 1.1:,vomPonents,

rar
Oriivkooraiiiini= error .

. . ,

coxd,
A`4,' *0014404, the

th-:the, north
'pole`.cif a .ct'

:north po
I'Mngnet .

.h.Oth -the north
sonth4old .of

ii*fiet

. , ,
The anigular:d34kereriOd between .

magnetic .north 'and: geographic..
north knOWn as the angle of

2::AppoSitiOhy

4.-field'density

-.1.;-k0004A0C.
0i4.40*W4
seconik mai

2 'attract

Of/Ji.Of,
13: iit:46.

...110X-
seco

g41!!!:-
-
s

,,..,_,-

, *0_ honor of a
-0n '. i4111)011
tif*',

, dressed.. for::a United
't:Wnitisincil:holiday,does
144*natiOnal:.eniign'ait

'''''..kailimait
,,!.Ship:.cliessed,in .honor of:a

,.CiiSi4n-natiOn?fXies:the
fiationil:enii4nrof'that nation

.':fro.m.'the mainmast



tamtrt mf a:Magnetic- Compass
,

'StalletiOnkeeps the:compass
egardless of ship roove-'

.ta
: 1:1.;

A.pelcrUS;
. Versoi

1., The stand inipporting the magnetic
comPass,..is known 'as a

pelorus.
2. gimbal

binniCle,
4. repeater.

whit-Are, the Components.of cOm-.
,

pass error?'
,

1. Variation and precession
2.. 'Precession, and: ceskation
.3. De4iittion and; Cessation
4. Variation.and'7,deviatiOn

2-48. What frct, causes the magnetib
compass error called variation?
L. The Earth is not a -perfect

. sphere
2. Metals in'ships have magnetic

qualities
3. Compasses cannot be constructed

without mechanical defects'
4. Positions of Earth's magnetic

and geographic poles do not
coincile

:utr '44z,



yoU1convert'ccspags co#,Be
Add*ViiiiOrw
'regaidliifitheirdiiectios;
,.te..-thfreeeSI*016.0UPSe-

2. 'Ardd:easferly:::dOietion: and
variatiowto,',46,:_coMpass
'coUrse,-'aud;Pubtract westerly-
. de4iation and variation froru ,

the .c*pasti,eourtie
.3. SvibtiacVdeviatione,'ind

, "di,reCtion, to;the. compass
cOurse:-

4. SubtiaCt easterly 'aeviation
- and liariation from the compass

course and, add westerly detria-
tion and variation to the
compass course .

2-54. What is the, approximate compass
course if the true,course is 1900
and the variation is 5°W?
1. 179°
2. 189°
3. -191°
4., 201°

-11

'00)'kilt AL .40

(COpk; ' -aFtc Stat. 23-.,1

"114 P-V4 OEVIATIONS Slf1 P S 0E%; 47.4.s
HE*034owoe, MAGNET i C

0;p approximaie compass
...courgeif.:the magnetic courpe is
1. 021°:
2. 0260,
3: 029°

035°
_

What id the approxiMate. true
course if the magnetic course is
255° and the variation As 5°W?
1. 250°
2. 251°
3.'259°
4. 260°

265...

2-57. What is the true course made good
if the compass course is 170°, ---

'variation is 15°E, and deviation
is 5°V1?

150°
2. ,160°
1. 180°
4. 190°

. .

'FigUre2B.--Magnetic compass table

13



cjs A. rror

**ek

.com
To
mOgneti(c-ifiel

3.. To- stabilize
compass,

4; lio.redlice,:. a,ship's-overal
, .

. . . ,

2-64.,i9hith-degaUesinr,e541.024Ptereat
: the megeet*alfield'Prodeeed-hY

the verticaIipeiteneit and the
verticar.indubed magnetization
of-.the ship? -
1. F .

3. L.
4. A

^

:

2.=65. Assume that a ship equipped with
degaussing geai,ig ,in 'a partictilar:
Z-and H-zone. ,Under which of'

. 'the following conditions Would
ell deg*ussing coil-currents
remOin_ the same?

,

1. Sbip passes another Z-zone'
Ship passes another H-zone .

Ship changes course, but
remains in the same sector

. Ship moves to\ another sector
that differs in both-H and Z

t2-66. our magnetic needing is 220°.
The polarity switch for the
degaussing coil Fl-QX must be
set 30 that the current,is
1. negative, at the value

specified-in Degaussing Chart

2. positive, at the value speci-
fied in Degaussing Course
Correction Setting Diagram
No. 2 _

3 negWtive, at the value speci-
fied in Degaunsing Course
Correction Setting Diagram
No. 2

4. positive, at the value speci-
fied in Degaussing Chart No. 2

and

,41,1
019

dq;aUsel'4a

-COM-

'

. rieicr

on gnst
sing

Is°
,

t= eg
r0-

ite
.ec-ieFpre

aPP
termiVse

end
e

co
.;degalise-

""ttiega

2-61. What is the difference betwee#
adjusting the compass and compen-
sating the compass? '

1. Adjusting is correcting for
deviation caused by magnetic
material aboard ship; compen-
sating is,correcting for devi-
ations caused by degauesing
currents 4

2. Adjusting iecorrecting for
deviations caused by degadtaing

__currents; compensat&ng isz-
cerrecting for deviations
caused by .magnetic materials
aboard ship

3. Adjusting is computing true
course; compensating is comput-
ing compass course

4. Adjusting is computing compass
course; compensating is com-
puting true course

2
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t' At

. -Aii4tt,aihtJit,0750.Wis
*At:istlie..apPrOwiMite deviation
fOr4Our.rpreieritCOurse?,

'

444:WE

3.l'.5°E
2:0°E

cOXls"."in the
-stallation'every

Learning Objective: Know
the limitations of the gyro-
compass.

at'flãf
0.Ai8ter Of:the watch
,17410icer of the deck

2-73...WhatJAthw.maiU...-reaeon7for using
thfA:magnetic.:.COmpasivrather than

-thefgyrocompae*AS:the standard-
compassabOard<ihipT

-1.:'.KAyroOoinpaili-dOep not point
to=:trusiiAiOrth

girOdoari*elvis..affected by
. deViatiOh-errors,

:

3AHmagnetiC compares has:more
residual magnetiet

-C-K-magnetic,CoMpaes
--fecte&by-lailure Of'the

shil0A poWersupPly.

maiter Wrocompass is usually'
:started aboutA hoUrs before use
.-becausethel.gYrocompaSs. takes

,
-

2. become lubriCated-
3.-energize ther-repesters
.4. reach the,proper aimed

_

2-75. Which of the.following-duties is
the responsibility of the
Ouartermaster'onTwatch?
1--Operating the Mester:gyrocom
AmPs.

2-2. Noting the time:that the:gyro-.
cOMpAss Was started.,

3. pynchroniZing,the.repeate;s
With the masterjgyrOcompase

4. Lubricating and adjueting the
gyro repeaters

-..0:conrsel, does a
Lit waking:

InrAPregauss sg e ation?
eliCtOse..the,.rangein a

.

:-tAnge,in-a straight.
,Or'back on,opposite

:ir:aig7Zagging.courie,
ireCtionacross the

Or',.41.07.*sggirig course

-70#0 -tb kai*eiiet
.sotion', then bAck.on'oppo-.,
tA;hesding

our pA.ii:EOrdered 'to min a
otid-:rarige: .,KAsults'of this

recorded in the4ship's
iiiiiiing7.fOlder:by personnel

idge
AUSOne'ratation.
eiior:comMuniCations gang
bjnformation,center-

h-tbe.current
automatically

'ts the compensating,. coils,
'.;ing that .the::aompasi! cora-
tion, is undisturbed.
.



,13430tive: Descrite

beaccinar nc. ,fog

Which, of the foilbwing 4ights is
an ocCulting light?

2'
1. A' light, that :flashes it-zegulai

intervals; with' the, terval of
light alwayri shortet1;than the
interval -of! darknese,..

2.- :A- flaied light, varied at regu-
let -:intetVild:.bir:-O* or .101Pro'.
fleshes' Of;,greatei! b#114ance

3. A light Aiotally eclipsed-'at
2 intervile, Witty theV period- of .

light .alifili0.'19***ter than. the
PeriOd-Of ;"d#rkilOws

4. ik ,steadt,lighb.4 that changes
COlor at .regulat -intervals

itOwn is..gioo..**iihiWofiterminas
&leis of.1.

ltOmtheOintOCOestitition.
2. ttay015ent1i108..*Cdiatinces

atOfvis/ble.axed'

estiiitiOn
)Position

,

If 'liCki.iChait:'65103:::i16i7shoi,u. the
:.chatiatetietiCs
at Pusan,, Korea you should be
able :to find the height, of this:
light

. 1. -NantiCal Almanac
2. 'Llght::tists
3. 'NeiVigatoe s notebook
4; List of Lights

,

Which,iCf the following agencies
-2pUblishes light. lista 'for Alights
'..loCatedin the Vnited .States and
Posieciionä? :

l. Mititime- Commisiion

Observatory-
-;.4:COast ,GUArd

What ate the standard colors of
lightsused on naVigational aids?

BlUe, greet, and yellow
2. Red, 'green, and white
3. Red, white, and blue
4. Otange, green, and. blue

In iteMi 3,-6- through selnct trOm
coluan% R the tYpe of light d ',IsOtibed by. v.

:eaCkset:of 'characteriatice in column A.
'

A: CharacteriStics

. Showing: a single
flaih_at ,r0Olar
intetVals' With' the
dUtatiOn' Of light
alwaye,shorier than
the dutation of',.dark-
ness.

Change of color at'
regular intervals

3-8. Groups of two or
more 'flashes at
regular intervils

3-9. A fixed light, yaried
at regular intervals
by a flash of greater
brilliance

B. Typei:

1. Altetnat-
ing

2. FiXed
flashing: .

3. GrOUp -
flashing

4. Flashing
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-

3.:To-deCor-.1
tro.Siake:'.:th

. .at :greater.

b**0 j 161,4000a4040

les;
Miles

e.:;height-Of a given light is,
.indiCated on your chart as 100
-:feet.?.:: the luminous range. of -this
;light iS .38:: nautical ;Your.
hei-gbtof'dye.is 60 feet. What
is the computed visibility, of this

3 11:5 Miles
4. .:1C.3,miles.

.r..the luminous .range Of -a
laaving,-an intensity of

rona.,clear night,
":visibilitY.Of unlighted

'pc iii,:'is:5.nautical: miles?

14.0. miles

You-hOielzieen asked by tbe,.ititvi-
:-, gator :to';'detei7mine the vieibilitY

of .a 10;000 'candelas light having
a?:heighe of 135:feet according to
your chart It 18 a very'clear
ffilmiit'Aiith.iviiibility.on: -
:Unlighted objectiol.approximately
Whautical miles,: And your height

feet..'At what dig-
Ttanae.411'.the light becoMe
visible.',to your:ship?

! 3. 20.5 miles
,4. 22.3 miles

what. calor ar
United States
1. Red
2. Black
.3. Green
4. Yellow

. '

What is indic ted by the signal
LO hoisted by a light'yessel?'
1. Out of command
2. Anchored on station
3. N in coriect position
4. Relief lightship

:prpoae

'diA044i 0.4res?
'flitleP#tiOatAonctures

Ct.00,:strpOture:
tWOtinature
strietnre Asiipio

distances

the Mills of
lightihiPs?

3-14, Which of the ifollowilig lights are
shown at night by a lightship
anchored on station?
1. Side lighti. only
2. Stern and mnsthead lights
3. Forestay, and beacon lights
4. Side, forward anchor, and
' flare-up stern-lights

3-19. What is ind1cateà by the red
seotorS placed .411 the lanterns
some lighthouses?
1. Safety sectors
2. Danger sectors
3. Restricted areas
4. Recommended approaches

3-20. A narrow green sector in a navi-
gational light may indicate
1. a range
2. a radio beacon

4 3. water that should be avoided
4. the best water across a shoal

3-21. Some atmospheric conditions may
cause a white light to appear'
1. red
2. blue
3. green
4. violet

3-22. The sp ecific purpose ok buoys is
indicated by their
1. shape
2. size
3. color
4. type



,9;4.thrOugh_3432"8eleict the'
aning..from '.,-c91.1* I lit that lik.'indicateaMt

-bioys,nato' in columr.1 A.-

sconical,

ucy
fran

e:chana0.1
%iiidi:Of;theChanne1:-
CtiOn in the

9ha#3.1411-.

SIWP, 9f most .red,el -0Yi?

1;441aped.

" ,."

.

ArichoFage.:

4. Midchannel

3: Ordinary,
anchorage.

...Dredging
area

1-31. Whit nUmber itistarried by the
Second_ buoy on:the starboard side
Of.a-Channel viewed fram seaward?Om&

MN- ILA=
ists_

p"igure 3A.7-Buoy symbols

-Inlfiguia3A channel obstructions
-.4re indicated by

.

1. A,only '

2. Conlyi
3; A .ind B
4.Candp

3. Three
4: Pc= .

Which of the following buoys are
usually not numbered?
X. Solid-colored buoys
2. Banded buoys
3. Wbistle buoys
4. Lighted buoys

In items 3-35 through 3-38 select the
*wining from column B that is indicated
by the lights of buoys listed in colmnA.

A. Lights

3-35. Fixed red light

3-36. Fixed green light

3-37. Short-long flash-
ing white light

3-38. Interrupted quick-
flashing green or
red light

18

B. Meaninu T.

1. Obstruction

2. Port (from
- seaward)

. Starboard'
(from sea-
ward)

4..Midchannel
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. Oca aa4itoda. -

W.00t#1.1war4jr
,

k'

-.Learning Objective* , Identify
aourCes for variOuS.regula-
tic:in:It:Pertaining to safel
haVigation

ntracoastal: Waterway
±CIV 'la :II Pliariar. a Pic#0c4'd

ataiwalrfOi' 8041':ciaftilt.Oftaa CO1C-
.ide*.wW14'441etteift shili.ehaaaela' that
AkiitA*4+:hil-,'Openlac4 Where tAii4 Occur!,

thiaiiiictikinigi''kni:ivirV as -a:JOint waterWay,..

*CICWaids*oniVigation..are:Omitted,
of_buOyage

.laii*.-44',14iPatera-.1micYs often
.141**0056iad.-,1h2a. dikeCtich7:00P4ite to
ffiftthOsi of the ICW TO a.d the small boat
Cillik1,40w.aVekttialCiat'liatarwaY chail-

ne/r..:hikOyadoataia;;±CW 1.denfityinel maika
441:*03:1014i4 a Yell* triangle on black

all*a?ifaX1Ow' square:on red' buoys.

oU::,are:prOceeding.uvi joint
aterWay;::but Shortly .yOu must

tUrn dif :and: follow the ICW You
Will:41aVa:, #0 trouble knowing .whiCh
.OhannelHto take if. you redember
that ;,a11-:57 .aids td navigation
Yareidentified- by:a

ttorder
...2:Iblack :triangle

recT, sguare
. green-diamond'

- ,

;,;4 . IC5.1 buOy. numbers will incre_ se as
YoA .prdceed in the direction of
11.. north and east

,:' 2. north and west
3 ,;,,5aouth arid east

'4..:aouth and wait
. ,

Which of the following publica-
:tiOns,Should,be consulted for

. information On aids to navigation
in foreign-waters?
1. :Pub -No. 9
2. Coast Pilot ,

Nautical Almanac
4. Sailing Directions

3-45. In which publication will you,
find both International and
Inland Pules of the Road?
1. Fi1ot Rules
2. Coast Pilot
3: Sailing Directions
4. CG 169

..46. The United States Inland Rules of
the Road apply to all of the
following_ United States waters
except '

1. *ew YOrk Harbor
;1 the COlumbia River
3; the Red River of the North
4. 4an Francisco Bay

3-47. The first volume of Pilot Rufes
applies to the same waters as
1. International Rules- of the Road,
2. United States Inland Rules of

the Road
3. Sailing- Directions
4. Volume II of Pilot

3-4 . Which of the following publica-
tions indicates the'boundaries
between international and inland
waters fok Alaska?
1. Pilot Rules '

'2. Coast Pilot
3. International Rules of the Road
4. Sailing Directions

Rules

47

19
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.P*1

vilvt; .:...'01W717 4 fRAT..j ,71.k7IrVY

an lira

.10k: ',,Tas' :harbor for
estab-

ndite vhen.40u: enter
eris..-:):;laancVRulae :of

4/hen Iou
4nal froroof, ye;:n, .!? iii,

the nhOreline':that
'INtilmeistil.#091i the innerniOst

aboar4.-YOni ahip

pariliei-iO-thft, shoreline that
,A)aises'thrOngiCthe OUterMose-a

,

O. ch'publicatOn do ydu use as
referenbe if-You find that the
-Inlsnd.ftles for a particular
situation-differ. from the. rule in

. Volume I ofcthe Pilot Rulee?
.1. 'VoluMe,7I of Pilot Rules
.2. Coast Pilot
3. Volume 'II of,Pilot Rules
4. /nland Rules

-,
--51:What iS'the best source,of infor7..

mationAph rules.of the road that_.

'regUlate'traffic oh the Great
.

.Lakeit?

*1.':'InternatiOnal Rules of the

i.,:bated States Inland Rules of'
the?Road

3.Volgme I ok Pilot Rules
4. VbluMe // of Pilot Rnles

3-52. LOcal rules for foreigil waters
not included in Sailing Direc-
tions mdst be obtained from the
1. U.S. Coast Guard
2. DMAHC
3. local authorities
4. U.S. consul in the area

3-53. In the International Rules and'
the Inland Rules,. a. Vessel
"underway"A.s defined as any shiP
thatJA
1. steaming under. her own Power
2. under construction
3.,not at anchor, made fast to

the shore or, aground'..
4. making headway

Learning Objective: Identify
light characteristics require-
ments'of various vessels.
(Thiet objective is continued
in assignment 4.)

3-54. During which of the following.
periods of time mast your ship
comply, with the rules for lights
as set forth in/International ana
Inland Rules of the Road?
1. One hour before sunset to one

hour after sunrise
2. From sunset to sunrise
3. During hours of darkness
4. While in inland waters

20

BOW

Figure 3B.--Runnin9 lights,
International Rule

IteMs 3-55.thrOugh 3-59 refer.to
figure 38.

3-55. What running light is indicated
by point)las
1. Sternjight.
2. Range light
3. Masthead light,
4. Aircraft warning light

. .

3-56. Under International Rules, what
are the visibility requirements
for'the light at point "A"?

.

1.-Visible from a point dead aheaa
tb a point that is 2 .points,
abaft the beam,

2. Visible for at least 5 miles
3. A,bright, white light that

COvers 20 points of the compass
4. All of the above

348



cc*,er?:.

Autt,7

isa

=.091,fit gieen light

070Ointyhitight
.

7.64: EiOni how ilanY points abaft
."bearii should 'side lights .be
visible?'

et,

DAS ,manditory
t. cipireSsels..*Toptie. length
esthan

01`'f.Oet4.

C1det
-,fgeet'

3. 3
4. 4

3-65. The Motorboat Act of 1940 divides
, powerboats into how Many classes?

1. 6
2. 5
3 4
4. 3

3-66. A powerboat whose length is 54 ,

feet falls into what class under
the Motorboat 'Act of 1940?
1, Class A
2. Class 1
3. Class 2
4. Clais 3

In items 3-67 through 3-69 use
thq-following -alternatives.
A. 20-point white light forward
B. 10-point 'separate side lights
C. 10-point green and 10-point

red combined lantern
D. 32-point white light aft

3-67. The light/s required on a power-
driven boat under International

1. 11.1les 41i/ar!

2. A and either B or C
A only ,0

3. Either B or C and D
4. C and D

igUre 3C.-7Running lights,
Inland Rules

eats 3760 through 3-63 refer to
igure 3C.

. many points og the compass
'must the light at .point D. cover?

10 points
2- 12 points

. 20 points.
. 32 points

If the light: apoiflt.D is a 32-
point Yight, tt.ship need not

, shwa the light at point
1. 41
2. B
3. C
4 E

3-6E. . The lights required by the
Motorbdet Act for a glass 2
power-driven boat are
1. A and either ,B or C
2. A, C and D
3. A, B and D
4. B or C and D.

Under. Inland Rules, the light at
point_B is a" .

1. 32-point white light
2. 20-point white light
3. 10-point green light
4. 10-point red light

21
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riVen'Vetsel
ihWi4.j4d.$144.10"0.:4'.13,a4inIn

Sidelight
,=

'Whitie: masthead

..

324'pOinb.:red licht /below.
thei:-masthead : /

What Must be the, visibility. of
'the red light on 1:i0.ot 'vessel
in inland waters?
1. '1 :Mile,
2. 2' miles
3. 3 mileS:
.4. 4 MiiesveSsel .ihow

'i*:.:atiprOitOh, 'of, ;another :Vessel?'

*tab" Maithead iight
.;;Riinge 'light

Red::MaSthead: light



?-41-7457-1 TetvirtgAzE

SSistOrnent.

g'Objective (cOntinned):
éntify, light' characteristics'.

restate of -Various' . .

at lightliMist be diSplayed by a
s ,ip less than',150 feet in length
when.: at anOhorr; , .

1: A:20;.4PP, iift;white stern light
2... 4 '42,,Roir,ki2,.2Whita light forward

3. 'A.;;;32,7pointr,whiteflight aft
-A.1.0.point.'white stern 11.ght

.-:anOhdr, -what. lights 'must be
ieplaYed by a ship 150 feet or

e mast-' `32-.point red light at th
1..1... A head and a 2.07point white stern-

light
.'A',32-point white -lightforward

s-11
'4\a'.32-point white, ight-aft

'1'32..-io'---int*White light at e
A' th--esd..and" :a '20-point. white
light:a ,

'A' 32-point white light forward
and 20-point -side lights:1,s ., .

How.-many.feet above -the hull is the
.forWard :anchor light on a vessel
longer than+ 150 feet?

-30' -feet
25, :fe'ct'

3.. 20 feet
15 feet

What is the day signal for a .vessel
-Over:65 feet .in length at -anchor in
inlandwaters?
:I. One -black diamond shape forward
2. Ohe red ball aft
3. 'One black ball forward
4. One black ball aft

475. Under International Rules, a power-
driven vessel-showing 'twO white
Masthead'lights in a vertical line;

.-,, not less than 6 feet part, is

s
1: towing or,. pushing a vessel, with

a length of tow 1 s than 600
feet '1

. towing More than one vessel,
.

with a .length of tow more than
'600 feet

3. Out of cpmmand, making headway
4. out of command, making no head- ..

Way ,

23

4 6. What do three white lig ts in a
vertical line signify w en displayed
pn a power-driven ,.vessel in inter-
-national waters?
1: Tow astern, more: than 600 feet

in length
. Tovi astern, less- than 600 feet

'in length
Any tow astern

4. Vessel baing pushed

4-7. Under' Inland' Rules , a power-driven
vessel shOwing two white range
lights in a vertical liner not less
than 3 feet apart is -

. 1. towing a vessel br vessels, with
a length of tb n. less than 600'
feet

2. towing a vessel or vessels, with
a length of tow more than 600
feet

3. being pushed by another.vessel
4. towing a vessel, or vessels along-

side

3 1



nlighte

- .
,

.

:x00 -P.

4144!
.t.-apa#t

3,1!iig4c ofil.

other: vesse
:::..ofAhesamejeligth

UndiWjniernetiOnal *ilea,. a
tishinOrestel engaged trawling,
di0144 a

light' OVer:.a:greenli44
2. roWlight Over a..white-light.:,
1. green:light .64er

, -

4. :green lightover:a.4hit6.1ight_

-16: Under Internatipnal.Rules,
tish4ia.vetoiele#414*Vin fishing
with neis,OrlinOso.V500:feet.or
less Aliagaya7a-.%
1. whitel.ight'Oer,a.green light
2red4ight'overi white light:'
3._ green lightHOVer

greehlight.43Ver a4bite'light

.:Of the term,

abOard
130.2witY"on

jsicl1y'disablëd and unable'
'manuver witt1(

ray th'-way on
, ,

rnational ,RuleS, a, power-
TeOieSsel,nhi'under. command. at

e* red .lights .in a vertical
not less than 6 feet

- two',,i/hite lights in a vertical
. :line, not' less than 6 Oet
113*-rt

.

3..two red lighp3 in a vertical
line, not-less than 6 feet apart

4-'three.white.lights in a
verticalline, noi less than
6 feet apart

4-12. Under-InternatiOnal Rules, a poweF-
.,driven vessel not under'command at
night shows her side iights if she

1. making headway/
2. making no headway
3. in a-congested channel
4. in a, fog I.

;

-Assume that a p.s. Navy ship is in
inland waters/and not under command.
what signal, if. any, is displayed
duringldayli ht hours?

. 1. None
2. The h umal 5 signal flag
3. Two bla k balls in a vertical

line at least 6 feet apart
4. Two red lights in a vertical

lihe at least 6 feet apart

24

What is the day signal, under
International Rules, for'a -fishing
veasel engaged in fishing?
1.,Two bleak balls ixi a vertical

line, 'at least 6 feet apart
2. One black'hall where it can

best.be seen
'

'3. One black Cone where it can
best be seen

4. Two black bones in a vertical
line with their points together

4-18. Unier. Inland Rules, a fishing yes-
spl engaged in fishing With lines
displays at night a
1. white light over a green light
2. red light over a'white light
3. green light over a Fed light
4. green light over a white light

4-19. What is the day signalr under
Inland Rules, for .a.fishing ves-
sel engaged in fish ng?
1. Two black balls in,a vertical

line, at least 6 feet apart
2. Two black cones in a vertioil

line, with their points together
3. One black cone hoisted where

it can best be seen
4. A basket hoisted where' it can

best be seen
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441 be.di-s

atione- in inter-
°44hite-' 11*(1.,, A,a: 4-25'vertical.

roe:lights in a vertiCal line
Middle light red and upper and
°wee lights: white)

ee;-,red lights in a vertical
.

ee .lights .. in a vertical line
middle ,li4ht white and upper
d'uloWer 'lights red) t.

"covertiaarI:ine,
on a

düring daYlight *Our's?
meisel is,mooredi.over-A,

2. The:!.*Seiel is fiShing with

3.2Thevessel is.tOwing a.aubmerged
'Object

e 4. The. vessel is . a :dredge Moe -Tad'
in a stationa.ry Position

Under International. Rules, what.
lights must be shOlin by a Vessel
under '150 feet that has 'gone
agrOnnd?
1. Three red lights in 'a Vertice.

line
'2. Three white lights in a Verticalline'

Two k red lights in a vertical
line plus a white light near
the bow and, a white light near

. Two red lights in a vertical
line plus a, white light near
the bow

AAPeOial.lighte Must .be dis-
PlAyed';/1*--,a,':creasel- in -inland
waters,'When 'towing a submerged

,

1:4Three.:-;li4hts in.a vertical line
(middle And upper

:16wer lights white)
reelights 'in; a vertical line

Middle,light :white 'and. upper
'-leier-lights red)

urilli4hts.in a vertical line
ddle'lights- red and upper

And levier; lights- white) --
.4our.lights: in:a Vertical -line,

.(middle:lights white and upper
'4,lower:ligiits red) ,

.4-23.: at, 8.- 6 day, eignal, in-inland
watere,'.'for a Vessel moored over -

a..Wreek?. .

Tw6. red-balls in a vertical line- .

shapes in the .form of
double,frustum.of a cone in a
Vertical -line: The upper shape

.; has.black 'and white, horizontal
-ittripes.and the lower shaPe ,is

.. red '
. ' 3. TWo red-shapes in the.form of a

double-'.frustum of a cone in a
vertical line

4. Two black cones in a vertical'
line-with their points together

/
4-26. What is the court-aPproved day

signal for a ,vessel aground in
inland waters? '
1. Three black balls in a vertical
2. Two black balls in a Vertical

, line 1

3..One black ball
4. One' red ball

4-27. Under Inland Rules, what lights
are shown by the last barge in a
tandem tow?
1. Side lights and a 20-point

stern light
2. Side lights and two 32-point

white lights .
3. A 20-point stern light only
4 . Two 32-point lights onlli

4-28. Under Inland Rules* the lead barge
of a tow being pushed ahead carries
what lights?
1. A white light forward and aft
2. A white ltght forward
3. Side lights forward and a stern

light
4. Side lights forward

25
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oIhOad,
, miribaweeper

td;'..one'frMa
thead and One:to.Yenr right,
;tiosto her ...noirial running

ene--:` lights indicate

a4Faparing,tOhetream

7,s14,004. is .,passe. one, aboaxc

.,..y.a4angerl*ciate..if.,the mine-
clog* aboard

bWene4Ort Side 1
::.:-.A4Wiejei:,#eariniot_streaMed, and. .

44oakd on

-Veliel:,ShoWing-a rapidly flash-_

5-4Mber:.,light in addition-to
.;...nOrMal:rUnningAights is a

fiShingvessel.-
H.2..carrier Conducting flight
.':f0perations

.

:-3...:mineSweeper engaged in sWeep
operations ,

submarine On the. surfade

ri ternational,wsters -a POwer-
driva vessel StoPPed'in.i'fbg

d 'Milling no 'Way on sounds
1. a prolonged blast at- 2-minute

intervals
. a short- blast at 1-minute
intervals
4, short and a- prolonged blast
at 1-minute 'intervals

4. two prolonged-blasts at
intervals of not more than 2
minutes

4-35. What signal does a sailing vessel
underway in fog sound when on the
port tack?
I. 4,blants'

-2. 3 bleats
3. 2 blasts
4. 1 blast

36. What signal indicates a vessel at
anchor.in inland waters in,a fog?
1. rive 'short blasts at intervals

-of not:lacre than 1 minute
2. Rapid ringing of the ship's

bell for 5 secondn 'at intervals
of mot more than 1 minute

.

3. TWo prolonged blasti at inter-:
1.rals of not more than 1 minute

4. Three prolonged-blasts at
intervals of not more than 2
minutes

4-37. A vessel' over 350 feet in length;
at anchor-in international watets
during-fog, warns appronphing
ships of its presence both by
prescribed.ringing of a forward
bell and by sounding another sig.-
nal aft (gong, etc.) for about
1. 5 seconds at 1-minute intervals
2. 30 seconds at 1-minute inter-

,.

vals
3. 1 minute.at 5-second intervals
4. 1 minute at 5-minute'intervals

Learning Objective: Deter-
mine Inland and International
Fog Signals.

-
4-32.-A, power-driven vessel in fog, in

international waters, has been
sounding one prolonged blast at
2-minute intervals. The vessel
is c

. 1. backing doWn
2. not under command
3. stopped with no way on
.4: underway

4-33.A -power-driven vessel underway:in
a fog in inland waters should
sound her fog signals at intervals
no longer than
1. L min
2. 2 mins
3. 3 mins
4. 4 pins 354

26

4-38. In a fog, three distinct claps of
a bell followed by a rapid,ring-
ing-of the bell followed by three
more distinct claps indicates a
ship in international waters that
is .

.

1. underway with nb way on
2. at anchor
3. aground
4, being towed



375A

td. .

34einti end.' inter-
tional '.'

In general whatdo whistle, signals
Ingclite,Ari'international and

Xand' waters?
..InternatiOnal w*ters execution;

intention
. ,International waters.'intentiont
inland;-executiOn
In.bOth international waters
'and inland water's, execution

. 'In,both' international waters
and inland waters, Intention

Select the whistle signal listed '

as alternatives below that matches
the memilin4 listed' in iteMS 4-41 through

A4.'
1. One short-blast
2. Two short blasts
3. Three short blasts
4. Four or more short blasts

-41. MY'engines are goihg.estern.

-42. Danger.sighal (in]iand waters),

3. I am altering my coUrse,to port:

am alterning my couYse to star-
board:,

27

OWERTAKING

----BURDENED

-Meeting, crossing, and over-
taking ,situations

For items 4-45 through 4-50, refer
to" figure tA. Assume ship Z is a,

powerven

4-745. What signal,
sounded when
in inland wat
1. No signal

if any, must be
ships Z and B meet
ers?
is required of either

2. Three short blasts must be
sounded by one of the ships
and it.must be answered by the
other ship with three short
blasts

3. Two short blasts must be sounded
by one of the ships and it must
be answered by the other ship
with two short blasts

4. One short hlast must be
,sounded by ond of the ships
and it must be answered by the
other ship with two short

4-46. What action should be taken when
'ships 2 and C meet
waters?
1. Ship C should alter cOurst.. to

pass astern of Ship Z
2. ship Z should maintain her

course and,speed
3. Ship'C should keep clear-of.

ship Z
4. Ship Z shoUld keep clear.of

ship C

3 5 5

in international



*Ot.4/1iy,

di0Eha_rriOgiOf.:=WaY
;

.

...

1

Z,,,,-,i,-J.
...:s

rialariegv,047,,.:tc.,,;.,p,aas :clear
ofb(1 ii,',,It'114:;::.,:::.'.,.;'..fr,;.-!,. .; ,--, '..yi::'. . :"Sh* D';:-.0hifide. one,--..*hortl blait., 4-..55.
fitand.iatiktiiina'COUrsa-.,aaii:repeed

.!.53.';iThe:,VeSSelthwhas-tbe right-of-:

1:.;4124§1100i0isel
. 2 privileged veásel.

3.!fieeselAceepiag %clear
ireeselhaqiiig the. .other Vessel_

:

' tey.iiarboard!,- ."--.-
.

Under International and Inland
Rules, which cif: the following

-
soundedi if

tO pass'.

t!ttjeg;?rttt,.
2-..."'TWO,"-"shcirt _

3...Three shqrt blasts '

. . 4.: ,F.O.nr.or:-More short. blasts

.navigational codes permits a
departvre ,fram the Rules of the
-Road when a ship 'is in extramis?
1. Rule of GoodiSeamanship,
2. General Pril4e0441.'kui4-:
3. Pilot-Rules-.
.4...Steering end Sailing 'Rules

Under: International and Inland .

Ru14.8,''.4.hich of the 'following
_navigational codes, applies whem
a ahip'is in danger of collision
but not. yet 'in extreMis? 1
1. Rule of .Good Seamanship
2. General- Prudential Rule
3. Pilot Rules..
4. Steering and Sailing Rules

For item,s 4-56 through 4-62, refer. :
to figure 4A. -

.e. , 4750 What signal must. ship Z.soUnd if
. .

Oa c#IlaiderSItunsafe for ship- 4-56. What action should be taken ifE. to r:pass - to po ? .- : . ships Z and A meet in either '1:. OnashOrt blast..,
inland or.international waters?:-- , 2. Two shoic blasts
1: Ship A should maintain course; ,.3.- :Three shart blasts

. ship Z .should alter course to4. Four or more short blasts
. 'starboard

2. Both ships Should alter course4-51. Sailing and steering rules,. rules
for sound signals, and rules farlights are'designed to
1.. let you know as much as possible

about the other ship'
2. let you .kliow what 'the other

ship 'is oloing
3. help you keeP clear of the other

ship
4. do all bf the above

=. 4-52. If the bearing of an approaching
vessel d6es not change'appreciably,
the vessel is said to be
1. the burdened vessel
2. the privileged vessel
3. on a danger bearing

.4. n a collision course

.14

2a

to starboard and pass port-to-,
port

3. Ship Z should maintain-course;
ship A should alter course to
starboard

4. Both ships should alter course
to.port and pasr starboard-to-
starboard

4-57. What whistle signal is -sounded
when shipa Z and A Use the.correct,
passing procedure?
1. Ship / sounds _one short blest;

ship eA remains silent
.2. Both shipb sound.one short

. blast
3. Ship A sounds One short blast;

ship Z remains silent
.

4. Both ships sound two .short.
blasts



WWW: 4'z' ly irrMT

k: *W*90**;:Latarbord
starboard

SaSta0Card-to,

e;,-shbuld'Iater course
rt=t01-poit

eit,s1hips z ,,and, A Meat. in' inland

,1,terM:r,!ship '0:signifies hei
intention 'tszipaiia starboard-to-
'arockard..by .8ounding two short
1ast:a.bn her whietle..: What action
obi ship.*''-take if she agrees- to

iS4rocedOre?
:She'continues -on her course
-Shw:aounds"one shoreblast
SheLSounds two short.blasts
ghe sOunde.three, short blasts

0. issuad ship-Z'is-in'international
*ateis and'meets ship D, a sailing
--vesiel: What action is taken?
'.;ShiP:Z,yields the right-of-way

,t10 ship D
. S11443 the'right-of-way
'to ^ship z
-Ship D-maneuvers to pass clear
,-4aV ship z
. Ship Z'sounds one short bliat
ancrmaintains course and speed

761. What action must be taken by ship
C when ships Sand C meet in
either inland'or international
waters? -
1. Reduce speed and maifitain course
2. Maintain course-and speed until

the danger is past
3. Increase speed and maintain

course'
4. Reduce speed and alter.course

aviay from.the other vessel

4 42.. What whistle signal is made by
ship C to ship Z if ship C intends
ito maintain course and speed in
inland waters?
1. Oneshort blast
2. Two short blasts
3. Three short blasts
4.GFourshort blasts

n epranternatiOnal Mules what do

"I',a1,8:014.recting my-course to

V,am'directing my .couxse to
port;-"..

. "my engines are going astern."

. mr am out of.commaud."

4-64. What is the whistle:signal sounded
in inland waters that indicates
execution rather than intention?,
1. 1 short blast
2. 2 short blasts
3. 3 short blasts
4. 4 or More short blasts

29

Figure 4B.-Ship backing 18 open water
.onto the track of.another:

.

Veasel Y in figure.4B 18 backing
In.this crossing:situation.

what'Procedure shOuld the veisels
follow?,
1. Veisely should maintain her

codise and speed; veisel Z
should keep.clear

2. Vessel Z should maintain her
course . and speed; vesselY
should' keep clear

3:.Vessei Z.should Maintain her
course, engines full'asiern

4. VeSsel Y shoUld maintain her
Course, engines full ahead

4-66. When may a vessel request the
right-of-way under the Rule of
Good Seamanship?
1. Only after the privileged

vessel sowids her original
signal

2. Either before or after the
privileged vessel sounds her
original signal

3. Only in the daytime
4. Only at night
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;88, 4411.,

Ob-e0.*iri;tdo'sti
g-'

.LtwoBhort blasts
LtOge0:.-4,10004.P7;*.'''.

Ott blssts

'art:Pb1.a.st-

-over-

ritn
swerW;

weèith

oagaiuitqun
.4wa ere

or.t.irapid" bleats
ux*oxonvacv blasts

Learning Objective: Deter-
mine Inland and International
Distress Signals.

thj daytime distress Sig.
nal...in -inland- :Triaters fdr

.

ensign :Ilown uPside

2, T4,*(*,::Ohoit: blait* repeated at
-,.cine4Minuteantervile
ObniinUOOSsOUnding:With,anY '

.....fogAighil...apparatus or firing. .

.

4. ReCrockets,.firOd.at. one-,
...Minute interval's',

What signal wouldh a sUbmarine
Makein an emergencT'tO:indiCate:.;.
.thai she is going to sUrface?.
1. Xtedllery signal
2:- Green Very'.signal"
3.. Red smoke bomb_

Yellow.smOke:bomb

fror a pier
onto the track.of another



5-5. The!espansion Of the:lititUdelicale
on:thejlerOator pro7

jectiOnA*theVidinity of the'

cator
'Earth

th's

Egu;iitor
o thioles

eita#04it-to. the Equator

jection, meridians

1- Equator
2. poles

;180th meridian
4. Greenwich meridian

The cOnstruction of the Mercator
chart'makii it valuable in naviga-
tion *wallas:
1. a .courSe line can be plotted as

a att./light line
2..a Course line can be plotted as

a curved line,
.3. the Areas represented on the

chart,have no-distortion
4. greit.circle tricks can.be

plotted aa a single straight
Aim

On a_Meicator projection, a rhumb
line appears as a
1. curvedlide that is a great

circle track
2. straight line that crosses every

meridian at the.same angle
3. cOrved line that is the shortest

distaice between two points on
the surface of the Earth

4. a straight line that is parallel
to all meridians

Charts constructed on the Gnomonic
projection_ are Often used for
1. plotting original surveys
2. navigating in polar regions
3. celestial navigation
4. maneuvering inshore

The Gnomo4ic projection is particu-
larly helpful in plotting
1. great circle tracks
2. rhumb line routes
3channel courses
4. harbor approaches

,

eti.'.that are parallel
eua1ly'41:4664:-.allel 1:04'..whOse spacing
rriaaWatiA.Oagitude increases

rviti*IgiWItnew:that interSict at
.0.,P01411,

OUrVedAinei that w.misu'...oward the
47040iWtere'the Projeation.was

.

4c..Mitcator projection', parallele

iktical.,..lines,that are parallel
-

parallel.linestwhose sPaCing
.,JmOterieek, is:latitude indreases 5
.r:Staigiii'lines that intersect at
-ithe,Ooles','

4:[oUrVed-lines that bend toward the
.--POint-where the projection is

. F446.-
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,

,

, ProJeatiOnca great
ole Opears as a \

.-curthid,line that crosses every
,meridian at,the same angle
,Itraight line that the short.
est distance.between tw9- points
oa' the surface of the Earth

3. straight line that.crosses every
meridian at the same angle

4. curved line- that is the shortest
distance between two points on

: the surface:ofthe Earth

5-11. On a.Mercator projection, i great
circle track appears as a
1. straight line that ciosses

every meridian at the same
angle

2. series of straight lines that
appear as a curved line

3. single rhumb line
4. aingle straight line

5-12.-A chart that,covers.a rela-
tively large area is generally
called a
1. ,large scale chart
2. Mercator chart

s" 3. Geomonic chart
4. smallsscale chart

5-13. Coast and approach charts
have a chart scale of
1. 1m100,000 to 1:600,000
2. 1:2,400 to 1:50,000
3. 1:50,000 to 1100,000
4. 1:600,000-or smaller

4-1g4.7011.4.
;-14....y,...,5',-11C2-11"...(.to,

5-17. The approximate position is marked
on the chart by
1. the lower point of the diamdnd

- -2. the upper point of the diamond
3. the center of the diamond
4. a dot near the diamond

5-18, What charts indicate the best
routes between ports and also
give area hydrographic, ni.v!.qa-
tional, and meteoro1dgzu4. 1for-
mation in graphic formi
1. Harbor charts
2. Pilot charts
3. Coastal charts
4,,. General sailing charts

5-19. How often'does the.DMAHC issue'
Pilot Chaits of thi North Atlantic
Ocean? . .

1. Weekly
2. Monthly
3, Quarterly
4. Yearly

What chart categbry has charts
with one-digit-mumbers but no
chart scale?;-.
1:4-One

.

3.,-,Three

4. Four ,

What:Chartcategory
nine oceanbasins?
1. 5. ,

5-20.

generally

5-21.

.5-14. Most charts that are.used by the
.Navy are issued by which of the
following agencies?
1. British Adthiralty
2. Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
3.,National Ocean Survey
4, All the above

5-15. Oharts showing approaches to large
areas of:the coast, and having a
scale ot 1:600A00-and smaller,-
are known ai .

1. navigational charts
2. coastal 'charts.

, 3, generally sailing charts
4: harbor charts

5-16. In what measurement units will
water depths be shown on new charts?
1. Feet
2. Fathoms
3. Meters.
4. Both 2 and 3 above

32

3. 3
4. 2

,

coverathe

5722. General Chart 30'Comes. under cate-.
gory two and cOvers the
1. Mediterranean with ascale of%

1:9,000,001 and enaller
2. Caribbean with a scale of

1:2,000,001 to-1:9,000,000
3. standardtime zones of the

world
A. magnetic inclinatiOn or dip

5L23. What chart category consists of a
non-navigational-special-purpose
charts with four-digit numbers,
such as the,thaneuvering board?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four



g:general .

RegiOn Pour in

*IaelRaXtie'hnd USSR
Ieeland,Greein 5-32.

&Arctic
T.,ift:Ohirt Is: indicated by

- .

Oh*,04i0:41..:Cii4ii0tei 114"

'coantOUri.Chait With
foPPO.Pln

0:!:-COntiOt chart

:0i=0##Oris
eta

5=31. Which of ttM tollOwinq 'publications
ConthiniiInforiation On the anchor-

: age faCilitista'OVforeign,ports?
,

PrAti,,

Zan ;:infoZiation .

-
-

orfisatiO-ZO; -; , .

,..following:chart nurt-
1,:.*Onldlbe classified as

114,04...:
2 000.:, .

2. Sailing, Directions
3.. Notice,,to".Mariners

Portfolio.:Chait List

Whicii of the following publications
contains 'information pertaining
to the' availability cif repair

.

facilities in the different ports
of the United- Stateta

Coast'pilots
2. Light Lists
3. -Sailing Directions
4: Portfolio Chart List

, ' ,...
.

e:;COntact Chart. 5L33.' In which .puilication will you find

,

Learning 'Objective- Identify
vaiions-navigation;:1,publica-

'-:
.

h.' .

brief :descrlptions of foreign
lighthouses?
1. Coast Pilots,'
2. List:of Lights

,

3. Notice to Mariners
4. Portfo1i6 Chart List

,

Informatioh concerning lights
located in the United States and
its possessions is published by

1. Defense Mapping Agency
. ..

,2. National Ocean Survey
. 3. Coast Guard
4. Naval Observatory

548...What DMANO phblicatiOn shoUld you
consult to determine your ship's
,.11iiiiinum,Ohait alloiance?
1. Chart 1 :

4:*
3. Publication 141

;; -' 4. Publication 14:

,A .cOMpiete list Of all nautical
.'1.: . charts :available to the Navy

-:through the DMAEIC is found in
l Publication 1-N-L
2. Monthly Information BUlletin
3. Sailing Directions
4. Light Lists

5-35.
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Learning Objective: Recog-
nize procedures for stowing
and correcting charts and for
orderingchaitr and publica-
tions.

In' which direction are the geo-
graphical subreiions (portfolios)
of each region.numbered?
1.-Clockwise around the World
2.. Counterclockwise around the

world
1. Counterclockwise around the.

continents
4. Clockwise around the continents

\



tr-f, a-4

:Ibe stowed?

6irP.1142%rorollad
let;:foldedr.or rolled

kiV774RTO511:17N.'''I'
10.4,

5-4,3. All chart corrections should be
made with .

1.,black pencil lead
-2. re4 'pencil lead
3. ink
4..red ink only

:IOLthe.follawing publicatiOns
e%maikva,Ourde of coriections

o 'is:Aixd_light lists?
..1,3.0tiOtO Mariners-.

'AlrieneO
..:SUppIethent-tO LightLiats
.-Monthl:CorreCtions

IntO .how-mahraections is each
-NOtica,to Mariners divided?

-39. In your chart correction card file,
you must have a card for each'
1. portfolio
2. Chart

,

3., Notice to Mariners
4. chart not,in a portfolio

5-40. What chart corrections, if any,
must you make as soon as possible
after receiving a new Notice to
Mariners?
1. All, charts affected by the

changes in the Notice to
Mariners

2. All charts of the waters n
.

which your ship may be expected
to operate during the next year

3. Only the charts in current use
in the operating area of your
ship

4. None; changes are entered on the
chart 'correction cards only.

5-41. Which.of the following publications
is the main source.of corrections
to DMAEC publications?
1. Notice to Mariners
2. Monthly Information Bulletin
3. DOD Aeronautical Chart Updating

Manual
4. DOD Aeronautical Chart Classified

Bulletin Digest

5-42. Who determines which charts are
to be kept corrected to date?
1. Chief of Naval Operations
2. Ship's navigator
3.. Ship's leading quartermaster
4. Commanding officer

5-44. Where, on the chart, should you
record the year and number of the
Notice to Mariners from which
corrections were made?\
1. Upper right-Rhand corner
2. Upper left-hand corner
3. Lower 'right-hand corner
4. Lower_left-hand corner

5-45. To which office should ships of
the Pacific Fleet normally send

'chart requests?
1. DMA depot, Philadelphia,

Penn.
2. DMA depot, Boston, Mass.
3. DMA depot, Seattle, Wash.
4. DMA depot, Clearfield, Utah

5-46. What form is used for ordering
new charts?
1. DD 1410-D
2. DD 1150
3. DD 1149
4. DD 1110

5-47. Prom which activity should you
order a Nautical Almanac?
I. DMA depot, Clearfield, Utah
2. DMA depot, Philadelphia, Penn.
3. U.S. Naval Observatory ,

4. Naval Sea Systems Command
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Learning Objective: Describe
the relationship between 'time
and arC.

5-48.'An errcir.of.1 minute in rec-Oinsi
the time of a celestial obs,:rqa-
tion on the Equator causes
error in longitude .of
1. 1.5,neutidal miles
2. 5 nautical miles
3. 10 nautical miles
4. 15 nautical miles..

5-49. What is the time equivalent
of src?
1. 1n30 m
2. lh40m
3. 1h50m
4. 2h0m .

of 25°
1



Nr4,111V:

4,c
,LZ.-,s

Onverti4g1mErto 4mq

.:sho.acilyou put in:blank

-
.261140Aft:-time?.'

'

5757: What J.e'the-tiate. eqUivalentof.
111°,44'45" of.arc?
4 7n31518

. 2. 7N4m14s
, 3: 7n26m59s

. 4..7414°24P

558.-Whit iiis.the time:equivalent of
arc mensuring 5003230"?

.311208s,
2. 31222T108
3. 41m!22s

4a16mts

S:s.

15. .

iniMber should you -put in .blank

_

3. :4'

4. 14:

Learning Objectives: Define.
the different kinds of time,
identify time zones, and
determine GMT (UT).

5-54; The- equation of.time is t..fte! .

given to the difference.bcrween:,-?
1. Mean time and zone time
2..,apparentAlimeand mean time
3. appafent tiMe.and
4:. zonetime and Greenwichtlea

time .
. .

.S;-e;0. OVer which meridian .in relation to
your position is,the tun located
when local apparent time is 1600,
1. . 900 to the. west
2. 180° to thewest
3: 90° to.the east,.
4. 1800 to the eaat

5-61. Why'ininean time, ratte. than
apparent.time,used navigati6n?
T. The equation of time is con

stant when mean tim-is Used
2. Stars and planets are identified

by ean -time
3. App rent time cannot be con-,

ver ed.into a Raasuremants
,4. The 1ays are tl equal. length ,

when, measured Irean time.

(B)

45°.. (C)

. .

- Figure 58H.4:6-Averting arc to time'.

-5.753.,What number'shOnld you put in blank
IA) of.figure.5B?
1.- 1 ,

2: ,3

7
4: UV'

, 754. What number should:you put'in.blank
.

IB) of figurp,5B?
1: 1
2.; 3
3.' 7

4. 28.

What number sh6uld.you
figure 5B?

-.1.. 1
2. 3.
3. 7
4.: 28

put in blank

35
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I

h4itUde'

What 'is.the humerical itaiue ot: GMT.;
if ST:iii1Oh40mI08 at 89°3617°W
longitUde?
1. ,--.41140,108
2. ';-5140m10s:
4 15h4011.1108
4 16114010s

5-71. What-is the zone time and date at
170°W longitude: When, it' is zioon

,on 16 141;.:rch zone .timeiat 30°8
longitode? : j

1. 2100, 15' March /
Z. 230, March/
3. 2/504 16 March'
.4. S&U 15 March

5-72. What is the Hie and date at
170°E longittide:when it is noon'
on 24 Decemb4r at 125°W longitude?
1. 0600, 24 December
2. 0700, 24'December
3. 0600,' 25 December

4. 0700, 25 December

Piret.point. of Ar ies

.wany..degre.es ,does a time zoned on either side of the
tañdard. time meridian?

15°,
/ 24°

,

WhiCh?-,Of the following local 'times
ie'egual to. the zone time of an,

entire time. zone?
'1; Apparent time at the Greenwich

:meridian
::.:Aiipakent time, at the standard
'tittle meridian
.-Mean time at the Greenwich
meridian

4. Mean time at the standard time
, meridian.

5-67. Which, of the following relations
holds true in time zones that are
west of Greetwich?
1. The ZD is plus and is added to

GMT (UT) to get ZT
2. The ZD is ,plus and is added to

ZT to get GMT (uT)
.3. The ZD is minus and is added to

GMT (UT) to get ZT
4. The Zb is minus and is added to

ZIT to get GMT (UT)

5-68. What col z-ection must be applied to
GMT to wraputu. zone time at 158°W,
longitude?
1. Plus 10 hours
2. Minus 10 hours
3. Plusll houis
4. Minus 11 hours

5-69. What is GMT at 83°W longitude if
zone time is 12h18M4s7
1. 6h18m4s

7h18m413
3. 17h18m4s
4. 18h18m48

36

5-73. What is LMT at 69°W longituae
when ZT for that, zone is 4h36111165?
1. 00116s
2. 4,1112m160
3. ,5,nors168
4. 5114m16s

5-74. What is ZT at 158°W longitude
when LMT is 5h30M455?1. 5h2m45s

2. 5h10m45!
3., 511,40m455
4. 5n58m458

5-75. What kind of time is usually
indicated by a ship's clock?
1. LMT
2.
3. GMT
4. LAT

6 4
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'Timepieces (Continued); Introduction to Navigation; Dead Reckoning and

arning Objective: Descrihe
timepieces used aboard ship
and how to determine their

- error.

. ,

Who ii.,reaponsible for
Olock_repaired?-l. Bridge.tessenger
2".:.TiMeorder*.

QUaiteiMaster-
...*Vigatok

deck

00A.WrapOnsible for de
cloCks ar

;WOUnd?
7-130.dgeMessenger
:2::7'TiMe Orderly
3.'Quariermaster.
,4h.,NOvigator

What method is used to neutraliz
the ship'S-mat'on in a chronomete
installation?
1..Foam rubber ounts.
2. Gimbal mount
3. Gyroscopic unts
4, Shock absorb r mounts

ences between an
5 chronometer and
eter is that the
et has
'nches smaller than
pnometer
at jumps one

her tick
ches larger than
onometer
ding stem

One Of the diffe
unmodified size
a size 35 chron
size 85'chronome
1. a dial 1-1/2

the size'35 c
2. a second hand

second every,o
3 a dial 1-1/2 i

,the size 35 c
4. an external wi

37

6-5. The chronometer stowage locker
should be located as near as
possible tothe ship's
1. keel'
2. hull .

3. wardroom
centerline

6-6. (A) How long can wostohronometers
run without being rewound, and (B)
how often should a ship's nhrono-
meter be wound?
1. (h) 36 hours, (B) every 18 hours

(A),36 (B) 242. hours, every hous
3. (A) 56,hours, (8) every 18 hours
4. (A) 56 hours, (B) every 24,hours

677. To ensure uniform performance,
chronometers are customarily
1. returned to the chronometer pool'

for rewinding
2. allowed to run down and then

rewound
3. reset each day at 1130
4. wound at ,the same.time each day

6-8. The indicator
a chronometer
elapsed since
1. resetting
2. inspection
3. winding
4. run-down

dial on the face of
gives the time
the most recent

6-9. Chronometer er,ror is the difference
between chronometer time and
1. ZT
2. GMT (UT)
3. LMT
4. LAT
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_ .

'the'aiiera diily rat
4,Ohronameter ehatAx ,

i:Oy:::1'.,,Minutes 131 aeconds!On
1976.an4 fasi.by 6

.lanUtei43'aeOonda on 30.September

4/44Y

4..7141.03',4/daY
s/day-

A.41. ihe..hbUr,signal*:in the radio time
- signala.is prec ded by a break

laating-f°
1..1 sec
2.: 4- sec

3. 1:sed
9 sec

6-12. During a 'radio time eignal begin-
ningat 5.minutes before the hour-,

' the.aignal follows a specific pat-,
tern-for each minute; For the
first minute,. :the pattern consistsi

' -of oMitting the signal for aeconds
1.29 And 53:through 59
2,49; 5., and 16 throUgh 59'

7 3. 29,52; and'56.:through59
4. 29, 13, and.56 through 59

6713; Whenshoild. you try to make C-4.7
'comparisoni to obtain the most
.;accuratelY timed observations?

. 1. BOthbefore and after .sights
2. At least once a watch
3. Every day St 1130

. 4. Every 10 days ,

6-14. The chrbnometer time of a celestial
'observation is obtained by adding.:
C-W to "

LMT ,

2. GMT (Uy)
3. WT,
4. ZT ,

, 6-15. GMT (UT) is obtained by applying a
CE correction to
1, LAT
2. LMT
3. ZT
-4. CT

6-16. What is the value of C-W if the
comparing watch reads 3h20m105
when the chronometer reads
5n10m00s7
1. 1h10m109
2. 1h49m509
3. 2h10m10s
4. 8h30m109

366
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'Learning-Objed
.:VarioUs method
a ship's, p6sit

ive: Identify
of determining

on.

Items 6-17 ihrU16,-20 describe
means of determining a ship's

position. For each item, name the
method of navigation described, using
the following Alternatives.

1. Piloting
.

2. Dead reckoning
3. Celestial navigation
4. Electronic navigation

6-17. Referring the ship's location to,
that Of bodies in the sly, such
as the-Sun, Moon,.planets,-or

.

stars
. .

Using bearings and distances from:
objecti you,can see on the Earth's
surface; such as lighthouses,
steeples, andpoints of land ,

6-18.

6-19. Using .bearings and distances
obtained with equipment such as
radio-direction finders, loran,
and radar

6-201 Estimating the direction and dis-_
tance tradveled from a known point
of departure

Learning Objective:, Explain
' how meridians and parallels

,

are used to Iodate any given
point on 'Earth.

672 . The true shape of the Earth is,
that of an oblate,spheroid; for
purposes of celestial navigation,
its shape is considered to be
that of a
1. paraboloid
2. prolate spheroid
3. cylinder
4. sphere

6-22. Imaginary lines running around the
Earth and through the poles are
called
1. parallels
2. meridians
3. isobars
4. isopleths



:71744W '41131.

"distance ,,$) a. point'north Or
' the Equator ieasured :

along the
, int's meridian is

,
1. 'Latitude
2. losOitude
3.'great circle distance,
4. small circle distance

, .

6-32. ,A ship that is at'0° latitude
175°W longitude is at the
1. Equator. .

2. Greenwich meridian
3. NOrth Pole
4. international date line

-3t6

.:4660

Milsjs:npproXimately
to -

.1:5200,féetpr 1584. meterd

4:Y4000feer.or '1800 meters
4:1'6976feet:or 1852.metera

!..26..:::Whatia,:thestarting point for

..1.;The Egnato;

GleseaSich4Eaglaad-
.

is called

2,..1,,Eqnator :

3:.,garth'a axia
4'.internatiOnal'date line,

8-:',.T1i e.Earth,is-divided into .the
*Eastern ind Westein-Hemispheres
.-14.iinHimaginary line, fotmed by the
--1,Equator.

:

2.,;.GkeenWich.and 180th Meridiani
.

3.. 00 parallel . .

4. 9.0°Eand 90°W meridians

7 the,

Parallels,are,numbered from
1. 90°W and $
2. 180'N and S
3. 180°E and,W
4. 360°

How Many parallels cif latitude are
there on the surface of the Earth?
1. 180
2. 21,600
3. 1,296,000
4. An infinite number

° to

Learning Objective: Define
a great citcle and explain
its significance in relation
to navigation.

6-33.'What is a citcle whose plane passes
through'the center of the Earth?
1. Center plane.
2.,Bisecting plane
.3. Great circle
4. Small circle

6-34..Which of the following lines of
latitude and longitude are great
circles?
1. All meridians and parallels,
Z. All meridians and the Equator
3. All perallels except the Equator
4. All parallels and the Greenwich

meridian

6-3 . If you stretch a Piece of string
against a globe of the world from
Seattle to Tokyo, you will have
laid out the shortest distance
betkeen these two cities. The'
string will have described an
arc which is part of a
1. small circle
3. check line
3. great circle
4. meridian

6-36. What is the shortest distance
'between two points on 'the Earth's
surface?
1. A straight line tangent to the

Equator
.2. A curved line as part of a,

great circle .

3. A complete circle passing
through bOth poles

4. A rhumb line parallel to any
meridian3 6 7
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` °!K,

,43 1Tháttpe iof bearing indicites
angle betweew.the line of sight tO.

: an.:nhieet and the ahiP's head?

ikng.,Object-tve Describe
usTiMethothrof °measure-

1.;;True
2.,'Magnetic
3. Relative
4. °Geographic

0-44. What is the 'reciprocal of '330°7
1.-:120°
2. 130°
3.140°
4.010°

,
the EC:al-Owing ,phriseit

'.'.'.CO.rifiCtlY.:._defineS: the term. .,
NiaitiCel,Miles..

.p. er honr
4. ttatnte:..iniiee.per :hour.

6733.Mow:Meny"degrees are there between
style 'compass

.3.320.

0. WWM4ny'figures are used-to
okpres4 courses,arid bearinge?
1.:One.

Three
FoUr

.6-41; When iaking a bearing you would
nioimally read itmo closer than
1. 1/20th'of a-degree
2. 1/4th Of a degree
A. 1/2 of,a degree
44 1 degree_

6-42. True direction in the Wavy is
.expressed in
1. degrees, measured clockwise

froth true north
24 degrees,'measured cOunterclock-

wise fromirue north,
3. points, meaeured clockWise from

true nOrth
4. points, measured counterclock-.

.

wive from true north

40
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Figure 6A

Refer to figure 6-A for items 6-45,
and 6-46. Your ship is on a head-

ing of 315° true and point@ is 090°
relative from you.

6-45. What is the true bearing o..(2)7
1. 045°
2. 090°
3. 270°

.4. 315°

6-46. How might a lookout report the
location ofT 7
1. "On the s arboard bow"
2. "On the starboard beam"
3. "in the port beam"
4. "On the poit bow" 's



NW .7T-15k
'5P-A

plat a
=

,

**,;,:yourAgotS-for
tOroWerlaysheet-

i*ting-fabeet'orcnierlay sheet

4044:811*4'cir Obirt :

initiument-ie used for:
- **suring Chart disiances?;:l

HOey. position Plotter,
2. Parallel rulers :

'-3.'protractOrs
4:'Dividers

49.. Which of the following best des-
cribes.a deedreckoning 4DR)

1.-Biect position of ship
2. AcCUrite to one-half mile
3..Anestimated position
4. All-the'above

Which. underwater log is the most
'tic:Curate?.

1..Blectromagnctic
2. Pitotstatic .

3. Blectroxechanical
4...I Speedometer

6-55. What speed is measured by a :Log?
1, ictual speed over the ground
2. Speedtbrough the water
3.. Speed of driftlm knots
4. Speed in mdles per hour

6-56. leach Of the following 1.13 a method
of determining position.and direct-
ing the movement of a vessel by
reference to landmarks, naviga-
tional aids, or soundings?
1. Dead reckoning
2. Piloting
3. Running fixes
4. All the above

'4,Cf

libet-are'theminithum plottini
-Y 'nequirements lor:e fix?

line Of poiitiOn
Yg,Three:lines of, position
:.11.,TWO::perallel lines of positiOn
4 *7O'inteisecting.lines of posi-
--tion'

6-51:41everal-fOrces act to.set a ship
Offits DR track.. The direction
in which theseforces act is called
1. set
2:,drift
3. dopplei
4i-trace interlial

-52 Which of the following types of
underWater logs ire used'on Navy
ships?
1. Pitotsiatic
2. BleCtromechinical
3. B1ectromagnetic'
4. All the above

Whi is the rodmeter of the speed
indicating log hotsed in the shaft
when a ship enters shallow water?
1.!To maintain watertight integrity
2.1 To obtain more.accurate readings
3: To comply with security:regula-

tiona
4. To protect the' sword from injury

41

6-57. What do lines of
of?
1. Range
2. Bearings
3. Distance arcs
4. All the above

position consiet .

6-50. A nonmagnetic metal ring equipped
with:sighting,devices and fitted

.

over a gyro repeater is called a
1.. synchronous alidade
2, telescopid alidade
3 bearing cirdle ,

4. Otadimeter

6-59. Wbat is Meant when a ship is
said to be "on.therange"?
1. TWO speCial landmarks are

observed in line .

2."The ship is at the intersection
of two distance arcs

3. Rada:: xanges are:being used
.

4. Tho ship is running a calibre.-
tion.range

6-60. Sow do you convert a relative
bearing of a landmark td a true
bearing? ..

1. Subtract ship's true heading,
2. Add gyro error
3. Subtract gyro error
4. Add ship's true heading

369



When en-ohserver takes a bearing
't*iies*rial. object, from

whiOh-lobint and in -what'4iiection
doeit .he, plot the .beering line of

.:Peosii4.0nZ
1. F;am,the ship, in-a reciprocal

direction
.

2. Prom the ihip, in the direction
of'thee.landmark

3. PrOm the-landmark, in a recipro-
cal direction

4. Prom,the 'landmark, in the direc-
tion bf the bearing

-62. What is abircular,line of posi-
.tion whose radius is the distance'
from a landmark to the observer?

A. tangent_ bearing
.2. A distance arc
3.-A tangent arc
4. A range

,

43. Whicb of the following is used to
measure distances from your ship
to,others in a formation?.
1. Alidade
2. Sextant
3. Stadimeter
4. Synchronous alidade

6-64. Where is the permanent record of
a piloting track normally kept?
1. On an oVerlay,sheet
2. On a plotting sheet
3. In a Bearing Record Book
4..On a chart

6-65. Which of the following plotting
symbols indicates a.dead-reckoned
position?

6.-67. Which Of the.following methods of
fixing a ship's positkon is the
most accurate?
1. Taking a range and bearing to

a Single object
2. Establishing intersecting lines

of Position with bearings of
twoor more ohjects

3. Taking hbrizontal sextant
angles betWeen three fixed

'objects .-

8 4. Taking succeSsive bearings of
a single fixed object

6-68.. What instrument is used to plOt a
position obtained by horizontal
sextant angles?
'1. Dead-reckoning tracer
2: Dividers
3. Parallel rulers
4. Three-arm'protractor

6-69.,The intersection of a line of
position obtained from a bearing
with an advanced line of position
ii called a(ni
1. estimated position
2, approximate fix,
3. eatimated fix
4. running fix

6-70. Locating the position of a ship by
means of bow and beam bearings
results in,what type of fix?
1. A running-fix
2. A simultaneous fix
3. A DR position
4. An estimated position_-

6-71. Which of the following devices is
the most accurate for obtaining .

soundings in shallow depths?
1. Sounding machine
2. Hand lead
3. Fathometer
4. Pit log

6-66. What do you do when three lines of
positic" intersect to form a small
triangl,
1...Take lsw'bearings
2. Mark the fix at the intersection

of the'last two lines of posi-
tion .

3. Mark the fix at the intersecion
of the first two lines of'
position

4. Mark the fix at the center of
the triangle

42
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6-72: depth sounder sends a signal to
the ocean floor which bounces off
the floor end returns to the ship.
How deep is the water if the
signal returns to the ship 1
second after transmission?
1. 1200 ft
2. 2400 ft
3. 48)0 ft
4. 9600 ft
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Learning Objective: Recognize
general operating character-
istics-,of loran.

How is the navigator warned that
loran signals are unreliable?
1. A panel light glows red-
2; The signals regularly shift to.

the right and badk
3. There is a loud hum in the°

receiver
A. The master station transmits a

coded signaL

Assume you are navigating by the
groundwaves (Tg) transmitted by-
loran-A during daylight hours.
What is the maximum range-at which
you can expect to obtain a 'fix?
1. 100 to 200 nautical miles
2; 400 to 5.00 nautical miles
3.'700 to 840 nautical miles
4;1340 to 1400. nauticalmiles

7-7, Radio waves that travel along the '
\Earth's surface are known as
1. skiimfaves
-2. skywaves
3: groundwaves
4.' reflection waves

7-8. Radio waves thattravel toward,
enter space and then are reflected
back to the Earth by the atmosphere
are known as
1. xpacewaves
2. skywaves
3. reflection waves
4. skipwaves

7-9. Time differences of masier'and
secondary loran stations are
m-a,,ured in what incrementil,",
1. Minutes

f414;one:disadvantage of elec-
Onidniiiigi4on compared ifith
itial:navigation?
CISSubject-to equipment 7-6.

el:Ohjecte:being Used co obtain \

nivigatortuiatexpose-him7 '

'.-tOr,the' weather to.Cake a
,

7 ::cannot'be obtained in
vor0e-weither: -

/nAhesleran syxtem of Firigation
a'lins Of position is d termined

-loi?the:.differance in
.

1,1strength-ef-a pair Of trans-
=; -..mitted, signals
2. -timerof.arrival of i pair of
-.- tray:A:flitted iignals
3. freguenck of-a pair of trans-

mitted-signals
4. bearing of a pair of transmitted

-signaI0 .

many loran transmitting sta-
na areneceasary to determine a
gle loran line of position?
ne

2,
3,
4. .

A line connecting the loran master
and sl ve stations is known as the
1. ael y line
2. basdliñe
3. base ine extension
4. refs ence line 372

2. MicroMinutes
3. Microseconds
4. Seconds
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0,4**ea

14:4 a'

eP.9.

4if;f ,

'4h0i46.:90!Id4.tic1.1:P

a notation .-"?1,4.".7.,-,incthe record

'IOriiii-,;reading,-refers to the
.,wage; us

=.time.;;Of,ObServition
:'-rate of. the.' pair stations
..''type Oftrade interval .

Whit. is_indicated by tlie notation
17 iii.the record Of a loran. ,

:reading?. .- . - .

-1.,-..Thereading -was unsatiefactory
:reading was obtained With

:SkYwaVeis .

3. ,The reading waa Made with
blinking. signals

4. The-recorded time of the read-
ing was .ship s time

What -should yon do. if you obtain
a loran reading and there are no
11/law-plotted on your .chart for
that

.

rate?. _

I.; ,-Take.'enother 'reading on a

2. to:*check the. ..

equipment .1- . -

3'..'Consult PUb.No: 221 '-for- infor-,
Alation,:on the unplotted rate

the..,Information to the

WhiCh of..tbe follOwing methods of
obtaining.a radar fix.-is most
accurate?: - , _

1. Croat bearingi
2. Tangent bearings
3. Two or more ranges
4. Range and bearings of a dingle

object
. _

7;-17. Which of the following objects
will give e most accurate radar
fix if a ce ter bearing' and a
range are Us ?
1. Large isle d7
2. riistant mem taeilnin-

-3. Straight sho
4. Smalr isolate rock

.7-18. -A radar fix is ob ined by tan-
gent bearings .and e range to a'
single object. Whe e is the fix'
located?
1. -At the intersectio of -the

bearing lines
2. At the intersection of the

-.range line, and one b aring
line

'3. On the measured range- nd half-
way between'the bearing lines

4: In the middle of 'the- triangle
foried 'by the range line and .

the.bearing lines

In piloting .by radar, what com-
pensation is applied to tangent
bearings to allow for beam width?
1. Right and left tangent bear-

ings are decreased by half the
beam width

-2. Right and left tangent bear-;
ings are increased by half the
beam width.

3. Right tangent bearings-are
decreased and left tangent
bearings are increased by -half
the b--3.ga 4/.1.4th

4. Right tanguit buarings'are
increased and left tangent_
bearings are decreased by half
the beam width

,

-

Learniilg-Objective:, Recognize
capabilities. ;and limitations .

of radar_ as ,a navigational aid,

-441hat Is the minimum radar infor-
mation required to establiah a
radar
1:.,Three.beatingsand'one range

'ANO.,,bearings and two-ranges
.TWO' tangents bearings and one
range to a Small. island

. One- bearing and one range to a
single object

_

What: feature of the PPI soope
provides for the most exact
deterritination of range?

. 1.Eleètroñic cursor
2. Range xings
3. Range strobe
4. Hairline cursor



-
7T20. Assume that you are navigating

into a harbor at-night. You have
the following points on radar:
A. channel buoy ill -

B. a sandy beach cove
C. a.lighthouse on a point of land
D. a large island, and
E. a small isolated rock
'Which of the points listed would
, provide the most reliable naviga-
tional information?
1. A. and B
2. B and E .

3. C and E
4. 1:1 and A

7-26. The satellites of the navigational
satellite system receive correc-
tive orbital data from the
1. tracking station
2. computing center
3. injection station
4. shipboard navigational

equipment

7,-21. How many times daily is correc-
tive data sent to orbiting
satellites?
1. 5 times daily
2. 4 times daily
3. 3 times daily
4. 2 times daily'--The minimum difference in bearing

Which of the follOwingderives
its high accuracy .from time 4if-
ference measurements of the

-pulsed.signals, and the inhei-ent
stability of LF propagation?
1. Loran-A- ..

2. Satellite navigation.system
3. Radar
4. Loran-C

7-2 Who is responsible for the opera-
tion of loran-C stations?
1. U.S. Navy
2..Defense Mapping ency
3. U.S. Coast Guard

.

_ 4...T.L.S. Coast and Geodetic Eurvey

whereby two objects at the same 7-28:
range can be discerned on a radar-
scope is called bearing resolu-
tiom.'

7-22. Bearing resolUtion can sometimes
be improved by increasing the
tadar receiver gain.

7-23. .The:ability of radar to distin-
guish two targets on the same
bearing is called

.1. pulse Width resolution
2., beam width resolution

.

3. bearing resolution
. 4. range resolution

.

Learning Objective: Describe
basic concepts of satellite
navigation syStem..

.'7-2%. Doppler effect is demonstrated by
the fact that the pitch of a train
whistle will a

increase, decrease
as the train approaches and

b - after the
increase decrease
train passes;
1. (a) increase;.(b) increase
2. (a)-decrease; (b) decrease
3. (a)- increase; '(b) dedrease
4. (a) decrease; (b) increase

.7.-25. When may a fix be obtained utiliz-
ing satellite information?
1.'.Nighttime only
2. Daytime only
3. At any time during a satellite

pass-
4. At any time

46
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7-30. Which.of the following Is the
center, freqUencTof the loran-C
system?--
1. 85 kHz
2.. 90 kHz
3, 95 kHz
4.-100 kHz

7-31. Loran-C chains.are comprised of
a master transmitting Station;
two or more-secondary transmittingl
stations; and, if necessary,
systems area-monitor .(SAMS)

.stations.'

7-32. Which-cl the following designa-
tiona.indicatea, loran-C

.

secondary station?
1.. W
2. X

.

3. Y
4. All,the above

7-33. Which of the master station's
pulses is used for visual
identification? .

1. 6th pulse
2. 7th pulse
3: 8th pulse
4. 9th pulse
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Irt.A

,
401*Y,OfA low-

radio 40404ion,-;44*-..1
'-,:,001iY:Might:transiMittingr

.64.

oriCo

1dicted :to
enble 046-40:041W:iatbin :1. Ifto
2. .- 5 to 6 rigiO4O4 Jtilegt

'gales

; What. i.sthe Y.ength, fl:flaut1cal
a-reprelientative base-

lixie in the omega eYstem?"
I. .6000.
2. 5000
j- 4000

300q,

. ()Mega is' a -VLF, coritinuous-wave,
:time-fahared. radio navigation
sYstem with all. stations -trans-

:: mitting it-the same frequencies
d in the same-order

;- To what time is the start of 10.-
IS:seCond 'magi _Station cycle
:opohroniSed?..-'!.
1-::01T.'''(GreenWith Mean time)
2'' RT (nOne 'time)

4iTd. (cbordinated Universal
tliae) :''

4:: MT., (local:Mean '(itle)

=39. .Eachft1j e3.t41it transmissions
*f during Ithel.0.-second period of-
.:trlininaitting :the Complete sequence

of is:knbwik as
.

....,omega run
2. .tint& phase

4.
baseline
tinte,seginent,

11-:".7c711541,.:k.: 41.

Select from the list below the
equipnent that matches the

descriptions listed in items 7-40
through 7-45. ,

A. SINS
B. NAVDAC
C. Shoran
D. Star Tracker

-E. Consol
F. Decca

.7-40. A navigational system similar-to
loran, that measures phase differ-
ence0 rather than time differences
of the transmitted signals.
1 C
2.

,
D

3, E`
4. F.
A system in which a series of
dots alid dashes are transmitted
which are -used to establish fix.
1. A
4. B
3. E
4.. F

7-4 . 'Geographically fixed trancrt:. _tern
eadit navigational 'signals ween
keyed by own Ship's radar signr. .

47

7-4 .

7-4

7-4

2. C
3. D
4. g
An optical teleacope containiny:
radio or infrared sensitive cch-
ponents that calculate altitude
andatimUth data:
2. B
3. C
4. D

',,
. .A self-contained bintenq that pro-

vides a cond.nuous, computed DR
position display.
1. A
2. B .

3. D
4. E

A memory. ; tnk at ::ccUrate
tionar .
1. g
2. C
3. E
4. F

375.
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What 4* the .13eXer.i.,,dietetee. Maas-
urecl.frtsa the elevated North Pola;:
of: celeitial body whose decli-
nation is '20°N7:, ,
1.. 20!":. :

70°
3._ 110.
4. 160°.

n.ihich of .the, folloWing. publV-
. catiOns'Can...4eClination of:any

'!:...pav-igatiOnalntat be':found for
;: any Aat nf.....the.yekar?
1. Pub No. 214.4
2.!NeUtiCal:'A1mana6.,

'
-4. Alt': the .abinie: : .

shape :_of the :13iiith is

-8Phereidi how-ix, ofi, celestial.'n 'its shape . is. otinsidered,
:et.Of 'a

aboloid'.
10o11-t-fi spheroid

;?.qYXieder .

.81#10Fe-1-

atria the name of a harizontil
in:the:- system of coordinates

oid4o41 on 414

1:104ination
hour-anle

nine Of a,vertical
iamln:the system of coordinate.nsed in locating objects on the

Celestial 'sphere?
Latitude

:2.' Longitude
3. Parallels
4: areenwich hour. angle

Learning Ohjective:" Idantf fy
the time 'diagram and its uses
in solving navigational

:

problems.

:7-5 . As a' pelesiial'body Moves west-
-ward, the .4?alue of.its ZHA.will
le increase to 3600
2. decrease to 0°
1. increase to 100° and.then

decrease
.

.

4. remain approximateiy constant

What is,the celeitial reference
point used.to calcUlate sidereal
hOui angle?

'uernal equinox
2. ""Jon.,.
3. Sun

'.4.-Autumnal equinox.
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tigure 7A.--A time diagram

4, Items 7-54 through 7-59 refer to
time diagram in figure 7A.

7-54: Whel) usin,, the time diagram in
figure 7A, Olt observer is
assumed to be located outside the
celestial sphere and ata point
over
1. the sphere's North Pole
2. the sphere's South Pole
3. Greenwich, England

,

4. the first point of Aries
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A i:imilmol-4Celeatial:bOdy,ik Westbf..
(14), bf the,:

1:Ohserver*the:Meridian angle (t)
eqUalto

1.: the.:GHAhf'thebo !

'2.'the IBA' of the. NAY
3. 360° minus:the .LHA.of the. body
4.-160° minua.the.GHkot: the. bOdy

Learning Objective: Explain
basic celestial navigational
terms. (This objective con-
tinued in assignment 8.)

t'ii..ti*aPfarCxtMate LEA-o
the Star?"

'11.'135°

-58. :What is. tha LHA of a.stareif the
'-...:longitude of the obeerVer is 35°W
ind the GHA'of the ster.ls
1. 105° '

2. 184°:
A. 2204
4,255°

.
. ,

7:What:is the appr7ixiMate.angle of
tha..atar.'4hown lafigure .7A2
1. .,..,,90(14'

104E.:
3. 4.15°W

7-63. What are the minimum plotting
requirements for a celestial fix?
1. A celestial line of position

that intersects a bearing
-2. Two intersecting celestial

lines of position
3. A course line intersected by

a celestial line Of position
4. Two intersecting amimuth,lines

Larning ...!:ljective: Identify
LHA of a celestial body.

Wiwt is the GHA of a celestial
budy,if its SHA is 100°.and the
.GRA of the vernal equinok is 20°?'
1. 20°

-2. 80°
3. 100°
4. 120'3:

761.'. How 1S'the Lim:of a celestial,
beady *Measured?
I. Westward or eastward from the
'local celestial meridian:(M)°

-2. Westward or eastward from the.
hour eircle.of the body

:

Westward from-the local ceies-'
tial.meridian (M)

4. Westward from,the hour circle
of the body.
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GP OaSERVER

Figure 7B.--Navigating by a star

a, Items 1-64 thrOugh 76Errefer to
figure 7p.

7-64. What angle in figure 7B represents
the altitude of the star A?
1. a
2. b
3. c
'4. d
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NC,TATI

ktal. alti-
tude the: .:star at A: in-
figure 7? .
1 A circle with radius A to GP.

origin 'at-';GP
A 'Circle with:radius GP to
obserVer,, Origin at .GP ;

-3. A. tiicle. With 'radial :GP to
.'obeet*Or.,0ii0iti'at 0

4. A, cirtle with radiUsii. A .t) GP,
. 'origin ai A

edistaice of a'
'
body if. it iS Observed

mi1.44
ot the7.bodl?'

. What is the altitude of:a celess'
ial Viewed"from a

. . -
,point'located'.5400 nautical miles .1
from,:the..GP of the body?

2.36° ..'

3. 544
.90°:

AlthOugh':atline.of poait.on (LIOP)'
is plotted';-a's a '.itraight line, i
repro40.0.tS"asiatO"of,.
'1. the

, Egivitor:
biztlt. Of egual- Altitude

3. a'gieat''circle
4, a meridian

70. In what pUblication will' yoU find
precomputed altitude' and. azimuth'
angles of 'navigational heavenly,

.

bodieis?
.

1. pub. Sti. :249
2. Nautical 'Almanac

I

3, Pub. ,No. 229
4. Pub. NO.. 9

-
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1?

Jlearning ObjectiVeAcontinued):
Explain basic celestiil navi-
gational terms.

(
8-3. What e is the LOP?

1. ZW
.2. ZV
3. WZV
4. XZY

8-4. Which of the following relationships
is true of the obserVed and computed
-61titudes obtained in the situation?
1. Ho was less than He
2, So was greater than ac
3. Ho was equeto Hc
4. Ho could halm been either greater

or ltthian Hc

S..5. What doe$ the altitude interceptA
,repr'esen hen a line of position
Ili\eatablishedby the oLeraticn

.

. ofHestar?-. A
J. 1

run'lloy/the ship between
tWO..obsgprAtions
Distant6'betwieen the sn4's
positibn at the time of the
observation and an assumed
position along the azimuth line

3. Difference in' the altitude of,
the star at different times

4,-Point of intersection of two
circles of equal altitude

8-6. Whc.c is another term for height of
eye?.
1. Parallax
2. Refraction
3. Semidiameter
4. Dip

,P4.1ke

.Items 8-1 thru 8-4 refer to figure
Rh.

What is represented by the line VZ?
1. Zenith distance
2. Observed azhnuth
3,'Altitude intercept
4. Line of position

what is rePresented by the line VZW?
1: the LOP'
2. Azimuth line
3.-Obs6rved altitude,
4. AItitUde intercept

CIRCLE- OF EQUAL
OBSERVED ALTITUDE

8A.--Celestial line of position

0
0

51

8-7, Which of the following corrections
are always subtracted from sextant
readings? 0

1. Refraction-and dip only -
2. Refraction and semidiameter only
3. Dip and semidiameter only
4. Refraction., dip, and semidiameter

3 9,



171,r,0

8-13. Latitude templitei contain-altitude
.and azimuth curVes, for determining'
,.the approximate altitudes'and
azimuth:a of,celestial body:

'8-14..The arrow-on the latitude template
.that You secure on the star base
;of a star finder,shOuld be pointed
tOward the:
1. local hour angle of Aries
2. Greenwich hour an4le of the

star whose aititude and'azimuth
you want to deterMine

.

3. meridian angle of the star
whose altitudetand azimuth you
want to determine

. sidereal hour angle of the -A

gtar whose.altitude and azimuth-'
you want to determine

patallax
trliktiOn.

allax.vorrection,allows for the -.

i,ffii*InPeJmtiiRsell-the -
..d*iiicisibkreiti.,heaNicinly body as
,geen:Ii.om:aOme;pointon.the
.;44arth!S,,A:urfaide 'and:frau: the

E44,10sscOner::::':
2:-a0parent'and'iearMotions of the .

cefiter.and.lower limb of
cilestial;bodies

. Visihle,horizon at the Surface
and.visible,horizoW at the
,observer's height of eye

8-10. How ii,semidiaiater corredtion
all)plied to a sextant altitude?
1. Always, added ,.

2. I.Iway'subtrapted
1.-Added.to.a reading of the lower

subtracted from,a reading
of:the upPer limb
Added to area:ding of the upper,
'limb; 'subtrPoted from a reading'
of' the'lower limb

,

C Learning Objective: Identify
various stars and celestial

'\'bodies.

-11., If a'navigator is'not familiar
twith navigational stars by'sight,
which of the following aids can
he use to locate and identify the
Stars'by which he Wishes to
Amtahlish one or more lines of
pOsition (LOP)?
1:\Pub No. 214
2.\Star finder (21020)
3. 'Pub NO. 216

.4. The American Nautical Almanac

8-12. How m y latitude degree intervals
are ere between each latitude
temple e?

'54\
2. 10° \

3: 15°,
4. 20°

.380
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eir4ing-Objeative: Identify
extent,components; describe
extant usage end care:,

8-18. What part,of the sextant is the
, horizon glass?
1. U
2. V
3. W
4: Y

8-19. Bow many degrees is the sextant
index arm moved by one complete
rd'Ation ofthe midrometer drum?
1. 1°
2. 2°3 50
4.,10°

8-20. The micrometer drui ot the'sextant
is graduated in
1. seconds trom 0.to 60
2. minutes from CLto . 60
3. half seconds from 0 to 180,'

. 4. half seconds from 0 to 20

8-21; When you. are' observing the,Sun,
what :lathe next step'to carry
oui after you have trained the
line of sight on the point otthe
horizon:fust below the Sun?
1. Raise the sextant'until the
2 ,line of sight touches the.

'lower.limb of the Surr
2.,Swing the arc:about the line

'of"sight.
1. Move the index:armuntil the '

Sun appears in the mirror-
4. Move.the Micrometer drum to

brinck,the direct'and the
reflected-horizons in line

Figure 8B.--Marine sextant

dh Items 8-15, thrucB-2 refer to
w figure 8B.

-15. Wh,-4t is the principa
a sextant in navigat
1. Measuring the ang

heaVenly body an e`viiible
'

horizon. '

2. Measuring ranges/to,otherlshi
3. Determining the true beariage,,

of navigational ids
44 Determining the 'olurses,of;Ithe

ships, '1",;1

ction of

between a,

8-22. When the.sextant is used to take
a Sun- sight; the reflected:image
E the Sun is adjuated until the

01. lower, limb of the Sun touches
the horizon 0

2. upper iimb of,the Sim touches_
the horizon

.3. horizon bisects the images
,4. kiMage touChes the dividing

/ "V-)line of the horizon glass ,)7t
k

8-23A What is the purpose of swinging
the arc in an observation of the
Sun?'

_

18716. What part of the Sextant is" --
parallel to the,04ri;on glass when
the index Mark-7iWaT(17ero and
there is no inileX_cb#ection?
1. U ',,r!' 1:.',

/,

4. Y

-17. The indeit arm of the sextant pivots
,ahout the exact center of curvature
of the part of sextant marked
1. U
,2. W
3. X
4, Y.

1. To minimize parallax
2. To 'minimize sOMidiameter error
3. To ensure that the lower limb

of the Sun is tangent to the
horizon

4. To ensure that the reading
taken is from the point of the
horizon directly below the Sun

381
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ate
:

t to Vie::left -

e.;drUni.2.and.'.Vernier:

8-29. Why dO',you'-have. to know the GmT
'to work a:eight problem for a
celestial body?
1. To find the SEA of that

body
2. TO find the GHA of the first

point of Aries ..
;3: To ilnd declihation

.

4. To find computed altitude

,8-3Q. If 'your longitude Is 93°W and the
GHA. of the .célestial body 'you are
sighting on is 108°, what, is ,the.
MIA for that bOdy?
1. -15°E,

3.- 54°E.
4. 54°W

What longitude should you use for
an AP when Pub No. 229 is used to
deterrainf'an LOP? ,

1. Longfaude corresponding to LAT
2. Longitude corresponding to ZT'
3. Longltude computed from the

actual DR .position
4. Longitudeclosest,,to, the DR

longitude thatwill give an
LHA in whole degrees

8-32*. What is the .minimuM number of
volumes of PNo. 229 that the
navigator must have to be -fully
prepared .to compute star altitudes
frOm any, position on either' side
of the equator?' .

1. Four
2. Five
3. Six,

' -4. Seven

NOTE: Before answering items 8-33 thrii.
8-44,, carefully review pages 189 thru
192 of your testbook, and figures 8C
thru 8G.

of e. following ,cleaning
'geifte- is,;!ised-,,,,to -clean the mirror

r glees,"-enrfeeel,i2f...e- seXtant?
Saltwater ,

,

,
f-Thiah'df, tho following cleaning'

' agents is:used to clean the limb
.and. the zvernier of 'the sextant?,
1.'Braes 'polish
-2.. Alcohol

AZODIorii a

SOzipy water
,

Learning Objective: Using
the,-,given'-information and
tbe appropriate publications,
work 'sight- problems..

-27Wh.ch.ôf the .follOwing symbols
representsthe altitude of a
celestial body read directly
frOm the sextant?
1., Hs
2. Ho

- 3. Hc
4. t

What values must lie known to use.
,Pub No. '229 in finding' the com-
puted.altitude and azimuth of a
celestial body?
1..Latitude, declination, and

lobal .hour emqle
2. Latitude, 'longitude, and

declination only
3. 'Latitude, :longitude, and local
. hour angle ,

4. Latitude, longitude, declination,
and local hour angle

8 2
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ALTITUDE CORRECTION TABLES'l 0-900-SUN, STAR, PLANETg
ocr.-MAR.- SUN Ant.--sErr.. ' STARS AND LANETS DIP

Apit. Lower Viper
: Alt Limb 14111b.

App. Lower Upper
Alt Limb Limb

App.'
`"',-_,Alt.. ."-

App. Additional

,

' .3 '+z0.0-31.3
9 ;451..7-109-3149.50,-o-rrI*0-31.3I0 ue., ._1-8II -31.8,I0 2I.+41.22,,/

I0 34+11,.2_3,.0
10 a t

+114-30.9xi 01ic+11.5-3414
k '+II-6-30.7

.1
/I 30.46-1-II/-20.6
11 02+114-20.3,G+IISl- ao 4
:- "P.-I-IVO-3o.
42 37 3
12 55+ia-/ -294

+12.27-20.1
13 I4_,_7-123-20:013 35+124-19,9

1410
_ -.

.5 I'.0 m12 .
,t

14 4206+1,37 ,96
-+12-8,19.3.15 32,.7-129-194

15 59
16 28+130-S9.3
16 59+13.1-19.2.

+13.2-19.1
irs7 0632+33.3- pre

18 A, +.13.4718.9-7-
19 21
io 0+13.6.7
20 4.9-42,31-.18.6

+13"0-181
.7.139-1_1422 20+140-181

23.22
1, +14-1- ma24 2/ ,

25.26+ .142 111.1'

+14.3-18,o26 36 ,
+14'4-17'927 52 .

+145-17'm29 /5_ ,
30 467-14.'- X7.7
32 261.24.7,, - '7.6

714-5 -17-S34 17+,4 9 17436 20+150
-17.338 36 +15-1-174

41 084,., 7-15.2,-17.1
43 59
47 xo

5+1 3-1i.o

6+154-19.9±153 -16.8
54 494,1 ,
59 i 3 -i- aju.-113.7,

%

.,. +15.7-16.6
04 30. +15'8-16,.-7, .+15'9- 1.,47.. 20
.83 ;35

+I6.0 -16.3
+I6.i -16.ago oo'

. -

9 39+/0.6-31.3
9' 5 x +1.1

1 0 63+I0.8-2X0 XS
+109 -20.620 27 +,1,0

IO 40_,___
54.7-11131 30

+11.2-306.ix 08
23-1-11.3-20.3

'.' n+1/4-144/ I 3054+31.5-.20,3

12 /0+11.6-3n + III - awl12 2.7 0,.

12 46 ' 11..+//.9....Ip.9
I3 05+12.0-.194
13 ;.'..1-12-1 -19,713 45,
14 07 7-12.2-0.6+12'3 -19114 30 +12'4- 4414 5429+125-19'3

+12.6- i9.2
15 46 ,-1-121 -10.116 14
16 44+12-8-19.9

i7 IS +12.9 I8.9ni-/3.0-18.8
17 45 '''.+13T -xs..7/8 24 +132 -18.6

7 +,3.38,3
19 42
zo 25+13.4-'8.4
21 n +13.5-18.3+13.6-18,222 op

+13.7-18.112 54+138-18.e23 5x,+I3.9 -17.9
. 4 5+14,,0,17.9
26 po_L,
2713 m 4 1-'7.7

n +142-17.62a 33 +141-17.33o oo
3i 35+14.4-17'4
33 20 +-i4.,5.-17.3

' -f-I40 -17.2
35 17 +14.7717.1

+I48 - 17.039 o
1 +14.9-16,9

42 31 ., +1543-16.8
45 31+. 15.1 -16.78

+15.2 -16.6
J... ."-I-IS3 - 16.157 02 + /5.4- /6,461 51, ,

7'155 ---:10107 17 1d.a

+151 -16-1
79 434, T, R
86 32 "'.-- I"*15'9-15'9

6,
0 56, '

ro 08-5.3
10 207-5.2-SI/0 II -,-
2 ":". -5.0I0.40_-..,
it 43o, 4 Y-4.8,II 14, -4.7ix 29

5 .

12 /874'4
-;',43I2 qg ,./

12 54 ,i, A Ii i -
. ...,,,
X2 21. '--_3.41
13 54-3.8
14-16
14 4(3-3.6
15 (34-3-515 3057-3'4
i -126,26 ' '
16 56-3.2

. -3.,
17 28
i8 0273.°
18 38:2
19 170-2.7

. 9 50_42.6
20 42 ...-2521 25-2.4
'2 ,29 -2.423 /3 --22
' -i -2./
3: 14-2.0
2 22 -1-927. 36
28 56 -11
''.. --t--1.632 oo
33 45-11
;5 4o-1.4-I3
37 48
40 08-1.2-II42 44-10
45 36-0.9
48 47n -0.852 no
e6 -0.7
j- " -0-66o 28
65 oft ,--0.4
70 11' --0.3-
75 34n -0.2
8'7 03-'3.1

0.0

I S
4

Jan' i -Jun 7'- °0 _L. ,,,A,, A2 ' "- \
'June 8 -July 2IN

0 +0146
.

July 22 -Aug. 6
..
0 + 0:A

II -. + 0.S
,:,, .._ .nug. 7 -Aug. /5.

0

0 06 + 0.5
20 + 0.5'
3`

+ 0.7

Aug. /6 -Sept. ro
a + 0.6

' 4 + 07
I2

-22 .-1- 08

c..,ept. II -Sept. 19

8
"

6 + 0.5
...,.., ++
31

Sept.20-Oct. 5
6 - ,+ 04ii + 0.5

41

OCL 6-Nov.72
8. + 0-3

4o
,,,rov. 23 7Dec. 3/

0 '+ 0.1.
42

mAgs.

3,,. I -Sept. 8

6
60 + 0-1

S. ept. 9 -Nov.22
..
0 + 0.241 + 0./

75

Nov.23 -Dec. 3/

6
34

+ 0.3 -198-78
go + 0'1

m ft.
2.4_2;8 843
2 .6 .,,
248-2.7 92,-3'03'0 9.8

3'13.2 , 10.5
3.4-3'2 11.2, -3'3

, 3.. 11.9
s -34 1263 8-3'5

\4'0 _3.6 13.3
4'3 14q
1 -3'7
1.5 14.9A- 3.8
-' \ ' -3.9 ".;.7
51:), -4.0 1--.5
5'2 17'4-4'1
5.5\ 181.-4-25.43 \
e. -,43

qv , 201

g
6.9 \ 22.9
72 -4'7' '.239-48 ',..7'5 . 24.9

1.7-5.0... -7 ...
8.2 . 27.

!.,5,--:':12 28-.-!1\als 29.2
9.2-5'3 304
95 31'5-J.J .9.9-5.6 32 7

10 -3-51 33.9
I08 35.1-5'9 ,
1_1'0 .363
11.4 37.6
II8 3'89
I22-6.x 40.1
12.6--.2 41.5..,63/3.0 , 428-wet13.4_65 -442
13.8 -6-6 45.5
14-2_6.7 46-9'
141-6,8 484
15.1 49.8-0'9
15-5 51'1-7.016.0 52.8-7'1I6.5_,,,2 54-3
16.943 55.8

.57'4-7.417.9_7,4 58.9
18.44 -7.6 66.5
18-8 62.1
. _7.7
19.3 ' ' 63'8

c.5.4
,,20.4 0TX

-20.9 -8.° 68.8
21:4-81 70.5

m
1 .0- 1.8

2.0 - 2.3
25 - 2.8

.3.o- 3.0
See table

.,._

m ,
20 - 7.9
22- 8.3
24 -. 8.6
26- 9.0
28- 9.3

3o- 9.6
32 - u3.0

38 -8-0.8

40 -II./
42-11'4
44 -177

44:::112:92

ftt ,

2- -1.44- 1.9
6.- 24
8- 31

m - 3.,,
See table

4-
'ft.
70- 8.1
75- 8.4
8o- 87
85 8.9go ,-. 9.2
95- 9.5

109- 9.7
105- 9.9
no-I02
115 -10-4
120-10.6
125-10.8

130 - t1.1
135 -11.3
/40-II5
145-111
1 so -11.9
/55-12.1

. App. Alt. = Apparent altitude = Sextant altitude corrected for indexerror and dip
For daylight observations of Venus, see page 260.

'Figure 8C.--An excerpt from "The Nautical Almanac"
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ce

. .. , . , .

97.SEPTEMBER , 2, 3,:(MON ,.TUES., WED )c>..

.ft

',1 CO
01
02

. 1'03
.01
OS

. 06
, 07

'110
ii'-. 09
0. 19
N. 11
0 .12
A 13
Y 14

15
16
.17.
16

..19p
21
22
23

' ARIES.. , VENUS *4.4. . MARS 40.2. JUPITER -44 SATURN +9.5 STARS
-0.i1.04,.

339 31.3
3541344
:-.'9 '372

24-397
;lit 42.I
.54:44.6
.69.47.0
:84 495,
41 52.0

114 04:4
.124 343
14439A,
160 0111
175.043
190065
205 092
220 112

250.116
265 19.1
ZOO 21.5
295 24.0
3102631
325 21.9

011A.' Oa.
. .

189 34.2N 3 094
204 385 ." .10.1
219 -4111' 104
234 454 - 112
249'495, ' . 11.7
264'53.2 12.2

...
279 574 P. 12.11
295 005 13.3
310 04.6 118
323 GSA .. 14,4
340 12.1" ' 14.9,
35/ 15.9 :. 15.5, .

10 197 N 3'16.0
-25,233 14.3
-,40 2723 -. 17.1
53'31.0 - 17.6
70 34.0 131
$5-31.6 .. 18.7. ,

100 42.4N-3'19.4'
11.3 46.1, 19.8
130 49.9 0.3
145 53.7- ' 20.9
160 57.4 21.4
176 01.2 '22.0

G.FIA. &K. .. . .

270 53.51110 56.4
285 54.5 56.4
3011 553 56.7
315 34.5 56.9
330 574. 57.2
345 51.4. 375. .

0 5931 1120 37.7
16 00.4.. 57.9
31-01.4 51.2
46 02.4 - 311.4
6103.4 .. SSA
76 04,4, 50.9, . ,

.. 91,35.4 11241 59.1
106 064 59.4
121 07.4, S' 59.6
136 01.4 20 59.9
151 09.4 . 21 00,1
146,10.4 .' 00.3
187 11.4 121 00,6
196 12.4 00.8
211 13.4 01.1
224 14.3 -- 013
241 133 01.5
256 16.3 01.8

G.H.A. Doe.
.

316 32.7 N / KO
331.35.3 57.9
346 37.9 57.9

1 403 . 575
'16 43.1. 575
31 45.6° 572
46 45.2 N 7 574
61 505 57.6
.76 53.4 573
91 56.0 - '57.4

106 SSA 57.4
122 01.2 57:3
137'0311 N 7 57.3
152 06.4 57.2
167 09.0 57.1
182 1L6 57.1
19714.2.. ,s7.0
212 16.8 57.0
227 19.4 N 7 56.9
242 22.0'. -564
257 24.6 56.8
272 27.2 56.7
287 295 56.6
302 32.4 56.6

-e..G.HA. oe..

219 04.8 1120 316
234 07.0. 31.5
244 09.2 11.5
264 11.3 - 31.4
279 13.5 ',314.
294 15.7 313'
309 .17.9 120 31.3
324 20.0 31.2
339 22.2 . . .312
354 24.4 , 31.1

9 263 31.0
24 285 . 31.0

.

39 34 .320 30.9
54 33.1 30.9
69 353 $0.8
84 373 ' 30.9
99 39.6 30.7

114 415 30.7
129 44A 120 30.6
144 46.2 . 304
159 483 30.5
174 593 110.5
189 52.7 30.4
204 54.9 . 30.4

N.m :AA. 'D:c. .
.. , .

Ammar 215 394.540 at
Achintor 335 47.4 Sr? 21.3
04:1111, 173 416 542 511.0
Adhere , 255 35.0 528 562
Aldeberen 291 2L9 816 273

Meth' 1B6 45.9 856 054
Mold 1.5121.5 1149 243.
Al Noir 28 18.7 52/4"94.6
Arian . 276 15.2.1 142.1
Alphorti 218 242 S 8 31.1.

..*,
. ...-.. _._ . .

Alphecco 126.35.1 .1124 410
Alpherots 358 12.5 NU 573Alt* . 62 35.6 if 8 4113
Anima 353 43.2 542 24.0
A5i0133' 113 OLO 526 22.7

2

Algona. -166 21.7 1119 11.7
Atria /41 28.3 561 59.3
Mier i34 30.1 559 25.8
Ileknrie 279 023 N 6 195
BeIelgeose 271 32.1 N 7 24.2

ConOpus 264 09.0 552 49.7
Copilo 281 16.4 /445 51.3
Dem& 49 50.4 1445119
Densbolo 183 018 814 423
Ctlphdo 349 21.0. SU 06.9...
Debit* 194 27.0 1161 52.9,
EMMA ' 278 483 1123.35.2
Iltonin 90 59.1 1151 29.9
Ertl 34 14.6 II 5 46.0
Friteolhout 15 54.8 529 44.8

.
.

Gocnix 172, 32.0 556 S11.8
Gleersh 116 23.8 517 24.4
Moder 149 28.6 510 154
Hornet 328 32.6 1123 20,9
Kous Au5, . 84 21.2 534 23.8

Kochob 137 193 /174 15.6
Meath 14 06.2 113 04.7
MerAor .314 44.6 1 9 St5
Meekest 141 41.3 536 15.2
Mioplecklus 221.46.3 564 37.0

MirfrA 309 205 1449 465
lurid 76 33.2 526 19.4'
Peacock .54 032 556 485
Pollux 244 02.6 128 05.1.
Procyon 245 29.6 N 5 17.3

Rosolhogue .96 . 32.7 1112 34.9
Regulus 201 13.9 812 05.2
Rigel 281 39.3 5 8 13.6
Rigil Kett. .140 30.7 360 413$r 102 45.0 515 4,1.7

Schedor 350 12.4 NM 243
Shoulo 97 00.3 531 053
Sirius 258 58.9 516 40.8
Spice 159 01.4 511 02.1
Suhroil 223 13.7 543 20.0

liege ao 57.4 83i 44,:0
7..,6in'ubi 137 36.9 515 56.5

341 31.4
41 35533.9

. 07. 10 36.3
034 25 28.1
01' 40 413
05 15.43.7
06 70 46.2
07 85:484

, OS 100 37.'....
.' 141 115 55.;si
: 0 130 56.0
m 11 145-5113s
0 12 161 01.0
A 13 176 33.4
v 14 191 05.9
'. 13 206 08.4

16 221 10.8
17 236 13.3
14) 251 15.8

. 19 266 18.2
20 281 20.7
21 256 23.1
22 311 254
3 326 281

191 04.9 11 3 22.5
206 08.7 235
221 12.4 23.6.
236 16.2 - 24.1
251 19.9 242-
266 23.7 23.2
281 27.4 X 3 254
206111 26.3
311 34.9 26.9
326 3SA !.- 27.4
34142.3 .. 28.0
356 46.1 283
11- 494 11 3 29.1
26 53.5 217
41 57.2 30.2
57 OLO - 305
72 04.7 31.3
/7,08.4 .31.9

102 12.1 II 3 /2.4
117 110 33.0
132 19.5 33.5
147 232 - 34.1
162 26.9 - 34.7
177 304 35.2

271 17.11121 02.0
281 18.3 02.3
301 19.3 02.5
316 20.3 02.7
331 21.3 . 03.0
316 22.3 032

1 233 1121 03.5
-16-243 03.7
31 25.3 03.9
46263 . - 04.2
61 27.30 04.4
76 28.4 04.6.
91 29.41121 04.9

106 30.4 .
121 33.4 .15.4
136 32.4 - 316
151 33.4 05.8
166 UP. 06.1:
18135.41121 06.3
1% 36.4 06.5
211 37.4 -06.8
226 38.4 07.0
241 39.4 072
256 40.4 07.5

317 35.0 N 7.56.5 219 57.1 MO 30.3
332 37.6 565 234 59.2 30.3.
347 40.2 , 56.4 25001.4 30.2

2 42.8 - '56.3 265 03.6 - 30.2
17 45.4 563 280 055 30.1

32 41.0 56.2 295 07.9 30.1
47 50.6 N 7 56.1 310 10.1 820 30.0
62 53.2 , 56.1 325 12.3 30.0
77 '55,8 56.0 340 14.5 29.9

a 92 58.4 55.9 355 16.7 - ZIA
108 01.0 55.9 10.105 23.8
123 03.6 55.3 25 21.0 29.11

138 062 II 7 555 40 231 1120 29.7
153 08.8 55 7 -55 25.4 29.7
168 11.4 .55.6 TO 27.6 294
183 14.0 - 554 - 85 29.7 - 29.6
198 163 555 100 31.9 29.5
213 19.2 '55.4 115 34.1 29.5
221 21.8 1 7 55.4 130 36.3 1120 29.4
243 24.4 55.3 145 30.5 29.3
258 27.0 55.2 160 40.6 293
273 29.7 552 175 42.8 - 29,2
288 32.3 ° 55.1 190 45.0 29.2
303 34.9 55.0 7.05 47.2 29.1

at
MI
03
04

; OS
06
V

"c" 01
n` 09
.,'" 10
^ U
3 12

13
: 1 1
v 13

16
17
11
19
20
21n
23

341 10.3
356 33.0
11 35.5
'26 37.9
41 40.4
Si 42.9
71 453
86 47.8

101 SO3
11632.7
131 532
114 37.6

.162 00.1
/177 02.6
192 05.0
201 075
222 10.0
237 12.4..
252 14.9
267 17.4
202 19.8
297 223
312 24.7
327 272

192 34.3 N 3 355
407 MO 36.3
222 '4L7 16.9
237 45.4 - .37.4
252 49.0 MO
267 52.7 38.6
282 56.4 11 3 39.1
298 00.1 39.7
313 03.7 40.2
32807.4 - 40.8
343 11.1 41.4
358 14.7 41,9

13-18.411 3 42.5
28 22.1 43.1
43 26.7 434
38 29.4 - . 442

'73 33.0 - 443
U 36.7 453

103 40.3 N 3 45.9
1111 43.9 463
133 47.6 47.0
1411 51.2 17.6
163 54.8 il.1
178 51.5 - 48.7

271 41.4 121 07.7
216 42.4 07.9
301 414 08.2
316 44.4 -. 08.4
331 453 00.6
346 463 019

1 47.51121 09.1
16 40.5 093
31 493 09.6
46 505 - 09.8
61 513 10.0
76 52.5 10.3
91 535 N21 10.5

106 54.6 10.7
121 55.6 11.0
136 56.6- 11.2
151 57.6 11.4
166 58.6 11.6
181 59.6 121 11.9
197 00.6 12.1
212 01.7 123
227 02.7 - 12.6
242 03.7 12.8
257 04.7 13.0

318 37.5.11 7 55.0 220 49.4 MO 29.1
333 40.1 54.9 235 51.5 .29.0
348 42.7 544 250 53.7 29.0

3 45.3 - 54.8 265 55.9 ' 28.9
18 47.9 - . 54.7 280 51.1 28.9
33 50.5 54.6 2tY1 00.) 28.8
48 53.1 N 7 54.6 311 02.4 1420 28.8
63 55.7 54.5 326 04.6 28.7
75 583 54.4 341 06.8 217
94 00.9 - 54.4 35609.0 . 28.6

109 03.6 54.3 11 11.2 -. 28.6
124 06.2 54.2 26 133 28.5
139 08.811 7 542 41 15.5 N20 28.5
154 11.4 . 54.1 54 17.7 28.4
169 14.0 54.0 71 19.9 28.4
184 16.6 54.0- 86 22.1 - 283
199 19.2 53.9 101 24.2 .28.3
214 21.8 531 116 26.4 28.2
229 24.5 N 7 53.8 131 28.6 1120 282
244 27.1 53.7 146 30.8 21.1
259 29.7 53.6 161 33.0 28.1
274 32.3 '53.6 176 35.2 - 21.0
289 34.9 53.5 191 37.3 28.0
304 37%5 53.4 206 39.5 27.9

SIM Nam Pam
. s e

Onus 210 33.5 ta 13
Mors 290 45.9 5 54
Jupiter 337 03.6 2 49
Saturn 239 25.7 9 19

It a
Nor. Pen. 1 17.7 V ).7 d 0.6 V 1.0 d . 0.2

.

V 2.6 d 0.1 V 22 d 0.1

Figure 8D.--An excerpt. from "The Nautical Almanac"
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INCREMENTS AND CORRECTIONS

li- SUN
PLANETS

ARIES MOON Orv Corr*
d

:r Corr
d

orv corr.
d88888 I I fffff

00 6 30.0 6 314 6 12.2 0-0 0.0 64 2.7 124 5-3
01 6 30.3 6 31.3 6 126 0.1 0.0 6.1 2-7 12.1 5-3
02 6 306 6 314 6 12-7 0-2 0-1 6.2 2-7 12.2 54
03 6 3043 6 31-8 6 124 0.3 0-1 6.3 2.8 124 54
04 6 31.0 6 324 6 13.2 04 0.2 6-4 243 124 56
05 6 31.3 6 32-3 6 134 0.3 0-2 6-5 24 12-5 56
06 6 316 6 324 6 13-7 54 0-3 6.6 2.9 124 54
07 6 31-8 6 32-8 6 139 54 0-3 6-5 3.0 12-5 54
08 6 32-0 6 33-1 6 144 04 04 64 3.0 124 5-7
09 6 32.3 6 33.3 6 144 0. 04 64 3.0 124 5-7

10 6 326 6 33.6 6 144 1-0 04 7.0 3.1 13-0 5-7
11 6 32-8 6 33-8 6 14.9 14 0-5 74 3-1 134 543
12 6 33-0 6 34-1 6 15-1 1-2 0-5 7.2 3-2 13.2 543
13 6 33-3 6 34-3 6 15-3 )4 0.6 7.3 3-2 13.3 5.9
14 6 33-5 6 344 6 154 1-4 0.6 74 3-3 13-4 59
15 6 334 6 3443 6 15-8 1-5 0-7 7.5 3-3 13-5 6-0
16 6 34.0 6 35.1 6 16-1 1-6 0-7 7.6 14 13.6 6.0
17 6 34.3 6 35-3 6 16-3 1 .7 043 7.7 34 13-7 6-1
18 6 345 6 354 6 16-5 14 04 74 %4 134 6-1
19 6 3443 6 35-8 6 16.8 14 0.8 7-9 36 134 6-1

20 6 35-0 6 36-1 6 17-0 2-0 09 54 36 144 6-2
21 6 35-3 6 36-3 6 17-2 24 09 4.1 34 14.1 6-2
22 6 356 6 364 6 176 2.2 1.0 1-2 34 14-2 6-3
23 6 35-8 6 36-8 6 17-7 2.3 1-0 04 3-7 14-3 6-3
24 6 364 6 37-1 6 18.0 24 14 14 3-7 144, 64
a 6 365 6 37-3 6 18-2 2-5 1-1 44 3-8 14-5 64
26 6 36-5 6 374 6 184 2.6 1-1 1.6 343 144 64 .
27 6 364 6 37-8 6 18-7 2.7 1-2 1.7 3.8 144 6-5
28 6 374 6 38-1 6 189 24 1-2 64 3.9 144 66
29 6 37-3 6 38.3. 6 19.2 2-9 1-3 SA 39 144 64
30 6 37-5 6 384 6 194 3.0 1-3 94 4-0 154 64
31 6 37-8 6 3843 6 194 34 14 9.1 4.0 15-1 64
32 6°3843 6 39-1 6 199 3.2 14 9.2 4-1 15-2 64
33 6 38-3 6 395 6 20-1 3.3 1-5 9.3 4-1 15.3 6.8
34 6 384 6 394 6 20-3 34 1-5 94 4-2 154 643

35 6 3843 6 39-8 6 204 3.5 1-5 94 4-2 15-5 6.8
36 6 39.0 6 40.1 6 20-8 34 14 94 4-2 154 69
37 6 39-3 6 40-3 6 214 3.7 14 6.7 45 154 6.9
38 6 396 6 404 6 21-3 34 1-7 94 4-3 154 7.0
39 6 39-8 6 4043 6 215 )4 1-7 94 44 15-9 7.0

40 6 40.0 6 41-1 6 21-8 4-0 1-8 10-0 44 164 7-1
41 6 40-3 6 41.3 6 22.0 4-1 1-8 10.1 46 16.1 7-1
42 6 40-5 6 414 6 22-3 4.2 19 12.2 46 16-2 7-2
43 6 40-8 6 41-8 6 226 44 19 10.3 46 14-3 7-2
44 6 414 6 424 6 224 4.4 19 104 44 16.4 7-2

45 6 41-3 6 42-3 6 23.0 44 2.0 12-0 44 14.0 7-3
46 6 416 6.424 6 23.2 44 2.0 10.6 4.7 16-6 7-3
47 6 41-8 6 424 6 234 44 24 10.7 4.7 16-7 74
48 6 424) 6 43-1 6 23-7 .44 2.1 104 4.8 164 74
49 6 42-3 6 434 6 23-9 4.9 2.2 10.9 443 16.4 76
50 6 42-5 6 434 6 24-2 5-0 2.2 11-4 4.9 174 16
51 6 42-8 6 43.9 6 244 5-1 2.3 11.1 4.9 174 74
52 6 43-0 6 44-1 6 244 5.2 2-3 11-2 4.9 17 -2 74
53 6 43.3 6 44-4 6 249 5-3 2.3 11-3 5-0 17.3 74
54 6 43-5 6 444 6 25-1 54 24 11-4 5.0 17-4 7-7

55 6 434 6 449 6 25.4 5-5 24 11-5 5-1 174 7-7
56 6 44.0 6 45.1 6 254 54 26 11 4 5-1 174 7 '
57 6 444 6 45-4 6 25-8 54 26 11 -7 5-2 17.7 .

58 6 446 6 454 6 26-1 34 24 11 4 5-2 17 4 79
59 6 44-8 6 459 6 26-3 5.9 24 114 5-3 151 79

60 6 45.0 6 46.1 6 264 64 24 12-o 5-3 114 8-0

27"

7 SUN
PLANETS

ARIES MOON
v
or Corr.
d

ovr Corr.
d

v
or Core
d

I I

00 6 45.0 6 46.1 6 26-6 5.0 0.0 6-0 24 12.0 5-5
01 6 45.3 6 464 6 2643 0-1 0-0 61 2.8 12-1 56
02 6 45-5 6 46-6 6 27.0 04 0-1 6-2 2.8 12-2 54
03 6 45.8 6 46-9 6 27-3 01 0.1 63 24 124 54
04 6 46.0 6 47-1 6 27-5 0.4 0-2 64 24 124 5.7

05 6 46-3 6 474 6 27-7 54 0.2 6.5 3-0 12.5 5-7
06 6 46-5 6 47.6 6 284) 54 0-3 6.6 3.0 12.6 5-8
07 6 4643 6 471 6 28-2 04 0-3 6.7 3-1 12-7 5-8
03 6 474 6 48-1 6 286 04 04 64 3-1 124 5,9
09 6 47-3 6 484 6 284 0-9 0-4 69 3-2 12-9 5.9

10 6 47-5 6 48.6 6 289 1.0 0-5 7.0 3-2 13.0 6.0
11 6 47-8 6 489 6 29-2 1-1 0-5 7-1 33 13-1 6.0
12 6 48.0 6 49-1 6 294 1.2 0-6 7.2 3.3 13-2 6.1
13 6 48.3 6 494 6 29-7 1 4 0.6 7.3 3-3 13-3 6.1
14 6 48-5 6 49-6 6 29.9 14 04 7.4 34 134 6.1

15 6 484 6 499 6 30-1 1-5 0-7 71 34 13-5 6.2
16 6 49.0 6 50-1 6 304 1 .6 0.7 74 35 134 6.2
17 6 49-3 6 504 6 304 1.7 01 7.7 36 13.7 6.3
18 6 49-5 6 50.6 6 30.8 14 0-8 74 3.6 134 65
19 6 49.8 6 509 6 31.1 14 0.9 74 34 134 64

20 6 504 6 51.1 6 31.3 24 0-9 64 3 7 144 64
21 6 50-3 6 514 6 31-6 2-1 1.0 II-1 34 14-1 66
22 6 506 6 51-6 6 3143 2-2 1.0 4.2 3.8 14.2 66
23 6 50-8 6 514 6 32.0 2-3 1-1 4-3 34 14-3 64
24 6 51.0 6 52-1 6 32-3 24 1.1 114 39 144 64
B 6 51-3 6 52-4 6 32-5 2-5 14 5.5 34 14-5 6-6
26 6 51-5 6-524 6 3243 2-6 1.2 14 39 144 64
27 6 51-8 6 52-7 6 334 24 1-2 1.7 4.0 14.7 64
28 6 524 6 53-1 6 33-2 24 1.3 44 4.0 144 6-8
29 6 52-3 6 53-4 6 336 2-9 1.3 44 4.1 14-9 64
30 6 526 6 53-6 6 33-7 3.5 14 94 4.1 15g 64
31 6 5243 6 53-9 6 339 3-1 14 9.1 4-2 ...' 61
32 6 53-0 6 54-1 6 34-2 3.2 1-5 4.2 4-2 .^1 74
33 6 53-3 6 544 6 344 34 1.5 9.3 4-3 1N-5 34)
34 6 53-5 6 54-6 6 34.7 34 1.6 94 4.3 b .4 74

35 6 5343 6 544 6 34.9 34 14 91 44 151 7.1
36 6 54.0 6 55-1 6 35.1 3-6 1-7 94 44 154 7.2
37 6 54.3 6 554 6 354 3.7 1-7 9.7 44 15.7 7.2
38 6 546 6 55-6 6 35-6 -34- 1-7 94 46 134 7-2
39 6 54.8 6 554 6 35.9 34 1.8 94 46 151 7-3

40 6 55.0 6 565 6 36.1 4.0 1.8 10.0 4.6 16.0 75
41 6 55-3 6 564 6 36.3 44 1-9 10-1 4-6 14-1 74
42 6 55-5 6 56-6 6 36-6 4.2 14 10.2 4.7 16-2 74
43 6 55-8 6 569 6 36.8 44 24 155 4.7 14-3 76
44 6 56.0 '.6 57-1 6 37.0 4.4 2.0 104 4-8 164 76
45 6 56-3 6 574 6 37-3 44 2.1 12.5 4.8 16-5 74
46 6 566 6 57.o 6 376 44 2-1 154 49 16-6 74.
47 6 56-8 6 579 6 3743 4.7 2.2 104 44 144 7-7
48 6 570 6 584 6 38-0 44 2-2 DA 5.0 164 7.7
49 6 57-3 6 584 6 38-2 4-9 2-2 10-9 5-0 36-9 7-7

50 6 57-5 6 58-6 6 386 54 25 114 5-0 174 7-8
51 6 57.8 6 589 6 38.7 5-1 2.3 11-1 5.1 174 74
52 . 6 58.0 6 59-1 6 39.0 5.2 2-4 11.2 5.1 17-2 7.9
53 6 58-3 6 594 6 39-2 5-3 24 11-3 5.2 174 -74
54 6 58-5 6 59-6 6 394 5-4 2.5 114 5.2 ,74 84
55 6 58-8 6 599 6 39-7 5-5 26 11 -5 5-3 17-5 80
56 6 59.0 7 00-1 6 39.9 5-6 2-6 114 5-3 154 84
57 b 59-3 7 00-4 6 40-2 5-5 24 11-7 54 174 8-1
58 b 59-5 7 00.6 6 404 54 2-7 114 54 174 8-2
59 6 59-8 7 004 6 404 5-9 2-7 11-9 56 174 8-2

60 7 00.0 7 01-1 6 409 6.2 243 124 55 124 8-3

Figure 8E.--An.excerpt froM "The Nautical Almanac"
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3590 L.H.A. LATITUDE SAME NAME AS DECLINATION

Dec.

2
3
4

6
7

9
10
11
1'1
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
35
39
40
41
42

44
45
46
47
,48
49
50
51
52
s3

55
56
57
56
59
60
61
62
63

30°
14c d

59 59.1 60.0 178.0
591 59.9 177.9

61 59.0 eoo 172.9
62 59.0 eo o 177.8
63 59.0 599 1 77.7

64 58.9 -.,0 17/.6
65 58.9 59 4 177 6
66 58.8 eoo
67 58.8 60.0 I 77.4
68 58.8 599 177.2

69 58.7 .599 177.1
70 58.6 60.0 177.0
71 58.6 599 176.8
72 58.5 599 176.7
73 58.4 599 .176.5

74 58.3 599 1 76.3
75 58.2 599 176.0
76 58.1 59 e 175.8
77 37.9 559 175.4
78 57.8 59.9 175.1

79 57.6 .59 7 174.6
80 57.3 59.7 174.1
81 57.0 596 173.4
82 56.6 59.5 172.5
83 56.1 592 1 71.3

84 55.3 .58.9 169.7
85 54.2 se 2 167.3
86 52.4 566.163.4
87 49" p.5.156.1
88 40.5 .27.5.138.7
89 08.0 27.2° 89.7
88 40.8 5? i 40.5
87 49.4 se 5. 22.9
86 52.9 58 2 15.6
85 54.7 58 9 1 1.7

84 55.8 -- 593 9.3
83 56.5 59 5 7.7
82 57.0 59.6 1..5
81 57.4 59.6 5.6
80 57.8 598 5.0

79 58.0 .59 a 4.4
78 58.:. 59.8 3.9
77 58.4 59.9 3.6
76 58.5 59.8 3.2
75 58.7 59 9 3.0

74 58.8 - 59.9 2.7
73 58.9 eao 2.5
.72 58.9 599 2.3
71 520 59 9 2.2
70 59.1 eo o 2.0

69 59.1 - 59.9 1.9
68 59.2 59.9 1.8
67 59.3 eo o 1.6
66 59.3 eo o 1.5
65 59.3 59 9 1.4

64 59.4 - 60 0 1.4
63 59.4 59 0 1.3
62 59.5 eo o 1.2
61 59.5 600 1.1
60 59.5 60 0 1.1

59 59.5 599 1.0
58 59.6 600 0.9
57 59.6 eo o . 0.9
56 59.6 eo o 0.8

31° 32° 33° 346 350

Hc d
, ,

58 59.1 .630 178.1
59 59.1 600 178.0
60 59.1 59.9 177.9
61 59.0 60.0 177.9
42 59.0 60.0 177.8

63 59.0 . 599 177.7
64. 58.9 60.0 1 77.6
65 58.9 60.0 177.6
66 58.9 59.9 1 77.5
67 58.8 eo o 177.4
68 58.8 .599 I 22.3
69 58.i 60.0 177.1
70 .58.7 59.9 177.0
71 58.6 549 176.8
72 58.5 59 9 176.7

73 58.4 .549 176.5
74 58.3 59.9 176.3
75 58.2 59.9 176.1
76 58.1 59.9 I 75.13
77 58.0 59.8 175.5

78 57.8 59.9 175.1
79 57.6 59 7 174.6
80 57.3 59.7 174.1
81 57.0 596 173.4
82 56.6 595 172.3
83 56.1 .59.3 171.4
84 55.4 58.9 169.8
85 54.3 563 167.4
86 52.6 56.6.163.6
87 49.2 514.156.3
88 .40.8 27.8.139.0
89 08.6 -274. 89.7
88 41.2 5L5 40.2
87 49.7 se.r 22.7
86 53.0 58.2 15.4

85 54.8 - 93.9 11.6
84 55.9 S9.3 9 2
83 56.6 59.5 7.6
82 57.1 596 6.4
81 57.5 59.7 5.6

80 57.8 - 59.7 4.9
79 58.1 59 e 4.3
78 58.3 599 3.9
77 58.4 59.6 3.5
76 58.6 59.9 3.2

75 58.7 - 599 2.9
74 58.8 59.9 2.7
73 58.9 59.9 2.5
72 59.0 60.0 2.3
71 59:0 59.9 2.1

70 59.1 -59.9 2.0
69 59.2 60.0 1.8
68 59.2 59.9 1.7
67. 59.3 boo 1.6
66 59.3 59 9 1.5

65 59.4 - 60.0 1.4
64 59.4 60 0 1.3
63 59.4 59.9 1.2
62 59.5 60.0 1.2
61 59.5 600 1.1

60 59.5 - 599 1.0
59 59.6 boo 1.0
58 59.6 60 0 0.9
57 59.6 60 0 0.9

6 59 9

41c d Z

57 9-2 .59.9 178.1
58 59.1 boo 178.1
59 59.1. boo 178.0
60 59.1 boo 177.9
61 59.1 59.9 177.9

62 59.0 ao.o 177.8
63 59.0 60 0 177.7
64 59.0 599 177.7
65 58.9 60 0 177.6
66 58.9 59.9 177.5

67 58.8 .613.0 177.4
68 58.8 599 177.3
69.58.7 60.0 177.1
70 58.7 599 177.0
71 58.6 599 176.9
72 58.5 ao.o 176.7
73 58.5 59.9 176.5
74 58.4 59.9 1 76.3
75 58.3 59.8 176.1
76 58.1 59.9 175.8

77 58.0 .59.e 175.5
78 57.8 59.8 I 75.1.
79 57.6 59.8 174.7
80 57.4 59.7 174.1
81 57.1 59.g 173.5

82 56.7 J9.5 172.6
83 56.2 59.3 171.5
84 55.5 56.9 169.9
85 54.4 sal 167.5
86 52.7 se 7163.7
87 49.4 .518.156.5
88.41.2 .27.9139.3
89.09.1 -.27.6. 89.7
88 41.5 51.6. 39.9
67 49.9 se.r 22.5
86 53.2 - 583 l 5.3
85 54.9 58.9 1 1.4
84 56.0 59.3 9.1
83 56.7 59.s 7.5
82 57.2 596 6.3
81 57.6 - 59.7
80 57.9 596
79 58.1 598
78 58.3 598
77 58.5 59.9

5.5
4.8
4.3
3.8
3.5

14c d

56 59.2 .60o 178.2
57'59.2 59.5 1781
58 591 60.0 178.1
659 5399..11 668o 00 117787..90

61 59.1 .54.9 177.9
62 59.0 boo 177.8
63 59.0 60.0 177.7
64 5598..09 6590. 1 71777..67

66 58.9 599 177.5
67 58.8 60.0 177.4
68 58.8 59.9 1 77.3
69 58.Y eoo 177.2
70 58.1 5'9 9 177.0

71 58.6 .60.0 176.9
72 58.6, 599 176.7
74 58.5 59.9 176.5
74 58.4 59.9 176.3
75 58.3 59.9 176.1

76 58.2,598 175.8
77 58.0 599 175.5
78 57.9 59.9 175.2
79 57.7 59.7 174.7
80 57.4 59.7 174.2

55 59.2 63 o 170.2
56 5.2 60.0 178.2
57 59.2 60.0 1 78.1
58 59.2 59.9 178.1
59 59.1 60 o 178.0

60 59.1 .60O 177.9
61 59.1 613.0 177.9
62 59.1 59.9 177.8
63 59.0 bo o 177.7
64 59.0 599 177.7

65 58.9 boo 177.6
66 58.9 bo o 177.5
67. 58.9 39.9 I 77.4
68 58.8 wo 177.3
69 58.8 .59.9 177.2
70 58.7 eo o 177.0
71 58.7 59 9 1 76.9
72 58.6 59.9 176.7
73 58.5 59.9 176.6
74 58.4 59.9 1 76.4

75 58.3 - 59.9 176.1
76 58.2 59 9 175.9
77 58.1 598 175.5
78 57.9 59.8 I 75.2
79 57.7 598 174.8

81 57.1 .59.7 173.5 80 57.5 59.7 174.2
82 56.8 59.5 172.7 31 57.2 59.6 173.6
83 56.3 59.3 171.5 82 56.8 596 172.7
84 55.6 sg o 170.0 83 56.4 89.8 171.6
85 54.6 593 167.6 P4 55.7 59.0 170.1

86 52.9 .564.163.9 85 54.7 58.3 167.8
87 49.7 518.156.8 86 53.0 56.9.164.0
88 41.5 .2e.r139.6 87 49.9 52.0.157.0
89 09.7 -27.8 89.7 88 41.9 -284.139.9
88 41.9 51.8* 39.5 89 10.3 - 28.o. 89.7
87 50.1 -56.6" 22.2
86 53.3 .58 3 15.1
85 55.0 se 9 11.3
84 56.1 59 9.0
83 56.7 595 7.4

82 57.2 -596 6.3
81 57.6 59 7 5.4
80 57.9 59.7 4.7
79 58.2 59.9 4.2
78 58.3 598 3.8

88 42.3 - 52.0° 39.2
87 50.3' 568. 22.0
86 53.5 56.1 14.9
85 55.1 58.9 1 1.1
84 56.2 594 8.8

83 56.8 - 595 7.3
82 57.3 59.6 6.2
81 57.7 59.7 5.3
80 58.0 59.8 . 4.7
79 58.2 59 e 4.1

76 58.6 59.9 3.1 77 58.5 -599 3.4 78 58.4 - 59.a 3.7
75 58 7 s 2.9 76 39:6 596 3i 77158.6 59.9 .

74 58.8 59.9 2.6 75 58.8 599 2.8 76 58.7 59.9 3.0
73 58.9 59.9 2.4 74 58.9 59.9 2.6 75 58.8 59.9 2.8
72 59.0 59.9 2.2 73 59.0 60.0 24 74 58.9 59.9 2.5
71 59.1 - o 2.1 72 59.0 - 59.9 2.2 73.59.0 - 59.9 2.3
70 59.1 59.9 .1.9 71 59.1 59 9 20 72 593 tat 2.2
69 59.2 599 1.8 70 59.2 boo I9' 71 59.1 59.9 2.0
68 59.3 60.0 1.7 69 59.2 59.9 1 .h ?(/ 50.2 59.9 1.8
67.59.3 .60.0 1.6 68 59.3 eoc 54 59.3 boo 1.7

66 59.3 - 59.9 1.5 67 59.3 -59.9 ? ?.,1 59.3 -59.9 1.6
65 59.4 60.0 1.4 66 59.4 60.0 1.4 '.4 60.0 1.5
64 59.4 59.9 1.3 65 59.4 eo o 1 2 'A 9.4 60.0 1.4
63 59.5 60.0 1.2 64 59.4 59,9 1 6.; 59.4 56.6 1.3

'62 59,5 600 1.1 63 59.5 eao !.2 64 59.5 boo 1.2

61 59.5 - 599 1.1 62 59.5 -60.o 1. I 63 59.5 - boo 1.1
60 59.6 60 0 1.0 61 59.5 59 0 1.0 62 59.5 59.9 1.1
*59 59.6 wo 0.9 60 59.6 60 o 1.0 61 59.6 60.0 1.0
58 59.6 to o 0.9 59 59.6 eo o 0.9 60 59.6 .60.0 0.9
57 59.6.. 59.9 0.8 58 '59.6 e0.0 0.9 59 596 60 0 0.9

greater than 180° 2n=2
L.H.A. less than 180° Zn=360*--2

Figure 8F.--An excerpt from Tub No. 229
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14c d ZII
54 59.3 .599 17
55 59.2 6130.1
56 59.2 60.0 1
57 59.2 643 o 1
58 59.2 59.9 1

59 59.1 .600 178.
60 59.1 60.0 1 77.
61 59.1 eoo 1779
62 59.1 59.9 177.
63 59.0 60.0 177.

64 59.0 .60.0 177
65 59.0 59.9 17
66 58.9 61. 0 17
67 59.9 599 17
68 58.8 60,0 177

69 58.8 . 59.9 177.
70 58.7 60 0 177.P
71 58.7 50 9 1 7e.. l
72 58.6 599 176 .
73 56.5 59.9 176.

.

74 58.4 .59.9 17/
75 58.3 59.9 17
76 58.2 59.9 17
77 58.1 59.8 17
78 57.9 59.9 175.

79 57.8 59.7 1 74.8
80 57.5 598 174.

8821 5567..93 s56 173n9.5 17
83 56.4 594 1

84 55.8 .59.1 1
85 54.8 se. 16
'86 53.2 56.916
87 50.1 52.7.157.
88 42.3 28.6'140.

89 10.9 -2e.3. 89
88 42.6 52.0' 38
87 50.6 56.9' 21
86 53.7 58.4 14
85 55.3 59.0 11

84 56.3 - 59.. 8.
83,56.9 59.5 7

82 57.4 59.6
81 57.8 59.6
80 58.0 59.7

79 58.3 - 59.9
78 5874 59.13-3

77 58.6 59.9 3
76 58.7 59.9
75 58.8 59.9

74 58.9 - 59.9
73 59.0 59.9
72 59.1 59.9
71 59.2 60.0
70 59.2 59.9

69 59.3 -60.o
68 59.3 59.9 1

67 59.4 60.0 1

66 59.4 59.9 1

65 59.5 60.0 .1

64 59.5 - 60.0
63 59.5 59.9
62 59.6 60 0
61 59.6 60.0
60 59.6 60.0
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di Information for items 9-33 thru
8-44. Du'ring morning twilight on .

2 September 1975, the DR position of
your ship is latitude 33°49.0'N, longitude
14a .0'W. At zone time 05h26m215 the /
navigator observes the star Aldebaran
with a sextant, having an IC of (-)1.0,
from a height of 53 feet. The HS is
72°48.9'.

8-33. What is the total correction to
be applied to the sextant altitude?
1. (-)1.0
2. (-17.4
3+ (-)8.4
4. (-)9.0

8-34. What the observed altitude (Ho)?
1. 72°40,.5'
2. 72°58.9'
3. 73°07.3'
4. 73°28.5'

8-35. What is the declination of the
star?
1. 16°27.7'N
2. 16'27.7'S
3. 291°30.2'W
4. 291°30.2'E

8-36. What is tho Greenwich mean time
(GMT) of the sight?
1, 19h26m215 1 September
2. 05h26m215 2 September_
3. 15h26M21s 2 Septeiber
4. 161126m215 2 Sept4mber

s-al. What is the GHA of Aries for the
' time of observatioh?

1. 55°53.9'
2-206°88.4'

1

3. 212°54.9°
1

4. 265°29.3'

8-38. What is the SHA of the star?
1. 144°25.1'
2. 206°18.6'
3. 265°29.3'
4. 291°21.9'

Use latitude 34°N for AP.

-41. What is the computed altitude
(Hc) of the star?
1. 72°28.6'
2. 72°26.3'
3. 72°58.9'
4. 72°50.5'

8-42. What is the computed azimuth angle
(Z) of the star?
1. S 003.2°E
2. N 176.9°E
3. N 183.2°W
4. S 356.8°W

8-43. What is the true azimuth (Zn) of
the star?
1. 356.8°
2. 183.2°
3. 176.9°
4. 003.4°

8-44. What is the altitude intercept
(a) and in which direction from
the GP is it drawn?
1. 14.5 miles toward
2. 14.5 miles away
3. 3.3 miles toward
4. 3.3 miles away

kb

8-45. What values must be known to use
Pub No. 249 in finding the com-
puted altitude and azimuth of a
celestial body?
1. Latitude, declination, and

meridian angle
2. Latitude, longitude, and GHA

of the body
3. Latitude of LHAT of the body
4. Latitude, longitude, declination,

GRA, and LHA of the body

8-46. Which of the following describes.
local apparent noon (LAN)?
1. The approximate ihstant the

Sun passes over the observer's
meridian

2. The exact instant the §un passes

8-39. What is the GHA of
1. 291030.2'

over.the observer's meridian
the star? 3. The method by which a ship's

longitu0e is determined at
2. 212°54.9' 1200.
3. 206°18.6' 4. The n by which 1200 local
4. 144°06.6' mean is determined

8-40. What is the LHA of the star?
I. 359°
_2. 181°
3. 179°
4. 269°

It; 8 8
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. Learning Objective.: Define
tidal terms.

8-47. The period during high and low
water when the water level remains
steady is called
1. range
2. stand
3. mean sea level
4. reference plane

8-48. The total rige from low water to
high water is called the tide's
1. rip
2. range
3. stand
4. spring

8-49. What is the plane midway foetween
mean high and mean low water
called?

. 1. Mean sea level
2: Mean stand
3. Mean tide level

-4. All.the above

8-50. What type of tide is produced when
the Moon is in its first and last
quarters?
1. Spring
2. Solar
3. Neap
4., Rip

8-51. What does a depth of water figure
on a chart indicate?
1. The average depth soundings

taken at various high water
times

2. The average depthssoundings
taken at various low water
times

3. The greatest depth sounding
ever recordel at low water

4. The greatest depth sounding
ever recorded at high water

Refer to table 13-1 of your text
in answering items 8-52 thru 8-54.

8-52. Which of the following 1975 date-
time readings for The Battery,
New York, represents a lower low
water?
1. 11 July. 0349
2. 4 August 1127
3. 18 August 1146
4. 3 September 1203

8-53. Approximately how many hours elapse
between successive high tides?
1. 6 hours
2. 12 hours
3. 18 hours
4. 24 hours

8-54. On which of the following dates
was (A) only one low tide recorded
at The Battery, New York, and (B)
what was responsible for this
phenomenon?
1. (A) 20 July, (B) till& preceding

low tide occurred sEortly
before midnight

2. (A) 20 July, (B) the preceding
high tide occurred shortly
before midnight

3. (A) 1 September, (B) the pre-
ceding 1ow tide occurred
shortly before midnight

4. (A) 1 September, (B) the pre-
ceding high tide occurred
shortly before midnight

8-55. Tidal data for a-subordinate
station are obtained by applying
a height difference or a ration
of ranges to the predictions for
the
1. general area
2. stated reference station
3. nearest secondary station
4. closest main subordinate

station

Refer to table 13-1 in your text
to anSwer items 8-56 thru 8-60.

-8-56,-At-what-time-on 11-August 1975
did (A) high tide occur at
New York, Chelsea Docks, and (B)
what was, the height in feet?
1. (A) 0056, (B) 4.6
2. (A) 0001, (B) 4.9
3. (A) 1141, (B) 5.4
4. (A) 1237, (B) 5.2

8-57. What was the duration of fall of
tide from first high to first low
at Bayonne, New Jersey, on 10 Sept
1975?
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1. 6 hoUrs 5 minutes
2. 6 hours 22 minutes:
3. 12 hours 24 minutes
4. 12 hours 45 minutes



8-58. What was the 'time of morning high
tide at Bay Ridge, New York, on
3 September 1975?
1. 0617
2. 0613
3. 0525
4. u453

8-59. AcRume that your ship is entering
'che area adjacent to Union Stock
Yards, New York., at 0900 (DST) 11
,August 1975. What.is the height
of the tide?
1. 0.6 foot
2. 1.0 foot
3. 1.3 feet
4..1.5 feet

8-60. What was the maximum difference
between low and high tides at
Dobbs Ferry on 19 July 1975?
1. 2.1
2. 3.4
3. 4.0
4. 5.3

8-61. The figures in the column at the
left in the upper part of Tide
Table 3 represent
1. time differences between low

and high tides
2. time differences between

successive low or successive
high tides

3. times of high tide
4. times of low tide

Learning Objective: Describe
tidal currents:

8-62. What term refers to the horizontal
motion of water away from land
caused by a falling tide?
1. Run
2. Ebb
3. Flood
4. Drift

8-63. The period of time during which
tidal currents reverse their
direction is referred to as
1. ebb current
2. slack water
3. flood current
4. drift water

8-64. What term refers to the dizection
of a tidal current?
1. Drift
2. Run
3. Set
4. Flood
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8-65. Which agency publishes Tidal
Current Tables?
1. United States Naval Institute
2. Hydrographic Office
3. Naval Observatory
4. National Ocean Survey

Learning Objective: Deter-
mine tidal current speeds
and directions.

8-66. What is the direction and average'
velocity of the ebb current at
Riverdale?
1. 15°, 1.4 knots
2. 15°, 2.0 knots
3. 200°, 1.4 knots
4. 200°, 2.0 knots

1

1

8-67. A fix hAs located your anchored
.1

ship At L40°30'N, X73°58'W at
1500 on 15.September 19.75. What
time does the next slack water
period occur at this position?
1. 1530
2. 1612
3. 1701
4. 1811

8-68. What was the current velocity at
Rockaway Inlet at 2115 on 20
October 1975?
1. 1.3E
2. 1.3F
3. 2.6E
4. 2.6F

8-69. Assume.you are at Riverdale at
1430 on 10 September 1975. What
is the nearest time of maximum
current?
1. 1224.
.2. 1228
3. 1847
4. 1849



IIf no other information is given
in the Current tables, yoU may
assume that the set of the ebb
current is approximately equal to
the:
1. flood velocity
2. spring velocity.
3. flood direction'
4. reciprocal of the flood

direction

8-71. The'height of tide at a given
point will.be lower than the
predicted Value if the barometer
is A or the wind blows

low, high
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offshore, onshore

1. A - low, B - offshore
2.'A - low, B onshore
3. A - high, B - offshore
4. A - high, B - onshore



AssignOtent 9
1

iTides and Currents (continued); and Wea her

I.
Textbook; NAVEDTRA 10149-F: Pages 208237

Learning Objective: See
appropriate publications
to-compute-sunrksai.--sunseti--
moonrise, and moonset.

9-1. If sunrise in 40°N latitude is at
0615, at what time does twili/ght
begin?
1. 0545
2. 0615
3. 0645
4. 0700

9-2. What is the period
sunrise predictions
(A) the Tide Tables
Nautical Almanac?
1. Both (A) and (B)

day
2. (A) Every third

fifth day
3. Both (A) and (B)

day
4. (A) Every fifth

third day

9-3. What was the time o
35°N.Jatitude on 3
according to table
textbook?

of time between
publis* in

, and (II) the

every kifth

day,- ( ) every

everylthird

day, B) every

I sunrise at
May 1975
13-7 in your

1.
2.

3.

4.

0503
0506
0508
0511

LMT
LMT
LMT
LMT

1

1

For items 9-4 ti,ru 9-7 use
table 9A,

94. Assume that your ship observes
sunrise at 0505 on 4 August 1975
at latitude 38°N, longitude 75°W.
From your pOsition 4hat Was'the.
time of sunrise on 4 August at
latitude-38°N, longitude 22°31'W?
1. 00.05 hours
2. 0135 hours
3. 0505 hours
4. 0735 hours

9-5. /What was the time of sunset 7°20'
east of Hampton Roads on 7 August
1975?
1. 1837 hours
2. 1850 hours
3. 1902 hours
4. 1940 hours

9-6. Refer to table 13-8 in your text-
book. Assume your position is
exactly 75°W longitude and sunset
is calculated to occur at 1730.
What is (A) the date and (B) your
latitude?
1. (A) 24 June 1975, (B) 48°S
2. (A) 25 June 1975, (B) 48°S
3. (A) 25 June 1975, (B) 20°S
4. (A) 26 June 1975, (B) 20°N

f'9-7. What was the time (LMT) of sunrise
at Hampton Roads on 26 June 1975?
1. 0432 hours
2. 0441 hours
3. 0446 hcurs
4. 0453 hours

3 9 2
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Table 9A is the table used to appfy
a correction for longitude when

predicting sunrise and sunset by tide
tables. Table 9A is the table 5 of the
Tide Tables referred to IA your textbook.

The following'information describes
how to use table 9A.

If local meridian is east of stand-
ard meridian, subtract the correction
from local time.

If local meridian is west of stand-
ard meridian, add the correction to local
time.

cy

For differences of longitude less
than 15°, use the first part of the
table. For greater differences use both
parts tI:us: 47°23' ie equivalent to
45° +2023', the correction for 45° is
3 hours, the correction for 2°23' is 10
minutes, therefore, the total correction
for the difference in longitude 47°23'
is 3 hours and 10 minutes.

Difference of lonii-
tuck between lo-
cal and standard
meridian

Correction
to loca3

civil time
to obtain
standard

time

Difference of lone-
tude between lo-
cal and standard
meridian

Correction
to local

civil time
to obtain
standard

time

Difference
of longitude

between
local and
standard
ensridian

Correction
to looel

civil time
to obtain
standard

Um*
,

- 4 i I I Minute, I . ' ?finnke Rows
0 00 tO 0 07 0 7 23 to 7 37 30 15 1

0 08 to 0 22 1 7 38 to 7 52 31 30 2
0 23 to 0 37 2 7 53 to 8 07 32 45 3

0 38 to 0 52 3 8 08 to 8 22 33 60 4
0 53 to 1 07 4 8 23 to 8 37 34 75 5
1 08 to 1 22 5 8 38 to 8 52 35 90 6

1 23 to 1 37 ' 6 8 53 to 9 07 36 105 7
1 38 to 1 52 . 7 9 08 to 9 22 37 120 8
1 53 to 2 07 8 9 23 to 9 37 38 135 9

2 08 to 2 22 9 9 38 to' 9 52 39 150 10
2 23 to 2 37 10 9 53 to 10 07 40 165 11
2 38 ';',-1 2 52 11 10 08 to 10 22 41 180 12

2 53 to 3 07 12 10 23 to 10 37 42
3 08 to 3 22 13 10 38' to 10 52 43
3 23 to 3 37 14 10 53 to 11 07 44

3 38 to 3 52 15 11 08 to 11 22 45
3 53 to 4 07 16 11 23 to 11 37 46
4 08 to. 4 22 17 11 38 to 11 52 47

4 23 to 4 37 18 11 53 to 12 07 48
4 38 to 4 52 19 , 12 08 10 12 22 49
4 53 to 5 07 20 12 23 to 12 37 50'
5 08 to 5 22 21 12 38 to 12 52 51
5 23 to 5 37
5. 38 tO 5 52

22
23

12 53 to 13 07
13 08'to 13 22

52

5 53 to 6 '07 24 13 23 to 13 37 54
6 08 to 6- 22 25 13-38 to 13 52 55
6 23 to 6 37 26 13 53 to 14 07 56

6 38 to 6 52 27 14 08 to 14 22 57
6 53 to 7 07 28 14 23 to 14 37, 58
7 08 to 7 22 29 14 38 to 14 52 59

Table 9A.--I4eduction of Local Mean Time to Standard Time.
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9-8. At what standard time did the sun
rise on 25 June 1975 at a position
that is exactly 16°N of Hampton
Roads?.
1. 0115 hours
2. 0248.hours
3. 0340 hours
4. 0346 hours

9-9. What time (LMT) did the Moon set
on 26 June 1975 at 50°S latitude
and 36°E longitude?
1. 0848
2. 0918
3. 1051
4. 1112

Learning Objective: Identify
major components of the atmos-
phere and their general effect
on weather.

9-10.. What gas, near the Earth's sur-
face,"has-the largest percentage
by volume of the atmosphere?
1. Oxygen
2. Argon
3. Nitrogen
4. Helium

9-11. Which of the following is a fac-
tor in considering the makeup
of weather?-
1. Humidity
2. Atmospheric- pressure
3. Temperature
4..All the above

Learning Objective: Determine
atmospheric temperatures, dew-
point, and humidity.

9-12. A temperature of 72°F is equiva-
lent to what Celsius temperature?
1. 22.2°
2. 57.7°
3. 161.6
4. 62.3

9-13. A temperature of 54,.8C is equiva-,-
lent to what Fahrenheit tempera-
ture2__
1. 128.6°
2. 130.6°
3. 132.6
4. 134.6

9-14. What instrument is used to deter-
mine relative humidity and
dewpoint?
1. Anemometer
2. Synchro repeater
3. Psychrometer
4. Aneroid barometer

9-15. The difference between the wet-
bulb and the dry-bulb thermometer
readings is used to determine
the
1. diurnal variation
2. relative humidity
3. minimum temperatgre
4. maxiMum temperature

9-16. Nhat is the relative humidity
when the amount of water vapor
in the air has reached the sat-
uration point?
1. 0 percent
2. 50 perveny
3. 100 peicent_

- 4. Impbssible t:o determine with-
out knowing the air temperature

9-17. The difference between the dry-
bulb and wet-bulb readings is
called "the depression of the
wet-bulb."

9-18. What is the dewpoint if the,air
temperature is 50°F and the
relative humidity is 100 percent?
I. 50°F
2. 60°F
3. 80°F
4. 100°F

it is the dewpoint if the Wet-
bulb.temperature is 58°F and
the dry=bulb temperature is 65°F?

,

3 9 4
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1. 47°F
2. 53°F.
3. 58°F
4.. 65°F

Learning Ohjective-:---rdentify
the different types of baro-
meters.

9-20. The primary purpose of,a barometer -

is to measure the
1. altitude above or below sea

level
2. variations in ambient tempera--

ture
3. amount of re-IA-five humidity
4. variationsin atmospheric

pressure



9-21. What are the two types of baro-
meters used by the Navy?
1..Aheroid and isometric
2. Mercurial and alcohol
3. Mercurial and aneroid
4. Isometric and metallic

9-22. For w;.lich of the following must
an aneroid barometer be corrected?
1. Humidity
2. Temperature
3. Latitude
4. Altitude

9-23.. Barometers are graduated in either
inches of mercury or millimeters.

9-24. What is the average atmospheric
pressure at the Earth's surface?
1. 28.92 inches
2. 29.50 inches
3. 79.92 inches
4. :$0.32 inches

Learning Objective: Identify
atmospheric conditions and
characteristics.

9-25. A boundaiy between distinctively
different air masses is called
1. a pressure area
2. maritime masses
'1. a front
A. all the Above

9-26. In what values are pressure points
usually indicated in weather
charts?
1. Isobars
2. Centimeters
3. Inches
4. -Millibars

Iebbars_are lines.on a weather
chart that connect points of
equal
1. temperature
2. humidity
3. pressure
4. wind velocity

9-28. Which of the following atmospheric'
features is determined by the
amount of,difference in preware,
and the distance of the high pres-
sure area from the low pressure
area?
1. Size of the pressure area
2. Cloud heights
3. Wind strength

_4. All the above
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9-29..The Wind velocity is likely to
be highest in the area on a
weather chart where the isobarsP
are
1. widely separated
2. close together
3. V-shaped
4. curVed

9-30. Which of the following alterna-
tives defines a cyclone?
-1. An approximately circular ,

portion of the atmosphere, in
the vicinity of an atmospheric
high

2. The thin zone of discontinuity
between two air masses

3. An approximately circular
portion of the atmosphere, in'
the vicinity of an atmospheric
low

4. A movement of air down a
pressure gradient from higher
to lower pressure

Learning Objective: Deter-
mine wind flows in different
pressure areas.

Items 9-31 and 9-32 refer to //
figure 14-12 in your text.

9-31. In what direction does the air
move in a cyclone that is centered
over the state of Kansas?
1. Counterclockwise toward the

center
2. Clockwise toward the center
3. Counterclockwise away from

the center
4. Clockwise away from the center

9-32. Assume you are in the Southern
Hemisphere facing the wind that
is circulating around a low
pressure area. Where is the
center of the area in relation
to your position?
1. Toward your left
Z. Directly in front of you
3. Directly in back of you
4. Toward your right



A

Figure 9A.--Wind flow around pres-
sure area

9-33. Which pressure area in figure 9A
represents a Southern Hemisphere
anticyclone with wind velocities
of 15 knots?
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. D

9-34. Which pressure area in figure 9A
represents a Northern Hemisphere
cyclone with wind velocities of
10 knots?
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. D

9-35. A tropical cyclone in the West
Indies is usually called a
1. typhoon
2. hurricane
3. doldrum
4. tornado

9-36. Which*of-the following is charac-
teristic of the center of a
tropical cyclone?
1. A low, dense cloud cover
2. A calm sea
3. Calm or light air
4. Extremely high winds
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9-37. Which of the following regions
. is normally free of tropical:

cyclones?
.1. North Atlantic
2. South Atlantic
3. North Pacific
4. South Pacific

Learning lbjective: Record
and interpret synoptic
observations.

9-38. In what publications will yOu
find details for recording weather
observations and for coding these
observations for radio transmis-
sion?
1. Deck log
2. Navigator'th notebook
3. Fleet Weather Centrgl Log'
4. Manual f'or Surface Weather

Observation

9-39. What plain language word is
inserted before the.5-cFjit coded
weather message to explain a cer-
tain weather phenomencin?
1. Rain
2. Hail
3. Ice
4. Thunderstorms-

9-40. What two elements of weather
can best be used io assist you
in forecasting bad weather?
1. Temperature and atmospheric

pressure
2. Cloud formations and wind
3. Wind and atmospheric ptessure
4. Temperature and cloud

formations

9-41. The twice daily variation in the
barometer is called
1. barometer correction
2. diurnal change
3. pressure front
4. frontal masses



9-42. Assume that the graph shown in
textbook figure 14-16 represents
readings takeh at Norfolk,
'thIVirginia on 25 January 1976 and

at the 1000 reading is the
, lowest recorded for that hour

; during the period 1 -.25 January
' 1976.. The readings taken at

1000 on 26 January 1976 and at
1000 on 27 January 1976 Were
29.86 and 29.83 respectively.
(A) What does this situation indi-
cate, and (B) what action, if any,
should You take?
1. (A) A high-pressure area is

approaching; (B) the OOD should
be notified

. (A) A, low-pressure area is
approaching; (E) the'OOD should
be notified 4.

3. (A) A low-pressure area is
approaching;. (B) none, ,thiSris
a normal diurnal change

4. (A) A high-pressure area is
approaching; (B) none, this is
a normal diurnal change

Learning Objective: Deter-
mine wind by the Beaufort
scale.

9-43. When the Beaufort scale is used,
the wind velocity is estimated

---by-observing-the
1. effect of the wind on the sur-

face of the sea
2. speed of the lowest clouds in

the sky
3. trend of the pressure'and air

temperature
4. rate of evaporation from a

water surface

'9-44. A wind of Beaufort.force 5 is
called a
1. moderate breeze
2. moderate gale
3. fresh breeze
4. fresh gale

Learning Objective: Identify
methods of determining wind
speed and direction.
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9-45. An instrument used to.measure
wind speed on a ship is called a
1. thermograph
2. theodolite
3. clinometec,
4. anemometer

Figure 9B.--Anemometer repeater

41 In answering items 9-4_6,..thru.
9-50, assume that the inemometer

synaro repeater shown in figure 9B is
lor: the bridge of a. ship_making 30 knots
on course 270°T.

9-46: The dial of.the anemometer synchro
'repeater in-figure 9B indicates'
a relative wind direction of
1. 000°
2. 030° '

3. 080°
4. 250°

9-47. The outer scale of the.anemometer
.synchro repeater in figure 9B
indicates the
1.. ship's heading'
2. ship'S speed.
3. relative wind direction
4. relative wind velocity
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9-48. What is the velocity of the ship's In items 9-56 thru 9-58, select the
wind in the situation in figure classes of clouds from column B that

are contained in the family of clouds
listed in column A. Refer to figure
14-29 of your text.

9B?
1. 20 knots
2. 30 knots
3. 50 knots
4. 80 knots

9-49. The direction of the ship's wind
in the situation in figure 9B is
from,
1. 000°T
2. 090°T
3. 180°T
4. 2706T

A. Family B. Classes

9-56. High clouds

9-57. Middle clouds

9-58. Low clouds

9-50. The direction of the resultant
wind in the situation in figure 9B

9-59. Continuous rain may be expected
from what type of cloud?
1. Stratus
2. Altostratus
3. Stratocumulus
4. Nimbostratus

is from
1. 060°T
2. 120°T
3. 240°T
4. 300°7:

Learning Objective: Identify
the types of clouds and fogs
and describe related weather.

9-51: By what basic process dOes water
vapor form clouds?
1. Crystallization
2. Distillation
3. Evaporation
4. Condensation

9-52. Which of the following is not
necessary for clouds to form?
1. Wind
2. Moisture
3. A cooling process
4. Nygroscopic nuclei

9-53. Cloudi deScribed as hook-shaped,
thin, and feather-like are iden-
tified by the name
1. cirrus"
2. stratus
3. cumulus
4. nimbostratus

9-54. What type of cieluds are-associated
with the term mackerel sky?
1. Cirrostratus

.2.'CuMulonimbus
3. Stratocumulus
4. Cirrocumulus

1. Altocumulus.

2. CirrOcumulds

3. Cumulus

4. Stratocumu-
lus

9-60. Vertical development is indicative
of which cloud types?
1. Altostratus and cumulus
2. Cumulonimbus and stratus
3. Stratus and nimbostratus
4. Cumulus and cumulonimbus

9-61. A d....stinctive feature of cumulo-
nimbus clouds_is,_their. -
1. hazy appearance
2. wispiness
3. anvil-shaped tops
4. shapelessness

9-62. Which form of precipitation might
you expect fromcumulonimbus clouds?
1. Rain
2. Snow
3. Hail
4. Any of the above

9-63. Which of the following conditions
will probably cause onshore winds
to produce fog along a coastline?
1. The onshore Winds are forced

.upward by the land
2. The waters adjacent to the

iand are colder than the waters
farther offshore

3.. The Sun heats the land for a
considerable distance inland

4. The water heats up and cOols
faster than the land

9-55. What type of weather usually fol-
lows cirrostratus clouds that were
preceded by some other form of
cirrus clouds? ,

1. Fog
2. Fair
3. Clear and cold

,J4. Rain
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Learning Objective: Recognize
characteristics of weather
fronts.

9-64. The area of convergence of warm
and cold fronts usually is a
low-pressure area.

9-65. The passage of which type of
weather front is usually accom-
panied by a relatively narrow
but often violent band of
weather?
1. Warm frbnt
2. An occluded front
3. Slow-moving cold front
4. Fast-moving cold front

9-66. A steady drizzle is falling
during the approach of a warm
front. What type of cloud
first precedes the front?
1. Cirrostratus
2. Cirrus
3. Altostratus
4. Cumulonimbus

Learning Objective: Inter-
pret storm-warning signals.

Ln items 9-67 thru 9-72, select from
column B the wind speeds indicated by
the storm-warning signals in column A.

A. Signals B. Wind Speeds
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9-67.

9-68.

9-69.

9-70.

9-71.

Two square red
flags with black
centers by day

A white light
above a red light
at night

A white light
between two red
lights at night

One red pennant
by day'

One red flag
with a black
center by day

9-72. Two red pennants
by day

1. Up to 33
knots

2. From 34 to
48 knots

3. From 48 to
63 knots

4. From 64
knots and
above



Assignment 10

-

'Maneuvering Board; Communications

Textbook, NAVEDTRA 10149-F: Pages 238-267

Learning Objective: Describe
relative motion and the rela-
tive plot.

Prior to commencing the maneuvering
board section (items 10-10 through

10-33) you should have available; soft
lead pencil, dividers end parallel
rulers. Several blank maneuvering
boards are provided with the course.

10-1. Ift which of the fol:owing situa-
tions is there no relative move-
ment between two ships?
1. One ship is stationary and the

other has way on
2. Both ships are steaming at the

aame speed-or different courses
3. Both ships axe L$:eaming on, the

same course at different speeds
4. Both ships are steaming on the

same course and at the same
speed

10-2. Assume that your ship is steaming
on course 180°T ahd a target is
sighted at a range of 10 miles
bearing 270°T. One hour later
the range and bearing to the
target is 5 miles at 270°T. Mrhat
is the distance of relative move-
ment?
1. 5 miles
2. 10 miles
3.lSmilea
4. 20 miles
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Figure 10A.--Re1ative movement

10-3. What symbol in figure 10A
sents the position of the
ship?
1. M2
2. M
3. R"
4. r

plot

repre-
reference

10-4. When is the position of the refer-
ence ship placed in the center of
the maneuvering board?
1. Only when it is stationary
2. Only when it is a flagship or

the command ship of formation
3. Only when its relative position

to one other moving ship is
being determined

' 4. At all times
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10-5. What scale are you using if circle
7 on your maneuvering board repre-
sents 35,000 yards?
1. 2:1
2. 3;1
3. 4:1
4. 5:1

10-6. You are plotting a contact that
will vary in range from 7,000 yards
to 32,000 yards. You want to use
one scale throughout the plot.
Which scale do you use?
1. 1:1
2. 2:1

' 3. 3:1
4. 4:1

10-7. What does
in figure
1. Actual Epe.,p] of th,4 reference

ship
2. Relative s.pec1 of tho maneuver-

ing ship
3. Relative aisunce traveled by

the reference mhip
4. Relative distance traveled by

the maneuvering ship

10-8. What does the line Ml-M2 represent?
1. Actual course of the target
2. Actual course of own ehip
3. Relative movement crf the target
4. Relative movement of ( un ship

10-9. In figure 10A, the Mi-M2 plot
represents .,
1. speedzand bearing
2. bear;.net,and distr.:nce
3. distance and course
4. speed and course

10-10. The DRM of the contact 'is
1. 031°T A
2. 121°T
3. 162°T
4. 301°T

10-11. The SRM of the contact is
1. 3 knots
2. 30 knots
3. 60 knots
4. 70 knots

10-12, What approximate time in minutes
does it take your ship to go
35,000 yards at a speed of 19
knots?
1. 55
2. 50

the length of line M1-M2 3. 45
10A repretent? 4. 40

Plot the following information on
a maneuvering board for items 10-10

through 10-11. You are on course 030° at
10 kts. At time 0305, you have a contact
bearing 000°T at 9,200 yards. At time
0311, you hold the same contact bearing
040°T at 8,000 yards.

learning Objective: --Solve--
maneuvering board problems..
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10-13. The vector diagram is used to
indicate
1. speeds and bearings
2. bearings and distances
3. distances and courses
4. speeds and courses

10-14. In the vector diagram the length
of line rm represents the
1. relative speed of the reference

ship
2. relative speed of the maneuver-

ing;ship
3. actual speed of the reference

ship
4. actual speed of the maneuver-

ing ship

Use the f lowing information ior
items 10-15 rough 10-21. You&

ship is making 27 kno on course 033°T.
At 1400 a contact,bears 340°T at a ,

distance of 19,000 yards. The same
contact bears 325°T, distance 12,000
yards at 1406.

10-15. What is the direction of relative
motion?
1. 175°T
2. 183°T
3. 225°T
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10-16. What willIthe contaCt bear from
you 'when:it reaches the closest'
point of/approach (CPA)?
1. 033°T
2. 145°T

. 3. 183°T
4. 273°T

10-17. What iill be the range to the
contact when it reaches CPA?
1. /7,4010 yards
2. /9,500 yards
3./12,000 yards
4. 19,000 yards

10-18. What will be the contact's
relative bearing from your ship
when it reaches CPA?

030°R
2. 183°R

/ 3 240°R
4. 273°R

10-19. What is the relative speed?
1. 20 knots

/ 2. 30 knots
3. 40 knots
4. 50 knots

10-20. What will be the time when the
contact reaches CPA?
1. 1406
2. 1413
3. 1419
4. 1440

f-10-21. What isLthe contact's course and
speed?
1. 145°T at 21 knots
2. 183°T at 25 knots,
3. 213°T at 25 knots
4. 324°T at 22 knots

For items 10-22 and 10-23, assume
that at 1406 the contact in the

preceding problem changes course to
120°T and increases speed to 30 kts.

10-22. What will be the new bearing and
distance of CPA?
1. 120°T, 15,000 yards
2. 164°T, 11,300 yards
3. 254°T, 4,000 yards
4. 273°T, 7,00 yards

10-23. What will be the new time of CPA?
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1. 1406
2. 1414
3. 1419
4. 1423,

Continued on next page
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Plot the following information on 10-29.
a maneuvering board for items

10-24 through 10-28. Assume.that your
ship is in,formation steaming on course
18G3T, speed 18 knots, with your ship
at 200°T, 8 miles from the flagship.
-You receive orders to proceed at 25 knots
to a new station bearing 090°T, distance
4 miles from the flagship. You are to
use a course of 070°T.

10-24. What does the guide bear from you
at the beginning of this maneuver?
1. 020°T
2. 090°T
3. 200°T
4. 270°T

10-25. What is the relative distance
traveled by the maneuvering ship?
1. 10.1 miles
2. 12.8 miles
3. 14.6 miles
4. 18.2 miles

10-26. What is the bearing and range to
the guide when you reach the
closest point of approach (CPA)?
1. 020 T, 8 miles
2. 130° 3 miles
3. 270° 4 miles
4. 310°T 3 miles

10-27. What course would you have to _

steer if you were required to
proceed to station at 15-knots?-
1. 070°T
2. 095°T
3. 125°T
4. 180°T

10-28. What speed would you have to make
to station if you were required
to steer a course of 130°T?
1. 12 knots
2. 15'knots
3. 18 knots
4. 25 knots

Information for items 10-29
through 10-33. .Your ship is the

formation guide on course 175°T, speed
..15 knots. Cruiser A bears 000°R from
your ship, distance 10 miles, and is
ordered to take station bearing 90°R
from the guide, distance 7 miles.
Cruiser A is-to complete the maneuver in
50 minutes:

What is the direction of relative
movement of Cruiser A?
1 140°T
2 320°T
3 355°T
4 000°T

10-30.- What is Cruiser A's relative
speed for this maneuver?
1. 9 knots
2. 10 knots
3. 15 knots
4. 30 knots

10-31. What course would Cruiser A
steer to complete the maneuver?
1. 160°T
2. 175°T
3. 247°T
4. 2L2°T

10-32. What true speed will Cruiser A
use for this maneuver?
1. 9 knots
2. 10 knots
3. 14.6 knots
4. 28.5 knots

10-33. What is Cruiser A's distance from
your ship at CPA?
1. 2.9 miles
2. 5.7 miles
3. 7 miles
4. 10 miles .

Learning Objective: Solve
for apparent and true wind.

10-34. Your ship is on course 320°T;
speed 15 knots and the relative
anemometer shows 045° at 25
knots. What is the true wind?
1. 005°T at 25 knots
2. 042°T at 18 knots
3. 185°T at 25 knots
4. 222°T at 18 knots

10-35. Your carrier is on course 350°T,
speed 15 knots. The true wind
is 10 knots from 240°T. What is
the apparent wind?
1. 060°T at 10 knots
2. 131°T at 15 knots
3. 170°T at 15 knots
4. 311°T at 15 knots
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Learning Objectives: Identify
various forms of naval commu-
nications, message forms, and
formats. Define prowords.

10-36. What is the most secure method
for a ship's external communi-
cations?.
1. Voice radio
2. Visual
3. Messenger
4. Approved wire circuit

10-37. For fast, short range, txternal
communications, ships use
1. messengers
2. registered mail
3. radiotelegraph
4. voice radio

10-38. What is the least secure method
for a ship's external communica-
tions?
1. Voice radio
2. Visual
3. Messenger
4. Approved wire circuit

10-39. Tht correct distance between the
lips and the radiotelephone
microphone is about
1. 1 in.
2. 2 in.
3.- 3 in.
4. 4 in.

10740. What publication contains radio-
telephone procedures?

. 1. Pub No. 102
2. ATP 1B
3. ACP 125
4. ACP 129

10-41. What is the correct pronunciation
for the numeral 2,500?
1. Twen-ty fi-yive hun-dred
2. Too fife hun-dred
3. Too fife zero zero
4. Twen-ty fi-yive zero zero

Learning Objective: Define
and interpret prosigns and
prowords.

10-42. Why are prowords and prosigns
used in naval communications?
1.. To give a degree of security
2. To provide standard terminologY
3. To speed the/handling of

messages
4. To confuge the enemy .

10-43. What proord do you use to
separate the heading of your
message from the text?
1. BREAX
2. SEPARATION
3. PAUSE
4, WAIT

10-44. What is the corresponding prosign
for the proword "Immediate
Execute"?
1. XCT
2. XMT
3. XI
4. IX

10-45. What is the meaning of the pro-
sign IMI?
1. Execute
2. End of transmission
3. Repeat
4. Go ahead

10-46. What is the proword for an action
addressee on a message?
1. ACTION
2. FROM
3. A
4. TO

Learning Objective: Identify
forms and components of naval
messages.

10-47. What are the three forms of'
military messages?
1, Heading, text, and ending
2. Preamble, address, and prefix
3, Voice radio, telegraph and

visual
4. Plaindress, abbreviated

plaindress, and codress
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10-48. What is the most common message
,form used in voice iadio commu-

\ nications?
1. Plaindress
2. Abbreviated plaindress
3. CodresS
4. Executive

10-53. You want to address a call to all
net stations excc-pt. FIRE- What
should you transmit?
1. WATER--AIR-WIND-THI IS

MYMPUS-OVER
2. EARTHBOUND--EXEMPT FIRE--THIS

IS OLYEPUS-OVER
3. EARTHBOUND--THIS IS OLYMPUS--

EXEMPT FIRE--OVER
4. EARTHBOUND--THIS IS OLYMPUS--

FIRE DISREGARD--OVER

If communication conditions are
good, which of tha net stations
will reply to-your message first?
1. WIND
2: FIRE
3. WATER
4. AIR

- Information tor items 10-55 and

10749. What are the three major parts of
a message?
1. Heading, Caxt, and ending
2. Preamble, address, and prefix
3. Plaindress, abbreviated plain- 10-54.

dress, and codress
4. Procedure, preamble, and ending

Learning Objective: Deter-_ _
-Mine proper radiotelephone
procedures.

10-50. The text of a message contains a
group,of difficult wor,ds. In the
message, you should preface this
group of words with=the proword
1. I SAY
2. I SPELL
3. INFO
A. SERVICE

'10751. What does the proword OUT mean?
1. The station sending the message
' wants the receiving
---station'to acknewledge receipt

of the message
2. The station stnding the message

is standing by for a reply
1. The station receiving'the

message is required to read it
back to the sending sta 'on

4. The station sendin the message
has completed his transmission
and requires no a swer

Information for ite
10-60: Your statio

and the collective call si
-BOUND. The stations in th
WIND, FIRE, WATER, and AIR

10-52. You call the statio
in order to check t
missibn by sending
1. WIND, FIRE, WATE

THIS IS OLYMPUS-
2. EARTHBOUND-THIS

OVER AND ouT
3. OLYMPUS--CALLING

OVER
4. EARTHBOUND--THIS

OVER

10-52 thru
is OLYMPUS .

n is EARTH-
net are

s on the net
eir trans-

, and AIR--
OVER
IS OLYMPUS--

COLLECTIVE--

IS OLYMPUS--

82

10-56: . You are next given a
message for WIND and FIRE and you use
the full message format. The date of
the transmission is 30 June. The time
is 1145 GMT. The text of the message is
as follows: UNCLAS CONVOY ARRIVING
THREE ZERO ONE FOUR THREE ZERO ZULU.

10-55. FIRE was unable to receive-the
heading of-your message clearly
because of static durin9 rans-
mission. Inerder to check the
heading, FIRE transmits
1. OLYMPUS--THIS IS FIRE--SAY

AGAIN-ALL BEFORE UNCLAS--
OVER

2. OLYMPUS--THIS IS FIRE--REPEAT
HEADING--OVER

3. THIS IS FIRE--REPEAT ALL
BETWEEN FIRE AND CONVOY--OVER

4: THIS XS FIRE-REPEAT ALL BEFORE
ZULU-OVER

10-56. During transmission et the text
of your message, you accidentallY
send FOUR ZERO ONE FOUR. You do
not notice the error until yau
have finished transmitting the.
text'. At that point you correct
the error by transmitting
1. THREE
2. CORRECTION--THREE
3. CORRECTION-ARRIVING.THREE

ZERO ONE FOUR
4. FOUR WRONG--CORRECTION THREE
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4-57. To cancel your meisage,during
transmission, you have to send
1.:DISREGARD- THIS TRANSMISSION
2. anOther meisage.to cancel the

first'
3. the word 'CANCEL
4. the proword ERROR repeated

three times

10-58. When transmitting a message, to
which no reply is permitted,
you repeat
1. each group inunediately after

it is sent
2. the entire message
3. the text of the message only
4. the heading of the message only

10-59. PIRE wants verification of a
message sent by OLYMPUS; OLYMPUS
should retransmit the
1. entire message immediately
2. entire message after checking

it with the originator
3. heading of the message
4. text of the message after

checking it with the originator

1 10-60. WATER reads back a message incor-
rectly. You answer with'the pro-
word WRONG followed by the
1. DTG of the meisage
2. proword CORRECT MESSAGE IS
3. correct version of the message
4. call sign of the station called

; 10-61. The executive method of radio-
telephone transmission is used to
1. ensure that stations called

act in a timed sequence
2. permit deferred action by the

,stations called
3. permit several stations to act

simultaneously
4. notify the stations called that

the message takes priority
over all others

83

10-62. What proword immediately precedes
the proword ordering units to
execute a tactical signal?
1. Execute to follow
2. Immediate execute
3. Standby
4. Execute

10-63. You receive a tactical message
in which the text is repeated
twice. What executive method is
being used?
1. Intermediate
2. Normal
3. Delayed
4. Immediate

10-64. Who is authorized to acknowledge
a message?
1. The operator responsible for

.transmitting the original
Message

2. The originator of the original
messege

3. Anyone authorized by the, origi-
nator of the original message

4. The commanding officer ox.
sons authorized by him

10-65. You have been directed by proper
authority to acknowledge a message
over the radiotelephone. You
reply with the proword(s)
1. ROGER only
2. WILCO only
3. ROGER WILCO'
4. ACKNOWLEDGE

4 11
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Assignment 11

Communications (Continued)

Textbook, NAVEDTRA 10149-F: Pages 268-283

Learning,Objective: Identify
gethods of visual signaling.'

1171. Your best approach to learning
the Morse code visual equivalents
of characters is.to
1. count.the dots.and dashes
2. learn the sight patterns
3. count the numbers of combine-

., . tions of dots and da'sbee
. 4.. learn the rhythmic patterns of

dots

Grou Code Phonetic Spelling

DXT DELTA XRAY TANGO

GNM GOLF NOVEMBER MIKE

Table 11A

Table 11A shows code groups,
Morse code characters, and phoneti

11-3. What is the phonetic spelling for
the Morse code group shown under

I

"Code"?
7. KILO QUEBEC" ROMEO
i. KILO YANKEE ROMEO
3. ROMEO.YANKEEICILO
4. ROMEO QUEBEC KILO

11-4, What are the Morse code characters
for the phonetic spelling GOLF
NOVEMBER MIKE?

-

11-5. The next to the last character in
f the word INTERROGATIVE is pro-

nounced
1. VEEK TOR
2. VEEK TOH
3. VIK TAH
4. VIK TAH

spellings. Fill in the blank spaces in 11-6..
the table before answering exercises
11-,2 through 11-4.

11-2. What Morse code characters should
be placed in the code column for
the group DXT?

2.

412
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Learning Objective: Identify
techniques of learning and
transmitting Morse code and
semaphore signals

What is the sight pattern-for the
number zero?
1. Dot-dash-dash-dash-dash
2. Dot-dot-dash-dash-dash
3. Dot-dot-dot-dot-dot
4. Dash-dash-dash-dash-dash

11-7. When you first practice receiving
Morse code, you should start by
learning to read
1. individual dots and dashes
2. individual letters and numbers
3. code groups

, 4. fdain language



11-8. At what rate shduld you first
practice sending Morse code by
flashing light?
1. Fastest possible
2. Slowest practiCable
3. Haif that at which you can

receive
. 4. The same as that at which you

can receive
-7

11-9. Compared with flashing light,
semaphore provides greater
1. speed andrange
2. speed and 'security
3. security and range
4. security, range, and speed

11-10. Which method of visual signaling

Items 11-14 thru 11-16 refer to
figure 11A.

11-14. Semaphore signal A is used to
1. indicate an error
2. separate code groups
3. attract attention
4. answer a call

11715. What signal do you use just
before you transmit a sequence '

of nuMbera?
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. D

11-16. Signal D is used to
requires no special equipment
for short distances?

1. indicate an error
2. indicate the end of a word

1. Yardarm blinker 3. attract attention
2. Flashing light 4. answer a call
3. Flaghoist
4. Semaphore 11-17. One of the most popular methods

of teaching strikers the sema-
11-11. When you send semaphore, you

'should make sure that you
1. position your arms correctly
2. move your' flags smartly
3. do not confuse your right arm

position with theleft arm
position

4. do'all of the above

11-12. How many letters may be trans-
mitted using a single flag?
1. 4

2. 7
3. 8
4. 14

11713. How many combinations of the arm
position are possible in semaphore?,

. 1. 4
2. 8

3. 26
4. 28

A

Figure 11A.--Semaphore flags
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phore alphabet is known as the
system of
1. pairs
2. opposites
3. wholes
4. repeaters

Learning Objective: Identify
signal flags and flaghoist
procedure.

11-18. Which method of visual signaling
generally ensures a more uniform
execution of a maneuver.than any
other system?
1. Flaghoist
2. Semaphore
3. Flashing light
4. Pyrotechnics,
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o-

/

PPP'
Figure 11B.--Signal flag

telos 11-19 thru 11-21 refer to
11B.

The fly' of a signal flag is
indicated by the letter
1. W
2. X
3. Y
4. Z

.11-20. What part.of a flag s shown by
the letter Y?
1. Tackling
2. Hoist
3. Tabling
4.-Tail line

11-21. What is the function of part X?
1. To space flags in a signal
2. TO reinforce the flag at the

point of greatest stress
3. To hoist the flag to the

yardarm
4. To attach the flag to the

preceding flag

11-22. A group of flaghoist signals
flying simultaneously is called
a
1. fly
2. display
3. hoist
4. simultaneous hoist.

FORWARD AFT

Figure 11C.L-Flaghoist signals

Items 11-23 and 11-24 refer to
figure 11C.

11-23. The flaghoist signal is flown
from the
1. truck
2. triatic stay
3. port yardarm
4. foremast

11-24. What is the complete signal (in,
proper order)?
a. FOXTROT, ALFA, ZEHO, BRAVO
2. BRAVO, ZERO, ALFA, FOXTROT
3. FOXTROT, ZERO, ALFA, BRAVO
4. ZERO, BRAVO, FOXTROT, ALFA

1125. Assume that-a ship raises several
flaghoist signals, one hoist at
the masthead, one hoist at the
port yardarm, and three hoists
ai the starboard yardarm. In
what order do you read the disT--'"
play?
1. Masthead, port yardarm, star7

board yardarm outboard in
inboard

2. Starboard yardarm inboard to
to.outboard, portsyardarm,
masthead

3. Port yardarm, starboard yard-
arm outboard to inboard,
masthaad

4. Masthead, starboard yardarM
outboard to inboard, port
yardarm

86
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11..26. liour shiP is addressed by flag-
hoist from a merchantship. You

. indicate that the signal is
understood by hoisting the
1. same signal flags and holding

them at the dip
2. ANSWER pennant and closing it

up
3. ANSWER pennant and holding it

at the dip /

4. INT flag and closing it up

11-.27. Assume you are addressed by
flaghoist from another U.S. Navy
ship. What signal do you hoist

' to let the other'ship know that
the.signal is not understood2
1. Hoist the same signal at the

dip and hoist the interrogative
pennant Close up

2. Hoist the same signal close up'
3. Hoist the interrogative pennant

and at the dip
4. Hoist the same signal close up

and hoist the interrogative
Pennant at the dip -

11-28. To indicate,that a flaghoist
signal group is from Pub No. 102,
you first hoist
1. VB
2, INT
3. CODE
4.-DESIG

11-29. What is the proper use of Sub--
stitutes in hoisting the flag-
hoist.signal DELTA BRAVO TACK
BRAVO DELTA BRAVO?
1. D-B-TACK 1st 2nd 3rd

D B TACK 2nelst 2nd
3. D B TACK 2nd 1st 3rd
4. D B. TACIC 2nd lst 4th

YELLOW ,

RED

A

BLUE

WHITE

RED

WHITE

BLUE

REOI 1REO

.YELLOW

RED pi;

GREEN

YELLOW

Items 11-30 thru 11-34 refer to
figure IID.

11-30. Which illustrations represent
letters of the alphabet?
1. A and C
2. B and H
3. B and E.
4. D and G

11-31. One of the substitute pennants is
shown in part
1. C
2. D
3. E
4. F

11-32. Which illustrations are examples
ofspecial flags and pennants?
1. B and C
2. A and C
3. E and F
4. F and G

.11-33. The numeral pennants'are labeled
1. A and C
2. 4 and r
3. and F ,

4. A, C, and D

11-34. You are recording flaghoist sig-
nals in a log. How do you record
the signals labeled B, A, G, and
H?
1. Rp7-SPEED THREE
2. ROMEO 7 3rd 3
3.'Rp7 S 3
4. Rp7 SPEED 3

RED WHITE BLUE

BLUE

RED

BLUE

Figure 11D.--Flags, pennants, special flags and pennants, and substitutes
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Learnis Objective: Recognize
Visual communications,pro-
cedure .

11-35. What dbiication contains visual
comm ication prOcedures
1. P 125
2: P 1B Vol I
3. ANAP 219
4. CP 129

N

11-36. Yoi are about to transmit.the
p osign TRY by flashing light.
T e overscore tells you to

. pause for 5 seconds between
.letters

2. transmit ar a single character
without pausing

4.

1142. QRS.is the operating signal which
means, send more slowly. How do
you, on bOard a ship whose call
sign is NDHY, ask another U.S.

,=Navy ship, call sign NFCH, if
you should signal more slowly?
1. NFCH DE NDHY IMI QRS K
2. NFCH DE NDGY INT QRS K
3. NFCp DE NDHY QRS IMI K
4. NFCH DE NDHY QRS INT K

11-43. Which of the following call
signs is an example of an
international call sign?
1. D p3 p5
2. NHWZ
3. Ah
4. 1 p7 p7

11-44. What publication contains allied
address groups?

3. transmit the meaning of the 1. ACP 100
prosign, i.e., repeat 2. ACP 119

4. send the word CODE before 3. ACP 121
transmitting the prosign. 4. ACP 131

11-37. What is the answer prosign used
in.semaphore?
1. R
2. C
3. U
4. AR

11-38.

11-39.

In items 11-45 thru 11-50, select the
message component from column B that
includes,the Visual message.element in
column A.

A. Elements B. Components

What is the meaning of the pro- 11-45. The ship sending 1. Prcceduresign L in a message sent by the message
flashing light? 2. Preamble
1. Exempted call sign follows

. 1146. The message
2. Call sign follows group count 3. Address
3. Unknown station '

4. Relay

:-
11-47. The date-time

group
4. Prefix

What is the semaphore equivalent
for a hyphen? 11-48. The originator .

2. DU 11-49. Relay instructions
3.
4. XE 11-50, The accounting

symbol
11-40. Operating signals are three letter

,signals.thit always begin.with
the letters
1. B or Q
2. Q or Z
3. X or Y
4. Y or Z

11-41. All operating signals used by
non-military activities begin
with,the letter
1. Q
2. X
3.. X

11-51. The message components listed in
column B,above are part of a
message's
1. heading,
2. text

.3. ending
4. transmission instructions
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11-5 . What ending prosign is used in
a message to a merchant ship?
1. AS
2. AR
3. K
4. IMI

Learning Objective: Identify
sound signals.

11-53. You hear the ship's bell ring
rapidly and then two distinct
strokes. This tells you that
there is a
1. man overboard, port side
2. man overboard, starboard side
3. fire, forward.
4. fire, amidships

Item 11-54-is either ,True or
w False.

11-54. The continuous sounding of any
fog signal apparatus is a signal
of distress.

11-55. How many short blasts does a
ship sound when hoisting an
emergency signal to attract the
attention of,other ships in the
vicinity?
1. 4 short blasts
2. 5 short blasts
3. 6 short blasts
4. 7 short blasts
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COURSE DISENROI,LMENT

All study materials must be returned. On disenrolling,
fill out only the upper part of this page and attach
it to the inside front cover of the textbook for this
course. Mail your study materials to the Naval
Education and Training Program Development Center (PDC).

PRINT 'CLEARLY

NAVEDTRA Number

10149-F

COURSE TITLE

QUARTERMASTER 3&2

Name Last First Middle,,

Rank/Rate Designator Social Security Number

COURSE COMPLETION

Letters of satisfactory completion ire issued.only to
personnel_whose courses are administered, by the Naval
Education and Training Program Development Center. On
completing the course, fill out the lower partof this
page and enclose it with your last Set of self-Scored
answer sheets. Be ,sure mailing addreSses-.are complete.
Mail to the Naval Education and Training'Program
Development Center- (PDC).

NAME

ZIP CODE

MY SERVICE RECORD IS HELD BY:

-Activity

Address ZIP CODE,

Signature of enrollee

PDD Forq, 111
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A FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of this course? Of the text material used
with the course? Comments and recommendations received from enrollees have been
a major source of course improvement. You and your command are urged to submit your
constructive criticiims and your recommendations. This tear-out form letter is
prtwided for your convellience. Typewrite if possible, but legible handwriting is
acceptable.

From:

ZIP CODE

Date

, To: Naval Education and Training Program Development Center. (PDD3)
Building 923
Pensacola, Florida 32509

Subj: RTM/NRCC QUARTERMASTER 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10149-F

The following comments are hereby submitted:
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(Fold along dotted line and staple or tape)

(Fold along dotted line and staple or .ape)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL EDUCATION. AND TRMNING PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT CENTER (PDD 3)
PENSACOLA. FLORD3A 32309

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE, $300

PORTAGE AND RIES PAID
DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVY

DOD-3111

NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM .DEVELOPMENT CENTER (PDD3)
BUILDING 923

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32509
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